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FEDERAL FIELD COMMITTEE FOR
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN ALASKA

SUITE 400, 632 SIXTH AVENUE
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501

October 1, 1968

Honorable Henry M. Jackson, Chairman
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States Senate
Room 3204, New Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Jackson=

-It is my pleasure to submit on behalf of the Federal Field COMmittee
and its_member_agencies_bur report on Native land claims. This
report iS iubthitted-in response to Your request Of March,8, 1958,
for a compilation of background data-and interpretive materials
relevant,to a-fair and intelligent resolution- of.the Alaska Native
problem.

_Our effort has,been to record,all relevant,,avaijible data and _

,information On-the Native peoples,-the:ladandreS6Urdes-of Alaska,
the.,uses_010v,tbes'eclodbOlOWitemade_af:,tbem-in5tbe,RWt,_their _

_ -,pres-entJiset-,ana-,OWnerthipc-:arid-the-futUre,:-oft&L'ConflICting--
-needs-qf.-thefNative:TePplesi-ti?e State'Af2,Alaska-, anth.thelfederal'
--goVeynment-WeJliVe,41-so:IntiTcated aiternatives
-mWber,kliallable,Ao=t*CirgresS,in_itS,searcitfor-CfaTr.7-anCcon-
ttrUctiVe:-S-oldtitin-to the-yery-Complex-lirbblemofIneetingAtie

-legt ima e claims of Native peoples while fostering rthe-economm:.-:,
'a:Siiirations'of7a oüng tate in the early stages of it-SA0velopmeil

hroughout.our work, we have 7had the full cóopèration of all federal,
,state éncies. We wish ..notonly 6 to ae,10-Wpdgk=

report is Un.iqu1y the work of all a wicies
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A LASKA NATIVES TODAY AN

great contrast exists today between the high income,
'Ooderatestandard of living, and_ existence of reasonable opportunity
rcif'most:,Alaskans and the appallingly low income and standard of living,
andithe vfrtual absence of opportunity_ for most Eskimos', Indians, and
AleUts of:Alaska.

-About four-fifths of the more than one-quarter million
i?eoplei:of:Alaska are not Alaska Natives Most of them, living ircor
near,urban places, lead lives very mUch like_ those of other:Americans.
They are, by and large, regularly employed. Mbst families- earn_more
than $10,000per year, though a few earn_ less -than_$2,000. Virtually_
all adults 'have completed primary education_ and the median- educational
level is more than 12 years.

The other one-fifth, who are Eskimos,- Indiant,, and Aleuts,
sOri ng- from cu 1 tures --Very di ffe rent- from those of Other Al as kans Or
other Ameri cans .- Most of- them 1 i ve _1 n1 wi dely _Scattered settl ementS-
across the half-million Square-mfles- of-Alaska.'r In an epnomy bas*d-
mOortantly =i n a -pattern Of life Of; esubsi Stence-Jis hi rig:and hunti
the_l arge -majortty::of-,theSe-- Al as kans::arel, uneMploYed , or only spaSonailk
employed. Thbugh tome feW ofthejamilieSthaVeT=incomeS_:of
nibreT--a-n KU al ly mbs t7of'-the6_11Ve:A ti--TOOVertAndaliiibs-V'§-eVéh=foti,t=ot-
ten 601 ts. have less -thW an elementary :ISChbo -edUtatfon:-'4p-950

Lirgely because :they -:liCkcaSh--jriCOMe::ahthbeCaUse-the-,'COS:tsi,', _
purch as ed gbods: and=_-s e rvi cesare_AfghnibStjiatfVeS,TtVez,in:_SmalL

11-a0fdated:otslif4t4pdaChbii$e5 Viicterunii-pit4-ry _66riOttieotif:;-1'',Pattly,
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and other factors, they are more often victims of disease, and their
life span is much shorter than that of other Alaskans.

Another dimension of the contrast between the Native and non-
Native sector of the population is that of the lack of opportunity for
economic advancement among most Natives. They are not only under-
educated for the modern world, but they are living where adequate edu-
cation or training cannot be obtained, where there are few jobs, where
little or no economic growth is taking place, and where little growth
is forecast. And though there is some evidence of geographic mobilityb
they have tended to remain -in areas occupied by their parents.

Most Alaska Natives characteriied by these circumstances are
-residentsof.,Olaces where,the population is largely of Native origin--

-7they; are-fvirlage.,Alaskans.. _It these people who are the specific
subject of this reVieW;. _

-

While- these-rpeOple are _the,. specifi c focus , a profi le of the
041-Native_ popul_ation-of,the-statefis necessary-to _portray not only

what -..charatteri stics.7 apoly,...ta_Al as ka,Nati ves generally:,: bp_t_al so to_
1Vg-trate:itti`e-vari ety-'-the'diffei-ences -thatIexist- among =Alaska ,Nati ves

o kris Ii,'ar'2,Ni,ti'Ves enableOi:_to -I nip f-oVe the ti,rcum--_-
antes_v_under;-_which',uiey-:1jVeT:h4krid._how_can:SettleMent of--thetr'Iand

-slati on -_-:befcir- Coo-
Ob.rt,0 AnlO,Oi.ta-htbe:;-,t6Jtiij s '-isijhese-twt3 qmeitions

eEIO:t5i3o Tl'of--gOverninent4-to ansWer. A

- -
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POPULATION D STR IBUT ION AND GROWTH

Newest estimates put the number of Eskigios, Indians and
Aleuts residing in Alaska at about 53,000-people.' Except for about
1,000 Indians on two small reservations, these Natives do not live on
reservations.2 They live in towns and villages throughout the half-
million square miles of the state--an area greater than the combined
areas of the 19 most eastern states of the United States.

Though some migrations of Native persons frail their original
habitats has occurred, generalizations about the regions occupied by
each of the major groups can still be made. On the western and
northern coasts of Alaska, along the Bering Sea and Arctic Ocean, live
the Eskimos7.-Who make up somewhat more than half of the total Native
population.3 In southeastern, interior, and southcentral Alaska live
the Indians, the next largest group of Natives. And, in southwestern
Alaska, along the Alaska Peninsula and`the Aleutian Chain, live the
Aleuts, the smallest of the three groups. Principal exceptions to
these pattrns (illustrated in Figure 1) are those persons anu families
who have Moied to urban ara=%-- -particularly Anchorage and Fairbanks.

The civilian resident population of ten census districts4
in northern and western Alaska is predominantly Native. As is illus-
trated in Fi,gure 2, in these districts three pf five persons are
Eskimo; Indianyor-Aleuf; iinthe rest of:the state.only,one person in`
ten is Native.
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DITRIBLITION OF ALASKA NATIVES BY SIZE OF PLACE
IN PREDOMINANTLY NATIVE PLACES, 1967

Cumulative Totals
Total Size No. of Native No. of Native
of Place Places Population Places Po ulation

50 2,839
64 8,813
26 5,735
15 4,357
12 4,807

2 1,021
2 1,113

25-99
100-199
200-299
300-399
4007499
500-599
600-699
700-799
800=899
9007999

1000-2499

825
7

7,888

-50 2,839
114 11,652
140 17,387
155 21,744
167 26,551
169 27,572
171 28,685
171 28,685
172 29;510

-172 29,510
178 37,398

Source:-Afillage-s_in Alaska and_Other,Places Raving a Native
,Popz,Jation-of=25-or-more,'a report,prepared by the,
Federal Field:Committee for Development Planning in

Anchora-ge, Alaska,--1_967;

_ -, -- Wire ,than---70 -pertent of-Al aska ! s,Nati ves-(about 37,000
person's) I j Ve -inl_l 7p_-_yi llages orstownS -3hat are, predomi_nantly_ Native-!-
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Migration to some large Native places is also occurring.
Both Kotzebue and Bethel have grown to nearly 1800 persons, nearly
tripling their 1950 populations. Barrow, now with over 1800 persons,
has doubled in size since 1950.

Migration of Natives to other states goes unrecorded, but
such migration appears to be less than one percent annually. In the
decade between 1950 and 1960, the total natural increase (excess of
births over deaths) was 12,645, but the increase indicated by the 1960
census was only 9097. But this apparent out-migration of 3,268
Native persons, as Dr. George W. Rogers of the University of Alaska
points out, is generally assumed to be an overstatement. He suggests
that some of the difference between 1950 and 1960 may be accounted to
differences in reporting standards, errors, or the change in census
racial classification procedures.6

The,number of Alaska Natives residing in other states or
nations today is unknown. Nearly one of six Tlingit and Haida claim-
ants who completed informal census reports between 1961 e,nd 1964 were
in other states or foreign countries, but migration outside Alaska by
Eskimos or Athabascan Indians would likelj, be much less than that of
the more accul tu rated, Indians of southeastern Al as ka 7

_Whtl e .tillgratjoht_rtor,unban.4p1-aces-_ in-Al aSka-- and- to- ,other -states
s occurring,vi11ages -,are--y-,riotoianiShi ng:,-,,frblif_-_,the_scene2t6-day ,as is _

often assumed i------lhere are today twelye7feweri separate-Native -places (of
i'at-04174 ::6_eiius";2-but-,--mare--=-_-
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FIGURE 5
'

NATIVE SCHOOL ENROLLEES, URBAN PLACES
1956-57 and 1966-67

956-57 1 66-67

Anchorage 257 1,253
Fai rbanks 328 713
Juneau 393 681
Ketchi kan 345 629*
Kodi ak Ci ty 165 250
Si tka 324 611

*_
_ Est. imated

1,812 4;137

Source: Alaska Department of Education,
Juneau Area Office, Juneau,
Alaska.

- -

. _
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
_ALASKA'S NATIVE POPULATION

BY AGE AND SEX
-BASED ON THE 1960 CENSUS

Ag_p _---Totar: Male

All ages 100.0
Under- 5 18.9
5-9 ,15.8

51.6
9.6

10-14 12.6 6.4
15-19 -10:4- .-

20-24_ 7.1 3 ,. 7

25-29 6.8 .

30-34 5.8, , 3-.1--

35-39 '5.0 2.7
40-44 _ '4;0 2.0

3.9 2.1 --

50-54 2.7 1.4

Female

-48.4
9.3
7.7
6;2
.1_

3;4,
3.3-

-, 2.7

2.3

.3

_ __

0:5
04
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CRUDE RATE OF NATURAL INCREASE
ALASKA NATIVE POPULATION, 196046

Crude Crude Crude Rate of
Bi rth Rate Death Rate Natural Intrease

1960 47.8 -9.4 8.4
1961 47.6 9.8 -37.9
1962 47.6 9.4 38.2
1963 45,9 9.4 36.5

;1964 42.5 9.8 32.7
1965 42-.1 , 9.1 33.0
1966 38.3 9.4 28.9

L F

Source: ',Al as ka: Department.,,of Heal th ,and Welfare, Branch
of :'Stati stiOa:t. :Servi `cos, Alaska Vital.- Statistics,

11.1bneau , Alaska-, 1968
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Though the crude rate of na ural increase remains high, it
has declined from the record high registered in 1960 when it was 38.4
per thousand (Figure 7). The decline in the last two years in part
may be attributable to family planning.14

9

Estimates of the future size of Alaska's Native population
made by Rogers range from 60,900to 83,000 in 1980 and from 77,000
to 141,000 by the year 2000 (Sei_. Figure 8).

Both high and low projections, Rogers points out, "reflect
differences in the resulting Native lpopulation reaction to the total
economic setting implied in_ the low and high population estimates."15
In arriving at Hs low estimates, he -assumes a declining annual rate
of net natural increase to _two percent and, i_n a setting of a generally
stagnating econorrty, migration. of_ Natives from Alaska. In arriving at
his high estimate, he also assumes a declining rate of net natural
increase to two percent, and in a- setting of economic growth, migra-
tion of Natives to places within_ Alaska where _opportunities exist.
Important -to understanding the estimates is Rogers' explicit recog-
nition that government has the power to _change conditions:

Underlyi ng both the: high_ and:low- projections of Nati ve popu-
_ lation was the very basic assumptiOn-that,trerids would be

StrbfiglY ilecéd _-bia the 'inferientiori of. purposeful and
effeCti ve=-Publ icm_pfogratiis`:-E6.-achieve an-increase-in pradti ce
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VARIETY AND SIMILARITY

Alaska Natives are, of course, citizens of the United States
klaska. While they have special status under federal law as ab-
inal people of Alaska, they are not wards of government. Natives
, hold political office, serve in the armed forces of the United
?s, pay taxes, and otherwise accept and exercise the rights and
?s of citizens.

As in other ethnic groups of the citizenry, there is not
similarity within the group but variety as well.

Some Alaska Natives are very much like white Alaskans.
1h their cultural heritage is far different from the backgrounds
In-Native Alaskans, these Natives--in their style-of dress and
nil of living, jobs and wants and aspirations--are not distinguish-

Other Alaska Natives, depending-6pon among other things, whether
are Eskimos, Indians,- or Aleuts, where they live and what their
are, are culturally different., Most of theselpeople are residents
.edominantlY Native rplaceS. Between-those.who_dre very muth like
. Alaskans in_their'style-of 1ife anUthose Nery, unl ike other
ans,_there are large 4-lumbers of persons-who are at varying,stages
Iture_ change.1 And;-among-Alaskajlatives_todayi7there isi varying
dente upott,land anrci_water,-'resources.-=",
_ `-
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JOBS AND EARNED INCOME

Among 'Alaska Natives generally, more persons are unemployed
or are seasonally employed than have permanent jobs. More than hal f
-of 'the Work-force is --jobless most of the- year; for them, food gathering
activities provide basic subsistence.:_iOnly one-fourth of the work
force has continuing'emploYment. 1

The-Alaska Native work force, urban and rural is estimated
-to ,be- compaSed -of-16,000 to ;17,000 persons.. Others in- the population
ard'Imnder aWay at school oldlor disabled, or -have dependent

-1, chil drenifor whom.iio child; care exists._ Of the: work , force, 50 to 60-
percent are:,jobless In--March and 'September, _actordi ng _to iecent semi -
-anhua 1 rts: comfril ed, byLt ihe,Bureau -of Indian Affairs-rAt these
7rnes 'onlY- hal f of -those employed ,have =permanent 'jobs. In the 'siiinmers

aheri--4no' es tirhates.'are :Compiled, -JObl esSness ainting Natives across:the-
,

sNate-ufay drdp, to-- 20:- or -.125 -percent. °-. In urban f'areas Natives Wcirk--.at _a .,variety-,of permanent, end:
tempoeary jobs. Some few are self-arnployed, 'but the-71argerLnumber.--

t*.=_eiiiptoye6-512--_,-41a_ are flcar"Oenters,,-; electricians, and',104_i_pment
operators, more are unskilled -iwOrkeri or conS trtiEti on laborers. -- n
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In urban areas Native unemployment appears to be higher
than among non-Natives. Lacking education and marketable skills,
the villager is not usually equipped to conpete in the job market.
Another reason, according to the president of the Alaska Federation
of Natives, is that "they're meek when they come out of the village.
If-somebody tells them 'no' when they go to ask for a job, they are
not likely to come back. The few who make it--they're good."
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Year-round jobs in most villages are few. Typical ly the
opportuni ties are limited to. positions such as school maintenance
man, postmaster, airl ine station agent, vil 1 age store manager, and
possibly school cook or teacher aide. In these places, other adults
gain income through the-sale of furs, fish, or arts and crafts; find
seasonal employment away from the villages as firefighters , cannery
workers ,- or -construction laborers ; z depend upon, wel fare _payments , make
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Owing to the high cost of living in Alaska, the low median
income of Alaska Natives cited understates the extent of poverty.
Basic commodities cost 23 percent more in Anchorage than in Seattle

_in 1963, and up to 74 percent more in northern villages.25 Explicit
acknowledgement of the hfgher prices of goods and serxiices in Alaska
may be seen in the 25 percent cost-of-living allowance added to the
basic pay of federal -employees and higher wj,nimum incomes allowed bene-
ficiaries of federal antipoverty programs.LO_

Rece'nt-studies-, while- not being all-inclusive, suggest that
the povertylmplied for urban and rural-Natives lb the 1960 census
persists. _In:urban Fairbanks in 1967, "most'of the_ Indians;;;27. are
living in poverty,. The_Eskimos are poor to a lesser-extent._ In
the Eskimb village Of Hdoper-Bay in 1966,- just _under half of the 70

househOlds--averagedless tban $2,0QQ cash inbome; only 15 per-
cent received_incomes of more than $3,000.11_ In the Indian village of,,
Venetie in-1967 half-of the families lived on incomes below $2,000.6
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PUBL C ASS I STANCE AND GENERAL ASS I STANCE

Income accrues' to one of eleven adult Natives under
gorical assistance programs administered by the state of Alaska.
lost recent twelve months' average (1966-67) shoWs a tbtal of
2 Native recipients of welfare funds.30 On the average, during
month of this period:

--1,058 persons (and their 3,015 children) received
Aid to Dependent Children totalling $134,196, or
about $127 per family*

--983 persons received Old Age Ass i stance totalling
$73,099, or about $,74 per person;

persons received Aid -to the Disabled totalling
$17 710 9 or about $80 per person; and-

1-r - -

--'---=-89: perspnir'recei-fed :Aid- to,-the -r- Bli nd total 11 ng
$7.545; -br:abOut-"_*:$84 per dars-On

=:--:- cOnsi d_ered-An comp_arison-to ,,the.,:total fpopulation: of ithe_j__
m-i-4-Alaskal s-i-Nattves---Consti tute---sa=- di sp roporti onat ratio ---F those
ivIngweItarelayinentsi.-w,-While-_-7they.-4-make;:ovonly11about:320'-- -e t r-s":-'---7':--
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There are today, As may be seen in Figure 9, a somewhat
snial 1 er number of Native persons receiving Aid to Dependent Children
and Aid to the BI ind-_thah there-were five years ago. -=There has -been
no Significant change:An theInumber of ,persons receiving101dfAge
AsSiStance. ',Over -the Same period of time, the percentages :Of _the
total -pbpulation -receiiing--_--assfstariCe under the first two _orOgrams
who ere-Natives: has; declinedsubstantiallyJn the ,case:,bf:Aid to
Deperideht-Children.: The change 'is insignIficant in 'the caSe of Old
Age AssiStance. NO I-program of- Aid to the:_bisabled'existed -before,

FIGURE 9
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Welfare payments also go to nee4::'_Natives who are- not
for categorical programs -Of publit aS-siStance-administered
;ate. --These Payments: (whi Oh- correspdfiVto.-genera 1: rel tef2 -
the- non-Nati ve Sectoi, byth-e s t.ate)-- ar617-made:iin'aer -the
isststance ri rob rani Of the:Bureau of Affairs

DURAT I
NATIVE

-DUn ng fi undup11C1tiWtases7°:-
famil i ec Or -_ether -adul tS.7Who T'recet0-d-,general-, 'aSsIS :Lance
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FIGURE 1-1

GENERAL ASSISTANCE-EXRENDITURES
= BY WINTERAND SUMMERIQUARTERS*_=
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Seasonal variations in general assistance expenditures (shown
in Figure 11) are indicators of the temporary nature of most assistance
rendered, and the responsiveness of the Native people to job and food-
gathering opportunities--both greatly expanded in summer. In the
winter months of 1967 when expenditures and the caseload were highest,
there were three and one-half times as many recipients who were classi-
fied as employable as there were in the sumwer months of 1967 when
expenditures-and thei caseload were 1owest.3°

In fiscal 1967, almost 30 percent of the Natives receiving
general assistance were residents of urban areas--especially
Anchorage and_ Fai rbanks . These two ci ties having about 12_ percent of
the state's Native population accounted for more than 25 percent of
the beneficiaries of the Bureau's relief program. With a combined
Native population about-the same as the four largest Eskimo towns of
the West, they had more than three times as many different beneficiar-
ies Figure 12).

In fisCal 1967 -there were nearly one-third More unduplicated
cases -than five years-_earlier_77a Oeriod in which the Native popul,ation
grew probably by- hal f that i ncrease
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EDUCAT I ON

Adult Natives today are likely to have less than an eighth
grade education. Of the nearly 25,000 non-white, non-Negro persons
fourteen years or older in 1960--nearly all of whom were Natives--
50 percent had completed no more than the sixth grade; 21 percent had
completed the seventh or eighth grades; another 14 percent had gone to
high school, but only 8 percent had completed their work; and 2 percent
went to college, buj only a small fraction of 1 percent had completed
four years or more. 7

Low though these levels are (especially when compared with
a white Alaskan median in 1960 of 12.4), they portray a grade level
of achievement higher than is suggested by test scores. Standard
metropolitan tests administered in 1965 to students in Bureau of Indian
Affairs primary schools show levels of performance in the upper primary
grades one to two grade levels below medians established nationally.J°
However, a caution is in order: standardized tests, while valuable in-
dicators of achievement among Native peoples, are based upon backgrounds
and experiences far different from theirs, so comparisons with national
norms are less meaningful than they may appear to be.

Educational _levels_ are rising as_ educational opportunities
increase. No statewide survey has been made-since 1960, but recent
data compile-d for-an'ti poverty -prograiiis- for-'21 villages -shbw 31-- percent
of Alaska Natives 25 years old or older who have completed the eighth
grade or wore of school--contrasted with only 11 percent statewide3vin 1960. A further indicator of trends is the increasing number of
Native persons enrolled in schools and_ cciurses above the eighth grade
level. The number,in boarding high sdhool_s has nearly tripled since
1960:;:and the -number-in, higher education and vocational training has

_

7 : -1'}1-6-4_---'-f 7i*1-64's---1-liff;e-= 460-31 y, --`itibt-r-'aCting:7Neg-rb-eS-from non_7-,-, _

I, hey:rep_rez,,,,,:4_4_ 763 'people: Of:WhOs!iy '42 ,-.6,??.-:_Wete:-,A1 a s kan-,iyRs., -II- -Bureau_Ar r t h C,PV1 s uz-r-,;, #
nq-a47-----So0 -a -=.4''C'iiC C Charac

-- '. , r ,. ,.. .....-, ...,-. , -..- I , P 1

Wprks iiri;e1-63-f6-r-q-iidi:ari 'Affai rs-,E
-- - 6

Enli 1 ''''' Ioivel tyi k-,-,kEdu de Via 6'------5-p e ti- ii i = tineau ,Area Offi ce , _ uneaa,
140a--.- '--,--

39`Ca1cu1ated -from- wbrksheetS _=supOlied:by,_the Aiaska-_State_-__

oliiiiiiinfty: Actiori--°-Pit?grqiii-,-±-:Trie:-. --,_,,Anchorage-=A-1 as ka";;=:11-9,67--.--, ,
_

---,-1.7,401-InfOrniati-on_±coriiiiiledby--:therederal:Field-:',Obrri.ttee_-:for--:-
evel Oprnerit±R1:aririj_n4rn-Al ASW'frbtri-Ith-6---_--U.,:S Bureau --- of -Indian
ffal-4,7-s'---;-7:-Syrtviey,--;olf: -=Stiiiir.,67fA-6-ti-idii-ig:_i,'..56gal.--s = o -,_ iii.4hr ': tWiiimi
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In the school year ending mid-1967 there were 18067 Native
young people enrolled in schools in Alaska.41 Nearly two of three were
attending schools in villages--places whose population was composed
of half or more Natives. There were 6,207 enrolled in 82 schools
operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and 2,381 enrolled in 48
schools directly operated by the state. Others were enrolled in
schools operated by independent school districts, private or denom-
inational groups, or by the state under Johnson-O'Malley or Fish
and Wildlife funding.

Even with gains registe ed as the result of expanding e
t onal opportunities, the overall educational level remains low.

For most Alaska Natives, the problem was put succinctlY 1.
1965 by the now Commissioner of Indian Affairs when he pointed out
that though cultural and language differences and residence at remote
locations had contributed to difficulties faced by Native people to-
day, there was another factor: "They are suffering", he § id, "from
a program of education that is too little and too late."

41 aisd-,Other__PU40, ct,Rectsopulation
LO ait. = _ =

42:-,1genla-rks of Robeyt L Bennett, Ar_!A_D1 7c:tor,
Indian -Affal rs op,.K,,,-7t,....1,Al_as7.ka _Congress_

f ' Pai'ent'S-1:'andleachdr, -Ketchikan,-nAlaska-,- October _ _1
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_The health statu =0 f Alaska 'Natives is =indicated by the- fact __

that -the average:age- cif .4feeih- ..1i-s- aboUt "-halfl'ef__Tthat 'of other Arner-feariS '.-
-In -1966; the aVerage age ,of,deatb:--among"-,Natives wAS- 34,',5 years ,', a

,

sl i §-ht i ncreaSe, OVer 'the-- precedpig7Year ;43 And lby, ki5y other_ measure,
... the_ health status of-Natives-is ;inferior -to, that,of other Al askans
, , _ , -

- - _ ' . --. - . ,,, , . _

-- 18
_

_

18_ ,-Mortal i ty'
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-16 --_,,
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Since 1950 the nUmber of people who, died froM tuberculosis
-_ ha s-i-decl ined from 222 An that ,yearto 6, 'in 1 966'. Death- ,rates from

tuberaylosis are illustrated- in-Figure-14. Half as-many,
-_1966 fram other-infeCtious diSeases,-as-in 1950, and, fewer died ,from
influenza-7and,:pneumonia-.- TwiCe4S many:-,perSans,:died:as
ati'dents; -suicides',':apd- alcohol iSm in 1966 a in 1950hbwfer, --- and-

-ttiree :MOS _asJ,Itia'nyper-$onspd;:of 'honi-icide,.-,`-t° In -these _years- the
-_Natve.popu1ation réw by less than 50percent Alaska Natiye deaths
`catis'edrhY7"iiieileriderioven-theqOa§ti=§6,en years7liereA 1 lustrated. in

Figu-rel 5:
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The infant mortality _rate _of Alaska Natives , a-significant
factor in the overall death-rate, is also More:than twice the _rate of
whi te Al askans Pio-re than lonefi fth of the-7total =Native- deaths in_
1966 occUrred in persons under one year- old these-,102' deaths resul ted
i n an infant death rate of- 52 -per thousand 1 i ve_ bi rths Among white

Al as kans the rate was 22, EXcept for:-1963-;-'the kesent, high rate of
nfant mortal i ty of Nati vet is -low& than:at ary tithe duri ng the pa§t

17 years .41Duri ng this period, as_may be seen: 1n Figure -16 , _the -rate
was reduced bY nearly 'hal =

Fi ve,Year_ -averages_ -show, that:-:cleaths tb_Nati Vei nfants , Oner.:
t6-six _days Old- (Whtle most -.1 nfant-are 6Edur at

-la- rate,: only"- slightly ,greater- than___thatr_ forJ=white ,.1k1 askant ..: T_ When _the
nfarrts--_-retii rh- toJtheiry1:1.1 age-:=.-home_ envi ronnienis,-_,,the,, rate -increases

-11Mong:L Native infants 7 :to-_ 27 days old, f-the rate i C"triree-:-times -that
for whites 8 Among z NatiVe:i niants ôneto fi emonths* bld,-_:_.._the --rate _

fou'r'tti Mes-f- that of whites Andamong Native infants 7,-;si)(-,-toel eVen
_ d the death rate

Alákãn

ir

8 0 _

7 0

6 0

Principal caUSes _o
-7766M 4 eases-- -6`f acci d en

In on] y -one: dat-60i7y-.02c6:45e-,=:=COng:etitil-r:=M:al *Om:06AS -;;;Ika:§,;the
la s Native-- rate--complrabte-:f6-,---the rate
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47 enk,_
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Sickness and Hospital ization

Bronchopneumonia was the 1 eadi ng 'cause of hospital izati on
among Al aska Natives i n fiscal year 1966 .- The 582 patients admitteci,
Constituted-almost si x percent of the total admi ssions of the year.

,

_ Admissions for the ten 1 eading causes amounted to nearly
one-fourth -of _al 1 admissfens = The -other nine-leading -causes in de-
scendingrank _werie fr-acture;- otitis_ media nfectl an:- of -the middle

OstrOenteri ti s -and col i_tis seaSes of- the di Testi Ve, system
pUlmOnary -tuberculosis laterations''''andr-operrwounris_;: hypertrophy
tonils and ,adenbids--, rlobar--pneuMo-niC,-'acute braih syndronne assoCiated
with cat1°2 and _cel 1 61 ti S- and abscess '(itifect-ianS of ski n and

_ =-

e:-TeeriTI n gurer--17:,- berc--ulosis-- 1 ed as

us ef-=:-hos pitall tat fon-_-_ibl-fterms Arr.z.1
nerdenctra,te JOr'-'-rtuberculo0 s=--z_among-,A1 as ka ,Nat _yes has 1 ne

Y: diVei'fro4j-AtE: s 66-ti I n Fi gUre--18 )
_ _ _ _ _

. . 41ove,ithe-t-rate forJtmericans generally
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FIGURE 17

TEN LEADING CAUSES OF410SPITALIZATION
OF ALASKA NATIVES, BY NUMBER OF ADMISSIONS,

FISCAL YEAR 1966_ .

Number of
Admissions Inpatient

Days

Total Admissions _ _ --10-,068 2 196-,061
Admissions-,for- Leading Causes 2 2,729 -68,269

1 'Bronchqpneurnoni a 582 =6,810
._ Fractures 323 8,492. .Oti ti s Media 312 5-,424

,Gastro_enteriti s _and .': Col i ti s
_., .. . , , ,

_excea ,U1 cerattveY, . 305 _ 5,, 790,
Ailiionar-i---.1701;6raIll ck' i __ :, 278 29,903

AWat-19.6e_007:0-0-W§A-d4_ _ -'2.5.9-. . -,-157:
yopri_ro-phy, qf fonsi ls::_and- Adnoi ds --,218 ,470-

Lobir-Pneutlioni a - - - :-_ , `-- .,.,-_ -- - 172 2,639
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FIGURE 19

RATE OF INCIDENCE* BY. FOUR MAJOR CAUSES
OF HOSPITALIZATION-OF ALASKA NATIVE ADULTS,

FISCAL YEAR 1966

L-Respiratory dtseases_
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=- Tuberculosis_ _ _ _
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FIGURE 20

= _RATE OF.INCIDENCE* BY_FOURTMAJOR-_CAUSES
OF HOSPITALIZATION OF ALASKA NATIVE_CHILDREN

FISCAL YEAR'1966_
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Native children require hospitalization because of respira-
tory diseases more often than for any other single category of health
problem (See Figure 20). In fiscal 1966 the rate of incidence per
thousand was about 46. Three other major causes of hospitalization
among chilaren by rate of incidence were accidents, otitis media, and
gas troenteri tis

The consequences of: respi ratory i nfecti on and otiti s -mddi a
are damaged and ,handicapped children. The director of the Alaska
Native Medical Center writes; "Bronchiectasis, a very serious type
of lung,_damage, is seen with frequentY -among Alatka Native children.
It is 'a rarity among the -children of :the rest-of the country. Chronic
otitis media, an infection of the middle ear, occurs even more fre-

_ _

quently; causing a high incidence of hearing- loss at an early age.
In one-of our large studies, -. it_was shoWn _that 38_percent of the chil-
dren had a:Signifitanf_hearing,handiaap'bk the age of four All of
theser-70iS-eases-,.-and otherS;-?Hconib-ine-LtO keep,-1-large7riiimber'Taf -children
si ck a Signi,ti c-anipiroporti on-, of- the time. Last year -15- berCent of
the, entire childhood population was hospitalized." She adds:"ther?.
is higher incidenae of _mental:retardation -among Alaska:Native chil-
dren:-;1'0Ver::50:percent Of the mental-retardatiOn demOnstrated is due
to reSAual'Aamage-offacut&-infedtiaLIS 7:1i seas es suffered in early

lie;&

atemen ,epared-i_byjAart 1,1 §-o Medital
:1474q,_0 -AricAci rag@ 1:af'§ka forpreseñ-

SUrrimer='"of:



Oti ti t: lyipoi a 'and= upper respi ratbry,-,1 nfecti_ons were the
rst and- seCond- ou--; f Peg uentlY1---repcirted _no-tlfi Able Al teases among
1 Al aska- Nati ves-A n 1967--. Childrenfour years-of:age= and younger
counted :for _nearly two7thi rds of ..the Otitis ]:Medi a Cases and about
lf- of the upper respi ratory nfeati on, Case's . L'AS Illustrated i n
gure 21 ; they were-, clpsely: followed by steptococc1 sore-, throat .

hers in -the top ten noti-fi ab1-_ di teasel , :ranked- descending

der, -were impetigo, pneumonia dysyntery, ,- gonorrhea-, i nfluenza,
njuncti-vi tit , and gastroente'ri = '
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If problems of teeth among Natives were ranked with other
health problems, the ranking would be high. As the Anchorage area
office of the Division of Indian Health points out: "Dental diseases
are nearly universal among the Alaska Native people. Dental caries
experience and its sequelae of pain, infections, and loss of teeth
is extremely high. Peridontal diseases are also very prevalent
among Alaska Native people. Untreated ortho09ntic problems reach
staggering proportions in our young people."34

"Most of the deplorable -dental conditions," according to
the director of the Diyision of Indian Health, "are due to a life-
time of neglect;: lack of understanding of measures to be taken to
prevent dental diSeases, anclinadequW amounts of dental resources"
to serve'Indians "and Alaska Natives."-

_ -

'Pràblems of mental health are major problems of Alaska
Nati ves today. As noted above , :personal i ty di s orders rank thi rd i n
incidence in the population. Acute brain syndrome associated with
intoxication is eighth- i-anked_ cause for admission, to hospitalization.

_ And_over,a 167Yeari_period _in...which _the population grew' bY about 50
percent, the_numher-_,Of suitides and persons dying of alcoholism

=Mental distrèssanionigAlaskaNatives isthè result- of one
ciilture-imposfng:-,1-tSelf pn:anOther, itv the -Opinion--f.fithe_ state's

reatof---thei vision-bf.Mental _Health ly -the
-,_-:-_Nativesplicedi-;a70*--pii:,,ceitaih,_,Oin§s_ii,:ThentWwhite man_ came-i
q;and*-ithe'',Native-ifoUn'd plecei-iare-part-

of ifii:-'dO144fall-{4hen he is adapting to thiS new -culture:156
-

-
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If mental health problems are broadly construed to include

t only mental illness and alcoholism, but also child neglect and de-

nquency and other behavioral problems, according to the Division of

dian Health's chief psychiatrist, then mental hpalth problems are

e major health problem of Alaska Natives today.°1

Broadly told, the poor physical health of Alaska Natives is

incipally the result of environmental conditions in villageshousing
at is overcrowded and insufficiently ventilated, water supplies that

e impure, and inadequate Waste disposal systems. Contributing factors

e general malnutrition, a too-frequent lack of understanding of sani-
ry practices among villagers, and the inability of the Division of
dian Health--owing to limited appropriations and the remoteness of

llages--to provide a level of services appropriate to needs.58

While medical efforts=preventing disease where possible,
eatirg diseases and injuries, teaching good health practices--have
sulted in substantial gains, for many of the remaining problems

ere are no preventive medical measures to be taken;-there is ne

ans of immunization, for instance, against respiratory diseases or

itis.media; Significant reduction in the incidence of many of
aska's remaining_health problems must be sought in improvemen of

e socio-economic'conditions -under Which Alaska-Natives live."

-57iInterwwith Health
U -s PtIblicHealtlf =Servite-,-- Division- of Indian---Heal-th,_
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NATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

For nearly fifty years the Alaska Native Brotherhood and
Sisterhood were the only organizations of Alaska Natives. Their
membership was made up of Indians of southeastern Alaska. Then in
1961, Inupiat Paitot, made up of northerri Eskimos, was formed; in
1962 the Tanana Chiefs' Council, composed of Interior Indians' vil-
lage chiefs, was organized.

1.

Explaining the organization of new groups 'in the early-
1960's, EskimO editor Howard Rock said; "The reason-for the formation
of these groups of course,- was that We had_ begun: to _realize that- we,

as Native_people of Alaska,-ihad many problems. We- also found that by
speaking as a group, we were:heard. As.a!resUlt, tome good things
began to come our way. Having tasted-the fruits of our labOrs, we
_are enctraged to try _to perrietuate the 'existenc-e: of these organiza=

The real7growth in_ the number-orNative_associations came
in,1965_ and 1966 ,_-_wi th-, much _of =the _ stimulus corning -from- the is-sue of
land claims and protests?: -There- are now: 21 ''regiOnal- pr community
organizations -anct a .stateWide assaciation, 'thk-AlaS*a-:Fideration bf
-Natives.

The- regionalc-,jr6Lins'rare . Arcic,SlopeA_NatiVe',AssOciation-,_--
---27-===- Coppers-Ri Vert Odi-WPW-ffaTtftinT:CNVINa -etw:Atation; vill'age-

-Colnidi17_ PfeSI de=nts_1---oCiation;-:lanaiia:_Ctile--Wi*soclattion-,-;-Alaska
Nativeq_Bi;othe'rhood;afid-lti fig "Ci4Hal 6,-!_tel-ritr-A l --totintit -_-:!,Ko'cl-i a k- Area _" ---- --,

t-Native7ASsociatiOn-Northwest Alaskat::NatiVe-f!As_s'Oclation-,- -Arttl,c7Native,
roijie'rtio'Od-- Alaska -'-- PO) nrsill a4,1=;',14-avie!; 'ii`o'C'iatiOii,:'_13nAs.tWBakiNative-t- =.----

spe-Ptibl :,--6).itx(e-agLikito-rfeEpitoiekdifiNaibiell&s-iiezfakti, 1,--

--_ComMunity-_lorgantzati,onar. --61e4ran-Ce&ka:iive=:4-Ktsotlitibir,
alTeW,Nap ve-,-,A-"$'-o§i a 1,0i1V- i 1,-a7*WEis-1,otna,,-;Fazi rbqn_ s_,,,,

.._,... -

atilie-itiCia:-E5O"iii4' giiiitat*Aenattiet-i-idiiitAs66ia-
iOn-;4:---and'i!Na-tve=i;_il 7eneat-i iedtirieithil-stri-Oei'S'of

iie-ii o ii a, 'rii-ftWaffe . _._
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_The Alaska Federation -of 'Natives had_ i ts beginnings in
-October, 1966. _ _While -not naMed in i ts constitution as a speci fi c ob-
jective _of the 'Federation; the resolution of land claims is stated
plainly as--_an 4-ini_iri -_the preamble:

We:the Nati Ve Oeopie of-_Al aska, in order to secure
to ourSelves :and bur descendants the rightS ,ancl- bene-
fi ts to- whith We_ are entitled under -the _laws of the

-_ United _States-; and -the State of Alaska; to -enlighten ,
the -Publ iC -,toward e better:Understand ng of -the Native
peOple ;,_ to preserVe-_-the :Nati Ve -cUltural --val ues; -to -Seek-

--- an iequitralAe adjl:tsiinrit's o f ., Native, affair s dnci_Native-
elaimes to -seek , , to-_- secure , -and to _Oreserve - our rights
under-_eki_sti ng-1 aw-i- of -the':Uni ted -5 tateSt, to_ promote --

7- -the coMition'Welfare--:Of- the= Nati Ves--rof -Alaska andr-to --_-

---..foSter -. the-:.contintied__ 1Pyaltk:_;-7and:-Al leg i etice --Cif: thb
Nati veS;_of'AraskaTto-,=:the'flag- -0-f- theUnited--StateS- -`-__-
and-the----State-_,6f,:=Alaska-,-,do,--estab_l iSh:thi s -_organi_za-

-_ _ti on.: -. :-. 62- emiWisilfed_ _ A
t 4 . ,, .

,,-

Oble cti Vas- pf-,-the-Federati orrInained-,-1 n i ts--.consti tuti on.:,and__
psaaws-;-,ari---; 1: -.!I it; iiki.66tie:pKcle;:6ii.,it h'07-Aai..,--!-of the I -Nati Ves _-_pf' 'Alas k a _, .
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Representation in the Federation's annual meetinc is based
upon the number of enrolled active members in such area-wide asso-
ciation, or if the village is not in an association, the number of
"enrolled active members" in the village. Each association and each
village not in an association has one delegate and an adational
delegate for each 100 active enrolled members beyond 50."

At annual meetings held in October, delegates elect officers
and directors and transact other business. The six officers (presi-
dent, first and second vice presidents, secretary, treasurer, and
sergeant at arms) are elected for two-year terms and serve as voting
members of the Board of Directors. Other members of the board,
also elected for two-year terms, are the elected single representa-
tives of each area-wide association and three at-large members
elected by villages not in associations.66 The only salaried posi-
tion specifically provided for in the constitution is the president,
who is to receive not less than $12,000 per year. Other members of
the board (including other,officers) "will be reimbursed for out-of-
pocket expenses incurred."0/

Governing authority over the Federation between annual
meetings is vested in the Board of Directors. This group "may hold
quarterly meetings at such speqific time and place as shall be
determined by the president.h'Dö The president is compelled to call
a meeting of the Board if a majority of its members request it in
writing, but no such meeting has been requested.
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Serving full time (since June of 1967) as president of the
Federation is Emil Notti of Anchorage, who employs a full-time secre-
tary. Office of the Federation is in Anchorage.

Financing of the Federation comes from membership dues, con-
tracted performance of work for others, donations (from individuals,
corporations, and Native associations), and raffles.69 In May, 1968,
the U. S. Depurtment of Labor funded an on-the-job training contract
with the Federation to provide basic and on-the-aob training to 200
trainees. Amount of the contract was $282,7927u

In May, the Federation also obtained a loan of $100,000 from
the Village of Tyonek to assist in pressing for satisfactory Con-
gressional resolution of their land claims. The funds obtained will be
used to hire a person or persons to prepare detailed presentations of
the Federation's position respecting provisions of proposed legislation
and to employ spokesmen who will travel to Washington as lobbyists for
the Federation."

The land issue "is the catalyst that has welded culturally
diverse Native groups into a single federation" notes a leading
Alaska newspaper, "and it appears likely that the Native organiza-
tions will outlive the land claims battle and extend their influence
into other social and economic areas affecting the Alaska Native.72

GsAlaska Federation of Natives, Offl, onstitution and Bylaws,

Preamble.
66/bid Art. 3.
67
.1bid. Art. 5, Sec. I (a) (b).

6'Ibid., Art. 7, Sec. 2.
69 Interview with Emil Notti, op. cl:t.
"Letter from Willard Wirtz, U. S. Secretary of Labor, to C. R.

Smith, U. S. Secretary of Commerce, Washington, D. C., May 7, 1968.

71 Interview with Emil Notti, op. Cit.
72 "The Emerging Villa-e People," Anchorage Daily News, Dec. 17,

1967, and Dec. 18, 1967.
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FEDERAL SPENDING AND ALASKA NATIVES

As aboriginal people of Alaska, Natives are eligible for a

wide range of special federal services, just as Indians are in other

states. They may, for instance, attend the Department of the Interior's

Bureau of Indian Affairs day or boarding schools; and they may obtain
tuition, transportation, and subsistence allowances from the Bureau

for vocational training or college studies. They may receive assis-

tance from the Bureau in finding jobs, borrowing money, devising
economic development programs, acquiring surplus federal property, and

in other ways. They may receive welfare payments from the Bureau when
they are destitute, if they are not otherwise eligible under state

welfare programs for the blind, disabled, old, or those having dependent

children. From the Division of Indian Health of the U. S. Public Health

Service, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, they may obtain

medical and dental care, and share in constructing water and waste dis-

posal facilities. And through Interior's Bureau of Land Management they
may obtain title to townsite lots or Indian allotments from the public

domain.

Eligibility for programs, it should be noted, does not neces-
sarily assure Natiwes that a service will be afforded. Attendance at

boarding schools, for instance, is limited by facilities available.

Participation in vocational training programs, owing to inadequate pro-
gram funding, is open to only a fraction of those seeking training.
Other Bureau progrems are even more limited by low levels of funding.

Extension of medical and dental care to Natives by the Division of
Indian Health is affected not only by inadequate appropriations, but
also by the difficulties of providing such services to the many remote

villages. Water supply and waste disposal program funds fall far short

of meeting needs. And such is also true of funds for surveys of town-
sites and other programs.

Federal spending for Alaska's Natives by the two agencies

serving American Indians, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the

Division of Indian Health of the Public Health Service, will total

about $43 million in fiscal 1968.73

Education of the young is the purpose to which nearly one-

half of the federal budget for Alaska Natives is devoted, (See

Figure 23). For operation of its day schools and a boarding school

and for other educational arrangements for high school students, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs will spend about $10 million; for construc-

tion of new schools and teachers' quarters and for repair and main-

tenance of existing facilities, the Bureau will spend another

$10 million.

T3 Senator Bob Bar e 's Washington Report, by Mary Lee Council,

C., Jan. 27, 1967.Washington,
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Training for adults under the sponsorship of the Bureau,

however, is slight by comparison. Its Adult Vocational Training
Program, including relocation of persons to jobs, involves spending

of about three quarters of a million dollars.

FIGURE 23

PRINCIPAL OBJECTS OF SPENDING BY

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND

DIVISION OF INDIAN HEALTH, ALASKA

FISCAL YEAR 1968

Education $19.8

Health Care $17.0

Roads, Trust property, Arts, Crafts,
Agricultural assistance $3.0

Welfare
illage

In millions of Dollars rounded )

SadaTtion $1.0

Projects

Source: Senator Bob Bartlet r8 Washington Report, by Mary Lee Council,

Washington, D. C., Jan. 27, 1967.
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The second most important purpose to which federal spend-
ing for Alaska's Natives is devoted is health care. For operation
of hospitals and clinics, and for otherwise extending medical services
to the scattered Native population, the Division of Indian Health is
spending about $16 1/2 million. The Division is also spending about
one-half million dollars for alterations and repair of existing facil-
ities.

Improvement of environmental health conditions through the
construction of water systems o. wells and waste disposal facilities
in villages is being sought with about $1 million.

Of third--but much less--importance in terms of dollars
spent for Alaska Natives is welfare. Almost $2 million will be spent
directly by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for relief payments to needy
Natives and for other welfare programs.

The remainder of the budget for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
--almost $3 million altogether--is to be spent, in order of declining
magnitude, for road construction and maintenance, agricultural and
industrial assistance, administrative expenses, management of Indian
trust property, development of Indian arts and crafts, and management
of forests and range lands.

Headquarters for the Bureau in Alaska is in the state's
capital in the southeastern panhandle, Juneau. Jurisdiction over
schools (except for boarding schools) and other functions in Alaska
is divided into five districts with offices (headed by superinten-
dents) at Juneau, Bethel, Fairbanks, Nome, and Anchorage See

Figure 24).

The Alaska Native Health Area Office of the Division of
Indian Health is located in Anchorage. Geographical subdivisions
for Native health purposes are called service units. Namad after
the cities in which the Public Health Service hospitals of the region
are located, the service units are Anchorage, Kanakanak, Bethel,
Kotzebue, Barrow, Tam:ma, and Mt. Edgecumbe (See Figure 25 ).

Other federal spending of direct benefit to Alaska Natives
goes to them as American citizens who are eligible under terms of
categorical programs, not because they are Indians. For instance,
those who are old, blind, disabled, or who have dependent children,
may receive public assistance benefits -- mostly federally funded --
from the state.



FIGURE 24: Bureau of Indian Affairs Districts

Source: U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area Office, Juneau,

Alaska.
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FIGURE 25: Public Health Service Units

Source: U. S. Public Health Service, Alaska Native Health Area
Office, Office of Program Planning and Evaluation, .

Anchorage, Alaska.
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Those who live in remote areas who are unable to obtain

decent and sanitary housing on terms they can afford may be able to

participate in a grant-loan housing program authorized in 1966 by

Congress. Those who are disadvantaged may participate in a number

of antipoverty programs such as Headstart or Neighborhood Youth

Corps. And there are others. In the programs cited--involving

federal funds of about $8 million--the larger number of beneficiaries

will be Alaska Natives.

While all Natives in the state are eligible for special

federal programs conducted for American Indians, the benefits go

chiefly to those who are residents of Native villages.



A CONCLUD ING NOTE

Even though Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts of Alaska have
made social and economic gains, particularly in recent years, and for
some of them the gains are substantial, social and economic problems
confronting the larger number of Alaska Natives persist, and the
dimensions of their problems are broad and complex.

For some Alaska Natives who live in cities, social and
economic problems are enormous, and for some who live in rural areas,
such problems may be but few. But broadly told, while joblessness
is high and income levels low among Natives generally, these condi-
tions are worse for those in villages. While educational achieve-
ment is low among Natives generally, it is lower for those in villages.
While the health status of Natives is poor across the state, it is
poorer for those in villages. While opportunity for progress is
limited for most Natives, it is virtually absent for those in iil-
lages.

Of most importance here: it is Alaska Native villagers
who today--for their basic subsistence--range over, occupy, and use
public domain lands. It is these villagers who have joined together
with other Alaska Natives to lay claim to land and to protest against
its transfer to others. And, in proposed settlements affecting land,
it is they who are the principal focus: the Natives of village
Alaska.
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ILLAGE A LASIC

GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC

Village Alaska--the 178 predominantly Native places' (of 25
persons or more) scattered across the state--is the home of about
37,400 Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts, about 70 percent of the Native
population residing in the state.2

Village Alaska stretches from the communities of Metlakatla
and Hydaburg in the rain forests of the southeastern Panhandle--north
and west 1300 miles to Barrow and Wainwright on the tundra along the
Arctic Ocean and south and west nearly 1600 miles to Nikolski and Atka
on the foggy, lushly vegetative islands of the Aleutian Chain. In a
number of ways these places and 172 other Native places are unalike--
in size, in climate, in landscape, in cultural heritage and its con-
tinuing influences, and in patterns of life and work--but in important
ways they are alike.

Most Importantly they are alike in that village people rely
upon gathered resources of the lands and waters--not upon income from
jobs--as a base for their subsistence. While not all villages or all
village people depend to the same extent upon hunting, fishing, trap-
ping and other activities of gathering for food, reliance on gathering
activities is generally characteristic of village Alaska.

Size of Native Communities
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Most villages are small. Fifty places have 25 to 99 inhabi- for theil
tants; another 64 have more than 100 but fewer than 200 inhabitants; be?

and another 26 places have more than 200 but fewer than 300 inhabi- arfi

tants. Taken together these 140 villages have a population of only of 25 or
17,400 persons.3 Developrm
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4Thi

regional
of India'
the remll
numberini
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from 300 to 1,000 persons; most of these places are smaller than 500. Letter fi
Bureau o

Even smaller are an additional 50 Native places Where one
or more Native families are reported to live most of the year, but
whose population is believed to be fewer than 25, TOtal Nativepopu7
latiOn Of thpse:tiny settlements may total 200:or 300 L.pe:rsons,

About 12,000 Natives live iii 32 communities ranging in size
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. CHARACTER I ST I S

There are no urban communities that are predominantly

Native, but there are six predominantly Native places that have a

population of more than 1,000 persons (See Figure II-1). In these

cities--Metlakatla, Dillingham, Bethel, Kotzebue, Barrow, and Nome--

live nearly 8,000 Natives.

Almost half of village Alaska's non-Native civilian popula-

tion of about 4,500 live in these larger settlements. These people

are chiefly employees of federal and state government, but there also

are shopkeepers and other businessmen, fishermen, prospectors, and

their families. In the smaller places, non-Natives are chiefly em-

ployed by government as teachers or VISTA volunteers, or they are

commercial traders or store operators, or they are clergymen or

missionaries.

'As noted in Chapter I, "Native place" refers here to a community,

one-half or more of whose population is Alaska Native. "Village" is

used here interchangeably with "Native place" except in some specific

references, e.g. to cities such as Nome, even though they are one-half

or more made up of Natives. There is no uniformly accepted definition

of what a "village" is. Must there be a Native council for a place to

be a village? Must the place have a minimum number of people? If

non-Natives reside at the place, must the Natives be in the majority

for their place to be a "village"? If so, how great must their majority

be?
2VitZages in Alaska and Other Places Having a Native Popaation

of 25 or Mbre, a Report prepared by the Federal Field Committee for

Development Planning in Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, 1967.

3See Figure 3, Chapter I.
4These places of reported small populations are identified on

regional maps in a subsequent section. One official of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs who provided names of a number of small places added

the reminder: "There are, of course, individuals and single families

numbering six to ten living away from map name places. Occasionally

an abandoned village site may become a living place for awhile."

Letter from Roy Peratrovich, Superintendent, Anchorage Agency, U. S.

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Anchorage, Alaska, May 13, 1968.
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Changes in Village Size

Only small villages have been abandoned in recent years
(See Figure 11-2). Thirty-one villages of fewer than 100 persons and
six piaces of 100 to 199 persons in 1950 are now abandoned or have
declined to one or two families.5 All other 153 Native communities
continue to exist and only 26 of them are smaller today than they were
in 1950.5 Amother 46 of them, however, have apparently experienced
out-migration; their rate of growth over the 17-yea period has been
less than the approximate rate of natural increase.' Changes in aggre-
gate population are shown in Figure 11-3.

The median size of communities, half or more of whose popu-
lation is Native (considered by total population), has grown from 100
in 1950 to 155 in 1967. As may be seen in Figure 11-4, about half of
the people in Native places in 1950 lived in villages whose population
was fewer than 200. Today less than one-third live in villages that
small. And only one-fifteenth of the people in Native places lived
in cities or towns of 1,000 or more in 1950. Today, nearly one-fourth
do.

During this same period--in which 37 places deJined to one
or two families or were abandoned completely as permanent sites--new
settlements were being established or were growing from seasonal camps
to year-round villages. Census reports show 25 additions, but--owing
to an apparent oversight in 1950 of four places--only 21 appear to be
new villages.8

Village Moves

In western Alaska more than in other regions, village sites
may be impermanent. Thirty of the 37 places that declined to a family
or two or were abandoned between 1950 and 1967 were in the West. Ex-
cluded from these counts are relocations of entire villages to new
sites--such as the move in 1964 of the people of Holikachuk to Gray-
ling. Establishment of altogether new settlements is also more likely
to occur in the West; 85, ercent of the 1967 villages not existing
in 1950 are in the West.'

Of 24 places contemplating moving to new sitv listed in
1966 for the Congress by the Bureau of Indian Affairs," 19 are in
western Alaska. The Eskimos of the village of Kwigillingok, one of
the places named, are now in the process of moving to a site called
Kongigonak to escape late spring floodings, a move expected to be
completed by the fall of 1968. The Indians of the interior village
of Minto (not one of those named in the 1966 list) are actively seek-
ing a new location for a move that would take place in 1968.

Generally in recent years migration from one site to an-
other has been caused by flooding or other natural disaster, increased
pressures on scarce resources, or has resulted from a community's
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recognition of attracions-- imber, fish, or game, a school or hos-
pital--at another location. A community's preference for subsistenc,
reasons for a different site will not necessarily result in relocation
to it, for such attractions would have to be weighed against physical

facilities --such as a school at their present location--facilities
that probably would not soon be established at the new site.

Permanence of a village site is characteristic of south-
eastern Alaska. In this region no Native place has been abandoned in
recent years and none of the villages is reported to be contemplating

moving to a new location.

5Places of 25 or more in 1950 that are now abandoned as permanent

sites or that have only a few families are: New Hamilton, Ohagamiut,

Ikatan, Tuklung, Nyder, Port Moller, Niliklugik, Council, Takotna,

Napaimute, Nunachuk, Paingakmeut, Indian, Squaw Harbor, Koyukuk River,

Kasan, Pile Bay, Ugashik, Nash Harbor, Tikikluk, Chiftak, Cheeching,

Chukfaktcolik, Igloo, Emangak, Kokrines, Point Lay, Chenega, Solomon,

Chowtockolik, Umkanute, Chaneliak, Unga, Nanvarnaluk, New Knock Hock,

Afognak, and Akulurak.
6 Villages that are smaller today than they were in 1950 are:

Diomede, Candle, Buckland, Belkofsky, Clark's point, White Mountain,

Ekwok, Tanacross, Wales, Karluk, Elim, Saxman, Deering, St. George,

Northway, Chignik, Noatak, Hydaburg, Craig, Klawock, Angoon, Lime

Village, Hamilton, Eklutna, Pitkas Point, and Rampart.
7 The approximate rate of natural increase on a statewide basis

was considered to be 50 per cent over the 17-year period. Places grow-

ing by a smaller percentage are: Medfra, English Bay, Levelock,
Akutan, Klukwan, Anvik, Nikolski, Pauloff Harbor, Tetlin, Stevens Vil-

lage, Atka, Port Graham, False Pass, Gulkana, Pilot Point, Platinum,

Circle, Nikolai, Golovin, Beaver, Chefornak, Sleetmute, Kalskag,
Ouzinkie, Egegik, Ruby, Eek, Aleknagik, St. Michael, Akiak, McGrath,

Brevig Mission, Koyuk, Shungnak, Minto, Shishmaref, Point Hope

Kwigillingok, Wainwright, Gambell, St. Paul, Kake, Unalakleet, Fort

Yukon, Metlakatla, and Nome.
8See Footnote 9, Chapter I.
9See Footnote 5 above.
10See Footnote 9, Chapter I
"Mamie E. Mizen, op cit p 630.



Villages

Alaska may well have more settlements not on any road
system than the rest of the states combined, for fewer than a dozer
Native villages are on the state's limited road network. Two are_on
the route of the 540-mile Alaska Railroad. Access to the other 170
or so is only by air, or seasonally, by boat or snowmobile or dog

lzteam.

In fall and sving, not all villages are accessible even by
air. At the 45 villages without airstrips (outside of southeastern
Alaska) several weeks of fall freeze-up prevent float planes from
landing in the rivers, and the several weeks of spring breakup pre-
vent ski-equipped planes from landing on winter's ice. At least two
villages, Atka on the Aleutian Chain and St. George in the Pribilof
Islands, may never be visited except I.py boat. Airstrips in villages,
where they exist, are usually gravel."

FIGURE 11-2

GROWTH AND DECLINE OF NATIVE PLACES IN ALASKA,
BY SIZE OF TOTAL POPULATION, 1950-1967

Total Popula-
tion in 1950

Growth of
50% or more,
1950-67

Growth of
49% or less,

1950767

Smaller Abandoned
Today than or few
n 1950_ Families

cal

mo

Si

2

101

201

301

401

501

601

701

801

901

1,1

25-99 34 19 5 31
100-199 33 17 15 6
200-299
300-399

8 3
3

1

3 *E

400-499 -- 2 2
500-599 2
600-699 2
700-799
800-899 1

900-999
1000 or more 1

NOTE: The populations of five additional:Native:places-in 1950 are
now counted:with adjacent placesjthree-.other Native places
in 1950:nciw arne predominantly

Source: U. S. Bureau of Census, U.S. Census of Population: 7950, m
Number of Inhabitants Alaska. Final Report Pc(1)-3A. U.S.
Government Printing Office, WashingtOn., D. C,- 1-950j-villages,

.

.

in Alaska and Other Places Having a Native Population-of-25 : 1,1

or Mere, a Report prepared _by the Federal.Fie1d Committee .- Ti

for Development Planning in Alaska, 'Anchorage, Alaska, 1967. 1 .1



In western Alaska, where most villages are located, surface

carried freight on ocean going vessels arrives but twice annually at

most

FIGURE 11-3

NUMBER AND TOTAL POPULATION OF PREDOMINANTLY NATIVE PLACES

BY SIZE OF PLACE, 1950 and 1967

Size of
Place

0. of
laces Po ulation

No. of
Places

ease or Decrease
N

o ulation Places Population

25-99 96 5,734 50 3,139 -46

100-199 71 9,884 64 9,372 - 7

200-299 13 3,220 26 6,253 +26

300-399 7 2,404 15 5,046 + 8

400-499 4 1,748 72 5,026 + 8

500-599 2 1,140 2 1,054 Same

600-699 2 1,274 2 1,272 Same

700-799 0 -- 0 -- --

800-899 1 817 1 850 Same

900-999 1 951 0 - 1

1,000 or
more 1 1_1876 6 9_,951_ + 3

TOTALS 198 29,048 178 41 963 -20*

-2,595
- 512
+3,033
+2,642
+3,278
- 86

.2
--

33

- 951

+8,075

+12,915

*Eight of these placet are now either predominantly non-Native or are

counted with contiguous places.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Census, U. S. Census of Population: 1950,

Number of inhabitants, Alaska. Final Report PC(1)-3A. U. S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1950. Vitlages

in Alaska and Other Places Having a Native Population of 25

Or Afore, a Report prepared by the Federal Field Committee for

Development Planning in Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, 1967.

For a fuller discussion of transportation problems and villages,

see the recent publication of the Federal Field Committee for Develop-

ment Planning in Alaska, Transportation and Economic Development in

AZaska, Anchorage, Alaska, 1968, PP. 83-93.

"Compiled by Federal Field Committee for Development Planning

in Alaska from Airport Facilities Record Forms, U. S. Department of

Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Anchorage, Alaska,

1967.
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FIGURE 11-4

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION BY SIZE OF
PLACE IN PREDOMINANTLY NATIVE PLACES, 1950 & 1967
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Communication with most villages is by letter or radio, for

only 231Aative places have telephone service linking them to other

places.' Not all of the villages have radio transmitters and receivers,

and even if they do, communication may be made uncertain by climatic

conditions. And since most of the transmitters and receivers are in

state or federal schools, their use is limited to official business

and emergencies.

Commercial radio broadcasts are widely listened to in vil-

lages for most households have radios, battery powered in most places.

With one exception--a recently installed videotape cable system in

Barrow--television is nonexistent in northern and western villages.

Only five Native communities are abl,_ J receive telecasts from neigh-

boring cities.

Lqn tg±lse

Characteristic of village Alaska is the widespread use of

Native languages, and, except for conversation with government people

or other whites, avoidance of English. In southeastern Alaska, where

Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian contact with whites has been longest

and most continuous, this is far less true than in western AlasKa

where Eskimo contacts with whites have been fewer and of shorter dura-

tion. In the southwestern village of Nunapitchuk, for instance, all

children learn the Yuk dialect of Eskimo at home and use it when talk-

ing with other Eskimos. At school they learn and use English. "When

talking with white people those who speak English will use it, but

they avoid it in talking with one another, particularly if older

persons are nearby. They don't want to be shamed 'for acting likq

a gussuk' (a white man)" reports a young leader from the village.I5

Because of the limited ability of some villagers, particu-

larly older Eskimos, in northern and western Alaska, to speak English,

interpreters are needed by English-speaking visitors in many villages.

About three of four adults, however, in 35 northern interior and

coastal villages, are reported (on t4,basis of a recent survey)

to speak and understand English well."'

14Another 70 places can be reached by radio telephone link-ups.

Alaska Communication System Tariff No- 99, 1967, Revised 1968.

,5Interview with Robert Nick, Nunapitchuk, Alaska, May 12, 1968

161J. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Pre-.

lirninary Findings, Demographic Study Condugted in Fairbanks Agency

A ,ea, Fairbanks, Alaska, 1968, p. (3.
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On the Public Domain

Another characteristic of village Alaska is that most of its

people live not on land they own, but on the public domain. Two-

thirds of Alaska's 7,500 village families own no land at all.

Village Alaskans own in fee less than 500 acres of 375 mil-

lion acres of their Native land. These parcels of land are held by

about 1,400 families vino have,received or petitioned for unrestricted

title to their townsite lots."

Under restricted title, somewhat more than 15,000 acres are

held by 961 households. Most of this acreage is in 175 allotments--

obtainedy Natives in the 62 years since the Indian Allotment Aq was

enacted;145 the remainder is in 786 townsite lots in 32 villages.'9

Very little acreage--in townsite lots or allotments--is in

northern and western Alaska, where most Al ska Natives live (See

Figures VI-12 and VI-13).

17E timate of officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. For

example, fifteen owners had restricted deeds converted to unrestricted

deeds on 8-14 acres of townsite lots during flscal year 1967, computed

from Annual Report of Caseloads, Acreages under RIA and Surfdce Lea -

ing, June 30, 1967, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area Office,

Juneau, Alaska.
IsAct of May 17, 1906, (34 Stat. 197). The Act provides that

such allotments of nonmineral land shall be inalienable and nontaxable

until otherwise provided by Congress.
1911. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Annual Reports 1966 and-Z967, Juneau Area Office, Juneau, Alaska.

The Reports record 175 allotments and 786 restricted townsite lots

for a total of 14,827 acres as of June 30, 1967.
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FIGURE I I-5

PORTRAYAL OF ACREAGE OWNED BY NATIVES
OR HELD BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FOR THEIR BENEFIT, JUNE 30, 1967
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About 900 families of the landless two-thirds share the use

of--but not the ownership of--slightly mola than 4 million acres on

23 reserves, withdrawals or reservations." Certainty of tenure on

these lands ranges from the security of the Congressionally-established
Annette Island Reservation21 to the insecurity of the Executive Order
Reserve22 of the village of Eklutna, now shrunken by successive land

orders from 328,000 acres to 19819 acres. The smallest of all Native

reserves is 75 acres near Fort Yukon, inhabited today by two families;

the largest, the Venetie Reserve of 1 408,000 acres shared by two

villages and some 215 Native people.2

Another 2.6 million acres of mountain tops and glaciers in

southeastern Alaska is held in "Indian title" by thejlingit-Haida
Indians, as recognized by the U. S. Court of Claims.44

If all lands to which even a color of title exists are

added together, the total reaches only 6,615,500 acres. And the

title, and management of all of this--except for 500 acres--is held

by the federal government (See Figure 11-5).

Without title and without tenure, the vast majority of the

rural people live on, range over, and use the public domain as they

have for generations.

_

!?Iiltl.,Lids,y*?Ppp acres 1.0400.10.5eTYPs See Figures
_

VI-4,V-1-5,VI-6, in ChaPier-IVf011Owing.
21Act=of March 3, 1891. (26 stat.-_ 1101).
22ExecUtiVe---Order'No.-,4778,_DeCeMber;5,__1927-as- modified-by

-ExecutiveArderAo.6734,ofAune 8,-,:1938:epartmental-Order
October 30,--1-9_36;:and,Depar:tMental'Orderof:Dedember 18, 1942,
Tartially-reitiked-J*,-PUblic-Lati&-,Order-,2427;-JOY 5,-J:19611.-1:Lands
were reduced'from 9,221.17Tacres to-thezpresent_adreage of-1,819

_

acres. :
_

"See FoOtnote 19 above.
"The Tlingit and Haida Indians of Aiaska and Harry DoLiglas,

et al Intervenors v. United States,(Ct. Cl. 47900, 'January 19,

1968).



Most villages in Alaska are organized for government only

on a traditional basis. Others are chartered under the Indian Re-

organization Act, some are organized as cities under the laws of the

State of Alaska, and a few have dual organization (See Figure 11-6

The 84 villages organized only on a traditional basis choose

village councils and leaders in varying patterns, sometimes following

customs of the past, but most of the time following newer practices

of open elections. These villages have no formal legal status.1° An-

other 14 places are not identified in recent materials as having even

a traditional form of government, but village councils of some form

exist in most of them. Whites and other non-Natives are sometimes

members of village councils.

The 59 villages chartered under the Indian Reorganization

Act and the Alaska Act have constitutions, bylaws, and charters under

which they may provide municipal services and engage in business.

Charters under the Indian Reorganization Act were granted to "groups

comprising all Native persons in a community" and groups "though not

a community but comprising persons having a common bond of occupWon

or association, or of residence within a definite neighborhood.'

Twenty-one of these villages are also incorporated as first, second,

or fourth class cities.

According to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, IRA charters
granted to groups in southeastern Alaska participating in commercial
fishing were broader than those granted in western Alaska where
the interest was one of establishing village commodity and merchan-
dise stores. Broadest scope of authority was granted to the only
Congressionally-established reservation in the state, Metlakatla
(Annette Islands Reserve).

Twenty-four of the 41 villages incorporated under state law
are.fourth Class cities. These cities haVe limited powers (e.g., the

. _

only tax they may levy is a sales-tax) and liMited responsibilities
(e.g., they are not ,responsible for the_operatioh-or maintenance of
'schools) . Native people'at'eleven of thesP places-are also eiartered
under the Indian Reorganization Act.

Of the eight predominantly Native places incorporated as
first class cities, six are also charterea Under the Indiah Re-

organization Act. Of the nine Native places incorporated as second
class cittes, Natives at three are also chartered under,-the Indian

Reorganization Act. Except for those places-within boroughs,-these
villages may levy property'taxes_and operate tbeir own schOols.
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FIGURE 11-6

VARIETIES OF GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION IN PREDOMINANTLY NATIVE PLACES

1 967

13 arc 4th class cities only

6 are 2nd cLass cities only

2 aro 1st class cities only

21 Villages are chartered
as cities and under I.R.A.

38 Villages have
I.R.A. charters only.

98 Villages are governed
by councils without
formal legal status.

Source: Vi _ges Alaska-al:2d Other PlezOes Hav-vng a Natwe PopuLat on
of 25 or Mores a _Report PreParecrby'the Federal Field Committee-

fo -Development Planning in'Alaska, Anchorage,: Alaska, 1967.-

25Mizen, op. t., p.
26Interview with Roy PeratrovicKr Sup6ridtendent,-,U. S. Bureau

of Indian Affairs, Anchorage District/Anchorage, Alaska', 'May 23,

1968.-
"Mizen, op. cit., p. 78.
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Toksook Bay, Photo by Anchora

In Native places organized as cities under state law,
membership on city councils is, of course, open to all adults in
the community and is not restricted to Native persons= Though in
a minority position in the community, whites are sometimes in the
majority on city councils in larger Native towns.

Of the 178 Native communities, only 29 have budgets for
city administre.tion or schools based upon sales or property taxes
which they collect.28
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Photo by Anchorage Daily News

State laws, of course, apply in ail villages, but no other
area-wide government exists for most villages; for them there is no

regional government corresponding to counties in other states of the

nation (nor any regional Eskimo, Indian, or Aleut organizations hav-

ing tribal governmental powers). While state law provides for the

formation of area governmentsboroughsand nine boroughs now exist,
those formed serve principally the non-Native population centers

of the state. Within these boroughs are located only 13 villages.
All other Native places outside the nine boroughs are said to be

part of the "unorganized borough" for which the state legislature

may sit as a borough asSembly; the legislature, however, has never
acted as an assembly for the unorganized borough.

nAlaska Local Affairs Agency, "Borough and City Property Tax

and Sales Tax Rates, 1965-1967", Vol. VII, No. 4 of Aiaska Local
Government May, 1968.



ECONOMY OF VILLAGE ALASKA

While reliance upon food-gathering activities for subsistence
is a distinctive characteristic of village Alaska, it is but one feature
of the Native economy.29

Jobs in village Alaska are few; permanent full-time jobs at
highest rates of pay are typically held by non-Natives. Seasonal or
other temporary ,;:A3s, usually low paying, are often held by Natives;
unemployment and underemployment rates among Natives are probably
higher than among any other ethnic group in the nation.

Self-employment for cash in villages is usually part-time.
Principal pursuits are fishing and trapping, arts and crafts production
and operation of small cafes, stores, recreation halls, or movie
houses.

Cash payments to some 1,200 Eskimo Scouts of -ft Alaska
National Guard for drills total about $800,000 annually." Most of
this goes to the economies of their 66 villages in western Alaska.

Unemployment benefits and social security are important to

the village economy particularly for the cash they provide in the

winter. Also important for the same reason are welfare checks going

to the old, the blind, the disabled, the needy having dependent chil-

dren, and to the temporarily needy.

Prices are high in village Alaska, and for Natives, income

is low. By any measure, most of Alaska's villagers are living in

poverty

Gathering Activities

Activities of food-gathering (and related subsistence
activities) are important to probably more Alaska Natives today than
when the U. S. purchased Alaska from Russia 100 years ago. While the
extent of dependence varies by region, among communities within a
region, and among families within communities, it appears that most
village Alaskans subsist in some measure by ,hunting, fishing, and
trapping; by gathering berries and greens; and, for some, by_using
animal skins in garment making;and by gathering driftwood, timber, or
willows for fuel.

In western and northern Alaska-there is-generally a greater
dependence,upon food-gathering activities than in,other regions.
This reliance', portrayed reCently by an economist, _takes different
forms:
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Yukon-Kuskokwim Area:

Salmon is the single most impor ant food item

of the subsistence economy of this area. Several species

of salmon and other fish are harvested in season, and

among the salmon are the king or chinook, chum or dog,

coho or silver, and the sockeye or red. Salt water

species, mainly herring and tom cod, are also important

to the people in villagcc directly on the coast and on

Nunivak Island. Many of the villages rely on dried

herring for winter food and fish for tom cod during

winter months. Other fish, less important in the overall

catch, but with high utility when supplies in caches are

low or fresh caught fish are desired, are the whitefish,

blackfish, smelt, pike, stickleback, sheefish, "lush"

or burbot, grayling, and trout. Lampreys are also

utilized...Villages bordering the coast where marine

mammals are readily available include as a supplement

to their subsistence sever41 varieties of seal, some

walrus, and beluga whale.3'

serious ansicap totecaacterization-ErTE economy of
Village Alaska is the lack of data. As the area economist for the

Dureau of Indian Affairs has noted: "Published figures on aggregate

income by major regions and industries do not show the level of

Native participation. Average annual per capita income figures of

the Department of Commerce are more misleading than helpful as an

indicator of income to Natives. Work force, employment, average

monthly and annual income data of Alaska Department of Labor is im-

possible to relate to the Native economy, even in districts where

the total population is largely Native. The number of licenses,

payments to fishermen, or Wages and salaries paid in processing

plants and similar data from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game

are also difficult to relate. The number and value of fur or skins

taken can only be estimated, based on published data and opinions of

those most familiar with Native participation.
Data is not available to do a village or regional analysis of

nonworker-to-worker ratio by race or color. Nor, is it possible to

determine the Native work force and employment from estimates of the

Alaska Department of Labor for either villages, districts, or the

entire state, even in areas or communities where the inhabitants are

largely Native. Likewise incomes-cannot be related to Native or non-

Native groups from the statistics available from data-gathering

agencies." H. P. Gazaway, undated narrative on economies of Village

Alaska, 1968.
30Rounded figure supplied by Alaska Department of Military

Affairs, July 6, 1967.
31jabn D. Abrahamson, Westward Aiaska: The illative Economy and

its Resource Base, a report prepared for the Federal Field Committee

for Development Planning in Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, 1968 p. 13.



U er-Yukon Area:

The Natives of the Upper-Yukon area like
those of the Yukon-Kuskokwim area look mainly to the
river, the Yukon and its many tributaries, for their
continuing, dependable food supply...The surrounding
interior, forested, plateau, and mountain country
of the Upper-Yukon area, unlike the tundra of the
delta, offers the Natives a variety of terrestrial
game animals for subsistence. Among these are the
caribou, moose, and bear, and fur-bearing animals
of which beaver, mink, muskrat, and marten are the
most important...The fish resources include all
species of salmon...whitefish, sheefish, pike,
trout, and grayling. The salmon and sheefish are
anadromous and the reiwinder are "resident" fish.
Most of the salmon harvest is for subsistence pur-
poses with ovgg ninety percent of the catch being
chum salmon.

Seward Peninsula Area:

...The Kotzebue Sound is the northernmost
area long the EChukchil Sea Coast for the occurrence
of salmon in sufficient quantities to meet primary
subsistence needs of the Natives... The Seward
Peninsula area offers a greater variety of sea and
terrestrial mammals, and fish for subsistence har-
vest than any of the other areas discussed. In

addition to salmon and seal, there are walrus,
beluga whale, and an occasional polar bear. Sheefish

pike, and whitefish are also available. Among
fur-bearing animals the muskrat is the single
most important species, and its harvest ranks
above other areas in many years...The westernmost
herds of the Arctic Slope caribou, while making
their annual migrations n thward or southward,
are within hunting range.
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Sea mammals are the primary subsistence
resource with whale, walrus, and seal_representing
the_bulk of the_total annual harvest. Less impor-
tant in the annual harvest are varying amounts of
fish,:caribou-ixand birds. Salmon, which are so
impertant to-the-livelihood,of-theAatiVes to-the
south, dwindlgrapidly in ,numhersand importance
in the econothynorth_of. the Xcitzebue SoUnd., All
species,Of 'Sea _mammals_are migratory,land'thO
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and inshore ice conditions from which most of the
harvest must be conducted. '4

Ducks, geese, ptarmigan, and other wildfowl, wild rhubarb
and other roots and greens, blueberries, and other berries, hares,
squirrels, and other small animals, are also highly important as
food to villagers in the North and West.

Except for 35 northern coastal and interior villages, there
is little statistical data on a broad area basis on the extent of de-

pendence of Natives upon food-gathering activities. In these places,
fewer than one of four responsive Native adults told interviewers that

none of their food supply was dependent upon hunting, fishing, or

trapping. About one in twelve said that all of their food supply was
dependent upon these activities. More than half of them said that
such activities provided half or more of their food supply (See

Figure 11-7).

FIGURE 11-7

DEPENDENCE UPON FOOD GATHERING FOR CONSUMPTION:

RESPONSES OF 1,467 NATIVE MEN AND WOMEN 16 YEARS AND OVER

IN 35 NORTHERN AND INTERIOR COASTAL VILLAGES (1968)

384
NONE AT ALL

s,

Source: U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Prelimsnary Findings, Demo-
graphic Survey of Fairbanks District, Z968 Fairbanks, Alaska.

/bid., p. 34.
ssrbid., p. 38.
34/bid., p. 43.
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The importance of food-gathering activities in village Alaska
is underscored in the fact, noted by authors of an eleven-village
Native dietary study, that local food products, chiefly meat and fish,

are still the foundation of their diets. While imported foods account
for a greater proportion of calories than local foods in diets of most
villagers studied (see Figure 11-8), local foods are of much greater
importance for proteins (see Figure 11-9) and for several other nutri-

tional elements.

Purchase of imported food items is restricted by their limited

money economy and, as the dietary researchers note, "the great diversity
of products desired--such as specific kinds of lumber for home, boat,
sled, and snowshoe construction, material for fish nets, guns, ammuni-

tion, sun glasses, washing machines, outboard motors, gasoline camp

stoves, lamps,'radios, ready-made clothing and boots.... The desire
for purchasable goods is the primary motive which prompts increasing
numbers of these people to seek seasonal wage work. This results in a

continuing modification of many of the seasonal food-gathering activi-
ties, especially those normally occurring from late spring to about mid

fall....In years when wage work is not generally available. thriv-e may be

FIGURE 11-8

PRnPORTInN OF CALORIEc FROM LOCAL AND IMPORTED FOODS BY VILLAGE
Source

Villa e

N. Central Athapascan
Allakake
Huslia

Northern Eskimo
Point Hope
Noatak
-Shishmaref
Shungnak

Southwestern
Akiak
Napaskiak
Kasigluk
Hooper Bay
Newtok

Mixed
Per Food

No. Capita Prepa-
Records Intake Local Imported School rations

257 1963 491

369 2013 408

2122
2231
1848
1894

1375 22 75
1530 75

641 1349 81 = 51

848 1212 66 105
759 899 132 58
873 849 92 80

Eskimo
228
422
351

1212
247

2261 841
1829 653
1903 782
1956 717
1892 855

1148
1021
949
1100
972-

82
66
68
58
57

190
89

104
81
8

Source: Christine A. Heller, Ph.D. and,Edward M.,-Scott, Ph.D., The
Ataska Dietary- Ourvey'W67Z96Z. U.S. Department of Health,
Edu,cation, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Nutrition and
Metabolic Disease Section Arctic Health Re-Search Center
Anchorage', Alaska, p. 35.



FIGURE 11-9

PROPORTION OF PROTEIN FROM LOCAL AND IMPORTED FOODS

BY VILLAGE,IN GRAMS

Total
Per Protein Source

No. Capita

Villa e Records Intake Loca moor

N. Central Athapascan
Allakaket 257 127.6 70.2

Huslia 369 109.5 66.8

Northern Eskimo
Noatak 462 170.7 127.5

Point Hope 362 120.6 81.4

Shishmaref 372 141.4 109.8

Shungnak 285 159.9 129.6

Southwestern Eskimo
Akiak 228 146.2 110.8

Hooper Bay 1212 134.7 109.6

Napaskiak 422 129.3 107.9

Newtok 247 129.7 113.7

Kasigluk 351 184.8 152.9

48.5
34.9

2.2 6.7
7.8

27.7 2.0 13.5

29.8 3.6 5.8

20.9 5.5 5.2

15.4 4.1 10.8

25.3
20.4
16.4
13.6
21.1

3.2 6.9
2.3 2.4
2.3 2.7
2.4
2.3 8.5

Source: Christine A. Heller, Ph.D. and Edward M Scott, Ph.D. , The

Alaska pietary Survey l956-Z9gl. U. S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, Public Health-Service, Nutrition-and

Metabolic Disease Section, Arctic Health Research Center,

Anchorage, Alaska p. 39.'

i
an increase in local hunting-and-fishing activltles, but n most villages

there is a coLtiOuing decrease in- the'Aumber of families who follow

traditional.food quest patterns.!'

Villagers also gather local resources in order to obtain the

cash so much needed for imported products they are increasingly de-

pendent upon. Furs may be sold raw, or they may be processed And used

in making boots or garments for sale. Walrus ivory and whale baleen

usually become,art or craft objects before their sale, but raw ivory

finds buyers among carvers who are-not walrus hunters. Grasses_and

roots are woven into exquisitely fashioned baskets and trays, bones

and animal hooves are worked into craft itemS and wood is made into a

variety of useful, items or decorativeforms for sale. ,

Christl-ne_A,:HelIerMD.' aniffEdWard SCbit,

Alaska inetciiiy'SNiy4,9,61.-rufs:Olepartmetit_of Health,-r-
Education,and Welfare,-_PUblic-pealth Servic-C-NutritiOn:and Meta-

bolic_ffise0e-SeCtion; Arctic Health Research.Center,-AnChorage,

A1a5kd,Thp;-155,156-.--
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In addition to the use of the land's resources for food
for their families, food or other items for sale, villagers gather
driftwood and other wood for shelter and for fuel, use furs and skins
for clothing, and of course, catch substantial quantities of fish to
provide themselves with one form of village transportation--food for
their dogs.

In the Aleutians and southeastern Alaska, gathering activities
for subsistence use are far less important, generally speaking, than
they are in the North and West, but again, among v=llages and among
families, there are variations. Native persons in these coastal areas
generally engage in commercial fishing (or crabbing or shrimping)
activities principally for cash.

Wage Employment

In most villages, Natives hold few full-time jobs. Typ cally
they are in positions such as postmaster, school maintenance man,
airline station agent, and--more recently--Head Start teacher and
antipoverty grass roots worker. Some are operators of small stores,
a few are airplane pilots. For most villagers, however, there are
no full-time jobs available.

In larger Native places, such as Bethel and Kotzebue, the
number of full-time job opportunities is greater, especially for women.
Hospitals of the Division of Indian Health and offices of the Bureae
of Indian Affairs are important employers of Natives, usually in lower-
paying, nonprofessional jobs. Other agencies of government such as
the U. S. Weather Bureau or the Federal Aviation Administration or
agencies of the state are also sometimes employers in Native places."

Natives with year-round jobs in villages of Alaska make up
only about ten percr:nt of the typical village work force 31

Because any cource of cash income is increasingly needed..
seasonal employment, usually away from a village, is highly important
in the village economy (See Figure II-10).

The major activity providing seasonal emPloYment for Alaska
Natives is commercial fishing. This work lasts only from two to four
months. Not only is the length of employment and amount of income
highly variable from year ,to year and area to area, it is also highly
variable from one boat to another fishing-in the same area and season.
Income varies with the catch of fish, price of product and costs of
boats, gear, and operations. Most variable from year to year and
area to area is the size of catch.-----

_ _

Robert Arnold.anthEsther Wunnicke, Alaska Rcitives-and Federal
Hire, Report for Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in

Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska, 1967.
37Interview with H. Prent Gazaway, Area Economist, U. S. Bureau

of Indian Affai-rs-,--Juneau Area Office, JuneauAlaska, May 15, 1968.



Average net incomes to Native workers in the southeastern

canneries may range as high as $3,000 in a top season, but over a

five-year period regular workers will do well to average $1,000 to

$1,500 net income a season. If their employment is in more than two

quarters of the year, some incomes will be supplemented by unemploy-

ment benefits. Annual incomes to boat crew members may reach $5,000,

but the average over a five-year period for most will more nearly be

$3,000. Native fishing boat owners in squtheastern Alaska will average

$6,000 to $8,000 annually in net income.08

FIGURE II-10

ILLUSTRATIVE SEASONAL VARIATIONS TN TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
AND UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG ALASKA NATIVE VILLAGE ADULTS

Summer Fal 1 Winter Spring

About half of the village adults are
not in the work force. (They are old,
disabled, or with children to care
for, or away at school.) No Jobs

Moist a e jobless most of the Year. No Jobs

have temporary jobs

dze, z/z/z4,2/ z/w
except in summer.,Wv

.....aply-a.out'one=in 'ten hasza permanentijoiya
Permanent
Jobs

Source: Labor Force reports and village profiles prepared by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area'Office,, Juneau, Alaska.
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In the Bristol Bay area the economy revolves around salmon

canning. A majority of the resident fishermen and many cannery

workers are Native. If they have their own boats or fishing sites,

they may be prosperous every three to five years when they have a

bumper season. Between the good years they may have two or three

complete failures in which they are more likely to lose money than

show a net income, then another one or two years when they realize

a fairly good net income- say $5,000 net for the fisherman who owns

his own boat. Overall, the net incomes probably wouldn't average

more than $3,000 to $6,000--a good return for three or four months'

work, but not enough to pa for a boat and gear, and to support a

family over twelve months.-

Workers migrate to cannery sites to obtain even short

periods of wage employment and from places as distant as Kotzebue

and Point Hope in the northern part of the state.

For Bristol Bav canneries 1967 was a poor season. Normally

this work lasts from two to six weeks and for a few workers perhaps

eight weeks or more. It is said that a typical worker is considered

lucky if he gets back to his home in the village with $591Q to 8O0

for the season. The average in 1967 was less than $500.4u

In the Aleutians the development of crab fishing and process-

ing over the past ten years has increased local employment and sig-

nificantly extended the working season. Fishermen and cannery workers

are employed six to ten months now, instead of two to four months as

they were when they were dependent only on salmon fishing.

In the lower Yukon and Kbskokwim areas of western Alaska,

there has been an erratic increase in commercial fishing activities

the pest five ,years. At present commercial utilization is generally

believed to be below maximum sustainable yield in each area. There

has been a tendency for commercial fishing to concentrate closer to

the sea near the river's mouth because the quality of salmon is best

when it comes from the sea, and water transport of fish is much less

costly than air.

In this area there is generally a lack of adequate processing

and holding facilities. Efforts of Native fishermen often are in-

efficient due to the lack of organization and group effort and lack

of technical and managerial know-howboth for catching and marketing

quality fish at a-premium price.

55

38 /bid.

39 Ibid.
40 Information supplied by the Superintendent, Bethel District,

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bethel, Alaska, May,-1968.
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Norton and Kotzebue Sound Eskimos have been fishing com-
mercially in recent years, on a limited scale. Their catch is of
limited quantity, and although prices have improved in recent years,
seldom do fishermen net more than $300 to $800 a season. This in-
volves 30 or 40 fishermen in the Kotzebue area and perhaps twice as
many in the Unalakleet, Shaktoolik and Golovin area.

Just as government is a principal provider of full-time
employment in village Alaska, so it is a provider--directly and in-
directly--of seasonal job opportunities. Construction of schools
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs means up to 500 Natives will be
employed through most of the summer.41 Construction of defense
facilities at remote sites means a few jobs, too, particularly for
Native laborers. Forest fires on the public domain result in large
numbers of jobs for villagers; in 1967 the Bureau of Land Manaaement
employed 1,284 Natives as firefighters.42 Fish and game protection
by the state requires seasonal employees, and some are Natives.

Large numbers of seasonal jobs for young villagers are
offered by the state-administered federal antipoverty program, the
Neighborhood Youth Corps.

Other villagers find seasonal employment in reindeer roundup
and slaughtering (one or two months at best), in lightering goods from
ship to shore and in other tasks related to water transport, and in
mining and other activities.

Because seasonal employment for some villagers is of such
short duration (especially for those employed at salmon canneries) it
may not extend adequately into more than one quarter of a benefit yeav'
with the result that such employees would be ineligible for unemploy-
ment compensation. Others, however, particularly if employed in con-
struction, will be eligible. Benefits paid into the ten predominantly
Native census districts over Lach of the last three years have been
about $1.4 million, but no data exists to identify what portion of the
benefits have gone to Natives.43

JoblessneSs

oblesSness it ilI ae Alatka-aPprOathes, 80-:toA0 percent_

in the winter and dropS tO 25 percent, or posSjbly summerS.44

The extent of village joblessness is iuderstated in AlaSka
Department of Labor reports owing to uniform federal definitions of
unemployment--definitions inappropriate t6 remote villages.45 As a re-
sult, Natives who are:jobless and who want jobs, may or may not be
counted as "unemployed." Even these understatemefts, however, show
unemployment in Native districts in the winter (1966) to_irange from
nearly 12 percent-On thel Aleutians to 70 percent (in the Bethel
district).46 ")1
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Estimates of Native employment and unemployment, compiled by

the Bureau of Indian Affairs semiannually in March and September, are

done by Bureau administrative units, all of which, except for two, in-

clude not only villages, but cities as well. The two units that in-

clude only Native places (covering five census districts in western

Alaska) show twice as many jobless as jobholders--unemployment of 65

and 66 percent.47

In these villAge districts there are nearly 1100 nonworkers

for every 100 workers.46 In the city of Anchorage the ratio is about

250 nonworkers for every 100 workers. Or, put another way, one of

every three persons in Anchorage ha§ a job; one of every twelve Natives

in all of village Alaska has a job.49

Joblessness in village Alaska should not be attributed

simply to a lack of interest among villagers, for interest in jobs

is high. And there is a willingness to move to take jobs. But--owing

to a preference for village life, a sense of being ill-equipped for
city life and jobs, an inability to command adequate salaries given
their lack of education and training, or to a combination of reasons--

the willingness of village adults to move to obtain temporary work
is far stronger Ulan it is to make a permanent move in order to ob-

tain employment.3u

41Information supplied by Branch of Plant Design and Cons ruction,

U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Anchorage, Alaska.
42Letter from William H. Adams, Area Manager, McGrath, U. S.

Bureau of Land Management, to Bruce A. Elmgrem, Resource Development
Officer, U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bethel, Alaska.

43Caloulated from reports supplied by the Alaska Department of

Labor, Juneau, Alaska.
44u. s. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Needed: An Economic Development Program for Rural, Alaska, May, 1965,

Juneau Area Office, Juneau, Alaska.
45Technically or inadvertently, many Natives do not appear to be

included in work force or unemployment statistics. Because they know

that emploYment in winter is seldom available in the villages or else-

where in the state, Natives often do not actively seek employment, i.e.

contact one or More prospective employers each thirty days or one of

the state's eleven employment offices, the closest of which May be 100

to 300 miles away. Further, a good many of this group may be con-

sidered self-employed because they spend fifteen hours or more a week

at subsistence:huntingishing, 'trapping, an&other activities.,
46U. S: DePartment of the Interiorli'Bure!=of- -Indian Affairs,

Semiannziat I-Re-Pórt- f LabOr 'Force, -EMpibymeht Une4loymen't,- Juneau

Area Office, Juneau, Alaska, September, 1967; and March, 1968.

471bid,
48/bid.
'Alaska Department of Labor,-Researqh and AnalySes Section, Work

Force Estimates, Aiaska by Area and --Industry,_ l959-Z966. .

_

50A1 a s ka NattNie Brotherhood, and Alaska State ComMunity Action

Program,- anpZdyment Development conference,-Nome, AlaSka, November 30-

December 1, 1967, p. 51.
=



But interest in wage employment, particularly if it means

relocating, is certainly not characteristic of all village adults. ar.

Often their interest is in pursuing the old ways. Of about 1,000 ti.

men (sixteen years and over) in nor'hern interior and coastal villages, jo

interviewed early in 1968, about one-fourth told interviewers they ex

would not accept any employment. Of the more than 750 who said they of

would accept employment, nearly 300 said they would accept only ed

temporary employment--and a third of these said they would accept such aP

enployment only near home. Among women the pattern was similar, but th

there was a greater proportion who said they would reject employment, fe

who preferred temporary jobs, and who wanted to stay near home (See th

Figure II-11).
del

in

FIGURE II- 11

EMPLOYMENT AVAILABILITY.: RESPONSES OF 1,541 NATIVE

MEN AND WOMEN 16 YEARS AND OVER IN 35 NORTHERN

AND INTERIOR COASTAL VILLAGES (1968)

Not Available:
Would not accept employment
Unable to accept employment

Men Women

228
53
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Withi'n Alaska
Anywhere
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Near home
Within Alaska
Anywhere
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Those willing to move for temporary or permanent employment

are handicapped by the remoteness of most villages from job opportuni-

ties. If they learn of job openings, their knowledge may come after

jobs are filled by others. If ranking of applicants is by years of

experience, village applicants will probably fall to lower positions

of preference. If written applications are submitted, the lesser

education of the Native applicant reveals itself on the form. If

aptitude tests or other screening devices are used by an employer,
the Native may suffer the consequences of a cultural background dif-
ferent from that of the test writers. If accepted for work in a city,

the rate of pay--given his lack of education and training--may con-

demn him and hi§,faHily to a deeper poverty than if he had remained

in the village.°1

Income and Cost of Living

Low incomes, seasonal and uncertain from year to year,
typically large families, and high prices create severe problems for

village Natives. Alaska has the hinhest cost of living of all the

states based on surveys that include only the larger cities where
prices are considerably lower than in villages. In 1967 living costs

in Alaska's principal cities were 18 to 32 percent above Seattle.52

Prices in the villages range to 74 percent above Seattle, and for some

items, 100 percent higher (See Figure 11-12).

Many things contribute to high prices and costs--arctic

climate, remoteness, sparse population, small volumes, limited com-
petition, together with high wages and transport costs. Supplies

must be stocked year-round from the one or two shipments coming by

water during the short summer season, or they must come by air. The

cost of shipments from Seattle to the villages by water ranges from

four to twelve cents a pound. Perishable and other items ordered by

air from Seattle cost twenty to thirty cents a pound. Air freight

costs from Anchorage or Fairbanks to communities in western Alaska

vary from five to fifteen cents a pound.53

Production goods are higher priced also--guns, boats, nets,

petroleum products, snow machines, lumber, tools, etc. A Native

family in Barrow, Fort Yukon, Gambell, may pay $2,000 for necessities

that a family in Houston or Washington, O. C. can buy for $1,000.

Commodities costing $1,300 to $1,400 in Ketchikan or Juneau, if ay4il-

able, may cost $1,800 to $2,000 in Atka, Kotzebue, or Fort Yukon."'

"ArnolOMId WunhicRe, -0P. cit., PP.3-5
DePartment of Labor, Indexes of Consumer Prices and

Living Costs for Anchorage-, Fairbanks, Jitneau, and-Ketchikan Alaska

AutUmn, 19674 Washington, D. C., March, 1968.
53 G4zaway,,-Intervievi., op.

V= S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs

Needed :An EconOmic_ Deveiopm6nf .Program, for -Rural- .Alasi,ca May, 19:55

Juneau Area Office, Juneau, Alaska.
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FIGURE 11-12

RETAIL FOOD PRICES OF 14 BASIC COMMODITIES, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
AND FOUR NORTHWESTERN ALASKA VILLAGES, 1963

SEATTLE

ANCHORAGE

NOME

BARROW

SHUNGNAK_

NOATAK

$8.13

$10.76

11447

100%

123%

163 %

164%

172 %

174 %

Source: U. S. Bureau of Indin.Affais, Profile ofr theNativ People
of A .ska, 04ineaU -Area Office, 'Juneau, Alaska,-1967,.p. 42.



Cash income needed for a typical family of five to six mem-

bers in most villages is $6,000 to $8,G00 a year. Through subsistence

activities--hunting, fishing, using local timber for heat and cooking,

gathering greens, berries, and roots--this requirement may be reduced

$1,000 to $3,000. Even then, $5,000 a year will not buy a family

what it will in other states--decent housing, clean water, sewers,

electricity, red meats, fresh fruits and vegetables, an automobile or

television. Were it not for food-gathering activities, free public

services, and lower living standards, a minimum standard of living

in rural Alaskarjor a family of six, would likely require $8,000

$10,000 a year.

Incomes for village Alaskans are far lower than required,

and far lower than for Alaskans generally. Native income (earned

and unearned) in 24 villages of so,rthcentral Alaska in 1966 was eslm-

ated to average about $4,000 per family or nearly $800 per person."
Total Native income in 1967 in 58 villages in southwestern Alaska was
estimateAto average almost $3,400 per family, or nearly $600 per

person.uf For Alaskans generally, tamiiy incomes in 1967 averaged

more than $10,000 or about $3,629 per person.58

In these recent surveys, average incomes are described, not

medians. The small number of Natives with high incomes (over $10,000)

tend to raise the average considerably for families who have low

annual incomes. Median cash income of Native families in villages

of Alaska, excluding the few Native communities where earned incomes,

are high (such as St. Paul), iS estimated at about $2,000 annually.'

Reasons for the poor economic circumstances of villagers

are not difficult to find. In brief, as the Juneau area office of

the Bureau of Indian Affairs puts it: "Poverty exists among most of

the Natives, not because they are not industrious, and prefer to be

poor, but because there is no means for them to increase their cash

income."60

55/bid.
99 Survey conducted by the Superintendent, Anchorage District,

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Anchorage, Alaska.
57U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Population Support Capacity Report, Bethel District, Juneau Area

Office, Juneau, Alaska, March, 1967.
58 Anchorage Daily News, April 29, 1968
99 This estimate is based upon a review of village profiles pre-

pared by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, VISTA workers, and the Division

of Indian Health.
80 H. P. Gazaway, National Program Inadequacies and Needs to Bette

Serve Rural and Native Alaska, a summary prepared at the request of the

Chairman, Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska,

January 7, 1966.



Welfare

Figuring substantially in the economy of village Alaska

(though less than generally assumed) is unearned income going as pay-

ments made by the State Division of Public Welfare to Natives who are

old, disabled, blind or have dependent children (but who have little

or no income) and by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to Natives if they

are ineligible for state categorical programs, but who are in need of

temporary financial assistance.

No statewide portrayal exists of the relative dollar im-
portance of welfare funds to village economies, but a glimpse is DUR,

available in the results of a recent detailed survey of nearly 5,300

Natives in 35 northern interior and coastal villages. In 1967, ac-

cording to income reported ..)y all Natives sixtpcn years of age and

over, earned income totaled abo4 $3.3 millionpl; unearned income Ye:

amounted to about $645 thousand.°2 For every dollar in their economies Ass-

coming from welfare programs, $5 was earned--virtually all as wages

from jobs.
Less

1/2

Welfare dollars do have substantial impact. Having greatest 1

impact of the several categories of programs is Aid to Families with 1-1/2

Dependent Children, a program which puts about $1 million annually 2

into about 750 households in villages. The typical case is a mother 3

and three children; the average payment per case is $127 monthly.° 4
5

Payments made under this program generally fall below the 10

calculated needs of recipients. State budget schedules show, for Unknot

instance, the needed monthly allowance for a mother and three children
in northern Alaska to be $186 plus rent and fuel; the maximum estab- To-

lished by state law for such a family, however, is $140. Based upon

a 1967 sample (representing about one-third of all cases) it appears

that five of six families (Native and non-Native) receive allowances

below their needs. Over half have an unmet need of more than $51;

nearly one-third have an unmet need of more than $101 a month.°4

Villagers appear to require longer periods of assistance

than other Alaskans receiving Aid to Dependent Children. About one-

third of the recipients in western Alaska--nearly all of whom are

Natives--have been receiving assistance for five to ten years. This

duration was characteristic of only one-fourth of the recipients

across the state (See Figure II-13).

Reasons for the extended duration are not hard to find .

vestigators report:

There are many reasons for continued dependency on AFDC;

however, the most obvious reasons for this high number
of continuous AFDC recipients appears to be lack of
services provided to those who have been receiving ass's-

tance and a lack of economic opportunity. This is
vividly demonstrated by a comparison of the percentage

Sourci
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who have been receiving assistance for more than five

years in Anchorage as opposed to Bethel [Eskimo town in

western Alaska]. In Anchorage we find that only 22 per-

cent of those surveyed have been receiving assistance
for more than five years. In Bethel, that percentage
is markedly increased to 47.2 percent (nearly one-half

of the entire group surveyed) °5

FIGURE II-13

DURATION OF ASSISTANCE TO RECIPIENTS OF AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN,
NATIVE DISTRICTS COMPARED WITH STATE

Years
Assisted

Welfare Districts
Cases Percent

59

A 1 Eight
Wel fare Di stri cts

Cases Percent

Less than 1/2 year 17 8.6 49 10.3

1/2 - 1 year 13 6.7 57 12.0

1 1-1/2 years 17 8.6 48 10.1

1-1/2 - 2 years 14 6.1 36 7.6

2 - 3 years 21 10.5 60 12.7

3 - 4 years 14 6.1 32 6.7

4 - 5 years 15 7.7 28 5.9

5 - 10 years 62 30.5 105 22.2

10 years or more 28 13.1 49 10.3

Unknown 4 1.9 8 1.6

Totals 205 99.1 472 99.4

Source: K. J. Anderson, Margaret Cavanagh, and J. T. Cross Caseload

Survey of Aid to Families with Dependent Children, National
Association of Social Workers, Inc., Alaska Chapter, Juneau,

Alaska, 1968, Table 2.

61 u. S. Department of the Interior, U. Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Preliminary Findings, Demographic Survey of Fairbanks

District, 1968, Fairbanks, Alaska, 1968.
62 Alaska Division of Public Welfaee, "Tabulation of the Propor-

tion of Native and non-Native recipients on Public Assistance by

Caseload and Welfare Districts," 12-month average 1966-67, and U.S.

Bureau of Indian Affairs, "General Assistance by Fiscal Year hy
village and Average Number of Cases Per Month", Juneau Area Office,

Juneau, Alaska, 1963-67.
63Alaska Division of Public Welfare, op. cit.
64K. J. Anderson, Margaret Cavanagh, and a. T. Cross, Caseload

Survey of Aid to Families with Dependent Chilaren. National Associa-
tion of Social Workers, Inc., Alaska Chapter, Juneau, Alaska, 1968,

P. 9-
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On the basis of data from western Alaska, it appears that

the principal cause of a Native family's reliance upon this public

assistance program is that the father is dead or physically incapaci-

tated. These circumstances account for sixty percent of the children

benefiting in the West--about twice the percentage across the state

generally. Another twenty percent of the children in the West bene-

fiting from this program are illegitimate--a percentage only slightly

higher than among all children benefiting from the program across

the state generally.
66

Given the meager allowances authorized under Alaska law, the

Native woman with dependent children may be better off living in the

village instead of living in an urban area. There is usually little

shelter cost in the village, since the woman can live with her parents

or can somehow acquire enough surplus supplies to build her own dwell-

ing. Use of locally obtained foods reduce her need for purchased

commodities. Some women with children have in fact returned to vil-

lages frow urban areas, reportedly because of the low level of welfare

payments.°7

The Old Age Assistance program, also administered by the

state, puts about three-quarters of a million dollars annually into

the hands of some 800 villager§A Average payment (based on 1966

figures) is about $89 a month."' That Natives constitute a high

(seventy percent) percentage of Old Age Assistance recipients may be

attributed to the fact that relatively Few of those over 65 today

worked for wages and made contributions to the Social Security system.

Two other adult public assistance programs--Aid to the

Blind and Aid to the Disabled--put about $175 thousand into village

Alaska annually. Averag9 monthly payment for each of the 180 village

recipients is about $80.'9 That Natives make up a large proportion

(91 percent and 65 percent) respectively of all blind and disabled who

are assisted in Alaska is largely the result of poor health conditions

in villages. And the near absence of programs for the handicapped in

the state requires that public assistance be rendered.

Although public assistance programs are commonly assumed to

be hurtful to the character of beneficiaries, anthropologists writing

recent detailed accounts of village life do not offer such observa-

tions. Writing of the southwestern Eskimo village of Napaskiak (in

1956) Oswalt says:

One result of the Old Age Assistancerand Social SecUrity

programs has been to-free the cold People-who qualify_for

it from relying completely upon_relatives -and-friends for

their supPort. Such Persons: sttll however,,live--oh

gifts of food-or mealsrand -use -their-cash for.purchasing

toys rand.clOthing: for- their grandchildren., clothing-for
-

themselves,- and small luxury items, Another interesting
_ .

.

effect of the-Old Age Assistance-programr has been _for

Hop

But
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individuals under its coverage to live alone in houses

of their own. This has occurred in five instances witidn

the past few years and appears to be a distinct trend./u

Wri ing of the northern coastal Eskimo community of Point

Hope in 1956 Van Stone says:

In Families where there is an old person a large number

of people are often indirectly dependent upon the
monthly Old Age Assistance check. This income has

greatly strengthened the position of old people, who
formerly were dependent entirely on their relatives

for support. Old people without families were often

destitute in earlier days and sometimes were forced to

beg from neighbors. Similarly, the position of widows
has been greatly improved by the payment of Aid to

Dependent Children. Formerly widows were entirely de-
pendent upon the charity of their relatives and usually

returned to their parents' homes after their husbands

died. They now are able to set up and maintain in-

dependent homes."'

Writing of the northern coastal Eskimo community of Kivalina

(in 1959-60) Saario and Kessel say:

Welfare services do not appear to have had a detrimental
effect in the village, although it is a service that

some outside white persons have viewed as encouraging
dependence on the government and creating a lack of in-

itiative. Most of the welfare payments in Kivalina are
either Aid to Dependent Children or Old Age Assistance.

Since part of the old Eskimo value orientation included
helping those who were needy and unable to help them-
selves, the help extended by the government agencies

appears as a normal and reasonable action.

615 Ibid. , Table 4
67Interview with Robert M. Davis, Superintendent Nome District

Bureau of Indian Affairs, May 20, 1968. ,

csAlaska -Division _of-Public Welfare, op. cit.
691bid.
70Wende11.0swalt, Napaskiak, UnlVersity 0 Arizona Press. Tu0s0n,

_

.

Arizona, 19.63,:, p; 100-
71James Nan St6116, Paint Hope, UniVersity.of Washington PreSs,
1962, pp. 134-5;



As long as the majority of families are able to subsist

by their own e, v-ts, welfare will probably remain a

welcome help ft, people who would otherwise be the re-

sponsibility of the village. However, should circum-

stances arise whereby the village residents might not

be able to gain their own livelihood and might find it

necessary to rely mostly on welfare payments to exist,

the resultant emoUons and reactions would probably be

most detrimental."

Welfare fund in the form of temporary .elief from the Bureau

of Indian Affairs amount to nearly three quarters of a million dollars

in the economy of village Alaska. These funds go to Native persons who

are needy, if they are ineligible for welfare programs operated by

the state. Called "General Assistance" by the Bureau, this program

corresponds to the General Relief program of the state under which

needy non-Natives are given temporary financial help.

While villagers make up about seventy percent of the state's

NaVve population, they make up only about sixty percent of the recip-

ients of the Bureau's total program, and ;hey receive only about

sixty percent of funds expended under it." In 1967 the average village

case received about $400--this based upon 1 771 cases representing per-

haps 6,000 persons.

The amount of assistance given depends upon the need of the

individual villager. Determination of the amount of assistance will

be guided by the state's budget schedule for its welfare cases, but

not bound by it. There is no ceiling on the amount of the Bureau's

grant nor any limitation imposed upon its duration.

For most recipients the duration of assistance is limited

to the three leanest months of the winterData for western Alaska

over the past four'yeart show about.:61 percent-of theicaSes helped for

three months or less; and another 20 percent aided tor fOur to fOurteen
_

months (See Figure 11-14). Only, 10 percent were helped'for twelVe

months-and mott of these were-not employable

Only about two-thirds of all cases receiving general-assis-

tance from the Bureau are classified as "employable.-" 'The others

are not.eligible for state-administered publie-astistance, but they

are not able to obtain'and hold -jobs. Villagers who have little or no

education or training but who are able to hunt anl fish are classified

as employable, if they are living .in the village."
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In months that hunting, fishing, trapping, and other food

gathering activities are cai^ried out, there is a great decline in

the number of persont receiving general: assiStanCe. LikewiSe as

jobs become available -even away from.the villager's home-the number

of welfare cases, drop (See'Figure 11 in-ChaPter I
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Responsiveness of Natives to job opportunities and a corres-
ponding decline in financial assistance is illustrated in general

assistance data for the northernmost Eskimo town, Barrow, over the

past five years (See Figure 11-15). As construction and other
activities made jobs available, the amount of assistance paid out
in Barrow dropped from 1963 to 1967 from nearly $30,000 to about
$6,500--not far from onefifth its former size. And this decline
in welfare took place while the population grew by perhaps 200 persons.

The other three large places in western Alaska--Nome,
Bethel, and Kotzebue--are not markedly different in apparent vitality

of economy. Though they have about the same number of Natives, there

are great differences in the amount of general assistance money paid

FIGURE 11-14

DURATION OF GENERAL ASSISTANCE EXTENDED TO
VILLAGERS IN NOME AND BETHEL DISTRICTS OF THE

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 1964-1967

Assisted Cases Percent Cases Perceot

61

Cases Percent

1 3 419 61.4% 451 63% 492 61.4% 586 62.3%

4 - 6 126 18.3% 117 17% 142 18.0% 191 20.3%

7 - 9 44 6.3% 55 8% 58 7.2% 76 8.0%

10-12 93 14.0% 85 12% 108 13.4% 89 9.4%

Totals 681 716 800 942

Source: U. S. Bureau OT Indian Affairs, Chart of "Composite:General
Assistance, Fiscal Year 1964-1967," Juneau Area Office, JUneau,

Alaska.

72 Doris J. Saario and Brina Kessel, "Human Ecological In-
vestigations at Kivalina," in Norman J. Wilimovsky (ed.) and John

N. Wol fe (ed.), Environment of the Cdpe Thompson Region, Alaska,
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Division of Technical Information
Extension, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 11966, p. 1027.

73 U. S. Department of the Interior, U. S. Bureau of Indian

Affairs, "General Assistance by Fiscal Year by Village and Average

Number of Cases Per Month," Juneau Area Office, Juneau, Alaska,
1963-67.

74Letter from Gordon
of Indian Affairs, Juneau
1967.

Cavnar, Area 'Social Worker-, U. S. Bureau.

Area Office,:_Juneaw,_Alaska, August 24,



out in each community (See Figure 11-15). Nome leads all pre-
dominantly Native places in the state in the total amount of Bureau
welfare received over the five-year period--almost $182,000. Next

ranking of these three cities is Bethel with about $84,000. Third
of these three is Kotzebue with almost $34,000 in Bureau relief in
five years--about one-fifth of the amount going to Nome residents.

That reliance upon Bureau relief funds varies widely from

village to village is indicated, too, by the fact that fifteen places

smaller than Kotzebue received greater amounts of assistance over

the five years 1963-1967. And most of these places had fewer than

half as many people as Kotzebue. On a per capita basis, Kotzebue
received about $4 annually in general assistance over the five-year

period, putting Kotzebue in the bottom fourth of Native places in

terms of per capita assistance. 75

On a per capita basis, general assistance expenditures to

villages over the past five years ranged from zero (in eleven places

to about $80 annually (in three places). Half of the villages re-

ceived less than $12 per capita annually.76

"Without exception, Bureau social workers agree," writes

the Bureau's head of social services in Alaska, "that each Native
community would prefer the chance and opportunity to work in prefer-

ence to receiving a grant. Also, individual recipients of Bureau
assistance frequently return checks because circumstances have changed

that permit them to be self-sufficient. Rather than being character-

ized as dependent, unmotivated, lazy, and some other uncomplimentary
terms, the Native citizen and the Native community have demonstrated

a desire and willingness to take care of themselvesg7

FIGURE II 15

CHANGES IN TOTAL AMOUNTS OF GENERAL ASSISTANCE TO
FOUR LARGEST PREPOMINANTLY NATIVE COMMUNITIES

FISCAL YEARS 1963 - 1967

Barrow

Kotzebue

Bethel

Nome

1963 1964

$29,603 $14,119

'7 605 6,006

10,861 - 9 915

586-31,786

1965

$ 5,444

7 823

529

1956

6,373

9 856

17-291

1967

$ 6,462

5,400.

34 038

30,769 48,462 37,285

Source:, U. S. Department of the Interior, U. S. Bureau of Indian
Affairs, "General Assistance by Fiscal ,Year by Village and
Average Number of Cases per Month," Juneau Area Office,

Juneau, Alaska, 1963-1967.
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Bethel, Photo by Anchorage Daily News

- 75U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, op, cit.
761bid
TflMemOranduM dated October 7, 1966 froM the BOreau of Indian

Affairs, Area Social Worker, Gordon Cavnar, to the BUreau's Area

Economist, H. F% Gazaway,



EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Village Adults

In village Alaska Native high school graduates are rare, and
Native college graduates are even rarer. Most village adults have
less than an elementary education, and large numbers have no formal
education at all.

Figures from 1960 of rural non-farm nonwhites--nearly all
of whom are Natives--show that, of those 25 years old or older:

--almost 21 percent were without schooling;
- -almost 25 percent had completed no more than the

fourth grade;
--about 15 percent had completed the fifth or sixth

grade;
--less than 11 percent had completed the eighth grade;
- -only 9 percent had completed high school;

78
--and only 9/10 of 1 percent had completed college.

These 1960 data show about half of the rural Native popula-
tion having a sixth grade education or less. There are also enormous
regional differences; medians ranging from 1.6 to 7.0 in census dis-
tricts of northern and western Alaska; and 8.2 to 9.0 in districts of
southeastern Alaska (See Figure 11-16). 4ong white Alaskans, 1960
data show a median education level of 12.4.1'

In levels of education achieved, then, it is the Natives
(mostly Eskimos) of western and northern Alaska who are farthest be-
hind. In those ten census districts, 1960 data show, of 9,113 non-
whites, 25 years and older, only 45 college graduates, only 303 high
school graduatk, only 787 eighth grade graduates,tbut 2,508 without
any schooling.°u Lowest of all districts, with a median school Year
completed of 1.6, was Wade-Hampton in the southwestern part of the
state. There, the census reports show, of 984 adults, none ever
attending college, only a dozen high school graduates 'tut another
four having attend0 high school), and only two dozen- completed
the eighth grade.8I

Kft,

78 [PC(1)3C] Censas Table 47, p -54.

791bid.
80Census Table 87, op cit. p -104.

Sou ce
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FIGURE 11-16

MEDIAN SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED BY ALASKA NATIVES,
SELECTED DISIRICTS, 1960

Source:

Medians shown in districts with nonwhite
population of 1,000 or more in which nonwhite
population is virtually all Alaska Natives.

U. S. Bureau of the Census,-Ji: S. CensuS of PopulatiOn: 1960,

47,aska General SociaZ and Economic Characteristics, PC(l)3C,
Table '87-.
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No newer data on a statewide bAsis exist, but 1968 data on timc

one region has been carefully compiled.8 This data, while it illus- yeal

trates an apparent substantial ge,n in educational opportunity, sug- your

gest that gains for Natives from villages may not necessarily accrue of e

to villages. in
to r

Of 2,240 Natives, 16 years old and over, interviewed in
1968 in 34 northern interior and coastal villages, about half have
completed the sixth grade of school--two to three grades above the appe

median found in these districts of persons 25 years and over, eight to

years earlier. But the substantial gain appears only because of the ecov

inclusion of the younger group. If they are set apart, the median were

level is between the third and fourth grade--about the same as it was surn

in 1960.
dif-
figi

The 511 older villagers (51 years or older ) surveyed, not te0
surprisingly have the least education; about half have a second grade dif-

education or less. Only nine are high school graduates or above. The

Of the 401 adults in the entire survey having no education, over half thrc

are in this group.
job
cat-

The 909 villagers surveyed who are in their thirties and rang

forties have a median educational level of almost the fifth grade to c

Thirty-seven or About three percent have completed high school or awal

beyond.

The 975 villagers surveyed who are 16-30 years old have the educ

highest median--about grade nine. And many of the 16, 17, and even spol

18-year olds are still in village schools. Almost 25 percent--223 grar

persons--have completed high school oi hptter. fac-
tun-

The much larger number (and percentage) of young people who
have finished high school or who have completed the eighth grade and
beyond testifies to educational gains being made by young Natives in
villages. The lesser number (and percentage) of young pple in the
villages, once they have completed their schooling, however, testifies
to the appeal of other places for the young. As an interior village

Depa

spokesman observes: "Most Minto residents are middle age...with
Finr

young adults moving away to take jobs or to continue their education."83 AlaE

FairImmediate postgraduation plans of seniors at Mt. Edgecumbe
(the largest single boarding high school attended by Alaska Natives)
reveal little interest in returning to village life. Of 491 seniors
graduating in three recent years (1963-1965) only 19 said they plan-
ned to return home--about four percent. Virtually all others (except
for a few going immediately into military or navAl service) said they
planned to pursue further education or training.'

Follow-up reports made three years after graduation of two
classes (1962 and 1963) portray a much larger percentage of graduates
returning to villages than had expressed an intention to do so at the

furr
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time of their graduation but two-thirds had not returned even three

years after graduation.8° Educational and training opportunities for

young people may increase, as they are, but the rise in median levels

of education among village Alaskans generally should not be expected--

in the absence of jobs or other income opportunities in villages--

to match the increase.

Lacking formal education, Alaska's Natives over the years

appear to have partly made up for it as job app.icants by their ability

to learn, and celebrated versatility at jobs opened to them in the wage

economy that prospectors, whalers, and later, construction companies

were bringing to their area.86 Village men participating in 'le 1968

survey of northern interior and coastal villages told of holding 88

different occupations over the past ten years; most had been fire-

fighters or laborers, but others had been riverboat pilots, laboratory
technicians, barbers, and bakers. Village women told of holding 33

different occupations, the most important in numbers--arts and crafts.

The number of these villagers who learned vocations in schools or

through other training is small, but the number saying they possess

job skills is large. Four out of five of them said they had no vo-

cational training, but virtually all indicated abilities to do a wide

range of work. Of some 1,500 villagers who gave responsive answers

to questions, more than half want training and most of them would live

away from home to obtain it.87

Interest among villagers across Alaska in obtaining further

education and training is high, according to Bureau of Indian Affairs

spokesmen. But inadequate funding for their vocational training pro-

grams, deficiPncies in basic education among applicants, and too scarce

facilities for training within Alaska are factors in denying oppor-

tunity to all who seek it.

This and the succeeding four paragraphs are drawn from U. S.

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Preliminary
Findings, Demographic Survey of Fairbanks District, 1968, Fairbanks,

Alaska, 1968.
8311Minto to Decide Location Shortly," Fairbanks News-Miner,

Fairbanks, Alaska, May 11, 1968.
84Reports of Plans of Seniors at Mt. Edgecumbe, 1963-1965,

furnished by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area Office,

Juneau, Alaska.
85Follow-up Reports of Graduates of Mt. Edgecumbe, furnished

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area Office, Juneau, Alaska.
88Margaret Lantis, "Acculturation and Health," Thomas Parran

and the Alaska He lth Survey Team, Alaska's Health: A Survey Report,
The Graduate School of Public Health, University of Pittsburgh, 1954.

87U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs Preliminary Findings, op. cit.,

pp. 6-9.
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Basic to education and training is language, and, as noted

earlier, English is the second language for most village Natives. New-

est data from one region (the northern villages) shows one of twelve to

require an interpreter for conversation in English, one of ten unable
to read English, and one of eight unable to write English.88 Two and
three times as many others have only limited abilities. In southwestern

Alaska, the proportion of people urr.He to speak, read, and write

English is even higher. An interviewer in Hooper Bay, for example,
reports (1966) nearly pne-third of the adults either speak English

poorly or not at a11.8

Villade Children

Most Native children attending schools in villages are in
primary schools operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs or by the

State of Alaska. In about half of the schools, they are attending only

with other Native youngsters.

Education of village children continues to be primarily a

federal function. In the school year ending mid-1967 more than twice

as many children were attending the 82 schools operated by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs aF, were attending the 63 schools operated by the State

of Alaska in predominantly Native places. And nearly five times as

many were in federal schools as in te 21 schools operated by city or
borough school districts (See rigure II-17).

Transfers of Bureau schools to the state on a region-by-
region basis a&. agreed upon as a goal by the state and federal,,govern-

ments, continue to take place. In 1967 ten schools became the rmon-
sibility of the state, bringing the tal number transferred to 63.-/
Transfers are made as the state indicates a readiness to assume the

financial obligations of school operation and as the schools meet state
standards, or as the Bureau commits itself to.raise a to-be trans-

ferred school to state standards. Takeover by the state occasionally

meets resistance of villagers affected;-chiefly because of a fear that

other Bureau services may be reduced.9'

Neither federal nor state operated schools in villages bar

non-Natives from enrollment, of course. However, only Natives attended

28 of the 63 village schools operated by the state in 1966-67, and only
Natives attended 46 of the 82 village schools operated by the Bureau.9z

Of 178 Native communities of 25 or more, ten (all in the

West) had no schools in 1966-67. Except for one community, these places
had small populations (25-50 persons).93 Children in these places
either went to school at nearby villages or to Wrangell Institute, a
Bureau-operated boarding school at Wrangell in southeastern Alaska.

No kindergartens are operated by the Bureau or the state,

so the only five-year old Natives attending school are in independent
school districts where the program is offered, or in villages having

Head Start programs. Six-year olds in nearly all Bureau schools enter
a beginners' class, so they are seven before they enter the first grade .
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Educational opportunity ends at the eighth grade in nearly

all villages, and in a few places ends at grades six or seven. Of 168

communities having schools, o7ly 23 offsr ninth grade work or above.

These communities typically are larger places, but even large Eskimo

cities like Kotzebue and Barrow offered (1966-67) no work beyond the

ninth grade.

FIGURE 11-17

NATIVE ENROLLMENTS IN SCHOOLS IN ALASKA, 1966-1967
NATIVE AND morn-NATIVE PLACES

Number of Number of
Schools Children Total

Predomantly Native Places

Bureau of Indian Affairs (excluding

11,537

Wrangell and Mt. Edgecumbe) 82 6,207

State of Alaska 63 2,904

Independent School Districts 21 1,300

Private or Denominational 7 538

Predominantly Non-Native Places
6,530

TOTAL
18,067

Source: U. S. Bureau of Indin Affairs, Juneau Area Office, Juneau,

Alaska; and State of Alaska Department of Education.

"U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Preliminary Findings, o . cit.,

p. 6.
89U. S. Public Health Service, Division of Indian Health, Hooper

Bay Report of Physical Factors., Interests, Beliefs, and Attitudes,

Rehabilitation Project, Alaska Native Medical Center, Anchorage, Alaska,

1966, p. 9.
90U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, The

First Alaskans: ZOO Years Later, a progress report to the Commissioner

of Indian Affairs, -from the Area Director, Juneau Area Office, Juneau,

Alaska, 1967, p. 8.
9/1,State Plans for Takeover of more BIA-Run Schools," Fairbanks

News-Miner, May 10, 1968, p. 7.

92Summary remarks in this paragraph and the next four are, except

as noted, drawn from data provided by the State of Alaska, Department

of Education, the U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, and a letter from

J. Lloyd Watkins, Deputy Assistant Area Director (Educational), Bureau

of Indian Affairs, Juneau, Alaska, January 4, 1968.

"Villages in Alaska and Other Places Raving Native Population of

25 or More, op. cit.



Village children going on to junior or senior high school

go in the largest numbers from their villages to boarding schools

operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Alaska, Oregon, and

Oklahoma. In 1966-67, 632 were enrolled at Mt. Edgecumbe at Sitka,

Alaska, 490 at Chemawa, near Salem, Oregon, and 167 at Chilocco,

Oklahoma. Bureau boarding schools are open only to Indians, Eskimos,

and Aleuts. Another 314 village children attended high schools operated

by religious groups. Another 152 attended the one regional high school

operated by the state near Nome. Others--220 of them--attended urbp

schools under the state's boarding home program for high schoolers.'4

The number of village children attending Bureau boarding

schools for secondary education is increasing much faster than the popu-

lation increase. The 1,595 attuding grades nine through twelve in

1966-67 is up 804 from 1962-63.'

No full picture of the numtor of school-age village children

not in primary schools is available. The Bureau of Indian Affairs re-

ports that in 1967 over 95 percent of the children, ages six through

eighteen in vi7lages with Bureau schools (about half of the villages

were attending school. 96 A study conducted six years ago for the
Bureau97 indicated that less than 40 percent of the Native children in

Bureau schools in 1955 had graduated from the eighth grade by 1962.

This was twice the rate for non-Natives in Alaska. Dropouts responding

to questionnaires cited as reasons for leaving, overcrowded conditiois
of schools, the need to help parents in hunting and trapping, marriage,

the difficulty of school work, and the belief that they were too old.

In fact, "three-fourths of the respondents were five or more years re-

tarded in grade." Only five percent said they dropped because school

was a waste of time. On the basis of questionnaires returned, the
author concluded: "The attitude of dropouts toward education was
excellent.0

No current picture of secondmy school-age Native children

not in school exists, but a 1962 study showed only 34 percent of
Native people aged fourteen to nineteen to be enrolled in secondary

schools. Others had dropped out or were in lower grades. Factors con-

tributing were reported to be unrealistic promotion and retention prac-
tices, excessive class size, lack of high school facilities, little re-
lationship between school and life perceived by students, lack of
understanding of Native cultural values by teachers, and health problems.

Those going on to graduate from high school are very much
interested in obtaining further education, but dropouts appear to occur
in post-high school training too. Of 118 seniors graduating in 1963,
17 said they planned to go to college and 81 said they planned further
occupational or technical training. Follow-up of these graduates two
years latqrx however, showed only 5 in college, and 36 more in training

programs.lOu
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But the number of Alaska Natives pursuing education beyond

high school has grown_enormously. "In twelve years" reports the Bureau
of Indian Affairs in 1967, "the number of students cor4inuing education
beyond high school rose from 54 to more than 1,000.1"1

Educational programs for village children, as described by

the director of an orientation program for Alaska Natives at the
University of Alaska, are too little related to their cultural patterns:

By the time the Native child reaches the age
of seven, his cultural ahl language patterns have been

set and his parents are required by law to send him to

school. Until this time he is likely to speak only his

own local dialect of Indian, Aleut or Eskimo, or if his
parents have had some formal schooling he may speak a

kind of halting English.
He now enters a completely foreign setting--

the western classroom situation. His teacher is likely

to be a Caucasian, who knows little or nothing about

his cultural background. He is taught to read the Dick

and Jane series. Many things confuse him: Dick and

Jane are two gussuk children who play together. Yet,

he knows that boys and girls do not play together and

do not share toys. They have a dog named Spot who comes
indoors and does not work. They have a father who leaves

for some mysterious place called "office" each day and

never brings any food home with him. He drives a
machine called an automobile on a hard covered road
called a street which has a policeman on each corner.
These policemen always smile, wear funny clothing and
snend their time helping children to cross the street.
Why do these children need this help? Dick and Jane's
mother spends a lot of time in the kitchen cooking a
strange food called "cookies" on a stove which has no

flame in it.

94 U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, op. cit.

95 Data furnished by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area

Office, Juneau, Alaska.
96 U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, op. est.
97 W. D. Overstreet, A Study of Elementary School Dropouts

Among the Native Population of Alaska for the Period l955-l962, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Juneau, Alaska, 1962, p. 50.

98 /bids P. 53-
99Charles K. Ray, Joan Ryan, and Seymour P rker, Alaska Native

Secondary School Dropouts, University of Alaska, 1962, pp. 350-356.

100 Mt. Edgecumbe senior plans and follow-up reports furnished by

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area Office, Juneau Alaska.

101 U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, op cit. p. 8.



....For the next 12 years the process goes S.

on, The Native child continues to learn this new
language which is of no earthly use to him at home
and which seems completely unrelated to the world of
sky, birds, snow, ice, and tundra which he sees 1

arlund him.
b.

In addition, the student is likely to lose
his original language in the education process. His

teachers do not speak his language nor do they en- h.

courage its use diring school hours. In many schools
students are absolutely forbidden to use the native

language. Therefore, many native students come to
feel that the language of their parents is undesir-
able and inferior.

Since the economy of the average native
family in Alaska is marginal, at best, there are often continues t
strong pressures from the home for the child to leave amo villa
school and help his family in its daily struggle for ain Village

survival. The father needs his sons to help him hunt recently in
and fish; the mother needs her daughter to help at
home with the children. So it is not surprising that
60 percent of native youngsters never reach the eighth

grade
By the time that the native student from a

bush community reaches high school age it is necessary
for him to leave his home and village to attend a board-
ing high sr,hool for four years. Here he lives in a
dormitory witi, other Alaskan natives and his sole con-
tact with western culture is through his teachers and 1

text books. When he returns to his village each summer,
he finds only vestiges of his formerly comfortable a

family relationship, and he encounters increasing
frustrations because of the differences between him- A

self and his village. His exposure to western educa- a

tion has taught him to respect (though not necessarily
to understand) western standards, and at the same time
it has decreased his respect for the native culture.
He finds himself, figuratively, with a foot in each
culture, unable fully to identify with either group
and accepted by neither as well.

not, forget

The male student finds that he is no longer that we for

of any use to his father as a hunter or a fisherman,
he has lost his status as a male member of his village.

The girl who returns often finds the sanitary conditions
in the village hard to adjust to. She has lost many
of the domestic skills she may have had: skinning
animals, cooking, making clothing. Many of her peers

are already married and have children. Her ability to
speak English and her new way of dress and behavior set

her apart fram the other village girls who may think

she has become "too good" for them. All of these high

'Lee I-
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school students--with the exception of the 28 percent
who have dropped out along the way--are in the process
of becoming what the anthropologists term "marginal"
people: They have been swept along by a system which
is estranging them from their friends and relatives
back home.

For many of these students, high school
graduation represents the point of no return. If they
have come this far, it is unlikely that they will
ever return to the village permanently. Unless they
go farther, however, it is even more unlikely that
they will be able to secure perwgnent jobs in the
cities to which they migrate. I"

While the quality of education available to village children

continues to be questioned, the need for a good education is unquestioned

among villagers, even among young people. As the valedictorian at Mount-

ain Village, a southwestern Eskimo community of about 400 persons, put it

recently in an address to the school's student body:

More and more we find a greater and greater
need for the English language and formal education.
The main reason for this is that most other Americans,
including the Government, knows just one language--

English. So we have to learn the language to keep in

touch with the rest of the world thru radio, newspapers,
magazines, letters and movies.

For ou) own generation a great deal of know-

ledge will be nece-sary. Not only do we need to think
in two languages, but we will have to act in two languages

also. It isn't good to believe all one hears. People
often come to our village with ideas, plans, and profflises.

A responsible person must be able to see whether these
are facts or exaggerations. We, and only we, should
decide what is good for us and our community.

Thus, our basic reason for being educated is
the same today as it has always been--to hayg,and make a
better life for ourselves and our children.'"

Importantly, the speaker added: "But we do not, and shall

not, forget our past. We will not jump into the new ways so rapidly

that we forget the old ways. To do so would be a sad thing."

2Lee H. Salisbury, "Teaching English to Alaska Natives,' in

Journal of American Indian Education, Vol. 6, No. 2, January, 1967,

pp. 5-6. It should be noted that the Dick and Jane readers referred

to by Salisbury is being replaced by a culturally oriented series in

a small number of schools beginning in the 1968-69 school year, and

will be introduced in other village schools following evaluation.

"Conventional School Books Out," Fairbanks News-Miner, Amgust 22, 1968.

1031tValedictorian at Mountain Village Talks Change," Tundra Times,

Fairbanks, Alaska, May 24, 1968, p. 1.



HOUSING AND RELATED FACILITIES

Housing_

Native housing in Alaska's villages is generally considered
to be the most primitive, dilapidated, and substandard of any occupied
by Eskimos or Indians anywhere in the United States. Of some 7,500
dwellings, about 7,100 need replacement, according to the Bulau of
Indian Affairs. And an additional 344 new dwellings are needed an-
nually because of population increases.104

On a regional basis, housing conditions vary somewhat, as
reported by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to a Congressional Committee
in 1966, but the uniformity of their reports is more pronounced than
their variety.

southeastern: Except in one village the housing
situation is most deplorable. All but a few homes
in each locale are dilapidated and substandard, and
a severe shortage in most communities has forced
many families to double up with relatives and
friends....105

Children_playing in front of their hoMe in Bethel
Phoito by U. S. PubLic Heaith Service
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Southcentral: Six communities of eighteen--including

oil-rich Tyonek--have satisfactory dwellings. The rest

of the placo are very primitive...marginal...outright
shacks... 'u°

Bristol Bay: Housing is the most pressing and serious

problem for Natives in the remote villages. Generally

speaking, housing is substandard. It is inadesquate in

terms of rooms, condition, and cleanliness. luf

Southwestern: In general, Natives live in one-room
houses made of those materials which are typically
available--driftwood, lumber, plywood, or logs...
It is generally agreed that housing is grossly in-
adequate as to quality, as to space per occupant, and

per family unit; that it is generally inadequate as
to maintenance; and that the present housing in this
district contributes to the incidence or spread of
such diseases as tuberculosis. Poor and deteriorated
construction of these houses cause scarce fuel supplies
tz- become excessively costly, either in terms of labor

or in terms of money. Cold and drafty homes may con-
tribute to illnesses among Natives; and likewise,
tightly se4lgd homes may be unhealthful for lack of
fresh air.'ul°

Northwestern: It is believed that 95 percent of the
homes in the area are substandard. Most houses are
one-room frame construction without insulation and

sanitation facilities. Usually the Poor condition of
the houses create health problems, especially in this

area where the families are large.. In the tree-
less tundra, fuel problem is actA, and drafty,
uninsulated houses are small...lu

104 U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Program Memoranda, Alaska Natives, Juneau Area Office, Juneau,

Alaska, March, 1967, p. 83.
105 Mamie 1, FederaZ Facilities for Indians, Tribal

Relations .
',3deral Government, U. S. Government Printing

Office, WashH O. C., 1966, p. 157.
106 Ibid., di J0-91.
1°7Ibid., p. 81.
108 Ibid., p. 129.
" Ibid., p. i61.

127



Arctic Coast: Housing conditions north of the Brooks
Range are extremely poor. Generally, the population
must depend upon local materials which range from
driftwood to sod-type construction. Some plywood is
available to the coastal communities of Wainwright and
Barrow via the North Star once a year. Materials other
than locally available must all be flown in to Barter
Island and Anaktuvuk Pass. This is obviously extremely
expensive. Most houses consist of one or possibly two
rooms. Barrow, particularly, has some examples of
relatively better housing than the other three villages
which are 100 percent substandard. The hous q. tend to
be small, overcrowded, and poorly insulated.' 10

Interior: Housing [south and west of Fairbanks] is
generally adequate by bush standards, considering
factors such as easy heating, windproofness, dur-
ability and safety. There is, however, general
crowding within family units, and lack of individual
home electrification. Homes occupied by well-
employed heads of families are, of course, commonly
more spacious and comfortable, whether constructed
of log or frame lumber. Homes of underemployed
families in outlying communities, such as Minto,
are usually self-constructed, one-room log cabins
heated with a wood stove; all members of the family
occupy the ope,room at the same time for all

Iactivities._ ' North and east of Fairbanks, by non-
Native standar0A, 95 percent of the housing is grossly
inadequate." '16

NUMBER OF

Source: U.

These comments on Native housing do not, of course, apply to Ale

le housing of teachers or other governmental employees brought from stz

;her places to be employed in villages. Their government-owned hous- Go,

tg is satisfactory and usually comfortable. Being attached to the PuE

:hool or other facility, or near it, their housing is segregated from ti(

ttive housing, varying in degree from community to community. An(

The overcrowding which is characteristic of Native dwellings
; emphasized in detailed house-to-house surveys conducted by the
ivision of Indian Health of the housing of Eskimos of western Alaska--
le region where most Alaska villagers live (See Figure 11-18). In
)uthwestern Alaska, surveys of ten villages (1961-1963) show 348 homes
tntaining 524 rooms, an average of 1.5 rooms per house. With a sur-
yed population of 1,978 persons, the average per room is 3.8 persons--
somewhat larger number of persons per room than exists for average
tuseholds (3.5) across the United States. Among the ten villages the
:tent of overcrowding ranges from 2.3 persons per room in Tununak
2 persons per room in Chevak.113 In northwestern Alaska, surveys of
tenty villages (in 1966) 0)01,4 799 homes containing 1,570 rooms, an

.110 Ibiq
111

1

113 U.
,Natives, Ni

D. C.,_196
114 u.

Sanitation
Alaska Nat

rerage of almost two b-ooms per house. With a surveyed population of
,905, the average per room is 3.1 persons. Among the twenty villages,
le extent of overcrowding ranges from 2.2 persons per room in Kotzebue
) 6.5 persons per room in Noorvik.114
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The premium price paid by jewelers for coarse gold, and the

anticipation of a slightly higher general price under the two-price

system, suggest that small-scale placer mining will remain at the

present level or generally increase.

Because of the small volume of the product and relatively simple

milling problems of some types of lode ores, the constraints on production

caused by transportation and technology are not as severe on gold as on

some other metals. Gold resources of southeastern Alaska and in the

Prince William Sound area are close to tidewater and have ample harbor

sites. Harboring is a problem, however, or the Seward Peninsula,where

deposits are also close to tidewater. Other potential resources, as in

the Willow Creek and upper Chulitna district, are on the railroad belt,

but most other districts face moderate to severe transportation problems.

One constraint on small-scale lode mining is the shortage of skilled

hard rock miners. That this factor may not be too critical is suggested

by the short training period required by Alaskan natives in the coopera-

tive program ofKenrecott and the University of Alaska and the adaption

of Natives to underground work at the Red Devil and other minEs.

Iron and Titanium

Because the major iron titanium resources of Alaska are so

intimately related geologically, they are treated together in this

statement.

In addition to supplying the metal for iron and steel products,

iron ore is used in cement and heavy concrete aggregate, paint pigments,

basic refractories, nuclear shilding, as a constituent of some catalytic

agents, and in nonferrous smelting.

Titanium is used prin&pally in the form of its oxide, mainly

for high opacity and chemically inert pigments. In metallic form it is

utilized in the aeronautical, missile and space industries where its

combined properties of lightness, strength and corrosion resistance are

desirable. Alloys of titanium with iron are used in steelmaking and as

an additive to cast irons.

Resources and potential

Except for testing purposes, there has been no production of

iron or titanium ore from Alaska.

Essentially all of Alaska's iron and titanium resources are in

mafic igneous rocks that contain disseminations and layers of ilmenite

and and/or titaniferous magnetite. Such occurrences are widely distributed

II throughtout southeastern, southern and southwestern Alaska.

agi-
tial The best known southeastern Alaskan deposits are at Klukwan

ost and Haines, Port Snettisham, and Union Bay. All are large but of low

grade, ranging between 15 and 35 percent total iron with a titania to

661



iron ratio between 1:5 and 1:10. A small amount (1). potentially lecover-
able vanadium also is generally present. The titaxiferous magnetite
deposit at Klukwan comprises several billion tons of rock that contains
15 to 20 percent total iron, of which 11 to 13 percent is magnetic. Most

of 4--he T109 percent can be separated by magnetic concentration. An

alluvial fan adjoinIng the deposit contains several hundred million tons
of broken rock that averages 10 percent magnetic iron. The size of the
lode deposit at Haines is similar to that at Klukwan, but the magnetic
iron content appears to be less than 10 percent. Exploration of the
titaniferous magnetite deposit at Port Snettisham by the U. S. Bureau
of Mines in 1952-1953 included more than 6,500 feet of diamond drilling
which yielded samples that assayed between 11 and 45 percent total iron.
A large composite sample contained 18.9 percent iron, 2.6 percent
titania, 0.29 percent sulfur and 0.05 percent vanadium. The deposit is
belfeved to contain between 400 and 500 million tons of material from
which a high-grade titaniferous magnetite concentrate could be recovered

by using standard, comparatively low-cost benefication methods.

The pyroxenitic phase of a zoned ultramafic complex at Union

Bay contains 10-25 percent magnetite, some ilmenite, and a minor amount
of chromite. Although data on tonnage and grade have not been released
by the claim holders, the magnetite content is believed to be about 20

percent by weight throughout an area of about 3 square miles. Magnetite-
bearing Rvroxenite deposits on Duke and the Percy Islands also have been
explored by diamond drilling, but data on tenor and tonnage have not been

released.

Layered gabbroic intrusives near North Crillon Glacier and on
Astrolabe Peninsula in the St. Elias Range generally contain less than
35 weight percent of ilmenite, but locally as much as 60 percent is
present with minor amounts of sulfide minerals. The distribution of
magnetite and/or ilmenite in beach sands derived in part from these and
related intrusives at Yakutat and Lituya Bays is erratic, but of
potential significance. Sampling of the Yakutat beach placers by

the U.S. Bureau of Mines shows a general tenor of 35 pounds of iron and

20.5 pounds of T102 per cubic yard. The Lituya Bay deposits were found
to contain as much as 52 pounds ef T102 (as ilmenite ) per cubic yard.

Elsewhere, magmatic deposits of titaniferous magnetite are
known at Kemuk Mountain, about 50 miles northeast of Dillingham in
southwestern Alaska and east of the north end of Iliamna Lake on the

Alaska Peninsula where exploratory diamond drilling of one deposit
disclosed several billion tons of material containing 10.5 to 12
percent magnetic iron and 15 to 17 percent total iron. Other deposits
occur east of Iliamna Lake in five gabbroic intrusives, two of which
are layered. The resource potential of these occurrences is believed
to be large, but the recoverable iron is reported generally to be less
than 15 percent.
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The other- types of iron deoosits that are widely scattered
throughout the state are largely free of titanium, but may contain

recoverable amounts of base and precious metals. Included are the

contact metamorphic deposits of the Kasaan Peninsula, Copper Mountain,

and Jumbo Basin on Princeof Wales Island, southeastern Alaska, and near

the Nabesna mine and Orange Hill in the Nabesna district. Many other

occurrences are known, but most are either too small or too remote to

have encouraged much exploratory work.

The Kasaan Peninsula deposits are best known and consist

mainly of magnetite-bearing skarn in fractured greenstone. Analyses

from the Mamie mine show 53-59 percent iron, 0.26-0.90 percent copper,
and 1.69-3.88 percent sulfur. Sampling of the Mount Andrew mine by

the U.S. Bureau of Mines showed an average iron tenor of 47.8 percent,

together with 0.32 percent copper, and 0.71 percent sulfur. Total

iron reserves of the Mount Andrew-Mamie area are estimated to be

about 2,684,000 long tons, of which 2,289,000 tons are classified as
indicated and the rest is inferred. The iron resources of the Kasaan

Peninsula are probably between 400 and 500 million tons of material

that contains 15 to 20 percent total iron.

In the Tatonduk River area north of Eagle, several
analyses of hematitic red beds indicate that they contain between
5 and 27 percent Fe203, but their total resource potential has not

been evaluated. A small residual iron deposit on the Sinuk River

about 25 miles northwest of Nome is estimated to contain more than

600,000 tons of limonitic material with 10 to 45 percent iron and

0.005 percent manganese.

While it is evident that the iron and titanium resources of
Alaska are considerable, it is not likely that they will be
economically exploitable in the reasonably near future, except
possibly for some of the relatively accessible smaller high-grade
contact metamorphic deposits of southeastern Alaska. The outlook for

the iron ore industry throughout the world is for a long-term down-

ward trend in price per ton relative to constant dollars. It is

therefore not likely that the Alaskan iron resources will be
competitive, either as to price or quality, with foreign producers

for many years. As for titanium, Alaska is not known to have

significant resources of rutile and the annual domestic requirement,
estimated to be 225,000 tons by 1970, will have to come from other

sources. The state's ilmenite resources are sizable, but largely ident-
ified with deposits that must be mined and beneficiated to yield a 45
percent Ti02 concentrate. It is likely that large known bedrock depos-

its in Colorado,Wyoming, Arkansas, Rhode Island, and Virginia, will be

commercially developed before the 1980's. Certainly, current Alaskan
economic trends are not conducive to competition even with such poten-

tial domestic sources.



Lead and Zinc

Although the industrial uses of lead and zinc are different,
these metals almost always occur together in nature, and therefore
are discussed together here.

The principal uses of lead are for storage batteries,
tetraethyl lead (gasoline), cable covering, paint pigments, construc-
tion, ammunition, and in various alloys including solder and bearing
and type metals. Zinc is used in galvanizing, die-casting, in the
manufacture of brass and other alloys, and in a great variety of
pigments and chemicals.

Deposits containing lead and zinc occur at many places in
Alaska. The best known lodes are in southeastern Alaska and at Mt.
Eielson southeast of Kantishna. There is an important zinc prospect
on Sedanka Island in the eastern Aleutians, and other lead and zinc
deposits are at Iliamna Bay on Cook Inlet, on the Seward Peninsula,
and near Kantishna and south of Ruby in the central Yukon region.
The deposits include three types: those of value primarily for their
sphalerite (ZnS) content; those important for their silver-bearing
aalena (PbS) content; and those in which sphalerite and galena are
minor associates of pe.ecious metals.

The deposits important for their sphalerite content
generally are large and low grade; most contain small but significant
amountS of lead and silver, and a few carry abundant copper minerals.
The southeastern Alaska deposits, all of which consist of sulfide
minerals in metamorphic rocks, are at Groundhog and Glazier Basins
east of Wrangell, at Moth Bay and Mahoney Creek near Ketchikan, and
at Tracy Arm and Sumdum southeast of Juneau. The Mt. Eielson deposit
is also in this category.

The silver-bearing galena deposits are small, but some are
high grade. They commonly occur in limestone and metamorphic rocks
near granitic intrusions. Sphalerite is a minor constituent.
Deposits of this type are in southeastern Alaska at Hyder and at Berg
Basin east of Wrangell. Silver-bearing galena also occurs in the
Omilak.area on the Seward Peninsula.

Galena and sphalerite are minor constituents in the
precious metal lodes of the Juneau gold belt in southeastern Alaska,
where large-scale, low-cost mining for gold also permitted the
recovery of galena



Production and Resou ces

Almost all of the lead produced in Alaska was a byproduct

!rent, of low-grade gold ores from the Alaska-Juneau mine at Juneau, which

'e by 1946 had yielded more than 40 million pounds of lead. An aggregat
total of several hundred tons of lead were also produced from silver-
bearing galena deposits near Hyder, on Prince ofWales and Coronation
Islands in southeastern Alaska, from Kantishna and the northern

;ruc- Kaiyuh mountains in the interior, and from the Omilak deposit on the

-ing Seward Peninsula. A little lead also was recovered from ore shipped

le from a gold prospect near Flat in the Iditarod district. Zinc

concentrates were shipped from Alaska for the first time in 1947.
The production amounted to about 11 tons of zinc and was entirely
from the Mahoney Creek mine near Ketchikan.

Estimates of resources can be made for only a few of

the many lead and zinc deposits in Alaska. The sphalerite deposit

on Sedanka Island reportedly contains about 9 percent zinc, but

the tonnage is unknown. The argentiferous galena deposits that have

been reported are small, but their aggregate tonnage is probably an
appreciable part of Alaska's total lead resources. Many low-grade
gold deposits in southeastern Alaska contain only small amounts of
lead and zinc, but their aggregate value as byproducts of gold mininc
might be significant. Limited exploration of several of the best

known deposits in southeastern Alaska suggest that their total
resources probably are on the order of several million tons of
sulfide-bearing material averaging about 1 percent lead and 2 per-

eery,' zinc. Estimated resources at the one productive Mahoney Creek

mine are approximately 2,500 tons containing about 6-7 percent lead
and 28 percent zinc.
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The area adjacent to the Coast Range batholith in south-
eastern Alaska, which contains the Groundhog Basin, Glacier Basin,
and Tracy Arm deposits, has not been thoroughly prospected, and it -h

reasonable to predict future discoveries of lead and zinc there.
Many regions elsewhere in Alaska are virtually unexplored, and
additional discoveries of both galena and sphalerite are likely.

Mercury

Mercury has many industrial, medical, agricultural, and
electrical uses, and its utilization is increasing with expanding

technical knowledge. It has several unique properties that are

difficult or impossible to simulate by substitutes.

Production

Although small amounts of mercury were nroduced in Alaska
shortly after 1900, most of the state's total production of almost
35,000 flasks (76 pounds of mercury per flask), was from the Red
Devil mine between 1939 and 1963. Since the end of large-scale
mining at Red Devil in 1963, Alaska's mercury production has amounte
to several hundred flasks, mainly from the White Mountain mine.



Almost all of the state's known mercury deposits are in south-

western Alaska, a region that contains about thirty mercury mines

and prospects and constitutes an extensive mercury province. In

addition to the Red Devil mine, which has produced more than 30,000

flasks, it includes the DeCourcy Mountain and Cinnabar Creek

properties, which have produced more than 1,000 flasks, and several

small mines with productions ranging from 10 to a few hundred flasks.

Cinnabar, the major ore mineral of mercury, characteristically forms

small, shallow deposits. The known Alaskan mercury deposits generally

follow this pattern, consisting mainly of cinnabar fillings in faults

in diverse brittle rocks. The deposits are localized near a major

araiate tectonic zone characterized by Tertiary volcanism and active

faults.
Resources and Potential

Mercury reserves are difficult to estimate because of their

sporadic distribution and general confinement to near-surface

environment. With few exceptions most Alaska mercury mines have

exploited small, but rich near-surface ore bodies with only meager

reserves proved in advance. Total known reserves probably range from

a few tens to perhaps a few hundred flasks, but their precise magni-

tude and grade are not known. Estimates of Alaskan reserves of
12,000 flasks minable at $190 per flask and 25,000 flasks minable at

$250 per flask were made in 1962 on the assumption of large inferred

resen,es at the Red Devil mine. The major ore bodies at Red Devil
apparently bottomed in the vicinity of the 450 level, and the mine's

current known reserves are small. Probably the largest Alaskan

mercury reserves are at the DeCourcy Mountain, White Mountain,

Cinnabar Creek, and Red Top mines.

Small amounts of byproduct antimony were recovered during

the late stages of mining at Red Devil, and antimony is a potential

byproduct of a few of the other deposits.

Concealed mercury deposits probably are sporadically dis-

tributed throughout parts of the vast terrain of southwestern Alaska.

They are inferred because of generally favorable geologic settings,

because cinnabar can be panned from many streams in the region, and

because only the most readily accessible and best exposed areas have

been explored. Prospecting in the region is difficult and curtailed

to some extent by the extensive mantle of surficial deposits.
Nevertheless, this region still affords a broad target for mercury

exploration with reasonable chances for the successful application of

panning, geochemical, and physical exploration methods.

The United States is largely dependent on imports to meet

its demand for mercury. Production from mines in Spain and Italy has

dominated the world mercury market for many years and probably will

continue. Historically, mercury has been subject to abrupt

fluctuations in price and supply, largely influenced by the Spanish

and Italian producers. The continued increase in domestic mercury
consumption, including several strategic uses, indicates the need for

additional domestic sources.
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Alaska ranks third or fourth in total domestic mercury

production, with an output considerably less than California and

Nevada. The outlook for increased mercury production from Alaska is

good--during the past few years the price for mercury has soured to

an all-time high, and after some fluctuations, indications are that it

has become fairly stable at relatively high levels of more than $500

per flask. The current high price for mercury should stimulate Alaska

mercury mining and exploration both by renewing interest in the known

deposits and encouraging the search for new ones. Whether or not

Alaska regains or exceeds its former stature as a mercury producer

depends on discovering deposits of the magnitude of those mined at Red

Devil or closely spaced smaller deposits amenable to large-scale

operations.

Molybdenum

Molybdenum, a metal largely used in steel alloys and cast

iron, occurs in several minerals, among which the most important is

molybden.te (MoS2].

Molybdenite is known at more than 35 different localities in

Alaska, but only a few deposits have been prospected in detail and none

has been worked commercially. Most of the occurrences are in south

eastern Alaska, the Copper River region, the Cook Inlet-Susitna area,

and the Seward Peninsula. The deposits that have been explored most

extensively include Orange Hill near Nabesna, the Mt. Hayes prospect

in the central part of the Alaska Range, and the Muir Inlet, Baker

Island, and Shaken (Prince of Wales island) deposits in southeastern

Alaska.

The largest known deposits are at Orange Hill and at the

Nunatak in Muir Inlet. At Orange Hill, known mainly for its

porphyry copper, there are approximately 200 million tons of dioritic

host rock containing 0.02 percent molybdenum; at the Nunatak, a

stockwork associated with a quartz monzonite pluton is estimated to

contain about 8,500,000 tons of rock carrying 0.075 percent molybdenum.

The resources at Shaken and Baker Island probably aggregate less than

200,000 tons containing 0.27-0.95 percent molybdenum dioxide; the

other known Alaskan deposits are small but locally rich.

Platinum Group Metals

Metals of the platindm group include platinum, palladium,

iridium, osmium, rhodium and ruthenium. Although platinum is the most

abundant and important member of the group, each has important

industrial uses. Platinum finds its greatest use in the chemical and

electrical industries, where its special properties of corrosion and

heat resistance and high electrical conductivity are exploited.
Platinum and palladium are both employed as catalysts in the
petrochemical industny, but the principal use of palladium is in .

electrical devices. Iridium, osmium, rhodium and ruthenium are

utilized chiefly as hardening additives in alloy§ of platinum and

palladium.
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For years Alaska has been America's principal domestic limn-
byproduct production source, mainly from placer deposits near Goodnews eleF

Bay. The company does not release operating figures for publication, dtpu

but a major part of Alaska's $6,167,000 production in 1966 of prod

commodities that cannot be reported separately (barite, gem stones, ounc

mercury. platinum group metals,stone, and tin) must be identified with zinc

the production of platinum group metals from Goodnews Bay. amou
othe

Resources and Potential
Prod

With the exception of a single lode deposit in southeastern

Alaska, all of the platinum group metals production in the state has
come from placers. By far, the most productive have been the afore-
mentioned Goodnews Bay deposits that are apparently related
spatially to an ultramafic intrusive. Ultramafic rocks may also be
the source of platinum recovered from placers of the eastern Seward
Peninsula and at Lituya Bay in southern Alaska. Their production,
however, as well as that from southwestern Kodiak Island, the Yentna
district about 100 miles northwest of Anchorage, the Chistochina dis-
trict in the eastern Alaska Range, and from the Kuskokwim and Yukon
Rivers regions, has been relatively minor and incidentaj to the
recovery of gold.
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The only lode production has come from the Salt Chuck mine
mine, on Prince of Wales Island about 50 miles west of Ketchikan. The
mine, which was operated intermittently from 1907 to 1941 mainly for Reso
copper, also produced significant amounts of palladium and minor
platinum. The platinum group metal content of the ore reportedly
averaged 0.25 ounce per ton, with a palladium to platinum of 50:1. type

in s
The outlook for significantly increasing Alaskan production Alas

of platinum group metals from known sources is largely dependent in t
upon economic factors. Production from the Goodnews Bay deposits has bear
been gradually declining and the reserves are believed to be small. Pric
However, additional resources are doubtless present in deeper are
ground and adjacent to present operations. There is also the sulf
possibility of placer concentrations offshore. Such resources tung
probably could be profitably recovered if demand and economics but
warranted. Ultramafic rocks are widely distributed throughout Alaska, as 7
but little is known about their platinum content. The mafic and
ultramafic intrusives of southeastern and southern Alaska seem to
deserve the most immediate attention, mainly because of their access- depo
ibility and proximity to transportation routes. mine

Silver

Silver, once dominantly a coinage metal, is now largely
consumed in photography, electrical applications, and in the arts.
Although not known to have been produced by Natives, silver WdS used
by Tlingit and Haida craftsman in historic tiMe.
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ion-
Silver, in native form or combined with sulfur or other

Inews elements, may be considered to be the main valuable substance in

on, deposits containing 100 or more ounces of silver per ton. It is a by-

product or coproduct, ranging from less than 1 ounce to a few tens of

ounces per ton, in ores valued mainly for their content of copper, lead,

with zinc or gold_ In the lower grade ores silver occurs in sparse

amounts as discrete silver minerals and in solid solution in gold and

other minerals.
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Production

Although silver is the main commodity in some Alaskan mineral

deposits, it has been produced chiefly as a byproduct of gold and

copper mining. The Alaska-Juneau gold mine produced about 1,950,000

ounces of byproduct silver from 1893 to 1896, and an annual average of

65,000 ounces from 1880 through 1960. Judging from the average

fineness of Alaska placer gold more than 3,000,000 ounces of silver

have been produced in refining placer gold. The Kennecott ores, famed

for their richness in copper, were also moderately rich in silver, with

the high grade copper ores averaging 14 to 16 ounces silver per ton.

Although silver production Is not recorded, the Kennecott mines were

probably the largest single source of silver in Alaska. Some silver

production has come from small high-grade deposits, notably the Omilak

mine on the Seward Peninsula and the Fish Creek veins near Hyder.

Resources and Potential

Silver-bearing deposits of both high grade and byproduct

types are scattered widely in Alaska, but are apparently concentrated

in southeastern Alaska, on both the north and south flanks of the

Alaska Range, in the adjacent Talkeetna and Wrangell Mountains, and

in the Seward Peninsula. In southeastern Alaska the main silver-

bearing deposits are in the Hyder district, on the Kasaan Peninsula of

Price of Wales Island, and east of Wrangell. The deposits at Hyder

are of moderate to high grade and are mainly veins carrying complex

sulfides. The average grade of about 29,000 tons of complex sulfide .

tungsten ore from the Riverside mine was 3 ounces of silver per ton,

but the Fish Creel, veins, also at Hyder, reportedly contained as much

as 700 ounces of silver per ton.

The argentiferous deposits of Kasaan Peninsula and Wrangell

deposits, respectively, are rich in copper-iron and lead-zinc

minerals. The mineralized rock at the Ground Hog deposit east of

Wrangell reportedly contains about 2 ounces Ag per ton. Silver-

bearing deposits are also known southeast of Juneau where, for example,

the zinc deposits at Tracy Arm contain about 1 ounce silver per ton.

Finally, while not of immediate economic value, there is a southward

zonal increase in the silver content of the gold lodes at Juneau.



Silver-bearing deposits of the Alaska Range inciude weakly
argentiferous lead-zinc deposits of the Mt. Eielson area, galena-rich
deposits in the Kantishna district, and complex ores of the upper
Chulitna district. Two areas, reported since 1964, include silver-
bearing lodes at Ahtell Creek near Mentasta Pass and at Bowser Creek
and adjacent parts of the Windy Fork-Post River region.

On the Seward Peninsula argentifcrous deposits occur in the
Imilak-Foster area, at the Independence mine on the Kugruk River, and
It the Wheeler prospect near Salmon Lake. The Omilak mine and Foster
)rospect are in limestone on a faulted anticline, and fragments of
lineralized material have been found throughout a large area on the
;ame structure.

Alaska has potential for production of silver both as a by-
Iroduct and from silver-rich ores. Resources of byproduct silver are
he copper-rich deposits of Orange Hill area, in most Alaskan gold
eposits, and in many of the lead-zinc deposits. Perhaps the main
etential for production of silver is in newly fourd areas like
htell Creek. The occurrence of argentiferous lead-zinc mineraliza-
ion in limestones near porphyry copper deposits in Nevada and Utah
uggests that the geologically similar Orange Hill-Bond Creek
rea of Alaska may also contain such deposits.

Tln

Tin, used principally in the production of tinplate, various
lloys, and in tinning, continues to be in short supply within the
iited States. However, while total known tin reserves in the United
Lates are insufficient to furnish one year's supply, known world
2serves are capable of satisfying demand for 30 to 50 years;
lerefore, although domestic deposits have a high strategic value,
ley must compete economically to be productive.

The productive tin deposits of Alaska are essentially
)nfined to the Seward Peninsula, where placers at Buck Creek near
vtato Mountain have yielded over 2,000 tons of metallic tin; and
'ere there is moderate current production from a deep but rich placer
Cape Creek. Small-scale placer mining is also being done at Lost
ver, site of the largest lode deposit known in Alaska. Potentially
onomic small placers are known at Manley Hot Springs in central
aska and at Humboldt Creek in the Kougarok River drainage. Traces
small amounts of cassiterite (SnO the principal ore of tin) are
own in a belt trending across AlasRa from the Seward Peninsula to
e Canadian Border.
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Important tin lodes are confined to the Lost River area,

where cassiterite is associated with tungsten, lead, zinc and silver

in vein and disseminated deposits that aggregate important tonnages of

metal. Potentially minable resources include 2,600 short tons of

tin in material averaging 1.3 percent tin; 15,450 short tons of tin in

ores containing about 1.0 percent tin; and 18,700 short tons of tin

mixed tin-tungsten ores with a tin content ranging from 0.2 to 0.75

percent. Because of difficult mining problems, such as permafrost,

lack of water for milling at critical periods, high costs of

transportation, and extremely rigorous climate, mining the Lost River

lodes will be a relatively high-cost operation. The deposits were

drilled by a private company during the recent high price of tin, but

did not become productive; hence, one must conclude that production

at lower prices is not an attractive venture. However, should our

supply of tin from Southeast Asia be cut off, then the Alaskan deposits

e in may be productive. A second favorable factor is the continued rise

in silver prices. The Lost River deposits contain silver in amounts

ranging up to 20 ounces per ton; with continued high price of silver,

production of mixed cassiterite-silver ores may be possible.

Tungsten

Tungsten, the highest melting point metal known is an

important structural material in nuclear and space applications. It

also has long been used in lighting and electrical appliances, and in

extremely hard, tough alloys for metal-shaping and drilling tools.

Tungsten deposits are widespread in Alaska and consist

mainly of scheelite (CaW04) in tactites that contain between 0.4 and

0.6 percent tungstic oxide (W03) During periods of high prices,

generally in wartime,Alaska has produced about 8,500 units (a unit is

20 lbs.) or W03. About 4,000 units was produced from the Stepovich

tactite lode near Fairbanks; 3,500 units came from veins at the

Riverside mine in southeastern Alaska; and most of the remainder was

from small deposits of scheelite disseminated in schist near Nome.

Moderate amounts of tungsten occur in mixed tin-tungsten

lode deposits at and near the Lost River mine on Seward Peninsula,

where the main ore mineral is wolframite [(Fe, Mn)W04] . Estimates

include 63,350 units of W03 in measured plus indic.ted resources
containing 0.60 percent W0.4; 193,000 units in inferred resources con-
taining 0.5 percent W03 and up to 1 percent tin; and 100,000 units

in inferred resources containing 0.2 percent W01 and up to 0.4

percent tin. Additional small resources are kndwn at the Riverside

mine near hider, where, mostly during World War 11, about 3,500

units of 01 were recovered from scheelite-, gold-, silver-, and
base metal-5earing veins that Probably averaged about 1 percent WO
minor resources also are known at the Mountain View and other

Prospects near Hyder, in the Fairbanks district, and near Nome.
Small amounts of scheelite are widespread in stream placers of the

western Seward Peninsula, but no economically important deposits are

known.
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Although at present there is little likelihood of tungsten
production from Alaskan deposits, it is possible that under favorable
circumstances a lode mining c eration might be established at Lost
River, where tin and tungsten might be mined together.

Other Metallic Commodities

Other metallic commodities known in Alaska include arsenic,
bismuth, cadmium and nickel.

Arsenic

Arsenic, used in some alloys, and in paint pigments, pesti-
cides, weed killers, and fireworks, occurs in many Alaskan lodes, but
no attempt has been made to recover it. The most important arsenic
mineral in the Alaskan deposits is arsenopyrite (FeAsS), which is
widespread in the gold lodes, especially those near Fairbanks, Chulitna
and Nome. It is also common in most of the tin deposits of the Seward
Peninsula, particularly at the Lost River mine. Other arsenic minerals
include orpiment and realgar (both arsenic sulfides), small amounts of
which occur in the state's quicksilver lodes.

Bismuth

Bismuth, utilized mainly in metallurgical processes, in a
number of alloys, and in medical and cosmetic preparations, occurs
in a few deposits in Alaska, but is of relatively minor importance.
Bismuthinite (B1253) and native bismuth are reported near Nome, Nenana,
and Fairbanks, and in the Salcha River drainage, where they are associ-
ated with gold and tungsten in thin quartz veins in igneous and meta-
morphic rocks.

Cadmium

Used chiefly in electroplating, pigments and low melting-point
alloys, cadmium is a persistent minor element in most sphalerite (ZnS)
deposits. Although the cadmium content of most of the Alaskan sphale-
rites is not known, it probably could be recovered if the zinc deposits
were exploited. A sample of sphalerite from a deposit east of Wrangell
in southeastern Alaska contained 0.46 percent cadmium and the estimated
cadmium resources are about 400 tons.

-Nickel__

Nickel, consumed mainly in_stainless steels armor place and
in the manufacture of alloys with special temperature, chemical and
magnetic properties, is known in several lodes in Alaska.. Large, low-
grade deposits occur in southeastern Alaska on Yakobi, Chichagof and
Baranof Islands, and On.BradY-Glacier about 85 miles:West of_ Juneau.
A small, low-grade deposit is,npar Spirit Mountain sou th of Chitina.
All of the deposits are sulfice-bearing parts of basic intrustive rocks.



3ten Exploration of several of the southeastern Alaska deposits

-able has been considerable, albeit incomplete, and estimates of their

st nickel resources aggregate more than 23 million tons of material con-

taining 0.16 to 1.54 percent nickel. The deposits also contain small

but significant amounts of copper,and a few carry traces of cobalt.

While there has been no production of nickel ore in Alaska, the south-

eastern Alaska deposits nevertheless constitute an important part of

enic, the nickel resources of the United States.
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Radioactive Fuels

The only significant radioactive fuels are uranium and thorium,

with uranium currently by far the more important of the two. Mostly,

uranium and thorium are used in armaments and in nuclear reactors for

generating electrical power. Other uses and potential uses are in

explosive devices for peaceful industrial use, various medical and

research applications of radioisotopes, water desalting, and as power

sources for propulsion.

Thi. only Alaska production of radioactive elements consisted

of about 30,00u tons of uranium ore that was mined between 1957 and

1963 from the Ross-Adams mine on southern Prince of Wales Island in

southeastern Alaska. The ore contained slightly less than 1 percent

U308 and similar amounts of Th02, but the thorium was not recovered

because of costly extractive processes. The only significant reserve

of uranium and thorium ore in Alaska is at the Ross-Adams.mine where

about 10,000 tons of ore believed to average slightly less than 1 per-

cent each of U308
and Th0

2
are blocked out. Small resources of uranium,

thorium, niobium, and rare earths are present in prospects near the

Ross-Adams mine, but they are erratically distributed and probably two

small to be exploited. Another small thorium and rare earth occurrence

is near Salmon Bay on the northern part of Prince of Wales Island. None

of the numerous other small occurrences of radioactive minerals known

throughout Alaska appear to have significant economic potential.

The current strong demand for uranium has led to the planned

reactivation of the Ross-Adams mine and should stimulate uranium pros-

pecting in Alaska. This demand is expected to continue throughout the

1970's to meet the anticipated increase in uranium-fueled reactors.

The immediate economic future of thorium is contingent on the develop-

ment of competetive passive thorium-fueled reactors.

Nonmetallic Mineral

z
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Alaska's nonmetallic minerals that have potential for use in

the chemical, metallurgical, ceramic or construction industries

include asbestos, barite, clay, fluorite, graphite, gypsum, limestone

and marble and lightweight construction and insulative materials=

Deposits of feldspar, garnet, mica, quartz crystal, and sulfur are

also known, but all are small or low grade and none is considered to

have economic potential at present. Resources of sand, gravel, and



crushed and broken stone occur throughout the state and are, in
general, sufficient to meet future requirements. These commodities
will not be considered further except to note that in 1967 the value There

of sand and gravel production was about $27,683,000, an important those that .

iart of Alaska's total mineral output for that year. be used as .

areas was u:

Asbestos discontinue.
improper fir

Asbestos, used principally in cement and building materials, Railroad be-

has been found at several localities in Alaska, but only three have for brick ar

been studied enough to indicate their potential. These are in the deposits of

Kobuk area in north-western Alaska, and on Admiralty and Lemesurier known in thE

Islands on southeastern Alaska. small numbei
at Sheep MoL

The asbestos deposits near Kobuk consist of tremolite and able for USE
minor chrysotile erratically distributed in serpentine in a belt Highway, anc

about 45 miles long. The asbestos occurs in podlike veins, the on the Sewap
largest of which contained 36 1/2 tons of asbestos of high

purity but weak tenacity. The Admiralty Island deposit is in schist
and consists of tremolite asbestos in a zone 1 1/2 feet wide and

14 feet long. Tensile strength of some of this material was Fl

tested but found too low to meet commercial specifications. The distributed
Lemesurier Island occurrence consists of the unusual mineral commercia113.
paligorskite, an asbestos-like substance with pulpy, leathery insula. Mir

characteristics. It has no known commercial use at present. Wrangell in
been no prof

The only asbestos mined in Alaska has been from the Kobuk
deposits, where, under the stimulus of high wartime prices and

demand, a total of about 72 tons of high-grade tremolite and 1 ton

chrysotile were produced between 1943 and 1945. The asbestos

resources of Alaska have not been measured, but they probably are

small. The limited thickness and extent of the serpentine bodies
that normally enclose the asbestos minerals make it unlikely that
deposits of major importance will be found in the future.

Barite
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Deposits of barite, an impor ant constituent of rotary well-
drilling fluids, are known only in southeastern Alaska. At present,
the only production is from a mine in Duncan Canal near Petersburg,
where high-grade barite has replaced parts of limestone country rock

along faults. Fifty thousand tons of barite ore were shipped from
this deposit in 1966, and production was expected to continue for
several Years. Barite deposits are also known at Lime Point on
Prince of Wales Island, where a small shipment was made early in t e

century, and near Cornwallis Peninsula on Kuiu Island.

Estimated resources of barite at the currently active mine

in Duncan Canal are unknown; at Lime.Point there are about 5,000

tons of barite_above sea level. Additional barite deposits of'
commercial significance may occur:in the extensive limestone beltS

of southeastern Alaska and possibly in geologically simllar areas.;.

such as the western Seward-Peninsula;
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Clay

There are relatively few large deposits of clay in Alaska. Of

those that are known, none is of the high-alumina type that might

be used as a source of aluminum. Clay in the Anchorage and Juneau

areas was used to manufacture bricks but these operations were

discontinued, not because of a shortage of clay, but because of

improper firing techniques. Many clay and shale deposits in the Alaska

Railroad belt have been sampled and tested, but only a few are suitable

for brick and tile and none found to date is of fire clay grade. Large

deposits of clay suitable for manufacture of heavy ceramic products are

known in the Healy coal field and near Homer on the Kenai Peninsula. A

small number of refractory bricks have been produced from a clay deposit

at Sheep Mountain in the upper Matanuska Valley. Clay that may be suit-

able for use in drilling mud occurs near Summit Lake on the Richardson

Highway, and there is excellent quality kaolinite at the Lost River mine

on the Seward Peninsula.

Fluorite

Fluorite, the principal raw material of fluorine, is widely

distributed in Alaska, but the only place that it is known to occur in

commercially significant amounts is in the Lost River area on Seward Pen-

insula. Minor deposits of the mineral are on Zarembo Island and east of

Wrangell in southeastern Alaska, and near Fairbanks. lo date, there has

been no production of fluorite in Alaska.

The fluorite in the Lost River area is associated with tin and

beryllium deposits. Total estimated resources are about 2 million tons of

50 percent fluorite, most of which could be economically recovered only as

a byproduct of tin and beryllium mining. Additional deposits of fluorite

may be found in the western Seward Peninsula, in the southern Brooks Range,

and in southeastern Alaska, where extensive limestone deposits have been

intruded by granitic rocks.

Graphite

The only area in Alaska that contains graphite deposits of po-

tential economic importance and from which production has been recorded

is in the Kigluaik Mountains of Seward Peninsula. Deposits have also been

reported on the Kenai Peninsula and in northwestern and southeastern Alas-

ka, but little is known about their size and grade.

The Kigluaik deposits, which consist of graphite lenses in meta-

morphic rocks and pegmatite dikes, have produced a total of about 270 tons

of graphitic material, mostly before World War I. Estimated resources of

these deposits include 65,000 tons of rock containing 52 percent graphite,

and about 300,000 tons of graphite in rock of lower grade.

There appears to be an opportunity for the development of a

large amount of graphite from relatively high-grade deposits on Seward

Peninsula. Much of the area has not been explored in detail, and the

chance of discovery of additional resources is good.
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Gypsum

Deposits of gypsum, a mineral used in large amounts in construc-
tion and agriculture, have been reported in only two localities in Alaska.
These are on Chichagof Island in southeastern Alaska and at Sheep Moun-
tain near the head of the Matanuska Valley.

The Chichagof Island deposit, originally thought to be sedimen-
tary but now considered to be mainly of replacement origin, is associated
with limestone and chert. It produced about J00,000 tons of ore between
1902 and 1926, when operations ceased due to apparent exhaustion of the
deposit. Exploration since then shows that some gypsum still remains, but
there is little likelihood that there is enough to be commercially impor-
tant.

The deposits on Sheep Mountain consist of irregular mas7c of
gypsum that have replaced parts of altered volcanic rocks. About 50 tons
of gypsum were produced in 1957 but no production or development work has
been recorded since then. Estimated resources are about 660,000 tons of
gypsiferous rock averaging 25-30 percent gypsum.

There probably are additional deposits of gypsum in southeastern
Alaska, especially in association with the thick limestone sequences, but
they will be difficult to find because outcrops of the very soluble gypsum
rock are apt to be rare in this area of high rainfall and dense forest.

Limestone and Marble

Deposits of high-calcium limestone and marble suitable for port-
land cement and industrial use are widely distributed in Alaska, but the
most accessible and best known deposits are in western islands of south-
eastern Alaska. In addition, large masses of relatively pure limestone
occur in the Kings River area of the Matanuska Valley and near Ho7lywood
and at Foggy Pass on the Alaska Railroad. A small limestone depo;it for-
merly used as a source of lime and small deposits of marl (calcareous
clay) are near Anchorage. Other deposits include thick, extensive lime-
stone sequences of unknown chemical composition in the Wrangell and Tal-
keetna Mountains, and near Fairbanks.

Although there is no production at present, the Permanente Ce-
ment Company announced plans in 1963 to utilize limestone in the Kings
River areE for the manufacture of Portland cement. In the early part of
the century marble was quarried at several_ places in southeastern Alaska
for use as building stone, and between 1928 and _1949 aPproximately
2,150,000 tons of limestone was-produced on Dall Island (southeastern
Alaska) for use in Portland cement:

Total resources-ofiligh-calObrirlimestone, locally of metallurg-
ical grade, ih southeastern Alaska are-enormOus, the aggregate volume of
some of the better deposits exceeding 1 billion tons. _The Kings River
deposits in the Matanuska-Valley are favorably-situated, and, while no
-data are available on their-tonnage; they are of ,high-purity 'and occur
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throughout a large area. The Foggy Pass deposit is of suitable compos-
ition and large enough to be used in the manufacture of Portland cement.

Resources at the deposit include 8-14 million tons of broken rock and
roughly 190 million tons of bedrock. The known marble deposits in the

Anchorage area are too small and variable in composition to be used for

Portland cement, but they do have some Potential as fertilizer.

L. htwei ht Construction and Insulative Materials

Lightweight and insulative building materials in Alaska consist
of diatomaceous earth (diatomite), haydite raw material, perlite, and

pumice. These materials serve not only as thermal insulation, but their

low apparent density makes them useful in lightweight concrete blocks or

as lightweight aggregate in structural concrete.

Diatomaceous earth, an unconsolidated material consisting of

the siliceous remains of minute plants, occurs near Kenai, where the

largest and purest of several deposits contains about 200,000 cubic yards

of material averaging about 70 percent diatomite by weight. The deposit
is accessible and well situated with respect to transportation by sea and

road.

Raw material for haydite, an expanded (bloated) shale or clay,

occurs in the Matanuska Valley, on the Kenai Peninsula, at Indian.River

on the Alaska Railroad, and near Homer. The Matanuska Valley deposits
contain large resources and are close to transportation, fuel, and a

market,

Perlite is a glassy volcanic rock that when heated rapidly to
about 1,700°F., suddenly expands to a cellular glass sinilar to natural

pumice. Perlite deposits have been found near Healy and in McKinley

National Park, but only the perlite near Healy has favorable expanding
properties. The deposit, however, is too small to be of commercial value.

Pumice, a naturally occurring frothy, and hence lightweight
volcanic rock, occurs in potentially commercial amounts near Katmai and

on Augustine Island in the Alaska Peninsula-Cook Inlet Region. Pumice

was produced from the Katmai deposits in 1947, and from the Augustine
Island dePosits in the period 1946-1949. Of the known deposits, those
near Katmai are the largest, best quality, and most accessible, and,there-

fore,probably of greatest economical potential. Future exploitation of

the Augustine Island pumice depends on the discovery of additional sub-

stantial deposits and development of safe navigational facilities. Other

pumice deposits in the Alaska Peninsula-Cook Inlet Region are remote and
relatively inaccessible, and unless there is an unusual demand for pum-
ice, they will probably remain of little commercial value.



LEASABLE M INERAL RESOURCES

The most important laws enacted by the Congress Pertinent to
mineral development of the public dcmain are the General Mining Law of
1872, governing lode and placer claims of metalliferousminerals , includ-
ing uranium; and the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended, that cov-
ers all deposits of coal, oil, gas, and oil shale; phosphate and phosphate
rock, sodium, potassium, sulphur and bituminous rock. The Director of
the Geological Survey is authorized and responsible under the various
Acts of Congress and Secretarial Orders to classify lands as valuable
for their leasable minerals in order to retain the mineral rights in
federal ownership. This classification authority under the provisions
of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended, repeals the General Mining
Law of 1872 as to the minerals named in the Mineral Leasing Act. Such
minerals are no longer subject to location but only to lease.

In this report the leasable minerals discussed include coal,
oil, gas, and oil shale; and phosphate, sulphur, bituminous rock and
geothermal resources. Available geologic information for these mineral
commodities is less than adequate for much of Alaska, yet enough is
known so that some significant conclusions may be drawn concerning
Alaska's potential for mineral resources. The relation between the leas-
able mineral resources and the geology of general areas is considered
and is followed by more detailed descriptions of specific commodities.
All conclusions in this text are based on Published literature of the
U. S. Geological Survey, and the Alaska Division of Mines and Minerals.
Specific references are cited in the text and at the end of the report.

Geolo ic and Tectonic Setting

Alaska is comparable in geology as it is in physiography with
the western part of the conterminous United States and western Canada.

Major belts of geology can be traced northward across western Canada and

westward into Alaska. From the Pacific Coast north to the Arctic Ocean,
the major geologic features encountered are similar to those encountered
from the Pacific Coast eastward in western conterminous United States and

western Canada. A broad summary of the geology of the many sedimentary
basins, and related mineral resources is given in the U. S. Geological
Survey Bulletin 1094 (1959) up to January 1, 1956, and in the Senate
Document 31-068, Mineral and Water Resources of Alaska, 1964. In this

discussion of leasable mineral msourees the regions chosen for the state-
wide land and resource analysis are not completely compatible with exist-

ing geological and mineral commodity data. Therefore, the regional
aggregates used for the "provinceee of this discussion may be at var-
iance with other source material. 18

T.8Province is used here descriptively as an aggregate of the star-
dard regions choserrfor this report.
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Alaska Peninsula-Look Inlet Province

The sedimentary province discussed here generally covers five

of the fifteen regions chosen for historic land and resource analysis in

this report. It includes the Bristol Bay, Cook Inlet, and Copper River

Regions, the west part of the Kodiak Region and the Alaska Peninsula with-

in the Aleutian Region. The locations of the commodities are cross

referenced to these Regions.

dng The geologic setting in this province is described briefly.

Mesozoic rocks whose composite thickness exceeds 30,000 feet, and the

overlying Tertiary rocks whose composite thickness may exceed 25,000

feet, underlie this province. The Tertiary rocks have been proven favor-

able for petroleum in the Cook Inlet Basin. Marine sedimentary rocks of

Mesozoic age extend along the southeast side of the Peninsula from Kami-

shak Bay to Ugashik Lake and then southwest to Port Moller. These rocks

contain a number of oil and gas seeps, and have produced shows of oil

and gas in test wells. At Puale Bay on the southeast side of the Alaska

Peninsula unmetamorphosed Late Paleozoic volcanic rock and limestOKe under-

lie the Mesozoic strata, and southwest of Ugashik Lake, the Mesozoic

rocks are overlain by Tertiary marine and nonmarine sedimentary rocks.

The sedimentary rocks of the Alaska Peninsula are intruded and overlain

by volcanic rocks. The igneous masses are numerous and of moderate size

but are fairly small areawise in comparison with the total area of the

province. The oil and gas potential of this province is unknown. In

spite of abundant oil seeps and favorable geologic structure the sedimen-

tary rocks tested on the Alaska Peninsula have proven commercially unpro-

h ductive to date.

nd Tertiary nonmarine sedimentary rocks have a wide extent in the

n, Cook Inlet subpr)vince which is the only petroleum producing area in

ed Alaska. Sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Permian-Triassic age crop out

and locally along the maYgin of Cook Inlet and may underlie the basin. It is

estimated that as mucn as 9,000 feet of marine and nonmarine volcanic

and tufaceous sedimentary rocks of Early Jurassic age overlie the Triassic

rocks, and that they are overlain by marine rocks of Middle Jurassic to

Late Cretaceous age which have an aggregate thickness of 23,000 feet. This

ate- sequence has yielded shows of oil and gas but no commercial deposits have

st- been found in them. The oil and gas productive sedimentary rocks in the

Cook Inlet Basin are assigned to the Kenai,Format-lon of Tertiary age,

They have an aggregate thickness of aboui 25,000 feet and rest unconform-

ably on Mesozoic rocks. The Hemlock zone, the basal part ofthe Tertiary

sequence, is composed of coarse-grained clastiC-xocks with some coal beds

and is oil-bearing in the Swanson River-Soldotna Creek field, and in the

Middle Ground Shoal, Trading Bay, and Granite Point fields in Cook Inlet

Is-



The upper part of the Kenai Formation consists of medium-to coarse-grained
sandstone, siltstone, and coal, and is gas productive. However, in some
of the new oil field discoveries the upper part is also oil productive.
The Kenai Formation is believed to underlie the southern part of Cook
Inlet.

The southern part of the Copper River region is underlain by
rocks of Mesozoic age which are considered deposited in the same basin
and contain the same petroleum indications as the sequenre in Cook Inlet.
Much of the basin is overlain by as much as 1,000 feet OT gravel deposits
of Quaternary age. Paleozoic sedimentary rocks crop out along the margin
of the basin, and where exposed they are interbedded with volcanic rocks.
The Triassic and Lower Jurassic rocks which underlie the basin include
both marine sedimentary and volcanic rocks. These rocks, where unmetamor-
phosed,could be petroliferous. Marine clastic sedimentary rocks of
Middle Jurassic to Late Cretaceous age have an aggregate thickness of
25,000 feet and are believed to underlie much of the province. Some of
the claystone and siltstone beds emit a fetid odor from a freshly broken
surface, and may contain the chief source of petroleum possibilities.
The Tertiary sediments are thin or absent over much of the Copper River
Basin. To date oil exploration activity consists of eight unsuccessful
test wells 4,818 to 8,857 feet deep, which encountered small shows of
gas, or salt water and gas at high pressures. Exploration work is con-
tinuing in the Copper River Basin.

Petroleum and Natural Gas

Oil and gas seeps were discovered on Cook Inlet and the Alaska
Peninsula about 100 years ago. These first discoveries were made by the
Russians about 1853 in the Iniskin Peninsula area of the Chinitna District
on the west side of Cook Inlet. Samples of oil were collected by the
Russians in 1882. The first oil and gas claims were staked in 1882 near
the seeps on the Iniskin Peninsula by a prospector named Edelman. The
claims were abandoned but in 1896, during a period of oil and gas activity,
claims were again staked on the Iniskin Peninsula. Several shallow wells
were drilled but the first exploration activity which ended in 1904 was
unsuccessful.

After the passage of the Oil and Gas Leasing Act in 1920, explor-
ation activity was renewed in southern Alaska. From 1923 to 1926, 5 wells
ranging from several hundred feet to 5,024 feet were drilled on the Pearl
Creek Dome cd the Ugashik anticline without finding oil or gas in commer-
cial quantities. During the Twenties some attention was given tG oil and
gas exploration in the Cook Inlet area. A well drilled near Anchorage in
1920-1921 was reported abandoned before reaching bedrock. Between 1926
and 1930 drilling was intermittent at a site 2 miles west of Chickaloon in
the Matanuska Valley.

Leasing activity was revived in the Chinitna District in 1933
and 1934; and a test well drilled on the Fitz Creek anticline in 1938
and 1939 was abandoned at a depth of 8,775 feet. Exploration activity
continued from 1940 to 1955 in southern Alaska, and a number of test wells
were drilled in the Chinitna District and in the Cook Inlet-Susitna area.
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Near the end of 1955 at least 23 test wells with an aggregate footage of

53,000 feet were drilled in the Alaska Peninsula-Cook Inlet province.

Shows of oil and gas were found in many wells but no commercial pro-

duction was attained to the end of 1955. The Swanson River-Soldotna

Creek oil field was discovered in 1957 in the northern part of the Kenai

lowlands. The oil field was unofficially estimated to contain an ulti-

mate recoverable oil reserve of about 125 million barrels. Since 1957,

four more oil fields and nine gas fields have been discovered. The

Cook Inlet Basin is unofficially estimated to contain reserves of 1.3

billion barrels of oil, and 5 trillion cubic feet of gas.

The Cook Inlet Basin is the only basin within the state in

which extensive commercial oil and gas deposits have been found and in

which extensive development has taken place. At the present time there

are five producing oil fields and three gas fields producing for commer-

cial and beneficial utilization.

The statewide cumulative oil production to December 31, 1967,

was 97,700,000 barrels. The current daily average production is approx-

imately 150,000 barrels per day. The statewide cumulative gas produc-

tiln to December 31, 1967, was 134,876,000 MCF, with a current daily

average of approximately 200,000 MCF per day. All the produced oil is

marketed and approximately three-fourths of the produced gas is either

marketed or is being beneficially used.

All the produced dry gas and almost ail casing head gas pro-

duced from upland wells is being beneficially used. Up to the present

time (April 1968) only a small portion of the casing head (oil associ-

ated) gas produced from the submerged land wells in the Cook Inlet is

being beneficially used. The oil industry is and has been formulating

plans for the beneficial use of the now vented gas. Fuel oil fired

engines are being converted to gas fired, gas lift equipment is being

installed, market studies are being made and use for secondary recovery

is being investigated. The Mines and Mineral Division of the State

Department of Natural Resources is also prompting the beneficial use of

the now vented gas.

Published reserve estimates of Swanson River-Soldotna Creek

field are in the neighborhood of 125,000,000 barrels. Thorough reser-

voir studies of the four other fields, all on submerged lands in Cook

Inlet, are presently being conducted by the Industry, and Pilot programs

of water injection for pressure maintenance and secondary recovery are

being initiated. Only in the event mpressuring programs are as success-

ful in the Inlet fields as in the Swanson. River-Soldotna Creek field can

it be assumed the present rate of Production can be maintained for any

reasonable length of time. Although several new wells have been placed

on production the past few months, the total production rate has not in-

creased significantly. A very raPid decrease in reserVoir pressure is

being experienced as well as an increase in gas-oil and water-oil ratios.

Swanson River-Soldotna Creek field also experienced a raPid reserVoir

pressure decline until pressure maintenance was initiated. The Cook

Inlet oil fields have reservoirs - Producing characteristics similar

to the Swanson River-Soldotna Creek field.



Contract commitments for gas delivery indcates approximately 2
billion MCF of natural gas will be sold within the next 20 years. Approx-

imately one-half of contract commitments are for local consumption while

the other half will be used in manufacturing processes with most of the

products sold in fo eign markets.

Oil Shale

There are no known occurrences of oil shale in this province.

Bituminous Rock

The possibility of exploiting oil shale or bituminous rock in

Alaska has not been seriously considered. By law, oil shale lands in the
public domain have not been opered to leasing since 1933. However, solid

and semi-solid bitumens, bituminous rock and native asphalt referred to

in this report as bitumens are a leasable mineral. The deposits are usu-

ally small and occur as petroleum residue in the vicinity of active oil

seeps, or as solid asphaltic material filling veins or fractures in sedi-

mentary rocks. The known occurrences are shown on the maps at the end of

the chapter; a brief description is given of each deposit.

Oil Creek: The oil patch covers an area of roughly 3
acres near the head of Oil Creek about 5 miles west of
Cold (Puale) Bay on the Alaska Peninsula. It is an
accumulation of residue derived from an oil seep issu-
ing from rocks of Jurassic age and appears to be inter-
mixed with vegetation, soil, and other materials. The

deposit is from 1 to 6 feet thick. The residue was
used satisfactorily as boiler fuel in drilling opera-
tions in 1904 and 1905.

Barabara Creek: The residue covers one acre on the
north side of Barabara Creek at the head of Ugashik
Creek south of Becharof Lake. The seep is in rocks of
the Naknek Formation of Jurassic age.

Pearl Creek: A small residue,patch on Pearl Creek
about one mile northeast Of Barabara Creek. The Patch
is about 3sOOO square .feein extent and is.several
feet thick. The seep is in' rocks.-of the Naknek Form--
ation of Jurassic age.
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Wide Bay: Solid hydrocarbons occur in stringers along
fault planes and in fissures in rocks of Middle Jurassic
or Upper Jurassic age. The material which resembles
Utah Gilsonite has a maximum width of 2 inches in frac-
tures and is thought to be residue of oil from seeps
in this area (Smith, 1926).

Chignik Lagoon) A petroliferous sand located en the
northwest shore of Chignik Lagoon. The deposit con-
sists of an oil saturated 100-foot sandstone in the
Chignik Formation of Upper Cretaceous age. Another
sandstone interval that is lower in the Chignik Forma-
tion is locally petroliferous.
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1

.he There is no production from these deposits to date. The residue

id patches are of limited extent and appear to have little value. There is

I
no indication that the deposits in these areas have been utilized by the

u- Natives. Additional studies will be required to evaluate the future
potential of this resource.

ii-

of Coal

The first coal mine in Alaska was started by the Russians in
1855 at Port Graham on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula, but it
was abandoned after about 10 years of operation. The existence of claims
on coal seams west of Coal Point (Homer Spit) were reported belonging to
Russian "Creoles" of Ninilchik, but no information is available as to
whether or not the claims have been worked (17th Annual Report, p. 791).
In the period 1880-1915, coal mining was attempted for short periods at
Unga Island, Herendean Bay, Chignik Bay, and Kachemak Bay. During this
period the total annual production did not exceed a few hundred to a few
thousand tons except in 1907 when a production of 10,000 tons was re-
ported. The era of sustained coal production in Alaska began with the
completion of the Alaska railroad to the Matanuska coal field in 1916 and
the Nenana field in 1918 The coal fields are shown on the maps at the
end of the chapter.

The Alaska Peninsula-Cook Inlet province of southcentral
Alaska includes the Herendeen Bay, Unga Island, Chionik, Broad Pass,
Matanuska, Susitna, and Kenai coal fields- The coal of Herendeen Bay
and Chignik coal fields are both bituminous and lignite, and of Cret-
aceous and Tertiary age, respectively; the Unga Island field contains
lignite of Tertiary age. The coal of Broad,PaSs, Susitna,, and Kenai
fields is subbituminousand lignite, and that of the Matanuska field
ranges from subbItuminoUs to anthracite, the greater part bing-bit*inous.
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Herendeen Bay coal field: Coal-bearing rocks of the Chignik
Formation of-Cai-Cretaceous age underlie about 40 square miles on the
Peninsula between Herendeen Bay and Port Moller about 350 miles south-
west of Kodiak. The beds are moderately folded, and broken by several
faults, one of which has a throw of at least 1,000 feet and marks the
south margin of the coal fielth Most of this coal is bituminous and
occurs in a large number of rather closely spaced beds ranging from a
few inches to 7 feet in thickness. Little is known of the extent or
continuity of individual beds, and no reliable estimates of reserves
are possible. Tertiary lignite bearing beds extend several hundred
square miles to the south and east of Herendeen Bay. Available infor-
mation from reconnaissance investigations indicate that few, if any,
lignite beds are of economic value.

Some development work was done in the bituminous coal of this
field between 1880 and 1902, but no commercial production was attained.
Although the field is readily accessible to tidewater, Herendeen Bay is
blocked by ice several months each year. Past plans for development have
included the construction or 16 miles of railroad through a low pass to
Balboa Bay on the Pacific side of the Peninsula which reportedly provides
a good ice-free harbor.

chignik coal field: The coal field (Atwood, 1911) is on the
west shore of Chignik Bay on the south side of the Peninsula about 250
miles southwest of Kodiak. It is near the village of Chignik. Coal
bearing rocks of the Chignik Formation of Late Cretaceous age underlie
a northeast trending belt about 25 miles long and 1-3 miles wide along
Chignik Bay. Some development of the coal deposits was done at four
localities, but none of the beds was traced any distance. The coal
is bituminous and the beds range from 1-5 feet in thickness; although
most beds contain less than 3 feet of coal, all are high in ash. In-
formation on the structure of the field are not well known, but the
beds appear moderately folded with dips from 21-34'. The beds at one
locality are cut by at least three normal faults. Development of the
field would require construction of a road through a low pass to the head
of Kuiukta Bay about 5 miles south of the field because there are no har-
bor facilities at Chignik Bay. There is insufficient data available for
reliable reserve estimates.

Un a Island coal field: Tertiary lignite bearing rocks under-
lie an area of about 40 square miles in the northwest part of Unga Island
(Atwood, 1911). A section measured in the beach bluff on the west shore
of Coal Harbor (Zachary Bay) includes nearly 300 feet of poorly cemented
sand, clay, and gravel interbedded with 5 beds-of lignite ranging from
a few inches to 4 feet in thickness. The beds dip uniformly 8-10'W. and
are overlain conformably by 200 feet of conglomerate. The analysis indi-
cates loW heating,alues and a high ash content. Some development work
was done;in the field in 1911, but there was no significant production.

_

- Broad.PasS coal fiel reldd: The-Broad Pass coafi_ lies just.--
south of-the-Divi,de of the Alaska Peninsula-on-the headwaters-ef_the
Chulitna-RiVer. It-Consists Of 'two districts;rone-near-Broad Pass-on the
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Alaska railroad (Hopkins, 1951) and the other on Costello Creek

(Wahrhaftig, 1944;Rutledge, 1948), about 11 miles west of the railroad

from Colorado Station. The coal at Costello Creek is subbituminous and

covers about an area of 7 square miles, and that near Broad Pass Station

is lignite and covers about 1-1/2 square miles.

Coal resources on Costello Creek in 1943 were estimated at

3503000 tons of indicated coal, but mast of this has since been removed

or lost_by mining. From 1940-1954, the total reported production was

about 64,000 tons. Resources in the Broad Pass District in 1944 were

estimated to be 13 million tons, but larger tonnages probably exist in

adjacent unmapped areas.

Susitna coal field: The Susitna coal field is here defined as

the coal bearing part of the extensive lowland north of Cook Inlet between

the Talkeetna Mountains on the east and the Alaska Range on the north and

west. The coal is in the Kenai Formation of Tertiary age which underlie

at least 3,400 square miles of lowland covered by glacial and alluvial

deposits. Barnes (1966) determined most of the potentially valuable coal

deposits underlie a 400 square mile area in the basins of the Beluga and

Chulitna Rivers. The field is undeveloped, and without roads; some of

the best coal deposits are close to tidewater.

A large number of coal beds of subbituminous coal and lignite

ranging from a few inches to more than 50 feet in thickness are exposed

in the Beluga-Chulitna area. The bed, 30-50 feet thick was traced 7

miles along the middle course of Lhe Chulitna River and a similar bed

50 feet thick was traced 4 miles along the toe of Capps Glacier. Other

thick coal beds crop out on the Beluga River, Skwentna.River, Careioar

Creek, and Fairview Mountain in the Yentna River Basin.

The estimate of indicated coal resources in the Susitna field

given as 2,394.7 million tons. No estimates of inferred resources

were made because of general lack of evidence of continuity of coal beds

beneath covered areas, As'estimates were made within a half-mile of the

coal crop, the total potential may be several times areater than indi-

cated.

Matanuska coal field: The coal field underlies much of Matan-
--

uska Valley and includes several areas of Tertiary coal bearing rocks

extendieg from the head of the valley westward to the Susitna River.

The coal increases in rank Progressively eastward from subbituminous

coal in the Little Susitna District to anthracite in the Anthracite

Ridge District,- The Little Susitna District (Barnes and Sokel, 1959)

lies at the western end of the coal field between the Little Susitna

River and the southern front of the Talkeetna MoUntains.- Subbituminous

coal occurs at several lo-calities in the district but they appear too

thin or impUre to be minable. A strip mine was operated for several

years near Houston, but 'the recoverable coal is largely mined out and

the mine is closed.



The Wishbone Hill District (Barnes and Payne, 1956) is on the
north side of the Matanuska Valley -about 10 miles northeast of Palmer.
The coal bearing Chickaloon Formation of early Tertiary age underlies
an area of 15 square miles between Morse and Granite Creeks. The struc-
ture is dominated by a northeast trending syncline, with moderately dip-
ping 1 imbs, which is broken by several transverse faults. The coal occurs
in a large number of beds ranging from a few inches to 23 feet in thick-
ness, and is high volatile bituminous in rank. The total estimated re-
serves in indicated and inferred categories for the Wishbone Hill Dis-
trict is 112,000,000 tons.

The Chickaloon District (Capps, 1927) includes an area of about
12 square miles at Chickaloon on the Chickaloon River, about 30 miles
northeast of Palmer. The coal bearing Chickaloon Formation is known to
underlie a large area however, the economically valuable deposits are
at Chickaloon north of the Matanuska River, and on Coal Creek south of
the ri ver.

The structure is dominantly synclinal , but t,c1 Ls of tight fold-
ing are locally superimposed on the syncline. T-urthermore, the structure
is cut by many faults, some of which dre of rather large displacement.
The coal bearing rocks ham:- been intruded by many igneous masses in the
form of dikes and sills.

_ The coal is low volatile bituminous in rank and some may be of
coking quality. The beds are lenticular and range from a fret inches to
14 feet in thickness. The district has not been developed because the
coal has been crushed and faulted and intruded by igneous rock making it
difficult and expensive to mine. The estimated coal reserves in indi-
cated and inferred categories is 25,000,000 tons.

The Anthracite Rid e District (Waring, 1936) lies at the east-
ern end of the Matanus a coa field about 12 miles east of Chickaloon.
The field is about 30 square miles in area and extends from the south
slope of Anthracite Ridge southward to the Matanuska River. The coal
bearing Chickaloon Formation of Tertiary age has been intruded by many
igneous sills from a few inches to many hundreds of feet in thickness.
The structure is in broad open folds but along the north margin of Anth-
racite Ridge, the rocks are deformed into tight locally overturned folds
and are broken by several high angle faults. The coal ranges from anth-
racite and semianthracite in the northern part to bituminous in the
southern part. At two localities,- coal beds 34 and 24 feet thick were
measured and also beds containing between_ 5 and 10 feet of coal. Most
beds were -thi n and 1 enti cul ar. Al though -several -fili 1 lions of tons of
coal including possibly a million tons _of anthracite are probable, the
irregular thicknesS,- complex-structure, and intrusive bodies present
discourage -development. There are no reliable resource estimates.

,

Kenai :coal 'field:: The: Kenai_'.-coal field:_TieS -On ',the-: west
si de of: the Kenai Peninsula, on, ti-j_:-loyi,14-n-d,-_betke'en '-ihe:-K6nai- Mountains

and Cook Inlet .'-,- The coal bearing Kenail.":Formati on- 'of iterti arY- age "=-1S
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as the Homer District. The northern part or Kenai District is complete-

ly concealed by glacial and alluvial deposits, but the presence of the

Kenai Formation was
originally inferred from its presence in outcrops

north and west across Look inlet. Ifte inference was conformed as -me

result of drilling of test wells. Many coal beds as much as 50 feet

thick have been penetrated in the test wells, but due to the depth of

surficial deposits, any valuable coal deposits are not economically

recoverable.

The Homer Distri (Barnes and Cobb, 1959) covers about

1,100 square miles in area and includes the type locality of the Kenai

Formation. At least 5,000 Feet of nonmarine sandstone, siltstone,

claystone, and coal are exposed along Cook Inlet and Kachemak Bay.

Structurally, the coal field is a broad basin locally modified by gen-

tle folds and.high angle faults. At least thirty coal beds ranging from

3 to 7 feet in thickness as well as thinner beds are exposed along

the coastal bluffs and banks of larger streams.

The coal is lignite to subbituminous B and C. Although min-

ing has been attempted since 1880, the total production does not ex-

ceed several thousand tons. Large resources are present but due to

scarcity of outcrops the inferred reserves were not estimatad. The

estimated measured reserves fur the Homer District are 318.2 million

short tons.

The future of the coal mining industry in Alaska is depend-

ent on the growth of industry and population of the state, and the U. S.

and world market demand. The demand for heat and power will increase

with arowth, and as long as the coal industry is competitive as an

energy source with oil, gas and hydroelectric power, it can be expectad

to participate in this growth. The stability and growth of the coal

industry will thus largely depend on the relative costs of competitive

sources of energy. The most promising plan is to construct large power

plants at the mines from which electric power can be transmitted to con-

sumer areas.

Alaska also has large reserves of lignite and subbituminous

coal which may be utilized as ntlf Material for a large varietY of chemi-

cal products as well as the manufacture of SYntheti c fuels. However,

until transport and technological advances reduce total delivered costs

of such products, industries cannot be expected to utilize the resources

of coal in Alaska'for these purposes.

Some of Alaska's coal is of coking quality and further devel-

opment may create sufficient reserves to interest foreign firms (most

likely Japanese) to utilize these resources. The demand for coking

coal in Japan is increasing with the expansion of its Steel industry.

Phosphate

There are, no known occurrences of'phospha e in this region.
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Sul hur

Potentially commercial deposits of native sulphur occur inAlaska. All the known deposits of native sulphur are situated in a beltof active and quiescent volcanoes that extend throughout the Alaska
Peninsula and the Aleutian Islands. Four areas containing sulphur de-
posits have economic potential; Stepovak Bay on the Alaska Peninsula,
Akun Island, Makushin Volcano on Unalaska Island, and Little SitkinIsland. The existence of the deposits has been known since the early
exploration by the Russians (Petroff, 1882). It is possible that the
existence of the deposits was made known to the Russians by the Natives.Petroff mentions sulphur springs near Morzhavoi near Bechevin Bay, but
states that the Natives did not bother to use them for skin diseases.

The native sulphur deposits on the Alaska Peninsula and the
Aleutian Islands are all closely associated with volcanic activity.
They represent direct precipitation from sulphurous volcanic emanationsand the sulphur commonly occurs as crystalline and massive surficial in-crustation.

The Stepovak Bay sulphur deposits occur near the crest of the
Aleutian Range 7 miles from Stepovak Bay. The sulphur occurs as vug
fillings in a porous volcanic breccia which locally contains up to 20
percent sulphur by bulk although the average content is closer to 5 or10 percent. The sulphur deposit is about 100 feet thick and crops outfor about a half-mile along an inaccessible cirque wall which is believedto be the site of an extinct volcanic crater.

The sulphur deposits on Akun Island are located on the upperpart of a rugged volcanic ridge. The sulphur occupies an area of 15 to20 acres, and occurs chiefly as thin crystalline incrustations on thewalls of small cavities in a porous earthy zone near the surface. Two
samples taken at a depth of 4 feet, and at the surface, contained 22.8percent and 55.5 percent sulphur, respectively .
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limitThe sulphur deposits on Unalaska Island are exposed over an are carea of 20 to 30 acres in the crater of Makushin Volcano. It occurs ina crust 1 to 2 feet thick which resulted from volcanic vapors rising
-,!4Vthrough the loose porous lavas in the crater floor and depositing thesulphur at the surface.

Another zone beneath the crust consists largelyof moist, hot, porous, decomposed rock containing finely disseminated tion csulphur to a depth of at least 16 feet. The sulphur content of the petitiupper 1 or 2 feet of the surficial crust averages about 88 perce =, and
succesthe crust is estimated to average 60 percent_sulphur over 5 acre ,f the to-thewest ground. The sulphur content at depths of 4 to 16 feet below the

crust averaged about 23 percent,

On Little Sitkin Island a large deposit of sulphur riddled with IC:=active fumaroles occurs on the south sicle of 'the-breached volcanic crater the gebetween 1,500 feet in altitude and the Summit Lake at 2,665 feet in alti- _Redoubtude. Relatively pure sulphur cbvers about 10 acres where it occurs as ited i
Kiagna
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massive, mammillary aggregates of crystals. Beneath the surface crust

sulphur veins and vug linings occur in a white clay product of the vol-

i
canic rock. The surface layer is about 10 feet thick and contained about

belt 95.8 percent sulphur.

lo- There are no data to base an estimate of sulphur reserves

1, in the Stepovak Bay deposits. The low sulphur content of the float rock

indicates that the deposit has little economic value. Estimates of Akun

Island reserves vary from 18,000 to 24,000 tons of refined sulphur. The

Makushin Volcano sulphur deposit is estimated to contain 33,000 tons of

sulphur, of which 9,000 tons is in material containing 60 percent sulphur

and 24,000 tons is in material containing 25 percent sulphur. As much as

200,000 tons of sulphur might be present at the Little Sitkin Island de-

posit. There is no production from the native sulphur deposits in Alaska.
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Geothermal

1 i n- A geothermal resource is energy which can be generated by the

utilization of natural steam. Geothermal areas occur in proximity of

localities of recent volcanic activities or where there has been intru-

sion of igneous rocks, or faulting. In some respects the geologic con-

ditions for a geothermal area are similar to those for an oil field.

First, a source of heat is required such as a deep seated intrusive body;

second, permeable rocks are necessary for passage of connate and meteoric

waters, and third, an impermeable caprock is required to form a trap for

the heat reservoir. A bore hole penetrating the heat reservoir will re-

lease the super heated water which flashes into steam at the release of

pressure. Many thermal springs are warm at the surface but increase in

temperature at depth.

Many of the possible geothermal resource areas in Alaska are in

the volcanic belt along the Aleutian Island chain and in the Alaska Range.

In the Interior of Alaska possible potential areas are associated with

thermal springs. The boundaries of areas are broadly defined based on

limited geologic evidence. These areas are not in a withdrawn status but

are considered prospectively valuable for geothernial resources until such

time when sufficient geologic information is available to classify them

as potentially valuable.

Geothermal energy is electric energY generated by the utiliza-

tion of natural steam. The development of this resource should be com-

petitive with the other sources of energy available in Alaska, and its

success commensurate with technology to-Produce low ccist eléctric energy

to the consumer.
,

Jhe ar6as defined_ on the maps at,the end ,of thi'chapter- as

having,geothermal botential ,hae been delineated on the basis of vol-

ed with canoes; active and inactive, fumaroles and hot-springs. In this region

crater the geothermal "h0t,spotS" -include Pavlof, 'Aniakchalc, Katmai, Augustine,

n alti- Redoubt, IliaMpa,,end Wrangell,,volcanoeS; ,thehot sPrIngs-areas deline-

rs as ated include Becharof-Lake and an areaelong TwelVe4ile',Creek near

'Magna River-in-the Upper Copper River,Basin Waring,' 1917).
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Pacific Coast Province

The province extends from Icy Point in southeastern Alaska to
Chirikof Island in southwestern Alaska and includes the Gulf Alaska
Region, and part of the Kodiak Region.

Alaska
dant 0-
discovc

There has been much exploration activity in recent years along oil exr
the Gulf of Alaska because of the petroliferous character of the Tertiary in 190';

rocks, favorable structure, and proximity of the oil field at Katalla. the Kai
The area is approximately 40,000 square miles and is underlain by Tertiary ganic 5
rocks which have an aggregate thickness in excess of 25,000 feet. The
subprovince extends from Icy Point westward to Chirikof Island, and may
extend offshore to the edge of the Continental Shelf. The Tertiary rocks Creek F
are underlain by highly deformed metamorphosed Mesozoic sedimentary and Nearly
volcanic rocks that are not considered petroliferous. The older Tertiary The ant
sequence of Eocene age is dark marine siltstone about 3,000 feet thick, lost th
and is considered the source rock for petroleum. The older rocks are during
overlain by over 9,300 feet of marine and nonmarine sedimentary rocks of lost fr
late Eocene and possibly Oligocene age consisting of sandstone, siltstone,
shale, and coal. Marine clastic rocks of Miocene to Pleistocene age which
exceed 11,500 feet in thickness, rest with local unconformity upon older tests h
Tertiary rocks. The Tertiary province is bounded on the north by the Katalla
Chugach-St. Elias system of high angle reverse faults, and is structurally lack of
complex with asymmetric folding, and north dipping high angle thrust plex st
faults. Failure in oil exploration is due to lack of detailed structural structu
information in areas of complex structure, and lack of suitable reservoir makesit
rocks in favorable structural positions. Since 1954, sixteen deep test found .

wells and five core holes were drilled in this province without success. tal She

The only oil production to date has been limited to the eighteen shallow shore i:

wells which produced on Katalla oil field. However, interest in the off-
shore areas of the province still remains high.

shallow
The Kodiak Tertiary subprovince is composed of rocks similar to 1933, ti

those along the Gulf of Alaska and which if deposited in the same basin having .
may extend from Middleton Island to Chirikof Island over an area of approx- at dept.
imately 17,000 square miles. The Tertiary rocks are exposed on the east
or Pacific side of Kodiak Island, and are bordered in the northwest and
possibly underlain by slaty argillite and graywacke of late Mesozoic age. continuc
The contact is a high angle fault system similar to and which,maY be an areas .

extension of the Chugach-St. Elias system. The TertiarY rocks are over Shelf iv
8,000 feet thick and represent strata ranging from Oligocene to Pleisto- The petv
cene in age. The rocks are of marine and nonmarine origin and are tightly believec
folded. The petroleum Possibilities may lie in the large offshore areas and thai
where the rocks are not so structurally complex and may-contain adequate structuv
reservoir beds. No wells have been drilled in this provtvice to date, but favorab:
there has been some offshore exploration near the islands south of Kodiak
Islyid.
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Petroleum and Natural Gas

The petroliferous Tertiary sedimentary rocks along the Gulf of
Alaska contain many oil and gas seeps, and a small oil field. The abun-
dant oil and gas seeps in the Katalla and Yakataga Districts were first
discovered about 1896 and have been an important factor in encouraging
oil exploration which resulted in the discovery of the Katalla oil field
in 1902. The oil seeps and oil production are from the middle part of
the Katalla Formation which locally includes a petroliferous, highly or-
ganic shale.

In the Yakataga District the known oil seeps are from the Poul
Creek Formation and lower part of the Yakataga Formation of Tertiary age.
Nearly all the oil seeps are on or near the crests of faulted anticlines.
The anticlines have been breached by erosion and the reservoir sands have
lost their oil content through seeps. The oil industry estimates that
during the last 10,000 years over 100,000,000 barrels of oil have been
lost from this province through seepage to the surface.

Between 1901 and the end of 1963, about 63 wells and 5 core
tests have been drilled in this province, and with the exception of the
Katalla oil field, all test wells were unsuccessful. Failure seems due to
lack of detailed structural and stratigraphic information in areas of com-
plex structure, and the lack of suitable reservoir rocks in favorable
structural posiLloos. Nevertheless, the abundant evidence of petroleum
makesit possible that suitable commercial deposits will eventually be
found. Interest is increasing in oil exploration on the Outer Continen-
tal Shelf, and much of the geologic controls must be obtained from on-
shore investigations.

Oil production in the subprovince has been limited to eighteen
shallow wells in a 60 acre tract in the Katalla oil field. From 1902 to
1933, these wells produced about 154,000 barrels of parafin based oil
having a gravity of 41-45* Be. The wells produced oil from a fault zone
at depths from 360 to 1,750 feet.

Interest in oil exploration by the industry in this region will
continue, but it may be concentrated in the nearshore and offshore shelf
areas. The petroliferous Tertiary rocks extend out en the Continental
Shelf in the Gulf of Alaska to Middleton Island, a distance of 50 miles.
The petroleum possibilities cannot be evaluated accurately, but it is
believed that many of the structures present onshore may-extend offshore,
and that they could provide suitable traps for reservoir beds. These
structures are At breached; the presence of suitable reservoir rocks in
favorable structural positions is possible.

,

The earliest,available yeports on the,Katalla area do not indi-
cate the source of'the first reports of oil seeps. Martin (1908) states
that "the existence.of coal and petroleummas probably learned from-the
Natives". There is no information indicating the use,of the--seeps by the
Natives.
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Oil Shale

The Katalla Formation ef Tertiary age contains an organic shale

member which contains minor amounts of petrrleum. A weathered sample

collected by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1944 indicated a yield of only

0.8 gallons per ton when analyzed. The unweathered sample should contain

more oil. In the Yakataga District evidence of oil seeps from the Poul

Creek Formation of Tertiary age indicate the presence of source beds. The

potential for oil shale is unknown in this area, and will require addi-

tional investigations. The extent of such deposits must be determined

and samples must he analyzed to indicate whether the oil yield is suffic

lent to meet the classification standards of the Geological Survey.

Bituminous Rock

There are no reported occurrences of bituminous rock in this

province.

Coal

Coal is widely distributed in this province and is found in the

Bering River area, and in the Robinson Mountain area. The Bering River

field was discovered by prospectors in 1896. About the same time, pros-

pectors reported the discovery of coal along the front ef the Coastal
Mountains between Controller Bay and Yakataga. The importance of the

Bering River coal field was first recognized in 1901, but it was not un-

til after publication of reports of investigations by the Geological Sur-

vey (1904-1908) that the public was aware that this field contained a
large quantity of high grade fuel. Practically all ef the coal field was

covered by claims under the Coal Land Law of 1904. Detailed investigation

by the federal government and industry, and some development work con-

tinued until 1920. Since that time there has been only sporadic interest

shown in the Bering River field. Between 1906 and 1907, a few thousand
tons of coal were mined on Bering Lake which was used for railroad con-

struction in that vicinity= This is the only coal production reported
from the Bering River coal field.

The coal-bearing rocks are in the Kushtaka Formation of Tert-
iary age and underlie an area about 50 square miles from Bering Lake

northeastward 20 miles to the Chugach Range. The structure of the field

is complex. The beds in most of the area are tightly folded, locally

ovierturned and cut by many faults, some of which are thrust faults of

large displacement. The intensity of the deformation increases to the

northeast.
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The coal ranges from low volatile bituminous in the southwest

part of the field to semianthracite and anthracite in the eastern part.

Analysis of coal indicate that at least part,of the bituminous coal is

of coking quafity. The coal occurs in a large number of_beds that show
marked changes in thickness within short distances. Almost everywhere,

the coal is strongly crushed and,sheared.
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No estimates of reserves are available for the field. A large

amount of surface and underground prospecting had been done but no comm-

e ercial mines were developed. A major problem in this area is transpor-

tation to a deep water port. Cordova or Katalla are the only ports

ly available, and either port would require the construction of a railroad

or road to transport the coal to tidewater. Interest is continuing for

the development of the coking coal in the Bering River field. Japanese

he industrialists are currently financing exploration work in the Carbon

Creek area of the field; an available supply of coking coal is necessary

to meet the requirements of a rapidly expanding steel industry in Japan.

The development of the Bering River coal field is dependent on the num-

ber and extent of coal beds which have coking properties, and adequate

reserves to sustain long-term production.
Recent studies of the Yakataga District by the Geological Survey

indicate the coal field may extend eastward under the Bering Glacier and

along the front of the Coastal Mountains to Yakataga. The coal beds in

the Kulthieth Formation of Tertiary age are believed to correlate with the

Kushtaka Formation near Katalla (Miller, 1957). The geologic investiga-

tions were made to determine the oil and gas potential of the Gulf of

)e Alaska Tertiary province. Miller stated the Kulthieth Formation which is

exposed in the Robinson Mountains consists of 9,300 feet of nonmarine and

marine sandstone and siltstone and many interbeds of high-rank coal. The

coal beds range in thickness from a fraction of an inch to about 6 feet

and are commonly sheared, although locally, some coal is blocky. The

coal beds appear to have the same physical characteristics of those in

r-
the Bering River field, most of the coal is low volatile to semianthra-

cite. There are no estimates of the reserves for the Robinson Mountain

as area because of insufficient data. The boundary of the Field is gener-

ion alized on the basis of the outcrops of the Kulthieth Formation.

st Phosphate

There are no reported occurrences of phosphate in t is province.

Sulphur

- There are no repor'ed Occurrences of native sO pher in th-is:

d-

province.

Geothermal

The only reported occurrences of hot springs within this region

is in the vicinity of Lituya Bay, about 80 miles north of Hbonah (Waring,

1917). A Native guide reported the locality to the Geological Survey,

but he had not personally visited the spring.

Southeast Province

This province extends along the Pacific Coast from Dixon Entrance

orthward to Yakutat Bay and is included in the southeast region of this

study. All places containinr leasable minerals in this province are indi-

cated on the map (Figure IV - 78).
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The geology of the western part of this province has been dis-
cussed under the Pacific Coast Province. In the Southeast Province some
of the islands such as Heceta, Keku, Admiralty, and Zarembo Islands are
underlain by unmetamorphosed Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata, and Tertiary
coal bearing rocks which could contain petroleum and gas. There has been
no oil exploration in this province, but in areas where coal bearing
rocks are folded, the geologic structures might provide suitable traps
for methane gas. The Tertiary rocks are estimated to range from 2,000
to 5,000 feet in thickness on Admiralty Island. The province is not well
known geologically and the petroleum possibilities of the Paleozoic and
Mesozoic rocks depend on the amount of metamorphism and deformation in
these older marine rocks, and proximity to large igneous intrusions.

Petroleum and Natural Gas

The Petroleum potential of this area is slight because igneous
and metamorphic rocks underlie most of this part of the state. In the
vicinity of Heceta Island the possible petroleum bearing strata underlie
an area 30 miles long and 10 miles wide, containing approximately 45,000
feet of unmetamorphosed marine sedimentary rock ranging in age from
Middle Silurian to Middle Devonian (Miller, 1959). Definite indications
of petroleum have not been reported, but potential reservoirs might be
found in porous sandstone and reef limestone. The Keku Island and ad-
jacent part of Kupreanof and Kuiu Islands in an area 300 miles square,
are underlain by 20,000 feet of moderately deformed marine sedimentary
and volcanic rocks of Silurian to Lower Cretaceous age which contain
many fetid fossilifereus limestone beds. The petroleum possibilities
are based on fossiliferous source beds and the unaltered state of the

rocks.

The Tertiary rocks crop out in small areas in the province,
but principally between Kootznahov Inlet on southern Admiralty Island
and the west side of Zarembo Island; they also overlie part of the Keku

Island area. The outcrop belt is 60 miles long and 10 to 15 miles
wide, and the principal areas of coal bearing Tertiary rock are less
than 10 to 20 feet thick and consist of sandstone, siltstene, shale,
conglomerate and some coal beds from a few inches to a few feet thick.

If the rocks occur in larger and more structurally favorable bodies
the petroleum potential would be more favorable.

Although indicationsof petroleum have been found in the Keku
Island area, no attempts have been made to explore the petroleum possibil-
ities of this area. In 1944, prospectors reported to th'2-neological
Survey that they hadrseen an oil seep in the southwest end of Admiralty
Island (Miller, 1959). J. C. Roehm, in an unpublished report of the
Territory of Alaska, Department of-Mines, 1947, referred to an oil sat-
urated black shale and an oil seep near, the southwest end'of Admiralty
Island and to bituminous matter in limet')ne of Permian age on the Keku

Islands.
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So far as known, there. has b.een no petroleum exploration in
these areas of limited petroleum potential.- Unfavorable-:factorsjnClude
the-limited size of the-areas of unmetamorphosed rocks, synclinal, struc-
tures, numerous small faults, 'firm lithification of the rocks',' and the
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fact that the general region has been subjected to severe deformation and
intrusion of igneous rocks. The presence of adequate source beds for pet-
roleum is uncertain. The area is not well known geologically and would
require additional investigation of the petroleum potential.

Oil Shale

There are no known occurrences of oil shale in this province.
The reports of oil seeps and oil saturated shale in the southwest end of
Admiralty Island have not been verified by the Geological Survey (Miller,
1959).

Bituminous Rock

There are no known occurrenc-- -f bitumineus rock in thi

neous province.
the
erlie Coal
5,000

Tertiary rock that locally contain coal underlie about 20

tions square miles of the north and south side of Kootznahoo Inlet, Admiralty

be Islands about 60 miles south of Juneau. Coal prospects have been open

ad- at several localities along the shores and islands in the Inlet (Wright,

re, 1906). At all these locations the coal beds are 2 to 3 feet thick and

ary contain several shale partings. The only extensive development was at
n the Harkrader Mine where an inclined shaft was driven to a depth of.sev-
es eral hundred feet. A small amount of coal was shipped to Juneau prior
he to 1920. The analysis of samples from the mine indicate the coal is

bituminous, but the thinness and poor quality of the beds discouraged
further development.

e,
nd
Keku

e,

ck.

eku
ssibil- Hot springs are fairly numerous on the islands that compose a
1 large part of southeastern Alaska, and on the mainland. The principal

alty areas are those on Revillagigedo Island and the adjacent mainland, those

e along the Stikine River, and those of Baranof and Chichagof Islands.

sat- The springs seem related to intrusive masses of rock-principally of gran-
lty itic material, in the schists, graywacke, and other more or less altered
Keku rocks of the region, and-appear to issue along zones of fracture or fault-

ing in the intrusive rocks (Waring, 19)7). For purposes of classifi-
_ , , , ,

_cati on. geothermal areas were broadly defined on the basisof geologic
in inference. Localities where springs were abundant and the relative striic-
clude ture and the contacts between intrusive and host rocks, were considered
truc- as a single geothermal area.
the

EtnEttt.

There are no known occurrences of phosphate in this region.

Sulphur

There are no known Otturrences

GeOtherMal
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Revillagigedo Island and adjacent mainland--Bell Island hot
springs are located at western end of Dell Island about 50 miles north
of Ketchikan. The springs are in 5 basins with water temperatures rang-
ing from 125-162°F. Total flow is 82 gallons per minute. Other hot
springs 5 miles southeast of Saks Cove on the east side of Behm Canal
issue from fissures in fractured granite rock. The Stikine River Shakes
hot springs have long been claimed by the Indian Chief Shake who lives
in Wrangell. The springs are located about 20 miles northeast of Wrangell
on the north side of Stikine River. The water has a temperature of 125°F
and flows 100 gallons a minute. In the Wrangell area about four groups of
springs are mentioned and of these probably the most notable is within a
few miles of the Canadian Border on the east side of the Stikine River.
The Geological Survey reports a stream of hot water 10 feet wide formed
by eighteen springs which flows at about 800 gallons a minute from the
base of a granite mountain. The water temperatures are 120-150°F.

Baranof and Chichagof Island--Baranof hot springs are located
at the head of Warm Springs Bay. The water temperatures range from
113-118°F The flow is from nine springs at 78 gallons a minute. Sitka
hot springs which lie 16 miles south of Sitka on the coast consist of
four springs ranging in temperatures from 54-153°F The water has a
sulphur content and is used by Native and white people. Hot springs are
located at Gut Bay on the east coast of Baranof Island, and at Fish Bay
40 miles north of Sitka have a high hydrogen sulphide content. The Fish
Bay hot springs were known to the Indians. Hot springs at Peril Strait
(Hoonah Sound) issue ,from three springs which have a water temperature
of 101°F, and a total flow rate of 32 gallons a minute. The Tenakee hot
springs on the north shore of Tenakee Inlet, Chichagof Island, consist
of ten springs with a flow rate of about 23 gallons a minute. The water
temperature ranges from 45-106°F in the various springs. Other springs
occur at the head of Tenakee Inlet which have a flow rate of 4 gallons
a minute and a water temperature of 179°F Hot springs are also report-
ed near Nika Bay, Mud Bay, and on the north shore of Lisianski Inlet.
Most of the hot spring localities were reported to early explorers by
the Native people who probably have established prior usage.

U er Yukon-Porcu ine Province

The Yukon-Porcupine area and Yukon Flats were previously treat-
ed as two separate geological entities on the assumption that the Yukon
Flats were underlain by a single broad structural basin containing a
thick sequence of Cenozoic sediments (Miller, Payne, and Cryc, 1959).
More recent, aeromagnetic work indicates that the Yukon Flats are under-
lain at shallow depth ey various types of Paleozoic and possibly Mesozoic
rocks which, are exposed south and east of the-Yukon Flats, and that, while
the Yu koh-Flats are a single physiographic unit, the rocks underlying the
thin QuOerharY alluvial coVer belong to more than one geologic province

(Senate report, 1964). The, PrOvjlice.dicus-sed here is identical in boun-
dary with the siinilarly de0 g114,0 regio Used elsewhere in the report.
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-ang- There are no known oil seeps within the region. However, the

, Triassic rocks contain a considerable thickness of oil shale, and the

11 Mississippian rocks in the Paleozoic sequence includes beds of bituminous

lakes limestone and shale. The structure of the unmetamorphosed sedimentary

res rocks of Paleozoicand Mesozoic age in the eastern part of the region is

r'angell relatively simple with broad, open folds, upon which is superimposed min-

125°F or folding and local crushing and shearing. The Cretaceous rocks of the

)ups of Kandid Basin do not have favorable reservoir characteristics, but the

lin a underlying Paleozoic rocks should be within reach of the drill, as is evi-

ver. denced by local exposures of Paleozoics along anticlinal axes in the basin.

rmed Due to the relatively simple structure of the Kandik Basin and the unmeta-

the morphosed condition of the Paleozoicrocks, this has long been considered

a favorable area for the occurrence of oil and gas in the Paleozoic rocks

of central Alaska. Only the northeastern part of the Yukon Flats is con-

ated sidered as having petroleum possibilities.

Sitka Cretaceous and Tertiary nonmarine coal bearing rocks crop out in

of several small areas around the edges of the Yukon Flats, and there prob-

a ably are similar occurrences beneath the Quaternary deposits of the flats

s are which might furnish a small local supply of dry gas.

Bay
Fish The Yukon-Porcupine and Yukon Flats region has been of interest

rait to oil companies, as evidenced by leasing activity and geophysical and

ture surface mapping, but to date, no wells have been drilled (Senate report,

e hot 1964).

Petroleum and Natural Gas
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Coal

The coal bearing rocks of the Tintina Basin occur in a belt 2-10

miles wide southwest of the Yukon River. Coal has been reported at sev-

eral localities within this belt, but little work has been done to evalu-

ate the deposits. Sections measured at one locality on Washington Creek,

include at least 5 coal beds containing 4 or more feet of clean coal.

The rank of the coal is thought to be subbituminous.

An isolated occurrence of coal of possible Paleozoic age occurs

on the Nation River near its junction with the Yukon. The coal appears to

be in the Nation River Formation and is reported.to_be bituminous coking

co 1. The coal is not well defined as it appears to he in a fault zone.

Coal bearing rocks are exposed for several milfis along the Yukon

River in the Rampart Trough.- The only detailed description of this coal

is at the Drew Mine on the west bank of-the Yukon about 25 miles above

Rampart, where 38 inches of coal occur in a 19-foot coaly section (Col-

lier, 1903).

Two other small isolated occurrences of coal within the Rampart

historic area are on Coal Creek, tributary of the Dall River, about 70

miles above its junction with the Yukon, and at Chicken on the Forty-mile

River. Both of these occurrences are of probably Tertiary age (Barnes,

1967)
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Production of coal from the region has been limited. About 2,000 Yukon-

tons were mined at the Nation River occurrence of possible Paleozoic coal.
Something over 1,000 tons of Tertiary coal were mined at the Drew Mine,

about 25 miles above Rampart on the west bank of the Yukon. The coal from of unme

both localities was used in river steamers, Both mines were apparently possibi

abandoned prior to 1902.
shale,
usually

Oil Shale

Oil shale is contained in Upper Triassic rocks exposed on both

sides of the Yukon at the mouth of the Nation River, and on Trout Creek,
which enters the Yukon about six miles above Nation River. A sample of

oil shale from Trout Creek was found to yield 28 gallons of crude oil per

ton. No attempts have been made to determine the extent of oil shale or

to develop it (Mertie, 1937; Brabb and Churkin, 1964).

Phosphate

Phosphate occurs in the Hillard limestone of Middle to Upper

Cambrian age which is exposed between the Yukon River and the Inter-

national Boundary in the Tatonduk River area north of Eagle. The phos-

phate occurs in the form of chips, pellets and finely disseminated ma-

terial in the matrix of a limestone boulder conglomerate unit (Brabb,

1967). The deposit has not been evaluated or developed.

Geothermal

Hot springs occur or have been reported at eight localities

in the Yukon-Tanana Upland. These are: Manley Hot Springs, Circle Hot

Springs, Hutlinana Hot Springs, Chena Hot Springs and hot springs re-

ported near Little Minook Creek south of Rampart, near the Tolovana

River, on Big Windy Creek southeast of Circle Hot Springs, and near Flat

Creek, a tributary of Charley River. A ninth hot springs is on the Ray

River northeast of the Yukon River near Rampart. Most of the hot springs

appear to be associated with granitic intrusive bodies in the metamorphic

terrain of the Yukon-Tanana Upland Waring 1917).

Of the nine hot springs enumerated, Circle, Chena and Manley

have been developed for bathing resorts as well as for cultivation of

vegetables. The Hutlinana and Ray River springs naYe been used occas-

ionally by prospectors for both these purposes. No attempt has been made

to develop any of the hot springs for the production of geothermal energy

(Waring, 1917).

)ther Leasable Minerals

,
No occurrences of sulphur or bituminous rock which could be of

any commercial-significance'are known-to Occurin-the-region. -Paleozoic

bituminous limestones are of interest_as,00ssiblesource beds-or:indi-
cations of petroleum.. A small-amount of sulphur is reported,to bedepos-

ited at Chena-Hot Springs (Waring-, 1917).
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Yukon-Ko ukuk-Kuskokwim Province

This province is defined primarily on the basis of distribution

of unmetamerphosed Middle Cretaceous sedimentary rocks with petroleum

possibilities. This is a convenient subdivision for a discussion of oil

shale, coal, and phosphate as well, because these leasable minerals are

usually also associated with unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks.

The Yukon-Koyukuk-Kuskokwim Province includes two study regions:

the Koyukuk-Lower Yukon and the Southwest Coastal Lowland.

On the basis of petroleum possibilities, this province can be

divided into several subdivisions, These are the Yukon-Kuskokwim Lowland,

corresponding generally to the physiograohic province of the same name;

the Koyukuk Flats, again corresponding to that ohysiographic province;

the Melozitna subprovince, in the area of the Indian River Upland; and

part of the Lower Yukon subprovince including part of the Nulato Hills.

to Upper The Lower Yukon Basin extends in a 100-mile-wide belt from the

inter- Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta toward the Selawik Hills, encompassing an area of

The phos- 30,000 square miles. The basin is underlain predominantly by Cretaceous

iated ma- sediments, but also includes large areas of volcanic and intrusive rocks.

(Brabb, The basin is transected by the Kaltag Fault, which extends from Kaltag to

Unalakleet, and divides the basin into two areas of diverse geologic

character.

The Cretaceous rocks north of the fault consist of two sequences

:alities
similar to those of the Kobuk Basin, with an older unit of mudstone and

:ircle Hot graywacke and a younger unit of marine and nonmarine sandstone, conglom-

ings re- erate, shale, and coal. The younger unit is estimated to be several

lovana thousand feet thick in exposures along the Yukon. The thic:mess of the

d near Flat older unit is not known, but aeromagnetic profiles of this part of the

on the Ray basin indicate a depth of 15,000 to 25,000 feet, suggesting a thickness

hot springs of as much as 20,000 feet for the older sequence. A deep oil test well

metamorphic near Nulato started in the younger unit and passed into the mudstone and

graywacke within a few thousand feet, and bottomed in these rocks at

12,000 feet. The structure of the
Cretaceous rocks in the western two-

nd Manley thirds of the basin is extremelY complex-
Unfaulted anticlines are rare

ation of or absent. In the eastern part of the basin, broad open folds occur

ed Occas- along a narrow belt between Nulato and the lower Kateel River.

las been made
Iermal energy

South of the Kaltag Fault, the Cretaceous sediments have ex

tensively intruded by a variety of small plutons and are interbedded with_

extensive volcanicrocks. Up to 50 percent of this part of the basin may

be underlain by igneous rocks. The thickness of Cretaceous sediments-is

thought to be eonsiderablY sMaller than in the part of the-basin north-of

coilld be of the Kaltag Fault. iiuch of the section consists of interfingering marine

Paleozoic and nonmarine rocks. °Coal occurs locally along the east side, of the basin

; or indi- and in this area some ef the, sandetone have favorable reserve-ir character-

to be depos- istics. 'However, ttght folding and extensive faulting 'casts some doubt

on the petroleum possibilities.

-+
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The Melozitna Basin Subprovince is an area of Cretaceous rocks
extending northeastward from the Yukon River along the Melozitna and
Upper Dub li River drainages. The geology of the Melozitna Basin is not
well known. Exposures along the Yukon indicate a Cretaceous section simi-
lar to the Kobuk and Lower Yukon Basins, with a larger unit of graywacke
and mudstone and an upper unit of shallow marine and nonmarine sandstone,
conglomerate, shale, and coal. As in the Lower Yukon Basin, south of the
Kaltag Fault, the structure is complex and there are many small intrusive
bodies in the basin and volcanics interbedded with the Cretaceous sedi-
ments.

Aeromagnetic profiles over the Koyukuk Flats indicate the pres-
ence, at no great depth, of highly magnetic rocks. Surface mapping in and
around the flats confirms this, indicating that the Quaternary alluvial
deposits are underlain chiefly by volcanics and intrusive rocks with pos-
sibly some infolded Cretaceous sediments.

Aeromagnetic data indicate that the Cretaceous sediments of the
Lower Yukon Basin extends beneath the Yukon-Kuskokwim Lowland. A struc-
tural high of pre-Mesozoic volcanics and graywacke are exposed along the
Yukon between Marshall and Russian Mission and appear to continue beneath
the alluvium and split the Cretaceous Basin into two parts.

Petroleum and Natural:Gas

Although the Yukon4oyukuk-KuskokwimHProvince has hot been in-
tensively explored to date, exploration has not been entouraging with re-
spect to oil and gas posSibilitjes.

The petroleum possibilities of the Lower Yukon Basin north of
the Kaltag Fault are limited due to the complex structure in the Cretac-
eous rocks and to the unfavorable reservoir characteristics of the bulk
of the sediments (lower unit). Some of the clean sands in the upper unit
may have favorable characteristics, but the upper unit appears to be thin
or absent on most of the simple anticlinal structures. Oil seeps have
been reported in the area, but none of these have been verified. The
12,000-foot test well near Nulato contained no shows of oil or gas.
South cf the Kaltag Fault, petroleum possibilities are poor, but only b
cause of the widespread occurrence of intrusive and extrusive igneous
rocks.

The Melozitna Basin is unfavorable for much ,the same reasons as
the Lower, Yukon Basin south of the Kaltag Fault. In -addItion to complex
structure and occurrence of igneous rocks, ,is the small -siie of the basin.

_

-The Koyukuk Flats, as discussed above, appear to be underlain
mostly by intrusive and ektrusive igneous rocks.

The Yukon-Kuskokwim Lowland has been the object-of some lease
activity and /-,eological and geophysical expleration by oil companies.
Between 1959 and 1961, three core holes (1,205', 1,423', 2,140') and a
deep test well (14,910 feet ) were drilled at Napatuk Creek about 50 miles
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southwest of Bethel. The results of the wells and geophysical investi-
gations have apparently not been encouraging, as there has been very
little interest shown in the area since the wells were drilled.

Coal

Coal occurs at a number of localities throughout the Yukon-
Koyukuk-Kuskokwim Province. In addition to occurrences within the region
as defined above, there are isolated occurrences in adjacent areas of pre-
dominantly metamorphic and igneous rocks.

An occurrence of a coal bed 9-10 feet thick on the middle fork
of the Koyukuk River has been reported. This is apparently in an eastward
extension of the coal bearing rocks of the Kobuk Basin (Barnes, 1967).

Coal occurs along the Yukon at several places between Ruby and
Anvik. The coal occurs in the Late Cretaceous Kaltag Formation. The coal
beds range from 6 inches to 3-1/4 feet in thickness. Some coal from these
localities was used prior to 1903 for river steamboats (Barnes, 1967).

Coal has been reported on the Anvik River about 100 miles above
its mouth, including one 10-foot bed (Harrington, 1918). Collier (1903)
states that this coal had found limited use among the Natives in the
manufacture of black paint. Cretaceous coal has also been reported near
Poorman and Flat. It was apparently used to a very limited extent by
prospectors or miners at Iditarod, and the deposits are thought to be
of small extent.

Coal bearing rocks have been reported at two localities on Nelson
Island and at.one on Nunivak Island The:coal oh NelSon IsiandAS:PrOb-
-:ably Of CretaCeouS age and of::bituminous rank The beds-are less than 2
feet thick. Coal in bedS about 2 feet thick are reported:on the:north
shore of Nunivak,Island. :Apparently, no uSe has been made of the coal from
-these three'localities.
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Geothermal

-Nine:Mot or warm.springs-a-re knOwn or have_ been reported in the
YukonKoyukuk.-Kuskokwim ProVincebr in adjaCent areasof-crystalline rock.
TheSe inclUde MelozttnallOt-SPrillgs',' Little Melozitna-Hot:Springs Horner
Hot SOrings,'warm springs near Reed and Alatna Rivers', het springs on'a
tributary Of-the Innoko River,lnear, the Tuluksak River, near Whitefish
Lake, and warm,springs near Idtarod.

Melozitna Hot Springs are on a tributary of the Melozitna River,
about 10 mile-s from that river, and about 16 miles north of the Yukon at
Kokrines. Waring (1917) states1 that the-springs were develeped for bath-
ing and used by both whites and Natives during the-winter.- -No aVailable
knowledge is available regarding the-discovery or first use of the springs.



Little Melozitna Hot SpringE are on a tributary about 2-1/2
miles from the Little Melozitna River, about 40 miles northwest of Tanana.
The springs have been developed only to the extent of a log curbed bathing
pool (Waring, 1917).

Horner Hot Springs are about three-quarters of a mile from the
Yukon River, 5 miles below Kokrines. They were shown to F. G. Horner by betweer
an Indian. Horner built a small cabin and planted a garden near the Only tF
springs, in the

two sec
marine
er secp_
glomerE

Stoney (1900) reports a warm springs near the Reed River, and the not
states that the Natives claim the temperature of the springs varies, some- graphic
times being so hot that they could cook meat in it. direct]

the CrE
The hot springs near the Innoko River are only reported occur- least E

rences and no details are known as to their character or use tight1, .

broad c
The warm springs near Iditarod are reported to remain open rocks f

th-oughout the winter, but no development or use is reported. of Cret
ered dc

A hot springs is reported on a tributary of Ophir Creek which interte:
flows into Whitefish Lake. It has been used for bathing by prospectors and reservo
Lapp reindeer herders regiona

grade o
A hot springs near the Tuluksak River, also near Whitefish Lake the Pal

is reported, but no mention is made of any development of utilization. possibi

the eas-
underla-
ern par-
possibi-
ments be

There are no known or reported occurrences of phosphate, oil Sound .

shale, or sulphur in the Yukon-Koyukuk-Kuskokwim Province.

Bering Strait Province

The Seward Peninsula provides central focus for this province.
It is underlain by metamorphic ,rocks_which have been Cut bY granitic in-
trusive rocks. This type of geologic terrane generally precludes the
presence of leasable Minerals. However:Ithere are several small areas
of coal-bearing rocks and a number of hot springs which may be of possi-
ble value for geothermal energy production.

Nulato
Lowlani
Kobuk-2
and Kol

The warm springs on the Alatna River were first reported by C. E.
Giff n of the U. S. Geological Survey, and apparently have not been used.

No attempt has been made to study or devel.op any of the:hot-
spring areas described for the prOduction of geothermal energy.

Other Leasable Minerals

The Bering Straits Province used for this disc_ussion coincides
with the Bering Straits Region cited elsewhere in this report.

This province includes some petrolempossibilities. Included
e parts of the Kobuk-Selawik Lowland,-Pah River SeCtion-; Kanuti Flats,
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Nulato Hills, Buckland River Lowland, and the Ambler-Chandalar Ridge and

Lowland province, and the Selawik Lowland, which extends west from the

Kobuk-Selawik Lowland to include the northern part of the Seward Peninsula

and Kotzebue Sound.

rom the The Kobuk Basin subprovince covers about 1,000 square miles

rner by between Kotzebue Sound and the upper Koyukuk River (Senate report, 1964).

the Only the rough outlines of the geology of the basin are known. Sediments

in the basin are thought to be mid-Cretaceous in age and to consist of

two sequences. The older sequence consists of poorly, softy, dirty, dark

d by C. E. marine graywacke and mudstone, which appears to grade upward into a young-

en used er sequence of cleaner, shallow water marine and nonmarine sandstone, con-

glomerate, shale, and coal. The younger rocks crop out principally along

r, and ths north edge of the basin (Ambler-Chandalar Ridge and Lowland Physio-

es, some- graphic Section) where they apparently overlap the older sequence and rest

directly on Paleozoic rocks of the Brooks Range. The total thickness of

the Cretaceous rocks is not known, but along the Kobuk River it is at

occur- least 5,000 feet and probably is much greater. The Cretaceous beds are

tightly folded except locally along the north edge of the basin where some

broad open folds occur. Because of the complex structure of most of the

pen rocks in the basin, and the impermeable character of the lower sequences

of Cretaceous rocks, the petroleum possibilities of the ba.,in are consid-

ered doubtful. In the extreme northern part of the basin, in the zone of

which intertonguing marine and nonmarine beds, clean sandstones with favorable

ectors and reservoir characteristics may occur. Another possibility is suggested by

regional studies in the Brooks Range which indicate that the metamorphic

grade of the Paleozoic rocks decreases abruptly to the south, and that

Ash Lake the Paleozoics underlying the Cretaceous sediments may have some petroleum

ition. possibilities.
Aeromagnetic profiles across the Selawik Lowland indicate that

hot the eastern part, between the Waring Mountains and the Selawik Hills, is

underlain at shallow depth by igneous rocks. Profiles across the north-

ern part of the Seward Peninsula in the Cape Espenberg area indicate the

possibility of a considerable thickness of Tertiary or Cretaceous sedi-

ments beneath the alluvium, which may extend northward beneath Kotzebue

oil Sound.
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Encluded
i Flats,

An aeromagnetic profile across Norton Sound from Dnalakleet to

Cape Darby indicates that the Lower Yukon Cretaceous Basin extends off-

shore into the Sound-for about 15 miles. Beyond this limit-, the:profile

indicates the-Sound is_underlain by either Mesozoic volcanic rocks or the

Seward Peninsula-metamorphic complex-,.or both.

--Petroleum and-Natural-Gas

Only the extreffe northern part-of the Kobuk Basin hasfavorable

reservoir beds and relatively simple strUctures in the Cretaceous rocks.

There is insufficient data available to"evaluate,the petroleum possibil-

ities of the Paleozoic rocks underlying,the CretaceoUs.

The only part of thp Selawik'Lowland which could conceivably

have petroleum possibilities the Cai3e-Espenber] coastal_area on the

north side of the Seward Peninsula and the adjoining Kotzebue Sound embay-

ment.
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The eastern part of the Norton Sound is apparently underlain by

an extension of the Lower Yukon Basin and presumably the petroleum possi-
bilities are similar to that basin.

Coal

Coal bearing rocks have been reported on the Seward Peninsula

in the valleys of the Sinuk, Koyuk and Kugruk Rivers (Barnes, 1967). The

most significant of these is the deposits on the Kugruk River, near
Candle where coal beds have been opened on the river about 4 miles south

of Chicago Creek and on Chicago Creek about a mile above its mouth.

The coal was discovered and developed by prospectors and used in the de-

velopment of Candle Creek placers.

Coal occurs on Coal Creek, a tributary of the Sinuk River, about

14 miles from the coast. Eskimos from the village at the mouth of the
Sinuk first showed the deposit to prospectors prior to 1902. The coal

occurs in thin beds from 3-16 inches in thickness. There is no report

that the Eskimos had used the coal before bringing it to the attention of
the prospectors (Collier and others, 1908).

The other coal localities on the Seward Peninsula are not commer-

cially significant.

Coal-bearing rocks of probable Late Cretaceous age occur at scat-
tered localities along the Kobuk River. The westernmost locality is between

Trinity Creek and Kallarichuk River, northeast of Kiana, where several

thin beds, only a few of which are as much as 2 feet thick, are ex-

posed. Other reported localities in the Kobuk drainage are on the Hunt,

lower Ambler and Kogoluktuk Rivers, and in the Lockwood Hills near the

Pah River. The coal near Kiana was mined for use in nearby placer gold

fields. The rank is bituminous and subbituminous (Barnes, 1967).

Lignitic coal is reported at two localities near Unalakleet,

about 10 miles south of the village on Norton Sound, and on the Unala-

kleet River about 40 miles above its mouth. A small amount of coal has

been taken fram this locality, but no information is available regard-
ing by whom and for what purpose the coal was taken.

Geothermal

Hot or warm springs occur at five localities on the Seward Penin-

sula. -These are Arctic or Serpentine-Hot SprAngs, Kruzgamepa Hot Springs,

warm springs near Inmachuk'River, 'and'hot springs near Kwiniuk Creek and

near Sweepstake Creek. Additionally, hot'springs are-reported near the
SelaWick River. -All Of the ispringS-are apparently-related to granitic tc

intrusives into older-sedimentary 'or'metamorphic rocks-(Waring, 1917). -131

Pr

Arctic or SerOentine Hot Sprfngs are on Hot Springs ,Creek, a tri- lc

butary of the'Serpentine River which drains- the northwest side of the nc

Seward PeninSilla. --The-springs were apparently discovered and utilized by

prospectors prior t6 1901,,for bathing arid forgrowin-g-vegetables.
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Kruzgamepa Hot Springs are on Kruzgamepa River, a tributary of

the Nome River. The area was homesteaded some years prior to 1908, and

was developed both for the raising of vegetables and as a bathing resort.

Because the springs were within 8 miles of the Seward Peninsula Railway,

the transportation of produce and bathers to and from Nome and other

mining centers was facilitated. There is no record of use of the springs

prior to the homes eading.

The warm springs near the upper course of Inmachuk River have

apparently not been used for any particular purpose.

Waring (1917, p.77) states that the hot springs near the Kwiniuk

River, which flows into Norton Bay, and those on Sweepstake Creek, a tri-

butary of the Koyuk River, are not well known and have not been developed

or improved.

jhe hot springs near the Selawick River are only reported occur-

rences and no details are known as to their character or use.

Other Leasable Minerals

No occurrences of oil shale, bituminous rock, sulphur or phos-

phate are known on the Peninsula-.

Central Alaska Lowlands Province

Between the metamorphic and igneous complexes of the Alaska

Range on the south and the YukOn-Tanana Upland and Kuskokwim Mountains

on the north, is An artUate belt-of lowlands, partt of whith have:1:46W

considered for petroleumjpestibjlities'.

This province includes parts of the Tanana and Upper Kuskokwim

Regions of this study.

More specifically, the province includes the Tanana-Kuskokwim

Lowland, Northway-Tanacross Lowland and part of the Northern Foothills

of the Alaska Range physiograPhic divisions (Wahrhaftig, 1965).

The Tanana-Kuskokwim Lowland is separated into two subdivisions,

the Tanana and the Kuskokwim Lowlands, respectively, on the basis of the

probable depth of the basins. Aeromagnetic Profiles across the Kuskokwim

Basin indicate that the Quaternary alluvium of the basin is not thick and

that the rocks underlying the alluviumare-similar to the Imetamorphosed

Paleozoic and intrusive rocks exposed north and south of the basin.-

The_Tanana Lowland,ts'underlain by thick QuaternarY depOsits 750

to 1,800 feet, over an area of 6,000-to 7,000,square miles.- At most

places, the Tanana' Lowlandis bordered by-metamorPhic and igneous rocksof

PrecaMbrianto-CretaCeoUs age. However,-along the:southern margin, the -

lowland is at many plaCes bardered and underlain by coal bearing-rocks and

nonmarine gravels of Tertiarynage.
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Thick deposits of Tertiary nonmarine rocks may underlie
parts of the Tanana Lowland. In the western part, between Minto Flats
and the Alaska Range west of the Nenana River, gravity surveys suggest
a thickness of as much as 5,000 feet of Tertiary rocks. A slim hole
drilled in 1966 in this part of the lowland penetrated nonmarine Tert-
iary rocks to a depth of 3,000 feet.

Scattered outcrops of pre-Tertiary basement rock protruue
through the Quaternary alluvium of the central part of the Tanana Lowland.
An aeromagnetic survey indicates that these rocks are present at shallow
depth over much of the area south of Fairbanks.

In the eastern part of the Tanana Lowland, the lack of basement
outcrops and the presence of nonmarine Tertiary rocks along the southern
edge suggest that this part of the basin may be underlain in places by
Tertiary nonmarine rocks.

The Northway-Tanacross Lowland is underlain hy thick Quaternary
glacial, alluvial, swamp, and lake deposits. The rocks outcropping at
the margins of the lowland are metamorphosed rocks of Precambrian and Pale-
ozoic age which have been intruded by a variety of granitic rocks. There
is no evidence that the lowland is underlain at depth by Tertiary non-
marine rocks as in the Tanana Lowland to the west. Two water wells (200
and 350 feet deep) encountered small flows of swamp gas.

Metamorphic and granitic intrusive rocks make the ridges in the
Northern Foothills of the Alaska Range, while the lowlands are underlain
by coal bearing Tertiary rocks. The Nenana gravel at the top of the
Tertiary section forms cuestas and ridges where dips exceed 20' and broad
plateaus where it is flat-lying.
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The petroleum potential of the Central Alaska Lowlands Province
is believed limited to the possibility of dry gas derived from the coal
hearing Tertiary rocks which are thought to underlie the Quaternary surf- namely th
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Tanana Lowland is considered likely to contain a large enough mass of the
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Coal beds range up to 60 feet in thickness. Total reserves in the Nenana

Field are estimated at nearly 7 billion tons. The rank of the coal is

subbituminous.

Coal has been kn wn in the Nenana area since 1898, and the first

production was from a mine west of the Nenana River at Healy in 1920. This

mine operated until 1922. Subsequent production has been mainly from Healy

Creek beginning in 1944 and continuing to the present time (Wahrhaftig,

1951).

The Jarvis Creek Coal Field is an eastern extension of the Nenana

Coal Field located at the foot of the Alaska Range, a few miles east of the

Delta River. Estimated reserves are 76.5 million tons and the coal is

subbi tumi nous .

A Tertiary coal field which does not fall within the region as

defined above, is the Broad Pass Coal Field, which occurs in a small basin

in the Alaska Range proper. Reserves are estimated at 63.9 million tons,

and the rank is subbituminous aid lignite.

Other Leasable Minerals

Two warm springs near Glacier in the upper Kantishna River area

have been reported. Few details are available except that there are areas

in which water remains unfrozen throughout the winter (Waring, 1917).

There are no known occurrences of oil shale, phosphate, or sul-

phur in the Central Alaska Lowlands Province.

Arctic Slope Province

The Arctic Slope Province of this discussion coincides with the

Arctic Slope Region of this study.

Included in this region are several physiographic provinces,

namely the Arctic Mountains, the Arctic Foothills and the Arctic Coastal

Plain (Wahrhaftig, 1965).

The geology and discussion of petroleum resources of northern

Alaska is based primarily on the work of geologists who participated in

the Navy Department oil exploration program in Naval Petroleum Reserve

No. 4 (NPR-4) and adjacent areas. The Brooks Range is a continuous chain

of mountains composed of Paleozoic rocks; the southern half of the Brooks

Range consists chiefly of Middle to Upper Devonian strata that are meta-

morphosed and intruded bY large granite masses- These rocks are not con-

sidered petroliferous. The northern half of the Brooks Range is composed

of sedimentary rocks which range from Upper Devonian to Triassic in age

and although structurally complex, the rocks are not metamorphosed and

may be potentially favorable for petroleum. In the western and central

e Part of the range, the rocks are broken hy imbricate thrust faulting which

has thrust the Paleozoic strata over Mesozoic rocks in the Foothills.

Strata of the Mississippian Lisburne group are continuously exposed along

the front of the range, and repeated by faulting. The limestone sequence

is nearly 5,000 feet thick, and petroliferous, and would offer the great-
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est petroleum potential if present in the subsurface. There has been

very little oil exploration activity in the Brooks Range to date.

The Arctic Foothills subprovince forms a wide belt immediately

north of the Brooks Range. The subprovince widens to the west. The

southern foothills 10 to 40 miles wide, are completely folded and faulted,

and the structure is dominated by folded thrust sheets of Mesozoic strata

which are thrust northward over Paleozoic limestone. Most of the rocks

in the foothills are Jurassic and Early Cretaceous graywacke and mud-

stone. Older rocks crop out along the flank of the mountains in fault

blocks and thrust fault slivers. West of the Anaktuvuk River, small bod-

ies of mafic volcanic rocks are asscciated with pre-Cretaceous strata.

The southern foothills are generally unfavorable for accumulation of pet-

roleum because of faulting, and the poor sorting characteristics and im-

permeability of the Mesozoic strata. Oil shales are found in the Triassic

Shublik Formation, and in strata of Jurassic or Cretaceous age. None of

these deposits has been evaluated and the commercial aspects are not

known. No wells have been drilled and very little geophysical work has

been accomplished in the southern part of the province.

The northern foothills comprise a 30 to 80 mile-wide belt in the

western and central parts of the Arctic Slope and narrows to 10 miles in

width towa.-d the east. This subprovince is underlain hy a Middle Cretac-

eous and Late Cretaceous sequence of conglomerate, sandstone, shale, and

coal which thickens from 6,000 feet in the east to nearly 20,000 feet in

the west. The strata are predominately nonmarine in the south and grade

northward into marine beds with a progressive overlap of younger non-

marine strata. The structure is characterized by broad open folds with

many of the folds asymmetric with steep north flanks, and often broken
by high angle faults. Most of the exploration activity from 1954 to the

present has been in this province with the consequent discovery of several

oil fields and gas fields, largely in the NPR-4.

Shows of oil and gas occurred in nearly all the test wells.

Recent exploration resulted in the discovery of the East Umiat gas field

on the Umiat structure, and a noncommErcial gas field on the east end of

the Gubik structure.

The Arctic Coastal Plain is a featureless Plain which extends

from the foothills to the Arctic Ocean. The NPR-4 has been extensively ex-
plored by geological and seismic parties and much information is now avail-

able. The Cretaceous marine and nonmarine strata underlying the Quaternary

deposits, thin northward from 11,000 feet where exposed in the foothills to

about 2,000 feet on the Point Barrow structural high. These clastic

rocks successively overlap steeply dipping strata of ,Pro-Mississippian

age. The bulk of the Cretaceous rocks are imPermeable Twith poor reservoir

characteristics. In the Point Barrow area, strata of Jurassic age are

gas productive. Paleozoiclimestone comparable to those in the Brooks Range

were not evidbnt in the test wells. About 1,000 feet Of steeply dipping
Paleozoicsandstone, siltstone, claYstone,,and conglomerate cemented with

silica were penetrated in the Topagoruk test well No. 1. The Mesozoic

sedimentary rocks lie unconformably upon Paleozoic roeks and are relatively
flat-lying beneath the coastal plain, and it is believecrthat oil and gas



n fields will occur in stratigraphic traps, such as overlaps and pinchouts

around basement highs rather than structural traps.

ttely There is considerable interest in the petroleum possibilities in

nonmarine and marine sequence of Tertiary rocks east of the Colville River.

tufted, Currently, one well is drilling which in tests is commercially oil and

;trata gas productive and another is preparing to drill in this area. Both are pro-

)cks posed deep tests to Paleozoic rocks. Continued oil exploration on the

North Slope is indicative that the major companies regard the petroleum

alt Possibilities highly attractive.
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Geologic exploration in northern Alaska was started hy the Geo-

logical Survey in 1901 as part of the systematic exploration of the Terri-

tory. In 1901, Schrader (1904) crossed the Brooks Range and mapped the

geology along the Anaktuvuk and lower Colville Rivers. In 1904, Collier

(1906) mapped the geology along the west coast from Cape Thompson to Cape

Beaufort and in 1908, Kindle re-examined the Cape Lisburne area. In 1906

to 1914, Leffingwell (1919) made extensive geologic and geographic studies

in the Conning River Region. These geologic studies first pointed out the

petroleum potential of northern Alaska.

, and President Harding issued an Executive Order in February 1923, re-

et in serving an area of 37,000 square miles in northern Alaska as Petroleum

grade Reserve No. 4. The Geological Survey conducted investigations in the Re-

n- serve from 1923 to 1926, and the reports included information on structure

with and possible source beds and reservoir rocks. In 1944, the Naval Depart-

ken ment began the exploration program in the Reserve, and the geologists of

o the the Geological Survey were asked to carry out the geologic phases of this

several program. Since 1945, geologic mapping in nearly all of the Reserve and

most of the adjoining areas has been completed.

S. In most Oil exploration programs in remote areas, the procedure

field is to complete geologic and geophysical studies before drilling is started

aid of In NPR-4, since only broad reconnaissance geologic studies were available,

it was decided to start drilling at the beenning of the program. The

first test wells drilled were in the Umiat and Simpson areas, and both

were located near known oil seeps. Umiat test well 1 was a dry hole, but

test wells 2 and 3 tested some oil. The Umiat field was discovered 5 years

later; the discovery well was completed July 29, 1950. The oil reserve

estimates for the Umiat field ranged from 30 million to over 100 million

barrels.
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The Simpson core test well ,1 was completed in June 1945, and the

last core test well -31 was completed in 1950; the-depth of-Core tests rang-

ed from 150 to 1,500,feet. Twb flowing wells Were . discovered, and the, oil ,

reserves for the StmPson oil 'Held were estimated at 2-1/2 million barrels

.

A test well drilling at the site of the Fish Creek-oil seep was

completed-September '4-, 1949 at 7,020 .feet. HeaVY-ojl that has an asphalt

base 13-14' API. graVity.was disCoVered between.2,915 And 3-,020 feet-in

sandstone of Upper. CY'etateouS age. The reserves were small .and -it is be =

= lieved the accumulation ,Of 'oil oc6.6-red -in a_stratigraphic-, rather than'



structural trap.

By 1946, geophysical studies indicated the presence of a major

basement high in the Barrow area. Four tests were drilled between 1948

to 1950, and South Barrow test well 2 was completed on April 15, 1949, as

a producing gas well. Wells 1 and 3 were dry holes and wells 4 and 5

were producing wells and served as a standby gas well at the Point Barrow

Base. Since 1950, a number of wells were drilled at Barrow to supply the

heating requirements of Barrow village. The gas production was from res-

ervoir rocks of Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous age. The gas reserve

of the Barrow field was estimated at about 10 billion.

The Gubik anticline was mapped by geologic field parties in 1945

and 1947, and in 1950 a detailed siesmic survey was made to delineate the

structure. Gubik test well 1 was completed August 11, 1951, as a gas

well in sandstone of Late Cretaceous age at depth from 890 to 1,750 feet

and from 3,500 to 3,700 feet. Gas in commercial qaantities is believed

to be present in the structure. The gas reserves for the Gubik gas field
was estimated at 222 000 million cubic feet.

By 1950, geophysical and geological studies had covered most of

the Coastal Plain area, and two closed structures, Meade and Kaolak, were

mapped. The Meade test well I was completed on August 21, 1950,at a depth
of 5,305 feet and traces of oil and gas were found. The Kaolak teSt well
1 was completed Novemember 21, 1951,at a depth of 6,953 feet, and traces

of oil were found. Both wells bottomed in Cretaceous rocks.

As a result of the Navy Department progress and earlier geologic
studies, 37 test wells and 45 core tests with a total footage of 175,000

feet were drilled on 18 structures in the years 1945 through 1955. Three

oil fields (Umiat, Simpson, and Fish Creek), two gas fields (South Barrow
and Gubik), and at least two other prospective gas fields were discovered.

Total reserve estimates for all discoveries of oil range from 30 to 100

million barrels, and for the gas fields from 370 to 900 billion cubic feet.

Oil exploration east of the Colville River and the Naval Petrol-

eum Reserve No. 4 boundary is currently being conducted by Industey.

As a result of the exploratory drilling, one gas discovery was made on

the Umiat anticline east of the Colville River. The East Umiat No. 1 gas

well flowed 1,500 to 6,000 million cubic feet of gas between 2,005 and

2,054 feet from gas productive zonesin rocks of Upper Cretaceous age. The

gas well is shut-in pending a market.

The Prudhoe Bay oil discovery in 1968 by a major oil,comPanY has
again stimulated interest in exploratorY drilling on the North Slope. The

test well is reported to flow 1.150 barrels of oil Per day from oil produc-
tive carbonate rocks at about 9,000 feet depth. It is also rePorted to be

gas productive from sandstone of Permian-Triassic age.

All other wells drilled bY the industrY on the Arctic Slope fail-

ed to find commercial oil or gas dePosits. However, the number of explor_

atorY test wells drilled are rather insignificant for a thorough evaluation

for the entire area. The fact that oil and gas Production in significant

amounts is encountered in rocks of Paleozoic age, such as in the Prudhoe

Bay test
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Bay test well, has increased the possibility for more oil discoveries

along a major basement high, such as the Barrow high which flanks the

Colville Basin. The older rocks are within drilling depth along this

large structural feature which has potential for many large stratigraphic

traps.

Oil Shale

Deposits of oil shale were first reported in Alaska north of

the Arctic Circle in the latter part of the 19th century. W. L. Howard,

of the Stoney expedition mentioned the existence of oil shale in his trip

down the Etivluk River in 1886 (Smith and Mertie, 1930). Before this

time, according to evidence near old camp sites, shale had been used for

fuel by Eskimos in interior Alaska. It is now being used for fuel by

Eskimos of Anaktuvuk Pass in the central nart of the Brooks Range (Donnel

and others, 1967). Fragments of oil shale were found by early explorers

as far north as the basin bordering the Arctic Ocean during early geo-

logical investigations of the area north of the Arctic Circle. Oil shale

was collected and identified by Collier (1906), and later by Smith and

Mertie (1930) in gravel bars and outcrops in stream cuts. Other deposits,

too, were described in earlier reports but were erroneously identified as

coal (Tailleur, 1964).

Oil shale is common in an almost continuous belt of Triassic

rocks exposed along the north front of the Brooks Range. The oil shale

is characteristically dark brown or brownish black with a leathery appear-

ance, commonly has a paper-thin parting, and may be flexible. It can be

ignited with a match and burns readily, giving off a black smoke with an

oil smell. In the Arctic Foothills Province, pebbles of Triassic oil

shale have been reported from a few widely spaced localities on the south

side of the Brooks Range.

Detailed geologic mapping in 1950-51 by the U. S. Geological

Survey, in connection with geologic evaluation of Naval Petroleum Reserve

No. 4, delineated additional oil shale localities. Analysis from oil

shale samples of marine oil shale collected by the field parties indi-

cated yields from 6.7 to 146 gallons of oil per ton of rock. In addition

to the oil yield, the oil shale showed unusually high concentration of

heavy minerals, especially gold, silver, mercury, chromium, barium, stron-

tium, molybdenum, and zinc

Since the Mississippian oil shale yielded only 6.7 gallons of

oil per ton, the main field study was in rocks ranging in age from

Triassic to Early Cretaceous. The highest oil yields was from tasmanite,

a woody appearing oil shale which, from samples at one locality, gave a

yield of 130 gallons of oil. Another type of oil shale with high Yield is

black shale,superficially
resembling the Green River oil shale. The high_

est yield from samples was 50 gallons of oil Per ton of rock and an aver-

age of 15 gallons of oil. A third type of oil shale-is called whale blub-

ber rock by Eskimos at Anaktuvuk Pass and is used by them for fuel., The

samples yielded about 85 gallons of oil per ton. The localities showing

outcrops of oil shale are indicated on the maps at the end of the chapter.
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Some of the Alaska oil shales that are rich in both oil and
trace metals would in other places ordinarily attract Industry. However,because of environmental conditions, remoteness from market, extravagant
high cost of mining and processing and, last but not least, the thinness
and limited extent of the presently known deposits, initiation of any
commercial oil shale operations in Alaska in the foreseeable future is
doubtful.

Bituminous Rock

For this summary, only the petroleum impregnated rocks will be
discussed. Oil seeps and oil shale have been described as separate com-
modities. Location of sample areas are indicated on the maps at the end
of the chapter. Geologic information about the extent of outcrops and
size of areas is limited because of reconnaissance-type investigations.
No estimates can be made of reserves of bituminous rocks.

A brief description is given of bituminous rocks at reported
localities:

Omicron Hill. Three sandstone beds in the Kukpowruk Formation
of Lower Cretaeous age near Omicron Hill on the Utukok River contain
petroleum residue. The petroliferous material was found to be asphaltic
in one of the samples (Chapman and Sable, 1960).

Kokolik River. A 7-foot silty sandstone bed which outcrops
along the KdkbTfkRiver about 42 air miles from its mouth, contains high
asphalt content. The sandstone occurs in a coaly sequence of the Corwin
Formation of Cretaceous age.

Torok Creek and Fortress Mountain. Asphaltic matter occur as
seams along the bedding planes and cross-cutting fractures in the Okpuk-
ruak, Fortress Mountain, and Torok Formation of Cretaceous age. On Torok
Creek a vertical fracture several feet wide that cuts across strata in
the Torok Formation is filled with asphalt. Patton describes black asph-
altic shale associated with thinner chert of the Tiglikpuk Formation in
the Killik-Itkillik Region. The asphaltic shale is interbedded with chartin 2 and 3 inch beds, and in pod-like masses as much as a foot thick.

Other occurrences are in the Carbon Creek area, in which there
is petroleum residue in sandstone. Along the Kigalik-Awuna Rivers area
petroleum residue occurs in sandstone. In Etivluk-Kiligwan Rivers area,
fracture fillings of grahamite were reported in rocks of the Torok Form-
ation. In the Kavik River-Mount Michelson area, petroleum residue was
reported in sandstone beds exposed along the river.

There have'been no detailed studieS made of areas of bituminous
rocks inthis Province. .The..information availablEisinsufficient to de-
termine-extent 0f.areas underlain by-this coMmOditY,-and estimates of re-
serves are'not,Possible. -The-geolagic data doe!..-='' not Treclude, development
of this'resource in nerthern Alaska.
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Coal

The principal coal bearing districts of northern Alaska lie

north of the Brooks Range and west of the Itkillik and lower Colville

Rivers (Barnes, 1967). Coal bearing Cretaceous rocks are known or in-

ferred to underlie about 58,000 square miles of this area. These rocks,

consisting mainly of sandstone and,shaIe, hive been folded into eastward,

trending anticlines and synclines. Near the mountains deformation has

been more ihtense and in places the strata are vertical, but in the foot-

hills, deformation is only moderate, and further north under the Coastal

Plain the beds are nearly horizontal. East of the Itkillik and lower

Colville Rivers a few scattered coal beds have been reported in Cretaceous

rocks and also in Tertiary rocks. Farther west, along the coast south of

Cape Lisburne, bituminous coal is exposed in several places where deforma-

tion was intense in rocks of Mississippian age. The following description

concerning the coal districts is based on published reports of the Geolo-

gical Survey. The general area underlain by coal is shown on the maps at

the end of the chapter.

Corwin Bluff-Ca e Beaufort District. At least twenty beds of

bituminous coal ranging from 2-1/2 to 9 feet in thickness, as well as

many thinner beds, are exposed in beach bluffs from Corwin Bluff, about

30 miles east of Cape Lisburne to Cape Beaufort. These beds dip moder-

ately to steeply southwestward, and one inland outcrop shows the coal

bearing rocks extending at least 10 miles along strike.

Kukpowruk River District. Coal bearing rocks are exposed at

intervals along the lower 25 mi es of the Kukpowruk River where they lie

in a series of east-trending synclines which dip 12-55° Forty of the

beds may be repeated by folding. Coal bearing rocks also underlie a small

area 70 miles above the mouth of the river and include at least one 3-

foot coal bed. Analysis indicated all this coal is bituminous and some

beds have coking properties. Geologic evidence suggests large areas on

both sides of the river may be underlain by beds of minable thickness.

Kokolik-Utukok Rivers District. Coal beds from 2-6 feet thick

are exposed at several places on the Kokolik River near the northern edge

of the foothills. The beds are nearlY horizontal to moderately folded and

all coal beds are of bituminous rank. Coal is exposed at places along the

Utukok River between 25 and 80 miles above its mouth in beds ranging a few

inches to nearTy 12 feet in thickness. The beds are moderately folded

and appear to decrease in rank northward from bituminous in the foothills

to subbituminous under the Coastal Plain.

Kuk-Ku,rua Rivers District. Beds of subbituMinous coal ranging

from 3 to 14-1/2 feet in thickness, crop out at places along the Kuk and

Kugrua Rivers near the Arctic Coast south and east of,Wainwright. Those

beds are nearly horizontal and some have been reported traced for several

miles along the east shore of Kuk estuary, so they may underlie many

square miles of the adjacent Coastal Plain.



Farther inland, a test well near the Kaulak River cut a coal
bearing section, -H. iding 36 coal beds ranging from 3-26 feet in thick-
ness, within 3,000 et of the surface. Geophysical evidence indicates
the well is near the axis of a broad anticline with gently dipping limbs
(Collins, 1958). The coal is probably of subbituminous rank, since coal
beds in northern Alaska are generally bituminous in rank in areas of more
intense deformation.
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Meade-Ik ik uk Rivers District. Coal of probable bituminous phos

rank is exposed at several localfties near the head of Meade River, in rock

beds ranging from 2-6 feet in thickness. Farther downstream, cubbitum- cali

inous coal beds, mostly less than 5 feet thick, crop out at places be- Miss

tween 25 and 100 miles from the mouth of the river. At one locality at and

Meade River, a small mine has been operated to supply fuel for Barrow. chap
A test well, a few miles west of the river near the edge of the Coastal cent
Plain, cuts a coal-bearing section which includes 21 coal beds 4-30 feet Broo
thick within 2,000 feet of the surface. The coal lies in a broad anti- betw

cline and is believed subbituminous. mile
Chan

Subbituminous coal is exposed at several places along the lukp
Ikpikpuk River on the Coastal Plain, but all the known beds are too thin Broo

to be of value. On the Kigalik River, a tributary of the Ikpikpuk River, Kuna
several beds of subbituminous coal 2-1/2 to 5 feet thick are exposed; P 05
and, 2 beds of comparable thickness were found in a test well just east a ov

of the Upper Ikpikpuk River. 1959

Colville River District. In this district, which includes the
basin of the Colville River and its tributaries, coal is widely distrib-
uted both in the foothills and Coastal Plain. Subbituminous coal occurs
in the eastern part of the district in the Prince Creek Formation of Late
Cretaceous -ge in beds mostly less than 5 feet thick, but includes some
that are 10 feet thick. Bituminous coal crops out at many places along
the northeast-trending segment of the Colville River and its southern
tributaries in the Chandler Formation of Cretaceous age. The beds range
in thickness from a few inches to 8 feet, but many are less than 3 feet.

The subbituminous coal of this district generally occur in broad synclinal

basins with low dips. The bituminous coal is restricted to the moderately
folded rocks of the foothills.

Coal reserves arel given for each district in the Geological
Survey publications. Barnes (1967)-indicates total bituminous.coal re-
serVes for northern Alaska at 19,292'million 'tont', and total,subbitumin-
ous reserves at 100,905-million tons.

Other than the limited production from the Meade River Coal
Mine for use in the village of Barrow, coal fields in northern Alaska have
not been developed. Tremendous reserves of bituminous and subbituminous
coal are present but which must ati/ait,an available market. Some of the

coal in the Kukpowruk coal field and Corwin Bluff District have coking

Properties. This metallurgical coal has stimulated interest in Japan
where there is a ready market in their rapidly expanding steel industry.
The lack of markets, the remoteness of the coal field, and the hich cost
(Df coal mining are factors whi.ch will delay the development of the coal

fields of northern Alaska. The earliest reports of exploration of north
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ern Alaska do not mention a prior usage of coal by the Eskimos and,

although the Eskimos use the resource today he may have learned the use

of coal as fuel from the white man.

Phos hate

During the geologic investigation of Naval Petroleum Reserve

No. 4, and adjoining areas between 1944 and 1958, deposits of sedimentary

phosphate rock were discovered on the Arctic Slope of Alaska. Phosphate

rock deposit in northern Alaska have been found at widely scattered lo-

calities and in two separate stratigraphic units, the Lisburne group of

Mississippian age and the Shublik Formation of Triassic age. The locatton

and extent of the deposits are shown on the maps at the end of the

chapter. Within this area, phosphate rock containing more than 10 per-

1 cent P205 is known in three general localities; (1) in the eastern

et Brooks Range in a zone about 50 miles long and up to 15 miles wide,

between the Canning and Okpilak River; (2) in a narrow zone about 40

miles long in the central Brooks Range that extends between the upper

Chandler and Anaktuvuk Rivers and especially in the area between Tig-

lukpuk Creek and Kiruktagiak River; and at two localities in the western

in Brooks Range within the headwaters of the Colville River between the

er, Kuna and Etivluk Rivers. Phosphate rock containing less than 10 percent

P205 have been found locally between the three general areas described

above and are reported as far west as longitude 131'30'W. (Patton, Jr.,

1959).
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The phosphate rock in northern Alaska is interbedded with a

thick sequence of limestone, shale, and chert of the Alapah limestone

within the Lisburne group of Mississippian age and in the Shublik Forma-

tion of Triassic age. These units crop out in a discontinuous east-trend-

ing belt along the northern slope of the Brooks Rance and adjoininc foot-

hills. In the Canning-Okpilak Rivers area of the eastern Brooks Rance

a phosphate rock is chiefly within the lower 300 feet of the Shublik

Formation; those to the west are in the Lisburne group. In the eastern

part of the Brooks Range-Arctic Foothills belt the rocks are deformed

principally by faults of minor displacement and eastward-trending folds,

some of which are overturnec to the north. The intensity of deformation

increases westward in the Brooks Range so that strata in the central and

western part of the belt are offset by imbricate faults and large-scale

i.rthracts.

The best phosphate rock res urces in Alaska are in the central

Brooks Rance. The phosphatic zone in the Alapah limestone probably ex-

tends continuously along the front of the Brooks Range between Tiglukpuk

Creek and Kiruktagiak River for some 28 miles. In this area, the phos-

phatic zone is from 36 to 38 feet thick and averages 8 to 12 percent

P205; nearly all the phosphate rock is low or medium: grade. Furnace grade

phosphate rock of 25 percent or more P205 was found in thickness of as

much as 37 inches, but the thickest bed of acid grade rock of 31 percent

or more P205 is only 16 inches. The phosphate mineral is carbonate

fluorapatite, and it is generally similar in mineralogy phosphate uranium 2

and minor element content to phosphates from the Phosphori a Formation of

Permian age in northwestern United States.



In the eastern Brooks Range phosphatic rocks as much as 300
feet thick, that locally contain up to 35.8 percent P205 occur in the
Shublik Formation. Although no details are available on the thickness
or extent of these deposits, the grade and widespread distribution of
the samples indicate the presence of substantial resources of phosphate
rock.

Known phosphate rock deposits in the western Brooks Range are
low-grade and occur in very thin beds. This area has been well mapped
during Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 investigations and, it is believed
that there probably are no additional large deposits of phosphate rock
present.

There has been no production of phosphate rock in Alaska. Al-
though there are considerable reserves of low and medium grade phosphate
rock, economic factors such as available markets, remoteness of area, high
costs of mining, and transportation preclude development of this resource.
Large reserves of phosphate rock are available in the United States, and
the development of Alaska's phosphate resources must be competitive with
this expanding industry. It appears from the review that development of
phosphate resources in Alaska must be dependent on more favorable economic
factors which are not present in the foreseeable future.

Other Leasable Minerals

There are no reported occurrences of deposfts of native sulphur
or the existence of thermal springs in the area north of the Brooks Range.
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THE LAND ISSUE

HISTORY: REVIEW OF LAWS ANO POLICY

Some of the difficult land questions in Alaska were faced in
other public land states fifty or one hundred years ago. Some are cur-
rent questions in all of the public land states. One problem, however,
is unique to this time and place--the problem of Alaska Native land
claims.

Although Alaska was purchased from Russia a century ago, it
became a state only ten years ago, and aboriginal inhabitants--Eskimos,
Aleuts, and Indians--make up one-fifth of the population today. Until

thirty years ago, Native residents outnumbered non-Native residents.
There were coastal commercial settlers (both Russian and American),
whalers, fishermen, trappers, and late nineteenth century gold seekers.
Other permanent settlers began to come to Alaska in increasing numbers
during and after World War II. This influx of non-Native settlers,
the prospect of economic development of Alaska's resources, and state-
hood accelerated the confrontation of Native and non-Native in deter-
mining the ownership and use of the land.

The laws which were passed in the conterminous United States
to solve Indian land problems were written without broad knowledge of
Alaska. Many of them were outgrown long before the need for them arose
in Alaska. Thus, for many reasons Alaska did not and cannot repeat
the experience of the western states. In the West most Indian lands
were taken or conveyed as the result of treatv and force of arms.
Indian tribes were treated as dependent nations possessed of certain
rights, sovereignty and property, yet recOiring special governmental
protection.1 But within four years after the purchase of Alaska, and
before any civil government had been extended to the area, Congress
had forbidden any further treatY making with aboriginal tribes.2 As

further complication, recognizable tribes, as understandable in the
rest of the United States, were not easily determined.

Alaska did not become a possession of the United States until
eight.), Years after the United States policy toward Indians found ex-
pression in the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. Legal historians have
:traced this policy to its roots in'the doctrine:of Vitoria, a 16th
century Spanish Jesuit who, as a professor of theology, reasoned that
certain basic rights inhere in men as men, not by reason of their
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race, creed or color, but by reason of their humanity.3 The Northwest

Ordinance provided:

The utmost good faith shall always be observed
towards the Indians; their lands and property
shall never be taken from them without their
consent; and in their property rights and liberty
they never shall be invaded or disturbed, unles§
in just and lawful wars authorized by Congress.4

That such a policy was honored in the breach more often than

not appeared in testimony as early as 1825 before the House Committee

on Indian Affairs:

From the first discovery of America to the present
time, one master passion common to all Mankind,
that of acquiring land, has driven in ce seless
succeSsion the White Man on the Indian.

From 1799 to 1867 RUsslan Alaska was governed by the Russian

American Company.- The original charter issOed by the Russian govern7
ment in 1799 to the Russian American CoMpany contained:no proVisions
covering the statuS of the Natives of Alaska or:the land used and in-

habited by:the Nativet-'. It:proVided;

IW C. Arnold Native Land Claims sn Alaska, mimeo, p. xvi,
January, 1967.

2Act of March 3, 1871, 16 Stat. 544. The Act declares: "no
tribe or nation within the territory of the United States shall be
acknowledged or recognized as an independent nation, or power with
which the United States may contract bY treaty; but no obligation

of any treaty lawfully made and ratffied .. prior to March 3, 1871,

shall be there-We invalidated or impaired.
3Felix S. Cohen, "The Spanish Origin of Indian Rights in the

Law of the United States," The Georgetown Law Journal, November, 1942.

4ibid., quoting the Northwest Ordinance Of 1787.
5Theodore H. Haas, "The Lcgal Aspects of Indian Affairs from

1887 to 1957," Annals, May, 1957,-quoting James Barbour, Secretary
of War in 1826 to the Chairman of the House,Committee on Indian

Affairs, 19th Congress, 1st Session, 1825. -1
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Sec. 57: The principal object of the Company being
the catching of the sea animals and wild beasts, th

the Company has no need to sp-ead its rule from the Hu

coast where it practices such catchings, into the de

interior of the country, and it should not make wh

effort to conquer tribes inhabiting these coasts.°

A later charter in 1844 provided:

Sec. 281: The colonial government shall not forc-
ibly extend the possessions of the Company in regions

inhabited by tribes not dependent on the colonial

authorities.7

Long before the purchase of Alaska, however, American traders had been

interested in Alaska, and from 1824 to 1834 a right to trade with the

Natives was given to Americans by treaty. Subsequently, in 1839 the

Russian American Company, with the approval of the Russian government,

leased to the Hudson's Bay Company the exclusive right of trading on the

coast of southeastern Alaska--an arrangement which continued until the

sale of Alaska to the United States.8

The District of Alaska, 1867-1912

The Treaty of March 30, 1867,9culminated many years of nego-

tiation. Articles III and IV of the Treaty are usually included in any

discussion of aboriginal land rights. Some of the residents of Russian

America were, of course, colonists of Russian descent; some were Native,

usually Aleut, who had become part of the colony through indenture or

marriage, and others were Natives who were partially or wholly indepen-

dent of the colony. These were distinctions that Article III sought to

explain in its provisions respecting property:

The inhabitants of the ceded territory, according

to their choice reserving their natural allegiance,
may return to Russia within three years; but if they
should prefer to remain in the ceded territory, they,

with the exception of uncivilized Native tribes, shall

be admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights,
advantages, and immunities ef citizens of the United
States, and shall be maintained and protectiKI in the Co

free enjoyment of their liberty, property and religion. Fa

The unqivilised tribes win be subject to such laws

and regulations as the bnited States may, from time
to time adopt in regard to aboriginal tribes Of that
countr10y, (emphasis added)
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Article IV was added as the result of Secretary Seward's fear

that the property rights of either the Russian American Company or the

Hudson's Bay Company might somehow be guaranteed." This is the "warranty

deed" clause for which the United States paid an additional $200,000 and

which is often spoken of as extinguishing "Indian title" in Alaska:

The cession of territory and dominion herein made
is hereby declared to be free and unencumbered by

any reservations, privileges, franchises, grants, or

possession, by any associated companies, whether
corporate or incorporate, Russian or any other, or by

any parties, except merely private and individual
property holders; and the cel tion hereby made, con-

veys all the rights, franchises, and privileges now
belonging to Russia in the, aid territory or dominion,
and appurtenances thereto. (emphasis added)

The United States was slow to extend its laws to the new possess-

ion, and for the first ten years--from 1867 to 1877--administration was

in the Wa/- Department. By the Act of July 27, 1868, the laws relating to
commerce and navigation and creation of Alaska as a customs district were

pased. "In due course, the people in southeast Alaska came to look upon

the records in the customs office as evidence of their title to lands..."1'

Land rights and titles for all residents were undefined, and concern was

expressed particularly about the decision of Congress to no longer treat

with Indian tribes. The 1872 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs asks:

What is to become of the rights of the Indians to
the soil, over portions of territory which had not

been covered by treaties at-the time Congress pOt an

end to the treaty system?.....How are Indians,;-.neVer
yet treated with, but having every wa.vas,.good and as

complete rights to pOrtions of our territory as had

the Cherokees, Creeks,-,,Choctaws and chickaaWs,:for
_ instance.ta establish their rie#07 OPW is the

6The Tlinit and Haida rndians of Alaska v. TheI United States,

Court of Claims, No. 47900, decided October 7, 1959, Findings of

Fact No. 16.
7Ibid.
3Ibid. Findings of Fact No. 19.
915 Stat. 539, ratified May 20, 1867
10Ibid., Arii /I.

"The Tlingit and -Raida Indians of Alaska v. the United States,

supra, Findings of Fact No. 58.
12Act of March 30, 1867, 15 Stat. 539, Article tV.

13The Tlingit and Haida Indians of Alaska v. The United ates,

supra, Findings of Fact No. 69.



Government to proceed to secure their relinquishment Th

of their lands, or to determine the amount of compen- opening up a

sation which should be paid therefor? Confiscation,
of course, would afford a very easy solution for all An

the difficulties of title, but it may fairly be assumed is

that the United States Government will scarcely be dis- th

posed to proceed so summarily in the face of the un- be

broken practice of eighty-five years, witnessed in be

nearly four hundred treaties solemnly ratified by the to

Senate....I4 (emphasis added) wh

Less than 300 whites--all but 30 of whom lived in Sitka--made Section 12 o

up the non-Native population in 1880. They posed little threat to Indian
lands; and until the arrival of the first governor in September, 1884, to

the only civil authority was that exercised along with their military In

authority by Naval commanders. sh
be

In the continental United States eagerness for lands in the West of

was already building toward national exprespions of policy which would
lead to the General Allotment Act of 1887.1°1-he General Allotment Act had

as its ostensible object;we:

....to encourage the Indian to engage in farming by
breaking up the reservation, thus civilizing him and
ridding our natiop of the burden and blight of the
"Indian problem."16

Meanwhile, no land laws of Ae United States were extended to
Alaska until the Organic Act of 1884.1/ 'The Act established Alaska as a
land district and provided that the laws of the United States relating to
mining claims were to have full force and effect. With respect to the

Indians and other Natives inhabiting Alaska, it provided in Section 8:

....That the- Indians or other persons in said district
shall not be disturbed in the possession of any,lands
actually in their use or occupation br now claimed bY
them but the terms under which such persons,Pay acquire
title to such lands is reserved for future legislation
by CongresS....18

At the same time the Act also provided that mining claimants should not

be disturbed in their possession and would be allowedtoperfectheir
titles. The phrase "or now claimed by them" was added to the portion on-

Indians at the request of legislators who, aWaie of their lack of know-

ledge of Alaska, desired "....that the Indian-shall at least-nave =-

many rights after the passage of this bill as he had before:"19

Before theSE
1948, p. 15

_ Affairs'.

15Act of
').G_Robert

AmericanInth
:CoM0i,tteeJ-on.
Affairs, Marl

f7Adt'of
"Ibid.,:

in their use
1915 C.

Secretary Wa
201-bid.

21-Sectio-



The Senate report on the proposed Organic Act cautioned against

opening up all of the lands by stating:

Another reason against present action on this subject

is found in the fact that the rights of the Indians to

the land, or some necessary part of it, have not yet

been the subject of negotiation or inquiry. It would

be obviously unjust to throw the whole district open

to settlement under our land laws until we are advised

what just claim the Indians may have....20

Section 12 of the Act provided for a special Commission:

to examine into and report upon the conditions of the

Indians residing in said Territory, what lands, if any,

should be reserved for their use, what provisions shall

be made for their education, what rights by occupation

of settlers should be recognized....'41

14William E. Warne, Assistant Secretary of the Interior, "Statement

Before the Senate Committee on Interibr and Insular Affairs; February 24,

1948, p. 15, quoting 1872 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs.
T5Act of February 8, 1887, 24 Stat.388.
I6Robert F. Kennedy, testimony in hearings on 5. con. Pes. Zl Nati- nal

American Indian and Alaska Natives Policy Resolution, before the Sub-

committee on Indian Affairs, Senate Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, March 5, 1968, p. 24.
"Act of May 17, 1884, 23 Stat. 24.

18.rbid., Section 8. The phrase originally read: "any lands actual

in their use or occupation-"
1915 Cong. Rec. 530-531, quoted in the Statement of Assistant

Secretary Warne, supra.

21Section 12, Act of May 17,_1884, 23 ta 4.



The Commission recommended in its report to the Secretary of
the Interior on June 30, 1885--a report which covered only southeast

Alaska:
Ala
abot

The General Land Laws of the United States should be Tsir

extended over the Territory as early as possible. no

The Natives claim only the land on which their homes not

are built and some garden patches near their villages to 1

....(and)....We believe it the interest of the General coni

Government to encourage by liberal enactments the occu- ti or

pation of the country by bona fide ettlers that will

open and develop its resources....2 (emphasis added)

This was a view reiterated by the first three governors of the

state. It echoed the national policy of the General Pllotment Act de-

signed to create individual allotments out of reservation lands.43 With

no reservations in Alaska, there was no need for the act to be extended

to the district.

As the white man's uses of the waters and lands of southeast

Alaska grew steadily more substantial and interfered with Indian uses, the

Indians protested. Letters were written to the Secretary of the Interior
concerning encroachment on Native timber, game and fishing interests, and

on September 6, 1889, the Secretary replied:

....I have to inform you that these matters all lie
outside of the control of this Department and would
be proper subjects for the consideration of Congress.24

The Tlingit and Haida Indians finally asked for a reservation.

Their pleas were ignored. Advocacy of the submersion of the varied cul-

tures of immigrants into an American way of life was arising. To attain

this conformity it was, of course, also necessary to destroy Indian cul-

tures. This was the keystone of federal Indian policy until the 1920's.
It was clearly stated in a six-point policy set out by the Commissioner.

of Indian Affairs in 1889:

(1) The Reservation system belongs to the past,
(2) Indians must be absorbed into our national
life, not as Indians but as American citizens,
(3) the Indian must be "individualized" and
treated as an individual by the Government,
(4) the Indian must "confoxm to the White man's
ways, peacably if they will, forceably if they,
must,"- (5) the Indian must 'be prepared -for the
new order through a system of compulsory,educa--
tion, and (6) the traditi al,society of Indian
groups must bi broken up- (emphasis added
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There was one exception to be made to the rule--and that in

Alaska. William Duncan, who was in controversy with the Church of England

about this time, was seeking a new home for his colony of Christianized

Tsimshian Indians then living in Canada. He was advised that, inasmuch as

no land laws had been enacted for Alaska it was best that the colony go,

not as a group, but as individuals, to Alaska and obtain "squatters rights"

to the land. This they did in 1887. Four years later their rights were

confirmed by Act of Congress when the 869000-acre Annette Island Reserva-

tion was created:

....for the use of the Metlakahtla Indians, and those

people known as Metlakahtlans who recently emigrated

from British Columbia to Ala§ka, and such other Alaska

Natives as may join them... '7 (emphasis added)

Other portions of this Act in 1891 also affected Alaska.

Section 11 provided for entry by a trustee of lands settled as a town in

Alaska; Sections 12 to 14 provided that trade and manufacturing sites

could be purchased for $2.50 an acre; Section 16 provided for townsite en-

try by incorporated cities on mineral land; Sections 18 to 21 contained

provisions for granting rights of way for irrigation purposes; and Section

24 authorized the President to set aside timber areas as public reserves.

The lands opened to trade and manufacturing sites excluded

townsites, those containing coal or precious metals, or those lands "to

which the Natives of Alaska have prior rights by virtue of actual occupa-

tion."28 (emphasis added)

z2The Tlingit and Hai.da Indians of. A-iaska v. The Unite-7 qtates, upra,

Findings of Pact. No. 84.
"Robert F. Kennedy in testimony on S. eon. Res. ZZ , supra, quoted

from the minority report on the Allotment Act of 1887 as to the true in-

tent of the bill: "The real aim of this bill is to get at the Indian

lands and open thein up to settlement. The Provisions for the apparent
,

benefit of the Indian are but the pretext to get at the lands and occupy

them....If this were done in the name of greed it would be bad enough,

but todO it in the name'of humanity, and under the cloak of an ardent de-

sire-to promote the Indian's welfae-bYMaking him like-ourselveS, whether

he will tt-dr, not, is_ infinitely Worse,'!

24Tlii:Igit,and Haida v, The-United State upra, Findings,of Fact
_ _

_ ,

No. 104' ..-_,

,,

25TheOdOre' H: ',.1-laas , 'op. qs . , .

- .

z6Lr. 5.
__, _

Departmeht_of'the Intertor,, The Unite&States Indian Service,

A Sketch or tTth DeveZapPnent of thevtureau of Indian A airs i;eid of Indian
_ ..,,

Taicy,IMay,-1962, p,',583.
27A4'0f Makn_ 3,1891, Section 15, 26 Stat ,1095 .

zt/Ict of March 1891, Eir4P2ar Se c t i onf,14.'

'_



The governmental view of Alaska during this period was confined
to Southeastern-not the first, nor the last, one-dimensional view held by
those without broad knowledge of her land and people. Governor Knapp in
his 1891 report epitomizes this view:

Our statesmen of a century ago were excusable for
adopting a policy toward the aborigines of the
country which made the Indian tribes little less
than domestic nations and the individual members
of those tribes qua3i foreigners, or at least
having a divided allegiance. The policy was
adopted under the stress ef circumstances, compell-
ing the Government to seek peaceful relations with
organized bands of savages who might be useful as
allies, but dangerous as enemies. That policy once
fully established could not be abandoned at will,
and the system and its natural sequences have ever
since been continued, a fruitful source of trouble
and danger, and a most perplexing problem for the
Government.

There is less excuse for errors of policy in dealing
with the aborigines of Alaska. Their conditions
are entirely different. Their habits of life are
unlike the habits of the Indians of the plains.
They are more intelligent, settled, and reliable.
They live in fixed abodes and are accustomed to
independent and self-sustaining ways. The)/ have al-
ready made great strides toward the American civili-

zation. The Government is not embarrassed Iv treaties
with them or other precedents of recognition of tribal
relations, and it has a fair and open field for in-
augurating a system which shall yield better results
than the old one.
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treatment. But longer.evasion is AMpossible. The
time has come when a position mutt be taken.

The natives-consider themselves the true,owners of
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The Act of May 14, 1898,30 extended the homestead laws of the

United States to Alaska, and provided therein for the reservation of

suitable tracts of land along the waterfront of any stream, inlet bay

or seashore for "landing places for canoes and other craft used by such

natives." No provision was made, however, to protect the land holdings

or water rights of the Indians. Section 7 did provide that it did not

apply "within military, park, Indian or other reservations," and

AnnetLe Island was the only Indian reservation in Alaska. In addition,

the Act replaced the 1891 trade and manufacturing site provisions,

provided for rights of way for railroad and other purposes and the dis-

posal of timber. Under the authority of Section 12 the Rampart City

Land Office was authorized in 1889, and a land office at St. Michael

was authorized in 1900.

The appropriations act for fiscal year 1900 extended the

system of public land surveys to Alaska. Also in 1900, laws relating

to mining claims and mineral location were more specifically spelled

out. Section 27 of the Act passed in that year provided:

The Indians or persons conducting schools or

missions in the district shall not be disturbed in

the possession of any lands now actually in their

use or occupation, and the land, at any station
not exceeding six hundred and forty acres, now
occupied as missionary stations aimong the Indian

tribes in the section, with the improvements there-

on erected by or for such societies, shall be con-
tinued in the occupancy of the several religious
societies to which the missionary stations respect-

ively belong, and the Secretary of the Interior is

hereby directed to have such lands surveyed in
compact form as nearly as practicable and patents
issued for the same to the several societies to

which they belong; but nothing contained in this

Act shall be construed to put in force in the
district the general land laws of the United States.

29Tlingit Haida_Indians,v. The United States,
No.-104. _

3030'Stat 409.
_
:31Act of June 6,_1900, 31 Stat 321;
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In the next ten years large federal reserves for other purposes

were made. Proclamations between 1902 and 1909 established the 16 mill-
ion acre Tongass National Forest. The Chugach National Forest of another
4,726,000 acres was formed in 1907--later enc-moassino in 1908 the orig-
inal Afoqnak Reserve which had been established in 1892.

Schools and administrative sites were being reserved for the

Bureau of Education, and by 1908 nearly all major Native villages had

lands reserved for school sites.

Some recognition also was being given to an economic base

for the Natives of Alaska. Sheldon Jackson's sponsorship of a reindeer

industry for Alaska Natives began in 1890. In March, 1901, Cape Denbigh Ac

was designated a reindeer station. As this source of income was being ri

provided, others were being limited. Control of fur seal, salmon, and

other fisheries was instituted in 1903--a restriction on these aborigin-

al uses.

The "uncivilized tribes" specified in the Russian treaty were

in an anomalous position. They were omitted from the General Allotment

Act, which was a method of attaining citizenship for American aborigines.

They were omitted from the Homestead Act as being neither citizen nor

alien capable of attaining citizenship. They were forbidden by Congress
to enter into treaties with the United States for the cession of some

lands and the retention of others. Physically they comprised the major

part of Alaska's population. Officially they were invisible. The mood

of the land was to procrastinate about Alaska which was far away and would

never be a state or have a white resident Population to contest national

decisions.

A plea for recognition of Alaska Natives under the public land

laws was made by the Commissioner of the General Land Office in 190 :

For more than twenty years the Indians of the United
States have been accorded the privilege of acquiring
title to lands for their individual use, and to this
fact perhaps more than to any other is due the dis-
ruption of their tribal relations and their Present
state of civilization, and it is believed that this
experiment amply justifies the extending of equal
rights to the natives of Alaska, who are certainly
equal if not superior in every sense of the word to
the American Indian. Although our Government has
been charged with the guardianship of these people,
it has dope but little for their betterment since
they cameunder its control', nearly thirty years ago,
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in the way of legislation. The history of the Metla-
kahtlans (detailed in Mr. Witten's report), demon-

strate that they are susceptible to a high degree of
civilization, and it is believed that with proper en-

couragement they will finally become useful factors

in the development of the resources of Alaska, inured
as they are to its climate and conditions, and I feeZ
fully warranted in stating that the time has arrived

when the benefit of the public-Zand laws should be

extended to them-12 (emphasis added)

The commissioner sets out the provisions of the 1884 Organic

Act and refers to subsequent provisions "protecting their possessory

rights." He then suggests:

Although Congress has diven them the exclusive possess-

ion of lands occupied by them, that right can be enforced

only through civil action instituted by them in courts,

but owing to their timidity, their lack of understanding

of our court procedure, and often to their great distance
from the places at which courts sit, as well as their

poverty, this right amounts to but little to them and, in

my judgement, it would be well to enact a statute making
trespass upon their possessions a penal offense, punish-
able by a fine, and also making it the duty of all offic-

ers to see that this statute is enforced.3i

The Supreme Court was deciding that the United StaUs has the

'1...duty to protect the property rights of its Indian wardsl:ir+ The next

year the Alaska Native Allotment Act was passed: It provided for the

allotment of homesteads to the Egliimos and Indians of Alaska on a maximum

of 160 acres of nonmineral land.' The lands subject to allotment were

those "vacant, unappropriated and unreserved," which recognized that some

National Forests lands had already been reserved in Alaska.

32AnnuaZ Report of the Commissioner of General Land Office, 1905.

33/bid.
34 U. S. v. Berrigan, 2 Alaska 442 (1905).
35Aot of May 17, 1906, 34 Stat 197. The Act was later amended by

the Act of August 2, 1956, 70 Stat 954,:including Aleuts ,s eligible

applicants and providing that allotments might be allowed in National

Forests, if certified by the Department of Agriculture as chiefly valu-

able for agriculture or grazing. The 1956 amendments also restricted
liberal interpretations of the la, to add "substantially continuous use

and occ rancy for five years" as a condition to the grant.

763



A 160-acre allotment fits a society adapted to farming and

t one adapted to the hunting, fishing, trapping, and foraging use of

nd made by most Alaska Natives. Anglo-Saxon property concepts were
fficult to understand, and only 80 allotments--most of them in

utheastern Alaska--were issued under the Act in the first fifty-four

ars after its passage.

The first of Wildlife Reserves and Bird Refuges which today

tal 18 million acres in Alaska, were created in 1909. The next

ar Congress authorized the President to Take withdrawals by Executive

der "subject to valid existing rights."3°

Although most Alaskans regarded Alaska as a territory before

is time, the laws and Constitution of the United States, except

ere inapplicable, were extended and a territorial system of govern-
nt was provided in 1912.

te Territory of Ala ka 1912-1941

The Act of August 24, 1912,
37 created a territorial legislature

cise acts were subject to Congressional review. Alaska became an organ-

:ed territory, and there appears to have beep a gradual awakening to her

!sources.

The construction of the Alaska Railroad was authorized in 1914;

McKinley National Park was formed in 1916. Two years later the Katmai

Itional Monument was reserved. These were also years of attention to the

iterests of the Natives of Alaska. Under the 1910 authority granted the

resident to make Executive Order withdrawals, withdrawals for "the
atives of the indigenous Alaskan race" were being made in 1914 for Noor-

ik on the Kobuk River and Ft. Yukon,38 and in 1915 and 1916 for Chilkat
isheries, Tyonek, Yendistuky and Klukwan.39In 1917 three reserves for
kiak, Mountain Village, and Tatitlek were made in one Executive Order;
nd in the same year a large reserve at Elim on Norton Bay was created."

In 1915 a bill enfranchising Ntive Indians and Eskimos was

assed by the territorial legislature. It was a measure of doubtful.legal-
ty until _the Citizenship Act of 1924 in Which .Congrest declared:

That all noncitizen Indians born within the terri-
torial limits of the United States be, and they are
hereby, declared to be citizens of the United States:
PROVIDED , that the granting of such citizenship shall
not in any manner impair or otherwise affect the right

of any Indian to tribal or other property.'"
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Natives of Alaska at this time comprised the majority of the
population. It was not until 1939 that non-Natives began significantly
to exceed Natives in number for any sustained period. This was the era
sometimes characterized as one of "colonialism", during which most of
the economic activity was nonresident in nature; and Alaska served mily
as a highly specialized source of raw materials and products for the
"home country. n42

The U. S. Bureau of Education had responsibility for the
Natives of Alaska, and true to its name, stressed education.

To further education in the common schools and universities
the Act of March 4, 1915'3 set aside when they were surveyed, specific
school sections, as similar lands had been set aside in some of the
western states. Two thousand acres at Fairbanks, and in 1929 a general
grant of 100,000 acres, were given the Agricultural College and School
of Mines--now the University of Alaska. Upon statehood, unsurveyed
school sections were replaced by a quantity grant to the state. In

1925 the Department of Interior was authorized to establish vocational
training schools for the aboriginal people.

When construction of the Alaska Railroad was begun in 1915,
25 townsites were established along its route. Areas which had not
before felt the impact of white settlers began to be opened.

The Alaska Grazing Act was passsed in 192744 giving prefer-
ence to Natives. Mrs was in response to another one-dimensional view
of Alaska encouraged by Sheldon Jackson who would make herders out of
hunters, as the supporters of the Native Allotment Act twenty years
before would have made farmers out of fishermen. In 1926 the Townsite
Act was amended to allow them to receive deeds--although their owner-
ship was restricted--to surveyed townsite lots.45

8Noorvik, Executive Order No. 2089, November 21, 1914, 144,000
acres Ft. Yukon, Executive Order No. 1896, February 24, 1914, 75 acres.

8Chilkat, Executive Order No. 2228, August 2, 1915, 17.2 acres.
Tyonek, Executive Order No, 2141, February 27, 1915, 26,918 acres.
Yendistucky, Executive Order No. 2388, May 25, 1916, 143 acres. Kluk-

wan (San.), Executive Order No. 2227, August 2, 1916, 82 acres.
40Akiak, Executive Order No. 2757, November 22, 1917, 1,373 acres.

Mountain Village, Executive Order No. 2757, November 22, 1917, 1,280

acres. Tatitlek, Executive Order No. 2757, November 22, 1917, 480

acres. Elim, Executive Order No. 2508, January 3, 1917, 316,000 acres.

4143 Stat 253, June 2, 1924.
42George W. Rogers, The Future of Alaska, Economic Consequences of

Statehood, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1962, pp. 62 and 84.

43Act of March 4, 1915, 38 Stat 1214.
44Act of March 4, 1927, 44 Stat 1453.
45Act of May 25, 1926,:44 Stat 629.
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Groundwork for acceleration of the pendulum swing of policy
toward cultural identification was being laid in the Meriam Report of
1928. The report resulted from an investigation carried out by the
Institute for Government Research into the social and economic condi-
tions of the Indians. Among other things, it stressed the need for a
realistic educational program adapted to the problems of Reservation
life; the need for sustained and coordinated economic planning and
development; the need for more carefully chosen, better paid personnel;
the strengthening of community life; and tne need fgr clarification of
the law and order function on Indian Reservations.40

The Meriam Report had suggested a corporate form for tribal
properties, and this, and otherAcecommendations, was incorporated in
the Wheeler-Howard Act of 1934.9'1 It came to be known as the Indian
Reorganization Act. Not all of the provisions were applicable in
Alaska, but it did provide that Eskimos and other aboriginal peoples
of Alaska would be considered Indians for the purpose of the Act and
defined "Indian" as one having more than one-half Indian blood. Later
amendments limited loan recipients under tha Act to those of no less
than one-quarter Indian blood. President Franklin D. Roosevelt urged
passage of the bill in a letter to Congressman Howard:

The Wheeler-Howard bill embodies the basic and broad
principles of the administration for a new standard
of dealing between the federal Government and its
Indian wards.

It is, in the main, a measure of justice that is long
overdue.

We can aild should, without
furthe'r_delaY,_extend,to

-the-Indian-the-fundamental rights of political-liberty
and local self-government and the.opportunities of
education and economic assistance that they require in
order to attain a wholeSome American life. This is
but the obligation of honor of a powerful nation toWard
a people living among us and dependent upon our pro-

"tettion..

Certainly the continuance of autocratic rule, by a
Federal department, OVer the lives 'of rnore than 200,000
citizens ,of this Nation is incompatible with Anierican
ideals of liberty. It_alSo is destructive of the char-
acter and self-respect of a great race.

The continued application of the allotment-laws, under,
which Indian wards have'lost-iore than two-thirds of
their reservation,lands, while the-costs Of-Federal'

, administratiori of'thesejands haVe steadily molinted,
must be terminated.
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Indians throughout the country have been stirred to a

new hope. They say they stand at the end of the old

trail. Certainly, the figures of impoverishment and

disease point to their impending extinction, as a race,

unless basic changes to their conditions of life are

effected.

I do not think such changes can be devised and carried

out without the active cooperation of the Indians them-

selves.

The Wheeler-Howard bill offers the basis for such co0P-

eration. It allows the Indian people to take an active

and responsible part in the solution of their own prob-

lems.

I hope the principles enunciated by the Wheeler-Howard

bill will be approved by the present session of the

Congress."

The Johnson-O'Malley Act was passed the same year to assist in

meeting the educational recommendations of the Meriam Report. Section 1

of the Act of May 1, 1936, extended the balance of the Indian Reorgani-

zation Act to Alaska, and Section 2 authorized the Secretary of the In-

terior to designate Indian reservations in Alaska upon vote of the adult

Native residents within the proposed reservation:

That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized

to designate as an Indian reservation any area of land

which has been reserved for the use and occuPancy of

Indi-ans or Eskimos by Section 8 of the Act of May 17,

1884 (23 Stat 25) or by Section 14 or Section 15 of the
Act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat 1101) or which has been
heretofore reserved under any executive order and plac-

ed under the jurisdiction of the Department of Interior

or anY' bureau thereof, tzgether with_additional public

lands adjacent thereto, within the Territory of Alaska,

02 any other public lands which are actuallynpccupied

by Indians or Eskimos within said territory."

3,a00
can 46A Sketch of the Development of the Bureau of Indian Affavrs and o

char- Indian Policy, supra, p. 584.
47Act of June 18, 1934, 48 Stat 986, as amended by Act of May 10, 1939,

53 Stat 698. These later amendments- limited-loan recipients under the

nder Act to those of no less than'one-quarter Indian blood.

of 46Franklin D. Roosevlet to Edgar-Howard, April 28, 1934, printed in

1 Report No. 1804 to accompany -H.R. 7902, May 28, 1934, 73rd_Coneress_,2nd

a, Session, House of Representatives.
49Act of May 1, 1936, 49 Stat 1250 Section 2.
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There was strong public opinion in opposition to the creation
of reservations in Alaska, and varied assessments of the merits of the
Indian Reorganization Act have been made. One writer praised it saying:

The IRA encouraged cultural diversity, a part of the
essence of democracy, in lieu of a pattern of Indian
Administration emphasizing undeviating confumity,
the essence of the philosophy of communism.°u

Another equally condemmed it:

Unfortunately, the major and continuing Congress-
ional movement toward full freedom was delayed
for a time by the Indian Reorponization Act of

1934, the Wheeler-Howard A J-.41

Before the Act was implemented in Alaska other4cts affecting Alaska

Natives were passed--in 1937 the Reindeer Act,' and in 1938 a provision

permitting the withdrawals of,no more than 640 acres in any one tract fen'

Native schools and hospitals.°3

Important to Alaska also was a jurisdictional Act passed in
1935 which allowed the Tlingit-Haida Indians of southeast Alaska to
bring suit in the Court of Claims for:

All claims of whatever nature, legal or equitable, which

the said Tlingit and Haida Indians of Alaska may have,

or claim to have, against the United States, for lands

or other tribal or community property rights, taken
from them by the United States Without compensation

therefor, or for the failure or refusal of the United

States to compensate them for said lands or other tri-

bal or community property rights, claimed to be owned

by said Indians, and which the United States appropri-
ated to its own uses and purposes without the consent
of said Indians, or for the failure or refusal of the
Uhited States to protect their interests in lands or

other tribal or community Property in Alaska, and for

loss of use of the same, at the time-of the purchase

of the said Russian America, now Alaska, from Russia,

or at any time since that date and prior to the pass-

age and approval of this Act, shall be submitted to
the said Court of Claims by said Tlingit and HaOa
Indians-of Alaska for the settlement -and determination

of the equitable and just value thereofanctthe_amount
equitably ;and justly due to-said Indians from the
United'States thereforLand the_loss to said_Indians

of their rtght, title, or fFotho-ccu-

pancypancy and Use, ip_lands or 'other tribal or cOMeuni.tY-
property,, without just colipensation therefbr; shall
be held sufficient ground for relief hereuhder; -end
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jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon said Court to
hear such claims and to render judgment and decree
thereon for such sum as said court shall find to be
equitable and just for the reasonable value of their
said property, if any was so taken by the United
States without the consent of the said Indians and
without compensation therefor; that from the decis-
ion of the Court of Claims in any suit or suits pros-
ecuted under the authority of this Act an appeal may
be taken by either party, as in othpr cases, to the
Supreffe Court of the United States.
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T e Territory of Alaska, 1941-1958

World War II affected Alaska profoundly. Never before, even
at the time of the gold rushes was the Territory so advertised. It was

on the "rediscovery of Alaska."55Numerous areas were withdrawn for military

for use; 2.5 million acres remain under military withdrawal today.

At the same time that soldiers and others "outside" were con-

verging on Alaska, the years from 1942 saw the principle of protecting

the property rights of Alaskan Wives vigorously applied by Secretary

Ickes and Commissioner Collier.'

Seven villages were included in six reserves incorporated

under the 1936 Act in Alaska. Four other villages voted down proposed
reserves and one was declared invalid by the territorial court. Unala-

kleet was formed December 10, 1941; and even with World War II inter-
vening, Akutan was formed May 20, 1943; Venetie May 20, 1943; Karluk

may 22, 1943; and Wales June 19, 1943. Little Diomede was the last one

formed on April 22, 1946. Although numerous petitions for reservations
were prepared by other Villages, no others were formed under the Act.

Momentum for statehood, which had begun as early as 1915, was

beginning to gain strength with the addition of more settlers. Part of
these had been delivered-to Alaska as Matanuska Valle), colonists in the

1930's.

Theodore H. Haas, op. cit., p. 21.
61 Arthur V. Watkins, "Termination of'Federal Supervision: The Removal

of RestrictionsAver Indian Property and Person,," Annals, May, 1957.
52 Act of September 1, 1937, 50 'Stet 900.
'53 Act of May 31, 1938, 52 Stat ;i93.
54 Act of June 19, 1935, 49-rStit388, quoted in-T ,7HTiaida Indians

v. The United States 1:G-27.,

.55Clarence C. Hulle, Aleiska: idast:and,Pi.esent, Binfords,kMort,
Portland,_0r-Ton, 1958. ,

56 Felix_SCoheni:"TherEeosion_c0. Indian'Rights_: A Case StudY in
BUreaticracy, 1950-1953,"L62 Yale Law '-oznal_349,-February, 1953.
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After World War II, homesteading of Alaska's public domain by
returning war veterans and others seeking a new life in the "last frontier"
increased. Homestead entries increased from 13,900 acres for 1946, 0
31,296 acres in 1947, 54,514 acres in 1948 and 42,169 acres in 1949.7
It was not a rush to settle, however. It was strictly speculative.
Figure V-10 reflects these entries for the years 1949, 1950, and 1951
where patents resulted for slightly more than half of them. According
to one knowledgeable observer in 1950:

If our objective is to get rid of the land and get
it into private ownership this may be good, but if
our objective includes, as well, what our land
settlement laws are meant to do in the United States--
the occupation, settlement and use of the land and
a closer settlement of the Territory--then this rush
to secure land is certainly a failure and an obstruction.58

This was further documented by a study made at the end of 1955, which
showed r-.9 percent of a total acreage transferred to homesteaders on the
Kenai Peninsula unoccupied or abandoned and another 31 percent being used
solely for residential purposes.59

Military Alaska brought with it an explosive expansion of popu-
lation, the extension and improvement of surface and air transportation,
and the pumP-priming effect of more than two billion dollars of public
investments in construction. It created local markets for some Alaskan
products and local capital and labor pools. In its special way the mili-
tary population was still as nonresident as the miners and fishermen of
colonial Alaska.

On February 5, 1941, a bill authorizing the construction of
the Alaska Highway was introduced. It was votecron after Pearl Harbor on
January 12, 1942, and Alaska began to be drawn closer to the continental
United States. Throughout history her fate had been decided in remote
capitals thousands of miles away. Interest in statehood quickened. In
1945 an antidiscrimination bill was passed in the territorial-legislature,
voting precincts were established in most voting precincts where none had
been, and some Alaska Natives were elected to the legislature. The pre-
judice against Natives "not unlike pie Olor bar in many parts of the
United States" diminished somewhat.° In 1951, six of the forty senators
and representatives in the Territorial Legislature were Eskimo or Indian.

In 1946 the Indian Claims ComnOSsion Act was passed, permitting
the government to be sue-d by Indian tribes On certainsclaims not previous-
ly allowed. The main source of the claims was compensation for "Indian
title" lands. In Alaska these had been considered ,abandoned, at least in
Southeastern, in the opinion ofJudge Richard Hanna, aPpointed-in 1942 to
hold hearings for a report to the pepartmeht of the Interior.61 When pro-
tests of Native groups-were raised to pulp development-on,lands claimed by
them, Congress relieved the Forest Service of this impediment by-enactment
of the Tongass,Timber Sales Act of August 8, 1947. The ActAefined pos-'
sessory rights as:
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ail rights, if any should exist, which are based

upon aboriginal occupancy or title, or upon Section

8 of the Act of May 17, 1884....Section 14 of the

Act of March 3, 1891....or Section 27 of the Act

of June 6, 1900, whether claimed by native tribes,

native villages, native individuals, or other per-

sons, and which have not been confirmed by patent

or court decision or included within a reservation.62

It was not until 1951, when the time for filing had almost expired, that

Native groups filed claims before the Indian Claims Commission.63 The

Tlingit-Haida groups who had already received two time extensions from

Congress had filed suit in the Court of Claims. By the end of 1950,

over 80 villages had petitions pending with the Secretary of the In-

terior in which they asked that reserves be established for them under

the Indian Reorganization Act.64 No action was taken. Public opinion

in Alaska opposed reservations, and the pendulum of national policy had

also begun its swing again toward assimilation and acculturation.

Since 1948, according to Haas, the prior trend of "breaking

up" Indian lands and culture had been resumed. Often coupled with the

termination process was a demand to liquidate the Bureau of Indian

Affairs. The Commissioner of Indian AffaiPs stated this view in 1952:

We believe that the services now rendered by the

Bureau of Indian Affairs can be transferred step

by step, either to the Indians themselves if the

service involves handling their own economic affairs,

or to other governmental agencies, if it is the type

of service normally rendered by government to

citizens generally. ..65

A year later Congress passed House Joint Resolution 108,66 and termination

began in earnest for the Menominees of Wisconsin and the Klamath tribes

of Oregon. Alaska NatiVes With few reservations had little to terminate;

but, there was a slow-downin.recognition of their requests for reserves.

Alaska was gearing-up far .statOood.

57George W. Rogers, op. cit., p. 1 7.

56/bid., p. 137 quoting'Assistant
Secretary of the Interior Warne in

"Papers Presented at the Seminars on Alaska," Bureau of Land Management,

U. S. Department of Interior, Washington, D. C., 1950.

56George W. Rogers, op. cit., p. 137.

60Clarence C. Hulley, op. Cit., p.-,351.,

W. C. Arnold, op. cit., p. 27.

6261 Stat 920.
63See Figure V-7.
64See Figure V-8._°
65ComMissioner MYer's-address to th-e Western Covernor's Conference at

Phoenix on December 9,, 1952,z reported in A sketch of the Development of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Policy, supra, p. 586.

66House Concurrent Resolution 108, 1953 (83mrCongress 1st Sess,).



When the Indian Claims Commission was estatlished in 1946, most

of the lands of Alaska claimed under "Indian title" had not yet been re-

moved from the control of the federal government and the use of the Native

people. Within another fifteen years the threat, at least, of loss of

many "Indian title" lands was to arrive.

Before statehood Congress passed, on August 7, 1953, the Outer

Continental Shelf Act; and on July 28, 1956, the Alaska Mental Health Act

by which 1,000,000 acres were to be selected and the revenues therefrom

used for a mental health program in Alaska. The selections were to be

made from "vacant, unappropriated, unreserved public lands", and the
legislative history of the act speaks of the 99 percent of Alaska owned

by the federal government but does not refer to possessory rights of

Alaska Natives. The Submerged Lands Act of September 7, 1957, granted

all interests of the United States in land lying offshore of surveyed

townsites to the territory of Alaska. Specifically excluded from the

grant were any lands held for the benefit of any tribe, band, or group of

Indians, Aleuts or Eskimos.

Statehood

On February 5, 1956, a convention of delegates of the people
of Alaska agreed upon a "Constitution of the State of Alaska" whiCh
was ratified by the voters at the territoriAl primary election held
April 24, 1956.. Public Law 85-508 (the Statphood Act) waS enacted by
the 85th Congress, signed and certified by the President on the 7th of
July, 1958, And aceepted by a majOrIty of the vOters Of Alaska-by a
fiVeta-one margin AUgust 26, 1958.-"

Under the Act, the Submerged Lands Act was extended and the
new state gained title to all but the reserved tidelands of Alaska;
the state was also confirmed in school lands and mental health lands

given to the territory and, in addition, was granted the right to select
over 100 million acres of land. This grant was to allow Alaska:

to achieve full equality with existing states
not only in a technical, JUdicial sense, but on
political, economic terms as well....bY making the
new state master in fact of most of the natural
resources within its boundaries....68

Section 4 of the Statehood Act69 provided that the State of
Alaska and its people forever disclaim all _right and title to any land
or property not granted or confirmed to the state or its political sub-
divisions by or under the authority of the Admission Act, the right or
title to which was held by the United "States. This disclaimer 'likewise

applied to any lands-or other property (including fiShing rights) the
right or title to which were held-by any Indians, Eskimos, or Aleuts,
or by the United States in trust for them. Finally, the sectfon pro-
vided that no attempt would be made to deal with the legal merits of
indigenous rights but the matter would be-in status quo for either
future legislative action or judicial determination.
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Section 6 confirmed previous grants made to the territory in-

cluding community grants within the national forests, and made a general

grant to the state. Subsection (e) of the Section provided for the trans-

fer and conveyance of all fisheries and wildlife to the state. Subsection

(g) provided that the state's right to selection was preferred except

where prior existing rights had been confirmed.70

The time for filing claims before the Indian Claims Commission

hEst passed. Claims must have arisen prior to August 13, 1946, and have

been filed within five years to be heard. The aboriginal title of the
Natives of Alaska had received no formal recognition, except that granted

in the jurisdictional act for the Tlingit-Haidas in 1935.71 Again the

need in Alaska was arising when there were no laws on the books to provide

a remedy. Now many areas of Alaska were feeling the encroachment of the

white man. The grants were no longer a string of townsites, a scattering

of homesteads, a few hundred mining claims--they were in the millions of

acres, and, more importantly, over all of the resources upon which the
Native peoples depended for their livelihood. Anglo-Saxon land ownership

was foreign to Alaska Natives. They might claim and use the land on which
their homes, fish camps, and landing sites were situated, with the same

protectiveness of any other landowner; but the fruit of the land was more

important than the land itself. Important were the fish, fur bearing

antmals, caribou, and moose--and, even more important than land animals

for Coastal Eskimos--the fruits of the sea.

A claim to be pursued in the courts must be one arising under

the Constitution, laws or treaties of the United States, or Executive

Order of the President, or one which otherwise would be recognizable if

the clainant were not an Indian tribe, band or group. The Supreme Court,

in a case arising in Alask4A had held there was no right to compensation
under the Fifth Amendment;14 and the old Problem of having no recognizable

"tribes" also continued to plague Alaska Natives.

67 George W. Rogers, op cit., p. 173.
" U. S. Code, Congressional and Adthinistrati e News, 85th Congress,

2nd Session, 1958, Legislative History, p. 2933.
69 Act of July 7, 1958, supra, Section 4.
7° Report No. 624 on H. R. 7999, 85th Congress, 1st Session, for the

Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, June 25, 1957, Provid-

ing for the Adthission of the State of Alaska into the union.

7! Act of June 19, 1935, supra.
72Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. the United States, 348 US 272.
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Section 2 of the Omnibus Act of June 26, 1959, amended Section
4 of the Statehood Act to clarify wording concerning "Native" lands. The
Committee report stated:

Section 2, in subsection (a), would amend section 4 of
the Statehood Act. Section 4 now provides, in pertinent
part, that Alaska and its people disclaim any right (a)
to any lands in Alaska the right or title to which is now
held by the United States, except for land granted to
Alaska by the Statehood Act, and (b) to land and property
held by Alaska Natives or held in trust by the United States
for such Natives. The section further provides that "all
such lands * * * shall be and remain under the absolute
jurisdiction and control of the United States." It was
intended that such absolute jurisdiction would apply to
Native lands only (b) above), but the language actually
enacted might be interpreted as comprehending the lands
described in both (a) and (b). The amendment would make
clear that "the absolute jurisdiction and control of the
United States" does not apply generally to land held by
the United States in Alaska, but only to land and property
held by Natives or by the United States in trust for
Natives.73

Alaska began to make land selections. As the result of those
selections, particularly in the Fairbanks and Wood River-Tikchik areas,
Native groups began to protest. Beginning in late 1961 the Bureau of
Indian Affairs filed protests on behalf of the Natives of Minto, North-
way, Tanacross, and Lake Alegnagik, totaling approximately 5,860,000
acres and conflicting with 1,750,000 acres of state selections. The fil-
ing of individual or village protests continued through 1966. In the fall
of 1966 the rate of filings accelerated and many were made by groups and
associations. BY April 1, 1968, there were forty recorded protests cover-
ing 296,600,000 acres.

The State Director of the Bureau of Land Management for Alaska was M-

structed in December, 1961 to dismiss the protests unless the claims were
within the uefinition of regulations which Provided that: "lan4s occupied
by Indians, Aleuts and Eskimos, in good faith are not Subject to entry or
appropriation hY others."74 Upon an opinion of the Anchorage Regional Sol-

icitor given on February 20, 1962, asserting that the issues raised in-
volved the fact of "Indian title" and that 'a determination of the facts
must be made; managers were instructed not to adjudicate protests of this
type. The Regional Solicitor concluded by suggesting that the protests
be dismissed on-jurisdictional grounds in that the'Only-occupancy author-
ized to be recognized.by the Bureau of Land Management under current reg-
ulations was that leading to issuance of allotments under the Alaska Na-

, 4 r .

tive Allotment Act.
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In 1962 a number of the protests were dismissed and subsequently

appealed to the Director of the Bureau of Land Managment. In early 1963,

the Director advised local offices to discontinue decisions at the local

level and forward the case record to Washington for consideration. The

Bureau of Land Management of the Department of the Interior announced the

opening for oil and gas leasing of large blocks of land on the North

Slope of the Brooks Range in September, 1966. This action was protested

by the Native groups and resulted in the Secretary of the Interior an-

nouncing in November that lease issuances would be suspended pending

further consideration of the protests.

Policy of the Interior Department relative to what came to be

called the "land freeze" was expressed in a letter by the Secretary to

Governor Hickel dated August 10, 1967, which pointed out that bills were

presently pending in Congress and, in the meantime, the Bureau of Land

Management would do whatever it could to proceed where actual construc-

tion of a road, school, airport or other public facility was being held

up. Also, where an individual had complied with the laws and regulations,

invested time and money in the land, and had earned equitable title prior

to the Native protests, patent might yet issue.

On August 22, 1967, the Director, Bureau of Land Management,

issued procedures to implement the Secretary's program. These procedures

provide for referring individual cases to the Bureau of Indian Affairs

for a recommendation in consultation with the protestants, when a case

is affected by a protest. With this exception, the Department of the

Interior's position is to suspend action on all cases until the protest

has been resolved. In 1967, the state filed a civil action in the

Federal District Court,75 seeking a court order directing the Secretary

of the Interior to proceed with recognition of state selections. The

case is pending.

At the time Alaska became a state one writer assessed our

federal Indian policy as:

....a resumption of pre-New Deal attempts to compel the

tribesmen to acculturate themselves to the general

American culture by abolishing Indian culture, while

hoping that the resulting vacuum.will be properly filled....

"Omnibus Act-o June 25,1959, 73 Stat 141.

74 43 CFR 201.93.
75 State of AZaska tf. Secretary qf the Interior, Civil Docket No.

A-21-67, U. S. District Court.
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and cautioned:

The Indian should be prepared to join society
if he wishes but society must also be prepared to
receive him and other groups on an c,Aual basis, so
that he will no longer find isolation less oppressive
than discrimination. 76

Only two years earlier an anthropologist had echoed the same
concern by saying:

(the) difference between individual change and
system change in acculturation situations is fundamental,
and it means that we should not jump to the conclusionthat full acculturation will soon take place simply because we observe a certain segment of the population
leaving Indian Country to take up residence in the white
world....77

In the more than ten years which have followed these remarkS
the pendulum seems to be swinging back the other way,. -311i.S is :illus-
trated in Congretsional ResolUtiOn 11 now'pendtnj Which stateS:

American Indian and Alaska Native property will be
protected; that Indian culture and identity will be
respected; that the necessary technical guidance and
assistance will be given to insure future economic
independence; that centinued efforts will be directed
to maximum development of natural resources; that in-
adequate and substandard housing and sanitation will
be corrected; that a comprehensive health program
incorporating and assuring curative and preventive
physical and mental health will be further developed
for Indian and Alaska natives; and that a long-term
general, vocational, technical, and professional
education program will be encouraged and developed
for both old and young American IndianI and Alaska
ritives.so that they may share fully in,our society .

ft is strengthened-and:cla-rifiedcb5164'..stater-:neni,of-the
President78 to the_Congress in March, 1968, which is-now the official
policy of the United States. ,The President stated:

and. withI
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Our goal must be:

--A standard of living for the Indians equal to that of the
country as a whole.

--Freedom of Choice: An opportunity to remain in their home-
lands, if they choose, without surrendering their dignity;
an opportunity to move to the towns and cities of America,
if they choose, equipped with the skills to live in equality
and dignity.
--Full participation in the life of modern America, with a

full share of economic opportunity and social justice."

and with respect to Alaska Native land claims in particular:

The land rights of the Native people of Alaska--the Aleuts,
Eskimos, and Indians--have never been fully or fairly defined.
Eighty-four years ago, Congress protected the Alaska
Natives in the use and occupancy of their lands. But then,

and again when Alaska was given statehood, Congress re-
served to itself the power oe final decision on ultimate
title.

It remains our unfinished task to state in law the terms
and conditions of settlement, so that uncertainty can be

ended for the Native people of Alaska.

Legislation is now pending to resolve this issue. I rec-

ommend prompt action on legislation to:
- -Give the native people of Alaska title to
the lands they occupy and need to sustain their
villages.
- -Give them rights to use additional lands and
water for hunting, trapping and fishing to main-
tain their traditional way of life, if they so
choose.
- -Award them compensation commensurate with the
value of any lands taken from them.79

76 Robert W. Oliver, "The Legal Status of American Indian Tribe "

38 Oregon Law Review, 193, April 1959, p. 245.
"Exton Z. Vozt, "The Acculturation of American Indians,' Annals of the

American Academy of PoUticaZ and Social Science, May, 1957.
73 Section 4, S. Con. Res. 11, 90th Congress, 1st Session, February

79Lyndo, B. Johnson, Pl'esident's Message to the Congress on Goals and
Programs for the American Indian, March 6, 1968.
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PRESENT STATUS OF LANDS: STATEWIDE

A portrayal of the land ownership of Alaska is limited in its
accuracy by the rapidity with which title changes are being made -- in
1966 the Bureau of Land Management issued nearly two patents a day and
by the fact that most of the 375 million acres of the state are still
unsurveyed.8QThere are four broad divisions of land ownership:

lands still within the public domain op-n to entry, location
and other settlement under the general land laws of the United
States;

lands owned by the federal government but reserved or withdrawn
from the public domain for particular uses and agencies;

lands which have been patented and are ne longer owned by the
federal government, although they may be owned by the state; and,
finally,

those lands selected, claimed and which are in the process of
changing ownership or those subject to use permit or lease.

Public Domain

Nearly 275 million acres more than two-thirds of the
state - are public domain lands. It is these lands which are still
subject to "Indian title"--that right of aboriginal people to occupy
and use land which they have used from time immemorial.di The most
recent and specific recognition of such Indian title is that Ripen by
the Court of Claims to 2.6 million acres in Southeast Alaska.° It is
this aboriginal use and occupancy upon which the Natives of Alaska rely
in filing forty protests coverina 296.6 million acres--approximately
80 percent of the state. Over 200 million acres covered by the protests
are in the public domain. In addition there are over 7o petitions
pending before the Secretary of the Interior filed under the May 1, 1936
Act83 (the extension of the Wheeler-Howard Act to Alaska) which request
hearings,and, where appropriate, a withdrawal of land from the public
domain for the use of the respective Native groups. One hundred and
twenty-two million acres are requested by the petitions. Most of the
lands covered by the petitions are duplicated in the protests.

80Statistical material herein furnithed by the U.S. -Department
of Interior, Bureau of Land Management,-'Division of Lands and
Minerals, Anchorage, Alaska.

'Felix S. Cohen, "The Spanish Origin of Indian Rights in the
Law of the United St1ites,"'op-.. cit., p. B.,

8 2 The Tlingit and Saida Indians of Alaska and Harry -Douglas,
et al intevvenors v. 217-ze united States, No. 47900 , U. S 'Court
of Claims, January 19, 1968.

83See regional maps whic_h fellow Showing protests and
presently on 'file.
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FIGURE V-1

ACREAGE OF PUBLIC DOMAIN IN ALASKA UNDER
JURISDICTION OF VARIOUS FEDERAL AGENCIEsa

U. S. Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management 305,008,555b

National Park Service 6,910,496

Bureau of Reclamationc
5,215

Fish and Wildlife Service 18,622,448

Bureau of Indian Affairs
4,064,615d

Othere
36,247

U. S. Department of Agriculture

Forest Service
20,735,668

Other
7

U. S. Department of Defense

Air Force
128,235

Army
2,263,406

Corps of Engineers 38,558

Navy
131,836

by Other U. S. Agencies

t is
rely Other Civil Agencies 87,150

ly

ptests Total 358,03436

, 1936
quest aBecaUse of joint jurisdiction over some lands, the total would not

lic give an accurate figure .

nd bIncludes 23 million acres in Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 and

the 8,959,000 acres in Rampart Power Site Classification. The Depar _

ment of Defense reports 23,680,000 acres in Petroleum Reserve No 4

and jurisdiction of surface use of the Reserve is now being

negotiated between Defense and the Bureau of Land Management.

glow Alaska Power Administration .
dDoes not include Indian Trust Title .
ePredominantly the Alaska Railroad now in Department of Transpo

tion.

Source: Pub Lic Land Statistics 1967.
Bureau of Land Management .



Federal Reserve (Withdrawn) Areas

Riblic Land Statistics for 1967 indicate 358 million acres
under the jurisdiction of various federal agencies. For a more accurate
picture of those which are reserved for particular uses and purposes,
the unreserved public domain lands should be subtracted from the total
acreage shown for the Bureau of Land Management in Figure V-1. With

this reduction, federal reserve or withdrawn lands total close to 85

million acres. Largest acreages are included in the National Parks,

the National Forests and the Wildlife and Wilderness Reserves. The

juxtaposition of these areas to the Native villages of Alaska, as well

as the expanding areas of economic development in Alaska, are more
clearly seen in the following sections of this chapter where maps and
comparable statistics of ownership and claim are given for each region.

It is upon the more than 4 million acres listed under the jurisdiction
of the Bureau of Indian Affa,rs that less than one-tenth of Alaska
Natives live in or near 21 villages.

Native Reserves

Reservations have never been looked upon with favor in Alaska;
and except for the Metlakatla Reserve on Annette IslApd and the Klukwan
Reserve, which were both created by Act of Congress,64 there are no

"reservations" in Alaska. Those Alaska Natives who do live on lands
reserved for their use do not do so under tribal governments or legal

systems familiar in other parts of the United States. Although they
often have not shared fully in the benefits of citizenship, the attempt
has always been made to treat Alaska Natives as participating citizens

of the state. Six of the Native reserves were created under the terms
of the Wheeler-Howard Act--also called the Indian Reorganization Act.85

These are the IRA reserves of Karluk, Wales, Dippede, Unalakleet, Akutan
and Venetie-Chandalar totaling 1,540,270 acres.'" The Indian Reorgan-
ization Act, in addition to providing for adoption of a form of

government, conditions of membership, regulation of domestic relations

of the members and prescription of rules of inheritance, also provides

for the regulation and disposition of all property within the jurisdic-

tion of the tribe. Approval of a majority of at least 30 percent of
members entitled to vote in each reserve is required to establish a

reserve. Reserves proposed at Shungnak, Barrow, White Mountain and

Shishmaref were voted down by the people; and one at Hydaburg, formed

under proclamation dated November 30, 1949., was later judicially
determined to have been improperly formed.0

In the late 1940's according to Bureau records, eleven

reservations were proposed based upon studies and conferences with

the respective Native groups. All of these were in the western and
northern parts of Alaska, and had they been acted upon would have

created reserves for 2,000 people on 3,500 square miles (or 2.2

million acres) of land. The largest proposed was at Noatak and the
small, t at King Island. An additional eleven reserves were petitIoned
for by the Natives of Yakutat, Kasaan, Angoon, Klukwah, Klawock and
Kake in Southeastern Alaska and NorthwaY, Point Hope, White Mountain

and Elim in Northwest Alaska. White Mountain and Elim were already

loc.
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located on Executive Order reserves, and Klukwan in 1957 was
confirmed in their reserve by Act of Congress. The village of Minto
asked for a reserve of 324 square miles (207,360 acres). The
concluding sentence in the status report on each of these proposals

is "No action was taken."88

Additional petitions were prepared by 90 villages in 1950 and
shortly thereafter and no action taken.89

Other reserves--twelve in number--were created during the

early 1900's by Executive Order. The Moquawkie or Tyonek Reserve is
the one most familiar from this group. They total 1,259,679 acres.90
In addition there are school and administrative reserves which have

come to be used as Native reserves and these total 13,772 acres.91 The
few hundred acres remaining under Bureau of Indian Affairs jurisdiction
are used for rural school and administrative sites.

School site withdrawals as of June 30, 1967, totalled 497.58
acres in Bureau of Indian Affairs districts as follows:

District

Southeastern
Nome
Fairbanks
Bethel
Anchorage

Acres

171.0
64.97
42.6
1408
78.0

Many of these school sites, which range in size from .3 acres to 40

acres, are gradually being transferred by deed to the State of Alaska
under authority of the 1953 Act providing for orderly transfer of Bureau

schools to the state.

In administering these reserves the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
except where prohibited, issues permits and leases, both surface and

subsurface. Mineral leases have been issued on 11,879 acres. Of these

lands 633 acres are reserve lands at Klukwan leased to U. S. Steel For

iron ore exploration. A11 bUt $1,000 of the total receipts of
$12.193,149 from such leaszs and the balance of the acreage is accounted
for by oil and gas leases on the Tyonek reserve.92 Surface permits
totalled 5,826.27 acres on June 30, 1967, with annual rental recepits

88Act of May 1, 1936, eupra.
88See Figure V-3.
67-U. S. v. Libby, AidNeil and Libby, 14 Alaska-37, 107 F Supp. 697.
88Records of Realty Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Juneau, Alaska.
.89See Figure V-7.
"See Figure V-4.
92'See Figure V5.
-"Summary of Leases and Mining-Permits,I' AnnuaZ-.Report of Alinera

Leasing Activities, June'30, 1967, Bureau-of Indian. Affairs, Juneau,

Alaska.
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totalling $9,378.23. Many of the use permits are to other government

agencies for such purposes as National Guard Armories, hospital sites,

or U. S. Coast Buaro Navigational Aids.93

Included in the total Bureau of Indian Affairs withdrawal

acreage are over 1.25 million acres of reindeer reserves. These were

created in the early part of the 20th century.

FIGURE V-2

RESERVATIONS BY ACT OF CONGRESS

Act Name

March 3, 1891
(26 Stat 1101)

E. O. April 21,
1913
Confirmed and
enlarged by
Congress
Act Of Sept. 2,

1957
(71: Stat 596)

Total

Metlakatla
Annette

Klukwan

Acreage

86,741.0

894.7

Population
Total Native

87 635.7

1,000 960

550 35

115 110

665_ 1,.105

Typ
Or

Pro

Pro
FR

PLO

Pro

Pro

Pro

Sou

Source: Copies of Proclamation. and Executive Order .sdpplied bY-
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau
Area Office, Juneau, Alaska, and Viliages,in Alaska cosd Other
Places Retvikg a _Native Population of -25 'or More; compiled by
Federal Field Committee .for Development Planning in Alaska,
AnCbdrage, Alaska.

93 Ibid.



FIGURE V-3

INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT RESERVES

Type of
Order

Date of Proc.
Name or Order Acrea e

Population
Total Native

Proc. Akutan May 20, 1943 72,000 114 101

Proc.
FR 46-9476 Diomede Apr. 22, 1946 3,000 70 69

PLO 128 Karluk May 22, 1943 35,200 100 98

Proc. Unalakleet Dec. 10, 1941 870 622 513

(65 acres leased to State for Airport purpose)

Proc. (Venetie May 20, 1943 1,408,000 135 134

(Arctic Village 82 81

(Christian
( Village

..

(Kachick -

Proc. Wales June 19, 1943 21,200* 125 115

Total 1,540,270 1248 1111

Source: C5ples of roclamation and Executive Orders supp led by

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau

Area Office, Juneau, Alaska, and Villages in Alaska and Other
Places Raving a Native Population of 25 or More, Estimates,

1967, compiled by Federal Field Committee for Development

Planning in Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska.

*Includes 14 000 acres of water.



FIGURE V-4

EXECUT ORDER RESERVES

Type of
Order

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

E.O.

Name

Akiak

Mountai n
Village

Tati tl ek

Amaknak Is.
(Adjacent to Unalaska)

Date of Order Acreage

Nov. 22, 1917 1,373.06

Nov. 22, 1917 1,280.00

Nov. 22, 1917 480.00

Feb. 23, 1933 110.00

Chi lkat
Fisheries Aug. 2, 1915 17.21

Fort Yukon Feb. 24, 1914 75.00

Klukwan Aug. 2, 1915 82 42
(Old village of Kluktov)

Kobuk River Nov. 21, 1914 144,000.00
(Noorvik)

Norton Bay Jan. 3, 1917 316,000.00
(El im

Tetlin June 10, 1930: :: 768,000.00

TYonek Feb. 27, 1915 26 918.00
MoqUawkie

White. _Mountain. :Sept.25,- 1925 1 200.0V

E.O. Yendistucky May 25, 1916 143.80 b
(Unoccupied at present-Haines)

Total 1,259,679.49

Population
Total Native

179 173

412 394

160 150

10 10a

445 437

146 142

92 88

210 204

119 115

1,773 1,713

-aOnly two families from the village of-Fort Yukon live on this small
reserve which is 'rapidly being=eroded bk the river.. 'Total_ population of

Fort Yukon is 650, -600 of whom-are Native.

bHaines-POrt Chilkoot a'rea', 300:Natives, undete-rmined how many- live

on the reserve.
4

Source: Copies of Proclamation-and E*ecutive Orders Supplied by Depart-
ment of the Interior, Bureau Of Indian AffairS, Juneau-Area
Office, Juneau, Alaska,-almi_v:Wagfs in,Alaska and Other Places
Raving a Native Population .7-f---25 Estimates;-4,67, com-
piled by F,ederal Tield'Commtttee for De4lopment--Rlanning in
Alaska,--Anchorage, Alaska.

784

Type c
Order

SourcE

Docket

171 (E

187
199
200
278
284
285
286
287
352
'369

370

SourcE

age, P
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FIGURE V-5

ADMINISTRATIVE RESERVES

Type 0 Population

Order Name Date of Order Acreage Total Native

E.O. Copper Center Feb. 15, 1905 1,041.34 150 95

E.O. Eklutna Dec. 5, 1927 1,819 39 39

E.O. Hood Bay 612.6

E.O. Point Hope July 8, 1930 6_400 325 312

Total 13,772.81 514 446

Source: Copies of Proclamat on and Executive Order supplied by

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau

Area Office, Juneau, Alaska, and villages in Alaska and Other
Places Havini a Native Population of 25 or More,.Estimates
Z967, compiled by Federal Field Committee for Development
Planning ln Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska.

FIGURE V-6

CLAIMS BEFORE THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

Group

Tee-Hit-Ton Indians
Natives of Chitipa
Athapascan Indians of Stevens Village
Natives of Tatitlek
Tlingit-HaidaIndians
Gambell and St. Lawrence Island Eskfines
Urialakleet & Unal tgmut-Malemut Eskimos
Shungnak and -Kowagmiut Eskimos
Nisgah Tribe
Aleut COmMuPitY of St. Paul Is lan
Aleut'Tribe et al.
NatiVes of Palmer, Ala'ska

Docket No.

171 (5 claims)
187
199
200
278
284
285
286
287
352
2,69

370

445

Source: Department of the Interior-,-Bureau
age, Alaska. --

of::LandjianageMent Antho

785
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FIGURE V-7

PETITIONS FOR HEARINGS TO DETERMINE POSSESSORY RIGHTS
OR RESERVES UNDER THE IRA ACT

Village

Akiachak
Akiak
Akutan
Allakaket and Alatna

-----Alexandrovsk
Angoon
Atka
Bel kofski
Chalkyitsik
Chaniliut, Kotlik, and Pastolik
Chenega
Circle City
Chi gni k

Chi ti na

---Copper Center-------
Crai g

Deeri ng
Diomede
Ek 1 utna

Fort Yukon
Galena
Gambell
Golovin
Goodnews B
Haines
Hoonah
Hungry Creek
'HydaPurg
Juneau
Kaguyak
Karluk
Ketchikan
Kake
Kalskag
Kaltag
Kasaan

ana
Ki ng Cove and Bel kofski

-----King I sl and
Ki val na
Kl awock

Kokhonak
Kotzebue .

Kwethl uk

Kwigillingok
Kwi nhagak
Minto
Mountai n Vi 1 age

Mud Ri ver El ats -------------
Napaki ak
Nenana
Ni kol ski

Noatak
Noorvi k
Nondal ton
No rthway
Nul ato

Ni ni vak Is l and , Mekoryuk
01 d Harbor
Ouzinkie
Perryville
Pimute
Point Lay
-Point Hope
Port Graham
Savoonga
Saxman
Sel awi k

Shageluk
Shungnak
Sleetmute
Shi shmaref
South Naknek
Stevens Vi 1 1 age

St. George I sl and
St. Michael
Tanacross
Tanunak
Tati tl ek

Tel 1 er Mi ssi on

Tul uksak
Tyonek
Unal akleet
Venetie -

Wai nwri ght

Wal es

-Whi te Mountai n
Yakutat

141:

unc
mer
lar
bi T

ss

prc
nc

hur
nc

per
the
gov
est
Ci a

th a

mak
mi 1

Ug a

Ref

wi t

Exe
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by.
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.4,

547C
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Publ

9S1

ource! -uopies of -re-7titic7F-TIs n a perations Offi ce Bu
Indi an Affairs Juneau Area Office Juneau, Alaska.

101
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Wildlife Reserves

More than 18 million acres are withdrawn as wildlife reserves

under the jurisdiction of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Depart-

ment of the Interior. Many are in areas of intensive Native use of

land. Nine prohibit hunting, trapping, capturing or disturbing the

birds or other wildlife, without special provision and regulations

issued by the 5ervice.4 Other reserves make no mention of any

prohibition against any aboriginal use. Their very purpose of protect-

ing birds under international treaty implies a prohibition against any

hunting.95 As seen in Figure V-8, the major wildlife ranges, however,

include provisions which authorize the Secretary of the Interior to

permit hunting and taking of game animals, birds and fish, as well as

the trapping of fur animals so long as the provisions of state law

governing the hunting and taking of wildlife are observed. The Order

establishing the Arctic National Wildlife Range95 so provides, and the
Clarence Rhode97 and Izembek National Wildlife Refuge 8 state further

that:

This order shall not be construed to abrogate or impair any

legal or aboriginal claim of right of the natives to use
the lands, if any, and they may hunt, fish and trap in

accordance with ap licable law, and carry on any other

lawful activities. 9

The most recent order on the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge 100

makes no mention of hunting or aboriginal use. The village sites--one

mile squarefor each of the villages of Old Harbor, Akhiok, Larsen BaY,

Ugashik, Uyak, Alitak, Ayakulik and Kaguyak are excepted from the

Refuge.

The Kenai National Moose Range was created first as a temporary

withdrawal for classification in 1938 and later made a reserve by

Executive Order in 1941.101 Hunting and taking of moose and other game
animals or game birds, or the trapping of fur animals, was made permiss-
ible under regulations to be established by the Secretary. Simenof

Reserve for the protection of sea otter, recognized that the land might

also be used for grazing but stated that disturbance of the sea otters
by the 2razing lessee would be cause for cancellation of the grazing

lease.lu

See Figure V-8.
95Hazen Bay Refuge, established by Executive Order ,7770, December

14, 1937, and Nunivak Island Refuge, established by Executive Order

5470, October 22, 1930.
96Public Land Order No. 2314, dated December,,6, 1960..
-"Originally established as the lOskokwim National Wildlie

Range by Public Land Order 2213, dated December 6, 1960, and renamed by

Public Land Order 2263, dated .January 16; 1961-.
'98Public Land Order 2216, dated December 6,1960.

. Ibid.
100Public Land Order 1634 dated May 9 1958.

101 Executive Order- 8979, dated December:16, 1941.
1°2Public- Land Order 1749, dated October-30, 1958.



FIGURE V-8

WILDLIFE RESERVES WHICH PROHIBIT
ABORIGINAL HUNTING, FISHING, AND TRAPPING

Reservation

Bering Sea

Tuxedni

Saint Lazaria

Yukon Delta

Pribilof Island

Bogoslof

Forrester Island

Hazy Islands

ChamiSsojsland

Semidi Islanct

Order

E. O. 1037

E. O. 1039

E. O. 1040

E. O. 1041

E. O. 1044

E. O. 1049

E.O. 1458

E. O. 1459

E. O. 1658

5858

Date

Feb. 27 1909

Feb. 27, 1909

Feb. 27, 1909

Feb. 27, 1909

F4p. 27, 1909

March 2, 1909

Jan. 11, 1912

Jan 11, 1912

Dec. 7 1912

DE

Of

Bu
Af

..Co0i0-0f.i.ExecutiVe-OPOrS.',APUb11!&,..LandOrderSSOpljed--
--byA.,-SFishVWil-dlife-Serviteenai,AlaSka_. ,
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APPROXIMATE

AGENCY

FIGURE V-9

ACREAGES
WITHDRAWALS IN

ACRES

OF VARIOUS MAJOR
ALASKA

AREA OR TITLE

Department
of Defense 23,000,000 Pet 4

3,000 Point Lay
3,000 Point Spencer
2,500 Galena
3,000 Indian Mountain

34,000 Clear
655,000 Eielson Air Force Base

256,000 Fort Wainwright

607,800 *Test Range
623,500 Fort Greely - Granite
4,000 McGrath
8,000 Unalakleet

909 5,000 Cape Romanzof
1,000 Mount Spur

909 5,500 Middleton Island
2,500 Cape Newenham

909 61,000 Adak
12,000 Attu

909 7,000 Fairbanks Area
70,000 Anchorage Area

909 Bureau of Indian
Affairs, U.S.D.I. 1,408,000 Chandalar N.R.

909 144,000 Kobuk (Noorvik) N.R.
3,000 Little Diomede N.R.

912 7,000 Wales N.R.
316,000 Norton Bay N.R.

912 768,000 Tetlin N.R.
1,205,000 St. Lawrence R.S.

912 1,500 Akiak N.R.
2,000 Eklutna N.R.

932 27,C00 Tyonek N.R.
35,000 karluk N.R.
72,000

115,000
Akutan N.R.
Annette Island (Metlakatla)ied

48,000 Cape Denbigh Reindeer Stn.
1,000 Copper Center School
1,000 Tatitlek N.R.
1,000 Mountain Village N.R.
1,000 White Mountain School
6,500 Point Hope School
1,000 Angoon Administrative Site

500 Miscellaneous School Sites
500 Misc. Administrative Sites
500 Other Miscellaneous
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AGENCY

Fish and Wildlife
Service, U.S.D.I.

National Park
Service, U.S.D.I.

Alaska Power Admin-
istration, U.S.D.I.

U.S. Forest
Service, U.S.D.A.

U.S. Geological
Survey, U.S.D.I.

Federal Power
Commission

Bureau of Land Man-
agement,

FIGURE V-9 Continued

ACRES

1,000
8,900,000

41,000
1,109,500

7,000
1,870,000
415,000

6,500
1,730,000

8,500
1,815,000

3,000
10,500

2,720,000
500

50,000
200

1,939,000
2,826,500
2,698,000

5,000

4,726,000
16,015,904

80,000
9,280,000

AREA OR TITLE

Chamisso N.W.R.
Arctic N.W.R.
Bering Sea N.W.R.
Nunivak
Hazen Bay N.W.R.
Rhode N.W.R.
Izenbek N.W.R.
Tuxedni N.W.R.
Kenai Moose Range
Semidi N.W.R.
Kodiak Bear Range
Forrester Island N.W.R.
Simeonof N.W.R.
Aleutian Island N.W.R.
Bogoslof N.W.R.
Pribilof Islands
Miscellaneous

McKinley N.P.
Glacier Bay N.M.
Katmai N.M.

*Eklutna Project

*Chugach N.F.
*Tongass N.F.

*Power Site Reserves
*Power Site Classifications

*Power Projects

l,OOflJ. Montague Island Abandoned
Military Reserve

8,000 *Paxson Lake Classification
2,000 Cascade_Creek Timber Reserve
2,000 Muddy River Timber Reserve

500 '*portage Cl.assificatibn
7,500 T4iya Inlet Classiftcation

500 -*Bread Pass Material.Site



N.W.R.

AGENCY ACRES

BLM (Cont.) 5,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000

1,000

2,000
26,500

AREA OR TITLE

*Lake George Recreation
*Miles Lake Recreation
*Eagle Recreation
*Clear Creek Recreation
Miscellaneous Abandoned

Military Reserves
fliscellaneous Administra i e

Sites
*Miscellaneous Recreation
Miscellaneous r'atented and

Unpatented Townsites

Source: U. S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management,

Anchorage, Alaska.

*These withdrawals are open for mineral leasing.

Patented Lands

Lands are transferred from the United States by patent, quit-

claim deed, or legislative act usually followed by confirming patent br

yes deed. It is estimated that less than 50,000 acres have been transferred

ifications by quitclaim deed. Most of these are in the areas of Population

concentration and along the highway network. School lands and those

specific grants at the time of statehood103 illustrate grants by

legislative action. The state may request a confirming patent of the

school grant lands which total approximately 100,000 acres. These are

located primarily in the Matanuska-Susitna and Tanana Valley areas.

kbandoned Except for lands selected by the state upon which patents will be issued,

ve other transfers to the state have been by quitclaim deed .

sification
mber Reserve
er Reserve
cation
sification
ial Site m3Sec ion 6(c), Act of_July7, 1958 72 Stat 339, and Section 4,

Act of June 25, 1959, 73 Stat 141



Patents to more than six million acres, as may be seen in
Figure V-10, have been issued by the Bureau of Land Management. Prior

to 1944 complete information is not available, but it is estimated that

an additional 100,000 acres were patented in those years. Almost 90
percent of the total patented lands are those which have gone to the

State of Alaska. Two quantity grants were made prior to statehood.
The Act of January 21, 1929, provided for the selection of 100,000
acres for the benefit of the University of AlAFka. The Mental Health

Act of 1956 granted to the state the right to select within 10 years

one million acres, basically for the support of the mental health

program in Alaska. Also, school and university sections in place were
reserved for the benefit of the future state. An estimated 78,000

acres of these "school" sections and 17,000 acres of university sections

were confirmed and transferred to the state by the Statehood Act.104
In addition, the state has pending selections on some 12 million acres

of land of which 8.5 million acres have been tentatively approved.

Tentative approval creates a jurisdictional transfer, and thereafter
the state may execute conditional sales and leases on the land.
Figure V-11 illustrates the status of title on state-selected lands.

The state's present authority to select mineral landsthose
lands under federal mineral leas--expires January 3, 1969. The term,

initially for five years at the time of statehood, was extended for

another five years in 1964. Several bills have been introduced to
extend the time for selection of mineral 1andc105 By terms of the
Statehood Act, Alaska receives now 90 percent of the revenues derived

from federal leases within the state.

The location of state selected lands is shown in more detail

on regional maps which follow.

Most of the private or individually patented lands occur in

the areas of state selection. Others--except for scattered, small

parcels--are near population centers. There are two methods by which

Alaska Natives--aside from their eligibility to participate as other

citizens in obtaining lands from the public domain--have obtained

title to land.

104 Department of the Ifiterior, Bureau of Land Management, _Division

of Lands and Recreation, Land Law Effectiveness Study, Januar), 24, 1964.

105.For example, S.3406 which amends S.2678 introduced November 27, 1967.

YEAR

1890
1899
1896
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1911

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
191C-

1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1924

YEAR

1959
1960
1961

1962
1963
1964:

1965
1966

1967

TOTAL

aIncomplete
bIncludes I

Source: U. S.
Divis
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YEAR

LANDS

TOTAL

FIGURE V - 10

PATENTED IN ALASKAa
(IN ACRES)

Before Statehood

YEAR TOTAL

alth 1890 276 1925 9,628
ars 1899 174 1926 9,069

1896 69 1927 8,479
were 1900 718 1928 7,790

1901 1,191 1929 8,199
actions
104

1902
1903

1,441
1,723

1930
1931

8,735
5,049

acres 1904 1,771 1932 5,207
1905 2,974 1933 to 1943 ---

ter 1906 4,026 1944 7,273
1907 7,133 1945 2,516

is. 1911 4,178 1946 8,655
1912 1,192 1947 2,080

those 1913 4,788 1948 2,221
term, 1914 4,545 1949 22,876

1915 5,895 1950 29,943
1916 7,868 1951 24,504

ie 1917 7,962 1952 16,805
hied 1918 5,442 1953 20,779

1919 7,600 1954 22,811

1920 16,510 1955 21,489
etail 1921 7,164 1956 15,482

1922 20,621 1957 19,042
1923 15,437 1958 10,662

r in
1

1924 15,567 SUB TOTAL 435,559

hich
her After Statehood

YEAR PRIVATE STATE TOTAL

1959
1960

14,456
14,374

71

38 896
14,527
53,270

1961 26,751 216,244 242,995
1962 37,803. 358,156 395,959
1963 , 49,212 261,476
_1964 -.57,617 396,204 453,821

30,073 251,635 281,708.'

1966 26,567 -2,733,963, 2,760,530.

1967 1,130,561° 1,16.3384

ion
, 1964.
27, 1967.

TOTAL - 506,070 TOTAL 5,387,941 SUB TOTAL -5,666,882

TOTAL ACREAGE -6,104441

aIncomplete prior to 1944.
bIncludes 103,063 Mineral Esta e

Source: U. S.'DepaPtmont of Interibr, Bureau of Land Management,
Division. of Lands and Minerals, Anchorage, Alaska.
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Alaska Native All tment Act

As of May 21, 1968, some 15,216 acres106 have been grantedto 175 allottees under the Alaska Native Allotment Act (Figure V-12)Alaska Natives are specifically excluded from participation in theGeneral Land Allotment Act, although lands in Alaska may be claimedunder that Act in Alaska by other American Indians. The Alaska Native

FIGURE V-12

CURRENT ALLOTMENTS UNDER ALASKA NATIVE ALLOTMENT ACT
BY BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS DISTRICTS

Allotments Allotments Total
Granted Granted Allotments
to June 30, from July '67 Granted toBIA District 1967 to May '68 Ma '68 Acrea e

Anchorage 64 None 64 5,961.07

Bethel 6 1 7 138.76

Fairbanks 52 1 53 5.954.68
Nome 5 None 5 46.38

Southeastern 46 None 46 3,115.61
Total 173 2 175 15,216.50

Source: Records in Realty Office, U. S. Department of Interior,Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area, Juneau, Alaska,May, 1968.

106
Records in Realty Office, Bureau of Indian_Affairs JuneauArea Office, Juneau,.Alaska.

707 Act of May 17, 1906, 34 Stat 197, as amended by Act of August 2,1956, 70 Stat 954.
108 Report to the Secretary of the Intemor by the Task Force onALaska Native Affairs, December 28, 1962., p: 59.
I°9See Fi.gure V-11.
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Allotment Act as amended in 19561°7 allows the head of a family to

obtain an allotment of 160 nonmineral acres upon proof of substantial,

continuous use and occupancy for five years. Such lands are inalien-

able and not subject to taxation. Unlike lands acquired in Native

townsites there is no provision which allows the allottee to petition

for an unrestricted deed. Th,2 lands only become freely alienable and

taxable after transfer from the original allottee. Commenting that

this Act was a combination of the General Allotment Act of 1887 and

standard American homestead laws, the Task Force appointed in 1962

to investigate Native affairs in Alaska stated:

"...the necessity for this legislation arises from
the fact that Indians in Alaska are not confined to
reservations as they are in the several States, but

they live in villages and small settlements along
the streams where they have their little homes upon
land to which they have no title." 108

The allotments need not be in contiguous tracts but may be in as many

as four separate tracts not to exceed 160 acres in all. Until the

claim is perfected they are not inheritable, and although extended to

National Forests, where determination has been made that the lands are

chiefly valuable for agriculture and grazing, the qualifying occupancy.

by Forest Service regulation, must have accrued before the creation of

the national forest.

The process is slow and fraught with defeat for many. The

Bureau of Indian Affairs eith a minimal staff is required to certify

to the location of the posts staking the claim as well as the occupancy

of the claimant. There are two realty officers in the Bureau of Indian

Affairs in Juneau, one in Anchorage and one in Fairbanks, and the prob-

lems of distance, terrain and lack of travel funds are also great.

In the first 54 years of the application of the.1906 Act only

80 allotments were approved. In the past seven or eight years 95 addi-
tional applications have been approved. Until statehood there was
little incentive for even those Natives informed of their rights under

the law to limit themselves to 160 acres when, by custom, they had been

able to move freely to wherever food supplies were greatest. Also,

until recent regulations and policy changes of the Bureau of Land Man-

agement, liberalizing the interpretation of "substantial continuous use"

to include fish camps, berrying, and hunting grounds where there was

little evidence "on the ground" that the claimant had used the property,

many claims failed. More than 1,000 allotments are now pending. Their

perfection has also been slowed down by the pending land claims and

protests.109
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Native Townsites

Carved out of the public domain are 32 Native townsites where

deeds have been issued in restricted and unrestricted status. On June 30,

1967, 786 owners held restricted deeds to that many townsite lots, and it

is estimated that unrestricted deeds were held by 1,400 village

residents.110 Sixty-one Native villages have been surveyed by the

Bureau of Land Management and others are planned for future survey.11

Less than 500 acres are included in present Native townstte ownership.

The Townsite Act of 1926112 as amended by Act of February 26,

1948 (62 Stat 35), providing for the issuance initially (or upon
application) of unrestricted deeds is the authority for issuance of

townsite lots to the head of the household living thereon.

Claims Entries and Selections

Claimed or entered lands are those where settlement and
appropriation under the land laws have occurred but patent has not yet

been issued. Filing of notices with the Bureau of Land Management

has been required since 1950 and there are estimated to be about 250-

300 thousand acres in this category. Most of these lands are located
on the fringes of state selected lands and in the existing transportation

corridors. These amlands acquired under the Homestead Act,Kextended
to Alaska in 1898),21" the Trade and Manufacturing Site Act'I'4 and the

Small Tract Act.11*

Other lands in process of acquisition include mining claims

located under the 1872 General Mining Act. These are recorded in
local recording offices and with the State of Alaska. No recording,

however, is made with the Bureau of Land Management. Individual

mining claims scattered over the entire state 'probably exceed 100,000

in number. Where regional land status is shown in the following
portion of this chapter it can be assumed that mining claims exist in

all areas noted for placer gold or those locatable ndnerals sites

which have reported production. It is probable that mining claims are
also located in other areas of locatable minerals concentration.

Permits and leases which do not lead to title but which do

reduce the title of the public domain on which they are 'issued include

seven million acres covered by mineral leases and/or prospecting

permits. Some eleven million acres on the Seward Peninsula are leased

for reindeer grazing by Natives, with another two million acres--
principally in the Kodiak and Aleutian Island Areasleased for other
grazing purposes.
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FIGURE V-13

SURVEY STATUS OF NATIVE TOWNSITES
BY REGION

1 968

ecilon

Villages
Total

Villages
Surveyed

Deeds
Issued

Survey
Proposed

Arctic Fope 5 2 1 3

Bering StraitF 26 10 3 7

Bering Sea 2 2

Southwest Coastal 41 10 2 18

Koyukuk-Lower Yukon 13 3 2 8

Upper Yukon Porcupine 11 2 4

Tanana 6 2 2 0

Upper Kuskokwim 10 1 1 2

Bristol Bay 17 8 6

Aleutian 14 2 3

Kodiak 10 3 0 5

Cook Inlet 6 2(a) 2 2

Copper River 4 2 0

Gulf of Alaska 3 1 0 2

Southeastern 10 10(b) 9 0

178 61 Fa 63

(a) Includes railroad townsite at Cantwell.
ms (b) Includes Metlakatia on Annette-Island Reservation.

00

in

are

ude

sed

er

Source: Information furnished by Division of Lands and Minerals,
Bureau of Land Management, and the office of the Townsite
Trustee, Anchorage, Alaska, May, 1968. Currentplace maps
in Chapter III, supTa, reflect the survey status of each
village.

Figure V-14 illus rates the proportionate ownership and
use of the lands of Alaska. It also portrays the proportion of lands
under protest. The location of villages, withdrawn areas, public
domain and Native protest areas is set out in the regional maps which
follow.

"'Records in Realty Office
Office, Juneau, Alaska.

"'See Figure V -13:
112Act of May 25, 1" 14 Stat 629.
"Mot of May 14 Y 0 Stat 412.
114Act of May 14, 30 Stat 413, as amended by Act (Tf August 23, 19

72 Stat 730.
'15Act of June 1, 1938, 52 Stat 609, as most recently amended by Act of

June 8 . 1954, 68 Stat. 239.

Bureau of .Indian AffOrs, Juneau Area



FIGURE V-14

LAND OWNERSHIP OF ALASKA
AFFECTED BY NATIVE PROTESTS, JUNE, 1968
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Source:
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Prepared from daLa supplied by U. S. Department of Interior,..Rur
of Land Management, DivisiOn of Lands and Minerals, Anchorage,- Alaska.
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PRESENT STATUS OF LANDS: REGIONALLY

Of the approximate 375 million acre land area of Alaska, some in a

85 million acres have been withdrawn for specific purposes by the federal by mc

government, and eighteen million acres are in process of selection by the Yukon

State of Alaska. An estimated 270 million acres remain in the public do- cover

main. On much of this public domain land and on some four million acres
of federal reserves designated for their use, live 37,400 rural and

village Alaska Natives. Ano-''her 15,600 Alaska Natives live in the urban their

areas of Alaska where most of the other 200,000 civilian and military surve

non-Native Alaskans also live. Alaska Native groups and associations there

have claimed and filed protests to the transfer of almost the entire The I

state. The claims and protests are based upon aboriginal use of the value

lands, under
been

Earlier chapters have presented a regional theme of the rela- maps

tionship of Alaska Natives to their environment. This chapter's presen-
tation of land ownership and control, as well as the petitions, claims

and protests made by Alaska Natives is made within the same geographical and g

boundaries. The status of land ownership, unless otherwise noted, is Opera

derived from statistics furnished as of June 1, 1968, by the Bureau of as we

Land Management, Lands and Minerals Division, Anchorage, Alaska. Com- the p

putations with respect to Native-owned lands or those lands reserved undat

for Native use have been refined from additional information furnished is im

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Realty Office, Juneau Area Office tions
land

Every attempt has been made to locate and portray relative preda

acreages with accuracy. However some withdrawals.such as power site, and c

navigation site, and power classification withdrawals have been shown

3
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in a representative manner only. Bracketed acreages are those covered
by more than one type of federal withdrawal. For example, in the Upper
Yukon-Porcupine region the Chandalar Native Reserve is completely
covered by the Rampart Power Site Classification Withdrawal also shown.

Native villages are located on the maps which follow, but
their survey status--that is whether or not the village has been
surveyed as a townsite or deeds have been issued to townsite lots
therein--is shown on the Current Native Places maps in Chapter III.
The land status statistics which follow refer to relative mineral
value of the lands by indicating mineral leases and locatable minerals
under claim. The location of these leases and locations, however, has
been indicated more specifically on the Locatable and Leaseable Resource
maps in Chapter IV.

The presentation of petitions filed by various Native villages
and groups is derived from copies of petitions on file in the Tribal
Operations Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau Area Office,
as well as copies on file with the Bureau of Land Management. Most of
the petitions were filed in the late 1940's and early 1950's. Many are
undated and describe the claimed lands in such a general manner that it
is impossible to plat them. With the caveat that the maps showing peti-
tions are representative only and should be used to indicate approximate
land areas, range of subsistence use and the existence of a formal claim
predating statehood, a comparison can be made of the areas of Native use
and claim against other uses and ownership of Alaska.
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MAJOR FEDERAL WITHDRAWALS
& STATE SELECTIONS

Within the State of Alaska
( June, 1968 )

Legend:

State Selections

Department of Defense

National Conservation Areas

National Forests

National Parks

National Wildlife Refuges & Ranges

Rampart Dam Withdrawal

Native Reserves

Compil d fort

Alaska Natives &The Land

by the

FEDERAL FIELD COMMITTEE
FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN ALASKA

From all authoritative source*

15

OCEAN

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
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Arctic Slope Region

More than 2,500 Alaska Natives live in this region which
embraces approximately 15 percent ot the area of the state. They
represent 7 percent of estimated rural Native population in the state
and 4 percent of the total Native population. They live in five
villages. The largest is Barrow, with a population exceeding 1,600
Native people. Townsite lots have been issued to 196 families in
Barrow, and the village of Kaktovik has been surveyed, but no lots have
been issued to date. Point Hope is located on a 6,000-acre reserve for
school purposes, and the Natives of Wainwright may use coal from a 200-
acre coal reserve. No Native allotments have been granted in the region,
but claim to the entire region is made by the protest of the North Slope
Native Association and to a 400,000-acre area by the Anaktuvuk Pass
group.

More than half of the region has been withdrawn for specific
purposes. The largest withdrawal of more than 23 million acres, Naval
Petroleum Reserve No. 4, continues under the general management, insofar
as surface uses are concerned, of the Bureau of Land Management.
Exploration for oil and gas, however, is under the jurisdiction and
control of the United States Navy. This division of authority is not
clear-cut, and there are complex jurisdictional problems now being
determined between the Department of the Interior and the Department
of Defense hinging upon the right of the Navy to exclude users of the
surface from the reserve. The village of Barrow has been excepted from
the reserve, and Barrow inhabitants freely use its surface for
subsistence food gathering.

Two-thirds of the 9 million-acre Arctic National Wildlife
Range also lies in this region. These lands are under the jurisdiction
of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife. By the terms of the withdrawal order, it remains open to sub-
sistence use for Alaska Natives in accordance with state laws regulaing
the taking of fish and game. It is also open to oil and gas leasing,
although no leases have been issued. Such development must conform to
stipulations for surface management requested by the Fish and Wildlife
Service as well as those of the Bureau of Land Management concerning
mineral exploration in wildlife areas.

Most of the 2 million acres of state-selected land ad oin
Petroleum Reserve No. 4 and are in the area of a recent major o 1 and

gas discovery at Prudhoe Bay.

Because of its 56 million-acre size this map is shown a
one-half the size of other regional maps.
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FIGURE V-1C

CURRENT LAND STATUS, ARCTIC SLOPE REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

Naval Petroleum Reserve
No. 4

Arctic N.W.R.
Pt. Hope N.R.
Pt. Lay Military
Wainwright Coal Re5erve

State Selections

56,500,000 acres

29,0090500 acres

23,000,000 acres*
5,000.000 acres

6,500 acres
3,000 acres
( 200)acres

Selected only 400,000 acres
Tentatively Approved 1,650,000 acres
Patented 0

Other Patented Or Claimed Lands

2,050,000 acres

Patented 1,000 acres
Claimed/Entered 1,000 acres
Mineral leasing

1 area--federal coal lease
3 small, 1 medium, 1 large area--federal oil and gas leases
1 medium area--state oil and gas leases
6 known gas fields
3 known ga.1 fields

Mineral locationsnone

Ptjtjons under Act of MO 1, 1936:

Within region: Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright
Partially within region: Kivalina, Fort Yukon

Native Protests:

Within region

F-035252, AnaktUvuk Pass, 422,500 acres
F-035257, North Slope Native Association, 58,017,300 acres

Overlap from adjacent regions

F-035292, Chalkyitsik, see Yukon Flats region
F-035294, Northwest Native Association, see Bering Sea region
F-28 0 Venetie-Arctic, see Yukon Flats region

Public DomainEstimate 25,400,000 acres

T5u17617-11. S. Department of -the Interiormen-0,ureauo.:af.
Division of Lands and Minerals, Anchorage, Alaska.

*Oepartment of Defense gives 4 total of 23,680,000 acres.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS
(June, 1968)

ARCTIC SLOPE REGION

Selected only

State Selec ions L4Tentativel y approved

IPatented

Bureau of Indian Affairs

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Department of Defense

Compiled for:
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From all authoritative ources
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ALASKA NATIVE PROTESTS
JUNE 30, 1 968

ARCTIC SLOPE

Compiled for:

Alaska Natives & The La d

by the
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FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN ALASKA

From all authoritative _eoureea

SO 0 50 MILES

F-035252
Lktav :k Pass
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Berino Strait Region

Nearly 7,500 Alaska Natives live in this region which
embraces 9 percent of the area of the state. They live in 26 villages
and make up 20 percent of the estimated rural Native population and
14 percent of the total Native population. More than 3,000 of the
region's Native population are divided between the major villages of
Kotzebue and Nome. Unalakleet is the next largest village, with a
population of over 500, and the other village populations range
downward to as few as 15 at Candle.

Ten of the villages have been surveyed,and townsite deeds
have been issued in three of them: 18 deeds in Kotzebue, 8 in
Shaktoolik, ah,.' 12 in Teller. Five restricted-title Native allot-
ments, totaling 46 acres, also have been issued to Natives in the
region.

Most of the region's 36,800,000 acres remain in the public
domain; and of the 1 million acres of withdrawn lands in the region,
most are included in reserves for Natives or for Native purposes.
Forty-eight thousand acres in the Cape Denbigh Reindeer Station are
under the management of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, but there is
no Native village located on the reserve. There are six other
reserves for the use of Native people, ranging in size from 316,000
acres in the Norton Bay reserve established at Elim to 870 acres at
Unalakleet.

The Seward Peninsula is the primary reindeer grazing range
of the state. The federal range is administered by the Bureau of Land
Management, and units of the range are made available to Native herders
who also are assisted by animal husbandry specialists of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

There are no state-selected lands in the region, although
36,000 acres,have been:patented tojndividuals. _Many of the patents
are gold:plater patentsHtententrate&near Nome and other old mining:
towns.
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FIGURE V-20

CURRENT LAND STATUS, BERING STRAIT REGION

Total Area 36,800.000 acres

Withdrawals 540,000 acres

Norton Bay N.R. (Elim)
Kobuk N.R. (Noorvik)
Cape Denbigh

Reindeer Station
Unalakleet Military
Wales N.R.
Pt. Spencer Military
Little Diomede N.R.
Chamisso N.W.R.
Miscellaneous
White Mountain N.R.
Unalakleet H.R.

Selections--none

Othe!- Patented or Claimed Lands

Patented
Claimed/Entered
Mineral leasing--none
Mineral locations

78 areas--gold placer
23 areas--known prOduction
70 areas--probable locations

316,000 acres
144.000 acres

48,000 acres
8,000 acres
7,000 acres*
3.000 acres
3,000 acres
1,000 acres

10.000 acres
(1,200)acres

(870)1cr.n

36,000 acres
6,300 acres

0 acres

Petitions under Act of May 1, 1936:

Within region: Deering, Golovin, Elim, Koyuk, Selawik, Shungnak.
Buckland, Teller Mission, Wales-91ishmaref (platting
approximate), Noorvik, White Mountain, Diomede, King
Island, Kiana, Kotzebue, Noatak, Kivalina, St.
Michael (not platted)

Partially within region:: Holikachuk, Unalakleet, Kaltag, Point Hope

Na ive Protests:

'ithin region

F-028756. Eskimo people of'Noatak-, Noorvik, Kiana, Selawik, and
other villages. 100 acres

F-035294, Northwest Native Association, 29.852,000 acres
F-166. Seward Peninsula Native AssociatiOn and Arctic Native

Brotherhood, 10,414,100 acres

Overlap from adjacent regions

F-035257.--North 51ope Native Assocation, see Arctic-region
F-035268, Huslia, et'al:.:see.Yukoh-Koyukuk region
F7035271, Koyuk, et.al .spe Yukon-KoyukUk re§iOn
F-108 (AA-073), BetheL 'et al., see Yukon-KuskokwiM Delta region
F-427 '_.,Grayling, et al., see Yukon-Koyukuk region

Public DomainEstimate 36,200,000 acres

:-Source: AL S. Department of the-Interior, Bureau of Land Managecse
'.:Divition of. Lands'and Minerals, Anchorage, 'Alaska.-

-*The order establiihing th'e reserve states that 14.0004cres of water

.are'410:intluded.

1

nt.
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Bering_Sea Region

Slightly more than 800 Natives inhabit this region, composed
of St. Lawrence and St. Matthew Islands. They all live on St. Lawrence
Island and, except for a few families at the military installation at
Northeast Cape, are evenly divided between the villages of Gambell and
Savoonga. The region of 1,246,000 acres makes up 3 percent of the
area of the state, and the Native residents compose 2 percent of the
rural Native population of Alaska and 1.5 percent of the total Native
population.

Bering Sea Natives own no land; and although they use the
entire St. Lawrence Island under Bureau of Indian Affairs and Bureau
of Land Management supervision as a Reindeer Reserve, it is not open

to Native allotments or other means of granting title to individuals.
An exception has been made to allow the villages to be surveyed, and
surveys are projected for 1970 for both Gambell and Savoonga; and
other exceptions for development and expansion of the villages
undoubtedly would also be made if they met with the approval of the

two administering agencies.

St. Matthew Island has no resident population and is
withdrawn as a wildlife refuge under the management of the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

Nearly twenty years ago, petitions were filed by Savoonga
and Gambell requesting establishment of Native reserves which would
divide the island between them. Currently they are jointly protesting
any disposal of land in the region to other than Native ownership.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, BERING SEA REGION

Total Area 1,246,000 acres

Withdrawals 1,246,000 acres

St. Lawrence
Reindeer StatiOn

Bering Sea N.W.R.

State Selections - none

Other Patented Or Claimed Lands

Patented - none
Claimed/Entered
Mineral leasing -.none
Mineral locations

areas - possible locati ns

Petitions under Act of May 1, 1836:

Within region: Savoonga, Gambell

Native Protests:

1,205,000 acres
41,000 acres

100 acres

F-387, Savoonga, Northeast Cape and Gamble Villages.
1,261,200 acres

Public Domain - none 0

Source: U. S.-Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management,
Division of Lands and Minerals, Anchorage, Alaska.
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Southwest Coastal Lowland Region_

More than 10,000 Alaska Natives live in 41 villages in this
region, which composes 8 percent of the area of the state. They compose
29 percent of rural Native people in Alaska and 20 pe:cent of the total
Native population. More than 1,500 of the Natives live in Bethel. The
next largest Native village is Hooper Bay, with more than 500 inhabi-
tants. Other villages may have as few as 40, although most have over
100 residents; and many villages have populations of 300 or 400. Of the
41 villages, 10 have been surveyed and deeds issued in 2 of them: Aniak
and Bethel. Three allotments totaling 77 acres have been issued to
individual Natives in the region.

Only Akiak, with 1,373 acres, and Mountain Village, with
1,280 acres, have lands withdrawn for their use under the management
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Mekoryuk, on Nunivak Island, as well
as Newtok, on Hazen Bay, and Nightmute and Chefornak, on Clarence Rhode
National Wildlife Refuge, are on lands withdrawn for the protection of
wildlife under the management of Lae U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. The Clarence Rhode Refuge pro-
vides for hunting, fishing, and trapping in accordance with applicable
state law. The withdrawal orders for Hazen Bay and Nunivak Island
wildlife refuges do not prohibit subsistence use, but their purpose
requires protection of birds within the rcsei-ves.

Village use of the lands is complicated by the regulatory
authority of the agencies administering the withdrawals. Nunivak
Island, for example, is at once a refuge for migratory birds, a refuge
for musk ox, and also a reindeer station, with management of these often-
conflicting uses shared by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The state's selection of land, though s all thus far,
recognizes in its location the position of Bethel as the population,
governmental, service, and distribution center for the entire region.

More than 90 percent of the 31 million acres of the region remains in

the public domain.

Evidence of the_continuing claim to the area are the 12
petitions filed by 18 villages in the region as much as twenty years
ago in which they delineated the areas which each village claimed at
that time. Many of the same villages have joined in recent protest
of disposal of more than 33 million acres embracing this and extending

into other regions.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS. SOUTHWEST COASTAL LOWLAND REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

C. Rhodes N.W.R.
Nunivak
Fezen Bay N.W.R.
Cape Romanzof Military
Cape Newenham Military
Akiak N.R.
Mountain Village N.R.

1,870,000 acres
1,109,500 acres

7,000 acres
5,000 acres
2,500 acres
1.300 acres
1,280 acres

e Selections

Selected Only 35,000 acres

Other Patented Or Claimed Lands

Patented 3,000 acres
Claimed/Entered 28,800 acres
Mineral leasing - none
Mineral locations

22 areas gold placer_
miewo productiOn

13 areas - probable locations

Petitions under Act of May 1, 1936:

31,100,000 acres

2,996,580 acres

35,000 acres

With n region: Chaneliak-Kotlik, Nunivak, Tununak,
KWillingok, pimute4, Mountain Village,
Kalskag, Quinnagok, Akiak, Napakiak et al.b,
..AkiachakAnot.platted), Goodnews Bay (not
platted).

Partially within region: Unalakleet. Kwethluk

Native Protests:

Within /*fon

AA-373 (F-108) Bethel area villages 33 585.000 acre
- - _

Overlap from adjaCentregions

et-ali. see-Bristol BaY region
Grayling.,:et al see;ilering-.-sea regien

F .504. Holy CrosS Natives,A,469A00 acres,'see also Yukon-
-,Koyukok:region

thus'far,
the population,
e_entire-region.
egion remains in PUbllo Domaini- gstimate

a are-the 12
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lege -claiffled-e
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:4Approximate location.
_ bAlso inclUdesAapakiak, Tuntullak Nonapitchtik
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Source: Departmentofjnterior.:0Preau of Land
Division of Lands end Minerals. Anchorage, Al
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ukulon Re ion

Slightly more than 2,400 Alaska Natives, constituting 6
percent of rural Alaska Natives and 5 percent of the total Native popu-
lation,live in this 46.5 million-acre region which comprises 12 percent
of the area of the state.

There are no reserves or withdrawn lands for Native use, and
Native ownership is limited to 11 restricted-deed allotments containing
1,032 acres and 27 townsite lots owned in Shageluk and 6 in Tanana.
Of the 3 villages surveyed, deeds have been issued only in these 2
villages. Eight additional surveys are proposed for other villages in
the region.

Except for 2 military withdrawals of approximately 5,500
acres and another 6,000 acres in lands patented or claitned by indi-
viduals, all of the lands in this region remain in the public domain.
There are no state selections in the region.

Tanana and Holy Cross have filed protests which extend into
other regions, and other protests to disposal of the lands have
blanketed the region. The title to the land on which the present
village of Holy Cross is located belongs to the Catholic Church. A
similarly owned site was transferred to the village of St Mary's
when that village incorporated as a city under the laws of the State
of Alaska.
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CURRE T LAND STATUS, KOYUKUKLOWER YUKON REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

Galena Military
Indian Mountaint

State Selections--none

2.500 acres

Military 3,000 acres

Other Patented or Claimed Land

Patented 3,000 acres
Claimed/Entered 3.000 acres
Mineral leasing--none
Mineral locations

62 areas--placer gold
10 areasknown production
56 area.,--probable locations

46,500,000 acres

5,500 acres

0 acres

Petitions under Act of May It 1936:

Within region: Kaltag, Galena, Allakaket and Alatna, Nuiato,
Shageluk, Anvik (and one platted but not identified)

Partially within region: Holikachuk, Unalakleet, Buckland, Noatak,
Selawik

Native PrOests:

u Within region

F-035268. Allakaket-t Huslia, Hughes Villages, 9,080,100 acres
F-0352710 Kaltag, Nulate, Koyukuk Villages, 15,740000 acres

F-427 , Grayling and Anvik Villages. 8.551.200 acres

Overlap from adjacent regions

F-035252, Anaktuvuk Village, see Arctic region
F-035257, North Slope Native Association, see Arctic region
F-035294. Northwest Native Association. see Bering Sea region
F!--108 (AA373), Bethel Villages, see:5'7K Deltvregion
F-392 (AA-681). Nikolai andJeltda. see Kuskokwim region
F-456 Tanana Village. see Tanana region

, Holy Cross-. see Kuskokwim region

Public DomainEstimate 46.480,000 acres

U. S. Department of theAnterior. Bureau of Land Management,
Division:of Lands and Minerals._ Anchorage,-Alaska
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Upper Yukon-Porcupine Region

More than 1,300 Alaska Natives, representing 3.5 percent of
rural Alaska Natives and 2 percent of the total Native population, live
in this 36,700,000-acre region whith comprises 9 percent of the area of
the state.

On the Chandalar Native Reserve, created under the Indian
Reorganization Act, are two villages with a total population of 215
people. These are the villages of Venetie and Arctic Village. A few
families reside on a small withdrawal near Fort Yukon. Originally 75
acres, a large part of the land.has been washed into the Yukon River.
Of the five villages surveyed, deeds have been issued in two of them,
Circle and Fort Yukon. Alaska Natives hold 59 townsite lots by
restricted title to allotments which total 525 acres.

Tentative apprdval has been_granted to the:selection by the
state of 95,000 acres, most of the selections in the Manley Hot Springs
area.

Almost one-third of the Arctic National Wildlife Range extends
into this region, and one-fourth of the entire region is covered by the
withdrawal for a proposed hydroelectric project dam at Rampart. This
withdrawal also completely blankets the Chandalar Native Reserve.

The villages of the region have all joined in protests to
disposal of the lands; and although no specific protests have been
filed by the villages of Canyon Village, Circle, or Fort Yukon, they
are embraced in the areas claimed bY other villages. For example, the
protest of the village of Chalkyitsik to more than 25 million acres
extends into Canada, embraces areas contained in petitions filed bY
the villages of Fort Yukon and Birch Creek as well as the Chandalar
Native Reserve for Venetie and Arctic Village- The Alaska-Canada
border divides a natural ethnic boundary of Native people. In the
late summer of 1968, an additional Protest was filed by Rampart
Village.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, UPPER YUKON - PORCUPINE REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

Rampart PSC
Arctic N.W.R.
Chandalar N.R. (Vane
Ft. Yukon N.R.

State Selections

Selected Only
Tentatively Approved
Patented

Other Patented or Claimed Lands

36.700,000 acres

11,859,075 acres

8,959,000 acres
2,900,000 acres

e) (1,408,000 acres)
75 acres

0
95.000 acres

0

Patented 2,500 acres
Claimed/Entered 8,300 acres
Mineral Leasing - none
Mineral Locations

.47 areas - gold placer
-A areas - known preduction
60 areas - probable :locations

Petitions under Act of May 1, 1936

Within region; Venetie, Steven4Nillege, Chalkyit
Circle'-(not platted).

ive Protests1

Within region

F4131708.
F-031855,
F-035292,
F-035287..
F-28 ,.

F-630

Birth,Creek Village, 882,900 acres
Stevens Village, 1,604000 acres
Chalkyitsik Village, 26.628,500 acret
Eagle Village,- 529,700 acres
Venetie anitArctic Villaget. 7,920000 acres
Beaver Village, 2,753,300 acres
:Rampart:Village:filed 101y, 1968.

95,000 acres

k Fort Yukon,

Overlap from adJaCent regions

F-035257, North Slope Native Associa
F-456 , Tanana Village, see Tanana

Public Domain --Estimate

Sourc

ion, see
region'

24,7000000 acres

U. S.,.Department of Interierii3ureaurtif Land Management.
Division of Lands and_Minerals, AnChorage,'Alaska.
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Nearly 600 rural Alaska Natives, representing 1.5 percent of
total rural Alaska Natives, live in this 32 million-acre region which
comprises 8.5 percent of the area of the state. Approximately 2,200
other Natives live in urban or non-Native towns in the region with a
total estimated population of more than 45,000.

Less than 100 Natives live on a temporary withdrawal of over
3/4 million acres for their use at Tetlin. Natives in the Nenana area
also may use the timber from the 500-acre withdrawal of Porgie's Island.
There are 37 Native-owned allotments outside the North Star Borough
which total 4,000 acres and 13 townsite lots issued in Northway and 24
in Tanacross. These are the only two of the six villages which have
been surveyed. It is the survey of the village of Tanacross which now
presents a problem for the Natives of Tanacross who desire to move to
a less hazardous location on land now tentatively approved for selection
by the state. An exchange of land can be made between the state and the
village of Tanacross, but a new townsite survey would be required.

Over 5,000,000 acres, nearly one-third of total state
selections, have been selected in the Tanana Region. State selections
in this area brought the first protests filed by Native groups. Pro-
tests of villages in the region total more than 20 million acres anart
from those protests from adjacent regions which extend into the Tanana
Region. It was in this area also that the state brought its test case
against the imposition of the "land freeze." The Nenana Indians joined
as intervenors in the case filed by the state against the United States.
In August, 1968, federal District Court entered a summary judgment in
favor of the state. An appeal is pending.

Over 4,000,000 Acres are withdrawn for other'lhan Nave
purposes by the federal government. The largest of these is Mt. McKinley
National Park.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, TANANA REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

McKinley N.P.
Tetlin N.R.
Ladd AFB*
Ft. Greeley
Test Range
Ladd-Eielson AFB*
Clear AF8
Clear Creek Rec. Site
Miscellaneous
Porgies Island N.R.

State Selections

1,939,000 acres
768,000 acres
655.000 acres
623,500 acres
607,800 acres
256,000 acres
34,000 acres
2,000 acres

10,000 acres
(500)acreS

Selected Only 1,850,000 acres

Tentatively Approved 2,680,000 acres
Patented 930,000 acres

Other Patented or Claimed Lands

Patented 5,000 acres

Claimed/Entered 21,000 acres
Mineral Leasing

3 areasstate/federal coal leases

Mineral Locations

67 areas--gold placer
22 areas--known production
Numerous areas--probable locations

Petitions Under Act of May 1, 1936:

Within region: Minto.Nenana, Northway, Tan

Partially within region: Fort Yukon

Native Protests:

Within rlgien

F-028756,
F-028757,
F-028758,
F-030957,
F-456 .

32,000, 60 acres

4,895,300 acres

5,460,000 acres

cross. Bi

Mint° Indians. 1.160.300 acres
Northway Village, 4,732,400 acres
Tanacross Village, 6,544,400 acres
Nenana Indians, 2,966,500 acres
Tanana Village, 5.167,000 acres

ch Creek

Overlap from adjacent regions

A-061650 F-033402), Mentasta Village, see Copper River region
A467547 F-015181), Cantwell Villagr, see Cook Inlet region
AA-545 (F-155) Ahtna Tannah Ninnah Association, see

Copper River region

Public DomainTStimate 21,600;000 acres

Source: U 5 Department of the ioteri00;-BUreaU of Land Management.
Division of Lands and Minerals,'Anchorage, Alatka.

*NOW EielsOn,Air Force Base and Ft. Wainwright Army Base
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Upper_Kuskokwim Resion

In ten villages approximately 670 Alaska Natives, representing
1.7 percent of rural Alaska Natives and 1.5 percent of the total Native

population occupy this 21.5 million-acre region.

There are no withdrawals or reserves for Native use in the

area. No Natives own individual allotments, and only one of the ten

villages has been surveyed and townsite lots issued. Bureau of Indian

Affairs records reflect one townsite lot in the village of McGrath,

where 100 Natives and 100 non-Natives live, as belonging in restricted

title to a Native.

Except for a portion of Mt. McKinley National Park, which

extend into the region,and a military withdrawal near McGrath, there

are no major federal withdrawals in the region. State selections total

65,000 acres near Lake Minchumina. None of these lands are patented to

date.

Most of the southern portion of the region was covered by the
various petitions of the villages over the past twenty years for deter-

mination of their possessory rights or formation of reserves under the

Indian Reorganization Act. Most of the region currently is covered by
protests filed by Nikolai and Telida villages and the Nondalton-Lime

Hills Natives. Some of the areas included in petitions, however, have
not to date been included in protests. This is particularly true in

the Sleetmute, Stony River area.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, UPPER KUSKOKWIM REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

McKinley N.P.
McGrath Mill ary

200,000 acres
4.000 acres

21,500,000 acres

204.000 acres

Sta e Selections 65,000 acres

Selected Only 45.000 acres
Tentatively Approved 20.000 acres
Patented 0

Other Patented or Claimed Lands

Patented 2.500 acres
Claimed/Entered 4,000 acres
Mineral leasing - none
Mineral locations

15 areas - gold placer
7 c'eas - knowil production
16 areas - probable locations

Petitions under Act of May 1. 1936:

Within region: Lime Village
Partially within region: Sleetmuto, Kwethluk

Mitive Pretests:

Within region

AA-681 (F-392 ), Nikolai and Telida Villages, 9,383,700 acres
AA-699 (F-440 ), Nondalton-Llme Pills Natives. 20,028.600 acres.

see also Bristol Bay and Cook Inlet regions

Overlap from adjacent:regions

AA-373 (F-108), Bethel Villages. see Y-K Delta region
F-456 Tanana, see Tanana region
F-504 , Holy Cross, see Yukon-Koyukuk region

Public Domain - Estimate 21,200.000 acres

SERE- U. S. Department of Interior, fireau of Lind Management,
Division of Lands and Minerals, Anchorage. Alaska.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS
(June, 1968)
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Bristol Bay Region

More than 2,700 Alaska Natives live in 17 villages in the
Bristol Bay Region. They represent 7 percent of the rural Alaska
Native population and 6.6 percent of the total Native population.
Approximately 700 live in Dillingham, a second class city, and another
350 in the villages of Naknek and South Naknek, also incorporated as
second class cities, in the Bristol Bay Borough. The region includes
17 million acres, 4.5 percent of the area of the state.

Most of the land remains in the public domain.

There are no withdrawals for Native use in the area, and
total known Native ownership of land is 23.33 acres in six restricted
allotments. Eight of the villages have been surveyed, and Bureau of
Land Management records indicate that deeds have been issued in
Naknek and Dillingham. However, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has no
record of any restricted-title townsite lots issued to Alaska Natives
in the region.

Except for the villagesof Aleknagik and Egegik, most
village sites are unaffected by the 2 Million acres of state-selected
land in the Wood River-Tikchik area and near Egegik. Nor are they
affected by the more than 1.3 million-acre portion of the Katmai
National Honument,which extends into this region. Conflict on the
use of the land, however, will depend upon the management and dis--
posal policies of the state as they affect suDsistence use by Alaska
Natives. Lands in the Aleknagik area have only been selected by the
state and neither patented nor tentatively approved for patent, and
the protest of the Aleknagik Natives to 59,000 acres in the area is
pending. Other protests have been filed by Nondalton-Lime Hills as
well as Kodiak, Bristol Bay, and Alaska Peninsula AssociatiOn
affecting the lands of this region.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, BRISTOL BAY REGION

Total Area

WithdrawalS

Katmai N.M.

State SelectiOns

1 98,000 acres

Selected Only 375,000 acres
Tentatively Approved 1,625,000 acres
Patented 10,000 acres

17,000,000 aci_s

1,398,000 acres

2,010,000 acres

Other Patented or Claimed Lands

Patented 10,000 acres
Claimed/Entered 25,000 acres
Mineral leasing

5 small, 1 large area - federal oil and gas leases

Mineral locations

5 areas - gold placer
3 areas - knew: production
8 areas - probable locations

Petitions under Act of May 1, 1936:

Within region: Kokhanok, Newhalen, Nondalton, So. Naknek
Partially within region: Kwethlok, Quinhagok, Goodnews Bay, Sleet-

mute, Akiak, Ekwok (not platted).

Native Prote ts:

Within region

A-055255, Aleknagik P4tives. 59,000 acres
AA-699 (F-440),INOnda1ton-L1me Hills Natives. 20,028,600, see

also COok Inlet and Kuskokwim regiom:
AA-872, Kodiak, Bristol Bay. and Alatka Peninsula Native

Association. 53,719,300 acres, see also Kodiak region

Overlap from adjacent region

AA-373 (F-108). Bethel Villag

Public Domain Estimate

ee Y-K Delta region

13,500,000 acres

ource : I. -. eparUflen. a ner or. Ureau o an anagemen
Divis on of Lands and Minerals, Anchorage, Alaska.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS
(June, 1968)

BRISTOL BAY REGION
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euti an Region

Slightly more than 1,900 Alaska Natives live in 14 villages
)n the . -ler tip of the Alaska Peninsula and the islands of the
kleutian Chain. They represent 5.8 percent of the rural Alaska Native
)opulation and 3.5 percent of total Native population. The land area
)f the region totals 13.9 million acres and comprises 3.6 percent of
;he land area of Alaska.

The only withdrawals for Native use in the region are a
p2,000-acre reserve at Akutan and a 110-acre fishery withdrawal for
lative use on Amaknak Island. The villages of St. Paul and St. George,
sith populations of over 400 and over 170, are located on the Pribilof
:slands, withdrawn under the management of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
iervice, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, for the harvesting of seals
:rom the islands under the terms of an international agreement and the
'Lir Seal Act most recently amended in 1966. Present Pribilof Island
'esidents are the descendents of people moved there from their homes on
:he Aleutian Islands by Russians nearly two centuries ago for the pur-
)ose of providing labor for sealing operations. St. Paul has been sur-
feyed, but Bureau of Tndian Affairs records do not indicate any deeds
ssued to individuals. The only Native ownership of land in the
deutan Region consists of 34 townsite lots in King Cove, 33 townsite
ots in Unalaska, and a total of 148 acres in two restricted Native
Lllotments.

The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife of the U. S. Fish
Ind Wildlife Service manages over 3 million acres of lands withdrawn as
iildlife Refuges. Most of the villages of the region are located within
;uch wildlife withdrawals. The military withdrawals at Adak and Attu
we now in the process of relinquishment to the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
)ervice by the Department of Defense. Other governmental use of the
trea may be made hy cooperative agreement with the agency of prime res-
)onsibility. Atomic Energy Commission installations and tests at
Michitka are permitted under such interagency agreement.

This map is shown at one-half the scale of other maps in this
;ection.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS. ALEUTIAN REGION

Total Area

WithdraWals

Aleutian Island N.W.R.
lIenbeck N,W.R.
Akutan N.R.
Adak Military
Pribolof Reserve
Attu Military*
Simeonof N.W.R.
Bogoslof N.W.R.
Amaknak Island N

State Selections - none

Other Patented or Claimed Lan

13,900,000 acres

3.258,000 acres

2,720,000 acres
415.000 acres
72,000 acres

(51,000)acras
50,000 acres

(12.000)acres
10,500 acres

500 acres
(110)acres

0 acres

Patented 5,000 acres
Claimed/Entered 10.000 acres
Mineral leasing

One medium area - federal oil and gas leases
State oil and gas leases offshore on north side of Peninsula,

Mineral loca'ions

1 area - placer gold
2 areas - known production
4 areas - probable locations

Petitions under Act ol May 1, 1936:

Within region:

Partially within region:

atiVe Protests:

Akutan, Atka, King Cove, Belko ski,
Nikolski, (unidentified)
Perryville. Chignik

A-067702, St. George Village, 58,000 acres
AA-872 Kodiak, Bristol Bay, and Alaska Peninsula Native

Association, 53,719,300 acres. see also Kodiak and
Bristol Bay regions

Public. Domain - Estimate 10,600,000 acres

ep r men e n erio ureau o an nagemen ,

Division of Lands and Minerals, Anchorage, Alaska.

*The major portion of this military withdrawal is in process of
transfer to the U.'S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Department Of the
Interior u
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CURRENT LAND STATUS
(June, 1968)

ALEUTIAN REGION
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Kodiak Region

Nearly 1,400 Alaska Natives live in ten villages in the
Kodiak Region, which covers 8.5 million acres, 2 percent of the state.
They represent 3.7 percent of rural Native population and 2.7 percent
of the total Native population. Other Alaska Natives live in villages
and cities which are predominantly Native. Old Harbor and Ouzinkie
have populations of between 200 and 250 each; and although both they
and Larsen Bay have been surveyed, no deeds to townsite lots have
been issued except for nine lots issued in the City of Kodiak. Two
restricted allotments, totaling 37 acres, complete the known
individually owned Native lands.

Carved out of the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge is a
35,200-acre withdrawal for the village of Karluk, as well as excep-
tions of one mile square for village sites for each of the villages of
Old Harbor, Akhiok, Larsen Bay, Ugashik, Uyak, Alita, Ayakulik, and
Kaguyak. Resident populations remain at Old Harbor, Akhiok, and
Larsen Bay. Although use may be made of the other sites by Natives of
the region, present records do not show a resident population of more
than 25 for any other villages mentioned.

Less than half of the region remains in the public domain
after federal withdrawals and state-selected lands are deducted. No
remaining public domain lands are on Kodiak Island. A large part of
Katmai National Monument covers water areas now owned by the state.
Of the more than I million acres selected by the state, only 60,000
acres have been patented, although an additional 820,000 acres have
been tentatively approved for patent.

Many of the Native villages filed petitions nearly twenty
years ago asking for a determination of their possessory rights or
the establishment of reserves under the Indian Reorganization Act.
In addition, the entire region is blanketed by the present protest of
the Kodiak, Bristol BaY, and Alaska Peainsula Native Associations
covering more than 50 million acres.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, KODIAK REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

Kodiak Bear Refuge
Katmai N.M.
Chugach N.F.
Karluk N.R.
Semidi N.W.R.

State Selections

Selected Only
Tentatively Approved
Patented

Other Patented or Claimed Lands

Patented
Claimed/Entered
Mineral Leasing

Four small areas -
Two small areas - s

Mineral locations

8,500,000 acres

3,658,500 acres

1.815.000 acres
1,300,000 acres

500,000 acres
35,000 acres
8,600 acres

1,010,000 acres

130,000 acres
820,000 acres
60.000 acres

10,000 acres
5,000 acres

ederal oil and gas leases
ate oil and gas leases

7 areas - gold placer
7 areas - known production

12 Aral's - probable locations

Petitions under Act of May 1, 1936:

Within region: Akhiok (Alitak), Koguyak (village moved),
Chignik, Karluk, Old Harbor, Ouzinkie

Partially within region; Perryville. Kokhanok

N tive PrOteSts:

All region - AA-872, Kodiak, 8ristol Bay, _nd Alaska Penin-
sula Native Associations, 53.719.300 acres. See aIsb Bristol

; Bay, region

_Public Deman - Estimate 3,800,000 acres

Sourpartment o n er o
Division of Lands and Mineral

_ureau o an anagement,
Anchorage, Alaska.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS
(June, 1968)

KODIAK REGION

State Selec ns / Tentatively approved

Sel ed only

Patented

1300g National Park Service

,:. Bureau of Indian Affairs

cm U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

aZ3 U. S. Forest Service
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AA-872 Kodiak, Bris Bay, and Alaska Pe_ninsula N t
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It is estimated that approximately 150,000 people live in
the Cook Inlet Region; and of the total, nearly 6,000 are Alaska
Natives. Only some 500 oF them live in rural Native villages--the
largest is the village of Tyonek on the western shoreof Cook Inlet,
whose population exceeds 200. The other AlasIça Natives in the region
live in non-Native places; an estimated more than 4,500 live in the
Greater Anchorage Area Borough.

Native-owned lands are difficult to ascertain with
accuracy. However, the Natives at Tyonek live on a 26,918-acre
reserve established by executive order, and those at Eklutna on a
1,900-acre withdrawal. These lands and an additional 3,000 acres in
29 individual allotments and 3 restricted townsite lots in the City
of Kenai are the only known Native-owned lands in the Cook Inlet
Region.

This most heavily populated area of Alaska still has
9,600,000 acres of land remaining in the public domain--most of it on
the largely inaccessible western side of Cook Inlet,in more remote
areas of the Matanuska-Susitna Borough,or along the crest of the
Chugach Mountain range.

Six predominantly Native villages are in the area:
Cantwell, Eklutna, Newhalen, Nondalton, Pedro Bay, and Tyonek.

Nearly half of the state's selections and a major portion
of the lands patented to the state ere in this 17,500,000-acre region
of the state, which comprises only 4.6 percent of the total area of
Alaska. Thus far, withdrawals remaining under the control of the
federal government are less than half of the area now under the juris-
diction of the state. The largest federal withdrawal is the Kenai
National Moose Range, followed by a portion of the Chugach National
Forest in the area and the military installations of Elmendorf Air
Force Base and Ft, Richardson Army Post and their respective ranges.

English Bay (Alexandrovst:,, Eklutna, and Tyonek filed
petitions for reserves some years ago; and currently the region is
affected by protests filed by Eklutna and Cantwell Natives within
the region as well as the Kenaitze Association and Tribe who are
protesting the transfer of most of the Kenai Peninsula. Other large
claims from other regions also overlap into the region.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, COOK INLET REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

Kenai Meese Range
Chugach N.F.
Military
Tyonek N.R.
Miscellaneous. PP, PSR, PSC
Tuxedni N.W.R.
Lake George Recreation
Eklutna N.R.

State Selections

1,730,000 6cres
600,000 acres
70,000 acres
27,000 acres
20,000 acres
6,500 acres
5,000 acres
2,000 acres

Selected Only 300,000 acres
Tentatively Approved 700,000 acres
Patented 4.100,000 acres

Other Patented or Claimed Land

17,500,000 aeres

2,360,500 acres

5,100,000 acres

Patented 250,000 acres
Claimpd/Entered 100,000 acres
Miiral Leasing

22 areas--state/federal coal prospecting permits
6 areas--state/federal coal leases
1 small area-.-"Indian" oil and gas leases
1 large area---state oil and gas leases
5 small, 1 medium area--federal oil and gas leases

13 known gas fields
4 known oil fields

Mineral Locations

45 areas---placer gold
21 areas-known production
62 areas-:-probable lotations

Pe itions under Act of May 1, 1936:

Within region: Eklutna, Tyonek

Partially within region: Nondalton, Newhalen, Kokhanok, Port
Graham, Alexandrovsk (English Bay, not
platted)

Native Prot

Within region

A-067547 (F-015181), Cantwell Natives, 1 336,900 acres
AA7368, Eklutna Village, 437,800 acres
AA-574, Eklutna Village, 23,000 acres
AA499 (F-440)-, Nondalton-Lime Hills NatiVes, 20,028,600 acres,

see also Bristol Bay:and Kuskokwim:regions
, AA:-714, Kenaitze-Association and:Tribe, 4.540,000 acres

. . . v

:Overlap froM adjaCentlegions

A--051646, Gulkana AthaWscans, see Copper River regiOn
AA445,-(F.1.5.5).'Ahtlia Tannahliinnah Astociation. see Copper,

Riyer region
AA448, ChugacW:AssoCiation, et a1... see Prince William:Sound

- I region
AA-681 (F-392), Nikolai and Telida Villages, spe Kuskokwim- '

region
AA872.vKodiek-,.etal'. see Kodiak region

Publc Domain7Estimate 9,60qm0 acr

-Sou : U.,S. Department Of t d interior1 Bureau:of Land Management,
OiVisiOn of Lands'and Minerals Anchorage, Alaska.--

:
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CURRENT LAND STATUS
(June, 1968)

COOK INLET REGION

PI

Selected only

State Selections Tentatively approved

.., Patented

Man Bureau of Indian Affairs

C:=1 Bureau of Land Management

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Setvxce

Ea D. S. Forest Service

Department of Defense

P. S. Geological Survey
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Of a total estimated population of 2,400 in the Copper Center
Region, almost 500 are Alaska Natives. More than half live in four
predominantly Native villages and the others in such towns as Glenallen

and Valdez. The rural Native population of approximately 275 comprises
0.7 percent of the total rural Native population in a region of 16.5
million acres, which makes up 4.4 percent of the total area of the
state.

A Native school withdrawal at Copper Center, the largest of
the predominantly Native villages, of 1,041 acres has become, by usage,
an Indian reserve. As such, it is administered by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. Except for the school reserve, the only other recorded Native
ownership of land consists of 22 allotments totaling 2,600 acres.

Most of the region remains in the public domain, although
proposed classification of the area by the Bureau of Land Management
will affect entry under the public land laws. In the meantime, it
is an area of considerable interest to non-Native entrymen for home-
steads, homesites, recreational sites, and trade and manufacturing
sites. State selections in the region total only 340,000 acres, but
these have been made in strategic locations at Glenallen and Copper
Center as well as Mentasta and in the Paxson Lake recreational area.

Early petitions for a determination of possessory rights
were filed by tie Village of Chitina and the Village of Copper Center.
Recently four different groups or associations have filed protests to
the transfer of land in the area.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, COPPER RIVER REGION

Total Arta

Withdrawals

16,600,000 Wes

259,041 acres

Paxson Lake - pendin
classificationfleg _ on 8,000 acres

PSR/PSC :

260,000 acres

Copper Center N.R. 1,041 acres

State Selections 340,000 acres

Selected Only . 0

TentatiVely Approved 250,000 acres

Patented .

- 90,000 acres

Other Patented or Claimed Lands

Patented included in

Claimed/Entered
Mineral leasing

te selection pa ented above
30,900 acres

1 medium area - federal oil and gas leates

Mineral locations

21 areas - gold placer
13 areas - known production
48 areas - probable locations

under Act of May 1, 1935:

Within-,region: :Chitina, Copper_Center (notplatted)

Native Protests: ,

Within region

A-061646 (F-033429), Gulkana Athabascans. 2.2451Matres
A-061650 (F-033402), Mentasta Village, 692,800
A-062051 . Copper Center Village, 1,102,300 acres

AA-545 (1-155) .,-Ahtna Tannah Ninnah Association-,
13,401,400 acres

Overlap from adjacent regions

F-02870(AX-897) Northway Village,- see Tanana regiov

AA-648' , Chugach Association et al., see Prince .

William Sound region

Public Domain - Estimate

urce: U. S. Department-of-Interior, Bureau oAand_Management,
D1vision,of7Lands-.4nd Minerals,:Anthor OC Alaska.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS
(June, 1968)

COPPER RIVER REGION
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Gulf of Alaska Regjon

Except for over 400 Alaska Natives in Cordova and nearly 100
others in Valdez, the balance of the Native population in the region
live in three villages. Although Seward is included in this geographic
region, the Seward population is compiled in total figures for the
Kenai Peninsula and included in the Cook Inlet Region. Most of the
rural Alaska Natives in the region live in the Village of Tatitlek on
the shares of Prince William Sound. The original Tatitlek inhabitants
were joined by residents of the village of Chenga, which had been des-
troyed by the 1964 earthquake. They live on a 480-acre withdrawal
carved out of the Chugach National Forest. This Native reserve and
six allotments, totaling 314 acres, constitute the known Native owner-
ship in the region.

More than one-fourth of the region is withdrawn as a part
of the Chugacn National Forest.

State selections, which total 1 million acres, have been
made near the inhabited areas of Valdez, Cordova, Whittier, and Seward,
as well as the former Katalla oil field area near Yakutat and Icy Bay.

A portion of Middleton Island has been released from with-
drawal and sold under the General Services Administration to private
interests.

The entire region is blanketed by a protest filed by the
Chugach Native Association, Tatitlek Village, Chugachimute Tribe. and
Eyak Native Tribe. In addition, a separate protest has been filed by
the Native Village of Yakutat.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS, GULF OF ALASKA REGION

Total Area

Withdrawals

Chugach N.F.
Middleton Island (Mil.)
Tatitlek N.R.

State Selections

3,726,000 acres
5,500 acres
480 acres

Selected Only
400.000 acres

Tentatively Approved
500.000 acres

Patented
0

12.500.000 acres

3,731,980 acres

1,000,000 acres

'Other Patented or Claimed Lands

Patented
49,200 acres

Claims/Entries
9,000 acreS

Mineral Leasing

Two small, two medium'areas
of federal oil and gas

leasing - includes one known oil field

Three Small areas of state oil and gas leasing

One area, lederal coal prospecting permits

Mineral Locations ,

7 areaS ,golfsiplacer

28 areas--known-production
40 plus areas - probable locations

Petitions under Act of may 1, 1936:

Within the region:
Tatitlek, Port Graham , Chenega*

ive.ProtesW':
_
A,052052,,YakutatArillago.:260,A00 aeres

--AA541..-ChUgath-NatiVe:ASsOciatien,Jatitlek
Village;

'Chugachimute_Tribe, And ciakjiative Tribe,.

306,700-ocres,

'."AA-648 Chugach-lativeAisoCiation.
ChUgachiMute Tribe'.-and:VillagesW:Port

:-GrahanCand-Englishilay,-42,000.000 acres'

Public Domain - Estimate
7.700,000 acres

. . bepartment of ta nter o , Bureau of Ian. Management,

Division of Lands
and-Minerals,-Anchorage,- Ala ka.
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SOUTHEAST REGION

Over 10,000 of the estimated 37,000 people in the Southeast
Region are Alaska Natives. Most of them are Tlingit or Haida
Indians, although on the Metlakatla Reserve on Annette Island the
majority of the inhabitants are Tsimshian Indians. The reservation
of 87,000 acres which these estimated 950 Indians inhabit and a small
800-acre reservation created by Act of Congress at Klukwan are the
only reservations as commonly understood in the State of Alaska.
Three small withdrawals for Native use have been created at Chilkat
(17 acres within the present town of Haines), Klukwan (an additional
82 acres), and Yendistucky (143 acres).

A total of 388 restricted-title townsite lots have been
issued in Angoon, Haines, Hoonah, Hydaburg, Juneau, Kake, Ketchikan,
Klawock, Saxman, Sitka, Wrangell, and Yakutat. These, together with
over 3,000 acres held as allotments by 46 allottees, constitute the
known Native ownership of land in the region. However, the entire
region has been claimed by the Tlingit and Haida residents, and compen-
sation totaling more than $7.5 mdllion has been awarded by the
Court of Claims for the extinguishment of "Indian Title" to the land by
the withdrawal of the Tongass National Forest, the Annette Islands
Reservation, and the Glacier Bay National Monument. In addition, the
Court found that "Indian Title" survived unextinguished to 2.6 million
acres of additional land in the area. The denial by the Court of the
Commissioner's finding that fishing rights taken were compensable for
more than $8 million has resulted in a recent new suit by the
Tlingit-Haidas. In addition, they have claims pending before the
Indian Claims Commission for lands taken between 1935 (the date of
their jurisdictional Act) and 1946. They also have filed protests to
the transfer of all lands in the region not already included in lands
for which they have been awarded compensation. These are the areas of
conflict and where most of the half million acres of state selections
have been filed. Of additional concern to Native villages, as well as
other communities in the region, is the limitation against community
expansion into federally withdrawn areas.

State selections near cities surrounded by the forest have
been made under that portion of the Statehood Act Providing for a
maximum of 400,000 acres of National Forest lands to be selected for
community expansion.

.Japoriski Island near Sitka the site ef:Mt. Edgecumbe
Boarding School is now in the process of transfer from.the-,Public
Health'Servite to-the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS. SOUTHEAST REGION

Total Area 27,000,000 acres

Withdrawals 19,000,000 acres

Tongass N.F.
Glacier Bay N.M.
Annette Island N.R.
Forrester jsland N.W.R.

State Selections

Pe

16,015.900 acres
2,826.500 acres

115,000 acres
3.000 acres

Selected Only 150,000 acres
Tentatively Approved 300.000 acres
Patented- 100,000 acres

r Patented or Claimed Lands

Patented--included wi
Claims/Entries'
Mineral leasing

moo acres

state selection figure above
1,300 acres

3 small areas of federal

Mineral locations

oil and gas leasing

18 areasgold placer
58 areas-known production
Jiany'areas--probable locations

itions 'under Act pf May 1, 1936:
, H

Hearings were-held on petitioWfiled
Claims were later merged in Tlingit7M
Of

Native Protsts:

by villages and assoc ations.
ida suit in the U. S. Court

Within region

A-067508, Chilkoot Indians, 640 acres
AA-43I Tlin it-Haida Indians. 3,088

Public Domain

s

-7,400,000::. eras*

Source! U. S. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Land Management,
Division of Lands and Minerals, Anchorage, Alaska.

Court of.Claims 1968 decision in Tlingit-Haida case found that
approximately 2.6 million acres Were subject to the "Indian Title"
of the Tlingit-Haida Indians.
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CURRENT LAND STATUS
(June, 1968) 7

SOUTHEAST REGION
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THE LAND CONFLICT

During the one hundred years of ownership of Alaska the United
States, through the Congress, has periodically made the promise that the
aboriginal use and occupancy of the Eskimos, Aleuts and Indians would be
settled by some future Congress. The most recent expression of that pro-
mise was made ten years ago when Alaska became a state. The Statehood
Act, however, made another promise--this time to the State of Alaska--
that from the public lands of nearly 375 million acres, the state might
select lands sufficient to give the state a total ownership of nearly
105 million acres. This recognized the fact that the state was new, not
only politically but economically, and needed to achieve full equality
with other states in practical economic, as well as political, terms.

From the vastness of Alaska it would not seem too difficult to
fulfill both promises and still retain a sizeable federal domain. But it
is a difficult and demanding decision. There are as many different sets
of conflicts as there are regions of the state and interested parties.

Most conflicts between Native claims and state land selections
come in the areas of potential major development. In the relatively
undeveloped parts of the state where most Native villages are located,
there is not as much conflict between the state and Native land claims,
as a comparison of acreages would indicate. This is true as long as the
claims are confined to surface rights. Because the state shares in 90
percent of the revenues from mineral leases on federal lands and 100 per-
cent from state lands, the interest of the state is greater in the
undeveloped areas when these revenues are threatened.

A general dividing line between areas where the state's
interest is in both the surface and the minerals and the area where the
chief interest of the state is in mineral rights only is the PYK line
(named for the Porcupine, Yukon, Kuskokwim Rivers), established as a
defense line in the Statehood Act. Beyond this line, the state could not
select lands without approval of the Department of Defense and of the
Secretary of the Interior. Further indication of less than immediate
interest in the area by the state was the State Native Land Claim Settle-
ment Act, passed in March, 1968. The Act set out boundaries beyond which
the state agreed to make no selections for a period of eighteen months.
As may be seen in Figure V-71; these lines carve out an area in the hear
land of Alaska where most of the Presently economically viable lands of
the state lie. It has been estimated, by the Department of the Interior,
the no more than 40 to 60 million acres are worthy of selection by the
state at this time without regard to mineral interests.116 No similar
estimates have been made by the state. Even before the cessation of
title transfers in November, 1966, the state was proceeding carefully
the selection of lands.

1 s eporto e Iepartment of t e nterio
Review Commission.
117United States Department of the.-Interior,

Secretiries -to the SecretarY, June 1, 1967,-
Resources and the Rampart Project.
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Even more difficult than the resolution of conflict between
state selections and Native claims and protests are the hard choices
posed where the biotic resource of lands is needed by Natives for their
subsistence within areas withdrawn hy the federal government for other
than Native purposes. The withdrawal for the reservoir for the proposed
Rampart nydroelectric project is a good example.

The Rampart reservoir would inundate thehanting and
fishing areas of nine villages in the Yukon Flats area.
These villages have a native population of about 1,200
persons, which by 1990 should total about 3,000 persons.
Seven of these villages would be inundated. In addi-
tion, the livelihood of some 5,000 to 6,000 natives
residing elsewhere in the Yukon River Basin would be
affected by the reduction of salmon runs in the Yukon
River which would result from the construction of the
Rampart Project. These natives all draw their sub-
sistence primarily from local natural resources, sup-
plemented by cash income from sPle of furs, welfare,
and sporadic wage employment.117

In some withdrawals, such as Petroleum Reserve No. 4, it appears that
use of the surface resource would not be incompatible with the oil and
gas development purposes for which the Reserve was created. We have not
attempted herein to make an assessment of the merits or demerits of all
federal reserve within Alaska. We have endeayored, however, in this
report to set forth the background whicn the Congress and the Public Land
Law Review Commission might find useful in making such judgments.

There are also conflicts among Native groups which will have to
be resolved from historical .and anthropoligical data available to those
determining the extent and location of each grant of land. Conflicts in

use and claims vary from area to area. In detail, the land issue for
each area is set out in the foregoing section. However, three general
divisions may be made:

Settle- ....In southeastern Alaska there are no longer large areas of

Id which unappropriated public land from which Native claims may be

niths. satisfied. All but 2.6 million acres of "Indian title"

le hear lands of the Tlingit and Haidas were appropriated many

ids of years ago at the time the Annette Island Reserve was forme ,

Iterior, at the time Glacier Bay National Monument and the Tongass
, the National Forest were withdrawn.
rilar

of .In southcentral Alaska lands are now in the Process of

Illy in being taken throughstate selections. These are the lands
valuable for human habitation, hunting, fishing and rec-

reational use, for urban communitY exPansion- Some federal
withdrawals conflict with Native use in this area; but, bY
and Iarge, the conflict is with state selections and the
entries and appli..:ations of non-Native ci izens of the state.
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....Except for the large federal withdrawals of Rampart,
Arctic Wildlife Reserve and Naval Petroleum Reserve
No. 4 (these three total over 40 million acres), there
is little present conflict to the surface use of lands
in the north and west. Large grants of land, in fee,
in these areas, however, would create a conflict
between claimants and the state.

The range and depth of conflicts make apparent that one,
simple, across-the board solution is not possible. Solutions which
imaginatively respond to the varying needs and objectives of all the
Native groups, the state and the Nation are required. The land issue
is less whether the aboriginal title of Alaska Nativesshould be recog-
nized than hew the elements of solution are applied to the elements of
the problem.

That more than the satisfaction of a right in the lands or
meeting the needs of one-fifth of Alaska's population is at stake is
apparent in a careful analysis of the economic potential of the resources
of Alaska and the effect of the Native protests and claims on the economic
development of Alaska. These present and projected effects of failure to
settle the claims give the problem its urgency.
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ECONOMIC DEVELnPN

The meaning of the Native protests for economic development
in Alaska is necessarily a central issue in their resolution. There
is hardly any aspect lathe general problem of the protests which is the
subject of deeper and more persistent controversy. One source of con-
flict is the fact that the notion of economic development holds
different meanings for different groups. To some it means factories,
to others the commercial use of land resources, and to still others a
self-sufficient homestead. The question in other terms is whose
economic development is to be fostered.

choosing a
future can
state or fc
of future E

mercial asE

1

Native prol
four tasks,
centers. 1

Another difficulty is that even if the meaning of economic
development can be agreed upon there are differing views as to its
proper measurement. Typically, the measures are changes in employment 1

and income. But the distribution of these gains--the labor force and
population base against which they are measured--is equally important.
Alaska Natives cannot be expected to feel a stake in a pattern of ....1

economic growth in which the new jobs are almost exclusively filled by
white in-migrants. Other less direct, but no less important, quasi- 1

economic tests might be used if other values--say, the political and
psychological dimensions--are given emphasis. In this case, a wider
distribution of land ownership and a greater feeling of partiCipation
in one's economic affairs might be the desired change.

A final problem is that of the time frame'which is chosen for
evaluating the economic consequences of development however defined and
however measured. Is it a short-term, intermediate-term, or long-run
time horizon that is the backdrop within which We progress? Economic
development is, after all, a process; and this implies that longer-term
gains later on may come at the expense of short-term gains now. Con-
flicts arising from different time horizons are not resolved simply by
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ooment choosing a single "rate of discount" by which the present and the
There future can be compared. Such a procedure may be meaningful for the
h is the state or for a large corporation which can borrow or lend on the basis
pf con- of future expectations, but it is meaningless to people without com-

mercial assets or commercial attitudes.
)ries,-
lers a The burden of analysis of the economic implications of the
? Native protest and the attendant claims legislation involves at least

four tasks, and these are the ones around which the subsequz-nt writing
centers. These are:
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....To summarize the most important features of Alaska's
economy and recent economic development;

,Tz) discover whether or not corporate or governmental
behavior has been different as a result of Native pro-
test and whether such different behavior has had an
effect on economic development in Alaska; and to indi-
cate whether or not sustained, unresolved controversy
on the issue would affect edonomit develOpMeht in Alaska;

...,To evaluate the implications for Alaska NatiVes of
the most likely patterns of regional economic
development; and

iv appraise the likely effects on economic develop-
ment of various possible legislative provisions.
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ALASKA'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

One of the most important points to understand about the
Alaska economy is its enclave or insular character. Population and
productive activity are mostly concentrated in a very few locations
at tidewater an..1 in a narrow belt about 100 miles long, stretching
from Palmer to Kenai, and centering in the city of Anchorage.

Economic activity is even more concentrated than popula-
tion, both spatially and sectorally. The proportion of ail employ-
ment in the state contributed by all commodity-producing industries
is extremely low. A table showing Alaska's gross domestic product
for 1965 (Figure VI-1) shows the particularly undeveloped and un-
balanced nature of the economy in more striking detail.' Less than
1 percent of the product came from agriculture, forestry, and fish-
eries combined; and mining accounted for less than 4 percent of the
total, despite the fact that it is for the latter two industries that
Alaska is most noted.

Manufacturing, including the processing of primary products
(fish packing, lumber and pulp manufacture, etc.), and the so-called
support industries (like baking, soft-drink bottling, and printing
and publishing), contributed 8 percent of value added. Commodity
production in its totality, then, made up only about one-eighth of
the total volume of activity in Alaska's economy.

On the other hand, government employment alone was directly
responsible for well over one-third of Alaska gross income and pro-
duct; and government activity alone accounts for about
two-fifths of all employment and for about half of all wage and
salary payments in Alaska. In addition, the activity of the service
sectors of the private economy and of construction ultimately depends
largely upon the income injected into the state from government
expenditures. Government must ultimately account for substantially
more than half of all economic activity in Alaska.

The large role played in Alaska's economy by the federal
government, and particularly by defense activities and defense con-
struction, together with the relatively small role of the state's
resource industries, is wt, however, representative of the forces
for growth in the state. As shown in Figure VI-2, the gross value
of product in Alaska's extractive industries about doubled between
1960 and 1966.

Figures on investment rather than production would show an
even more spectacular contrast and lead to the conclusion that it
was oil and gas and their derivatives above ail--exploration, develop-
ment, and processing, as well as production--which are now the main
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FIGURE VI-1

ALASKA GROSS PRODUCT, 1960-1965
(Millions of Current Dollars)

(Italics denote percent)

1960 1961 1962 1953 1964 1965

Agriculture, Forestry and 4.3 5.7 6.3 5.2 5.8 8.3
Fishery O. 6 0. 8 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.8

Mining 28.3 34.4 38.8 37.2 36.2 38.3
3.8 4.6 4.8 4.5 3.9 3.7

Contract Construction 98.9 64.1 64.8 69.2 105.3 117.5
13. 2 8.7 8.4 8.4 11. 2

Manufacturing 65.4 58.0 61.0. 65.1 68.7 82.3
8.8 7.8 7.9 -7.9 7.3 8.0

Transportation 45,0 42.7 45.0 47.6 52.6 56.4
6.0 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.5

Communications 34.1 59.8. 55.1 55.5 53.0 55.0
4. 6 8.2 7.-2 6.7 -5.6 5.3

Electric, Gas and Sanitary 11-.0 13.8 15.7 18.2 21.0
Services 1.3 _1.5 2.8 1.-9 2.9 2.0

Wholesale and Retail Trade 85.-2 96.1, 95.3 100.2 109.3 126.1
11.4 23. 0 22.4 22,2 ii. 6 22, 3

Finance, Tnsu ance and Real 42.6. -44.8-- 51.-1 58.4 66.6. 77.4
Estate._ 6.0 .'7.2 7.2 7. 5

Services 42.6 44=8 50.4 51.4 :66.9 74.5.
5.7 6.0 6.5 6.2- 7. -2 7. 2

Government and Government 290.8 279.8 291A.---321 69 9 372.2
Enterprise 39.9 37.7 378 -38 8- _38 2- 36.2

Totals 746.8 741.2 770.7 826.5 942.1 1029.5
-100.0 200.0_ 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0

Source: Bra ford H. T c An Aggregate- Income Model of a Semi-Autonomous
,

A2aekan Economy,,prepared for,the Federal Field Committee for
Development Planning in ATaska, Anchorage, 1967, p. 68.



FIGURE VI-2

GROWTH IN COMMODITY INDUSTRIES
BY VALUE OF PRODUCT
(Millions of Dollars)

Industry_ 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Fisheries $ 96.5 $128.7 $126.5 $104.7 $125.0 $166-.5 $185.0

Forest Products 47.3 44-.7. 49.7 50.1 58.0 57.5 67,8

Minerals 20.6 17.8 18.8 35.2 35.5 47.6a, 34.7

Oil and Gas 1.3 17.0 2874 32.7 35.5 35.6 50.2

Agriculture 5.4 5.5 5.8 5.5 5.6 5.2 5.5

Furs 4.8 4.2 _4,3 4,4 4.4 5.8 7.0b/

Total $175.9 $217.9 $233.7 $232.6- $264.0 $318.2 $350.2

a/Reflects post-earthquEke construction.

12/Largely an increase in unit prices.

Source: Alaska Development Corporation, Annual Rpot.

engine of economic growth in Alaska. The discovery in 1968 of what
appears to be the biggest oil field in North America certainly does
not modify this judgment.

There has also been an expansion of Alaska-based fisheries
operations, formerly concentrated almost wholly on salmon, into other
species such as king crab, shrimp and scallops.

Logging, pulp manufacture, and the cutting of roughly
squared lumber for export to Japan have also expanded substantially
so that by k.he fall of 1968 almost two-thirds of the state s allow-

able timber cut had been committed to Proguction.

It cannot be too heavily emphasized that the above three
resource groups-oil and gas, fish and timber--and their processing
are flow, togetlier with tourism, the state's only basic growth indus-

tries and that the benefits from their growth are distributed exceed-
ingly unevenly within the state. The growth of these resource-based
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activities has, of course, greatly stimulated the growth of supporting
manufactures and services and of state and local government; but it is
only mildly exaggerating to say that this growth of the "infrastructure
and superstructure" has occurred entirely in the Anchorage-Kenai area.

On the whole, this concentration--indeed urbanization--has
been beneficial to Alaska's overall development. It has reduced costs
through economies of scale.and through greater competition and has
provided the Anchorage area with virtually all of the amenities of
modern urban life. The developments of the last decade have, in addi-
tion, reduced the relative kAplitude of seasonal fluctuations in income
and employment.

This growth has, however, meant little to most Alaska Natives.
There has been some influx of Natives into the urban centers, but most
Natives still live in small villages apart from the continental land
transportation network and almost totally outside the mainstream of
the economy.

Even more significant however, is the composition of new
employment. A comprehensive manpower and manpower-demand study of
Alaska has yet to be done, but there is little doubt that the education
and skill requirements for entry into the jobs being created by economic
growth in Alaska are, on the average, exceptionally high, and are rising
year by year. This circumstance was reflected already in the 1960
census by Alaska's median educational attainment for whites of 12.4
years compared with 10.9 for the United States as a whole.

The leading growth industry--oil and gas--is one of the most
capital intensive and technology intensive of all commodity-producing
industries and employs almost no unskilled or semi-skilled labor.

Alaska's economic growth is expected to continue at a rapid
pace along its present lines, and some of the most serious problems
of economic backwardness and isolation (for instance, high prices and
costs, and violent seasonal fluctuations) may be effectively mitigated
in the urban core over the next few, years. But it would not be sur-
prising if this development took place without adding at all to the
number of jobs which can be filled by persons without at least the
equivalent of a high school education.1

521

is is not to say taat not be any new jobs created at
minimum entry levels. The point is-that'any new positions of this type
may well be more than offset by the disappearance of unskilled and semi-
skilled jobs in declining industries or trades, and resulting from auto-
mation, modernization, and upgrading of,work in general. Under these
circumstances, programs to place additional Natives in minimum-entry
jobs may succeed only to the extent they redistribute unemployment rather
than alleviate it.
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Subregional As ects

The important economic aspects of each of Alaska's five sub-
regions, defined in Figure VI-3, as they touch on the Native protests,
are considered below.4

Region I--Southeastern Alaska

The economy of southeastern Alaska is heavily dependent on
government and distributive activities; virtually the state's entire
timber industry and a large proportion of fishing activity are also based
in the region. Commercial fishing is the most important occupation of
the Native people, and the subsistence economy is less important here
than it is elsewhere in the state.

Because the bulk of the productive land in the region is
national forest land, and because at least a partial resolution of the
claims of the Heide and Tlingit Indians has already been achieved judici-
ally, the "land freeze" has little effect here.

Region II-Southcentral Alcka

Southcentral Alaska comprises the economic heartland of the
state. With the state's largest city, about half its population, vir-
tually the entire oil and gas industry, and the bulk of its fishing in-
dustry, any action related to Native claims which affects the magnitude
and pace of economic activity in this region cannot help but have a sig-
nificant effect on the total economic and fiscal strength of the state.
The effect of the "land freeze" on the oil and gas industry is treated a
few pages hence; we take up here its impact in other fields.

The whole of the Chugach National Forest lies within tha bounds
of Region II. The estimated allowable cut for the Chugach is 67 million
board feet. Only a fraction of this hes been cut. In the opinion of the
U. S. Forest Service, the national forest will be unaffected by Native
land claims. In large part this view stems from the fact that the present
Native claims legislation does not contemplate disturbing the national
forests. The Congress could,.of course, make a different settlement.
The Statehood Act provides that communities may, for purposes of expansion,
select "....from lands within national forests in Alaska which are vacant
and unappropriated at the time of their selection not to exceed four
hundred thousand acres of land...." So far the state has made requests
arounting to fewer than 40,000 acres under this provision.

2The regional subdivision of Alaska used here is that prepared for
the Federal Field Committee's A Subregional Economic Analysis ofillaska,
Anchorage, September 1968, which study provides a detailed description,
analysis, and projection of the economies of the respective subregions.
The generalizations in this chapter are in large part based upon the
analyses in that work.
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The State of Alaska has received tentative approval for its
selected timber lands on the Kenai Peninsula, Shuyak Island, the
Susitna Valley, and the Yakataga area. Major state sales include 96
million board feet on the Kenai and 100 million in the Susitna Valley.
A sale in conjunction with a U. S. Forest Service sale was planned to
include 100 million board feet of state timber on Shuyak Island, but
was not consummated. Within a year the state expected to offer the
Yakataga timber for sale. Estimated allowable cut there is about 29
million board feet per year.

Unless present policy is changed, the state will not receive
approval on any further timber land selections that it might make until
the land claims have been settled.

The areas mentioned above should provide adequate inventory
from the present to at least two years hence. When the time period
three to six years is reached, the land claims may well have an effect.By that time, cutting on sales which have already been made may be infull swing. Some additional demand could be met by further sales on
land the state now controls. Should the resource be seriously de-
pleted, however, it is quite possible that potential buyers would
look to national forest timber for supply where they might normally
have sought out state timber.

The major land selection which would be delayed by the land
claims is the Copper River Valley area The Bureau of Land Management
is presently surveying and classifying this land area. It is under-
stood that the state would like to select this luid in about five
years.

As to the Alaska Peninsula and the Aleutian Chain areas, it
s concluded that there is no appreciable effect of the pending Native
land claims legislation. It did not deter investment in plant and
equipment during the past two years, nor did it ave an effect on the
recent sale of the Dutch Harbor property by the General Services Admin-
istration; although these properties are outside the delineated land
claims.

- People in the fishing industry do not seem concerned. They
are far more concerned about the fisheries resource than they are
about lands on which to establish plants. It is anticipated that
lands would be made available to the fishing industry, taking into
consideration impending land claims, as long as they offered employment.

Other problems such as townsite planning, the use of wild-
life refuges, and the relationship and use of military lands appear
to play a greater role than do Native land claims in this area.

o
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Region III--Kuskokwim Area

The population of Region II1 Is about 13,000, about nine-tenths
of whom are Alaska Natives. Bluntly put, the region has no apparent base
for economic growth. It has a rapidly growing population without local
employment prospects and generally without the cultural, educational, and
skill prerequisites for successful out-migration. In the foreseeable
future, outside of the conversion of the present subsistence fishery in
the Kuskokwim and Yukon rivers to a more efficient commercial operation,
any growth of opportunity either for employment or for enterprise in the
region, will result directly from government action. The only prospect
for expansion of the public sector, in turn, can be anticipated as a
result of efforts to overcome the cultural and economic handicaps of the
region's population.

No instance is known in which the "land freeze" has hindered,
delayeu, or prevented any economic development project in the region.
There can be no assurance, however, that a prolongation of the freeze
for several years would not deter programs which depend on acquisition
of mineral title or on timber sales. It should be pointed out, however,
that there is no immediate prospect for action in either area under any
circumstance.

Region IV--Interior Alaska

The economy of interior Alaska is concentrated in the Fairbanks
area and is dominated by government and distributive activities. The
only conspicuous source of economic growth in recent years has been the
University of Alaska and a government-technical-scientific complex
growing up around the University campus. Mining and agriculture have
minor and declining roles in the area.

Interior Alaska's Native population is approximately 6,500,
or 13 percent of the total population. Outside of Fairbanks proper,
most Natives are still attached to the subsistence economy; and their
most conspicuous sources of cash incoMe are occasional construction
work and government employment together with welfare payments.

No instance is known in which the "land freeze" has prevented
any commercial development. Its continuation would, of course, be an
obstacle to mineral development in this highly mineralized area,
assuming, of course, that significant discoveries would otherwise be
made and produceth
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Region V--Northwest Alaska

This area, with a population of about 12,300, of which about
nine-tenths are Eskimos, is almost totally undeveloped; but it is the
site of the recent spectacular oil discoveries. The potential for
economic development rests largely in minerals and tourism. At present,
no mineral production is being carried out, but the North Slope as a
whole may turn out to be one of the world's richest petroleum provinces,
and the general geology of the Brooks Ranges suggests the possibility of
major developments in metallic ores. Actual production of either is
unlikely within four or five years, and the future of the mineral indus-
tries in the area_ is still highly speculative. In the present primitive
state of mapping, surveys, and exploration, statements about the region's
"vast mineral wealth" are prophesies of the faithful more than assertions
of fact. Nevertheless, indications of oil and gas and of other commercial
mineral prospects are sufficient to encourage substantial private invest-
ment in exploration. Discounting for the uncertainties of discovery and
eventual production, the present value in the private market of all
petroleum and natural gas rights on North Slope land yet to be leased,
including Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4, is probably in the order of
hundreds of millions of dollars.

Even in advance of possible production, the exploration
investment in Region V and the public revenues genera ed from leases
will be enormous in resident per capita terms, as will the gross value
of product and public royalties and revenues when any production begins.
But these flows will not generate a direct demand for the labor of
local Eskimos at their 1.--oesent levels of acculturation, education, and
skills, and in conformity with their present customs of employment and
livelihood, so that the constructive impact on the indigenous economy
may not be great.

No instance in whidhthe "land freeze" has hindered, delayed,
or prevented any economic development project has been found. All present
or anticipated programs are being carried out or are planned offshore,
on private land, or on existing leases or withdrawals. There can, however
be no assurance that prolongation of the freeze for several years will not
deter programs which depend on acquisition of new mineral title or leases.



Government and Oil Industry Perceptions

Perhaps as important as whether or how the fact of Native pro-
test or the provisions of the attending legislation "should" have impli-
cations for the economic development of Alaska is how decisional parties--
governmental anu corporate--perceive implications to the protest and
claims. Two quotations are representative of the state's view. The
Alaska Division of Lands recent annual report contains the remarks:

The state's land selection program continues to be
restricted by a federal policy of refusal to take
final action on -Iands which are under recorded na-
tive land claims. There are now 40 such claims.
They cover most of Alaska's, 365 million acres, and
because of overlapping, total mOre than the state's
entire acreage.

The Interior Department's policy of no final action"
means that tentative approval is not granted on
state selections, and without tentative approval
the state has not been able to assume management of
the selected land. This, of course, means the state
is not able to proceed as rapidly as desired 4n mov-
ing land ;,nto the hands of private ownership.3

In this last connection it should be pointed out that Interior's "policy"
derives from the Administrative Procedures Act which requires a finding
on protested government actions and is therefore not to be viewed as
arbitrary and capricious.

In the same publication, the section on oil and gas leasing
activity contains the observation:

The decision of the federal government to suspend
issUe of leases in cases where the land is under
native claim has had a definite adverse effect on
rental revenues to the state. Alaska is entitled
to 90 per cent of oil and gas lease revenues, but
the total revenue continues to decline because ex-
piring leases are ntrt renewed and new leases are
not issued. The rental income to Alaska from

3 Alaska Division of Lands 1967 AnnUal Repoirt, .State of Alaska,

Department of Natural Resources, AnChorage, Alaska, pp 9-10.
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federal oil and gas leases topped $4 million in
1966, but dropped to $3,526,398.20 in 1967.4

Less conclusive is the University of Alaska's recent analysis of the
impact of the "freeze." The University publication states:

Actual effect of the freeze on future oil and gas
development is open to conjecture. Presently the
freeze is stimulating drilling on some federal leases,
especially the Alaska Peninsula. This increased
activity has resulted because the federal leases in
this area will be the first to expire and oil com-
panies want to eliMinate these areas from their list
of prospects before the expiration dates do so auto-
matically. If production is developed on a federal
leasehold, the lease is automatically renewable and
therefore not subject to the restrictions of the
freeze. Present indications are that the only dis-
tricts in which oil company activity is actually
slowing down are the Copper River Basin and along
the Gulf of Alaska shoreline--and activity in these
areas may have slowed without the freeze. However,
if the freeze continues over a period of years, gaps
will occur in potential drilling blocks in these and
nther areas that could depress future explorations
in Alaska.5

It is notoriously difficult to get "the industry view" of any
issue on the Alaska petroleum scene. This is not usually a matter of
secretiveness on the part of the industry but more frequently a recogni-
tion of the fact that individual members (and, indeed, individuals
within a single company) have quite divergent views on most questions
at issue. In an effort to get some insight into what some members of
the oil and gas industry see as the effect of Native protest on their
activities, a group(35) of "landmen" responsible for advising their
corporations on land availability, leasing and acquiring rights, nego-
tiating land contracts, and the like was contacted. The questions
posed each member and the distribution of responses follow:

4/bid., p.4.
50udy Brady, "Native Lancl Claims," Ataska Monthly Review of Business

and Economic Conditions, Vol. IV, No. 6 (November, 1967), University of
Alaska, Institute of Social, Economic and Goveniment Research, pp. 8-9.
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Question: What effect, if any, has the Native land
protest and the "land freeze') had on your company's areas,

behavior in Alaska? trade E
mining

Sixty-two percent of the respondents advised that the land lands E

freeze had an adverse effect on their company's exploratory activities tidal E

in Alaska. Thirty-one percent advised that the land freeze had no lands E

noticeable effect to date. Seven percent advied the question was not
applicable to the company's operations.

this pE

Question: What effect could it have on your officiE

company's behavior in Alaska in the future? .

Ninety-three percent of the respondents felt that the i

continuance of the land freeze would seriously limit and possibly halt
their company's efforts in Alaska. Seven percent advised the question
was not applicable to the company's operations.

Question: Do you believe the recent California
lease activity on the part of the industry in any
way involves committing corporate monies there that
might have been directed to Al3ska in the absence
of Native protest and land freeze?

Fifty-three percent of the respondents advised that the land
freeze did not affect their company's participation in recent California
lease activity. Twerty-three percent advised that they felt their com-
pany spent more money at the recent California sale than they would have
had they been otherwise co-mitted in Alaska. Three respondents advised
that they feel the land freeze has released exploration monies not only
for use in California but in other areas in the United States as well. owners
Seven percent of the respondents advised that there was little compari- ship--

son between the recent Santa Barbara sale and oil activities in Alaska. (for e

They felt that their companies were purchasing known producing struc- there
tures as opposed to attempting to delineate such oil fields in Alaska of own

state
Within these generalized conclusions, several particular

responses brought out the move to substitute exploration of Outer
Continental Shelf lands in Alaska for onshore lands, the difficulty and 6Wr

cost of altering the five-year budget plans which typify the exploration claims

process (on the point of forecasting corporate activity in foreign or that 2

other domestic areas), and the all-pervasive mood of uncertainty and year.

instability they see as surrounding land matters. level
lease

Almost all comments from any source on the economic effects of lease

Native protest cite the so-called land freeze as the central source of 7.8 mi

immediate difficulty. It seems fair to say that "the freeze" is looked 'T

upon by business as a much greater obstacle to development than cloudi- Study

ness of land titles. This, of course, is understandable in that the natur

freeze is explicit and certain and the ultimate resolution of ownership Senat

is quite unclear. the 1
81-

9 + 7



nd The freeze affects all land disposal cases situated in claim

ny's areas, including state selection; final action on homesteads, homesites,
trade and manufacturing, power and airport sites;, road rights of waY;
mining claims; and the like. The freeze does not directly affect federal

the land lands already under lease nor does it affect state-owned lands, including

activities tidal and submerged lands. Further leasing of federally administered

had no lands and tentative-approval lands was stopped, however.6
ion was not

The prevailing view of the actual and octet tial results of
this paralysis is captured in the testimony of one iormer senior state
official in the land field. He writes:

....The welfare of all Alaskans and the economic

the stability of the state itself is dependent upon
ssibly halt accelerated rather than delayed development of the

the question resources....[The] recent freeze on issuing oil and
gas leases on land covered by native claims, has proven
costly financially to the Federal and state governments.
It promises to be far more costly in delayed resource
development. 7
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Further, he concludes:

Although the Federal government can tolerate delays
resulting from decisions, cumbersome legal proceedings
or from lack of appropriations, Alaska cannot permit
such delays which often mean lost opportunity, for
securing commitments of development capital.°

On the face of it, one might imagine that the question of
ownership of land--or, indeed, even the matter of land in disputed owner-
ship--might not "make any difference" to the interested business party
(for example, oil companies) as long as it was leaseable. But even here
there are economic implications that turn on the nature and provisions
of ownership. Lease payments would be 50 Lents per acre per year with
state ownership. Similarly, royalty payments would be at a rate of

6 Writing to this point, the University of Alaskl analysis of Native

claims includes the comment: "The history of lea7.ing in Alaska has shown

that 20 to 25 pei cent of the federal leases are dropped or expire each

year. These leases have been replaced by enough rew leases to keep the

level fairly stable. Under the freeze, with virtually no new federal
leases being issued to replace those dropped, the acreage under federal

lease has dropped from approximately 10 million in May of 1966 to about

7.8 million at the end of May 1967." ibid., p. 8.
'Testimony of Roscoe E. Bell, consultant to the Alaska Land Law

Study team of the Public Land Law Review Commission and lecturer in

natural resources. University of Wisconsin, on 5-2906 in letter to

Senator Henry Jackson, chairman of the committee holding hearings on

the legislation.
lbid

cid-g



16-1/2 percent. The terms of leases under possible Native association
ownership are today simply conjectural. Further, there is the question
of the patterns of offerings, their frequency, size, and.location, and
how these might differ under varying ownership. Finally, the issue of
the administrative and managerial skill levels and experiences under
differeni ownership arrangements is probably viewed by most state and
industry officials along the lines of the following quotation:

Once the "freeze is lifted," mineral exploration
and d-velopment can proceed promptly if established
and tested 'aws and regulations are in effect....
If the mineral rights are transferred to native
groups, development will unquestionably be delayed
and discouraged simply because of the uncertainties
attendant upon drafting and adoption of rules, regula-
tions, and operating procedures. The significance of
Alaskan minertl resource development justifies reten-
tion of the mineral rights by the Federal or state
government or at lea t mineral management by the
government agencies.

It should be explicitly acknowledged, of course, that judgments about
the character and quality of Native management of land resources that
might be granted by legislative settlement are highly speculative. So
long as land and mineral title is not so fragmented as to make rational
management impossible, there is no reason to expect the quality of
business talent engaged by Native groups to be inferior to that of the
state. On the contrary, the management of Native investment corpora-
tions might be expected to be more single-mindedly devoted to maximizing
the commercial value of their assets than would management agencies of
the federal or state government, which face many more conflicting policy
objectives and constraints.

There is another important dimension to the whole "supply side"
of the equation that is generally discussed above. This is the behavior
of government--state and local agencies and other federal agencies--in
the face of Native protest, the Department of the Interior's "land freeze,"
and pending claims legislation. Here, too, the effects are several, with

varying degrees
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varying degrees of impact on the orderly growth and development of the
state. One is the conflict between claims legislation and land selection
rights granted by the Statehood Act, i.e., given the fact that land
suitable for selection is not unlimited in quantity, a large acreage
grant to Native claims could reduce the amount of desirable land available
for state selection.

A second and related item is the fact that the extensive
existing federal land withdrawals around the state will be seen as
increasingly desirable in the competition for land of value. Earlier
withdrawals will very likely come under growing pressure for review and
reclassification. This, of course, is quite consonant with the charge
of the Public Land Law Review Commission.

la- A third effect is that agencies may well pursue their normal
of program in the land-management or related fields with less vigor than

en- they otherwise would or may redirect their efforts away from some areas
in favor of others on the basis of Native protests. Examples here might
be found in airport facilities work, grazing permits, land classifica-
tion, and wilderness and parks and recreation activities. Any relative
retrenchment on the part of agency programs in a state where government

nts about is such a dominant phenomenon in the economy cannot have neutral effects.
-ces that
ative. So A "demand analysis" of the issue points up several considera-
ke rational tions. There is a danger of viewing corporate (and, perhaps, government)
ity of behavior in too narrow a context. It could well be the case that industry

'tat of the conditions of prices, markets, costs, and internal company concerns of

corpora- budgets, cash flow, utilization of facilities, and substitute opportuni-
3 maximizing ties elsewhere may be more determinative of business behavior than the
gencies of fact of Native protest and legislation--or at least the latter may be
cting policy only governing at the margin. Then, too, there is the possibility that

the Native protest may be used as a handy scapegoat--a ready explanation
for busineses to taper off the level of their activities contemplated

"supply side" for other reasons.
the behavior
ancies--in
"land freeze," 9 _ .
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THE IMPACT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ON NATIVE WELFARE

It is a fair generalization from the foregoing chapters that

Alaska Natives as a class are not owners of commercial property assets.
Nor are they possessors of the acculturation, education, training, or
experience to take advantage of the new job opportunities in the kind

of economic growth now occurring in the United States and in Alaska.
This generalization is confirmed by a variety of statistical series,

which show that the economic position of Alaska Natives, and of the

communities in which they live, is steadily falling further behind

statewide averages30 It is a common notion that any obstacles to
economic development resulting from the impasse cver Native claims

hurt the interests of Alaska Nativesabove all, but this is a serious
exaggeration. On balance, it appears that Alaska Natives as a group
now have little if any stake in a continuation of the present pattern

of regional economic development. It follows also that they have
little stake in a resolution of' their protests and claims for the sake

of removing obstacles to economic development, unless that resolution
involves either the creation of new kinds of economic opportunity for

individual Natives or Native groups or a substantial transfer of
commercial assets to them.

The Native interest in economic development as it touches on
a re olution of the protests can be subdivided into four concerns:

(1) Protection of the Indi enous Way_of Life. Commercial
aeve opment of A aska s natural resources or the population
growth it supports may endanger, or compete for, resources
required in the subsistence economy. Native groups seek land
title to increase their control of, and ability to protect,
these subsistence resources.

(2) Em lo ment 0 ortunities. Exceptionally high rates of
unemp oyment resu t from a shortage of job opportunities for
Alaska Natives at their present levels of education, training,
and acculturation. Federal and state agencies in Alaska, par-
ticularly in the forestry and fishery fields, use prlmary-
processing requirements and other policies as meanT; toward
creating otherwise uneconomic employment within the state.
Native groups aspire to control land and water resources in
the hope that their own management of them can be used to
create jobs specifically for Natives.

(3)

(4)
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10Indicators showing this tendency nclUde average unemployment and in bonus

average wage and salary income." See Terry T. Brady,:"Alaska's Economy governme

lea1967," Alaska Monthly Review of Businsss and Economic Conditions, hasanot

VoL V a No. 2 (July, 1968), UniVersity of Alaska Institute of Social, private

Economic and Government ReSearch, June, 1968.
asset va
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) pprty Income. The prospective value of mineral and timber
riahts anof urban land now in public ownership in Alaska is
on the order of hundreds of millions and probably billions of
dollars.11 it is not surprising that Native groups look toward
the potential income from public lands as a means of directly
alleviating the poverty of their constituents and of providing
the capital for Native enterprises. The example of the Tyonek
Indians, who have used their oil revenues to build houses and
village facilities and to invest in urban real estate and
construction, as well as to raise their individual incomes, has
been a powerful one.

(4) State and Local Revenues for Education, Health, Welfare, and
ommuni y leve opmen . egio-na economic grow can normally

expeeLed to expand-the revenue base for state and local
government. In addition, the state receives income from
mineral leases and timber sales both on state and on federal
lands. The extent to which the growth of state and local
revenues benefit Alaska Natives depends, however, on precisely
how they are spent. In the absence of a comprehensive strategy
on the part of the state for dealing with the problems of the
Native people, Native groups can be expected to continue to
rank this interest in economic development considerably lower
than the previous three.

nThe value of these properties is measured el her by the amount for
which they could presently be sold, or by the present capitalized value
of the revenues which could be expected from leasing them or selling

their products. Hence, for instance, since the Prudhoe Bay oil strikes,
the leasing of additional land for oil and gas exploration on the Arctic

Slope could be expected to yield several hundreds of millions of dollars

in bonuses alone. The amount of timber sale revenue flowing to the
government from timber sales on federal and f,cate forest lands in Alaska

has not been a central concern of management policy; but if managed by
private owners on commercial principles, these forests might have an
asset value in the billions of dollars.

'152



ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF SETTLEMENT

Any forecast of the pace and pattern of economic development
in Alaska is limited by the accuracy of its assumptions and must be
accepted with great caution. The same caution is required with respect

to forecasts of the economic consequences of any legislative package
designed to settle the Native claims. The following remarks are

intended to set out in what general direction will be the probable effect

on the economic status of the Natives and on Alaska's general economic
development of the individual elements of various settlement proposals,

including those before the Congress.

Protection of Subsistence Resources

None of the legislation introduced so far deals in a definitive
way with protection of fish and wildlife stocks used in the indigenous
economy, or with protection of Native access to these stocks. With the
partial exception of migratory wildfowl, fish and game are a matter of

state title and state responsibility. Article VIII, Section 3, of the
state constitution appears to preclude establishing proprietary rights

in fish or wildlife harvests.14 Under these circumstances, the only
provisions of any of the existing bills which might effect exclusive
Native access to fish or wildlife resources would be large grants of land
in fee simple, or unrestricted grants of the surface estate. Such mea-
sures, while not conveying a property right in fish or wildlife, would
enable Native proprietor: to post the land ainst entry by others for
hunting, fishing, or trapping.

Congress might, however, protect public access, Native and

non-Native, to fish and wildlife by providing that state-selected land

and other land withdrawn from the public domain in Alaska for other pur-
poses remain open in perpetuity to (all) the public for hunting, fishing,

and trapping. Under either of these provisions, the harvest in fact
available to Natives would still depend upon state management and
regulations.

The general economic impact of legislation in this area would
depend upon the amount and location of lands and waters involved. There

might conceivably be local effects on recreation and tourist-oriented
enterprise, but these effects in the aggregate are nut likely to be large .

common une. Wherever occurring in a natural state, fish, wildlife,
and waters are reserved to the people for common use." In addition,
Section 15 of the same Article reads, "No exclusive right of fishery.
No exclusive right or special privilege of fisheries shall be created or
authorized in the natural waters of the state." Alaska State constitution.
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Grants of Homesites Townsites and S'ecial-Pur.sse Locations

The absence of title to land occupied by Natives in Alaska

villages is clearly an obstacle to financing homes, businesses, and

community facilities. The grant of title to these lands would just as

effect clearly have a beneficial effect on the village economy. The same is

mic true of grants of land for expansion in the vicinity of each village.

sals, One necessary reservation here is that, unless some provision is made

for future exchanges of land or otherwise for the occupation of new

sites, families and communities may be tied to places which turn out to

be poorly located from an economic or some other standpoint.

Grants of land title for homesites, businesses, community

facilities, and special-purpose locations such as fish camps and

burial grounds should not be expected to have any negative effects on

general economic development. Some question might be raised about

ites in existing withdrawals such as national forests. The total

area of land involved is so small, however, that we can find no instance

in which such transfers would subvert the purposes of the original

withdrawal.
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Individual Land Grants

The aggregate impact of granting individuals fee simple

ownership, or title to either the surface estate or the mineral estate,

on large tracts of land is extremely difficult to predict. It is obvious,

however, thatthe benefits would be very unevenly distributed, both because

of the wide differences in value of land resource, and because of wide

differences in individuals' ability to manage and exploit these resources.

Some individuals would undoubtedly become very wealthy,while a great

number would probably not benefit at all.

It is not clear whether such a provision would on balance

speed up or retard commercial development of Alaska resources. What

probably can be said is that the time horizons of individual proprietors

would be shorter, and their focus narrower, than would be the case with

government management.
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Land Grants Go Nati_yt_Epprations or Nattve Associations

There is no reason to expect the quality of managment
employed tat Native associations to be on the average inferior to that
available to the state. Generalizations about manacement policy, however,
are extremely speculative. On balance, ownership by Native corporations,
like private ownership in general, would probably result in a more rapid
rate of development and a greater concern for maximizing the economic
returns from the land resources than would management by government
agencies. For instance, Native corporations would probably not require
primary processing of extractive products or "sustained-yield" timber
management except where they were clearly justified in dollar terms.
Native corporations in attempting to maximize their net incomes from the
land would pursue a multiple-use policy, and in doing so would probably
be able to resolve conflicts among competing commercial land uses more
economically and more satisfactorily than would government. On the
other hand, to the extent their policies reflected a single-minded con-
cern with the commercial revenues of the land, they might be less con-
cerned than would government with such nonmonetary and collective values
as those of wilderness and scenery.

The previous treatment assumes that Native corporations would
manage their land grants for their income rather than distributing them
to individuals or selling out in order to distribute the proceeds. The
impact of eithea of these policies Oh Native welfare would approximate
that of individual land grants and individual cash settlements,
respectively. Grants of commercially valuable land managed for its
income by Native corporations could be expected to provide an income flow
to individual families and to provide a source of capital which Native
enterprise could invest in other jines of business and capital for
community improvements. It would also provide openings for ale develop-
ment of Native managerial talent.

Individual Lump-Sum Settlements

It is again difficult to generalize about the impact of
lump-sum individual payments on Native welfare except to say that the
effects would vary immensely among individuals. Some Natives undoubtedly
would invest their money very effectively; but because of poverty, Tack
of education and of commercial attitudes, a great number of recipients
would undoubtedly soon be no better off than they were before receiving
the grant.

For the same reason (i.e., the Natives' high propensity to
consume), the lump-sum settlement to individuals would probably be a
sharp stimulus to the general Alaska economy, but this stimulus would
be of a "once-and-for-all" nature and would leave little lasting impact
on Alaska income or employment.
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Substantial cash grants to individuals, distributed regularly
over a long period of time, might be expected to make a contribution to
Native living standards propoetionate to the size of the grant, and to
be a corresponding stifilulus to the regional economy. It is not clear,
however, that such payments would be any different in principle or in
effect from increased, universal, public-assistance distributions.13

Cash Se. lements to Native Associations or Cor orations

A large cash settlement distributed to a Native corporation or
corporations, if treated as investment capital rather than distributed
to individuals, could be expected to provide a continuing stream of
income to individuals as well as a source of funds for enterprise and
for community development. It would also provide openings for the
development of Native management talent. Beyond this it is difficult to
generalize, because the impact both on l!ielfare of individual Natives and
on overall economic development would depend on the investment policies
pursued, and on the managerial skills provided by, or hired by, the
Native groups.

13This study is not the proper pa-ce for a fdiidiscussion ohi
philosophy and economics of welfare. Existing public-assistance prft-ams
are under critical examination throughout the United States, and several
alternatives are being widely considered. It is appropriate to point out
here, however, that some kind of family income maintenance program will
be required in rural Alaska for many years. We ve-Juld hesitate to
generalize about the relationship of public-assistance payments to the
feelings of self-respect and to the economic motivations of Alaska Natives,
but it is clear there is a close connection among them in the thinking of
the cultural majority in America. "Unearned" income is regarded as
degrading and disgraceful if the recipient gets it because he is poor and
unemployed. But such income is highly respectable if it comes from the
ownerShip of land or of securities. This consideration suggests that,
dollar for dollar, public funds distributed to Alaska Natives may be
more effective in raising their social and economic status if done wisely
as part of a land-claims settlement than if done as public assistance.
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Share of Revenues from Public Lands (and/or Outer Continental Shelf)

Distribution to Natives of a specified share of revenues from
all or from certain kinds of public lands in Alaska would have effects on
Native welfare similar to that of cash disbursements and would vary
similarly depending on whether the payments were to individuals or to
Native corporations. In the latter case, they would vary depending on
the managerial skills available to, and the policies of, thosecorpora-
tions. Unlike grants of commercially valuable lands to individuals or
to Native corporations, land and resource management would remain a
government responsibility and would probably be pursued with a broader
range of policy objectives than would be the case under private owner-
ship. The flow of funds to Native individuals or groups would begin
sooner than they would in the case of grants of land title, unless the
latter included lands presently under mineral lease.

Any increased investment or expenditure in the state resulting
from these payments would clearly be an impetus to overall economic
development, except to the extent they preempted a share of royalties,
lease payments, or timber sales revenues which would otherwise accrue to
state or local government. The net effect an economic development in
the latter case is not clear.

Tax Exemption

Tax exemptions could have significant fiscal implica ions For
the state and local government. The real estate exemption of S.B. 3586,
for instance, keeps all the lands granted off the property tax rolls
whether they are "in fee or in trust." This provision applies as well
to any minerals associated with the land grant which could otherwise be
made subject to ad valorem levies where tax bodies existed. Conceivably,
these sums might amount to considerable amounts of public receipts fore-
gone. Some caution is appropriate here, however, in that too early and
too much land taxation can result in confiscation of the land, which
result would clearly be counter-productive to the policy resolution
intended.

The problem here seems to be to distinguish among the different
purposes for which land might be granted. In the case of homesites,
fishing camps, and the like, or of lands granted to protect subsistence
activities, maximum insurance is required against confiscation because
of the owner's inability to pay taxes. In the case of grants of com-
mercially valuable land for income purposes, however, the point is to
get them into a productive, income-earning position and, indeed, to get
them on the tax rolls. To the extent that these lands are in fact
capable of producing income, there is no obvious justification for
keeping them off the tax rollssimply because they happen to be owned by
Natives or Native groups.
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Any provision, however, that initial cash paymen6s under the
Act are not taxable means simply that any monetary settlement is
effectively larger in disposable income than its nominal dollar amount.

The provision in S.B. 3586 relating to Section 501 of the
Internal Revenue Code indicates that another "nonprofit" enterprise
would be created, a corporate status which is currently under serious
review by government and public-finance scholars alike. In a state
the vast bulk of whose land and a great proportion of whose capital
assets are already exempt from taxatlon, there seems to be no economic
justification for this further departure from tax uniformity.

Corporate Organization, Trusteeship and Property Alienation

To the extent that lump sums, tracts of commercially valuable
land, or a share of the revenue from public lands in Alaska are trans-
ferred to Native corporations, a major purpose is to assist the Natives
as a group to get a firm footing within the money economy and the
capitalistic organization of the United States. Other aspects of the
claims settlement may be designed to protect those Natives and Native
communities which wish to maintain intact their nonmarket economy and
their distinctive ways of life. But legislation providing a special role
for Native development corporations is directed toward economic equality
for Natives with other Americans, and toward their economic integration
into the life of the nation. For this reason, provisions establishino
any trusteeship over the capital assets of the Natives, including land,
or establishing a special status for Native development corporations,
should be carefully examined and the time span of these provisions care-
fully considered.

The desire to protect a vulnerable people from exploitation or
expropriation must be balanced against the desirability of giving them
early control over their own livelihood and their own assets, and
against the community's interest in avoiding franchise to private monop-
olies and special privilege. While restrictions on land transfer or
stock sales to non-Natives provide some protection to the improvident
and the gullible, these restrictions will sharply reduce the value of
the assets involved. Land which cannot he alienated cannot be mortgaged,
If the land is the owner's only capital asset, he is tied to it economi-
cally as securely as if he were a serf. Stock in a Native corporation
which can be sold only to eligible Natives is ceteris paribus worth less
than stock which can be sold to anyone; stock which cannot be sold at
all is, cf course, worth even less. TO the extent that the property of
individual Natives or of Native corporations is encumbered either by
law or by covenant, the value of that property wi71 be reduced, the
economic freedom of the Natives impaired,and the most productive use o
land and capital discouraged.
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The bills so far presented to Congress for settlement of the
land claims include two distinct approaches to protecting both Native
assets and the public interest during a prolonged transition to full
equality. One approach would hold much of the Natives' assets in trust
and would rely heavily on the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior.
The second approach, together with or separate from the first, provides a
multitude of special provisions for Native development corporations,
including tax exemptions and restrictions on the disposal of their assets
and on -.itock ownership. Congress may wish to consider whether either
apparatus is really necessary, if the Native development corporations
commence with sufficient economic scale in terms of cash, land title,
revenue shares, or some combination thereof, to reduce uncertainty about
future income to acceptable levels, to distribute its benefits widely
among the Native communities of Alaska, and to engage first-rate profes-
sional management. In this case, the public interest, Native and non-
Native alike, might best be served by the early transformation of the
Native development corporation into onewith all the rights and respon i-
bilities of other businesses in our economy.
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FRAMEWORK FOR DECISION

Alaska Native land claims, coming at a time of major
resource discoveries and as the state is entering a period of rapid
economic development, present a problem which, in scope and urgency,

is the most important problem facing the state today--a problem which

can only be resolved at the national level.

In scope it is the most important problem because, lef

unresolved, a cloud on the title to three-fourths of the land in the

state would constitute an effect-:ve bar to economic development.
Development without a settlement of Native land claims, on the other
hand, would irrevocably impair the rights of Native peoples in the

use of their historic lands and would result n but limited participa-
tion by them in the fruits of such development.

Underlying the urgency of a settlement is the need to get

on with the job of developing the economy of Alaska and of assuring
Native participation in luch development. This rules out a lengtny

process of judicial decision and makes mandatory a legislative

solution.

In many respects accidents of history and separate federal

policies toward Alaska Natives and their land claims have created a

different set of problems to be resolved by this legislation. Follow-

ing the purchase of Alaska in 1867, there were no wars between Native

tribes and the United States, no treaties signed, and no removals to

reservations. The Native people thus gained no title to nor legal
recognition of their rights to their historic lands, although they

continued to live upon the land and pursue their traditional ways of

life largely free from governmental restraints. Many of the major
federal land withdrawals--some of them within the first decade after
purchase--interfered little with the Native way of life. The slow

rate of-growth of Alaska prior to World War II put little pressure

on the Native people to move from their lands or to change thelr
pattern of land use.

The present confrantation of Native and-non-Native in

the use and ownership of lands in Alaska developed largely from three

recent major events: the influx-of nonNative-settlers Auring and

after-WorldWar-II statehood and the grant of the right to the state

to select-more than 100 million acres of land, and the.emergenca,of
resource development as a major-economic force'in the -state.
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Given a different history, the Native peoples of Alaska
present their claims under markedly different circumstances than
pertained to Indians elsewhere in the United States:

....The Congress has consistently provided since
the Organic Act of 1884, and most recently in
the Alaska Statehood Act, that Alaska Natives
shall not be disturbed in the possession of
any lands actually in their use or occupation
or claimed by them, and has reserved to itself
the determination of their title;

....There are no treaties between the United States
and Alaska Native groups setting forth the lands
which they may occupy or their rights to the
taking of fish and game;

....There is no tribunal before which the Natives
of Alaska generally can olatain compensation
for losses of their land; only the Tlingit-
Haida Indians of southeastern Alaska hav(e,
under special jurisdictional act passed by
Congress, obtained a judgment from the Court
of Claims; this was limited to lands taken
before 1935.

The claims of only twelve Alaska Native groups
are pending before the Indian Claims Commission
for causes of action accruing before 1946. Gen-
erally, the Native groups and villages of Alaska
were not informed of nor did they learn of their
right to make claims for lands within the time for
filing under the Indian Claims Act.

The problem presented the Nation in the Alaska Native land
claims is to avoid a narrow Solution which only weighs what has been
taken against a precise compenation for it. The opportunity is to
find a solution which confirms rights and provides an assurance that
Alaska Natives maY share equitablyin the future social and political
life of the state.
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ELEMENTS OF THE PROBLEM

An examination of the elements of the Native land claims
problem reveals the varying, and sometimes conflicting, objectives
of the Nation, the state, and the Native people to be resolved in
its solution.

THE NATIVE PEOPLE

About three-fourths of Alaska's 53,000 Eskimos, Indiansz
and Aleuts live in 178 predominantly Native communities, most of
which are at locations remote from the road system of the state. The
median size of these places is 155 persons. In these villages, the
few, permanent, full-time jobs at highest rates of pay are typically
held by non-Natives. Low cash incomes and high prices, even though
supplemented by free health and educational services, and food-gathering
activities, have resulted in exceedingly low standards of living for
villagers: dilapidated housing, absence of sewer and water facilities,
and electric power. State public assistance programs provide income
to almost one of four households in villages; temporary relief programs
provide income to about the same proportion, but inially for three
months or less. Most village adults have less than an elementary
school education, and large numbers have no formal education at all;
for village adults speaking English, it is a second language. Nearly
all Native communities have schools, but educational opportunity ends
at the eighth grade in most places. Owing largely to so.:Aoeconomic
conditions and the difficulty of providing health services to remote
villages, the health status of Alaska Natives is inferior to that of
other Alaskans.

About one-fourth of Alaska's Natives are residents of pre-
dominantly non-Native communities where job opportunities exist.
Because adult Natives are often less well educated than other adults
and lack marketable skills, their rate of joblessness in these com-
munities is higher than among other groups, and those who are job-
holders are typically in lower-paying positions. Migrants froA
villages to urban areas are frequently ill equipped, by cultural as
well as ethicational background, to make an easy transition to new
patterns of life and work, but few communities have begun to provide
assistance to them; and the consequences for too many are severe
stresses resulting in alcohol problems and other personality disorde s.
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Alaska Natives are eligible for a wide range of federal
services ottered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Division of
Indian Health of the Public Health Service, but such eligibility does

not necessarily assure that a service will be afforded them owing to

inadequate funding or the difficulty of providing such services.
Although Alaska Native3may be employees of these agencies, and with
increasing frequency are actino in an advisory way to them, they are
not really involved in the planning and implementation of the
programs.

Among Alaska Natives today there is an ever increasing
ability as well as a desire to more fully participate in decisions
affecting their lives. Fifty-eight villages are chartered under the
Indian Reorganization Act and have constitutions, by-laws, and charters

under which they may provide services and engage in business. Twenty

of these places also are organized under state law as fourth, second

or first claSs cities. Another twenty-one villages are organized
only as cities under state law. The remaining villages are organized
only on, a traditional basis.

Most villages are affiliated with regional associations
and with the statewide federation of Natives, and their delegates
participate in deliberations and decisions of these organizations.
There are today fourteen such regional groups. In addition, there
are seven Native organizations organized on a community basis in
Anchorage, Fairbanks and other places-- It is through these organiza-
tions that protests to the transfer of lands by the federal government

to others have been filed. They rely in their protests upon
possessory rights earned by continuous aboriginal use of the land.

USE AND OWNERSHIP OF LANDS

Aboriginal Alaska Natives made use of all the biological
resources of the land, interior and contiguous waters in general
balance with its sustained human carrying capacity. This use was
only limited in scope and amount by technology. In their use of
the biological community for livelihood the Native people "occupied"
the land in the sense of being on and over virtually all of it in
pursuit of their subsistence, but they did not "occupy" the land in
an agrarian or legal sense as understood in Anglo-American jurisprudence.



Native settlement patterns have been very substantially
affected by natural physical and biological forces and, in more recent
time, by the decisions and actions of church, government, and industry.
Such forces continue to influence settlement patterns today. Thirty-
seven Native places existing in 1950 had declined to one or two
families or had been abandoned by 1967, bit 21 additional places had
become established as villages by 1967. Eighty percent of the 178
villages are larger than they were in 1950.

Aboriginal group or "tribal" territoriality with definable
bounds did exist in Alaska. Most Native groups also recognized
individual and family or group "property rights"--particularly in the
usufruct sense- to harvest the products of the land, and the amount
of land used and occupied by peoples in Alaska to support their liveli-
hood varied greatly in amount among ethnic groups dependent upon
diverse environments. Such variety continues to be the pattern today.
And while not all villages or villagers depend upon resources of the
land and waters for subsistence to the same extent, reliance upon
gathering activities is generally characteristic of most of the
predominantly Native communities where about three-fourths of Alaska's
Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts live.

Alaska Natives %rho claim two-thirds of the state own in fee
simple less than 500 acres and hold in restricted title only an addi-
tional 15,000 acres. Some 900 Native families share the use of
4 million acres of land in twenty-three reservesestablishedfbr their
use and administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. All other rural
Native families live on the public domain. And reindeer reserves
account for 1-1/4 million of the 4 million acres of reserved lands.
Without government permit, these reindeer lands may only be used for
reindeer husbandry and subsistence purposes.

Specific land legislation passed for Alaska Natives--the
Alaska Native Allotment Act of 1906 and the Townsite Act of 1926--has
failed to meet the land needs of the Native people. In the 62 years
since passage of the Native Allotment Act only slightly more than
15,000 acres of land have been deeded, by restricted deed, to 175
Native allottees. And in the 42 years since the passage of the
Townsite Act, only 28 Native villages have been surveyed with deeds
issued to their inhabitants; and title in fee simple to less than
500 acres has been conveyed.

Of the 272 million acres in the public domain Natives claim
250 millions acres; of the 85 million acres of land reserved by the
federal government for specific purposes, they claim 75 million acres;
of the 12 million acres thus far in process of selection by the state
under the terms of the Statehood Act, they claim all but 100,000 acres;
and of the 6 million acres already patented to the state or to private
individuals, they claim 3 million acres.
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Aboriginal possessory rights, based upon continuous aboriginal
use, are valid against all but the sovereign--in this case the federal
government--and are compensable rights once permission to bring an
action for their loss is granted by the sovereign.

Any lands granted as compensation for rights in land lost
must be from lands still within the control of the federal government;
and although the state may elect to assist in the settlement by
granting shares in future revenues to Alaska Natives, the claim for
money compensation, like land compensation, is against the federal
government.

Unappropriated lands presently under federal*control total
over 250 million acres. But these lands are not uncommitted. On the
contrary, in the Statehood Act for Alaska passed ten years ago, the
state was given the right to select nearly 103 million acres--and
85 million acres of this commitment remain to be selected. In addi-
tion to the public domain lands there are 85 million acres of federally
withdrawn lands which the state sees as the source of grants under the
settlement, or as a reimbursement to the state for other lands used in
the settlement to which the state might be entitled. The legislative
history of the Statehood Act reveals a strong statement of the willing-
ness of Congress to reexamine federal withdrawals in Alaska, and a
detailed study is now being conducted by the Public Land Law Review
Commission. Far-reaching decisions as to the merits of particular
withdrawals may be left to Congressional determination in the light of
this study, with full awareness that as large acreage grants reduce the
amount of desirable land available for state selection, the pressures
to release existing federal withdrawals will increase. However,
adequate information on existing federal withdrawals in Alaska is
available to the Congress to make specific findings should they be
required in the settlement of the claims.

National policy with respect to the public lands is one of
multiple-use management which recognizes disposal under certain circum-
stances, access requirements for commercial development of resources, and
the support of other national objectives. The withdrawal of lands for
specific purposes has been the method of meeting some of those national
objectives in the past. For example, Alaska is an area of military
significance; and those lands presently withdrawn, or those lands to be
withdrawn in the future for defense purposes, are particular sites to
which top priority is to be assigned. Also, as the last and most
extensive wilderness area in the United States and an area of unparalleled
grandeur, the development of National Wildlife Ranges and Refuges and
National Parks in Alaska is also of high priority. A broad range of
public purposes is also met by the management of the two large National
Forests in the state.

Although some of the federal withdrawals have the management
of a particular resource as their purpose, other important resources of
the state are located on, or under, the public domain, or lands or
waters belonging to the state=
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USE AND MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES

Alaska's wildlife resources which are of national signifi-
cance are afforded habitat preservation and management by the federal
government. While Alaska Native populations depend in whole or in
part upon biotic resources in order to sustain life and while many
of Alaska's wildlife resources are of national significance, there is
little conflict between the national wildlife objectives and Native
subsistence requirements, with the possible exception of some migra-
tory bird nesting populations. Increasing conflict between the sport
or commercial harvest of wildlife resources and the subsistence
harvest of these same resources by the Native people is, however,
developing.

Legislative jurisdiction for all wildlife resources, except
for migratory birds, is vested in the state of Alaska. On the other
hand, proprietary jurisdiction of most of Alaska, the habitat of
wildlife, is vested, at this point in time, primarily in the federal
government which has the right to prescribe who, where, and in what
manner persons may enter, travel across, and conduct activities upon
land within its jurisdiction.

As in the case of wildlife resources, the Native "property
right" in the fishery resource was "taken" when legislative juris-
diction over fish and wildlife resources passed to the state by
virtue of the Statehood Act. Alaska's Native people rely heavily
upon the fisheries, but they share in these resources only as mem-
bers of the general public.

The fishery resource is a natural resource which offers
immediate direct promise for major economic participation; one in
which Natives can compete as wage earners with moderate outlays of
capital. It is a renewable resource with which Natives are familiar.

The general development and allocation of Alas%a water
resources is essential to economic growth and community welfare in
Alaska. Furthermore, Alaska is a region of water surplus and is
considered as a future potential continental water source for
water-deficient areas in the western United States and Canada.
While the largest possible use for Alaska water resources is hydro-
electric power development, this, with the exception of a few sites,
does not exhibit favorable cost-benefit ratios. The federal with-
drawal of many hydroelectric power sites which have no foreseeable
reservoir areas, however, prevents a conflict with potential land
ownership to many Native groups and villages.

Many Alaska aboriginal groups recognized a "user right"
to individuals or families for a net, wier, or other fish catching
place on a river or lake; no such exclusive "right" now exists on
navigable waters because the Statehood Act extinguished any personal
proprietorship and vested general ownership of lands beneath
navigable waters in the state.
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There is need to provide watershed protection to water
source supplies for Alaska's cities, tow-s, and villages. Depend-
ing upon location and physiography, community watersheds may have
to be of considerable size in order to provide for safe and adequate
supplies ir the future. There is need also to provide land for
public flood plain zoning in many regions of Alaska as economic
and community growth increases.

Alaska possesses 16 percent of all U. S. forest resources.
Nearly all forest resources of Alaska are subject to federal juris-
diction. The important commercial forests of the coastal zone are
administered by the U. S. Forest Service within the Chugach and
Tongass National Forests. Interior forests on the public domain,
comprising 32 percent of the total land area of Alaska, 21 percent
of which is commercial timber, are administered by the Bureau of
Land Management. These interior forests are subject to state
selection and also offer a possible resource to Native claimants.

Almost all available cropland in Alaska has been selected
by the state or patented to private interests. The undeveloped
agricultural resource significant to Native claimants and non-
Natives alike, however, is grazing landparticularly on the Alaska
Peninsula, Kodiak Island, and the Aleutian Islands. With improved
transportation and changing economic feasibility, livestock pro-
duction (cattle and sheep) is a potential expandable use for the
grasslands of western Alaska. However, conflict with wildlife use
of the same lands is probable; and at the present time, wildlife
is the more economically valuable resource. A particularly impor-
tant grazing land use occurs on lands of the Seward Peninsula, St.
Lawrence Island, and Nunivak Island and a few other small areas
of western Alaska where Native reindeer husbandry is practiced.

Although present areas of intensive recreational use cover
less than one-sixth of Alaska--chiefly in areas adjoining the major
communities--the recreational resources of the state are one of the
most potentially valuable economic assets of the nation, stFte, and
Natives in the years ahead. Estimates are that by 1980 nearly
three-quarters of a million tourists will have visited Alaska, add-
ing thereby $225 million to the Alaskan economy in the fifteen years
following 1964.

The potential wealth of Alaska-mineral and oil and gas
resources is not known, although it is estimated to be many billions
of dollars. So little of the state's geology is understood--many
regions of the state being virtually unexploredthat it is impos-
sible to pattern a rational distribution of land based upon mineral
wealth. Nevertheless, sufficient knowledge exists to say that
geologic distribution of known deposits is extremely unequal and
variable.



ELEMENTS OF THE SETTLEMENT

The major elements of settlement available for a solution

of the problems presented by Alaska Native land claims can be treated

in three broad categories:

(1) The grant or protection of lands and land

rights now used by Alaska Natives for town-
sites, hunting and fishing camps, and sub-

sistence hunting, fishing and other food
and fuel gathering areas;

(2) The provision of compensation, either in
lands or revenues, for those possessorY
rights to land taken in the past or to be

taken as a result of this legislation; and

The establishment of organizations for the

management and administration of lands and
revenues and the adjudication Of conflict.

LAND FOR USE

Village Sites and Cam Sites

That it is the expressed policy of the nation to protect

the Alaska Native people in their present occupancy of lands is

stated in the President's Message to Congress of March 6, 1968, in

which specific attention was paid to Alaska Native land claims and

in Senate Concurrent Resolution 11, passed by the Senate of the 90th

Congress on September 12, 1968, pledging support for policies which

meet the moral and legal obligations of the nation toward American

Indians and Alaska Natives--specifically in the protection of their

lands.

No economic ill effect or detriment to public land manage-

ment can be seen in the granting of village sites. On the contrary,

villagers can anticipate real economic gains; and government will be

relieved of a burdensome and expensive managerial responsibility.

Even under the most strict interpretation of possessory .

ights, there is no alternative to the granting of title to village

sites and fishing and huntiag camps-

Most of the proposals before Congress contemplate transfers

of village sites to villages with subsequent transfers of parcels to

individuals. Because townsite surveying is a time-consuming process,
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it is desirable that the Secretary of the Interior withdraw land by
projected least civil divisions. A minimum of one township for each
existing village is necessary to protect such lands as are used and
as may be needed for expansion until the internal townsite surveys
can be completed. Once townsite surveys are completed, the Department
would transfer the parcels to the individuals occupying them; and the
remaining lots would be transferred to the village government.

The transfer of township units for villages, either separate
or in close juxtaposition, is desirable to provide room for relocation
due to natural problems that arise affecting village location. Where
villages are in close proximity, the number of villages times the
township unit could be the total amount surrounding the entire group
of villages. For example, in the Bethel area where there are nine
villages in close proximity, the grant of a minimum of nine townships
for village sites would be desirable. Such grants would total a
little more than 4 million acres for all presently existing villages.
Finally, so that individual land ownership not be too long delayed,
legislation should include funding and authorization for an acceler-
ation of the current program of townsite surveys.

Grants of fishing, hunting, and food-gathering sites may
be Dade to individuals now using them or to Native groups for later
transfer to the individuals in possession. Since agencies do not

rotect have knowledge of the locations of all such camps nor their users,
is the most practical approach is to have government teams meet with
8, in villages in the field to obtain applications from villagers for the
s and sites they use. Even residents of the largest villages continue to

90th
which longer periods than they reside in what may be called their home
rican

s

villages.

use historic sites for hunting, fishing, and trapping--sometimes for

f their
Congress might impose a maximum number of subsistence-use

sites and a maximum acreage that might be embraced by all applications
manage- from each head of a household or other adult, but in so doing it should

ontrary, be remembered t;'.at the number of subsistence sites required for each
will be family in their subsistence quest varies throughout the state.
lity.

While the 160-acre limitation of the Alaska Native Allotment
ssory Act might be adequate, the limitation to onlY four parcels would not
village cover the number of sites now, in use by many families. Because identi-

fication and transfer of these subsistence use sites might take as long
as five years, written nominations of land by villages to cover these

transfers uses should be the cause for immediate withdrawals by the Secretary
rcels to to protect such sites until village hearings and formal applications
process, are received. It is estimated that about 1.5 million acres would meet

minimum needs for these sites.
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While it is doubtful that a case can be made against granting
of village or subsistence use sites on most federal withdrawals, the
location of some villages in Alaska's two National Forests does raise
a question. Of the Native villages in the forests, only two remain
unsurveyed; and surveys there and subsequent grant of titles should be
promptly made. The question is: Would the allocation of lands for
hunting and fishing camps in the National Forests unduly affect public
managerial responsibilities of the Forest Service, not only for timber
harvest, but also for watershed protection, wildlife management, and
recreational purposes? If the answer to this question favors the
allocation of hunting and fishing sites in the forests, a second question
is whether such grants should 'le made to villagers in southeast Alaska
where lands included in the ,ngass National Forest have been included
in the Tlingit-Haida judgment. Despite the judgment, Congress might
take the opportunity to treat all groups equitably by transferring
lands, which the Court of Claims could not do, and granting subsistence
sites to the Natives of southeastern Alaska.

Since there may be several hundred Alaska Natives who live
outside of Native villages and who are living on public lands, the
legislation also might provide for confirmation of title to lands in
their possession. Complicated procedures followed under the Alaska
Native Allotment Act have resulted in virtually no Native allotments
being issued in present rural areas. So, if the Act is considered
as a means of granting title to these rural non-villagers, amendment
to simplify procedures may be necessary.

Lands for Subsistence Use

There is no dispute that the right of Alaska Natives to go
upon federal lands fer the purpose of-taking fish and game should
continue, Although all of the Proposals before the CoegreSs provide
for the,grahting of the right,, the authority to regulate the taking
of fiSh'and gemeAn ail but certain federally withdrawn lands belongs
to the State of Alaska.

Even the grant of surface title to lands used for subsistence
purposes would not eliminate the authority of the state to regulate
the taking of fish and game on those lands. It would, however, enable
the owners of the land to prohibit the entry of sportsmen or commercial
interests for the harvest of fish and game as well as non-Native sub-
sistence use. Should the granting of surface title be the means of
assuring the Natives use of the lands for subsistence, it would require
a grant in varying amounts according to geographic location and biotic
carrying capacity, totalling at least 60 million acres.

Although the federal government cannot regulate the taking
of fish and game, and the state under the terms of its Constitution
cannot grant exclusive hunting and fishing rights, Congress in effect
could grant exclusive hunting and fishing rights by granting an
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easement to Natives only to enter the public domain for these purposes.
Present proposals enable the Secretary of the Interior to grant such
exclusive easements as a discretionary power. While a grant of exclu-
sive easements across all public lands would not be wise public policy,
because it would undermine the pattern of subsistence use by non-
Natives, limit recreational attractions of the state, and encourage
racial divisiveness, permitting the Secretary to protect threatened
subsistence resources by this technique is probably good policy.

An alternative means of protecting subsistence resources is
to grant exclusive rights to go upon the public lands within certain
well-defined ranges adjacent to particular villages to the occupants
of those villages--Natives or non-Natives. If there is doubt that
entrance to subsistence use areas of Alaska may be unduly limited by
disposal of the lands before subsistence uses cease, it would be possible
to provide for such access on a nonexclusive basis as a condition of
transfers of the land from federal ownership.

Generally, the state's management of fish and wildlife
resources is excellent. However, there are important instances of
conflict of Native subsistence needs, recreational needs, and com-
mercial exploitation of fish and game. The Congress may well wish
to secure the definitive position of the state relative to its approach
to the management of these resources in conflict.

The granting of lands for village sites, camp sites, and
subsistence use--or the protection of subsistence use by other means--
will resolve the uncertainty of right to land and protect the present
livelihood of Alaska Natives. Other grants of land, particularly
those which include subsurface rights, may be considered a form of
compensation for aboriginal rights lost. In addition,they may be the
means by which Alaska Natives participate in the future economic
growth of Alaska.

COMNSATION

Compensable claims by Alaska Natives are based upon past
withdrawals by- the federal government and upon the failure of govern-
ment to protect them in the possession of their aboriginal lands from
the takings of others. Similar claims have been honored for other
American aborigi.nes by the Congress and by the courts. The additional
dimension of the Alaska NatiVe land claims is that a settlement itself--
bY ekthanging -some lands for others and some land rights for others--

,

may constitute the greatest taking Of all.

When all compensable takings:are considered, the probleins of
determining compensation are twofold: .to determine theamount of compen-

.

sation 'based open the amOont of land rights taken, the time of taking,
and their market value--at that time; and'to determine the form and

.

distribution of the compensation.



Amount of Com ensation

This basic determination may be made by decisions in two broad
categories:

(1) Time of Taking. The dates of lands lost by specific
federal withdrawals can be determined with accuracy as can the dates of
lands lost by state selection. The loss of usufruct hunting and fishing
rights, as well as the loss of rights in any tideland and inlaed waters,
can be tied to the date of statehood. The loss of other claimed lands
not confirmed in Native ownership can be said to have been taken an the

date and by the terms of this settlement.

(2) Market Value. Market value of lands at the time of the
federal withdrawals, --iFtWe time of statehood, and at present can be

broadly determined. Although merely a possessory right of use and
occupancy, it is recognized that the market value of the "Indian title,"
under which Alaska Natives claim,is to be computed as though the lands
were owned in fee. Thus, the market value of the land would include the
value of its known mineral content although not its speculative value.

Each year of delay, as the resources of Alaska are developed, results

in increased land values for which com-ensation is sought.

Form of Compensation

Money, in installments, or a lump sum, is not the sole form of
compensation. Land, and interests in land, as well as participation in
future revenues from land or resources may also be used alone or in

combination with other compensation forms.

(1) Grants of Land as Compensation

Proposals before the Congress provide for confirming title of
both surface and mineral estates of the presently existing reserves
together with land grants to other Native groups. Total proposed grants
for use and compensation range from no mere than 20 million acres in the

bill presented by the Department of the Interior to ne less then 40

million acres in the bill presented by the Alaska Federation of Natives.

But, as previously stated, if grants to meet subsistence needs are to be

made which recognize varied subsistence ratios between people and acres

of land, then a minimum of 60 million acres would be required. If land

grant provisions of the settlement are computed in terms of a static,

acre-per-person formula, this crucial question is overlooked. The ques-

tion is not how much land per capita but rather how much land in rela-

tionship to the number of people the land will support. Similarly, if

grants are to be made to Provide a future economic base for Native groups,

then a computation in terms of acres per person overlooks regional

variation in resource endowment.

Accenting this:problem are proposals ealling:for enrollment
procedures which allOW-INatives away from their:Own'villegee; even in,
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live, indeed in a village which no longer exists. Enrollments of urban
Natives that inflate village populations would appear to serve no good
end for the urban Native unless enormous mineral wealth exists in the
land and a share is distributed to him. Enrollment of persons at now
abandoned village sites or at other places they were born, such as summer
fish camps, would have the unfortunate consequence of increasing the
number of villages to which grants would be made, and if resettlement
occurred, to which public services would have to be extended. It is
conceivable, based upon the historic record that 200 to 400 old village
sites could be reoccupied, thereby tripling the number of rural Native
places in Alaska.

Given the conflicts and complexities of grants of land as
compensation, a decision to make such grants should be accompanied by a
consideration of making the grants to groups of villages or regional
associations.

Land grants for compensation, in excess of confirmation of
title to village and subsistence-use sites, should be made only with
recognition of intervening public and private purposes and recognition
of the likely consequences of such grants.

Intervening public and private purposes include:

) Lands within federal withdrawals. It is likely that
some of the 85 million acres now federally withdrawn
may be released following review by the Public Land Law
Review Commission of federal land policy in Alaska, but
at this time--unless Congress acts respecting those
withdrawals--they are unavailable to the settlement.

(b ) Lands subject to state selection. If the state should
choose only one-half the acreage to which it is entitled
under the Statehood Act, its selections, if given priority,
would inevitably remove most of the best lands that might
otherwise go to Native claimants. The 18 million acres
selected thus far have already encompassed many village
and subsistence-use sites, particularly those of the
Tanana and Tanaina Indians of the Fairbanks and Cook
Inlet regions, respectively.

) Lands open to public uses. Finally, increasing demands
of American citizens generally for utdoor recreation
focus attention upon the wildernest Alaska.

Another problem whose dimensions are not fully known is that
grnnts as small as 50,000 acres per village would pose numerous conflicts
particularly in southwest Alaska,as to what lands would go to one of
several villages in close proximity.
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Great disparities appear when proposals to grant 50,000 acres,
or a township, or the multiple of 500 acres per person are compared with
the confirmation of title to a reserve such as the Chandalar Native
Reserve of over one million acres. Although tne most recent proposal
supports grants oV title to all existing reserves, earlier proposals
provide for such grants only to villages organized under the Indian
Reorganization Act.

Given the variations in size of Alaska Native reserves, the
addition of mineral title commensurate with surface boundaries only
increases inequities. It should be noted, however, that any decision
against conveying mineral rights in lands granted, if existing reserves
are included, would result in the loss of the only mineral rights now
producing revenues for Alaska Natives--those revenues accruing to the
villagers of Tyonek on the Moquawkie Reserve.

A reasonable alternative to denying or granting mineral rights
in all land conveyed across the board might be one which gives the option
to Native groups of accepting the mineral rights in the lands conveyed
them or in sharing pro rata in future revenues from a general acreage.

Another possible consequence of oranting land as compensation
to Alaska Natives may be that the compensation realized will be empty of
real meaning for their future. While such grants would give the fullest
protection to present subsistence use, in some areas the scarcity of
commercial resources would promise little prospect for modern economic
growth, would provide a disincentive to move to areas of economic
activity, and, in all likelihood, would diminish the amount and kind of
compensation that might otherwise be awardcd.

Alaska is now a viable, dynamic frontier. Its society is
integrated in the best sense of that word. Should grants of blocks of
land result in the kind of isolation exJerienced by some American Indian
groups on reservations, tragic social and economic consequences to
Nation state, and Alaska Natives could be expected to follow.

There are other methods of awarding compensation in the form
of estates in land aside from granting lands that surround village
townsite grants.

(2) Percen a e:Pf Future Revenues

One.alternative is the .granting of a percentage of the revenues
deri-ved from Public lands. As Alaska prosOers because of the wealth of
its now largely undeveloped resources, the Natives of Alaska desire to
share in that prosperity

A graht-of a percentage of.. future revenues' has 'the advantage
of retaining management pf the lands.in -government-and avoiding the socio-
economic problems usually associated with reser'vations qua reservations.
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Such revenue sharing has a precedent in state action affectina
the claims. While the 5 percent grant of revenues from state lands to
be selected in the future is not being made owing to its being conditioned
upon a lifting of the "land freeze," it ,,Jes indicate the state's
willingness to consider revenue sharing.

The concept also has ample precedent in other federal
legislation. For example,

- -90 percent of the revenues from leasable minerals
on federal lands go to the state;

- -25 percent of the revenues from the sale of surface
resources on the National Forests and National Wildlife
Refuges go to the state or its boroughs;

- -70 percent of revenues from the Pribilof Islands fur
seal harvest go to the state; and

--5 percent of surface resource and land sales from the public
domain go to the state.

In considering the grant of a share in future revenues, the
question is not only the amount of the percentage of revenues but also
from whose present share of revenues--the state or federal government--
the percentage is to be taken.

include:
Other alternative forms of participation in future revenues

( ) Assignina revenues from mineral estates, if such estates
in land are granted, on a pro rata basis to all the
Natives of Alaska; this alternative would avoid the
creation of "have" and "haye not" villages;

(0) Assigning a percentage of mineral revenues from a
particular source such as the Outer Continental Shelf;
and

Earmarking of a specified percentage of revenues from
national forests, fish and wildlife lands, and the
public domain by amending existing formulas for sharing
of such revenues.

Revenues from Specific Lands

An alternative form of granting land as compensation might
be designation of township units on a checkerboard basis as "Native
lands" and the granting of revenues realized from the sale or lease
of such lands and their resources to Alaska Natives. Management and
control.of the lands might remain in the federal or state government.
If Congress chose, however, it could grant such lands in fee title.



(4) Land Grants to Towns and Borou hs

Not all of the Natives of Alaska live in rural villages.

One-fourth of them live in towns and cities having populations of more

than 1,000. Although their need for land may be less and different

from the need for land of the rural Natives, land also may be used as

a portion of the settlement for nonrural Natives.
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The most flexible form of compensation which may be used to compensation

meet the need and satisfy the claims of rural and urban Natives alike is Tlingit-Haida

money. Questions raised on money compensation are the method of payment

and its distribution. It may be paid in lump sum or installments over a Not

period of time. It may be distributed to individuals, Native villages substantial re

or groups, or regional or statewide organizations, and gas bonuse
have totaled $

Present proposals call for installment payments. However, in the legisla

Congress may make a lump sum payment after determination of the budgetary

limitations of the federal government and examination of the question of A p

whether a lump sum payment would be in the best interests of the Native Indian Claims

people. Given the pressures on the federal government at the moment, it proposals is

is doubtful that adequate compensation can be achieved for Native rights by Native grou

lost by lump sum payment. The more important question than the method given them to

of payment is to whom payments are tc be made. take under the
the Alaska cl
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Essential to the determination of how compens-tion is to be

distributed is a determination of its beneficiaries. A fi
urban Natives

All Alaska Natives in Alaska and other places, with but few moving into u

exceptions, are slated to be beneficiaries of proposed legislation, from those of

Alaska Natives are descendants of Tlingit-Haiea Indians of Southeast land grants m

Alaska', the Athapascans of the Interior, and the Eskimos and Aleuts give particul

whose ancestors established aboriginal claim to Alaska before the and social tr

purchase from Russia. Many have intermarried'with non-Natives, and is the lack o

two principal federal agencies providing services to Alaska Natives-- undereducated

the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Public: Health Service--afford such ill equipped

services to persons who claim to be one-quarter or more Eskimo, Indian opportunities

or Aleut. Most legislative proposals follow this definition, but one ,and the abili
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also defines a Native as one who is so regarded. Because of the
difficulty of establishing blood quantum, the latter approach is
probably preferable because it will allow government to deal with the
Natives of Alaska on the a is of need as well as right.

Excluded from a share in compensation until the $7.5 million
judgment granted them by the Court of Claims has been matched by their
proportionate part of this settlement are the Tlingit-Haidas. The
Tlingit-Haida judgment is for lands taken before 1935. They also have
claims pending before the Indian Claims Commission for other lands taken
between 1935 and 1946. As a consequence of the land se lement, a fair
compensation for these lands should be computed as a par- of this settle-
ment, and the Tlingit-Haidas should be allowed to share in that portion
of the compensation without offset of the Court of Claims judgment. In

addition, if equity of treatment of all aboriginal groups of Alaska is
to be the rule of the Congress, there is another consideration. Indian
title was confirmed by the Court of Claiam in the Tlingit Haidas of 2.6
million acres of land in southeastern Alaska which has not yet been
taken. If these lands are taken as a part of the land claim settlement,
compensation for them also should be a part of the settlement in which
Tlingit-Haidas would share.

Not excluded from present proposals are the beneficiaries of
substantial revenues, the Tanaina Natives of the Village of Tyonek. Oil
and gas bonuses and royalties paid them for lease of their present reserve
have totaled $15 million. Whether their case warrants special treatment
in the legislation is a matter for determination.

A problem area is in the matter of claims pending before the
Indian Claims Commission. The sense of current land claim settlement
proposals is to require the dismissal of these claims. Since decisions
by Native groups themselves are to be preferred, the option should be
given them to pursue their claims before the Indian Claims Commission or
take under the terms of the general land claims settlement.. Not all of
the Alaska claims pending before the Indian Claims Commission are for
possessory land rights lost. Some of them are for other damages to
lives and Property.

A final subject for consideration here is compensation for
urban Natives. Keeping in mind that increasing numbers of Natives are
moving into urban areas, that problems confronting them are often different
from those of villagers and that they may not be declared as sharers in
land grants made te villages and villagers, Congress amy.well want to
give particular attention to the problems of these Natives in economic
and social transition. A deficiency in all legislation thus far Proposed
is the lack of specific Provisions to meet needs of urban Natives. Often
undereducated, jobless or in low-paying jobs, and sometimes culturally
ill equipped for city life, they need, among other things, increased
opportunities for education and training, extensive supportive services,
and the ability to obtain housing so that they do not find themselves in
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ghettos. Congress might award compensation that would result in a program
that would, for instance, embrace the establishment of acculturation and
training centers and provide for low-interest mortgage money for housing
and small business enterprises.

As computation of land grants on acres-per-person ratios may
not recognize variations in needs and resources, a similar mathematical
computation of money compensation on a per capita basis may not recognize
urban-rural, reserve-no reserve, and other disparities.

Settlement provisions concerning the distribution of compensation
and its use may provide the opportunity to resolve inequities as well as
assure the realization of maximum benefits from the compensation granted.

Distribution and Uses of Com ensation

Immediate beneficiaries of compensation awarded might be
individuals, villages or other groups, regional groups or associations,
or a statewide organization. All of these have been proposed in varying
combinations in pending legislation. Closely related to these issues isthe matter of whether, or to what extent, Congress should determine towhat uses compensation could be put.

Although the ultimate beneficiaries of compensation are
individuals, making them immediate recipients of per capita payments isalso a possibility. Such funds would enable recipients to purchase
equipment so they might compete more effectively in the harvest of
resources for commercial and subsistence use, enable them to improve
their dwellings, and purchase clothing for children and provide otherfamily necessities. Although Congress has usually ruled out the use of
cal funds received in land claim settlements for per capita grants, the
poverty and enormous unmet needs of Alaska Natives argue for settling
at least a portion of the compensation immediately upon them as
individuals.

Distribution of funds to villages is suggested because most
villages lack community facilities--sewer and water, electricity,
community centers, fire protection, police protection--and all the other
facilities and services which most Americans take for granted. Whileonly 29 villages presently levy taxes and spend the funds as communities,
village councils are increasingly playing responsible roles in seeking
community planning and improvements. Unless grants,of land or money to
villages were of substantial size, however, single villages would'heunable to employ professional consultants to plan for and capitalize
communi ty improvements.
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In order to realize the fullest benefits of grants intended
for village advancement, compensation might be awarded to groups of
villages formed for this purpose. The granting of compensation to
groups of villages would also enable them, in some areas, to invest in
or capitalize commercial resource development and to provide local jobs
and a sustained economic base. Groups of urban Natives could likewise
use funds awarded to help meet their many needs.

Compensation awarded a state organization of Eskimos, Indians
and Aleuts would enable it to employ skilled profP-sionals who could be
assigned to assist regional groups or villages in planning and implementa
tion of projects and programs for general economic betterment and provide
a more powerful voice for Alaska Natives. The question before the
Congress might be whether it should grant compensation directly to a
statewide organization or whether the decision to support such an
organization should be left to regional groups or villages obtaining
compensation under the act.

Although no bills before the Congress at the present time
describe the uses to which compensation must be put, Congress may wish
to earmark parts of the settlement for specific purposes. For instance,
since present funds made available from the Conaress for post-high school
education always fall short of meeting the increasing needs of Alaska
Natives, an educational scholarship fund might be established. Such a
fund might be used, not only for college students, but for high schoolers
who are unable to attend secondary schools appropriate to their needs and
wants and for high school graduates who wish to attend trade schools or
college preparatory schools. In none of these areas is government now
providing adequate opportunity for Alaska Natives.

Earmarking by Congress should be done only with an awareness
that it is substituting its judgment for the judgment of a group of
people whose rights are being compensated for and whose ability at
decision making is increasingly responsible. Because government cannot
know fully all the needs, wants and aspirations of any group of people,
particularly those with a different cultural heritage, government must
allow--indeed, encourage--them to be active shapers of their own future.

While present Native organizations have addressed themselves
to important policy questions, they have, for the most part, not possessed
budgets that would permit a wide scope of action. Two Eskimo associations
in the West, however, are expected to receive a federal grant for local
economic development efforts;and the Alaska Federal of Natives has a staff
of seven fcir a number of programs. The federation is administrator of
nearly a third of a million dollar grant from-the Department of Labor for
the contracting of on-the-job training 'FPI' 200 persons. It is also the
recipient of a foundation grant that is to be uted td conduct education
and training courses for village leaders.
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There are many on-going programs of health, education and

welfare designed for the benefit of the Alaska Native which will not be

reduced in any way by the settlement of the land claims. They may be

supplemented and made more effective by the settlement, however; and

the settlement will contribute to the improvement of Native circumstance

and life so as to better equip them to fully share in the desig- and

implementation of these programs.

The transition away from dependence upon special programs to

full control over their own affairs is desirable. Proposals before

Congress endorsed by Alaska Natives indicate they wish the path to be

carefully charted in legislation rather than left to future determination

by government. To devise adequate organizations and machinery to

accomplish this objective is no small task.

ORGANIZATION

Three organizational functions to be considered are ad-
judication, administration, and management ef lands and revenues.
While these elements are always of importance, they are of especial
importance in the proposed land claims settlement in order that the
land claims settlement is not simply compensation for rights taken,
but that it also makes a maximum contribution to the solution of the
economic problems of Native peoples. So that the settlement bill
becomes the vehicle for giving Alaska Natives an opportunity to live
in full social and economic equality with other Alaskans, decisions
affecting these functions become of even greater significance.

Adjudication

Many determinations which are necessary cannot be made in
any proposed legislative settlement, but will have to be adjudicated
by an organization designated in the legislation: the determination
of eligibility of beneficiaries and the resolution of conflict be-
tween beneficiaries such as between individuals for specific hunting
and fishing sites, between villages as to the bounds of village terri-
tory, and between ethnic groups as to broader territorial boundaries.
If a grant of village lands were to be based on a formula of acreage
per person, rather than historic use and occupancy or present need,

it would give rise to a number of conflicts requiring adjudication.

The task of adjudication might be assigned to a group with-

in the _Department of the Interior, or it might be assigned to an

independent commission. Both alternatives are contained in pending,

Proposals. Of the two, an independent commission is more desirable.

Due to real and imagined conflicts, the commission should not be
located within the Department of the Interior since adjudication, hy

its very nature, requires an independence from existing institutions,
particularly those that have an historic relation with the land and
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before Administration
ath to be
etermination The principal administrative functions of surveying and

ry to conveying granted lands, transmitting appropriated funds, and estab-
lishing procedures for the crediting of apportioned revenues are
functions now exercised by the Department of the Interior as a part
of its charge to administer the public lands of the United States.
These tasks, such as determining the location of village sites, hunt-
ing and fishing camp sites, and individual town lots, and the iden-
tification of federal withdrawals or other land boundaries, are an
area of expertise associated with the Bureau of Land Management. It

e ad- has the technical knowledge and skilled personnel to perform the work
nues efficiently and at a minimm cost to the government. It is proper
special that this Department exercise this function with regard to any Alaska
hat the Native land claim settlement. Unlike revenues accruing from public
taken, lands which would be administered by the Bureau of Land Management,

n of the appropriations for lump sum or installment compensation could be
. bill handled directly by the Treasury Department .
f to live
!cisions Another important administrative function is that of enroll-
e ment of beneficiaries. Two alternatives for the conduct of this

administrative duty are the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Depart-
ment of the Interior, and the Bureau of the Census in the Department
of Commerce. No agency has fuller specific knowledge of Alaska

made in Natives, by name and location in Alaska in 1968 than the Bureau of
udicated Indian Affairs, but the Bureau has little knowledge of Alaska Natives
mination who have moved to other states. The coincidence of timing in this
ct be- land claim settlement will probably result, however, in the Bureau
hunting of the Census having the fullest specific knowledge of Alaska Natives

age terri- by name in Alaska and in other states, by the end of 1970, particu-
undaries larly if this task of enrollment is assigned to the Bureau of the
acreage Census as it carries out its decennial census .

t need,
cation. Management of Assets Granted

-cam with- The grant of assets to Native beneficiaries will require
to an management of land and money, including the distribution of funds,
pending capital investment, planning and project development, and reporting

!sirable and auditing.
Ft be
Ition, by
titutions,
land and

the people involved. Similarly, proposals which require the appoint-
ment of Alaska Natives to such a commission violate the proposition
that an adjudicatory body be composed of persons without vested in-
terests in the problem at hand. Appointments of Natives to such a
commission should be neither required nor prohibited. The main office
of the commission and its staff should be in Alaska. Finally, the
quasi-judicial process thus established will require authority for
final judicial revi in the Courts.
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There are two basic approaches: one grants assets to bene-
ficiaries directly and relies upon their management of their assets;
the second grants assets in trust to the Secretary of the Interior
for the benefit of Alaska Natives. One seeks to protect Native
assets by adding another layer of decision making; the other seeks
to assign full and final responsibility to the beneficiaries for the
management of their assets. While the Native leadership prefers the
management responsibility to be given to the people rather than to
the Department of the Interior, they are also fully cognizant of the
varying abilities of villages to make final management decisions
respecting large expenditures of money.

Native leaders, in leoislative proposals, have advocated
organizations of beneficiaries jor the management of assets at
three levels: at the village level; in regional associations; and
in a statewide organization. They recognize that some villages have
the expertise to accomplish community betterments as well as make
capital investments while others do not, Further, Native leaders
believe that all villages are capable of an appraisal of their own
abilities, and their proposals rely upon the villages themselves to
decide whether or not to invest their money in local businesses and
local improvements, or to seek assistance and advice from broader
regional and statewide organizations.

One aspect of the latest legislative proposal with regard
to organizations of beneficiaries offers some difficulty in that
limitation is placed upon the number of associations. Additional
testimony from Native groups may help determine those existing Native
groups or associations to be recognized as the overall beneficiaries
for their member participants. Some isolated villages, such as
Inalik on Little Diomede Island, or Anaktuvuk Pass, may prefer to
act independently.

Although a trust arrangement is not supported by the Native
leadership, it appears they do wish the Congress to spell out the
mechanisms of corporate or organizational structure for asset manage-
ment which will protect both their own and the public interest.

Involved in the decisions respecting organizations for the
management of assets is a search for a balanced approach which en-
courages independence and responsibility, but at the same time, pre-
vents exploitation. If the perfect balance cannot be struck, it is
preferable that the imbalance be in favor of Native management of
their own assets and determination of their own destiny

-

Auditing and reporting, as well as other functions of ad-
,

ministration of a settlement are analyzed in the supplement to
Alaska Natives and the Land which compares specific provisions of
legislative proposals for the settlement of the claims.

It
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A CONCLUDING NOTE

It is recognized that this framework cannot respond fully
to the whole range of complex questions confronting the Congress.
It is hopea, however, that it succeeds in providing a useful per-
spective and assists in identifying key issues and considerations
for future hearings and deliberations of the Congress in its reso-
lution of the claims to land of Alaska Eskimo, Indian, and Aleut
people.
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FIGURE 11-18

NUMBER OF PERSONS PER ROOM, U. S. AND VILLAGES or WESTERN ALASKA
1960, 1965, AND 19 7 DATA

United States

Southwe ern Alaska

Rooms per
Household

Persons
per Room

3 Y2 Rooms 1

2 Rooms 3 . 1

1 3 Rooms 3.8

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Hous1ng, 1960,
Alaska, Final Report HC(1)-3; U. S. Public Health Service,
Studies on Housing for Alaska Natives, NO. 99-AH-1, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1965; U. S.
Public Health Service, "Dwellings and Environmental Sanita-
tion Inspection Reports,""Alaska Native Health Area Office,
Anchorage, Alaska, 1967.

110 Ibid., p. 149
1" Ibid., p. 136.
112 Ibid., p. 145.
113U. S. Public Health Service, Studies on Hou5ing for Alaska

Natives, No. 99-AH-1, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washingtun,

D. C., 1965, p. 9.
114 U S. Public Health Service, "Dwellings and Environmeutal

Sanitation Inspection Reports," Office of Environmenta1 Health,

Alaska Native Health Area Office Anchorage, Alaska, 1967.
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In Nome, the largest city in western Alaska (population
estimated at 2,450) overcrowding is also the typical situation, although
the homes--many of which date to gold rush years--are somewhat larger
than elsewhere in the West. In Nome, once a largely white community
(of some 20,000 persons) but now about sixty percent Eskimo, 154 Native
homes were surveyed in 1967 by sanitarians of the Division of Indian
Health. They reported that "the homes of Nome are in an advanced state
of deterioration due to the lack of upkeep and their age. Ninety-eight
percent of these homes are of frame construction with the average of
3.19 rooms per home. The floor area for these homes is approximately
566 square feet per home, and the average floor area pecioccupant is
100 square feet. The average person per room is 1.76.11'1°

The director of the U. S. Office of Economic Opportunity
after visiting Nome in 1967 described its housing: "most of the
houses are ramshackle, falling-down places. But even this city has
a slum that is worse than the rest of the town where 500 Natives live
in the most abject poverty that I've seep pywhere--including Africa,
Latin America, India, or anywhere else."I1P

While the low cash income of villagers is an important
reason behind substandard dwellings in village Alaska, it is not the
sole explanation. Federal programs of insured loans are not avail-
able, even to those with ability to repay, if they do not possess
title to the land upon which a house is to be situated, and most
Alaska villagers are landless. Nor are these or most other federal
housing programs available to those without water and sewer systems,
and most villagers are without these facilities. Minimum size and
construction standards imposed by federal housing programs are in-
appropriate to villages, and private loans are too seldom available
to remote villag4rs.11/

Community power does not exist in most villages of Alaska,
and most homes have no electricity--even from private power plants.
Electrification of 67 villages, however, 4 pie objective of a receotly
funded program for remote areas of A1aska.I16

Inroads being made on the housing problem are very slight.
Mutual help housing projects (of 15 houses each) are being carried on
in the villages of Noonah and Metlakatla. Under the loan program of
the Farmers Nome Administration, seventy heads of households in Barrow
and three in Kotzebue are purchasin homes. With its modest ($171,000)
allotment for housing assistance in 1958 in Alaska, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.is providing materials to rehabilitate or rebuild 67 dwellings
in Anaktuvuk Pass, Lower Kalskag, and Bethel. Bureau sawmills are on
loan at Noorvik, Shageluk, Elim, and Minto to assist in meeting hous-
ing material needs. But over 150 villages are unassisted in any way.119

Additional families will be assisted in obtaining decent
housing in the coming year if appropriations are made by the Congress
to fund a special self-help grant and loan program authorized in 1966
for housing in remote areas of Alaska. 120 Funding of $1 million (the
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amo nt contained in the 1969 budget) would permit construction of about

133 houses at an average cost of $7,500 each. Improved housing also is

promised in the 1968 construction of a housing components fabrication

plant in western Alaska at Bethel (with a grant from the Economic
Development Administration) and purchase of up to 300 housing units

(for resale) over the next three years by the Department of Housing

and Urban Deve1opment.121

Present and anticipated programs fall far short of meeting

needs. Following a 1966 visit to the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta area of

southwestern Alaska, the then Commissioner of the Public Housing

Administration said of the housing of the area: "I've never seen

anything like it, even in the worst slums in our major cities." And

,
she added, "In the lower 48 we are trying to get rid of our privies.

In Alaska we feel it would be a great advance just to have privies. .12

Wat9I_SLIp_ply_pd Waste Dis-osal

In most villages water supply and waste disposal practices

are primitive and unsanitary, and have important ill consequences for

Native health.

In the earlier mentioned twenty surveyed villages of north-

we5tern Alaska, for instance, 725 households draw upon unsatisfactory

surface sources for their water; only 74 draw water from wells. In

the 799 households there are only 19 flush toilets, and all of these

but one are in a single village. More than half of the households use

pots or pails indoors for human waste, and deposit the waste later on

the ground or sea ice. About one-fourth of the households have

privies, but half of these are unsatisfactory from a sanitation stand-

Point.123

l'8U. S. Public Health Service, Comprehensive Env ronmental Health

Study Report of Nome, Alaska, Kotzebue Service Unit, Alaska Native

Health Area Office, Anchorage, Alaska, July, 1967, p. 5.

u6Sargent Shriver, Director, Office of Economic Opportunity,

quoted by John Shuler, "VISTA, Alaska," Anchorage, Alaska, February,

1968, p. 1.
17Alaska Native Housing Committee, A Housing Program for Alaska

Remote Areas, Juneau, Alaska, March 6, 1966.
"8"Alaska Villages to get Electric Power," news reiease from the

Office of Economic Opportunity, Washington, D. C,, February 15, 1968.

1I8Information supplied by Jacques Norvell, Area Housing Officer,

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Juneau, Alaska.

120P. L. 89-754.
121Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska,

Bethel Housing Project, Federal Field Committee Newsletter No. 2,

June 21, 1968.
'22Remarks of Marie McGuire, cited in "Alaska Eskimo: The Poorest

Americao," by Homer Bigart, The New York Times, July 31, 1966.

123U. S. Public Health Service, "Dwellings and Environmental

Sanitation Inspection Reports," op. cit. -



As the Bureau of Indian Affairs comments on the area:

'watevS for domestic purposes in most villages is obtained from rivers

and creeks near the villages. The water is hauled in buckets to oil
drums in the homes...Ice is melted in winter for water, even in some

BIA schools...Adequate sanitation facilities are lacking in every

village [of 28] except Unalakleet and Nome."14

But even in Nome the high cost of sewer and water- ystem

connections results in but few Native families having either. Only

three Native households (of 154 surveyed) use city water; none has

connected to sewer. Nearly all Native families in Nome purchase water

from a vendor or go to a spring three miles from town to obtain it.

All Native homes have an essentially identical type of toilet facility,

and human waste disposal practice: box and pailitpilets in the home
and final disposal on the beach of Norton Sound.'"

In southwestern Alaska's nine earlier-mentioned surveyed

villages only 6 percent of 348 households draw upon wells for water,

and another 22 percent draw upon springs; the remainder depend upon

lakes and rivers. There are no Flush toilets in these villages; only

42 housRholds have privies; the -emaining 306 households use indoor

pails.I6

A 1968 survey of 35 northern coastal and interior villages

shows two of three households hauling ice or water for their water

supply. Of the nearly 900 responding households, 41 report modern

toilets; the remainder use privies or boxiapd pails for human waste.

Only 56 families report a bathtub inside.'"

Results of these three surveys are portrayed in Figure 11-19.

There are further problems of village sanitation: "Spring

flooding, which inundates many riVer villages, washes the contents

of latrines and refuse dumps throughout the village, polluting water

wells. Pits fill with surface water and become breeding places for

flies and mosquitoes." And, "until sanitation facilities are at the

minimally acceptable level, the incidence of oastreenteric diseases
and hepatitisjall persist, with the potential for serious

epidemics..."14°

This picture of primitive water supply and waste disposal

practices is generally characteristic of village Alaska, with the

exception of 37 villages that have had sanitation facilities con-

structed since 1961 under provisions of the Indian Sanitation Act.

Under this law (P.L. 86-121) the Division of Indian Health provides

the engineering, materials, equipment, and supervision to provide
water supply and waste disposal facilities, and the Natives nf the

village provide the labor to the extent of their ability to au so.

132
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FIGURE 11-19

WATER SUPPLY AND WASTE DISPOSAL IN 2,014 NATIVE HOUSEHOLDS
1960, 1966, AND 1968 DATA

OUT OF 2,014 HOUSEHOLDS

1561 Have no sanitary Water supply
or Waste disposal

60 Have Well water &
Sanitary Waste disposal

393 Have Well water only

ter Sou ce: U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Preli ry Findings,
or Demographic Survey of Fairbanks District, 1968, Fairbanks,
the Alaska; U. S. Public Health Service, Studies on Housing for
es Alaska Natives, No. 99-AH-1, U. S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D. C., 1965; U. S. Public Health
Service, "Dwellings and Environmental Sanitation Inspec ion
Reports," Alaska Native Health Area Office, Anchorage,

osal Alaska, 1967.

es

124 Mizen, op. cit., p. 162.
125U. S. Public Health Service "Dwellin s and Envi onment"

op cit.
126U. S. Public Health Service, Studies on Housing for Alaska

Natives, op. cit.
127U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Preltmi.nary Findings, op. cit.
ImMizen, op. cit., p. 132.
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Of the 37 orejects completed, the largest number (22) have
been "communal water and individual waste" projects. Facilities in-
stalled are typically like these in Napaskiak in southeastern Alaska:

The in_:ividual facilities consist of a pit privy, sink,
seepage pit, garbage can, water storage cans and water-
carrying cans for each household.

The community facilities include a fenced community
refuse disposal area behind the village and a community
watering point located within the village. The water-
ing point Facilities include a wellA wellhouse, and

water treatment and storage tank.I2

A village well for common use and a privy (or pots and

pails) for each household may seem primitive, but.as the Alaska dir-
ector of the program points out, it is consistent with the prinqiples
of sanitation and a vast improvement over existing practices."u

PR fifteen other villages have had water made available
in the homes, either through drilling individual wells or by being
piped from a community well. All but one of the water distribution
systems are in southcentral or southeastern Alaskaareas free of
permafrost. Six of these places have sewer systems; the others have
individual waste projects.

Total funds,available for fiscal years 1961-1968 have
"totaled $4.54 million.' At this rate of funding it will requre

twenty more years to make clean water available lo all villagers and
enable them to dispose of human waste in reasonably sanitary ways.132

129 U. S. Public Health Service, Final Report, Alaska's Native
Saitation Facilities for Napaskiak, Alaska Native Health Area Office,
Anchorage, Alaska, June, 1965.

130 K. C. Lauster, "Water Supply and Waste Disposal in Alaska
Native Communities," Alaska Native Health Area Office, Anchorage,
Alaska, November 1, 1966.

131 U. S. Public Health Service, "Status of Sanitation Facilities
Construction Projects, 1961-1968," Alaska Native Health Area Office,
Anchorage, Alaska, 1968.

132 U. S. Public Health Service, Operating Plan, Fiscal Year 1968,
Anchorage Area, Alaska Native Health Area Office, Anchorage, Alaska,
September 30, 1967, p. 1.



HEALTH STATUS

It is conditions of life in village Alaska, not physical

inheritance, that account for the poor health status of Alaska Natives.

Principal Health Problems

"What is central to most health problems of villagers,"

says the medical director of the Alaska Native Medical Center, "is

the inadequacx,of the space which human beings have for breathing,
for living."' Dark and poorly ventilated dwellings are the environ-

ment in which germs thrive; small and overcrowded, these dwellings are

the setting for widespread infection and crippling illness--especially

respiratory infections--in humans.

And respiratory infections are a leading cause of sickness,

hospitalization, and death among Alaska Natives:

- -the principal cause of death in 1966 among Native
infants--who have a mortality rAte twice that of
white Alaskans--was pneumonia;"4

- -the incidence rate (in 1963) of newly reported
active cases of tuberculosis was still nearly
twentyiOmes the rate for the United States as a
whole;1.53

- -the leading cause of hospitalization among 4tive
children in 1966 was respiratory diseases;136

- -among all Alaska Natives, influenza and pneumonia
in 1966 ranked second only to accidents as a cause
of death4 the rate: ten times the rate of Alaska

whites; '37
- -broncho pneumonia was the leading cause of NA-
pitalization among Alaska Natives in 1966; "16 and

--bronchiectasis--a severe (nontubercular) lung
disease--occurs vah excessive frequency in Alaska
Native children.'"

The high incidence of tuberculosis, it should be noted, has

been driven downward ty public health programs in recent years. Testi-

money of the reduction may be seen in results of successive surveys of
tuberculin sensitivity in the Vukon-Kuskokwim Delta. In 1949-1951,

eighty percent of the children had been infected by the age of four
with tuberculosis; in 1963-1964, less than one percent had been in-

fected by the age of four.140

Respiratory diseases also contribute to other health prob-
lems--some of which are disabling, such as chronic otitis media, an
infection of the middle ear which often results in total deafness.
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In 1967 otitis media was the leading notifiable disease
among AlgO(a Natives and the third ranked (1966) cause of hospitali-
zation.v41 Most of the afflicted are children; the disease is estab-
lished generally by the time a child is two. The infection is very
common in children generally, but not as a chronic condition as it is

among Native children. It becomes chronic, and thereby crapling, much
of the time through failure to obtain prompt medical care.I'44

Ten to fifteen percent of the Native children in villages
have chronic otitis media, according to tha chief pediatrician of the
Alaska Native Medical Center, and they will suffer a significant hear-
ing loss as a consequence. Communication difficulties--often numerous
for Alaska's villagers who hear well, are, needless to say, increased

for those who hear poorly.

While acute upper respiratory infections are the principal
predisposing factor to otitis media, iron deficiencies in diets con-

tribute to the suscept:bility of children.

133 Interview with MRrtha Wilson, M.D., Medical Director, Alaska
and Native Medical Center, Anchorage, Alaska, June 14, 1968.

134 Supra, p. 17.
aska 135M. L. Hanson, G. W. Comstock, C. E. Haley, Isoniazid Prophy-

laxis Program in an Underdeveloped Area of Alaska," Public Health
Reports, Vol. 82, No. 12, December, 1967, p. 1045.

noted, has 138 Supra, p. 20.
rs. Testi- 137Supra, p. 15.
surveys of 138 Supra, p. 18 .

9-1951, '39 J. K. Fleshman, J. F. Wilson, and J. J. Cohen, "Bronchiectasis
of four in Alaska Native Children," a paper presented to the 1967 Symposium
een in- on Circumpolar Health Related Problems, Fairbanks, Alaska.

140 Hanson, Comstock, and Haley, op. cit., p. 1049.
141 Supra, p. 18 and p. 21.

alth prob- 142 This paragraph and the two succeeding paragraphs are based on
dia, an an interview with J. Kenneth Fleshman, M.D., Chief of Pediatrics,

fness. Alaska Native Medical Center, Anchorage, Alaska, June 14, 1968.



As the dark, underventilated, and crowded houses provide
the setting for dissemination of respiratory infections in villages,

a related environmental factor is behind the high incidence of gastro-
enteritis--fourth in rank as a cause of hospitalization among Native
children and adults.143 This factor: absence of proper sewage dis-
posal facilities--a characteristic of most villages in Alaska.

Virtually all gastroenteritis in villages is diarrhea
caused by bacteria in foods and water. For most adults, diarrhea

means discomfort and inconvenience, but for infants and small
children, owing to the loss of body fluids, it may le§ve a child

prey to other illnesses, or it may result in death.144 numbers
disordE

Infectious diarrhea is the leading problem in the region having of hosr

the greatest health problems of any in Alaska--the Bethel area., the south- are ris

western Alaska home of nearly one-third of Alaska's villagers.145 all be
of the

A contributing factor to gastroenteritis, and to other infecti- among h

ous diseases is the absence of attention to good health oractices such as
keeping food and utensils free of bacteria and hands clean. The underly-
ing cause, however, of infective and parasitic diseases is plain: unsani- Health

tary conditions, unsafe and inadequate water supply, crowded housing, and ing thE

poor methods of waste disposal. sonalii

Accidents, Alcohol, and Mental Health

Accidents--the leading cause of death among Alaska Natives
in 1966--"are common in a country where climate and hardships in making

a living are so severe," observes the Division of Indian Health. "In

the summer months when subsistence fishing and hunting is carried out,

boating mishaps, drownings, and falls inevitably occur. In the winter

months injuries from burns, firearms, frostbites, and dog bites are
more common. Overcrowded conditions in wooden makeshift houses with

unsafe beoting and cooking equipment contribute to the high injury

rates."'"

And the Division also observes: "Assaults and injuries
cresulting from excessive use of alcohol are all too common."147 Little 143

statistical material exists on problems arising from consumption of 144 F

alcoholic beverages, but the problems are many and the consequences 145 I

often tragic. Bethei

Alcohol problems among Natives, the subject of a banner
1967, p

146

story in the state's Eskimo-edited newspaper, the Tundra Times, are Anchora
told by a former villager: p. 55.

147

This big problem of alcoholism is out of control in 148

our new state already. It's not only here, it's all Times,

over in our small villages as well. They order liquor 149

by cases in the villages. Our jails and children homes 150

are over-flowing because of alcohol. Parents are Kanaka
separated because of this same matter. White men are 1967,

1 g



rovide taking advantage of our Native women, young and old,

lages, just because they are divorced and are not employed....

gastro- An Eskimo can work if given a chance but his greatest

Native enemy is alcohol. Indians down-fall, Aleuts' enemy,

e dis- also white man's. First it will be called a sociable

drink. Nothing wrong with it they say. But sociable

drink gets hold of you. You can't live without it

hea anymore. Finally you lose your job, your home, your

hea family. 148

d Problems of mental health are also little described in

numbers, but appear to be widespread. As noted earlier, personality

disorders ranked third in incidence per 1,000 Native adults as a cause

of hospitalization in 1966. Suicides and deaths attributed to alcoholism

are rising in incidence. And, if mental health is construed to include

all behavior problems, it is, in the opinion of the chief psychiatrist

of the Division of Indian Health in Alaska, the major health problem

infecti- among Natives today. 149
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From statements in operating plans of Division of Indian

Health hospitals in western Alaska, come professional judgments regard-

ing the Division's classification of "mental, psychoneurotic, and per-

sonality disorders":

Kanakanak: 2.5 percent of admissions (25) were related

to mental and psychoneurotic disorders. No mortality was

noted in this category. 20 percent (5) of the admissions

were related directly to alcohol. This problem is expected

to increase as predicted in past program plans. Underlying

factors such as cultural upheaval, socio-economic instability,

and changjpg moral values contribute to the psychological

problems.1*u

'43Supra, p. 18 and p.20.
144 Fleshman, op. cit.
145 t]. S. Public Health Service Operating Plan, Fi cal Year 19683

Bethel Service Unit, Alaska Native Health Area Office, September 30,

1967, p. 1.
146 U, S. Public Health Service, Operating Plan, Fiscal Year 1968

Anchorage Area, Alaska NaL;ve Health Area Office, September 3, 1967,

p. 55.
147 mid.
148 "Tragedies Due to Alcoholism Related by Eskimo Woman," Tundra

Times ,
Fairbanks, Alaska, March 8, 1968, pp.1-2.

14,) Supra, p 21

150 U. S. Public Health Service, Operating Flan: Fiscal Year 196

Kanakanak Service Unit, Alaska Native-Health Area Office, September 30,

1967, p. 20.
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Barrow: There are several individuals in Barrow with
schizophrenic-like disorders that require frequent out, '

attention. There have br-en several suicides and suicide It unc

attempts within the past two years.151 capac-
repor-

Kotzebue: The tremendous transition, both culturally and

economically, that the Native population has been going
through in recent years has led to many psychoneurotic, dieta
character and behavior disorders which now constitwte one range
of the great health prohlems in our service unit." treme

villa
Bethel: Psychiatric problems rank low in discharge diag- They
nosis and inpatient days, yet relatively high among out- equal
patient visits. Most acute psychotic problems are trans- rigur
ferred immediately to Alaska Psychiatric Institute (API),
and therefore reflect few inpatient days at Bethel.
Chronic, low-grade psychoneuroses are usually treated in
the villages where the family and cultural setting help
to maintain reality. And finally, the bulk of outpatient
visits are for alcoholic intoxication, and these seldom
require hospitalization. Many of the accidents and in-
juries that we see each year are associated with alcoholic
excess...The mental health of a people in transitIon is
predictably poor,and this area is no exception. 1°.5

Diet and Health

Deficiencies in diets are significant factors in sickness
of Alaska Natives.

Plainest relationship reported between diet and health:
iron deficiency and the high incidence of respiratory disease in chil-

dren, as reported by physician and nurse investigators who studied
children of six villages on Kodiak Island in 1966. Anemic children
(three years and under) had a much higher frequency of illness than
childm not anemic, and three of four of their illnesses were respira-
tory.'

151 U. S. Public Health Service, Operating Plan: Fiscal Year 1968,
Barrow Service Unit, Alaska Native Health Area Office, September 30,
1967, p. 20.

152 U. S. Public Health Service, Operating Plan: Fiscal Year 1968,
Xotzebue Service Unit, Alaska Native Health Area Office, September 30,
1967. p. 20.

153 U. S. Public Health Service, Cperating Plan: Fiscal Year 1968,
Bethel Service Unit, Alaska Native Health Area Office, September 30,
1967. D. 20.

154 Carolyn V. Brown, George W. Brown, and Beryl Bonehill,
"Relationship of Anemia to Infectious Illnesses on Kodiak Island,"

in Alaska Medicine , September, 1967, PD. 93-95.
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"General malnutrition," the Division of Indian Health points
out, "is an underlying cause or a contributing factor to many illnesses.

It undoubtedly increases susceptibility to infections and reduces the

capacity to recover." The Division adds that malnutrition "is under-
reported as a concurrent condition with other diseases.""5

The most outstanding characteristic of diets examined by

dietary researchers in eleven villages (1956-1961), "was the wide

range in the mean daily intakes of all the major nutrients--from ex-

tremely low to extremely high--a clear indication that family and

village food supplies fluctuate enormously throughout the year."

They found that at no age level was the mean daily calorie intake

equal to that recommended by the National Research Council (see

Figure 11-20). Of the diets examined, 75 percent or more were low

FIGURE 11-20

CALORIC INTAKES OF ALASKAN ESKIMO AND INDIAN DIETS:

ALL AREAS AND VILLAGES, ALL SEASONS,
BY AGE AND SEX

sickness
Pqe Sex Catesor

Number
of

Records

746
112

Mean
Daily
Intake

2649
2268

Adult male 20-60 yrs.
Adult male 60 + yrs.

ealth: Adult female 20-60 yrs. 633 2185

in chil- Adult female 60 + yrs. 120 1681

udied Adult female Pregnant 121 2196

ildren Adult femalactating 193 2443

s than Male 13-19 yrs. 303 2386

e respira- Female 13-19 yrs. 298 1992

School child 7-12 yrs. 916 1966
Preschool 2-6 yrs. 843 1543

ar 1968,
ber 30,-

or 1968,
ember 30,

221 1968,

ber 30,

and,

* National Research Council
dietary allowances, 1958,

Caloric Intakes
Percent

Intake Under
Ran e N. R.C.

1006-5740
893-3820
930-4503
739-3381
1093-4300
1197-5263
1174-4161
893-3820
737-4174
529-3262

73.2
71.4
60.4
65.3
73.6
83.8
87.0
81.1
72.7
53.0

Food and Nutrition Board-. Recommended
publ. 589. Washington, 1958, 36 p..

Source: Christine A. Heller, Ph.D. ,and Edward M. Scott, Ph.D., The

Alaska Dietary Survey l956-196l. U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Nutrition and

Metabolic Disease Section, Arctic Health Research Center,

Anchorage, Alaska, p.

155U. S. Public Health Service, Operating Plan: Fiscal Year

1968, Anchora e Area, Alaska Native Area Health Office, September

30, 1967, p 5.



in calories and in calcium and a_corbic acid; one-third were low in

Vitamin A and thiamine; one-fourth were low in riboflavin. At some

age levels there were protein deficiencies, but protein intakes were

generally high. Mean daily niacin intakes were high for all age
groups and relatively few diets showed deficiencies of this nutrient.156
Consumption of several of these nutrients by villagers studied on a

per-person, per-day basis is compared with Americans having a per
capita income of $1250 a year in Figure 11-21.

FIGURE 11-21

COMPARISON: ESTIMATED DAILY CONSUMPTION
OF SELECTED NUTRIENTS USDA*

AND ALASKAN ESKIMOS AND INDIANS
PER PERSON PER DAY

Nutrien ts

Estimated Consumption
USDA Per Person_ Alaskan Eskimos

Annual Income i250 and _Indians**

Calories 3200 1999

Protein (gms) 103 140

Calcium (gms) 1.15 0.6

Thiamine (mgs) 1.56 1.57

Vitamin A (I.0 ) 8540 5766

Ascorbic Acid mgs) 106 35

U.S. Depar ment of Agric lture Food: Yearbook of Agriculture 1959.

Washington 1959 736 :p.

4567 Diet Records of 3 to 7 days each.

source': Christine A. Heller, Ph.D. and Edward M. Scott, Ph D The

Alaska Dietary Survey I956-7,96l. U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Public Health Servicei Nutrition and
Metabolic Disease Section, Arctic Health Research Center,

Anchorage, Alaska, p. 129.
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Formula feeding of infants was found by these investigators

to be common practice once the infants were two months of age. An-

alysis of their diets showed "a significant proportion...inadequate

in ca,ories, iron, thiamine, niacin, and ascorbic acid..."157 Or, as

the Division of Indian Health put it: "It is evident that a large por-

tion--perhaps most--of the Native infants and young children are not

receiving an adequate diet. The extremely common occurrence of iron

deficiency anemia plus the high rate of serious infection of infants

and young children attests to this fact."158

Behind the Health Problems: A SummaryView

At the root of the health problem of Natives and American

/ndians generally, in the opinion of the medical spokesman for the

Association on American Indian Affairs, is plainly the inability to

achieve prosperity. But even more basic, he says, "are the social and

ecologic disruptions which no longer permit a life of relatively

healthy poverty."159

IboHeller and Scott,_op:

157Ibid-J 13, 167 -..--

'551U. S. Publicilealth SerVicq, op. cit. p. 6.

-1'9Carl, Muschenheim, "The National-Significance Of'Indian Health

sp'6Ch delivered before the Fourth-National- Conference on Indian

-Health', November 30,1966:



THE FUTURE OF VILLAGES AND GOVERNMENTAL POL1

To some informed observers outside of village Alaska, the

continued existence of so many scattered, remote--and usually poor-- lagers c

villages doesn't make sense. These observers may be troubled because of other

so few Native communities apparently have resources tat can be trans- in great

formed into employment and income. They may be dismayed at the high quantifi

cost of providing governmental services to villagers, or the diffi- continue

culty of making such services adequate to meet their needs. Or they some vil

may feel unsettled, or even embarrassed, at the persistence of a of Natiy
style of life they see as primitive here in the complex and sophisti- grans.

cated world of the mid-twentieth century.

But informed observers, whatever their judgments about what their pa

might make sense from their point of view, forecast no early dis- conseciJe

appearance of the state's many villages. They anticipate that ex- ment dec

panding educational and training programs for young people will result is the c
in some continued migration to Alaska's cities ard to other states. ingfulne
And they expect development of job opportunities in village Alaska, life pat

and the establishment of regional educational or health facilities village

will bring migration from less satisfactory places to villages where a policy

these attractions exist. The number of villages, as they see the its shap

future, will slowly decline, but village Alaska--in somewhat chang-
ing form--will persist .

of espe
Village Alaska will persist because of circumstance and claims

choice. What this means is suggested in the remarks (relating to
American Indians generally) of an Indian Association spokesman:

I am never surprised, but always dismayed, when
well-meaning but poorly informed people ask why
do not the Indians integrate themselves more
effectively into the general society. . *To reply
simply that probably they'd rather not, or, con-
trariwise, that they do not have the opportunity
to integrate, would not, either way, properly an-
swer the question.' Nor would it be very informative
to reply that,for the most part they do not have the
opPortunitY and that, in anY case, they have strbng
attachment Lo their own cultural heritage-and are
understandably ambivalent in their reactions to the
alien society which has engulfed them. This is,
it seems to me, a reasonable statement of the case,
but it is quite meaningless to anyone who is un-
familiar with the values _on the one side of the
equation, namely the-character and qualitY of th
cultural heritage to which Indians are attached.

141
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While some characteristics of Alaska's villages and vil-
lagers can be portrayed with reasonable accuracy, an enormous range
of other characteristics--such as the impulses and desires found
in great variety in individuals everywhere--can only be noted, not
quantified nor clearly described. This fact, and the expected
continued existence of village Alaska, the likely migration of

some villagers in response to opportunity, and the cultural heritage
of Natives, have plain implications for government policy and pro-
grams.

The future of villages will be very much affected--as
their past has been affected--by government. Recognition of broad
consequences of decision making is plainly imperative. And govern-
ment decision makers must not presume that the life they've known
is the only meaningful existence; they must understand the mean-
ingfulness of the character and quality of Eskimo, Indian, and Aleut
life patterns. And finally, not knowing the form and substance
village Alaskans want their future to take, government must pursue
a policy in which the beneficiaries of its programs are actively
its shapers.

Important for programs generally, these implications are
of especial significance to Congressional resolution of Native

claims to land.
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LAND & ETHNIC RELA

The Alaska Native land claims are primarily based upon
"aboriginal use and occupancy"--and the "rights" associated with this
use, Understanding of "aboriginal use and occupancy" In both an
historic and a current context is of primary importance. Pertinent
questions are:

What was the aboriginal land occupancy pattern at the
time of European contact--the Nineteenth Century? What
is it today?

What are the parameters of Native land use--in the past
and today?

Was, and is, there a definable dimension of Native ethnic
territoriality?

Did aboriginal "property rights" exist?

What forces of change affected the settlement patterns of
Alaska Native groups?

What changes affected the physical and biological environ-
ment and the Native use and dependence upon the environment
for his livelihood?

In the succeeding pages an attempt is made to bring together
the scattered, diffuse, historic ethnographic record of the Alaska
Native people and to place this in context with physiography so that
it may not only tell its own story but proVide a basis Of correlation
with the known natural resource values of Alaska-anethe 'land tenure
conflicts present within the state .

from the text of this.chapter:.

The aboriginal Alaska Native comPletely used the.biological
resources of the land, interior -and 'contiguous waters in
general balance,with their'SUStained human carrying

2 capacity and this -use was only-limited in sce0e and amount
by technology.
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In their use of the biological community for livelihood the
Native people "occupied" the land in the sense of being on and
over virtually all of it in pursuit of their subsistence, but
they did not "occupy" the land in any agrarian or legal sense
as understood by Anglo-American jurisprudence.

Native settlement patterns have been most greatly changed or
affected, over the last hundred years, by natural physical and
biological forces and only in more recent times by the deci-
sions and actions of church, government and industry; and such
forces continue to influence settlement patterns today.

... Aboriginal group or "tribal" territoriality with definable
bounds did exist in Alaska.

Most Native groups also recognized individual and family or
group "property rights"--particularly in the usufruct sense--

to harvest the products of the land.

. . Aboriginal group use and occupancy of territory to support
livelihood varied greatly in amount between ethnic groups
located in diverse biotic environments throughout Alaska;
such variations continue to be the pattern today. And while
not all villages or villagers depend upon resources of the
land and waters for subsistence to the same extent, it remains
a dominant and characteristic waY of life for most of the
Native communities, where about three-fourths of Alaska's
Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts live.
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THE LAND

The extremes, variations and vastness of the land called 1

Alaska are well documented and should require little comment. But Alaska's c-

comment is required because comprehension of Alaska - the land -, are: The r

even by long-time residents, is a most difficult thing to achieve. Coast and 5

Its east-west span covers a distance of 2,000 miles, and from north continenta-

to south a distance of 1,100 miles. The state's coastline is 33,000 as compris-

miles in length, which is 50 percent longer than that of the contin- Copper RivE

ental U. S. Hundreds of islands, mostly undeveloped, are found along coastal rec

the north Gulf Coast, the Alaska Peninsula, and the Bering Sea coast which is mz

in addition to the Aleutian Islands. Alaska contains 375 million divisions t

acres of land, and over 3 million lakes. Rocky Mourn

_

Twelve major river systems, plus three additional major rivers

as tributaries of the Yukon, drain two-thirds of the state. Four of

these, the Yukon, Stikine, Alek, and Taku, can be classed as major inter-

national rivers.

plentiful r
the southe2
Coast. Amc
Alaska Ranc

Two vast mountain systems divide the state into four major tian chain:

physiographic divisions which have greatly influenced human settlement an average!

patterns. The two longest mountain ranges are the Brooks Range, which only six i

separates the Arctic region from the interior, and the Alaska-Aleutian

Range, which extends westward along the Alaska Peninsula and the Aleu-

tian Islands and northward about 200 miles along the peninsula then cipitation

eastward to Canada. Other shorter but also important ranges are the and has a

Chugach Mountains forming a rim to the central north Gulf Coast and Arctic slo

the Wrangell Mountains lying to the northeast of the Chugach Range and and a tota

south of the Alaska Range. Both of these shorter ranges merge with Total snow

the St. Elias mountains in Canada, extending southeastward over south- area. For

east Alaska as the Coastal mountains. Numerous peaks in excess of mild tempe

10,000 feet are found in all but the Brooks Range. The highest peak

in the North American Continent, Mt. McKinley, is found in Alaska along

with several more towering above 16,000 feet. the Aleuti
area of th

Permafrost is a major factor in the geography and human use the north

pattern of Alaska. Defined as a layer of sub-soil in which the tem- posure to

perature has been below freezing continuously from a few to several occurrence

thousands of years, it exists where summer heating fails to descend to months, an

the base of the layer of frozen ground. Permafrost covers Most of the track. Sh

northern third of the state. Discontinuous or isolated areas of perma- enced win

frost exist over the central Portion in an overall area covering nearly mph are n

a third of the state. No permafrost exists in the southcentraVand caused by

southern coastal Portions, including southeast Alaska , the Alaska Pen-

insula and the Aleutian chain.
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These physiographic features have a significant effect on

Alaska's climate, helping to form four major climatic tones. These

are: The maritime zone, which includes southeastern Alaska, the South

Coast and southwestern Islands; the transition zone between marine and
continental influences -- difficult to define but generally thought of
as comprising a very narrow band along the southern portion of the
Copper River, the Chugach Mountains, Cook let, Bristol Bay, and the
coastal regions of the West Central divisien; the continental zone,

which is made up the remainders of the Copper River and West Central
divisions and the Interior Basin; and the Arctic zone north of the

Rocky Mountain System divide.

:rs In the maritime zone a coastal mountain range coupled with

plentiful moisture produces precipitation amounts up to 200 inches in

:er- the southeast panhandle, and up to 150 inches along the north Gulf

Coast. Amounts taper to near 60 inches on the southern side of the

Alaska Range in the peninsula and to about 30 inches along the Aleu-

tian chain. Precipitation amounts decrease rapidly to the north with

an average of about 12 inches in the continental interior zone and

only six inches or less in the arctic region.
1

Snowfall makes up a large portion of the total annual pre-
cipitation. For example, Yakutat averages 216 inches of snow annually

and has a total annual precipitation of about 130 inches. Along the

Arctic slope, Barrow receives an average of 29 inches of snow annually

and a total annual precipitation of slightly more than four inches.

Total snow depths on the ground are controlled by the temperature of an

area. Fortunately, most of the areas of heavy snow have relatively

mild temperatures which prevent total depths from becoming excessive.

Mountainous terrain plus a normal storm track, which exposes
the Aleutian Island chain, the Alaska Peninsula, and all of the coastal

area of the Gulf of Alaska to a large majority of the storms crossing

the north Pacific, results in a variety of wind problems. Direct ex-

posure to the wind of the storms themselves results in the frequent
occurrence of winds,in excess of 50 mph during all but the summer
months, and on eceasion even then for the land areas along the storm

track. Shethya, on the western end of the Aleutian Islands, has experi-

enced winds of an estimated 139 mph. Wind velocities approaching 100

mph are not coinmon but do occur, usually because cf special conditions

caused by the mountainous terrain, such as narrow passes-

153
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An occasional storm will either develop in or move into the

Bering Sea, then north or northeastward, creating strong winds along to

the western coastal area. Because of the quite low level flat ground in tat

many places along the coast, the winds will cause flooding during the Clo-

time the winds are blowing onshore. Occasional storms moving eastward pro-

across the southern Arctic Ocean cause winds of 50 mph or higher along

the Arctic coast. Except for local strong wind conditions, winds are

generally light in the interior sections.
and
or

Strong winds, or in fact any wind occurring in the areas of pos

extreme winter cold, creat a definite human hazard and greatly in-

fluence man's use and occupancy patterns.
anil

Mean annual temperatures in Alaska range from the low 40's and

under the maritime influence in the south to a chilly 10 degrees along

the Arctic Slope, to the north of the Brooks Mountain Rance. The great-

est temperature contrast between seasons is found in the central and cou

eastern portion of the Continental Interior. In this area summer heat- The

ing produces average maximum temperatures in the upper 70's with extreme gam

readings in the 90's. The highest recorded temperature for the state is wan

100 degrees, and occurred at Fort Yukon in June of 1915. In winter the mig

lack of sunshine permits radiation to lower temperatures to the minus whe

50's and occasionally colder for two or three weeks at a time. Average usi

winter minimums in this area are 20 to 30 degrees below zero. The cold- are

est ever recorded in Alaska is minus 76 degrees, and occurred at Tanana sma

in January of 1886. Elsewhere in the state temperature contrasts are ft

much more moderate. In the maritime zone the summer to winter range of in

average temperatures is from near 60 to the 20's. In the trasition cat

zone the range is from the low 60's to near zero. The west central mos

part of the state, except for the northern coastal region, is colder

with a range from the mid-50's to near 10 below zero. The Arctic

Slope has a range extending between the upper-40's and 20 below zero viv
obt
per
a h
duc
to
in

and

Thus, the state's phYsiograPhic climatic and resultant biotic the

regions are large and varied; and in some zones, taxing demands are made and

upon all forms of life. In the northern reaches mosses and lichens may

lay a carpet only a few inches thick in the span of centuries, while

1400 miles to the southeast in,another region _of the state a cc ifer Nat

will reach gigantic proportions,guring the same period of time. An wat

annual temperature spread'of 160 F. is not uncommon to some locations, Nat

and precipitation ranges from 200 inches to 4 inches per year. his

Winter temperatures play a principal role in the flow of most

of Alaska's rivers. Begining usually in October and extending into

May, and sometimes early June for the northermost streams, thick layers

of ice form,-- in fact some rivers cease to flow completely during the

coldest months.

Residing in this land of contrast are Native peoples with

varied ethnic origins and cultural traits. Throughout hittory and still

today they share one great thing in common -- their dependence-upon the

land and its waters for their very existence.

men:
_ --ton

Sur
Pri

Sci
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le Man's survival in Alaska is the result of certain adjustments
to the environment. Sod houses of small size have been the best adap-

nd in tation to some areas while the log cabin is the most logical for others.

he Clothing embodies the best use of the resources available for the best

ard protection from the elements.
ong
re The abundance and variety of food is determined by the cycles

and availability of various plants, animals, and fish in the area. Fuel,

or the lack of t, is determined by the vegetation, and driftwood de-

of posited by the sea, or the amount of blubber availahle.

Transportation is determined by the terrain and the kind of
animal to be hunted. Kayaks and umiaks were developed for sea hunting,

's and dog sleds for land hunting.1

long
great- Alaska is often pictured as a hunter's paradise. No vision

nd could be more misleading. True, there are areas where wildlife abounds.

heat= There are other areas, some as large as most states, where few or no

xtreme game animals exist. A case in point is the northern caribou that

ate is wander over the Arctic tundra, inhabiting one area for a few months then

r the migrating to another. Oftentimes they are found hundreds of miles from

nus where they were at the same time in previous years. Sometimes they avoid

erage using a part of their range or migrating route for years. Other large

cold- areas such as the Yukon-Kuskokwim deltas support only waterfowl and

anana small furbearers. Much the same may be said for the Aleutian Islands.

are It is only when discussing southern and interior Alaska that we can deal

ge of in in terms of biological populations existing permanently in the same lo-

cation. And even these are subject to the cyclic fluctuations common to

most forms of wildlife.
er

To a human population depending upon these resources for sur-

ro vival, this meant adoption of a way of life that would enable them to
obtain food, clothing and shelter at all times of the year. Most im-

most perative was continual contact with their food supply. It also meant

,o a human population density at a level commensurate with the natural pro-

Ayers ductivity of the land and-the waters. That the Native People were able

I the to devise means of covering long distances in search of food, for living

in the open for long Periods of time, of traveling over moving sea ice,

and means of preserving their food during that part of the year when

biotic the temperature was above freezing is proof of their resourcefulness

.e made and energy.
Is may
I e

-er

ions,

The discussion n this part will offer a regional theme of

Native relationship to environments. On a regional basis the land,
weter, biotic resource and climate are characterized in relationShip to

Native ethnic groups and their settlement and subsistence patterns --

historically and today.2,3

1Norman J. Wilimovsky-(ed. ) and John N. Wolfe (assoc. ed.), Environ-

ment of the Cape Thompson Region, Alaska. United States Atomic Energy

Commission, Division of Technical .Information, 1966.

2Clyde Wahrhaftig,,Physiographic Divisions of Alaska. Geological

Survey ProfeSsiOnal Paper'1182. WashingtOn: United'States Government

,Printing Office,'1965,
3General climatological information from reports of Environmental

Science Service Administration, U. S. Department of Commerce.
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FIGURE III - 3 Mean daily maximum te4eratures (degrees Fahrenheit)
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FIGURE III - 4: Mean daily minimum temperature (de rees Fahrenheit)
in January -
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FIGURE III - 5: Extent of existing glaciers, Pleistocene glaciers,
and permafrost regions
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REG I ONAL ANALYS I S

The choice of regions for this analysis attempts to serve a
broad spectrum of interests. Correlation between ethnic populations,
physiographic and natural resource patterns, and economic opportuni-
ties are desirable to serve both an analysis of historic land owner-
ship "rights" and an assessment of the practicality or desirability of
proposed land tenure arrangements to satisfy such "rights."

Accordingly, fifteen regions of the state have emerged which
offer to us the greatest degree of homogene'y in physiography, ethno-
graphy, biotic provinces, natural resource patterns and aggregate poten-
tial for meaningful economic analysis. In this chapter ethnic-physio-
graphic and environmental relationships are discussed. In Chapter IV
natural resources are described in a regional context to the extent
available data permits; Chapter V takes a similar approach to detail
land conflict and Chapter VI portrays regional economic analysis and
growth projection.
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REGIONAL CHARACTERIZATION AND ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION

ARCTIC SLOPE REGION
(56.5 million acres)

Physiographic and Cl irnaticDescrifption

The region includes three major east-west physiographic
sections: the Arctic Coastal Plain, Arctic Foothills and the north
slJpe of the Central and Eastern Brooks Range. It is wholly within
the Arctic Circle and is bounded by the glaciated Brooks Range to the
south and by the Arctic Ocean to the north.

9 9

The six hundred mile long Brooks Range, the northwesternmost
extension of the main continental mountain system of North America, i3

a topographic barrier separating the forested lands along the Yukon
tributaries to the south from the treeless Arctic plain. A continental
divide, north flowing streams meander lazily across the tundra while
southward flows join the great river systems of central Alaska. The
highest peaks, perennially snow-covered and rising to heights of 9,000
feet, are found in the eastern sections. At the western end the range
splits into the smaller De Long Range and Baird Mountains and near the

coast gives way to a series of rolling highlands. Several large stream-
fed lakes rise in the range and contribute to the rivers flowing north-
ward to the Arctic Ocean. A rugged range, the mountains are most diffi-
cult of access except for three passes in the middle--the Howard, the

Survey, and the Anaktuvuk--guiding the passage of caribou and human
movements alike since before recorded time.

Intermediate between the range and the Arctic Plain, the foot-
hill land pattern is one of a gradual descent from south to north. The

northern section, dominated by mesa-like mountains, rises to altitudes
of 600 to 1,200 feet. The southern section shows rugged relief (as much
as 2,500 feet), and is characterized by irregular buttes, mesas, ridges,
and undulating tundra plains.

-On the Arctic coastall,plain, a submerged_PrOvince.Pntil.recent
geologic ,time .with .continuous permafrost, the streams wande'r at- random,

and formations-of.numerous lakesandAnarshes exist: EXtending to a.
depth of' about seventy miles from the toast, this-province -is . flat ex-

cept for a few isolated hummocks and knobs.
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Bisecting the three physiographic provinces of the region is

the great Colville River system. Formed by Thunder and Storm Creeks in

the De Long Mountains, it flows 350 miles ENE along the Arctic foothill

base, turning northward to fan out into the plain and Arctic Ocean.

The Alaskan Arctic plain is a true desert--a desert of cold.

Precipitation averages near four inches per year at Barrow. But of

greater impact 0 the biological community--including man--is seasonal

differentiation caused by temperature intensity and length of daylight.

The brief summer season is marked by a thaw and, for a two-month period,

by 24-hour sunshine. The transition from 24 hours of sunlight in late

July to the fall equinox is most rapid; and again, the shift from the
equinox to the winter solstice involves the change in a short period

from twelve hours of daylight to total darkness. At Point Barrow, for
example, at 71023' N., 72 days of winter darkness, beginning November 15,

are the rule. Temperature changes cannot be regarded as extreme. In

summer the averages hover somewhat above freezing, although highs of 60'

or 65° F. may be reached for short periods. From this, there is a grad-

ual shift to the winter temperatures. These are not so extreme as might
be imagined, particularly along the coast where 30° F. below zero may be

regarded as essentially average.

Winter temperatures, however, while by no means so cold in

comparison with the 50' to 70' below zero readings of the deeper in-
terior, may nonetheless be infinitely more severe as a result of inten-

sity of wind. In the Arctic plain and foothills, a somewhat more ade-

quate adjustment on the part of humans in terms of clothing and housing

is a necessity. The frigid winters are very long and the summer brief.

Physiographic change is slow and little climatic variation has been

noted since the 1880's when climatic data were compiled for the first
time, and the coastal temperatures at Barrow were found on an average
yearly basis to be 8° F. above zero. Streams and lakes are ice-covered

much of the year, as is the ocean. Along the North Alaskan coast, one
of the determinants of ice mm,Jment is the prevailing wind--an easterly
wind except in the winter months when it blows 'from a_northeasterly

direction. All coastal navigation depends on the vagaries of this wind.

The ocean ice pack recedes from the coast -for only a short period be-

tween August or September, and the time of its reformation generally is

November.

The Eskimos of this region were (and are). of three cultures

so far asis= known. These included the "taremiut, the essentially
sedentary, coastal dwellers dependent upon the maritime environment
for subsistence; the "nuunamiut," the inland, nomadic hunters of the
caribou for subsfstence; and the people of the "Thure"',Culture whose
environmental relationships were maritime in Alaska,,but whosecultural
mores were related to the Canadian-Arctic Basin Eskimo rather than-
westward towards Asia as supposed for _the "taremiut" and "nuunamdut."

Figure III - _10 illustrates,the location of Arctic Slope ethniC-groups

and sub-groups in relation to physiography.
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Taremiu Tikeramiut, Kukparungmiut, Utukamiut,

Kunmiut, Sidarumiut, Utkiavinmiut, Nukwukmiut;

Nuunamiut: Noatagmiut, Keralingamiut, Kanianermiut,

Killinermiut, Tulugagmiut, Koluguragmiut, Ikpikpagmiut,

Kagmalirmiut;

Thule: Tikixtagmiut, Kikiktarugmiut.

BERING STRAIT REGION
(36.8 million acres)

Physiographic and Climatic DescriatjRn

The region includes the following physiographic sections

and parts: the Arctic Foothills draining into Kotzebue Sound, south-

west slope of De Long Mountains, Noatak Lowlands, Baird Mountains,

Central Brooks Range west of Walker Lake, western part of Ambler-

Chandalar Ridge west of Nutuvukti Lake, Kobuk-Selawik Lowland, Selawik

Hills, Seward Peninsula, Buckland River Lowland, Nulato Hills draining

into Norton Sound, a section of Yukon-Kuskokwim Lowland north of the

Pikmiktalik River, and Little Diomede Island.

About one-third within the Arctic Circle, dominated by mari-

time climatic influences, the central focus of this region is the

Seward Peninsula. To the north is Kotzebue Sound, and beyond: the

ancient beaches of Cape Krustenstern. Beyond this place of early

arctic man, reach the rising uplands of the Noatak and Kobuk River

drainages in the De Long and Baird Mountains.

The abrupt south front of these four-to-five-thousand-feet-

high De Long Mountains forms the northern boundary of the region. Here

and in the slightly lower Baird Mountains, rising abruptly also from the

Noatak and Kobuk-Selawik Lowlands, are the headwaters of the Kivalina,

Wulik, Noatak, Kobuk and Ambler Rivers and numerous lesser streams flow-

ing eventually south and west to the Chukchi Sea.

As the Kobuk skirts the southern- edge of the Baird Mountains,

it passes sluggishly through a broad river flood plain and lake-dotted

-lowland which in turn merges with the lowlands of the Selawik River and

lake system. TTogether then they pass at their_seaward margins into

deltas along Kotzebue Sound.

-A-4

To the-west, along the base of the PeninsUlai arethe-llowlands

,and gentler hill's of-the Kobuk, Selawik and Buckland rising eastward tOr

wards Purcell Mountain 'and the divide-with the watershed_ofthe-Koyukuk

and Yukon Rivers.
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To the south is Norton Sound and Cape Denbigh, another site

of ancient man, and on its eastern sAe the narrow strip of Nulato Hills

rising also to the upper reaches of the Unalakleet River to the historic

portage over the divide to the Yukon. On the southern side of Norton

Sound itself the region ends with inclusion of a small strip of coastal

lowland north and east of the Pikmiktalik River drainage.

Finally, to the west in the Bering Strait, is included the

small rocky island of Little Diomede.

The Seward PeninSula is a land of extensive uplands, broad

convex hills and flat divides rising 500 to 2,000 feet in altitude,
indented by sharp "V"-shaped valleys with isolated small groups of

rugged glaciated mountains rising above the uplands.

Two rivers divide the Peninsula nearly in half along an

east-west axis. Both rising just south of Imuruk Lake in the Bendel-

eben Mountains, the Koyuk River flows eastward and south to its mouth

at the extreme northern end of Norton Bay while the larger Kuzitrin
River flows westward to the Imuruk Basin. Together they have served

as a highway for early man, Eskimo traders, early European explorers
and men haunted by the gold fever of the early 1900's.

The mountain systems in the northwest part of the region form

a "backstop" for the maritime weather influences, originating in the
Bering Sea, which have not already been deflected by the mountains of

the Seward Peninsula. Similarly, they also localize the maritime cli-
mate produced by Kotzebue Sound and Kobuk Lake (Hotham Inlet) when the

waters are ice free--generally late May to late October.

During the ice-free summer months in the Kotzebue area, cloudy

skies prevail, fog occurs, daily temperatures are relatively uniform

(with mean readings in the low 20's [°F] in May and October and in the

low 50's [°F] in July and August), relative humidity is high and westerly

winds predominate. During this period this pattern is only altered by

occasional storm systems which overcome local conditions.

With the approach of winter and the reformation of ice,

climatic characteristics are more those of the interior, but not as

severe as might be expected just above the Arctic Circle. Here in the

Kotzebue Sound area mean temperatures vary for the winter months from

8° F. to -5° F. due to the moderating effect of storm systems and the
often relatively ice-free Arctic Ctean.

Progressively south and west from Kotzebue toward Nome, pre-

cipitation increases and temperatures are more moderate, until at Nome
the mean annual temperatures show an increase of 50 F. and precipitation

is nearly double (17.8") that of Kotzebue (9.3").
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, sixty inches. The snow itself is little trouble-to man in the.area

except when the not uncommon high winds produce blowing snow conditions,
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Southward toward the bights of Norton Sound the temperature
is still more moderate and man has more latitude in dealing with his

environment. But, northwestward from Nome--toward King Island, Wales,
Shishmaref and Little Diomede--the sea climate, the fog and the shift-
ing ice pack effectively require man to live in closer basic harmony

with the elements in order to survive.

Ethnic Identification

The Eskimo of this region were all culturally similar although
their settlement and environmental livelihood patterns had some distinct
differences, as will be noted later. The essential and major ethnic
groups of the region follow. All linguistically are of the northern
dialect (Inupik) except the Unaligmiut who are primarily Yupik speakers.
Figure III - 11 illustrates the location of Bering Strait ethnic groups
and sub-groups in relation to physiography.

Kevalingamiut, Noatagmiut, Nunatagmiut, Kowagmiut,
Selawigmiut, Malemiut, Kauwerak and related tribes,
Kingikmiut, Inguklimiut, Unaligmiut, Tapkakmiut.

BERING SEA REGION
(1.3 million acres)

Ph s o ra hic and Climatic Descri tion

The region includes St. Lawrence Island and St. Mathew Island

of the Bering Platform. These two islands rise abruptly from the smooth
submarine plain known as the Bering Platform. Except for comment in
connection with wildlife resources later in this report, there is no

concern with one island, St. Mathews, a rocky, fogbound, uninhabited
place set aside as part of the National Wildlife Refuge System.

The island of concern here is St. Lawrence Island, about 104

miles long and averaging about twenty miles wide. Located just south

he of the Bering Strait between 168" 45' and 1710 50' west longitude and
between 63' 00' and 63° 38' north latitude, it is within sight of the
Siberian mainland just 36 miles away.

The island's bedrock plain, about 100 feet above the sea, is
covered with hundreds of lakes and low, swampY tundra except for iso-
lated mountain groups rising to 1,000 to 1,500 feet. On the north shore

the dominant Atuk Mountain, a many-vented volcano, looms to 2,207 feet

behind one of the island's three main communities, Savoonga.
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The climate of the island is severe. St. Lawrence is a very

windy, stormy, foggy place. Temperatures are moderately low, with an

annual yearly mean in the low 20's; but extreme lows are rare due to

high surface winds, high incidence of low cloud cover, and the maritime

influence of the Bering Sea. Precipitation occurs on about 300 days of

the year, and only about 32 days per year have clear sky. Prevailing

northeast winds have high velocity, constantly displacing winter snow,

and storms with strong winds occur in every month.

The vegetation of the island is subarctic--essentially typical

tundra plants--mosses, lichens, grasses, and creeping woody stems.

Ethnic Identification

The people of St. Lawrence Island are Siberian Eskimos whose

closest relatives live on the Chukotski Peninsula. They vary from ab-

original Alaskan Eskimo tribes culturally and linguistically. The

people of St. Lawrence Island are called Eiwhuelit. Figure III - 12

illustrates topographic relief with ethnic identification.

SOUTHWEST COASTAL LOWLAND REGION
(31.1 million acres)

Ehy_KisLEAplils_and Climatic Descrtptim

The region includes the following physiographic sections and

parts: the Yukon-Kuskokwim Lowland, Nelson Island, Nunivak Island,

Nulato Hills draining into the Yukon River, Ahklun Mountains and Kil-

buck Mountains draining to the Kuskokwim and Kuskokwim Mountains drain-

ing to the Kuskokwim.
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Two great river systems, the Yukon and the Kuskokwim, have A

deposited the sediments of a sub-continent to form the vast delta area interior o

which, along with its peripheral uplands and Nunivak Island is here adequate fo

termed the Southwest Coastal Lowland region. turnips, le

,
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Physiographically, the region contains the Yukon-Kuskokwim

Coastal Lowland section, peripheral parts of the Nulato Hills to the is the wet

north, the Kuskokwim and Anklun Mountain sections to the south and fall avera

southeast, plus a small part of the Innoko Lowlands south of Holy Cross--

included for ethnographic reasons.
lies Nuniv

The major and dominant area of this 31.1 million acre region historic e

of course, the Yukon-Kuskoawim Coastal Lowland. This lowland delta it is quit

is a triangular, lake-dotted marshy platn traversed by sluggish meander-

ing streams, many of Viem distributaries or former channels of the Yukon

Ri'ver. Probably thirty to fifty percent is lake surface. The larger of Bering Pla

these thaw lakes, many over ten miles in length, have scalloped shore- essentiall

-lines, and probably have been formed through the coalescence of several

smaller lakes.
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The Yukon River flows along the base of the Nulato Hills and

is building a delta into the Bering Sea. The Kuskokwim River, on the
other hand, ends in a marine estuary that appears to be a drowned river

mouth. Subsidence of adjacent lands is occurring here. These physio-

graphic facts have had interesting settlement ramifications throughout
history which continue to the present moment.

In elevation the lowland rises from sea level on the west to
heights of 100 to 300 feet on the eastern margin. In the western part
low hills of basalt and a few craggy mountains rise from the plain.

Along the estuary of the Kuskokwim and across the Yukon

delta there is typical tundra vegetation. Traveling westward up both

rivers the vegetation gradually grows more luxuriant, with willows and
alders, until spruce enter the plant community about Kalskag on the Kus-

kokwim.

The climate of the region is affected primarily by the Bering

Sea to the west and the Kilbuck-Ahklun mountain ranges to the east and

south. These ranges, along with the Aleutians, tend to direct some

storms northeastward into the Bering Sea and the lowland country. On

such occurances winds in excess of seventy m.p.h. are not uncommon.
Maximum velocities accompany northeast winds in winter and southeast

winds in summer. During the winter, too, strong southerly winds affected
by the Kilbuck and Ahklun ranges produce Chinook conditions, occasion-
ally causing 50' temperature rises in less than 24 hour periods.

The proximity of the region with the sea, however, dominates
the mountain influences and may be characterized as more maritime than

continental. As a result, daily temperature extremes are modified

during most of the year. But in June to July and again in late December,

early January continental influences are felt. Temperature extremes

caused by this continental dominance range 142"--from -52' in January

to 90 in June.

Average temperatures, however, are more moderate than in the

interior of Alaska. The growing season lasts about 100 days and is

adequate for several crops: cabbages, potatoes, cauliflower, beets,
turnips, lettuce and carrots

Annual precipitation averages nearly nineteen inches.

is the wettest month with an average rate just over four inches
fall averages about sixty tnches.

Across the Etolin Strait:fromAhe'Yukon7Koskokwim lowland
lies 4nivak Island. It-is inclUded- in this region for'reasons. of
historic ethnography and current political "alliance: Physiegraphically
At is quite different .from_ the coastal lowland,.

Nunivak-Jsland is one of several islands-that are part of the
Bering Platform and rise above that submarine plain. _ It is'an iSland
essentially composed of undissected volcanic topography.
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Roberts Mountain, at elevation 1675 feet above sea level, is
the island's highest point. Generally dome-shaped, the island's higher
parts are near its center with small buttes, hills and craters rising
above a central plain elevation of about 500 feet. On the west coast
the shoreline is more abrupt with bluffs rising from the sea to 100
to 200 feet. On the east the rise to the interior elevations is more
gradual, beach bluffs being under 50 feet.

Throughout, the island is tundra-covered and dotted with
small lakes. Dune lines in the south suppoet sparse stands of beach
nye.

Ethnic Identification

The Eskimo of the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta and up-river to the
limits of Eskimo penetration and on Nunivak Island were all culturally
similar. All belonged to the Yupik linguistic family. Ethnic groups
of the region included the following and are located in Figure III - 13
in relationship to geography and physiography.

Chnagmiut, Ikogmiut, Magemiut, Kaialigmiut,
Nunivagmiut, Kuskwogmiut, Chingigmiut.

KOYUKUK-LOWER YUKON REGION
(46.5 million acres)

physiographic and Climatic Description

This region includes the luilowing physiographic sections and
parts: Kanuti Flats, Kokrine-Hodzana Highlands draining to the Koyukuk,
Indian River Upland, Pah River section, Koyukuk Flats, Nowitna Lowland
draining to the Yukon, Kuskokwim Mountains draining to the Yukon Tozitna-
Melozitna Lowland, Nulato Hills draining to the Yukon and Innoko Lowland.

The region is essentially a vast lowland basin of the Kanuti,
Koyukuk, Melozitna, Nowitna, Innokb, Idatarod and Yukon Rivers and their
tributaries. It is rimmed on the north by'the Endicott Mountains of
the Brooks Range; on the east by the Ray MOuntains and Kokrine-Hodzana
Highlands; to the south and southeast by the Kuskokwfm Mountain range;and to the west by the Ilivik Mountains, Nulato Hills, Kaltag Mountains,
7ane and Lockwood Hills and the Schwatka Mountains.

_

Characterized -by taiga and mutkeg-type vegetation, the re.gion
is a wilderness of flat flood play's, sloughs, oxbow lakes, meandering
belts, marsh, thaw lakes and sinkS. Some parts are more than fifty-Or-cent 1akesurface.
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The geology of this country is incompletely known and under-
stood. Glaciers are absent but the region is underlain by permafrost,
except beneath large lakes, rivers and recently-formed flood plains.
Much of these lowlands are covered by water laid and windborne silts.
Alluvium deposits are often quite deep.

The Schwatka and Endicott V untains of the Brooks Range--
bounding the region on the north--are the major sources of water run-
off supplying the river systems of the Koyukuk and Kanuti. Together
with tributary supplies from east and west, these waters swell the
Yukon's volume at the junction of the Koyukuk and Yukon. To the south
the monotonous, rounded ridge Kuskokwim Mountain Range drains to the
Yukon by way of the Nowitna, In.oko, Dishna and the Idatarod Rivers.

The climate in the northern third of the region is incom-
pletely knrwn due to the lack of data, particularly above 1,000 feet
in altitude. But, as might be expected, the temperatures are character-
istically continental. A range between extremes exists at Allakelet
of 168 degrees. Mean maximum temperatures in the months of June and
July are in the 60's; and in the months of December, January, and Feb-
ruary from ten below to five above. Minimum averages in comparable
months are in the 40's in summer and ten to thirty below in winter.
As characteristic of northern latitAes, the coldest minimum tempera-
tures are at lower altitudes.

Annual precipitation amounts appear to range from about ten
to seventeen inches with isolated amounts to twenty inches in the area.
Prevailing air flow in this part of the region is from a northerly di-
rection--down the south slope of the Brooks Range. Since "down slope"
winds are characteristically dry, the light precipitation is explained.
Unusually strong winds are rare.

is and At Galena, centrally located in the region on the Yukon River,
pyukuk, periods of intense cold characterizing the Alaska interior are not quite

gland as prolonged or extreme as in central and eastern parts of the state.

Fozitna- This central Yukon area is less protected from the severe storms that
_owland strike the Bering Sea coastal areas than is the Koyukuk basin to the

north, and thus, these storms as they approach Galena are only slightly
inuti, moderated. Most frequent in the middle and late winter months, they
I their are caused when high pressure areas to the east and south route Aleutian
of Lows into the Bering Sea away from their usual path into the Gulf of
izana Alaska. Snow, high winds and considerable drifting occur with these
inge; cyclonic passages. Another winter phenomenon is ice fog, especially
itains, frequent in the morning hours.

About the second or third week in May the Yukon River ice
'egion breaks up and a typical ice jam flood hazard often results.
?ring
3, per- Throughout the lower Yukon region, the growing season averaoes

95 to 100 days.
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Ethnic Identification

Athapascan-speaking Indians of the Koyukuk, Ingal-k and Tanana
peoples have dominated the region since before historic times, and havE
so remained despite some Eskimo infusion from the Ikogmiut of the Yukon
delta, Unaligmiut of Norton Sound and Kowagmiut of the Kobuk River region.

Ethnic groups and sub-groups include:

Koyukuk: Kaiyuhkhotana, Koyukukhotana, Yukonikhoti,Ina;

Ingalik: Anvik-Shageluk, Bonasila, Holy Cross;

Tanana: Tatsa, Tozikakat.

Figure III - 14 locates these ethnic groups in relation to
physiographic features.

UPPER YUKON-PORCUPINE REGION
(36.7 million acres)

Physiographic and Climatic Descri tion

The physiographic sections and parts within this region
include: Yukon Flats, Porcupine Plateau, Ogilvie Mountains, Tintina
Valley, Yukon-Tanana Upland draining Lo the Yukon, the Rampart Trough,
Kokrine-Hodzana Highlands draining to the Yukon, eastern part of Ambler-
Chandalar Ridge and Lowland, and south slope of eastern Brooks Range.

Although this region is rimmed by mountainous terrain frodi
its apex at the junction of the Yukon and Tanana Rivers westward and
north and westward to the Canadian border, the dominant physiographic
feature of the region is the marshy, lake-dotted Yukon Flats.

This Flats section rises to altitudes of 300 feet in the
west and 600 to 900 feet in the north and east. Gentle, sloping, out-
wash fans of the Chandalar, Christian and Sheenjek Rivers make up their
northern part. The southeastern part of the flats is the broad gentle
outwash fan formed by the Yukon River, while other areas are nearly
flat flood plains. Boundaries with surrounding uplands and mountains
are gradational. Two rivers--the Yukon and a major tributary, the
Porcupine--extend dominant influence over the area. The Yukon has a
breded section course southeast of the bend at Fort Yukon and a mean-
dering course with many sloughs southwest of Fort Yukon. Tributaries
rising in the surrounding uplands tend to have meandering reaches through
the flats. Thaw lakes are abundant in the flats and common, along with
thaw sinks, in the marginal terraces.

Permafrost underlies most of .ne flats except for the rivers;
glaciers are absent .
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Geologic evidence points to the Yukon Flats as the site of

a late Tertiary lake.

The Yukon River enters the Rampart Trough through a narrow,
rocky gorge and meanders gently through a narrow flood plain. The
Rampart Trough is incised 500 to 2,500 feet below highlands on either
side, having been eroded along a tightly-folded belt of soft coal-
bearing rocks of Tertiary age.

To the north of the trough the basin is initially formed by
the Kokrine-Hodzana Highlands--even-topped rounded ridges rising froM
2,000 to 4,000 feet in altitude and occasionally surmounted by more
rugged mountain groups.

North of these highlands and the flats, the Porcupine Plateau

to
slopes upward towards the Brooks Range, the northern extension of the
Rocky Mountain system. The Brooks Range within this region is a wilder-
ness of rugged, glaciated, east-trending ridges rising from 4,000 to
6,000 feet in altitude with few lakes.
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The Chandalar, Sheenjek and Coleen Rivers rise in the Brooks
Range, then flow south across the Porcupine Plateau to the Porcupine
and Yukon.

The eastern boundary of the region is the Canadian border,
near which rise the Ogilvie Mountains thrusting sharply and precipi-
tously upward to 5,000 feet in altitude. Drainage from these mountains
to the Yukon is by way of Kandik, Nation and Tatonduk Rivers.

The Yukon-Tanana Uplands form a southeastern and southern
boundary to the region. These uplands, characterized by rounded, even-
topped ridges with gentle slopes, are the Alaska equivalent of the Klon-
dike Plateau in the Yukon Territory. Surmounted in places by compact
rugged mountain groups 4,000 to 5,000 feet in altitude (the White and
Crazy Mountains), they drain south to the Tanana River and north to the
Yukon through irregular divides.

The region experiences a typical Arctic continental climate,
severe winters and warm summers. After freeze-up of the rivers and
marshes, the region is a source for very cold, continental arctic air.
Extended periods of fifty to sixty degrees below zero temperature are
common and 75 below has :Jeen,recorded. Summers are warm with tempera-
tures reaching the 80's each year and occasionally the 90's. Despite
high summer temperatures, however, diurnal variations can be extreme;
freezing temperatures have been experienced in each month of the year.

The continental climate provides most of the precipitation
within the region in the normal form of convection showers.

The average snowfall each winter is about 45 inches. Due to
extremely cold temperatures, accumulations on the ground approach this
average as well.

Ul
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Climatic factors, together with length of daylight phenomenon,
cause abrupt biotic community responses. In response to air and soil
temperature rises in June and declines in August, plant growth, flower-ing and fruiting occur in an extremely rapid manner.

Ethnic Identification

This interior land of climatic extremes was historically,
and is today, occupied by several tribes of the Kutch n, Athapaskan-
speaking Indians.

Kutchin ethnic sub-groups include:

Kutchakutchin, Natsitkutchin, Hankutchin (or Han
Vuntakutchin, Tranjikkutchin.

Figure III - 15 locates these ethnic sub-groups in relationto physiography.

TANANA REGION
.0 million acres)

12/2n2TrArj_!_ai.11121_12q_ription

The region consists of the following physiographic sectionsand parts: The Yukon-Tanana Upland draining to the Tanana, the North-way-Tanacross Lowland, eastern Alaska Range draining to the Tanana,the Northern Foothills, Tanana-Kuskokwim Lowlands draining to theTanana, the Tozitna-Melozitna Lowland draining to the Tanana, and theNowitna Lowland draining to the Tanana.

Dominating this region, particularly insofar as human occu-
pancy is concerned, is the Tanana River, a major tributary of theYukon.

Below and north of its source in the glaciers and slopes ofthe Wrangell, Mentasta and Nutzotin Mountains. the Tanana drains the,
Northway-Tanacross Lowland= Here deposits of glacial outwash havepushed the Tanana against the north side of the lowland. This lowlandmay have been captured in

Pleistocene times from the Yukon for the drain-age divide of that river is only two to five miles north and east ofthe Tanana, nearly straddling the United States-Canada border.

There are no glaciers in the lowland, but discontinuous perma-frost is present. Thaw lakes abound in areas of fine alluvium andseveral large lakes abutting the surrounding 'upland also exist possiblycaused by the alluviation of the lowland.
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As the Tanana flows towards a confluence with the Yukon, its
valley is compressed between the Clearwater Mountains and the Northern
Foothills of the Alaska Range before it enters the broad depression or
the Tanana-Kuskokwim Lowland, bordering the Alaska Range on the north.

Here coalescing outwacil fans from the Alaska Range slope

twenty to fifty feet per mile to the floodplains of the lowland. Here,

too, the central "trough" of Alaska, through the Intermontane Plateau
physiographic division of the state ends with abutments upon the Yukon-

Tanana Upland and its White and Crazy Mountains.

The massive Alaska Range to the south and west of the region
effectively shelters the Tanana valley from nearly all maritime influen-

ces. Consequently, the area has a definite continental climate, condi-
tioned in large measure by the ready response of the land mass to solar

heat variations throughout the year.

In the summer months of June to July, the sun is above the

horizon eighteen to 21 hours each day, and during this period, aVerage
maximum daily temperatures reach the lower 70's, with extremes to 90

degrees or more. Conversely, from November to March, when sunshine
ranges from ten to less than four hours per day, lower temperatures are
normally regularly below zero with extremes at or near sixty degrees
below zero.

The upland surrounding the valley also tends to aid toe
settling of cold air in the lowland.

Ice fog and smoke conditions frequently occur with extremely

low temperatures and inversion situations.

Precipitation in the region is light, averaging about twelve

inches per year. Growing season moisture begins with light showers
in May and builds up to a maximum in August. This is followed by a
noticeable decline to December. Snowfall reaches a maximum in January
with the total fall of February and March about half of that realized

in January.

The growing season averages about 100 days between a last

killing freeze about May 21st and a first fall freeze about August

30th. The Tanana Valley has the best chance of any Alaska area for

the maturation of grain crops.

Ice on the river sloughs will generarly support a manis

weight by late October and break-up usually occurs about the first

week in May.

Ethnic Identification

The Indians of the region are of the Athapascan linguistic
stock. In a region of rather sparse populations in aboriginal times,
ethnic groups were:
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Tanana: Clatchotin, Huntlatin Nukluktana,
Tolwatin, Tutlut, Weare.

Nabesna: Tetlin Lake (or Nuti.otin), Nabesna
(or Khiltats), Chisana River (or Santotin),
Scottie Creek.

Figure III - 16 illustrates ethnic group location in relation
to physiography.

UPPER KUSKOKWIM REGION
(21.5 million acres)

Ehyltogra=hic and Climatic Descri tion

The region of the Upper Kuskokwim includes the following
physiographic sections and parts: Kuskokwim Mountains draining to the
Kuskokwim, Tanana-Kuskokwim Lowland draining to the Kuskokwim, the
Alaska Range draining to the Kuskokwim, the Nushagak-Big River Hills
draining to the Kuskokwim, and the Holitna Lowland.

The focus of this country is the Kuskokwim River itself.
Here it generally flows through a wide, flat, forested alluvial plain,
dotted occasionally by low, rolling hills. Several major rivers and

streams: the Holitna, Hoholitna, Stony, Swift, Big, Windy Fork, South
Fork, together with a myriad of lesser tributaries, flow northward
draining the Aleutian and Alaskan ranges until the foothills of the
Kuskokwim Mountains is reached and confluence achieved with the main
stem of the Kuskokwim.

In the northeast corner of the region is the Chedotlothina
Glacier. From this source and other mountain glaciers, southeast
along the Alaska Range to Rainy Pass and beyond towards Merrill Pass
and merger with the Aleutian Range, flow the long, silty, braided
streams which have formed the alluvial bed of the main river.

Conversely, the streams entering the main stem from the
Kuskokwim Mountains, boundino the region on the northwest, are fast
and meandering, flowing through fault controlled valleys.

Where the main Kuskokwim crosses the mountains, it traverses
through a gorge 100 to 400 feet deep incased in an older valley about
1,000 feet deep and two to eight miles wide.

The Alaska Range effectively isolates the region today from
the populous Cook Inlet region just as in earlier times it prevented
much aboriginal contact in this direction. Instead, access into the
region came historically up the Kuskokwim, f.om the Tanana to the Lake
Minchumina area, from the Yukon drainage across the lesser Kuskokwim
Mountains and from the Lake Iliamna-Lake Clark region into the Lime
Hills.
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The southern boundary of the region is along the Nushagak-
Bio River Hills. This-is a land of fragile soils and sparse and poor
biotic communities. The local name of Hungry Hills in the Stony River
country and the extremely low human population are illustrative of this
region's biological carrying capacity.

Situated as it is--an interior basin surrounded by mountain
ranges and protective hills--the region is climatically a portion of
the sheltered continental interior.

Characteristically, continental climate is most pronounced
in the winter season when precipitation is relatively light, tempera-
tures are quite cold and north-northwesterly winds prevail.

Despite little precipitation in the winter months, accumu-
lated snowfall is usually quite large, averaging over 85 inches, due

to the general dry nature of the snow.

Spring is the driest season, with clear mild weather lasting
intp June.

Over forty percent of the year's precipitation normally
occurs during July, August_and September, representing a more abundant
fall than that received farther in the interior and on the average
totalling 7+ inches of a seventeen inch yearly amount. This is caused
partly by topographic and partly by maritime influences brought in by
prevailing southerly winds traveling over the lowland valley areas to
the southward.

Break-up of the KuskoKwim occurs in mid-May and ground is
thawed enouoh for cultivation (minimal as it is) by the first of June.

The growin season is approximately 120 days, with killing frosts ter-
minating in mid-May and beginning again in mid-September.

Summer months are relatively warm for Alaska with average
daily maximums in the GO's and rises in the 80's at least fifteen days

during the period.

During the winter months, temperatures fall well below zero,
normally reaching at least -50 degrees F.

Although long periods of extremely low temperatures are ex-
perienced (five to ten days or more), skies are clea,- and atmospheric
pressures high, and ice fog common in the colder perilds. A normal
winter is also broken by one- or two-day thaws with temperatures in the
40's several times during the season.

Ethnic Identification

This was historically a region of sparse aboriginal habita-
tion. It is still sparsely populated today. The region was one of
ethnic penetration from four directions:
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Kuskwogmiut Eskimo - up the Kuskokwim;

Ingalik - from the lower Yukon across the lower
Kuskokwim Mountains and up the Kuskokwim forming
two ethnic sub-groups--the Holy Cross-Georgetown
Ingalik and the McGrath Ingalik;

Tanana - from the Tanana River in towards Lake
Minchumina--the Minchumina Lake sub-group; and

Tanaina - from Lake Iliamna-Lake Clark into the
Lime Hills--the Lime Hills sub-group.

Figure III 17 illustrates the location of these ethnic
groups and sub-groups in relation to physiographic features.
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is 88 degre.

The physiographic sections and parts of this region include: tremely rar:

Ahklun Mountains draining to Bristol Bay, Nushagak-Big River Hills with temper'

draining to Bristol Bay, west half of Iliamna Lake, Nushagak-Bristol of record i

Bay Lowland, and Aleutian Range draining into Bristol Bay southwest to
Mother Goose Lake drainage.

tenths year

Surrounding the bight of Bristol Bay, pincerlike, the region of the yea

is dominated by two mountain systems--the Ahklun Mountains to the north
and west and the Aleutian Range to the southeast. These two mountain
systems, together with the Nushagak-Big River Hills to the northeast, dates of Ma

form the catchment basin and watershed for the tremendously valuable
river and lake systems that are the nursery grounds of the Bristol Bay A

salmon fishery. fall common
enters the

The rugged, s eep-walled, craggy Ahklun Mountains, of heavily sonal snowf
glaciated and deformed sedentary and volcanic origin, rise in altitude accumulatio

to 2,000 to 5,000 feet. Shallow, clear streams draining the range of average

flow to the Bering Sea and to the Nushagak, mostly through incised bed-
rock gorges. Included too in the province are the outstanding, beauti-
ful glacial lakes of the Wood River-Tikchik Lakes system. The largest experiences

of these long narrow water bodies in "U"-shaped canyons is Lake Necka, are in a n

29 miles in length. Forty or more other lakes exceed two miles in in all mont
length, and depths to 900 feet have been reported.

The southern part of the largely rounded hill, flat-topped
ridge country of the Nushagak-Big River Hills, is drained by the Mul-
chatna and Nushagak Rivers. Here the hills have gentle slopes and
broad, flat, gently sloping valleys. Large lakes are absent but a few
thaw lakes are in some valleys and ponds are abundant.
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The Aleutian Range, in the region, rises gradually from the

littoral Bristol Bay-Nushagak Lowland, and is characterized by rounded

east-trending ridges 1,000 to 4,000 feet in height surmounted at inter-

vals with volcanoes 4,500 to 8,500 feet in altitude. Extensively gla-

ciated, the range is drained on its south side into the Pacific by

short, steep streams while, in the region, drainages to and through the

lowland are larger with braided channels. On this north side, too, re

many large lakes partly held in by end moraines--often extending in

depth well below sea level. Lake iliamna, Naknek.Lake, Becharof Lake

and the Ugashik Lakes are the largest.

The littoral zone of the region, the Nushagak-Bristol Bay

Lowland, is a moraine and outwash-mantled lowland rising from the sea

to inner margin altitudes of 300 to 500 feet. ihe larger lakes and

rivers earlier mentioned drain the province. Permafrost is absent or

sporadic here, as it is elsewhere in the region.

The climate of the region is predominantly maritime in charac-

ter, with diurnal and seasonal temperature ranges normally confined to

rather narrow limits. Occasionally, however, continental influences

are experienced which exaggerate prevailing conditions. Climatic sta-

tistics about King Salmon, located centrally in the region near the

Naknek River, are fairly typical. Here the extreme maximum temperature

is 88 degrees, but summer day temperatures above eighty degrees are ex-

tremely rare. July, the warmest month, has an average of only six days

with temperatures at or above seventy degrees. The coldest temperature

of record is forty degrees below zero.

Cloud cover in the area is quite high, averaging about eight-

tenths year around. Fog occurrences are frequent throughout all months

of the year, but most prevalent in July and August.

The growing season averages 100 days between average freeze

dates of May 28th and September 6th.

Although most snow is received during periods of general now-

fall common to most of the southweetern mainland, considerable snow

enters the region independently as snow showers from Bristol Bay. Sea-

sonal snowfall averages forty inches but extensive melting occurs and

accumulations average about nineteen inches. December, with ten inches

of average snowfall, has the greatest monthly average amount.

Due to the passage of eastward-moving Aleutian Lows, the area

experiences strong winds from December through March. Strongest winds

are in a northerly direction; winds of 65 miles per hour have occurred

in all months with an extreme of 95 miles per hour in February.

Solid bay ice occurs between early November and early April,

while bay conditions lag about two weeks because of ice formation and

1-
break-up time in the rivers.

few
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Ethnic Identification Str
plunging to i

Eskimos of the region included the ethnic groups classified regular ice-c
as Togiagmiut, Nushagamiut, Kiatagmiut, and Aglemiut. The precise craters and c
boundary (if there ever was one) between the Aleut people and the inter-tidal r

Aglemiut is disputed in the literature and the distinction made here,
ethnographically, between the Bristol Bay and Aleutian region is some- The
what arbitrary. most high vol

cirque glacie
Figure III - 18 locates ethnic groups in relationship to

physiographic features. The
portrayed her
end of the Al
and from the

ALEUTIAN REGION -

(13.9 million acres ) All
nearness of c
diurnal and s,

Physiographic and Climatic Description ally, average
mums at Cold

Included in the Aleutian physiographic-ethnographic, natural imums at St.
resource-based region of this report are the following physiographio mums at Shemy
sections and parts; Aleutian and Pribilof Islands and Alaska Peninsula-- Aleutians, an
parts of Nushagak-Bristol Bay Lowland southwest of Mother Goose Lake the actual am
drainage, and the Aleutian Range southwest of Mt. Veniaminof nine-tenths sl

a year. At S
The Aleutian Range and littoral lowland, from Mother Goose around and St

Lake southwest to the end of the Alaska peninsula and from Mt. Venia- spite nearly
minof westward inclusive of both north and south shores, is in general total measura
the same as characterized for this province in the Bristol Bay descrip- Cold Bay, 24.
tion. The islands beyond require further description, spread heavy

summer months
The Aleutian Island chain surmounts the crest of a submarine

ridge 1,400 miles long and twenty to sixty miles wide, rising 12,000
feet high above the sea floor on either side. This chain is an arcuate
line of 57 volcanoes of Quaternary age, 27 reportedly active, rising
2,000 to 9,000 feet above sea level on the north side.

Fre
seventeen to
blizzard snow
conditions ar
time.

Otherwise the topography can be characterized in two types
to include: wave-cut platforms less than 600 feet above sea level The
which.are bordered by low sea cliffs and intensely glaciated mountain- arctic ice pa
ous islands 600 to 3,000 feet above sea level indented by fiords and while the sea
high steep cliffs.

The Pribilof Islands (included in this region for ethnic and Ethnic Ident
resource reasons rather than physiographic similarities) vary from the
Aleutians physiographically and morphologically being a part of the
Bering Platform and similar in geologic structure to St. Mathew, Nuni-
vak and St. Lawrence Islands previously described.

180

The
least 3,000 y
Eskimo, but f
subdivided in
location in r
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Streams in the Aleutian Islands are short and swift, many

plunging to the sea over spectacular waterfalls. Lakes are common in ir-

ied regular ice-carved basins on the glaciated islands and in a few volcanic

craters and calderas. On some islands a littoral zone of broad level

inter-tidal platforms has been formed--probably by frost weathering.

-e,

ime- There is little or no permafrost in the Aleutians, although

most high volcanoes bear icecaps or small glaciers, and there are a few

cirque glaciers on the mountainous islands.

The climatological picture of the Aleutian region can best be

portrayed here from tne data of Cold Bay, located thirty miles from the

end of the Alaska Peninsula, from St. Paul Island in the Pribilof group

and from the island of Shemya, easternmost in the Semichi group.

All three stations have a basically maritime climate due to the

nearness of extensive open ocean areas. Thus, temperature extremes, both

diurnal and seasonal, are generally confined to narrow limits. Season-

ally, averages are: 24 to 47 degree minimums and 32 to 55 degree maxi-

mums at Cold Bay; nineteen to 44 degree minimums and 27 to 51 degree max-

imums at St. Paul; and 28 to 47 degree minimums and 34 to 52 degree maxi-

ic mums at Shemya. Seasonal periods at these places, and throughout the

nsula-- Aleutians, are difficult to define. Cloudiness is abundant, restricting

ke the actual amount of sunshine received. At Cold Bay cloudiness averages

nine-tenths sky cover the year around, and precipitation occurs 200 days

a year. At Shemya precipitation occurs three days out of five the year

se around and St. Paul is likewise an environment of high humidities. Pe-

ia- spite nearly constant cloudiness, high humidities and precipitation,

eral total measurable precipitation is surprisingly light: 33.44 inches at

crip- Cold Bay, 24.31 inches at St. Paul and 28.85 inches at Shemya. Wide-

spread heavy fog and low stratus are common throughout the region in the

summer months.
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Frequent high velocity windy periods average quite high--about

seventeen to twenty miles per hour the year around--with gale force,

blizzard snow conditions common in the winter months. At Shemya calm

conditions are experienced only about two and one half percent of the

time.

The Pribilofs are located at about the southern limit of the

arctic ice pack;,npar:Cold Bay, the BerinT Sea As frozen over in w nter
_

nd while the sea surfate wettward in the,AleUtianSJsfice free'.

and
the

uni-

Ethnic

-The',-hardy'seafaring:Aleuts -who havefliVed in the'Aleutians-at
.

_ , . _

least '3';000HyearSare now 'common Aly 1(nownolbe.,a southern.branch of the

Eskimo;-but-for purposet-Of 'this -report'are classified-ds-Alekits.and
_ , _

.
. .

subdiVided- into -the.Atka-,and.Unalaska ethnic-,subgroubs".--, Ethnic group
. . _ -,

.
location in relation to phsiography is shown in Figure III --19.
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KODIAK REGIOII
(8.5 million acres

Physidgraphic and Climatic Description

Th2 physiographic sections and parts included in the region

are: Kodiak and Afognak Islands, Barren Islands, Trinity Islands, Semidi

Islands and the Aleutian Range northwest of Mt. Veniaminof (approximate

longitude 159' W.).

Geographically stated, the region includes the Pacific drain-
ages of the Alaska Peninsula from Ursus Cove southwestward to Kupreanof
Point, the Kodiak Island group, Augustine Island, the Barren Islands,
Trinity Islands, Chirikof Island, the Semidi Islands and all other
smaller islands adjacent to.the coast. The Alaska Peninsula is dominated
by the Aleutian Range consisting of rounded east-trending ridges 1,000

to 4,000 feet in altitude. The range is extensively glaciated. The Pa-

cific coast is abrupt and rugged. The drainage divide between the Ber-
ing Sea and the Pacific Ocean is generally along the highest ridges,
within ten miles up the south coast. Streams to the Pacific are short
and steep.

The Kodiak Island group, Barren Islands, Trinity Islands and
Chirikof Island are formed by the Kodiak Mountains that are the struc-
tural continuation of the Kenai-Chugach Mountains. The Kodiak Mountains

retain some glaciers. Summit altitudes are between 2,000 and 4,000
feet. Kodiak Island has a rugged northeast-trending divide having horns
and aretes from which b.aad smooth ridges extend northwestward. The top-
ography southeast of the divide has a strong northeasterly grain normal
to the drainage. The coastline is extremely irregular, having many
fjords and islands. The northern part of Afognak Island is a hilly low-
land, and the western part of Kodiak Island has many broad valleys.

The islands of the Kodiak group are drained mostly by swift,
clear st eams that are less than ten miles long. Two rivers, each about
25 miles long, drain much of southwestern Kodiak Island.

There are several lakes more than a mile long in the south-
western part of Kodiak Island and on Afognak Island. Small ponds are

scattered over the glacially sculptured topography. The glaciate, val-
leys heading in the main divide have chains of lakes.

Two natural catastrophies have hit thi-s region during iiistoric

times: the eruption of Mt. Katmai in 1912 and the great earthquake of

1964. The Katmai eruption dumped ash eighteen inches deep oVer the re-

gion, and its effects on the people, flora and tauna were net oyercome

for several years. The 1964 earthquake generated tsunami waves that

caused great devastation to the fishing fleet, shore facilities and

towns throughout the region. Recovery is now essentially complete.
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The northern part of Kodiak Island, Afognak Island and Shuyak

Island support much spruce timber but most other islands are treeless.

Some spruce also occur in the drainages of the northern part of the

Alaska Peninsula; willow and alder are the common species in those parts

of the region that support woody vegetation. Grasses and shrub type

plants dominate most of the region lying below the alpine zone.

The Kodiak region has a maritime climate which is usually con-

sidered favorable for agriculture and generally pleasant to humans. An-

nual precipitation averages about fifty inches. Temperature records at

Kodiak show that the months of December through March average 310 F. and

August averages 54.8° F. Eighty-six degrees is the record high tempera-

ture and 3' F. the record low.

Ethnic Identification

The original ethnic group of the Kodiak region was the Kaniag-

miut eskimo. Later, following Russian occupation, a fusion of Aleut and

Kaniagmiut people resulted. Figure III 20 Illustrates ethnic location

with relationship to physiographic features.

COOK INLET REGION
(1/.5 million acres)

Pl_.1Lsio"hicalaticDescriti"
The physiographic sections and parts within the region include:

the Aleutian Range draining to Cook Inlet, the Alaska Range draining to

the Susitna and Cook Inlet, the Talkeetna Mountains draining to the

Susitna, Upper Matanuska Valley, Kenai-Chugach Mountains draining to

Cook Inlet, and Cook Inlet-Susitna Lowland.

The country around Cook Inlet is impressive in its grandeur.

Just outside the inlet to the north rises the snow-capped Aleutian

range with several extinct or active volcanoes. The Aleutian Range

merges with the Alaska Range and the great peaks of Mount Foraker, Mount

al-
Hunter, Mount McKinley and Mount Brooks which dominate the northern

horizon of the region.

On the east coast of the inlet is the Kenai Peninsula. Here

the glaciated lowland of ground morain and outwash plains topography

abuts the Kenai and Chugach Mountain-ranges with their backbone of gla-

ciers and ice fields, indented by Cook-Inlet's Turnagain Arm with its

great tidal fluctuations, and by fjords facing beautiful Kachemak Bay to

the south.
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Beyond the upper reach of Cook Inlet--the Knik Arm-,the rugged

radial .ridges of the:Talkeetna Mountains complete the frame of mountain

grandeur rimming the basin.
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The Cook Inlet Lowland has always been the dominant physiogra-

phic feature permitting and encouraging human occupation.

Mostly less than 500 feet in elevation above sea level, with

local relief of fifty to 250 feet, the lowland is glaciated with areas
of ground moraine and stagnant ice topography, drumlin fields, eskers,

and outwash plains. Rolling upland areas border the surrounding moun-

tain ranges. Drained by the Susitna River and other streams flowing into

Cook Inlet, the region is both the major population center and the most

agriculturally developed area of the state.

Three large lakes--Tustumena, Skilak, and Belugafill ice-
carved basins at the margins of the surrounding mountains.

The lowland is glacier free except at one borc,2ring point with

the Alaska Range in the West. Sporadic permafrost is only present in

,the northern part.

Streams entering the basin from the Alaska Range, Talkeetna

and Chugach Mountains are generally swift and frequently braided, head-

ing in the glaciers topping the ranges.

The country has a fairly moderate climate tempered somewhat by

the Japan current and maritime influences associated with the topographic

barriers caused by the surrounding mountains. These barriers, however,

work in two ways. On the one hand, the Chugach Range acts as a barrier

to the influx of warm, moist air from the Gulf of Alaska, so the average
precipitation in the Cook Inlet basin is only ten to fifteen percent of

that on the Gulf of Alaska side. Contrarily, the Alaska Range is a
barrier to very cold air from the interior to the north.

The four seasons are well-marked in the region, but in length

and major characteristics vary from usually accepted middle latitude

standards.

Winter extends from mid-October to mid-April, the period of

frozen ponds, streams and lakes. The shortest day has five hours and 28

minutes of possible daylight. Periods of clear cold weather alternate

with cloudy mild conditions. Significant fog often accompanies clear
cold weather due to the low level moisture source of Cook Inlet, while
considerable floating ice is present, high tidal fluctuations maintain

some open water throughout the winter. On the average, measurable snow

falls between mid-October and mid-April, occurring on twenty to 25 per-

cent of winter days in small amounts. Normally, snow depth doesn't

accumulate over fifteen inches.

Spring follows mid-APril .break-up and is characterized by warm,

pleasant days and chilly nights accompanied bY rapidly rising mean tem-

peratures and exceedingly small amounts of precipitation .
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siogra- Summer, from June to early September, is in reality two seasons

of about equal length--the first part dry, the second wet. At the time

of the summer solstice, possible sunshine amounts to nineteen and one

with half hours. About mid-July average cloudiness increases markedly and

areas the remainder of the summer usually accounts for forty percent of the

kers, annual precipitation.

noun-
ing into Autumn is brief between early September and mid-October. The

e most frequency of cloudy days and precipitation drops. Mild days and chilly

nights are punctuated with occasional autumn storms from the southern

Bering Sea and Bristol Bay. Wind gusts exceeding fifty miles per hour

ice- may accompany these storms.

The growing season in the basin averages 112 days; precipita-

nt with tion totals an average of about fifteen inches with sixty or more inches

t in of snowfall each year; temperatures average in the low fifties in summer

and teens in winter.

etna
head- Ethnic Identification

Several sub-groups of the Athapascan-speaking Tanaina Indians

what by occupied this region. Included were people of:

ographic
wever, Lower Inlet, Middle Inlet, Upper Inlet,

,arrier Susitna, Tyonek, Iliamna, Lake Clark.

average
ent of Although Eskimo occupation of the southern shores of Kachemak

a Bay existed, the boundaries of the Cook Inlet Region exclude this group

and they are identified with the Gulf of Alaska region.
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Figure III - 21 illustrates ethnic group location in relation

to physiography.

COPPER RIVER REGION
(16.5 million acres)

Ehy§_12212E11-1LAJILlimtic Descri tion

"The physiographic sections of this region, in whole or in part,

include: the eastern part of the Alaska Range draining to the Copper

River Basin, the Gulkana Upland, Talkeetna Mountains draining to the

Copper River Basin, Wrangell Mountains draining to the Copper River Basin,

Copper River Lowland, Lake Louise Plateau and KenaiChugach Mountains
draining to the Copper River Basin.
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The Gulkana Upland and the Copper River Lowland form the inter- Ethr

ior basin of the Copper River region which is surrounded by the Alaska
Range to the north, the Talkeetna Mountains to the west, the Wrangell
Mountains to the east and the Kenai-Chugach Mountains to the south. the

Ind-

The eastern part of the Copper River Lowland is a relatively
smooth pla;r1 1,000 to 2,000 feet in altitude, trenched by the valleys of
the Copper River and its tributaries with their steep 100 to 500 foot tior

walls. The forks of this lowland; on each side of the Wrangell Mountains
to the east, are the Copper and Chitina Valleys. Thesr valleys contain
longitudinal morainal and ice-scoured bedrock ridges rising above axial
outwash plains. The western part of this lowland--the Lake Louise Pla-
teau--is a rolling upland 2,200 to 3,500 feet in altitude with morainal
and stagnant ice topography.

Rising in the mountains, glaciers and large ice caps that rim Phys
the interior basin, several tributaries feed glacial waters to the main
stem of the Copper River and drain the lowland itself in passing. Many
of these streams have braided upper courses. Kena

Sour
Large lakes occupy deep basins in the mountain fronts and thaw tior

lakes are abundant in the eastern plain of the lowland.

Glaciers are present in the surrounding mountains, but absent the
in the lowland; permafrost underlays the entire region. Bay,

It i

The elevations of the several mountain ranges (6,000 to 12,000 rugg
feet) surrounding the interior lowland significantly influence the re- slop
gion's climate so that despite relative proximity to the maritime effects ridg
of the Gulf of Alaska, the region is under dominant continental climatic al p
influences. Typical of this are the seasonal temperature extremes with dary
a range between high maximums and minimums of 156 degrees. Abetting
winter cold extremes is the effect of radiational coolino when the sun
makes only a brief appearance over the high horizons in mid-day. The trem
result is a total of five months with average minimum temperatures be- ment
low zero. 6,00

wide
In contrast to the cold winters with short days, summers have vall

warm days and cool nights and eighteen to twenty hours of sunshine.

Low annual precipitation is also typical of the region due to
montane influences depositing sixty inches of precipitation from the Gulf
of Alaska on the windward side of the Chugach Range.

Despite a brief growing season of only 78 days about one half
of the annual precipitation occurs during the summer mon hs making gar-
dening if not commercial agriculture, possible .
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Ethnic Identification

In aboriginal times, this region was practically excluded from

the rest of the world. A harsh land, it was sparsely occupied by Ahtena

Indians with two ethnic sub-groups--the Miduuskv ard the Tutlazan.

Figure III - 22 illustrates ethnic sub-group location in rela-

tion to physiographic features.

GULF OF ALASKA REGION
(12.5 million acres)

rim EtlyjiAlLgT2Ehi_and Climatic Descri tion

main
Many

thaw

The physiographic provinces and parts of this region are:

Kenai-Chugach Mountains draining to the Gulf of Alaska and Prince William

Sound from English Bay to Copper River, and Gulf of Alaska Coastal Sec-

tion.

It may be further characterized to include the drainages into

'sent the Gulf of Alaska from Point Manby, at the western extreme of Yakutat

Bay, to the southern tip of the Kenai Peninsula, plus numerous islands.

It is essentially a great crescent, backed on the north and east by high,

2,000 rugged mountains, the Kenai-Chugach Range and the St. Elias Range and,

re- sloping to a coast deeply indented by fjords and sounds, separated by

!ffects ridges which often extend as islands. There is, however, a narrow coast-

Imatic al plain extending eastward from the Copper River Delta to the east boun-

with dary of the region.

ig

sun The high segments of the Kenai-Chugach Range consist of ex-

Ihe rugged east-trending ridges 7,000 to 13,000 feet high. Low seg-

be- ments consist of massive mountains five to ten miles wide and 3,000 to

6,000 feet high, separated by valleys and passes one half to one mile

wide. All higher parts of the range are buried in ice field, which feed

have valley and piedmont glaciers.

The St. Elias Mountains are massive, isolated, block-like moun-

ue to tains 14,000 to 19,000 feet high which rise at intervals of five to

he Gulf thirty miles from a myriad of narrow ridges and sharp peaks 8,000 to

10,000 feet high. The range is drained almost entirely by glaciers which

form a network four to fifteen miles wide and eighty miles long .

le half
gar- Typically, the streams are short and swift; most head in gla-

ciers. A prominent exception is the Copper River which originates north

of the mountains, bisects the Chugach Range, and forms an immense delta

east of the present city of Cordova.
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The climate of the region is conditioned by the waters of the
Gulf of Alaska, and the mountains which serve as a barrier to the flow
of cold continental air from the interior during the winter. The rugged
topography causes extreme local climatic variations. Temperatures rarely
go below zero or exceed 80° F. Precipitation is locally moderate to
heavy: Valdez has 62.4 inches annually while Cordova averages 77.47
inches and Seward 67.35 inches. Snow accumulations in the Prince William
Sound area sometimes exceed ten feet, while they may be relatively slight
in the eastern portion of the region.

The flora and fauna of this region are exceedingly rich. The
forests are predominantly Sitka spruce and western hemlock with dense
patches of alder occurring near timberline, on slide areas and on the
steeper exposures. Cottonwood, birch, willow and other woody species
have a scattered distribution related to their ecological requirements.
Berries are found in great variety and seasonal abundance, and grasses
of several kinds dominate the delta and sand dune areas, being especially
abundant on the Copper River delta and eastward.

Ethnic Identification

The ethnic groups associated with this region were Eskimo and
Eyak and Tlingit Indians. The Chugachigmiut and Ugalakmiut Eskimo rep-
resented the most southern extension of the Eskimo culture in Alaska.
The Eyak Indian, a people whose origin is clouded and the Yakutat tribe
of the Tlingits also were present.

Figure III 23 locates these ethnic groups in relation to
physiographic features.

SOUTHEAST REGION
(27.0 million acres)

Ph siographic and Climatic Descri tion

The physiographic sections and parts within this region are:
the Fairweather Range; Chilkat-Baranof Mountains, Boundary Ranges 'Coastal
Foothills, Kupreanof Lowlands, and Prince .of Wales Mountains.
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Only recently, in geologic time, have-portions of this region

been freed Of overlying glaciers. -Aarge.ice fields and -numerous-glaciers.

still characterize the mountainous mainland, wbile the islands and some
coastal areas.are- now ice free or--_contain only -glacial-relectS. The-
physiography:and present flora and 'fauna are totally or 'Strongly influ-
enced by-recent glacial _history.
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The topography is established by the Pacific Mountain System

(actually two mountain ranges partially separated by the Kupreanof Low-

land) greatly modified by the erosive action of glaciers. The precipi-

tous terrain is cut deeply by channels, straits and fjords, creating

several large and innumerable small islands, termed the Alexander Archi-

pelago. The coastal edges are typically rugged, with flat land occur-

ring only in a strip south of Yakutat Bay, and to more limited extents

at river mouths and valleys left by retreating glaciers. From the coasts

bordering the Pacific Ocean, maximum terrain elevations tend to increase

until reaching the summit of the Coast Mountains on the mainland. In

the region between Glacier Bay and Lituya Bay, some of the highest and

most spectacular mountains on the continent rise directly from the sea.

Four mainland rivers dissect the coastal mountains, the Unuk,

Stikine, Taku, and Alsek. Access to the region via these valley routes

has been exploited by many flora and faunal elements as well as by

humans. The numerous waterways within the region all afford easy avenues

of travel and dispersal as well as a corridor to the coastal region south

of Alaska.

All of the region lies within the area of maritime influences,

and is in the path of most storms that cross the Gulf of Alaska. Con-

sequently, the region has relatively littie sunshine, generally moderate

temperatures, and abundant precipitation. Annette Island in the extreme

south has a mean annual temperature of 45.5° F.; the January mean is

34.00 F. and the August mean is 58.2° F. Annual precipitation averages

116.68 inches--mostly rain. Yakutat, at the north extreme, has a mean

annual temperature of 45.5° F., a January mean of 25.50 F. and an August

mean of 53.0' F. Annual precipitation averages 133.91 inches. Inter-

vening areas have a variety of weather extremes related to their unique

exposures, but all share the general description of having mild tempera-

tures and moderate to heavy precipitation.

In response to favorable moisture and temperature conditions,

a lush flora has developed. Below timberline the climax vegetation is

a dense forest, commonly termed a "rain forest," interspersed with mus-
.

kegs. Dominant tree species are western hemlock, Sitka spruce, red and

Alaska yellow cedar, jack pine, and alder. Cottonwood, Dountain hemlock,

birch, and other woody plants occur in special ecological situations that

are: are favorable to them. A large varietY of grasses and berry-producing

Coastal plants are generously and widely distributed.

Ethnic Identification
-egion
llaciers The ethnic Indian groups associated with this region histori-

i some cally and today include: the Tlingit with-7---their sub-groups the Auk,

fhe Chilkat, Gonaho, Hehl, Henya or Hahega, Huna, Hutsnuwu, Kake, Kuiu,

influ- Sanya, Sitka, Stikine, Sumdum, Taku, Tongass, Yakutat; the Metlakatla

of the Tsimshian; and the Kaigani of the Haida.

Figure III - 24 locates ethnic groups and sub-groups in

relationship to physiography.
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REGIONAL OCCUPATION AND LIVELIHOOD PATTERNS

ARCTIC SLOPE REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

The culture of the Eskimos of this region has been developed

over thousands of years, anthropologists placing man in the Arctic as

early as 6,000 B.C. This report, however, is essentially concerned with
the period since historic contact and, more particularly, with the last

100 years of United States claim, for an examination of the Native "use

and occupancy" record--and with the ethnological present, for comparison

with the past and understanding for the future.

To do this more than by referencing and illustrating their

settlement pattern requires an understanding of human ecology (the re-

lationship of the people to their environment) within the region .

A
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[This region], northern Alaska demonstrates 4he government

interaction, bot in t e pre istoric past and in
The ethnolo icaT iresent, o rou s each reflect-
ng a major eco ogica pat em n. ese are two,
t e nuunamiut, people of the land, whose life de-
veloped around the caribou, and the tareumiut,
the people of the sea, whose primary orientation
was toward sea mammal hunting and in the area of
the Arctic Slope, at least, especially toward
whaling. Whatever may be said of the local
specializations of the cultures of northwestern
Alaska in the past, whether the concern is with their curre

the Ipiutak, the Old Bering Sea, the Birnirk, or Figure II -

whatever, these are maritime cultures set off ducted in t:

against inland carihou hunting cultures. The ments withi-

generalized Thule culture, typologically defin-
able, basically maritime but orienting itself as Ti

well toward caribou hunting, does not, in Alaska, a

modify this basic ecological picture. There re-
mains, in the historic resent, the inland nomad

. .

set off against the vi a e dwellec at t e sea. 1

[Emphasis added.1 a

...[This] general pattern of geographic-settle-
ment must be kept in mind in order properly to
designate the peoples of the region. The terms
nuunamiut ... and taremiut are of course deriva-

tive of native designations for the two,ecological

groupings. These terms are descriptive of a way
of life and cannot be regarded as tribal designa-

tions.5

H.

settlements
Anaktuvuk)
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groups with
seasonal pl
of Thule cu

4Robert
and Society
Bulletin 17
1959.

,6For pur
_record.
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Aboriginal Eskimo society formed bands or villages from aggre-

gates of individuals whose association was pretty much choice and whose
numbers were determined by the "carrying capacity" of their local envi-

ronment. Although local groups came together in trade or seasonally in

pursuit of a migratory wildlife population there has been a biologically
determined territoriality excercised among the people. This territori-

ality has been a determinant derived from their methods of subsistence
harvest and has existed for centuries until recent years (since World

War II) as they have effectively adopted more and more of the technology

of the white man's culture to their way of life.

This technological change permitted completion of a territor-

ial change and population distribution distorted in piecemeal fashion

by the presence of whalers, missionization and the centralization of
government services begun in the last century.

Hence, today in the Arctic Slope region we have five primary

settlements (present day Pt. Hope, Wainwright, Barrow, Kaktovik and

Anaktuvuk) and two lesser places (Nooiksut and Atkasook) along with

numerous seasonal places representing aggregations of seven taremiut

groups with approximately 15 primary historic settlements and numerous
seasonal places, thirteen nomadic groups of Nuunamiut and two settlements

of Thule culture Eskimos.

In Figure II - 26 is a listing of historic6 Native places and

their current status. The locations of these places is also shown in

Figure II - 27. While little or no demographic research has been con-

ducted in this region, it can generally be said that population move-

ments within the region have taken place in the following directions:

... The people from Pt. Lay and west of the Utukok River

along the Chukchi Sea -- to Point Hope;

... The people between the Utukok and Point Franklin-in-
land along the Kuk River -- to Wainwright or first there

and then to Barrow;

4Robert F. Spencer, The North Alaskan Eskimo: A Study in Ecology

and Society. Smithsonian Institution_ Bureau of American Ethnology,
Bulletin171.14asnington:_united Sees _Government Printing Office,
1959.

6/bid.
6For purposes here "historic" means, generally, of lpth Century

record.
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The people between Point Franklin and the Sagavanirktok
River and inland to the Colville -- to Barrow;

The people east of the Sagavanirktok River into Canada
to Kaktovik on Barter Isl-nd or -- to Barrow;

The people along the Colville River traveled to its
delta and then -- to Barrow;

The people along the Colville tributaries of the
Killik and Anaktuvuk Rivers and from the headwaters
of the Chandalar -- to Anaktuvuk Pass or,rejecting
the inland way of life,-- to Barrow; and

... The people from the headwaters of the Noatak and
divide reaches of the Colville Rivers -- to Kivalina
and on later to Pt. Hope.

In the Tariamiut maritime culture a greater degree of perma-
nence, in occupancy, was achieved than with the inland Nuunanmiut
peoples.

Coastal villages were well integrated around
dance houses and the concept of the whaling
crew and its leader. Moreover, the maritime
villages [Tariamiut] came to have fairly well-
defined territories in which their respective
residents moved. Not that these were in any
sense owned; in the main, this came about as
the result of exploitation of familiar terrain.
It was possible, and still remains so, to de-
termine a man's place of origin by noting who
his relatives were and also by his speech, since
each village had its own phonetic idiosyncrasy.
The inland peoples, [Nuunamiut] while in the
main definable as to local territory, tended to
lack the incipient formalization of the concept
of chieftainship. Because, as bands, they tended
to move much more widely and to lack fixed vil-
lages, they become somewhat more difficult to
name. This is_complicated further by the fact
that although such local groups had names for
themselves, the name might or might not coin-
cide with the name applied to them by the coastal
peoples.7-

Despite this lack of uniforMity of names, either as designa-
tions for local bands or for topographic and geographic features,'.and
the 'fact that Eskimo culture requires an exactness of names in respect
both to ethnic groups and places, there has been much confusion'in
Eskimo group names, due to the point of reference from which names are
applied.
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Although environmental factors determined village location,
other forces have affected community permanence, growth or decline.
Knowledge of these other forces is helpful and may be brought out by

example.

At the Point, on the northernmost tip of land
of the North American mainland, was the now
abandoned village of nuwuk ... In 1852-53,
nuwuk had 54 inhabited houses, with a popula-
tion of 309, 166 of which were men. In 1854
a fuel shorta e had reduced the number of
inhabited houses to 48. Dr. John Simpson,
whose observations these are, believed the

population to be declining, a fact which he
substantiated by the presence of an abandoned
dance house at nuwuk and of several ruined
dwellings. Forty persons had died of influ-
enza in 1851, and again, in 1853-54, there
Were 27 deaths, mainly the result of starva-
tion. When the next observations were made,
in 1882-83, nuwuk had a population of 150.

[Emalasis added.]

Several villa e units combined into one at
the site of the modern Barrow village. This
is the location of the older town of utkeaak-
vik ... Like nuwuk, this village grew and
declined in population depending on circum-
stances. Simpson lists 40 houses and 250
people in 1852-53, with a decline as a re-
sult of famine in 1853-5474-07Te-a-TRhaving
occurred... [Emphasis added.]

Leaving Wainwright, one passes another area
of extremely sparse population before the
next major settlement is reached. This is
Icy Cape, a village which was very important
a century ago as a native whaling center but
which was abandoned no later than 1890. The

building of the whalin station at Ca e Smythe
ty___N:Tol England wThrs-.evfdñtT y caused the

desertion of several previously inhabited
hamlets and villages. It also increased momen-
tarily the o ulation of-Barrow.vi age...8
[Emphasis adde

7 Spencer, op. a



To the major groupings of coastal people (Tareumiut) may be
added the many minor settlements, some of temporary, some of permanent
duration, which effectively spread the people along the coast for the
most effective harvest of the marine animal resource.

These temporary hamlets along the coasts tend
to render the matter of population estimates
somewhat difficult. As has been seen from the
estimates provided by the different 19th century
explorers of the region, population fluctuated
greatly. That it may have been considerably
greater in the remote past is indicated by the
richness of archeological materials, the 600
dwellings at Ipiutak, for example, the large
and presumably communal houses at Birnirk, and
the many ruins, both near modern and ancient,
scattered along the coasts. According to the
census obtained in 1881-83 by the Point Barrow
Expedition, and adding these to the known figures
for the Point Hope-Point Lay area for the same
period, population of slightly less than 1,000
may be supposed for the coastal villages in the
late 19th century. This would represent a con-
siderable decrease, perhaps by as many as 500,
from the period of the 1850's, a loss attributable
in large measure to the European diseases to which
the Eskimo lacked resistance, such as measles, in-
fluenza, and tuberculosis, and to famine. In the
recent period, the tendency has been to abandon
the scattered dwellings and to converge on the
towns. This has been the result of the building
of schools, mission churches, and hospitals estab-
lished either by mission bodies or the United
States Department of the Interior. Educational
and medical care provided at Barrow, for example,
effectively brought about the end of the nuwuk
settlement, the People having gradually given up
residence there and built new homes at Barrow
village. The process of change [however] was a
slow one ...

Throughout the 20th century, it would appear that
the coastal villages have held their own in terms
of population. This-is-frue,-however,,only in a
superficial sense. ,The establishment. Of coastal
villageS' as administrative centers has affected
the resettlement of inland- Eskimo-with the,result
that the nuunamtut't)ave-virtually-deased:to:Wst.
Many have now'chosen:to-live on thecO45-t in the
..-foUr.whaling Villages:df=Barrow; WainWrirghtpointr,
Lay, and Point_Hope, or -they have elected to settle,

,
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on the coast farther to the south, such as at kiva-
lina, on the Noatak River, or at Kotzebue at Hotham
Inlet. Thus, if the coastal population has remained
stable, it has been at fhe eX en-g-5Tffie Marked
decrease of inland groups.9 Emphasis added.]

The inland [Nuunamiut] Eskimo are thus virtually_
one. There-is a vanishing group still resident
north of the Brooks Range. This is an alliance
of two formerly fairly large bands, the killigmiut,
a group taking its name from the Killik River, and
the tulugagmiut, residents of Anaktuvuk Pass and
named from Lake Tulugak, in the lower reaches of
the pass... The group hunts over a wide area, from
Chandler Lake to the many water-courses of the
Colville. [Emphasis added.]

As the more recent history of the inland zone
is considered, however, it is seen that the ethnic2rolia. Because of the
diffuse nature of the way of life, it is again
difficult to obtain either an accurate census or
adequate designations for the groups themselves.
The principal basis for estimates of population
must come from natives themselves who can recall
the assemblages at the height of the season of
trading. Although these congregations varied in
size from year to year, there is no doubt that
the majority of the inland Eskimo visited them,
being forced by necessity to go at least once
yearly to the coast to obtain the necessary
commodity of seal oil.10

The historic gatherings at the great trading centers of the
Arctic were absolutely essential to the way of life and settlement
patterns that existed prior to European contact. There.were four trad-
ing centers and it is mainly from the glimpses gained of these assem-
blages that we know much of the Nuunamiut.
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The first [trade center] at Cape Prince of 0

Wales was a port of entry for Asiatic wares. and the peo

Here the Siberian Eskimo met the Eskimo from and more, p

the region of Norton Sound. Once trading at Several aut

this center had been concluded, the Cape 1895 to 190

Prince of Wales Eskimo sailed to the second
major rendezvous near Kotzebue. At this Fl

center, inland Eskimo of the Noatak and of 1,400 ini
Kobuk rivers obtained trade goods of Asiatic 1939 -- to E

origin, which they then took back with them a reported s
in the fall. The following spring these and isolater
Eskimo brought goods down the Colville River drainages .
to the now-abandoned village of Nirlik on the
Beaufort Sea, where active commerce took Ai
place with the nearby Point Barrow Eskimo. other factor
Iron and copper kettles, double-edged movement to'
knives, tobacco, beads, tin for making regions .

pipes, and such items of inland Eskimo
manufacture as deer skins, fox fur,
feathers for headdresses, and arrows
were exchanged for whale and seal oil,
whalebone, walrus tusks, sealskin, and
other maritime products.

Still later in the summer the Point Barrow
Eskimo continued east along the coast to
Barter Island, the fourth center, where,

with the Mackenzie Eskimo and north Atha-

pascan Indians, they exchanged surplus
Russian and inland Eskimo goods for
muktuk (whale skin), stone lamps, English

knives, beads, guns, and ammunition. The
English trade goods were obtained from the
Mackenzie post of the Hudson's Bay Company.
During the following winter some Point
Barrow Esk4m0 regularly sledded to Point

Hope where theY traded goods previously re-

ceived from the Mackenzie delta Eskimo.

This important trading system, which had
been in existence for many years, was halted
with the advent of extensive commercial
whaling in the north Bering and Chukchi seas
beginning in 1848. Whalers transporting
goods chiefly in their OWn ships and distri-
buting them directly to the Eskimo effeCtively
curtailed the native traders, who could offer
little in the way of competition. This, in

--turn, had a dramatic effect_on ,the,inland
Eskimo. Many inlanders, no lOnger able tb-
obtain trade goods upon which,they were,quite
dependent, Were forced to:Move to the,coastal
villages. and learn a new way'of life.11
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Only a few records exist to describe the trade gatherings
and the people that attended, but from these meetings of 1500 people
and more, population estimates have emerged for the inland people.
Several authors concur on an estimate of 3,000 during the period of
1895 to 1905.12

From this number they have dropped away to an actual count
of 1,400 interior residents north and west of the Brooks Range in
1939 -- to about 900 in 1948 -- to a population today at Anaktuvuk,
a reported small band in the headwaters of the Colville and Noatak,
and isolated seasonally nomadic families and groups along several

drainages.

After the breakdown of the coastal7thterior trade pattern,
other factors came into play which help toaccount for the Nuunamiut
movement to the coast and later returns to the Killik and Anaktuvuk

regions.

In 1908 the fall in demand for whalebone
forced charles Brower out of the whaling
business, but he turned immediately to fur
trading. He outfitted many trappers, and
those Nunamiut living inland brought their
furs to Brower in exchange for supplies.
Before World War I, Brower's fur trade at
Point Barrow became so profitable that he
opened stations at Wainwright and Beechey
Point. By 1920, the last Nunamiut had
moved to the coast where trapping was good
and trade supplies easy to obtain. The de-
cline in caribou population added to the
impetus to leave the Brooks Range.

After 1920, many Nunamiut continued to
maintain a group identity as they gathered
along the north coast of Alaska some dis-
tance east of Point Barrow. Brower,
occasional fur-trading schooners, and the
Hudson's Bay Company constituted the trade
contacts. During the 1930's the fur trade
along the north Arctic coast deteriorated,
and Brower slowly pulled out-...
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12Spenter, op. cit.
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FIGURE III - 2G

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES ANO CURRENT STATUS

ARCTIC SLOPE REGION

NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES EXISTIWG SETTLEMENT POPULATI
25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 a

STATUS SEASCHIAL

UNKNOWN CAMP SITE

SeNQONED ARTIQUITY
SITE

TAREMIUT
MKITIME ESKIMO)

Tikeramiut 'Inhabitants of the fOrefinger'. at Point Hope.
Their Settlement was Mara (Tiger4) or Rune,
now Point Hope. Population In 1900 - 295.

Kukpuk river camps.°

Wiivak, at Cape Lisburne.

Kukparungmiut On the Arctic Ocean between Point Belcher and
Cape Beaufort. Their Settlements were:

Kokolik. at Point Lay (east of Point Lay
near mouth of Kukolik.River). PopulsciOn
in 1880 - 30. Near present-dey Point Lay,
where population has dropped from 117 in
1909 to 2 today. (Also used by others
seasonally.)

Naokok - whaling place (1923).

Utukamlutd Originating at Icy Cape, they ranged along the
Arctie :oast from Point Hope to Wainwright Inlet,c
and inland to Colville River. Their settlements

Kunmiut d

Sidarumiat

Kaiaksekawik, On the north side of Icy Cape.

Mitliktavik, on KaSegalut Lagoon,

likeenik, 4 miles south Of icy Cape.
(Reindeer camp)

Utuka, at Icy Cape 48 miles southwest of
Wainwright. Var. Otokkok. Population in
1984-S0 : population of Icy Cape in 1923 - 40.

Telageak, old abandoned place at mouth of
Mkt* River, Kasegaluk Lagoon.

On the Arctic coast and along the Kuk River abOve
Wainwright Inlet. Their settlements were:

Olgenik, preWit-day Wainwright. Several
villages have existed on the land between
Wainwright Inlet and the sea-, the most
reCent being Wainwright.

limantavid.:lan the Arctic coast 14 milaS .
southwest of WainWright Inlet.

Anatuk or Anaktuk: an the Kok River.

Kann, an Kok River,

West of Point Barrow to Wainwright Inlet. Their ,
villages were:

Atanikii Miles northeast of Point Belcher:
Recorded by British AO 1827, Eagoskin In .

1847. 'Population in 1880:-_14.:_A permanent _
-; -population existed here An.1939 of:19.

,

Attenek.,64.Seehorse-ISland8. Referenced in 1890.

Charnokruit,'on SeaherSe ISlands - Population in
1890 - 162

Nunaria. near Point Belcher, on charts in 1827 --
abandoned by NW

Perignak. on Seahorse Islands Referenced in
1890

X

X

X

X

X

X

NATIVE

NuIcwoh

Uttlavinmiut

Pingoihugarun. "on Seahorse IslandS". Ref-
erenced in 1827: actually on Point Franklin.
Population In 1820 - 29.

Sideru.-between Wainwright Inlet and Point
Belcher. Population in 1882 - 50. Abandoned
by 1905.

On the Arctic coast west of Point Barrow Their
settlements-were-

Irenivig. located on the coast 15 miles south-
west of point Barrow. .

X

X

x

X



*PORED ANTIQUITY NATIVE GROUP
SITE

HISTORIC PLACES

Utkl nmiut (Contd)

Nukwukmiut

EXISTING SETTLEMENT POFUL.AT2ONS STATUs SEASONAL A8RPWOIiED ANTIQUITY

25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 + UNKhOWN CN4P SITE SITE

In*kpung camp, near Naval Station. Point Barrow.

Tullmanak or lkiak at MacKiy Inlet on winter

trail.

Sinyu (Summer village), 2 miles northeast of
Point Barrow.

Utkialtsik. at Cape Smythe. Reported in 1826.

Site of present-day Barrow.

Walakpa, located 11 miles southeast of Barrow.
Reported in 1826.

X

Sinaru, 18 miles Southwest of Barrow. Summer
camp and reindeer camp - 1898.

Sinaat er Nulavik. camp site.

At Point Barrow. Their settlements were:

isutkota, on the site of the U. S. Signal
Station at Point Barrow.

Nuwuk, at Point Barrow (the point now an

island -- site of a Whaling camp). Population

in 1885 -

Perginik (also Bernick Or Pernyu) on the western
shore of Elson Bay, 4 miles southwest of Point

Barrow.

Ongovehenok, located on the Kugrua River near

Point Barrow. Reported in 1890.

Anakruak, camps at Point POleakoon on winter
trail.

Alaktak, site of former Half Moon Three Rein-
deer reach In 19405.

Kokruagarok. site near Pitt (Vint.

Kolorik, site near Avatanak Bight.
X

Beechey Point Village. 25 miles east of Colville
' River. Population in 1919 - 66; popUlation in
1939 - 12.

Brower Village. Point Brower: Named by
Leffingwell in 1919. Located et Meat
entrance to foggy Island Bay. Beaufort
Sea. 35 mile$ southeast of Maley Point
after Charles Brower. trader; in 1939.

Ishuk or Esook CCape Halkett1. west point of
entrance to Harrison Bay. Beaufort Sea. Pop-
ulation.in 1939 - 03. population in 1939 - 31,
In 1939 11 persons were reported at "Harrison
hay."

Notriksut* COlville (Colville) River Village..
Population in 1939 - 86. Near ancientArad-
ing olace.of Oliltok. Alto; 1939 Cen6dSliSts
13 persons at Oletak. believed to be thin Same
letality.

-x

.
Ipersua (not accurately,I0Sattd).'

_ .
.

RUe$00ru Oem0, on'a dry Pliee inland from Point
Barrowi';iReferenced in 1892.-.-1'.:

Kuogaguruk camp. located 16 miles soUtheest of
Paint Barrow.

Akilloag camp, sfx miles southeast of Paint

Barrow. Var Nakaduxo.7Reported in 1889 and
1925.

_ .

Nunavik. at Runavak Bay.

NupawraX camp near Walakpa Bay Var. Nunaktuau.
Reported in 1805-and in R5O. _

Pengnok. neantape Smythe. Reported,in 1885 is

village or camp.

Sakamna (sumer camp), inland frOm PointrBarrow.
Reported in1492 and 1910., -

_

_Other occupied places west alone the coast have Wen as fel
lows, and may Still be seasonal camp sites; buildings exist 9 --

tigvarlak Island, N1kkelsen Say. Point McIntyre.:
kopgannyik Point-p Thikeeneral area at mouth of.Cannino

River was historic trade meeting-place
called ShinagruFlaxman-Island

X



NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACE EXISTING 'ETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONE

ZS - 299 300 . 999 1000 a UNKNOWN CAMP SITE
ANTIQUITY

SITE

NUUNAMIUT
(INLAND ESKIMOS)

Kevalingamiuth

(The following Inland
yet they had territori
real deSert.)

Kanianermiut or
Kanianigmlut

Noatagmiut or
Noatakmitit

Killinermiuti or
KillikmiUt

fulugageiuti or
fulugakmiUt

ltkillikmiut

Kolug:xagmiut

lkolkpagmiut or

Tkpikpugmlut

Kagmalirmiut or
,anmmlikmiut

On the coast of the Arctic Ocean, Chukchi 5ea from
Cape Seppings and Cape Drusenstern inland tO floatak
River. Their settlements in this region were:

Iona. at Cape Thompson. Population in 1880 - 40.

Kechemudluk, at Cape Seppings. PopulatiOn

ia iRdo - SO.

People had few permanent places; they were nomads,
es -- recall that their territories were across a

On the headwatera of the Colville River dr in ge.

On the headwaters of the Noatek River and across

int() parts of the Upper Colville River.

Along the drainage of the Killik River and the

middle course of the Colville River.

Along the Chandler and Anaktuvuk River drain-

ages. The present settlement is Anaktuvuk Pass.

Along the Itkillik River.

Along the Meade (or Kolukruak) River:

Along the Itpiktuk River.

On the lower course of the Colville River, but
not extending to its mouth and along tributariea

towards Anaktuvuk Pass.

(Smaller, less permanent bands also were as follows:)

KunPigiMitat

Sagavanirktokmiut

Ivishakmiut

Kugruakmiut

THULE CULTURE ESKIMOS

Tiklatagmiut or
Kaktovigmiut

On lower Colville River.

Along Sagavamirktok River.

Along Ivishak River,

Along Canning River-

On Barter Island. Their settlement i

Kaktuvik

Elupak. an old vgllaqa Site.

Vicinity of Demarcation Point.

(The 1939 Census indicates 39
persons at "Kikkik River.")

Kulurusk, southeast end of Icy Reef, 2.5
miles peat Cif Demarcation Feint.

Cordon site of trading post of Thefts Dor
et,Dees;rcation Point.

Wertihel Island, Canada.

44'

e Pu ver. ente nryatt In at neajPä1nt Rope are several ish camp sites -- Itublarak. Kukpult. Opseehak, keyak and

Alolekrok. these sites probably have historic record.
,1

bAuthorities disagree whether-these people-historically were maritime or inland oriented -The preponderance of opinion is that they were;,

nuunamlut, but_in any event, today their Orientation is to the seacoast, ' -

-cAlthough thia coast is now nearly devoid of permanent settlement. Wainwright people_range its entirety. Upending upon ice conditions.- the

main activities for Spotted seal_hunting and whaling-can shift Upwards Icy Cape. - - , _

eAutharities disagree whether these people historicallyMere marftlmo-or inland Oriented.- In any event,- their orientation is to the
, :

seacoast ,

--

!Means "killing ducks with slingshot.-- ----- _

--Tilley seasonal eamp sites of continuai-yearly,aCcupancy 6ave existed and still exist on these islands_end on the mainland along the share of

Peerd Bay. - .

-- Other settled places in both historic and recent times were in the Cross Island.-Pridhoi-Em -and Flasman Island areas
.

_

_
Originally an offshoot of the Nunatagmiot from the upper,reaches of the,Noatak River and_al egedli reinforced by displaced persons from the

Kauwereknand Pinugumiut, thesi have Mot-bacome coastal people intermingling with or previousty_espel ing the Tikeramiut from their territories about--

point Nopeltiedge. Handbook of AMosqoan Xndiane). ._ -
'

IA combination of these people comprise the present:place of,Anaktuvuk -,

JA coMoination of these peaple comprise the present Place Of7AnaktUvuk._



DAMNED ANTIQUITY
SITE
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As the fur business grew steadily worse,
many Nunamiut moved to Point Barrow or other
population centers (in.7:luding Fairbanks). By

1937, the possibilities for making a living
on the north Alaskan coast became so poor
that several Nunamiut families decided to re-
turn to the Brooks Range. In 1938, three
families proceeded by umiak up the Colville
River to its tributaries to hunt and trap.
In the spring they came back to the coast to
trade for supplies. They returned, and several
other families joined them in the home country
where they have remained until this day.

After the Nunamiut returned to the Brooks
Range, they resumed a seminomadic life. One
group of families settled in the Killik Valley
and another in the Chandler Lake area. Fre-
quently two or more families trapped for a
season in a nearby valley. To obtain supplies
some families traveled to the north coast. By
1940, however, there was no trading to be done
on the north coast, and the Nunamiut turned
to the south. Once a year several families
journeyed to Bettles or to the small villages
on the Kobuk River.

In 1947 the Nunamiut were living in two
groups: five families at Chandler Lake and
eight families on the Killik River. In 1949
the Chandler Lake families moved to Tulugak
Lake in the Anaktuvuk Valley near the northern
mountain line. Very shortly thereafter the
Killik River families also moved to Tulugak
Lake. In 1951, mail service was established on
a regular monthly basis, and most of the families
moved to the summit of Anaktuvuk Pass. In 1960
the last family joined the village at the summit.13
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Environmental Livelihood Patterns

Basically, life support in the Arctic for the Eskimo is

derived from the same sources as before the white man arrived. Our

government and our culture have created changes in the way resources

are taken, but not in where they are taken and the uses that are made

of them.

In general the yearly cycle of Eskimo sub-
sistence activities has been maintained
right up to the present. The changes that
have occurred are primarily those relating
to techniques used. In many respects the
north Alaskan Eskimo have become more de-
pendent on the outside world, not so much
for subsistence as for the means to obtain
it (see Sonnenfeld 1960). It has been the
means rather than the ends EFifhave variEd
great y since t e ear y of sl4 mp asis

added].

The historic patterns of life were derived from the environment itself,

and the demanding environment set food gathering and choice, settlement
and cultural patterns for the people. These hold true today.

In the exploitation of the resources of
his domain, the aboriginal Eskimo chose
to be selective and to make exclusive
capital of the products of hunting. Meat,
whether of sea mammals, of the various
mammalian species taken on land, of fowl,
or of fish, remains the basis of human
diet in the area of northern Alaska. One
result of the primary orientation toward
meat was the neglect of almost all plant
foods and the restriction of their use chiefly
to cases of dire emergency. Plants were used

more to meet certain utilitarian needs than

as food. The attention to plant foods was
indirect, in that the partially digested
stomach contents of the various kinds of
herbivorous game was frequently eaten. The
various mosses on which the caribou depend,
the seaborne plankton that forms the basis
of subsistence for the baleen whales, created
side dishes in the Eskimo diet. But in terms
of actual use, the flora of the region yields
a small inventory only.'



1.Yatt)

The Nuunamiut, people of the inland regions, made far greater
use of the available plant life than did the coastal Eskimo. For ex-
ample, many varieties of berries were collected and formed the most im-
portant contribution of vegetable foods to the Native diet. They were
mixed with caribou fat, soaked in seal oil, and pounded into meat to
make pemmican;and,in addition to their sustenance use,they became an
important trade item with the coast. Besides the berries obtained by
trade from the Nuunamiut and the paunch contents of herbivores, the
coastal Eskimo of this region had no use for plant foods.

The inland bands also made extensive use of plants for other
purposes. Spruce bark was shredded and used to enforce cordage, spruce
roots were sometimes eaten, willows were used in h,ome and sled construc-
tion and for fuel, sphagnum moss served for boat liners and mosses for
infant diapers and for lamp wiAs.

As tobacco became more available in the 19th century, it was
highly prized and its supply stretched out by adding cottonwood bark,
willow bark, fungi, and grasses.

Driftwood along the coast was found in large quantities and
served as the source of supply for the making of house beams, planking,
sleds, weapons and other necessities. The Nuunamiut,too,depended upon
this source of supply and obtained logs and planks by trade from the
coast.

Unconcerned with plants as food, and dependent on
driftwood for meeting various important needs,
the maritime Eskimo made no effort to utilize the
local vegetation. Even if the inland Eskimo made
greater use of plants, it is clear that some needs
which might have been met by a fuller use of veg-
etable products were filled in other ways.

The Eskimo food quest was thus centered wholl
ITITT-h-WTITrife of tT1region. it is t is, in
its various manifestations, which underlies
adjustments in eco ogy and culture. In the
atterned dichotb of existence are seen the
if erences of in an noma ism, of n s

organized around caribou huntin , as a ainst
the settled village-life with its wh.aling
emphasis. -In-both settin-gs, desOfte the
uniformities of language and kinship organ-
ization, there were vast differences in the
social forms which went beyond kinship and
in ceremonial life. The relations of man
to the native fauna must accordingly be con,
ceived in terms of the two primary orienta-
tions. Of the two, the maritime Eskimo had
the far richer life, able as they were to
direct attention to inland hunting on the
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tundra when not engaged in sea mammal pursuit.
Thus, they hunted caribou in the summer and
fall, fished extensively in the fresh-water
streams, and were skilled in the uses of the

various traps. In some measure, they thus
acquired the skills of inland life while the
reverse was not true; the inland Eskimo were
not prepared to deal with the hazards of the

sea, of whaling in the ice leads, or of seal-
ing at breathing holes in the ice. But for
the maritime Eskimo, inland hunting was largely

an individual matter; it did not call for the
communal enterprise characteristic of the

nuunamiut or for the same ceremonial orientations.16

[Emphasis added].

Without dwelling overly on the fauna important to the Eskimo

subsistence harvest, some comment is nonetheless important to reiterate

the unchanged importance of this resource to the people.

The whale provides focus for the human ecology of the tare-

miut. This is the howhead whale (Balaena mysticetus, Linn.) which
migrates through the Bering Strait as soon as ice conditions permit.

Geography, currents and ice state keep the whales close inshore;and,

from this environmental factor,the whaling culture of the Eskimos in

this region between Point Hope and Point Barrow has been developed.

Along this coast these baleen whales appear in the opening

offshore ice leads from late April to early June. As the ice leads

open, life in Pt. Hope, or Wainwright or Barrow changes. Whaling is

the thing of total importance -- jobs, the outside world, time and

school can wait!

Whaling camp., were historically, and are today, set up on

the edges of the leads. The crews then -- as now -- pursued the whale

in their umiaks. In historic times the attempt was made to place as

many harpoons as possible in the whale and then as the animal tired

and rose for air in the narrow lead a large stone-headed lance made

the kill. Today only the means have changed.



With the arrival of commercial whalers on the
north Alaskan coast, the darting gun replaced

the harpoon. Its particular advantage was that
it carried a small explosive charge which, if
well placed, could kill outright, or at least

do enough damage to make unnecessary the long

and dangerous chase. The shoulder gun, also
introduced at this time, soon replaced the
lance since it too was more efficient in en,
suring a quick kill. By the end of the nine-
teenth century the traditional weapons had
been completely replaced by the darting and

shoulder guns. 17

Similarly an outboard motor is used in the chase and a block

and tackle makes the communal task of hauling out 30-40 or even 60 tons

of whale a little bit easier.

The whaling season comes after the most critical end of

winter. A successful season brings celebration; an unsuccessful one,

death by starvation or at least limited rations and nutritional harm,

and its conclusion starts a varied hunting pattern.

Following the spring whale hunting the Eskimo

turn their attention to hunting walrus and

seal. During June and July these sea mammals
drift north with the ice and can often be

found directly in front of the coastal villages
from Point Hope to Barrow. Walrus herds number-
ing between 50 and 100 animals are hunted by

boat crews in much the same way as is the whale.

Walrus rarely are found at Kaktovik due to the

village's eastern location away from the regular
migration path. Groups or individuals may hunt
the smaller seals. When off-shore wind blows
the ice close to the coast, Eskimo even may
hunt seal from the shore line.

Seal hunting, although it carries less prestige
and provides less meat than the whale or walrus,
is the basic sta le of the Eskimo subsistence
economY. F uctuations in whale and walrus pop-
ulations along the north Alaskan coast have
always contributed to the subsistence stresses
of the Eskimo. Seal, on the other hand, Provide
essentially the same products as the whale, and
are accessible throughout much of the year.18

[Emphasis added.]
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The importance of the seal is reflected in:the highlkdevel-
oped weapon technology .and catch methodOlogY whick-they effectively T7Cha

utilized and have only reCently modified with the rifle. 8Thi
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Caribou is the most important land mammal of the region. His-

torically, what the whale was to the taremiut the caribou was to the

nuunamiut; and, although the inland Eskimo populations are now virtu-

ally gone, the historic importance of the animal to the Eskimo of Anak-

tuvuk Pass and of the coastal places remains.

Its presence was vital to inland life and, like
the whale on the coast, it became the keystone
of economic, social, and religious activity
The caribou ... spreads widely over the American
Arctic and sub4krctic, appearing in herds of

literally thousands. Through the north Alaskan
regions the migrations of these animals are quite
complex and the relations of the Brooks Range
herds to those farther to the south are oaly
imperfectly understood. The caribou move through
the passes of the Brooks Range ... several times
yearly, the movements themselves being quite ir-

regular and erratic. The unpredictability of the
caribou migrations has long affected the pattern-
ing of settlement of the inland Eskimo, inasmuch

as these groups are obliged to cover wide areas
both in search of the herds and to follow them for
long distances once they have been located. The

animals tend to move northward through the passes
between January and June, ... beginning with cows
and calves, followed by bulls, and lastly,,old

bulls ... Calves are born on the Arctic slope
side between April and June. By October ...

[they] move southward again... In the Central

Brooks Range, a not unusual pattern is seen in

the movement northward along the Killik River,
while the southward trek takes place along the
Anaktuvuk River, through the pass of that name,
and so to the south along the John River. What-

ever the route of movement, one may expect to en-

counter herds of caribou along the foothills and

adjacent tundra plain in the spring...
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On the Arctic plain, the herds tend to break
into eastern and western sections. Some strag-
glers ain in or near the passes, while ad-
vance ( rds may reach the coasts at various
points. The patterning of movement has evidently
changed in recent years. Murdoch mentions the
presence of caribou in spring along the lkpikpuk,
Meade, and Kuaru Rivers, but indicates that the
herds do not come to the coast or near it (Mur-
doch, 1885 a, p. 98). In recent years, however,
fairly large herds have regularly been seen along
the beaches to the south of Barrow village, along
the Kuk River and Peard Bay. Since they appear
in the areas close to the coast, they become an
important source of food supply to the modern
coastal Eskimo... 19

Available evidence indicates that the caribou herds are
larger now than at any time since the early years of the century. In
fact their increase since the 1920's, together with poor conditions
for making a living on the coast prompted the return of several Nuuna-miut people to the Bmokc Range in 1938.20

However great the environmental importance of the caribou,it was not the only ecological factor that brought about the actualdisappearance of the inland Eskimo; the peoples of the coast also dis-continued the patterns of trade on which the Nuunamiut so vitally de-pended. Once this took place, the inland Eskimo was forced to revisehis way of life.

The hunting of caribou amon the inland
Es imo reac e
ization in abo
involved in whic the eco.
did not who y s are. Car sou unting y
TEi tareumiut was more frequently an indi-
vidual matter, or at least one in which
several men might informally share. In
the inland sections, however, the hunting
was elaborated and communal, providing the
basis for the structuring of lines of authority
and prestige.21[Emphasis added].

Today the Nuunamiuts of Anaktuvuk Pass are becoming a seden-
tary people;and as such,their subsistence harvest practices have chang-ed from a mobile hunting and trapping economy to one of localized hunt-
ing, tourist crafts and odd jobs. Although the caribou are basic, the
people depend more on the caribou coming to them than their going to,the caribou .
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The people dwelling on the coast today are decendents of
Taremiut and Nuunamiut. Some families with their inherited skills and
attitudes naturally prefer the sea, others the interior from which to
wrest their livelihood,but to both the caribou as a source of food is

essential.

Caribou is the most significant land mammal
regularly hunted. Traditionally it provided
a variety of food, sinew for sewing, antlers
for implements, and skins for clothing, tents,
and bedding. Meat and skin were the most
important of these items, with skin serving
for clothing even up to the present day.
Caribou are sought in the summer, very often
near the coast where they are easily acces-

sible to the Eskimo. Aboriginally, caribou
herds were driven into rivers, lakes, or
corrals where the hunters could most easily
ambush and kill them. Less frequently, lone

caribou were stalked individually on the open
tundra. At this time, the major weapon was
the bow and arrow which had an effective range
of thirty to fifty yards. Spears and knives
were used at an ambush or other close-range

kill. It was not until the beginning of the
twentieth century when the rifle became a
common weapgWERtt--,the bow and arrow dis-

appeared.

Caribou frequently are hunted in the fall as

well. Often a group of hunters from related
families travel inland for several days search-

ing for small herds migrating back toward the

interior mountains. After a successful hunt,
the Eskimo return to their village to distribute

the meat equally among the families of those who

made the trip.

Eaten throughout the year, caribou meat consti-

tutes a major source of the Eskimo diet. A full-

time hunter with a family of five kills an average
of twenty-four caribou each year. The average

annual kill at Wainwright is 800 caribou Milan

1958:28 .22

19SPen,cer, op.
20Gubser., op=
ISbenter; 0P-.

22 Chance , op.



Today, a variety of fish and wildlife species remain of basic importance
to the eskimo way of life. Included are; bear: Arctic, grizzly and
Polar; the wolf; silver, white and blue fox; the wolverine; seals: har-
bor, ringed and ribbon; the bearded seal; walrus; mountain or Dall sheep;
a variety of squirrels, marmots, weasels and hares; and of great secon-
dary dietary importance several species of waterfowl and their eggs and
a host of fish species particularly the dog salmon, white fishes, gray-
ling and various trout and the Tom Cod.23

A conclusion to the importance of the wildlife resource to
the Eskimo livelihood can be gained from the comments in a recent Anc

special study of the Pt. Hope hunting pattern, adoption of a
the northern
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Point Hope is now, as it always has been, a
village oriented to subsistence living. In

autumn, Kukpuk River fishing and caribou hunt-
ing prevent an undue drain on meat stored
since spring, and aid greatly the hunting.
During mid-winter, maximum hunting does not
fill the daily meat demand. From February
to late June, the village either achieves
a surplus meat supply, which brings minimum
living conditions for the coming year, nr it
fails in the late winter-spring hunt and
suffers hardship. Earned income and other
cash receipts may prevent disaster, but the
eatest rivations are caused b wants aTch

money cannot satis y t no time can t e
village long foresake its hunting activity,
and et remain confident ot the future .
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Of all months in the year, March and April are

in many ways the most critical for the residents

of Point Hope. This is the period when inland

hunting activity in the near Augotorux Creek,

and coast-wise traffic over Augotorux Creek,

can be and usually are at their annual maximum.

In addition it is a season when extensive sea

ice hunting takes place for distances of ten to

hundreds of miles westward from Augotorux Creek.24

And summed up in yet another way we can see that a gradual

adoption of a part of our culture is bringing changes into the life of

the northern Hative - not so much in their requirements for subsistence

as in their means of obtaining it and their places of residence. Great-

er mobility meant that hunting and fishing camps could be abandoned, re-

located or used less often, that they could live in large villages, near

schools and hospitals and still be within reach of the resources they

need to survive. Less time was needed to supply their needs. Instead

of spending three days a week hunting caribou and the rest cutting

willows and hauling them home for feel with a dog team, the hunter

would have time to supply others with these items, thus enabling them

to secure full-time employment.

The present-day diet is a blend of both
traditional and modern foods. All Eskimo

with sufficient capital are able to buy a

wide variety of Western foods at local co-

operative or trader's stores. In addition

to basic items such as tea,-sugar, flour,

and canned milk, most families regularly

purchase canned fruits, bread and crackers,

candy, tobacco, and other easily available

goods.

The bulk of the food derives from tradi-

tional sources, however. Meat from the

whale, seal, and caribou is stored regu-
larly in ice cellars to be available when

needed._ Much of the meat is_prepared by
boiling, although large amounts of raw and

dried meat also are consumed'. Caribou is,

the preferredfood;,seal meat is the least-

desired and .usually is reserved for the dogs.25

23Spencer, op= ,ci '4-_, and the subSistence village harvest reports of

the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service-were also used.-

z,Don eharles Foote, The Eskimo Hunter at Point Hope .iaska Sub-

mitted-to the United States Atomic Energy COmmission in compliance

with Contract No;' AT -(04-3)315, June, 1960.

25 Chance, 'op. oit.
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Not only do Natives prefer traditional foods, they, along with
most non-Natives, prefer their own winter clothing.

In winter, traditional clothing appears and
both men and women wear caribou and sealskin
parkas. Sealskin pants or winter-insulated
Western clothing are used for hunting trips
or other outdoor activities.26

Finally, it must be remembered that the Arctic has not been
developed to the point where it would support the number of people
living there if they adopted the white man's way of life in its en-
tirety. The Eskimo must look to the surface resources for a large part
of their subsistence now -- just as their ancestors did -- ancl it is
doubtful if this would change even with a mineral or oil bonanza close
at hand and a resultant totally artificial economy.

The people have been quick to adopt those items of temperate
zone culture that would enable them to live better. The harpoon, spear
and bow were quickly replaced by firearms when they became available;
the paddle was replaced in part by the outboard motor; the airplane
and snow traveller are replacing the dog teau for ;Pme uses. However,
there are many items of food and clothing that were developed through
the centuries by Arctic people that are far superior to those in use
in warmer climates--these the Eskimo prefers and has wisely retained.

BERING STRAIT REGION

'Ethnic Settlement Patterns:

In addition to discusslng the eskido 'ethnography .of this rA-
gion, this sectiOn prOvides a place for the eXPosore of many'misconcep-
Mons regarding.the iatk:of Native.political j''.i'rlSdiction. The target
of the following rethark& and references within'the Bering Strait --re-
gion is:the fanck that.esktmo-people:had no, polititaLor territorial
concepts, boundaries _to propertY or hunting territories, leadershfp or
law. Quite the contrary was actually true-.

26
170-td.
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Political organization has been traditionally
interpreted in terms of a complex, and usually
large, state or nation. Consequently, whenever
a different or simplified form of government
fails to fit the preconceived pattern of highly
developed governmental machinery and concomitant
trappings, it is ither overlooked, or inter-
preted within another aspect of culture such as
religion, kinship, or social organization. By

disregarding such topics as leadership, law, or
group solidarity as parts of political organiza-
tion, where they properly belong, the Eskimos
have been deprived of a fundamental part of their
culture: the relationship of a group to a specific
territory with its processes of control both within
and beyond its boundaries. Political organization
thus defined is applicable to any Eskimo group, no
matter how simple or complex its government.

...A discussion of even the basic subject of
tribal boundaeies has been hopelessly crippled
by the acceptee notion that all Eskimos could
wander wherever they wished because no group
claimed land exclusively, and therefore could
not have boundary lines. E. Adamson Hoebel, in
a textbook about primitive law, peremptorily states
that Eskimo land "is and ever remains no-man's
land in an absolute and unconditional sense. .

Anyone, whatever his local group, may hunt where
he pleases, for the idea of restricting the pursuit
of food !s repugnant to all Eskimos, except to
some extent in Western Alaska."

I have found this was not true in the Bering
Strait region, and I doubt in other Eskimo areas.
Every tribe of the Bering Strait was as aware of
its boundaries as if fences had been erected.

Furthermore, there was no "unused land," and none
of the so-called "vacuums" that have sometimes
been thought to exist elsewhere in aboriginal
North America. The issue of empty, unoccupied
lands in the North has been repeatedly made by
unobservant writers, who neglected to mention
intensive seasonal fishing, caribou, bird, and
small animal hunting, berrying, or egg and vege-
table gathering activities, which at one time or
another involved nearly every square mile of
territory.
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I have singled out several other statements by

Hoebel, not only because they in no sense apply

to the area under consideration, but because in

their context they are understood to pertain to

all Eskimo cultures. There are, however, many
different Eskimo cultures, and one statement

cannot stand for all. A brief statement after
each quotation summarizes its irrelevancy for

the Bering Strait area, and will be dealt with

more fully below.

'The Eskimo is what some would call an anarchist.

He has no government in the formal sense, either

over a territory or at all.' This statement is

too broad. The Bering Strait Eskimo did not live

in anarchy; he lived in a well-ordered society
in which a chief and often a council played an

important role. The influence of their govern-
ment extended over a definitely bounded terri-

tory within which the inhabitants were directed

by a system of rules and laws.

'Magic and religion rather than law direct most

of their actions.' Although it has also been
inferred by other writers that religion was the

only force that kept Eskimo behavior in line,

an Eskimo's spiritual transgressions were in no

way connected with intratribal or intertripal

law and order, but with spheres over whici- man

had no control -- the weather, the game supply,

or illness -- and it was only within those that

the shaman, or religious leader, performed.
lransgressions against society were met with

political judgment, arid those against the spirit

ual, with religious judgment.

'Contacts between local groups are fleeting and

temporary. No superstructure of social organi-

zation embracing several local groups has ever

come into being.' In the Bering Strait area,
contacts between local groups were frequent and

long-lasting, and were formalized through tribal
political alliances entered into for subsis-
tence and defense purposes.
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The settlement pattern was a large village
and several smaller ones located on a large

river or coastal area within several hundred

square miles of territory. The villages were
periodically deserted for seasonal activities
of fishing, berrying, tradina, or caribou hunt-

ing, but Wales with its morP than five hundred

inhabitants was never completely empty. The

political unit, which included these settle-

ments within its specific territorial bound-

aries, was also coincidental with the tribe.

The name of the principal village usually fur-

nished the tribal name.27

Thus is seen Kinugumiut or Kingingmiut for Kingegan (present

day Wales), the principal village of that region, or Noatagmiut for

Noatak, the central place on the Noatak River.

In the political units -- settlements or groups of villages,

whatever -- leadership was excercised and its historic pattern pro-

vides useful political understanding for today.

The general form of government in the Bering
Strait area was one in which the wishes of
the people were carried out by one or more
chiefs often working with a council of elders.
The chieftainship was an office supposedly
filled by the most capable man in the village,

and though ideally it was hereditary, any man

with the required qualifications could be

groomed for its duties. Basic requirements

were intelligence, wisdom, unselfishness,
fairness, bravery, wealth (or the ability to

acquire it), but above all, diplomacy and
ability to arbitrate and get along with other

tribes.

Every Bering Strait village had one chief,

who served as leaderiof the kazgi or COmmUnitY
house, and if there were two kasgis, two chiefs.

A man remained in the chieftainship throughout

his lifetime, and though his physical strength

might wane, his life-long experiences that had

culminated in a wise old age were highly valued.

A chief had the cooperation of his people; he

was loved, respected, and followed. He was a

diplomat and an intermediary who helped eve yone,

but who 'made trouble for nobody.'28

Thi shaman
liked, and
leader.

"Dorot
Eskimos,"

25 Ibid.



The shaman or medicine man; on the other hand, was often feared, dis-

liked, and viewed with suspicion and was never a chief or political

leader.

At various times in the kaegi the chief
would orate principles of conduct, which
included reminders of the territorial limits
to which a person could safely go, manage-
ment of intratribal affairs, admonitions
about stealing or committing murder, and

such homely details as tips about survival

on turbulent sea ice, in a storm, or about
the best ways to hunt hard-to-get animals.

The chief, in conjunction with the council,
made rules and laws, saw that they were car-
ried out, and arbitrated in both intratribal

and intertribal affairs. The chief, however,
usually made the final decision alone, and as

Eskimo men often said, 'The Chief's word was

law,' and the younger men rarely ran counter

to his advice.

The chief and the council held many meetings

to decide on various courses of action for

division of labor in cooperative ventures such

as construction of a new community building or

a caribou corral; positions to be assumed in

case of threatened attack; procedure of divid-

ing food during famine; duties to be under-

taken at ceremonials; and punishment for crimes.

The chief and the council also granted permission

to other tribes for territorial use, and admon-

ished their own tribal members about trespass

into foreign territory.

"Dorothy Jean Ray, "Land Tenure and Polity of the Bering Strait

Eskimos-," Journal Of the West, Vol. VI, No 3, July, 1967, p. 371.
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Each tribe expected chiefs of other tribes to
give the same advice and information to their
tribal members, and when Siberians or other
Eskimos invaded or trespassed on land in the
Bering Strait, the tribes assumed that they
had ignored their chiefs. Despite persistent
traditions of conflicts, the chief ideally
tried to keep peace. Once when some eager
young Shishmaref men 'wanted to get Sibena,'
their chief told them in strong terms that
they were not to cross the strait for fighting.
However, the Eskimos were expected to defend
their land to the death if Siberians came to
Seward Peninsula. The village chief was usually
the war chief, but if he did not wish to serve
in that capacity, the council appointed another
man.

In aboriginal times, the chief was the usual
guide for strangers to foreign territory. He
had learned the recessary procedures for deal-
ing with different tribes through both exper-
ience and extensive instruction for his posi-
tion. Among other things, he had learned what
topics of conversation, personal or tribal,
should be discussed or avoided in every terri-
tory, but above all, he had memorized all inter-
tribal events and names of older persons needed to
establish his identity and business. This know-
ledge was of the utmost importance, for without
it he was unable to acquire essential rapport.
Actually, however, he probably had become acquainted
with various tribes by accompanying an older chief
to the trading markets or to foreign territory.

The legendary inyukutak or 'hiding man' of western
Alaska had a great deal of basis in fact, for
inyukutak was usually a stranger who by some quirk
of fortune had been blown away from home on broken
ice or had got lost in a storm, He had to stay
out of sight or be killed if he could not satis-
factorily establish his identity and reason for
being in the village. No man wert alone as a
stranger to foreign territory in pre-white days.
However, once his contacts were made through his
guide, he could then 'strike off on his own.'



Early explorers likewise customarily engaged
chiefs as guides, for not only had they estab-
lished foreign contacts but were well acquainted

with the country. Moreover, they also were in
the best position through their political per-

ogatives to provide large quantities of food

needed by expeditions. ....

Recognition of boundary lines between Eskimos
and Indians has been made by most writers, but
rarely between various Eskimo groups. W. H. Dall,
in 1870, said that the Indians and Eskimos 'exhibit
great jealousy in regard to their boundary lines.

These lines are generally formed by the summit of
the watershed between the small rivers which empty
into the sea and those which fall into the Yukon....
Any man of either race found on the wrong side
of the line is liable to be shot at sight, and
deaths occur every season from this cause.'

This statement was applicable also solely to
Eskimo groups because their boundaries were
equally precise and as jealously guarded.
Eskimos of the Bering Strait area could not
hunt wherever they pleased, but only in their

own or their alliance's territory. During
caribou hunting they did not move with the
herds into neighboring land but stayed within
their own sharply defined boundaries. Per-
mission was needed to hunt or fish on foreign
territory, even that of an alliance, but it

was rarely asked of an enemy tribe. To be
caught in territory of an unallied tribe could

mean death, for men were often sent out speci-
fically to chase off rumored trespassers.29

Just as there was an historical pattern of communal or tribal

territoriality among the eskimo of the Bering Strait region, there was

also identification with personal property claims and control including

"water rights" in the modern sense.



Small areas for fishing and sometimes for

hunting were claimed by families within all
tribal territory of the Bering Strait area.
Claims were established at the mouth of
almost every large tributary of large rivers,

on varinus sections of productive streams like
Tuksuk Chmnel, Agiapuk River, and Fish River,

and in certain coastal areas. Some sites had

been in the same families for many generations,

and were usually patrilineally inherited. Once

they were abandoned, they could be claimed by

others. Clearly then, the holdings were strictly

by usufruct.

Permission was always asked to use any part of

water or land belonging to the sites, which
varied in size from only a few thousand square
feet to the length of an entire creek. Women of

the family gave permission to gather eggs, roots,

greens, and berries, especially salmon-berries.

The more plentiful cranberries and blueberries

found on hillsides and hilltops were usually not

included within a fishing site.

Permiscion to fish was accompanied by payment

of a cerL,ain percentage of fish caught. On the

other hand, if a man or a woman asked to help

with fishing (or possibly had been asked to

help) he would also be paid with fish. At a
one-mile-square fishing site at the mouth of

North River near Unalakleet, the usual payment

to a person for each drag of the seine was

as many salmon that could be strung on a
large willow branch (usually about five).

On the Kotzebue Sound shore of Seward Pen-
insula the entire length of a few creeks
near the coast was considered to be family
areas for both fishing and hunting. Candle
Creek (musite'ak, Eskimo potato), a tributary
of the Kiwalik River, had 'belonged' exclusively
to one family for generations for all subsis-

tence pursuits. Other creeks were held under
similar circumstances, and great jealousy was
exhibited toward their use, not only for fish-
ing, but for snaring birds, squirrels, and
hunting caribou. 30
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In the present Native claims and protests it may be seen

that Native ethnic groups and settlements or tribes have banded to-

gether to present their cases. There is in the present situation the

strength of political alliance locally, regionally and on a state-

wide basis.

Political alliance of the Alaska Native also has precedent

in the aboriginal Eskimo society of the Bering Strait region.

Tribal alliances had been formed to extend
political boundaries for greater flexibility

in sebsistence pursuits and for enlisting

aid against common enemies. During the

early nineteenth century primary alliances

were in effect between Wales, Port Clarence,

and Little Diomede Island; Wales, and the

Tapkakmiut tribe of Shishmaref, Cape Espen-

berg, and Goodhope River; Kauwerak, Fish

River, Kinglisland, Port Clarence, and some-

times Nome; Nome, Fish River, King Island,
and'sometimes'Kauwerak; Golovin, Shaktolik,
and.Unalakleet; St. Michael, Pastolik, and

sometimes Unalakleet. A larger alliance
between Wales and Kauwerak, the two most

powerful nineteenth century mainland tribes
particularly applied only to trade and ex-

change of ti-e Messenger Feast, though families

of each tribe u.ied the other's resources. ...

The alliances had no formalized intertribal

councils, offices or meetings, the chiefs

and other leading men informally representing

their tribes. Permission to use foreign
territory was given by its chief through a

standing agreement with the tribe, and not by

a family, although visiting tribal members
were guests of relatives while using another

tribe's territory. Individual members could

not use foreign territory if not sponsored

bY a xelative. This reciprocity extended
territorial usage in three ways: first, it

enabled the islanders of Bering Strait to

expand their resources by using the mainland;
second, it served as a safety device against
starvation in any one area; and third, it per-

mitted mainland groups to obtain products
difficult to get within their own boundaries.,
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Alliances for defense were also important
in the Bering Strait area where villages were
constantly preoccupied with impending conflicts.
All tribes within an alliance were fighting
partners, although those most vulnerable to
attack felt greater responsibility toward each
other. Noebel's comment that 'Eskimos fight
for grudges but not to acquire territory,'
simply does not apply to Alaska, and needs
reexamination on the basis of more groups than
the few apparently utilized for his conclusions.

The 3ering Strait Eskimos certainly fought
because of grudges and the so-called 'blood feud,'
which was really the sanctioned execution of a
succession of murderers, but the greater part
of fighting was over trespass or the invasion of
land. This applied to both Eskimo and non-Eskimo
groups. Eskimos felt greatest apprehension to-
ward non-Eskimos, who were considered to be
chronic and extremely dangerous interlopers.
The enemy on the Eskimos' eastern territorial
boundaries was Indian; on the coast north of ,

Golovin Sound, Siberian (both Chukchi and Eskimo).
Conflicts with Indians usually occurred on
Eskimo-Indian boundary lines, and fighting be-
tween unallied Eskimo groups also took place
near boundaries. Anxiety toward other Eskimo
groups was not as pronounced as toward non-
Eskimos, but disappearances and unexplained
deaths of hunters and travelers were often
blamed on other Eskimos because of trespass or
deliberate invasion of territory. The
abandonment of Kauwerak village during the
nineteenth century has been attributcd Lo
territorial pressures, apparently from the
north and the east, possibly by the Malemiut
during their expansion.

Little Diomede Island and Wales were closely
allied against Siberians, as were Port Clar-
ence and Kauwerak. Kauwerak and Fish Fiver
were strong allies; an often-told 'true story'
is that Kauwerak people once helped the Fish
River people fight Indians who had invaded
the easternmost tributary of their river. The
various Unalit groups living around Norton
Sound, according to tradition, alsn came to
each other's aid more than once w'-n attacked
by the slowly-infiltrating Malemiut.31

271bid.
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For many reasons -- population pressures, need to adjust hunt-

ing and fishing grounds, trade expansion, famine and disease causes --

tribal readjustment of territories occurred and brief comment on this

readjustment of recognized tribal boundaries will also aid in focusing

upon the ethnic groups and settlement patterns shown in the succeeding

tables for this region.

As shown, tribal boundaries and family rights were recognized,

and this region generally still are in varying degree. Additionally,

each tribe wished to extend its boundaries and would do so if the land

was not well guarded.

According to one tradition, all of Seward
Peninsula except a strip on its southern

coast was once occupied by Wales and Kau-

werak people. Wales territory extended
roughly from the York Mountains as its

southern boundary to Goodhope Bay as its

northern one, and Kauwerak territory com-

prised all of the rest of the peninsula to

the adjoining Indian territory on the east

and to the coastal stip on the south. This

strip, it is agreed by all, was occupied by
Unalit before and during the nineteenth
century, but at what time they moved from

the south, the direction from which everyone
supposes them to have come, may never be

determined. During the nineteenth century
they lived as far west as Golovin Bay where

both the Kauwerak and Unaluk dialects were

spoken. For earlier times, one tradition

places them as far west as Bluff, and still

another, at Cape Nome. However, by the end

of the nineteenth century, the Kauwerak

dialect was spoken everywhere in the

southern half of the peninsula except in

the area around Golovin Bay, and in the

area to the east of it where the Malemiut
had settled during the middle part of the

nineteenth century.32
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One of the most important adjustments of This

ethnic groups was that which followed the tatec

Malemiut movement southward beginning whid-

during the last decade of the eighteenth settl

century. The movement, initiated long the n

before the caribou disappeared from north- hard

west Alaska, was a result of Kotzebue thirt

Sound and Port Clarence Chukchi-Eskimo 'Mid-

trade in furs, which were destined for the near

Anyui Trade Fair on the Kolyma River in kleet

Siberia. The first Malemiut traders went
to the Yukon, but subsequent ones branched
out to southern Seward Peninsula and
eastern Norton Sound into Unalit territory
after kinship ties had been established and
the caribou had disappeared (Ray n.d.).

The Malemiut infiltration into Unalit ter-
ritory was accomplished first by roving
groups who returned yearly or bi-yearly to
Kotzebue Sound. Even at its height it was
not a solid taking over of territory, but
occupation of abandoned sites, or settle-
ment among the Unalit. 33

The Western Union Telegraph Expedition
found that the Malemiut as well as some
Kauwerak people had established seasonal
camps at Unalakleet between/1865 and 1867,
and it probably was at this time that the
Malemiut began their coexistence with the
Unalit. The 1880 census reported that the
southernmost permanent settlement of Male-
miut was Shaktolik, and that they had a
few winter houses at Unalakleet 'within the
boundaries of another tribe.' The 1890
census (from information collected about
1883) said that Egavik (between Shaktolik
and Unalakleet) was both Malemiut and Unalit.
By the late nineteenth century, Unalakleet
was composed of peoples speaking two separate
languages represented by three dialects --
Inupiaq and two of its dialects. Malemiut
and Kauwerak, and Yupik with its Unaluk
dialect.
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33Dorothy Jean Ray, "Nineteenth Century Settlement and Subsi stence

Patterns in Bering Strait."' Reprinted from Arctic Anthropology

Vol. II, No. 2, 1964.
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This slow penetration was doubtless facili-
tated by the smallpox epidemic of 1838,
which was apparently confined to Unalit
settlements. Koyuk (Zagoskin's Kvinhak) at
the mouth of the river of the same name, was
hard hit; Unalakleet is said to have had only
thirteen survivors, and the small villages of
'Michat, Chiupliugpak, Kuakali, and Kabychluik'
near Kikigtaruk between St. Michael and Unala-
kleet were abandoned.

North of Kauwerak territory a similar juxta-
position of peoples took place according to
tradition, but recorded data are even more
scarce than for the early Malemiut-Unalit
relationships. To the Eskimos themselves,
the northern coast of Seward Peninsula held
the fewest attractions for living. This is
reflected in the area's relatively small pop-
ulation and in the commonly held beliefs that
people from that area were constantly agita-
ting to push south into the rich Kauwerak
country. The principal tradition says that
the entire north slope, except for the Buck-
land River system, was inhabited before the
eighteenth century by speakers of the Bering
Strait dialect. By mid-nineteenth century
'Malemiut' speakers (the name by which all
Kotzebue Sound dialects are now known) had
come from the east to settle west of Deering.34

A second reason for population readjustment
during the nineteenth century was the dis-
appearance of the caribou. This disappearance,
however, was not a cause for the caribou hunters'
invasion of another tribe's territory. The
Malemiut and Igloo Eskimos of the Caribou
Hunting Pattern continued to live in the same
general area after the caribou left. They
moved to alternative villages, both coastal
and inland, of their original territory, and
pursued alternatives already existing in their
pattern. This also applied to the transplanted
Malemiut in eastern Norton Sound in the l860's.35

34 Ray, Lan Tenure ..., op. ci
35Ray, Nineteenth Century..-.," op.
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Recent changes in family and community
occupancy of the Bering Strait Eskimos
have followed earlier patterns. Shifts
during the twentieth century were partly
the consequence of events over which the
Eskimo had little or no control but they
managed nevertheless to join communities
within the tribal, or at least, alliance,
territory. The new town of Nome was the
only exception but it was atypical in being
composed of Eskimos from many distinct
tribes. Even so, Nome embraced very few
persons from beyond the Bering Strait area.

A few of the more representative examples
may be noted: Islanders from Little Diomede
characteristically moved to Wales or to Teller;
people from the Kauwerak area moved to Teller,
as did the King Islanders; dwellers on the
Kobuk and the Noatak have maintained their
old villages but visit Kotzebue for summer
fun and fishing.

Nome is an uneven composite of people of
Diomede, Kauwerak, Golovin, King Island, and
Nome origin, plus some others. Many Diomeders
were drawn to the Nome area to market their
ivory carvings. A scattering of Kauwerak was
attracted by the cosmopolitan character of the
town -- its schools and employment -- but some
subsequently moved to Teller. The greatest
influx was of King Islanders. Until recently
they came only for the summer. Like the Diomeders
they were interested in a ready market for their
ivory carvings, and a limited summer residence
'sufficed. However, in 1966, they moved perma-
nently to the Nome area.

It will be noted that a distinction has been made
between the town of Nome, as such, and the gen-
eral Nome area. The town came into being through
settlement by individuals and families, not
through community or tribal relocation. During
the many years (after the gold rush) that King
Islanders went as a group to the mainland for the
summer, they maintained their own settlement,
'King Island Village' east of Nome, and physically
separated by a mile of open land. Now that they
apparently intend to remain it appears that this
isolation is to be maimained. Likewise, the
Diomede Islanders originally set up their own
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summer village, to the west of Nome, but later
occupied a tract adjoining the settlement of
King Island Village, but sharply separated from
it. Not only has the principle of tribal integ-

rity and territorial separation been preserved,
but the political mechanisms of contro, includ-
ing leadership and traditional rules of behavior
are specific and distinct for each of these groups.
Both recognize today the overall superior political
power of the United States, but this has not
erased their concepts of separate political organ-
ization as tribes nor the patterns that characterize
the alliances.36

The settlement pattern of the Eskimo of this region from

Kivalina and Noatak, north of Kotzebue Sound, throughout the Seward

Peninsula south through Norton Sound followed a similar pattern de-
spite ethnic differences and some subsistence pattern divergencies.

For the most part, like the settlements of the Arctic
Slope region, the settlement pattern was that of the central based

community with seasonal movements a pattern wnich in recent years,
as a result of centralized growth of the better serviced communities,
has become even more greatly accentuated than it was in the nine-

teenth century. And here again, as in many facets of Eskimo life,
degree or means have changed but not basic behavior patterns based

upon environmental requirements.

Almost all of the villages were inhabited in
the winter, and occasionally in the summer.
Winter villages and summer fishing camps were
located inland as well as on the coast. How-

ever, a fishing camp, unless doubling w, a
winter village, was not considered a permanent
home. In the Bering Strait area, great impor-
tance was attached to a home village, and no
matter what moves the inhabitants made during
the year, one village was considered to be
their 'permanent' village. ... a village
with a kazgi. On both the coast and inland,
the home village was the winter village, al-
though the inland caribou hunters 4)ent a
relatively shorter time in their hooe
village than those on the coast.

The terms 'inland' and 'coastal' here mainly
refer to winter activities of the individual
villages; it does not indicate that the inland
inhabitants remained only in the interior, or
coastal inhabitants only on the coast. In-

land dwellers went annually to the bays of

36Ibid.
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FIUME 111 - 29

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES ANS CURRENT STATUS

BERING STRAIT REGION

NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL RBAIOOPIEO ANTIQUITY
SITE25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 + UNI010.91 CAMPSITE

Keyalingamiuta

Noatagunut

Munotagmiutb

On the coast of the Arctic Ocean, Chukchi Sea from
Cape Seppings and Cope Krusenstern inland to Noatak
River. Their settlements in this region wore:

Kivuaiinaki present-day Kivalina

Ulezara. near Cape KruSenstern (former village;
reported 1890).

On the lower course of the Neatak River; their
settlements were:

Anlyek, on the Arctic coast north of Kotzebue
Sound. (Former village; pOpulation in 113150 - 25).

linetak, on the lever courSe of the Noatak
River. Population In 1884 - 60. Site of

pi-twat-day Neat*.

Nauyoaruk, campsite on lower Noatak.

ifkleet.-at north end of Xrusenstern Lagoon,
Chukchi Sea Coast. Population in 1860 - 75.

Located on the upper reaches of the Noatak; their
settlements were:

Aneyuk (or Aniuk), Reported in 1886. Location
unknown.

IsSheyuk (15 hutS reported in 1805). Location
unknown.

Myoggagallek. Reported in 188& LoCatiOn

unknown.

Nimyuk (hunting camp). Reported in 1866. Loco-
tien wilosozo.

Kawagmiut On the Kobuk River east of Kotzebue Sound. Their
settlements were:

Selemigmlut

Malemiut

Kikiktak. at the mouth of Mothers Inlet, Kotzebue
Sound. Site of present-day kotzetue.

Umnokalukta, on Black River. a branch of the
Kobuk River. (former vf11.0e reported In 1885).

Unatak. on the Kobuk River at the mouth of the
Ambler River. Present Ambler.

SheShalek. on the north shore of Kotzebue Sound,
near the mouth of the Mosta River. The summer
settlement of the river people.

Kiana, on the right bank of the Kobuk River.
Became permanent about 1909.

Kobuk (or Kowak) on the Kobuk River, 7 miles
One Shungnak. Formerly Old Shunonak; re-
named in 1928. Present-day X0buk.

5hungnals, relocated families from old site
firSt called Kochuk then Shungnak.

Nooryik (or Oksik). Population in 1920 - 280.

On Selawik Lakec etSt of Kotzebue Sound. Their
settlements were:

Selawik (first refe -need in 1842). Popula-
tion in 1880 - 100.

Gabollo cam0-

On the cOast of Norton Sound north of Shaktolik, and
on the neck of the Seward Peninsula. Their settle-
mentS were:

Attenmlut. near the source of the Buckland River.
A Nineteenth Century inland village. Location
unknown.

Singik, an ancient site and Nineteenth Century
campground on Elephant Point. Kotzebue Sound.

Chamisso. on ChamIsso Island in Eschscholt: Say,

inyuktuk. on Igloo Point. Kotzebue Sound. Rein-

deer corral and cabin here.

Inglotaligemlut, On Inglutalik River.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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NATIVE BROU HtsTORIC MAO_ EXISTING SETTLElENT POPULATIONS STATUS SFASOM8L MWOffED AHTIQUI7Y

25 - 259 300 - 999 1000 UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

Nalemiut (COntd)
Makkukruk or Kongik. Largest downstream village en

the Rockland River. Population in 1800 - 90. Near

site of present-clay Buchland.

Koyuktolik on the Oloyok River (var. Kviguk). Present-

day Kityuk.
X

Ogowinagat (var. Kvinkak Or Issac'S village). on
Kvinkak River at the upper end of Norton Sound.

Kielk . two villages on each side of and at the mouth

of the Kwie River.

dubviatchoealuk. on the north cease of fetrten Sound.
Population in 1880 30.

X

(left bank)

Nuklit ( %Meet), on Cape Denbigh, Norton Sound. 1849.

Kayok village on upper Rockland River. Site of a

proposed place of the 1920s to move Rockland.

Kilulik, village an upper Dockland River.

lethe' took, village on Upper Dockland River.

Kuluvachak. village on upper Ruckland River,

Shaktelik,.on the east coast of Norton Sound;
reported in 1842. Population in.1880 - RO. X

Tukutat. at mouth of Espoobaro ;River. (fred Goodhope's reindeer headquarters)

Taapkuk, at Cape Espenberg. Kotzebue Sound.
Summer camp for Tukutat.

(Barr family campgrounds)
X

Nugnugaluktuk, seasonal fishing and sealing site:
Cape EspenberU area. Kotzebue Sound.

Ungmaladbpuk. seasonal fishing and sealing Site;
Cape Espenberg area, KotZePue Sound.

X

Tugmaglue. seasonal fishing and sealing site;
Cape Espenbern area. Kotzebue Sound.

IC

Likliknuttuk. seasonal fishing and sealing site;
Cape E4Penherg Area. 'ounioue Sound.

Pittak, at mOuth of RoOdhopt River, Kotzebue Sound.
(Alfred karmun's reindeer corral and X

cabin& near here).

Pittakpuk, on upper Goodhope River. Kotzebue Sound.
Location unknown.

Mitliktoghvik. confluence of Plater Creek and Good-

hope River. Location unknown.

Mitlaamut. on west shore of Imuruk Lake.

Uyauks. small village at mouth of Clifford Creek.
Kotzebue Sound.

Siknaugrurak. at mouth of Rex Creek. Kotzebue Sound.

Toalavik. at mouth of Sullivan Creek, Kotzebue Sound.

Kipalut, Cape Deceit near present-day Deering.

Inmachukmiut, an ancient village behind pretent-day
Deering.

t ogruk, old settlement located on right bank, of
K ugruk Lagoon, .Referenced in,1626.

Mezhitoakgat mo.uth of Candlo;Creek. (Near

present-day,Candle),h, .

Kiktitteak. near recent place cfitinalik Spafa.
rief Ray, Kotzebue Sound. Kiwalik present place. less

Olokok. on,Ulialaklett River east;of Norton Sound
(var. nlakUk). deported in 1842

Ungalit. at the mouth of Ungalik RiVer at the
eattern end of Norton Sound (var. Clonekhtolik).
First reported in 1842: pOpulation ln 1840 - 50.

Irathlulk (or fish River).

iwanivit, camp on Koyuk River.

n eoc
p of Ensign W. I.. howard. U.S.N.. 1888, on Stoney Naval Expedition, 1886; also referenced Diexinaary of AUTO& Place Raines.

Tiove firemen), seasonal camps around Solawik Lake and this has aliskys been-0.

X

X

(right bank)

X
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NAME GROUP hISTORIC PLACES

Malemiut (Contd)

Ingoklimiut

Kauwerak and
Related tribes

EXIST NG SLITLEMEUT P PULNEIONS STATU

25

SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY

99 300 - 999 1000 UNKNO N CAMP SITE SITE

Uksakoknuk, camp 3/4 mile above Dime Landing.

Kwinghak (near present site of Moses Point). less

Moviakchak. Near present-day Elim. Population

in 1800 - 30.

Miliantulik; small settlement on Iron Creek.

lewighuki summer fish and berrying camp.

Oh Little Diomede Island in Bering Strait,

Inallk X

On the southern part of the Seward Peninsula west-
ward from Norton Bay, many wintering on the eastern
shore of oorton Sound.

Agolak, camp at nmuth of Lost River.

Ahvenuk. inland village on Kuzitrin River.
Present site of numerous fisH camp cabins.

Akavingayak. on bluff near Fox Creek at Port
Clarence.

Amilrali. half way on spit of Point Spencer.
X

Anachattik, camp at man of Ophir Creek,
X

Angutak, site of present-day Solomon. less

;wk. located on Sledge (Ayak) Island. Popula-

tion in 1880 - SO. Not true kauwerak hut Ayakmiut- X

Ayasayok, near Cape Nome, permanent village. X

Casadepaga, fish camp.

Chaolapak, small settlement on Fish River. X

Eghukachak, near present-day Bluff.

Ikpighileok, small village Southwest of Sinramiut.

IhninniAm, small village sciutheaSt of Sinramigt.

lkpiong, at mouth of Fox Creek. Port Clarence. X

fooktegokshuk. MOpterukshak and Musok. Villages
in Safety Lagoon arta in lgth century. Now all

under general name of Molt, present-day fish camp
region. Population in 1690 - 30. X

Kathegaret, at Port ClarenCe. Location unknown.

Kap, at end of Feint Spencer. Port Clarence

area. (possibly permanent places). X

kallio5heak. at mouth of Cripple Creek. X

Kalulik, at Cape Douglas.

Modena, at mouth of Kanauguk River. Joint uSe
place with Kinugumiut people.

Kangarak. old settlement at Immoruk Basin. X

Kasilinuk, small settlement at mouth of Tuksuk
Channel.

kaowersk8), inland village on kueitrin River lite-
less4)ported in 1954-55). At or near Mary's Igloo. '

Keloriak, seasonal camp in Ism. At or oear
Council.

Kungakulk, at mouth of Quartz Creek. X

kutruk, at mnuth of Tisule River between Capev
Welolley and Douglas. Area Of numerous camps. X

Mitek, on Point Jackson.
X

Nagoluk. small village 5 wiles west ef Nome, X

Nutsylk. pretent-day ehiti Mountain.

Opiktulik (or Okpiktolik) an the north shore of
Morten Sound near Topkok Head. Population in
1880 - 12.

X

Pingo. at moth of iglcw Creek.
X

X

X

Salinult Or Nuk. at Port ClarenCe. Prentduy
Teller. X
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(JXAL ABA000NE0
SITE

ANTOVIPi NATIVE GROUP
$ITE

HISTORIC PLACES txISTING SITTLEMCNT POPULATIONS
75 - 299 300 - 999 1000 +

STATUS SEAS NAL ABANDONED ANTIMM
UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

Kauwerak and Setuk, near Cap0 Roue; "eresnent village.

Related tribes

(Contd)
SIngaurak, two camps on each bank o. the qannel
to Iassuruk Basin.

Singlyak, at Cape Wooley. Six-house village wiped
out by VII in MB. Present place where Kid.; Island
eeeple wish to resettle.

SIngyuk, small village - old site. Location snlinemn.

SinrOmiut or Sinauk on the north Shore of Port
Clareoce near Brevig Mission and Teller Reindeer
Station. Population in 1880 - 36. X

Sinsk (var. Singuk), On the mainland opposite
Sledgs Island at mouth of Sinuk River.

Sitnasuak, at mouth Of Snake River. Population in

1880 - 20, Port of pretent-day Nome

Sitnasuakalt. at mouth of Penny River opposite

X

Sledge ISland. PopUlatien in 1880 . 20-

Sunglyorat. inland Village on kutitrin River.

Taksunuk, near Sinramiut.

Tapkak or Topkok on north shore of Nortro. Sound
at Topkok Head, Population in 1880 - 5E.

Uinuk or Uinakhtaguik at Ft. Oavis. mouth of
Nome River. Population in 1880 - 10. adlIcent

to present-day Nome. Present place.

Ukuivok. located oe King (Ukuivuk) Island.

34

Population In 1890 - 200. King Islanders are not

true Kauwerak but

Akulesak

Ukuivultmitit,
X

AlianOk
ASsgrok
Ipnuk Seasonal camps along

Itak Tuksuk Channel to
Katgun Immuruk Basin

X

Kinenugat
Musu
fitkaok

Alakasuk
ASUK
Atnuk
Inulognuk Inland villages on the

Katinyals Kutitrin RiVer

Kektoaschliuk
Kinolixisewa
Kisgrukpak

Unalicalut

Solyak

Extending from the eaStern shore of Norton Sound inland

to the coast range. Their settlemEnts were

Anemuk, en AnVik River 30 miles abOve junetion with
the Yukon. Reported In 1869.

Mob, near Derby Cape. Large village in 1851

dissemfnatte by diSease. Population in 1880 - 20.

Atowat, noar Cape Stephens, northwest coast of
St. Michael Island. Reported by Zagoshin in 1842.
Present plaeo of Stebbins. X

xo)
Chinik. on 0010vin Bay. Present-day Golovin.

Chungauroktullk. on Golovin Bay.

Egavik or !guilt, on Norton Sound at mouth of Egavik
River. Reported le 1867.

X

less

Iknetuk, largest village on Golovio Ray.

Ipouchauk (may be CheiMUt or Chalk), on the north

Shore Of Norton Sound near Golevin Bay. (Former

X
Settlement in 18571.

Kiktaguk, on the southern coast of Norton
Sound, 17 miles east of St. Michael. First
reported in 11186 reindeer camp in 1905.

X
Nuwayak, on Herten Seund 4 1/2 miles seuthwest of

Tolstoi pt, Tebenkov, 1862 - present fish Camp.

X P11551iKta11k, near the mouth of the Pikmiktalik
River, JUst north of Cape Romanzaf. Reported

in 11242.

Popikiuk, on 601OVIn Bap.

Techek, en St. Michael Island, near the Russian
redoubt, and now Iftluded in the to.o Of St. Michael. X
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NATIVE GROUP NIETOR1C PLACES
EXISTING SETTLEPtNT POPLLAT1ONS STATUE SEASONAL ABANUONEO ANT1QUIT

21-299 00.999 1000 k LNKNURN CAPP Silt SITE

Uoui igmiut
(Cvitd)

KingiWniut

Tapkakmiut

Topanika, on the eastern coast of Norton Seund, 22
miles southeast of Cape Denbigh. First reported

in 1847; population in 1880 10.

Tubuktolik, on the north shore of Norton Sound.
Reported in 1842 as a very large vlilage.

Onalaklik, mouth of Unalaklik (Unalakleet) River.
Present day Unalakleet.

Ichet
Kangekachakpuk
Kotikutuk
Kukuktaoluk
Nutikut
Tivithluk

chimuklik
chingikchuk
Kailivik
kikchauik
Kingukpak
Kukok
kulumuvik
kwichak
Malimiuk
hioluchauik

Nunanuhak
Viaailk

Oerrying. sealing. and
fishing camps between
Vim and Atnuk.

Berrying and fishing caMps
on Nolovin Bay and Lageon

On the Seward Peninsula in the region about Cape
Prince of Males. Their settlements were:

Aghudlawak. north of Sinuauruk on ocean.

Anaktkowatuk. at present site of York.

Kanauguk, at mouth of Reflagrok River. Joint

use place with Kauwerak people.

Kingegan, present-day wales Formerly two villages:
Agianamilit (south village) and Kiatanamiut (north

villageT. Citation of Manna believed wrong by Rey. X

Mitletak. located at end of Lopp Lagoon.

Pelazuk er Pelazrak. Three and a half miles

southeast of Tin City.

Pingazurak, north of Wales.

Tapkarak, between Wales and Palazrak, near present-

day Tin City.

Umevyuk. ancient village site: reindeer camp in 1690s.

Mitletavik N_ Neighboring villages on spit

Singaurak J of land Of Lopp Lagoon.

A number of small villages regarded as permanent
located between Mitletak and ShiShMaref;

Akoliksat, permanent togruk camp.

Ahooix. permanent Oogruk camp.

Ennaghruk, permanent oogruk camp.

IPnerak, at mouth of Serpentine River.

!yet. Serpentine Hot Springs.

kividlukt reported seven houses in 1892.

Lungyat. fishing village northeast side of

shishmoref Inlet.

nanatak. snuthwest sista of Shishmoref Inlet.

Shishmaref (var. K(ktuktuk) at ShishMaref Cape.

silhak. a very old. small year around place:
permanent aorta cop.

Im enenek
Ikrk

First reported in 1892;

Issak always occupied in seal

Itibluk I
hunting time.

Owevuk
Sinyasat.

X

X

X

SourceS; Giddin

Hedge.
190
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Sources, Giddings. J. Louis. AnoT:ent Men of t New York; Alfred A. Knopf. 1967.

Hodge. Frederick Webb (ed.).
Part 1 and Part 11: Handbook of American lndiana Nor of Mezioo. Washingten: Government Printing Office.

1907.

Orth, Donald J. oioce.c,biry of eteuen Place Narnee. Geological Survey Professional Paper 567. Washington: United SCates Government

Printing Office, 1967.

Oswalt, Wendell H. Ataekaftvakimoa. San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Campany, 1967.

Ray, Dorothy Jean.
"Land Tenure and Polity of the Bering Strait Eskinigs." Jou,not of the beet. Vol. VI, No. 3. July, 1967.

Ruy, Dorothy Jean.
'Nineteenth Century Settleaent and Subsistence Patterns in Bering Strait.

Reprinted from Arctic AnthropoZogy. Volume 11.

No. 2, 1964.

Spencer. Robert F. The North Ataitkan Eakimoz A Study in L0O5097 and Sointy. Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology,

Bulletin 171. Washington: United States Government Printing Office. 1459.

Swanton. John R. The Indi4,1 Ir-iboe of North Amerioa. Smithsonian institution, Bureau of American EthhOlOgy, Bulletin 145. Washington,

United States Government Printing Office, 1953-

Compilation by David M. HiCkOk, Federal Field Committee for
Development Planning in Alaska.
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their rivers for fishing or seal and beluga
hunting. Occasionally entire families trav-
eled a long distance from their home village
for a joint fishing and trading venture. The
practice of fishing a long way from home un-
doubtedly became more common after Siberian
and American trade goods were obtained in large
guantities.37

The literature of north Alaska cites various fragmented pop-
ulation estimates in historic times. Most appear inconclusive. How-
ever from a consensus of record we can probably add to the figures
indicated previously for the arctic slope region a Seward Peninsula
population of between 2,000 to 2,400.

Preceeding Figures III - 29, 30 and 31 indicate village loca-
tions in this region. One fact stands out--change is dynamic and still
occurring in this regionalthough the forces at work are perhaps less
acute than in the ever-changing settlement patterns of the Yukon-Kusko-
kwim delta.

Change continues -- it must because adaptation means sur-
vival. Villages are abandoned because of deaths, natural forces --
erosion, storm flooding, landslides -- fish and game supply, govern-
mental pressure or just the inhabitants' desire for change.

Environmental Livelihood Patterns

In the characterization of the Arctic Slope eskimo the
historic and current dependency upon the biotic resources of the
environment were stressed. Two historic ecological orientations were
described -- the whaling focus and the caribou focus. The thesis
was presented and examined that, despite changes in village life, the
advent of a partial cash economy and the goods and tools of another
culture, the eskimo of the region still, today, has to depend upon
the fish ard wildlife resource of his environment in order to survive.

In the Bering Strait region the subsistence pattern varies
from that of the Arctic slope, but, with the possible partial excep-
tion of the Nome area, the eskimos' dependence upon the environment
for survival is still paramount.

sistence
Historically

patterns:'

.The Whaling Pattern whale, walrus, seal and fishing
of, Little -Diomede,-Wales, and-Xing and Sledge Jslands (this
was.similar in most ways to the taremiut Of the Arctic.
cOist -- except fer:the'latteWs greater .uSe:of:caribou
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-- 2. The Caribou Hunting Pa',,tern - caribou, fishing, seal,

and beluga - of Buckland, Deering and Candle, and;

-- 3. The Small Sea Mammal Pattern - seal, beluga, fishing,

and caribou of Golovin Bay, Teller and Shishmaref -

Espenberg.

The subsistence patterns had three important

aspects: 1) the mobility of the inhabitants
seasonally for food getting; 2) the flexi-

bility of the food quests, and the variety of

principal foods utilized within one subsistence

area, which led to: 3) the many alternatives
offered in all subsistence patterns, but

especially the Caribou and Small Sea Mammal

patterns. The Eskimos of the Whaling Pattern
were oriented to the sea more than were those

of the other two patterns. Caribou and salmon

were of little importance compared to sea

mammals. However, both products were obtained
through trade or travel to other territory.

Winter caribou hunting was most important

to people of the Caribou Hunting Pattern.
In the spring, however, the caribou hunters
went to the bays or coastal areas of their

rivers for beluga and seal hunting. For

example, the Buckland people went to Esch-

scholtz Bay from their mountain winter cari-

bou corral, Attenmiut ...; the Candle (Kugaluk)

people went downriver on the Kiwalik from

their caribou grounds. The Kauwerak people

went to Tuksuk Channel and Agiapuk River for

fishing and to Grantley Harbor for beluga

and seal hunting from their inland villages

on the Kuzitrin.

The Eskimos of the Small Sea Mammal Pattern

lived mainly on seal and beluga, but also

traveled short distances inland for caribou

hunting. Caribou sometimes came in the

winter to their coastal villages, particularly

if the tundra pastures were snow-free. Thus

it can be seen that almost all of the Seward
Peninsula Eskimos in the eighteenth century

had a diet that included caribou meat. The

caribou began to decrease in the 1870's, and

by the 1880s almost all had left the penin-

sula. The inland villages disappeared and

the inhabitants moved elsewhere.'38
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Facts on the dependent relationship within these regional

patterns can be brought out by many references but definitive studies
conducted in the region between Point Hope and Kotzebue, including the

villages of Kivalina and Noatak, for the Atomic Energy Commission's
"Project Chariot" are most useful as documented authoritative example.

The village of Kivalina subsists mainly on
a hunting and fishing economy, and the
acquisition of food must be carried on con-
stantly. The annual subsistence cycle eor
the Kivalina people is summarized here.

From August to the middle of September,
berry picking is an important part of the
women's activities. Fish begin to arrive
in the middle of August, but intensive
fishing does not generally begin until the
first of September. Activities from September
to the first part of October revolve mainly
around fishing, the fish camps being estab-
lished on the Wulik River. Vill-igers fish

for arctic cod through the ice of the lagoon
from the time of freeze-up until the ice be-
comes too thick, generally about the end of

November.

Caribou hunting starts as soon as the caribou
arrive in the autumn. Activity continues
until the rivers begin to break up in the
spring and travel conditions become difficult,
which is usually the latter part of APril.

Trapping of the snowy owl begins about the
middle of October and lasts for about a
month while the birds are migrating south
along the coast.

Fur trapping begins in November and is con-
cerned mainly with fox, wolf, wolverine, and
land otter. Muskrat and ground squirrel are
trapped in spring.

A few seals are taken along the coast during
the last of October or the early Part of
November. By the middle of December, the
sea ice is usually thick enough to allow
hunters to proceed out to leads to hunt,
but this activity is hampered by short hours
of daylight and frequent stormy weather. Par-
ticipation in Christmas activities also causes

a cessation of hunting.



Although some seal hunting occurs during the

lies first part of January, conditions do not be-

the come particularly good until the end of the

;
month. FebroarY is considered the best month

)le. for seal hunting, which becomes the focal point

of activity during this month.

Ugruk are sighted sometimes in January and
FebruarY and are taken whenever possible. with

the increased hours of daylight and warmer
weather in march and early April, many more
seals are found on top of the ice; as a result,

the hunting pressure increases. Belugas, or

white whales, also generally become available

in march or April, but sometimes the first kill

is not made until July. Sea hunting continues
on the ice until the ice breaks up in late May.

From then until late June or early July, hunt-

ing is done from umiaks.

About the middle of April, many Kivalina

people go to Point Hope to take part in

the whaling activities there. A whaling

camp was established in Kivalina during
the latter part of April 1960 but was not
reestablished in 1961.

Birds usually arrive in the area in the

middle of April, although sometimes they

do not arrive until about the first of May.

Gull eggs are gathered about the first of

June. In July men usually travel to Cape
Thompson to get eggs from the cliff-dwelling

murres. During the latter part of June and
the early part of July, the women begin

picking greens of edible plants. The summer

months are also occupied by gathering drift-
wood along the coast and hunting occasional

caribou.

May to October is the general employment
season fol, men whO obtain work in the summer

months. _When .Werk is not AVallableAn Kiva-
1ina_, these men maygo to KotzebUe oe'even

Fairbanks to seek employment-.

In August the berries begin to ripen and

the cycle'begins anew, 9
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FIGURE III - 32

ANNUAL SUBSISTENCE CYCLE
PEOPLE OF KIVALIrA

AL;g. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dee. Jan. Feb. Apr. Mey June July

Note: Cycle varies in approximate time of occurrence and intensity

from year to year.

ource: Doris J. Saario and Brina Kessel, "Human Ecological Investi-
gations at Kivalina," Environment of the Cape Thompson
Region, Alaska, ed. Norman J. Wilimovsky, assoc. ed. John N.

Wolfe (United States Atomic Energy Commission, Division of
Technical Information, 1966.), pp. 969 - 1039.
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It is possible to dwell at length chl the statistics and tech-

nology of the Kivalina subsistence harvest, and on the historic transi-

tion of means of hunting in the Kivalina area or elsewhere in the Kot-

zebue Sound region or Seward Peninsula region. Rather than do this,

though, we can use existing empirical and on-the-ground information to

appraise the hunting-fishing subsistence area used by the villages of

Point Hope, Kivalina and Noatak throughout the year.

The following maps in Figures III - 33, 34, 35, and 36 show

the seasonal land use
requirements of the three villages.

On these maps note 4 things:

Primary village territoriality.

Overlapping territorial use depending upon seasonal subsis-

tence pursuits.

The changing seasonal relationship between acreage required

for subsistence maintenance and the different lands and carry-

ing capacity requirements necessary for different species of

wildlife; and

The gross extent of these three villages' subsistence acre-

age requirements -- approximately 10,048 square miles or

6,430,720 acres!

During the time of this study, 1959-61, Kivalina had a

total population of 145 persons; Noatak 275; Point Hope 324; for a

total of 744 people. Today the population of the three places is 718

persons. In land acres per person required for this subsistence

pattern, the human carrying capacity computes (using the larger pop-

ulation of 744) to one person per 8,643 acres and this is still

exclusive of their dependent use of the sea and its marine animal re-

source!
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POINT HOPE

NOATAK

KIVALINA eAPE KRUSENS

FIGURE III - : Summer land-use areas utilized late June through
August 1950-1960. Although not shown on the map, land was also
utilized as far north as 69'45IN and as far east as 161°W.
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FIGURE III - 34: Autumn land-use areas utilized early September

to mid-November 1950-1960. Although not shown on the map, land

was also utilized as far north as 69'45'N and as far east as

158'30'W.
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FIGURE III - 35 : Winter land-use areas utilized mid-November to

March 1950-1960. Although not shown on the map, land was also
utilized as far north as 69'45'N and as far east as 161'W.
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FIGURE III - 36: Spring land-use_areas utilized_Mid=March to June

1950-1960. Al thoughlnot shown-on the map, -latid-was:al so utili.zed
_

as far_ north as .69'45 '
_

Sourc: D. C. Foote and H. A. Williamson --1"A-Human-Geographi cal

Study," EWvironment of the'Cape ,ThOmpson Region:, Alaska,

ed. Norman J. Wilimovsky and assoc. ed. John-N._ Wolfe

(Uni ted States Atomic Eneray. Commission, Division of Tech-
. ,

nical Information 1966 ).-- pp 1041- 1107 .
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For further illustration of the people's dependence, in
this region, upon the biotic resources, the following summaries show
the variety and scope of this demanding food quest activity.

FIGURE III - 37

PRESENT DAY FOOD QUEST ACTIVITIES
OF SELECTED BERING STRAITS VILLAGES

Place and
Season

Foods
Available Remar s

NOATAK (Northern Interior-Coastal Eskimo)

FALL

WINTER

Caribou
Berries
Eskimo

Potato

Trout
Grayling
Whitefish

Caribou

Fish
Trout
Whitefish
Grayling
Suckers

By September most families are in the vil-
lage because of the opening of school.
However, the men in small groups estab-
lish camps upriver to hunt caribou and
the women make all day trips out from
the village for berries, and 'mashu',
the Eskimo potato.

Most families who camp upriver as well as
those at the village may net trout, gray-
ling and whitefish from the river. Later,
as soon as the ice is solid enough to
walk on (late October) the older women
and occasionally the men go short dis-
tances from the village to hook these
fish through the ice. An unusual lure
used was a small piece of colored pre-
ferably orange, gum drop-

Hunting for caribou continues as long as
they are available within a reasonable
distance from the village.

As soon as the ice along the river has fro-
zen sufficiently, the women and the men,
too,- if they are home, hookzfish, through
the ice. Trout is the mostrabundant 'fish
and.a good f-ishermani during the run will
get as much as two gunnysacks full at ,a
time. Other fish available in leSser
mounts are the whitefiSh -grayling and
suckers.



Place and Foods
Season Available Remarks

SPRING Bowhead A few men may go to Point Hope to parti-

Whale cipate in the whale hunt. Only limited
supplies of whale muktuk are brought
back to the village. It is a seasonal
treat rather than a reoule item on the

dietary.

SUMMER

Rabbits From the last of April through May, de-

pending or iow and ice conditions,
families leave Noatak -- usually by dog-
teams -- for the coast near Cape Kru-
senstern, settling mostly at Sealing
Point and at Kuluksuk (meaning a place

of many rabbits).

Seal Seal are hunted in open leads and on ice

floes, using either dog team or boat as

ice conditions demand.

Wildfowl Wildfowl, especially ducks and geese, are

and Eggs hunted and later their eggs are gathered
from the surrounding nesting area.

Ugruk By July most of the Noatak families have

Beluga moved their camps to Sheshaulik and late
comers from the village join them there.
The men hunt ugruk and the beluga whale;
the women prepare the meat and blubber

for storage. At the end of the seal and

Trout beluga hunt a few families may remain at

Whitefish the camp site to fish for trout and

Blueberries whitefish and to gather blueberries, but

by mid-July ffmst families have moved to

Caribou Kotzebue to trade and to pick up avail-

able wage work. By early August many
families are already returning to Noatak.

The men usually go up river to hunt cari-

bou. Eventually most families scatter

to their camps along the Noatak River
below and above the village.

Salmon Here they net salmon and dry it on racks

or otherwise prepare tt for later u'S'e.

Most of the salmon is used for dog feed
although if the weather is good for dry-
ing fish, they will be used for human

food too.



Place and
Season

SHUNGNAK orthern Interior Eskimo)

FALL

Foods
Available Remarks

Moose

Porcupine

Ptarmigan
Spruce hens

Most families have returned to the vil-
lage by this time -- the women from
their fish camps, the men from their

summer wage work. According to the
Shungnak Eskimos moose have always been

present in the upper Kobuk area but never
in large numbers -- 4 to 5 is generally
the largest number taken in a year. The

area was closed to the hunting of this
animal at the time the villages partici-

pated in the dietary study (1959-60).

Porcupine, once plentiful in the area,

are now scarce. Only an occasional

is now caught. This animal was at one
time an important source of fat.

Ptarmigan and spruce hens are usually
available in moderate numbers near the

village at this time. They are snared

or shot with a .22 rifle.

'Mashu' 'Mashu', the edible root of Hedyearum
alpinum, is usually collected in good

quantity from along the river banks and

from the innumerable gravel bars in the

river. SoMe years as many as three large

gunny sacks full per family are stored

for winter use-.

Crowberries Most years from 50 to 100 pounds some*
Law-busn: :timet.-more of crowberrjes and low-
cranberries bushcranberries are colletted ancLstored

Place and
Season

SHUNGNAK ^.N4-,41

WINTER

Currants The fruit of the wild currant, rose and
Rose Hips raspberry are available in limited amounts.
Raspberries They are usually collected casually dur-

ing the summer -- i.e. they are eaten
off the bush.

Wh'Itefish During October, whitefish, the last of
the migrant fisn to descend the Kobuk
River, are obtained by trapping or,net-
ting them under the ice. They are avail-
able for a liaiited time only-and Used ,
fresh.



Place and
Season

Foods
Available Remarks

SHUNGNAK Contd)

Caribou Caribou strays sometimes drift into the
area in September and sizeable herds
are usually in residence in the general
area by October.

WINTER Caribou Caribou is the most important winter food

in the diet of the Eskimos living in the

upper Kobuk River area. Serious hunting

of this animal begins in October and con-
tinues through April. In the most common
migration pattern followed by the caribou

they drift south from the Noatak drainage

area through passes in the Brooks Range
to the headwaters of the Selawik River.
Here they stay throughout the winter,
leaving just before the ice breakup is

imminent. They usilally fawn in the Col-

ville River drainage area.

Ling Cod Intermittently, from November through
about February, ling cod are obtained

in moderate quantities by trapping under

the river ice. They are used mostly as
dog feed although the liver and roe are

relished by the people.

Ptarmigan In December, ptarmigan and spruce hen,

Spruce hen usually abundant in the area, are either

snared by the women or shot with a .22

rifle by the men.

Snowshoe The snowshoe hare, formerly plentiful in

hare the area, has not been seen since 1956.

Beaver Beaver can be trapped in some areas but

Muskrat at a considerable distance from the vil-

lage. Muskrats are obtained by trapping
or shooting with a .22 rifle. Both of

these animals were important late winter

foods in aboriginal times, especially
for those families who had winter camps
favorably located for,their acquisition.

They are scarce, however; in the imme-
diate Shungnak area and to obtain sig-
nificant numbers requires much travel;

hence, they are little used now.
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Place and
Season

Foods
Available Remarks

.§IJIMNAL(contd)

SPRING 'Parka'
squirrel

Throughout May and into early June most
Shungnak families establish temporary
camps on high ground near or at best
only short distances from the village.
During this time ground squirrel may
be obtained by trapping, snaring or
shooting with a .22 rifle.

Pike Pike and sucker may be obtained from
Sucker valley lakes and sloughs; ducks and
Ducks geese are hunted during migration and
Geese later in the season their eggs are ob-

tained from local nesting areas. None
of these foods is available in large
quantities.

Sheefish In June, after the ice has gone from the
Whitefish river, sheefish and whitefish -- now on
Grayling their upriver migration -- and grayling
Pickerel and pickerel are obtained in variable

quantities using seines and gill nets.

Wild Late in the season wild edible rhubarb
Edible and sourdock are sometimes obtained in
Greens quantity and often moderate amounts are

stored for winter use.

Dog While the dog salmon run starts in June,
Salmon the greater share of the catch is har-

vested in July and early August. This
fish is one of the most important of the
food resources of these people. It is
obtained in quantity by seining and gill-
netting. The women have the complete re-
sponsibility for both the fishing and the
subsequent preparation of the cat0h for.
storage. Their traditional family, camp
sites are scattered along the river oth
above and below the villages occasic-,11Y
at considerable distance from it. Salmon
is_used freshin season but most-of the
sizeable catch is,dried and stored to be
usecifn winter for dog'feed. Limited
amounts of dog salmon -- most often the
heads -- are buried in ground pits'and-
allowed-to pUtrefy. The resulting

Plac
Sea

SHUN
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Place and
Season

Foods
Available Remarks

SHUNGNAK Contd)

Dog
Salmon

cheesy-textured mass is a favorite on
early fall diets.

Blueberries Blueberries are usually plentiful in the
area and most families try to store from
100 to 150 pounds each for winter use.

Bear At this season of the year an occasional
Hoary brown or black bear or a hoary marmot
Marmot may be taken. Fat from the latter ani-

mal used to be a prized food but since
most of the men now work in the summer
for wages (in the mines, etc.) they
rarely make the extended hunting trips
to the mountains for these animals as
they did in the past.

Cloud- Cloudberries, the years when they are
berries available, are eaten fresh in season.

They are rarely available in sufficient
quantities for storage.

SHISHMAREF (Northern-Coastal Eskimo

FALL Berries

'Mouse-
nuts'

Crowberries, blueberries, low-bush cran-
berries and cloudberries are often avail-
able in significant quantities from the
tundra in the vicinity of the village
and from the mainland tundra area also.
Crowberries and cloudberries are the
favorites and most families store from
50 to 100 pounds or more for winter use.

In times past the Shishmaref people made
special trips in the fall of the year to
the mainland for 'mousenuts' (piknik)
but this is rarely done today. Early
healtftworkers discouraged-the practice
thinking it was a possible source of dis-
ease and illness. This food, however, is
thoroughly cooked before eating and is

_probably Safe.'



Place and
Season

Foods
Available Remarks

SHISHMAREF (Contd)

WINTER

Wildfowl Ducks and geese are still hunted on the
mainland. Relatively small numbers are
stored for winter use. The total take
is probably much less than in former
years since many of the active hunters
are away on summer jobs and do not re-
turn to the village until after the birds
have left on their southern migration.

Squirrels Moderate numbers of both the ground
squirrel and flying squirrel are ob-
tained. The furs are used to make parkas
and the meat used as food.

Seal Sealing is sporadic, depending always on
the weather. It begins in November
after the shore ice is solid enough for
walking and dog- team travel , and con-
tinues until the ice goes out sometime

Polar in late May or early June. Some years

bear one or two polar bear may be caught,
sometimes none at all.

Tom cod Throughout the winter tom cods, flounders

Flounder or bullheads (sculpins) are caught by

Sculpin the.women and older people of both sexes
by jigging through ice holes in the inlet
and the Iagoon in back of the village.

Rabbits Whenever Meatherpermits, the men make
Ptarmigan mainland trips to hunt rabbits and

ptarmigan. They are not found in abun-
dance.

SPRING Willow The inner bark of the willow, Salix atax-
(inner ensis, is sometimes collected in late
bark ) April and early May =- at about the time

the sap begins to run. The outer bark
is carefully cUt and remcived and the thin
inner layer is,scraped off-with a knife.
The Eskimo name for-this food is 'keel-
eeyuk' meaning the 'scrape'. This is a
very incidental food collected by the
men while hunting_on the matnland for

Rabbits rabbits and ptarmigan,-but they often
Ptarmigan bring back limited amounts,Of-all of

these foods for the family.
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Place and
Season

Foods
Available Remarks

SHISHMAREF Contd)

Ugruk Ugruk is hunted and captured, usually in

Seal good quantities, on the pack ice in late

May and June or as long as the pack ice

persists and is safe. A good hunter at
this time may obtain 12 to 14 ugruk as

well as many smaller seal. The meat is
either completely air-dried or small
quantities may be only partially air-

dried and then stored in seal oil. The

blubber is cut into small pieces, stuffed

into clean seal pokes and stored in the

cold. During a good year enough seal
and ugruk are caught within a two to

three week period to furnish a good

share of the entire year's supply of

meat and oil. By tradition, young boys
13 to 14 years of age accompany the older

hunters at this time. The boy's first
catch goes to the oldest man in the camp.

Prize young seal skins are carefully
cleaned and pegged out on the ground to

dry. They are later tanned and used to

make sealskin parkas and pants.

Geese In May wildfowl, now on their northern

Ducks migration, are hunted but usually the

amount taken is enough for immediate

daily use onlY.

Wildfowl Later, in June, small quantities of duck

eggs and geese eggs, and larger supplies of

gull eggs, are collected and used in the

daily diet.

Wild Sourdock is the most important of the 10-

edible cally available wild edible greens and

greens it is usually collected in sufficient
quantity by most families to store for

wintpr use. These greens are cooked be-

fore stoeage.
_

Willow buds°and leaveS, from the smooth-
leaved ground varieties, chiefly' Saiix

,ardticaare-alSo c011ected in'quantity-_
_ and sto-red_for winter use. -They may be

pre-cooked but most often they are left

.
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Place and
Season

Foods
Available Remarks

SHISHMAREF (Contd)

SUMMER Herring
Smelts

Salmon
.

raw and are lightly marinated with seal
oil just prior to storage in the cold.
This product is called 'surrah'. Other
greens and plant parts used in lesser
amounts are Sedum roseunk, both the
leaves (Eveeakiuk) and the root (Ekuturz);
the leaves of the marsh marigold (caltha
pcaustris); and the flower of the wooly
lousewort (Pedicularis Zanata); the
latter, to which a small amount of water
is added, and then allowed to sour is
called Nahzakmetak.

A moderate but significant herring run oc-
curs along the coast near Shishmaref.
Smelts may also be available but in
lesser amounts. Excess fish beyond im-
mediate needs are dried for winter use-.

There is a relatively small salmon rUn
in July and limited amounts are also dried
for future use.

Source! Christine A. Hel er, Ph. Q. and Edward M. Scott, Ph.1).
The Aiaska Dietdry Surve 1956-1961.- U S Department of
Health, EducatiOn, and Welfare, Publi.c Health Service
NUtrition and Metabolic Disease Section,Arctitjlealth
ReSearch .Center, Atichbraile AlaSka, pp 251.259..
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Four other brief sketches from the historic record will help
to round out the ecological livelihood patterns of this region: first,

to the south along the shore of Norton Sound where the Unalit or Una-

ligmiut dwelt between St. Michael and Golovin. Subsistence patterns
were essentially the same whether at Golovin or Unalakleet.

Walrus and whales were absent in this area.
Seal hunting was important, and caribou
hunting was exceptionally good in the hills
between the Inglutalik and Koyuk rivers.
Beluga were plentiful at the mouth of the
Inglutalik River and in Golovin Sound.
Fish were important everywhere, and the
mouth of almost every river was a potential,
if not an actual, campsite. Some places
were known to be better than others; for
instance, coastal fishing near the town of
Moses Point was known always to have 'the
best fishing, and Fish River was 'always
to be depended on.' Short rivers could
supply the needs of only a single family,
but large rivers like the Koyuk and Fish
rivers supported many camps. The Fish
River Eskimos, whose principal aboriginal
food was fish, had an abundance of salmon,
as well as whitefish, trout, grayling, and

pike.

Large herring were especially plentiful
around Golovin Bay. A perpetual spring on
the Kwik River west of Bald Head is said
to have furnished a limited aTount of

salmon all year round.

Thousands of ducks and geese w re caught
on Golovin Bay in the spring, and innum-
erable flocks of ptarmigan were snared in
brushy areas everywhere in the winter. Eggs,

hunted both on cliffs and on the tundra,

were ao important part of the diet. Berries,
Eskimo potatoes, and various greens were ex-
tensively utilized.40

..NilleteenthcentUrY,
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Second, the southwest coast of the Seward Peninsula and near-

by King Island and Sledge Island offers another pattern variant. Kuzitrin

41172

The mainland coast, outside the migra-

tion path of walrus and whale, had less

food resources than the Golovin Bay or

Port Clarence areas. However, the King

Islanders depended heavily on walrus

and actively pursued whales. Even Sledge

Island, only 20 miles from the mainland

in this area, was noted for its large

herds of walrus in the mid-nineteenth

century. Apparently whaling had also

been carried on, because William B. Van

Valin, teacher at Sinuk on the mainland,

found a shaman's whaling kit of figures

and amulets hidden in a rock pile on

Sledge Island (1941: 47-48). These two

islands, with their comparative wealth

of food, accounted for almost half of the

area's population.

Despite the lack of easily obtained walrus

and whale, there was abundant caribou,
ptarmigan, fish, and seal for a limited

number of mainland families. The area also

had good supplies of ground squirrels, rab-

bits, and bear. One man told me that a
village would not be established in that

area unless ptarmigan and rabbits were

found nearby. Because rivers were not
large like the Koyuk and Fish, the majority

of fishing was done at the mouths; only a

few camps were found upstream on the Nome

and Snake rivers. Salmon, trout, and

grayling were the principal fish. Beluga

were caught, as a rule, only near Cape

Nome and Cape Douglas. In the spring,
ducks, geese, and swans were plentiful,
particularly in the Safety Lagoon area.

Blueberries, salmonberries, and the-juicy,

smooth, blackberry ('aziak') were_found,in

abundance. The inhabitants of this area

also ate a great deal of roots and greens.41



Third, the area about Port Clarence and inland along the

Kuzitrin River provides a slightly different ecological orientation.

This area had large herds of caribou in

the past, particularly north and east of

Kauwerak village. Productive fishing was

undertaken at almost all times of the

year, but particularly in the spring in
Tuksuk Channel and in summer and fall in

Imuruk Basin and Grantley Harbor, and

tributary rivers. Ptarmigan in the winter,

and ducks and geese in the summer were

plentiful. There was no walrus or whale
hunting in this area, although sea mammal

products were obtained by trade. Even the

inland people made oomiaks of walrus hide

for travel on the rivers and ocean. Beluga

and spotted seal came into Grantley Harbor
to be taken in nets near the entrance to

Teksuk Channel. In winter and spring seals

were sought at Point Spencer, and by the

middle of May many of the inland people

had arrived for hunting. However, some

families from Port Clarence and Grantley

Harbor also went to Cape Douglas for

sealing. As early as April fishing sites

were blanketed with proprietary rights,
having been handed down from father to

son generation after generation .... Per-

mission was needed to fish in particular

spots. This was also true on the Agiapuk

and Kuzitrin rivers. Wales people also
came to this area to fish, and Port Clarence

people, in turn, went as far north as Palazruk

for winter sealing. The general annual fish-
ing pattern was to fish first in April for
whitefish in Tuksuk Channel, in July and

August for salmon in various other rivers,

and just before freezeup in the fall (Septem-

ber) for herring and tomcod. Great quantities

of fish, mainly whitefish, were obtained both

summer and winter in the lower Kuzitrin. Floun-

der were got in quantity hear the large spit

across ftom Nook in early summer where a dozen

fishing partiespight be located along its

length.42
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Fourth, the region adjacent to the Bering Strait -- Wales

and Little Diomede Island -- offers still another view of man's adap- pec

tation to his environment. gre
tha

The southernmost whaling area of the Alaskan Fai

Arctic was in the Bering Strait. The Diomede amc

Islands and Cape Prince of Wales were ideally wit

located for the pursuit of the whale. The

vast herds of migrating walrus usually passed
through the strait between May 15 and the end an

of June. With seal and oogruk plentiful, the act

population of the comparatively small area of or

Bering Strait itself reflected the great wealth
of natural resources. The inhabitants were
known to be fearless men of the sea and ice.
They also hunted polar bear when ice conditions
were favorable. Their technology in material
culture was unsurpassed in the Eskimo area,
and elaborate ceremonies grew up around whale
hunting. Their tools and art reflected plen- Ethr

tiful raw material and a substantial amount
of leisure time.

Caribou thrived inland in great herds, but
the Wales and island people concentrated on
sea mammals. Therefore, only a few families
from the areas to the north, particularly
around Shishmaref, carried on inland caribou
hunting. Salmon were not caught in the rivers
between Port Clarence and Cape Espenberg.
(They were, however, found in the rivers of
Kotzebue Sound.) Tomcod were caught through has I

shore ice everywhere along the coast, and cent'

flounders were found in specialized shallow camp
waters. rati

Isla
cult
St. I

East
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Besides whale and walrus, the Diomede Islanders
ate immense quantities of birds and bird eggs.
They were great travelers to both Siberia ahd
the Alaskan mainland, and built large, sturdy
oomiaks. Diomeders occasionally wintered at
Wales. They traded with both continents,-and
after the Russian fur trade-began in earnest.
during the latter half of the eighteenth century,
often joined the Chukchi in trading for skins at
Kotzebue Sound.43
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The trading with Siberia is now at an end -- but the Diomede

people as well as many others from the Bering Strait region are still

great travelers. In fact they now travel more freely and more often

than ever -- around the Seward Peninsula to Nome and Kotzebue and to

Fairbanks and Anchorage particularly. Many of them that do travel are

among the best ivory carvers and they simply take their tools and craft

with them wherever they go.

But just as these people traveled and traded in oomiaks in

an earlier day and returned home, so is the pattern of returning home
active in aircraft today -- especially in the spring for the walrus

or whale hunting.

BERING SEA REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

Man has lived, as far as is now known, on St. Lawrence

Island since about the beginning of the Christian era.44 Historic
cultural attachments45 as well as linguistic ties associate the
St. Lawrence people with the Eskimo of the Asiatic mainland from
East Cape to Anadyr Sound. According to Hughes,46 "The closest
cultural relatives of the St. Lawrence Island people therefore live

on the Chukotski Peninsula, only thirty-eight miles distant, in the

village of Ungwaezi k (or Chapl i no

It appears that Chibutak or Sivokak (present-day Gambell)

has since early times been the site of the island's main village--the
central place to which all other settlements, hunting and fishing

camps were secondary. This location had some practical ecological

rationale behind its choice. Simply putit was, and is, the best
location for walrus hunting and whaling. Of sotne secondary signifi-

cance was probably the proximity of thiS site to the Asiatic peoples

of the mainland.

Numerous smaller villages and fishing and hunting camps have

surrounded the island since man's first occuPation. These, however,

are owned bY or identified with individual, families or groups; and no

other large comparable village has existed on the island until recent

times, when Savoonga a former reindeer-herding can1P, became a Perma-

nent village. Now again, jtit recently a small permanent village has

developed at Northeast Cape in association with a niilitary installa-

tion.

44 J. Louis Giddings, Ancient M of the Arct c, ew Yo Alfred

A. Knopf, 1967.
45 Ibid.
46 Charles Campbell Hughes and Jane:Murphy Hughes, An,L-Tskimo ViZ-

Zage in the Modern WorZd, Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press,

1962.
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FIGURE IN 38

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES AND CURRENT STATUS

BERING SEA REGION

NATIVE GROUP hISTORIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEME
25-299 -

T POPULATION
99 1000 t

STATUS
UNENOW

SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY
CAMP SITE SITE

The Eiwhuelit Inhabited St. Lawrence Islend. Their

settlements were:

Chibukak or Sivokak. preSent-day Gimbel]. LoCatad
on Northwest Cape, nOrthwest tip Of St, Lawrence
Island, Name changed to Gambell in 1898.

Chitnak (or Shetnak). on south shore of St. Lawrence
Islard. Reported in 1849, At Siknik Cape.

Kialegak. on Kialegak Point. 4 miles northeast of
SoutheaSt Cape. Former camp reported in 1849.

Kukultak (or kookoollX), on Kookoolik Cape 4 erlies
east of Savoonga on the north ceast of St. Lawrence
Island. An old villages name first reported in

1932. Savoonea is preSent place.

Puouviliek (or Powoolliak) on south Coast Of St.
Lawrence Island, Six avIleS northeaster Southwest
CaPe at Powoolliak Point, Eskimo camp first re-
ported in 1049.

Punuk (or Poona) on one of Punuk Isiands in the
Bering Sta east of St. Lawrence Island. Former
village or carp reported in 1886.

The following is a list of other camps of recent reference
and name which may or may not be histOric, but their presence

illu trates seasonal use over ell

of St. Lawrence Island which is in itself historic.

Akeftapak or Afiktapthak. six arllos southeast of Gambell an north coast of St. Lawrence Island.

Ningeehak, two miles northwest Of Aghnaghak Lagoon and nine miles southeast of Barbell.

Naskok camp. on Bering Sea coast near west end of Niyrakpak Lagoon. twelve Miles SOutheast of Gambell,

Tapphook (par. Apatikf Camp). on Tolima Point on north coast Of
St. Lawrence Ialand. 19 miles southaaat of Barbell,

Ataakas Camp (var. Taphaparak). 12 MFRS southeast
of Savoonga. one rile west of Singikpa Cape. north coast of Island,

Camp Iveetok, 20 riles Southeast of Slimmer', eertheast coast of St. Lawrence Island.

Soogflreghat (var. Aioeas Camp, Nelsons Camp. Tamnfk Camp), north coast of St. Lawrence Island, 22 miles west of hartbeest Cape.

Camp Sevok (or Sevak). on Saighat Beach, north ceast Of St. Lawrence Island, 45 milea Senitheast of Sayeenga.

Camp tulowiye. at Nortneast Cape.- St, Lawrenco Island.

Kaneee Camp, at Tikoghe Point, north coaSt of St. Lawrence Island.-,

Kaegkok (er Kougkkok). site of .v111age on Kongkok Bay, 27 miles seeth Of coast of-St. Lawrence Island.

ImughialUk (var. Booshu Camp. HeIchoweyik Camp. Fisowoneyils Camp) . hear west 011aat of St. Lawrence Island an MeghoceYik River.

Kitngnipalek (kitnepaluk, Okilerit), may be site of old:Eskimo village; 20 miles south of...Barbell en west coast of St Lawrence Island.

Cavalroa, Site of camp or village 10 miles eouth of daebell. near Singik Point, west =1St o nce Island.

Lfetnik Camp, between Xangighsak end Xitnagak Points, northeaSt Mist Of St.i Lawrence Islend.

X

X

Sources: Giddings, J. Louis. Ana..nt Nan of The AroSso . New York; Alfred A. Knopf, 1967.

Modmi7Frederick ) Part I nd Part II; BoasOsaok of Aceriscn Indians Worth of Nox-foo Washington
. .

Hughes, Charles Campbel 1 and &whet. Jane Murphy. An Hakim, Viliege in the Modern World. Ithaca, Nee York: Cornell University Press

Orth. Donald J. Dictionary of Stooks rLade.Mases. Geological Survey Professional Paper 567. Washington: United States GOversment

Government Printing

swalt. Wendell7H. AisehaM.Fekimosi .S40 FranciaCCW.Ghandler:OWblIshine Company...19W.
,

Swanton. John R. The /atom Tribes of North Ar,rice. _Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of
United States Government Printing Office, 1953.

_Compilation by David M. Hickok', Federal Field Committee for Development PlaRelng in Alaska._

n Ethnology, Bulletin 145. washi ni
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In historic times, the winter of 1878-1879 was catastrophic

to the island's population. From whatever cause--reports differ--

drunkenness from liquor acquired in October trade with the whalers

which caused the islanders to miss the walrus herds going by in

November, thus causing starvation; or from sickness and starvation

alone; or because of southerly winds from November to January keeping

the winter ice and walrus herds away from the island--an estimated

1,500 people died, and the island's population has never recovered.'"

Several of the small villages around the island were

decimated at this time.

Human occupancy of St. Lawrence Island has, of course,

always been a tenuous thing; and in recent as well as historic times,

environmental factors have caused food shortages, malnutrition, and

starvation, with resultant population and settlement shifts.

Essentially, though, the settlement pattern in more recent

times has been affected more by government, church, and trade than by

the environment.

Environmental Livelihood Patterns

One thing white people don't understand is
that we Eskimos can't grow anything.- AlI

we can do is hunt, hunt, hunt.48

Again, as in other regions of Alaska's ArCtit-, theAatiVe,

population As primarily dependent UpOn his environment to,obtain food

and sustain life,:

On St. Lawrence Island the subsistence pattern is dominated

by walrus hunting and whaling augmented by the taking and gathering

of seal, fish, birds, eggs,.seaweeds and roots, greens and berries.

means of 1
the adven-
the winte-

On the basis of food tastes, the St. Lawrence
Islanders could well pre-empt the name 'walrus

eaters,' since they live astride one of the
richest walrus-hunting areas lh the world and

for centuries that animal has been the main-

stay of their'diet. The purpose of the,spring
hunt is to,lay in a supply of_seVeral hundred

tochtak or 'meatballs,' which are made of long
rectangular sections of walrus hide with blubber
and some meat still attached, 'folded over on
themselves and then laced together with a thin

strip cut from the_same skin.' These tbohtak,
weighing an average of 110 pounds eich,,are
stored in meat cellars or meat houses for

several months before use by both humans and

dogs. In 1940 the a. Lawrence people said,
in response to the question, 'What do you
like best to eat?':

284

,47/bid.
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'Ever since the people was formed on the
island we eat most walrus meat, and we like
it best.

But if we got one whale, we forget about
walrus meat for a while. But we never get
tired of walrus meat. I think because we
raised by them.'

And walrus is still the favorite meat food
of the Sivokakmeit, although certain parts
of the bowhead whale are considered extremely
tasty. Walrus is often contrasted to seal
meat to illustrate its excellence, and seal is

said to be 'too soft,' to spoil too quickly and

not be amenable to preservation for as long

as walrus. An excerpt from the field notes
points up this preference:

Ivan said that when people go out to the

hospital 'in two or three days they want
our food.' They want walrus. He told me
that people here don't want birds or fish -

they want watrus. He said, 'It isn't like
your soft food; it is hard.' I asked him

if it is the Eskimo's 'real food.' Ivan

said it is, and then said, 'It's our 'bread."

The same entiment is heard over and over --
that 'our food is walrus.' ....49

Just as noted earlier in other regions of Arctic Alaska, the

means of hunting have shown technological change and adaptation with

the advent of the rifle, the outboard motor, etc., so we no longer see

the winter walrus hunting picture of:

....the walrus hunter [stalking] over the

winter sea ice with his hunting bag hung
lightly cn his shoulders, his harPeon and
coiled walrus-hide rope, his lance and ice
tester, and his baleen toboggan for hauling

the meat home.5°

"Hughes and Hughes, o
orbid.
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or the spring picture oi:

....a boat full of hunters silently
[paddling] to an ice floe on which a
group of walruses were sleeping. Then the
striker of the boat .... quietly [jumping]
onto the ice and [trying] to kill several
of the sleeping animals with lances and
knife before the rest slid, alarmed, off
into the water.57

No, now the rifle and the outboard make the task a bit easier..
The means have changed but the end is the same -- food,is seCured for
survival from one of the harshest environments in the world.

Ironically, in walrus hunting the use of the rifle often
causes waste as animals are more difficult to retrieve and are fre-
quently lost to the hunters.

Another aspect of the walrus story is told on the land.
Despite the use of some ice holes or "stink holes -- caches dug in
the frozen permafrost ground -- villagers of St. Lawrence lose about
50% of their walrus meat supply through spoilage annually.52 At
Savoonga eight-year records of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
indicate an average annual harvest of 385 animals -- 70% taken during
the spring hwit. About 135 walrus dressing, an average of 1500 pounds,
spoil from a lack of proper freezer-storage facilities, due in turn to
manY factors, economic and technical, resulting in no village power
source. The spoilage of 200,000 pounds of meat represents a dollar
loss of $78,000 per year, as well as an indirect, but possiblY critica
conservation of the species' loss.

Similarly, the rifle, the motor, cotton, nylon or manila
rope have changed hunting methodology in sealing and whaling, causing
some differences in the taking success with each species compared with
former years.

Whaling at St. Lawrence is similar to that at Little Diomede,
Wales, Point Hope, Wainwright or Barrow. The whale is the up to 60
ton bowhead -- and their hunting is the glory of the St. Lawrence
Native hunter.

Methods here are the same as along the Arctic coast_and the
"mangtak" (whale skin) is just as tasty and preferred a food as the muk-
tuk" (whale skin ) of the mainland Eskimo.

51/bid.
52From University ofirlaska descriptive need'for'environmental, energy

freezer-storage faality pr9ject at SaVoonga, St._-LaWrenCeIsland.

_



Although highlighted by the quest for walrus and whale, the
St. Lawrence Islander today depends upon a varied seasonal food cycle
dictated by the environment.

A proper start. g point might be the fall.
In September picking of greens has just about
finished, but berry picking begins, as well
as the collection of various types of roots
and tubers. This continues until the ground
becomes too frozen, less than a month later.
Bird hunting with guns continues -- particu-

easier. larly for ducks and geese and sea gulls.
1 for Walruses are not found in the early fall,

nor hair seal; but hunting of spotted seals
continues during September and October and
then dwindles off during November, when the

-e- ice comes. In the months of October and
November women and children gather sea-
weeds of various types from the shores,
washed up by the h:gh winds and waves of

in the fall. In addition, sometimes tomcod are
)out gathered. In former years there was some

fishing for cod and sculpin in the fall
Game before the ice came, but that activity has
iring generally disappeared now.
)ounds,
Jrn to By November many of the species of birds
qer begin to leave the St. Lawrence area.
Jar Only the sea gulls linger for a short while
ritical, before they, too, leave; and the traditional

custom was to kill as many of these big birds
as possible to freeze for use during the

la coldest part of winter, January through March.
using The frst sea ice comes in November, and with
d with it -- usually the walrus herds journeying

southward with the edge of the ice sheet.
Often, however, there is a period, between the

iomede, departure of the spotted seals and birds in
60 November and the coming of the first ice with

its burden of walruses later in the month, when
there is no mal source of animal or bird food
available. Sometimes, too, the walrus herds

d the do not come with the ice or are too far out for
the muk- hunting. At such times in former days there

was famine. If there was hunting, however,
was very intense during this time, and one
middle-aaed man now recalls his youth in the
followini terms



From the first part of the winter there was

a good hunting. For seals, and walrus, and

everything. They hunt much as they could.
Save every part of it -- blubber and meat.
Pretty soon, carcasses piled up; and they just
take the skin off and leave the blubber on the

meat. They leave it like that; store it, never

touch it. Because the current is very close in

the first part of the season, the winter. The

latter part of the winter when the shore ice
gets heavy, the sea animals travel way out to
where there is loose ice; open leads out farther.
For that reason, we try to get all we can; be-

cause ahead there lies shortage of meat and oil.
For that part they store everything. No, they

don't store as much meat now.'

Hunting of walruses, hair seals, and mukluk
seals on the winter ice is then the principal
activity of men from December through March.
This hunting is done either from along the
shore, where currents break up the ice, or
out on the flat pans themselves, where a man
will go with his dog team or alone, walking,
or with a boat crew. Even so, the period from
January through March is the worst of the year;
for not only are there fewer animals, but the
hunting conditions are much more dangerous
and the weather is extremely severe. Often
storms and bad weather last for many days at

a time and permit no hunting whatsoever. It

becomes a work of fair proportions to maintain

a household with light, heat, and water. During
this time of the winter some men are occupied
with their fox-trapping line and must leave the
village daily to attend their traps, or else
they stay for extended periods at camps located
some distance from the village. The only bird
hunting during the winter is for sawbills, or
old squaw ducks, which remain throughout the
winter along the edge of .the shore ice and are
hunted by the men and boys when they are not
otherwise busy. Sculpin fishing and crabbing
begin in January and continue until the ice
starts to break up in late May.

-In-March-the sea commencesTto_open once.moee,_
and there are-more :leads. Beat -huntinT.is *the,
&Fly tYpe possible on the ice-=now, ,and"-the::

walruses become .more.abUndant.- In_April the
whaling season begins-, and'with-At -a period of
intensive hunting for about two-months. -During



April and May the great bulk of food supply for
the entire year must be laid away. Supplementary
hunting activities during the rest of the year
contribute, of course, to the nurture of the
community; but without an abundant hunt during
April and May food scarcity or even famine will
be a possibility throughout the year. This is
what happened in the spring of 1954, and it was
only slightly better during 1955. It has occurred
several times since 1940.

With the whaling, the killing of walruses and
mukluks and hair seals goes on as well. And by
late May and particularly early June, the birds
are returning in great numbers. Auklets, murres,
cormorants, puffins, geese, loons, and gulls all

come back to their native rocks.

June sees the end of walrus and hair-seal hunting
and of whaling. The main herds of walruses have
passed to the north, but some of the males remain in
the ice near Savoonga for part of the month. By
the last days of June, however, they too have swum
after the retreating ice. Only occasionally is a
gray whale killed in the summer. June brings a
harvest of seaweeds as well as birds, and picking
some of the greens begins as well. In the
latter part of the month boats travel to
cliffs forty miles south of the village to
gather murre and cormorant eggs by the tubful.

June is also the month for preparing the
spring's catch of meat for storage in the
meat cellar (siklowaek), or meat house.
Walrus meat has already been rolled into
'meatballs' (tochtak) and put away. Now
baby walruses and mukluks are cut into strips
and hung on racks to dry in the summer sun,
along with orderly rows of eviscerated birds
and fish. The meat dries all summer unless
eaten first, and then the dried meat (nafkorack
is taken down in the early fall and stored. As
noted before, in 1940 much of the stored meat
was placed in barrels or Pokes of seal oil .
but in 1955 very little was Preserved in this
manner. During the latter Year PerhaPs the
general scarcity of meat precluded storing
very much of it, but nonetheless the pattern
of preserving meat in seal oil is very clearly
passing out of the culture. I will examine
some of the reasons for this change later, in
convection with-the sentiments abuut using
seal oil whiCh the Eskimos have acquired by
their contact with white PeoPle.
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In July the picking of greens begins in earnest,
and hunting spotted seals in the lagoons of the
island is a principal activity of the men. Net-
ting of auklets now starts also, and it continues
for a period of only a few weeks. Duck, geese,
and puffin hunting with shotguns is another sub-
sistence activity occurring during the summer,
and some netting of fish takes place. The
months of July and August are essentially the
same as far as subsistence activities are con-
cerned. With the browning of the September
grasses a new phase begins,r.and the yearly cycle
once more is repeated. ....33

FIGURE III - 41

SUBSISTENCE PRODUCTS GATHERED BY SEASON
ST. LAWRENCE ISLAND

Product an.Feb.Mar.Apr.May June July Sept.Oct.Nov-Dec.

Walrus, muk-
luk, hair sea1XXXX

Whale
Spotted seal
Roots, greens,
berries

Seaweeds
Fish X
Birds X
Eggs

X X XI
X X X X X
X X X
X X X X X
X X

Source: Hughes, Charles Campbell and Hughes, Jane Murphy. An Eskimo
Village in the Modern World. Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University Press, 1962.

In 'this pattern somewhat augmented by the sem -wild reindeerof the island, -the people fully use the biotic resource of all ,of theisland and the sea around
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SOUTHWEST COASTAL LOWLAND REGION

tlement Patterns

Change in land surface and land and water juxtaposition, in

turn affecting the biotic community and man's access to its use and

harvest, has always been a fundamental factor in the settlement patterns

of the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta Eskimo. It is perhaps the most important

factor--transcending the intrusion of other Native ethnic groups, for-

eign invaders and church and state. Much of this has been caused by the

building of the Yukon River delta causing channel changes, accretion in

one place and erosion in another. The process is constant and the change

is constant. Similarly, but for different reasons, change is constant

along the lower Kuskokwim. Here subsidence rather than building occurs

as the river deepens, lengthens and widens the marine estuary that is a

drowned river mouth. During the past winter of 1968 many of the people

of Kwigillingok moved to nearby Kongiganak because of subsidence in the

former place, and thus, settlement places have changed for these reasons

in this region since before recorded time.

Before change there had to be origin, but the pre-history of

the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta Eskimos is a confusing haze. Recorded history

of the area is itself very brief; attention by ethnographers and anthro-

pologists must be regarded as slight despite investigations since the

1930's. Before recorded history there areonly traditional tales to go

by. It is enough for the Eskimo that he is there and always has been.

It must also be enough for scholar or statesman--anyone--today, who is

attempting to find out the facts about this region and its people and

weigh their importance.

Originally, and still today, ethnic-linguistic division of the

Yukon-Kuskokwim Eskimo separated the people within the region into seven

sub-groups--five environmentally associated with the delta, one peripher-

ally along the coast to the south, and one on Nunivak Island. These are:

Chnagmiut: People of the lower Yukon Delta and
shore of Pastol Bay;

lkogmiut: Along both banks of the Yukon above

the Chnagmiut territory to the territory of
mixed Ingalik Eskimo occupation about and above

Holy Cross;

Mdgemiut: Through the delta lake country from

Cape Romanzof almost to the Yukon

Nunivagmiut: On'Nunivak Island and at Cape Van-
couver on Nelson Island;
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Kaialigmiut: Along the Bering Sea coast, south
of Cape Romanzof to Cape Avinof, including Baird as Sheld
Inlet and Nelson Island; Mumtrekh

settleme
Ruskwagmiut: Along the shores of Kuskokwim Bay the Twen
and banks of the Kuskokwim River inland to the and educ
area of transition with the Ingalik just east of
Anvik and southeast to the Ahklun Mountains and
Goodnews Bay; ing reco

Chingimiut: In the region of Cape Newenham and
Cape Pierce.

While all these ethnic sub-groups speak the Yupik dialect,
each has distinguishing and identifying characterist;cs.

Pertinent historic contact with the region may be dated from
1840-1842 (despite partial contact for the previous twenty years) when
Russian administration was achieved by Kolmakov, and the explorer Zag-
oskin wrote his early detailed accounts of geography and ethnography.

At this time the Eskimo and Ingalik were already living in
general compatibility along the Yukon and Kuskokwim River reaches above
the delta.

The Russians brought with them the first influences upon the
Native settlement patterns which were not environmentally related.
These influences were Christianity and the establishment of permanent
trading centers.

In addition to comprehending several difficult concepts
foreign to aboriginal beliefs, the Russian Orthodox system insisted
upon adherance to a rigid calendar of ceremonial activity. The Rus-
sian trading centers introduced local exchange and technological ad-
vances obviously beneficial in many ways to the Eskimo. As a result,
minor population shifts resulted and Native villages in the general
vicinity moved and were established at, near or adjacent to religious
and trade activity centers.

For example, a Native village was established just above
Andreafsky's Redoubt on the Yukon, and a succession of villages over
a period of time came into existence around Holy Cross

The purchase of Alaska in 1867 only briefly disrupted the
commercial and religious impact upon Native settlement patterns in the
region. The companies changed and Protestantism was introduced. Dom-
ination of foreign cultural ways continued to exert its influence, but
the effect of this-influence was relatively minor.



Despite the Russian effect and the successor influences such

as Sheldon Jackson and the establishment of the Moravian Mission at
Mumtrekhlogamute in 1885--later to be called Bethel--change in Native
settlement patterns within the region was really insignificant until

the Twentieth Century and, indeed, the later advent of public medical
and educational opportunity essentially after World War II.

That sach opportunity was late is attested to by the follow-

ing record. That it was also intermittent is also to be noted.

Only one place in the region has had continuous
school administration since before 1900. This is
the Catholic Church school at Holy Cross, estab-
lished in 1888. It continued as a boarding school
until 1958-1959 when it became a day school.

rom Bethel has had generally continuous schooling

len opportunity since 1885 but direction has been

ag- interrupted. A Moravian Mission school was

Y.
established in 1885; it was succeeded by a
Bureau of Education/Bureau of Indian Affairs
school in 1933 and by a territorial (later state)

bove school in 1947.

the

6
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The Catholic Church's school, St. Mary's, was
established at Akulurak in 1899 or 1900 but
was not successful because of resistence of
Native leaders and shamans to the religious
teachings. After an epidemic in 1904 when
many children were orphaned, the Ursuline
sisters went back in and began with an enroll-
ment of fifteen or sixteen. By 1933 the en-
rollment had increased to nearly 150, and the
whole establishment was moved to the present
site at Andreafsky (Pitkas Point ) in 1951.

Five village places had schools established
between 1901 and 1910--two have been contin-
uous to date, two intermittent in operation,
and one discontinued.
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Eight places had schools .established between
1921 and 1930 - -four-have been-continuous to
date, two intermittent in operatieh; and two

the discontinued.,
rom-

but Three places had schools established 1)twe-en
1931 and 1940- -all have beenAn. continuous

_ .

operation to date.
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F I GURE I I I - 42

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES AND CURRENT STATUS

SOUTHWEST COASTAL LOWLAND REGION

NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY NATIVE GROW.
25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 4 UNKNOWN CARP SITE SITE

Chnagmiut Inhabited the shore of Postal Bay, in the Yukon Delta,
and on both banks of the Yukon River as fares Raeboinski.
Their settlements were:

Aiacha.iuk (or Ayachaghayuk), a former village reported
97117R8f:-TOtated on the right bank of the Yukon near
the head of the delta. Location unknown.

Aimoua, near the mouth of the Yukon, a former village
recorded on an 1850 map. Location unknown-

Alakanuk. present place at east entrance to Alakanuk
Pest. Sii miles southwest of Kwiguk; reported in 1699
by Putnam.

Alevelef, in the Yukon Delta. Location untnown. Var.
Odinotchka. Small settlement and trading

pOst, nom abandoned. First reported in 1878.

Androafskv on the !elan bank of the Yukon above a
former Russian redoubt of that name. Established in
1898 as a supply depot, it is present-day_St. Marv's.

Aguirjal (tame at Kenunielk). On the right bank of
the lower Yukon near Pilot Point. Former village or
camp reported on an 11390 map; population in 1890 -
103. At or near present-day-WAS 4--U.S.6

ARO= (Or Aphoon), on Apoon Pass at the northern
mouth of the Yukon River, south of Pastol Bay. 50
miles southwest of St. Michael. Small settlement
or camp and trading post mentTonen in 1907. Loca-
tion unknown.

Auslayik, at or near present-day-houaten-MIAM
on left bank of Yukon River. Reported in 1899.

.Ariswaniski, on the right bank of the lower Yukon
near Pilot Station. Former camp Or settlement re-
ported in 1899. Location unknown.

Yukon district, former camp or settlement.
Population in 1890 - 30. Location unknown.

Chatinak, near the mouth of the Yukon. Var. Catinakh.
Former village. Population in 1880 - 40. Location
unknown.

_Cbgfolsk (or Chifukluk) on left bank of the Yukon
at head of its Delta. Settlement or camp reported
in 1876. Location unknown.

Idi.7,11CIL; on the north bank Of the Mon abbVe
Tlatek. Location'unknown.

Fetkina, on the north arm of the Yukon Delta.
Bill Moore's Slough.

Kashutuk, on in Island in the'Yukon Dulta Yer.
Kacbutuk or Kathotak. Location unknown..

X

X

X

X

,8ee142f. on the north bank of the Yukon. Former
camp or settlement reported in 1878. Population in
1800 - 14.

_Ralik (or Kotiic), on east bank of Kntlik River. 3
idles south pf Apoon-Pass. Population in-1880 - 10:

.

-'
kusilvak, on kusilvek Island at mouth of the Yukon.
River. Reported in 1880. :Location unknown.

:Rwikloakok . six milei neit 'of Pitkat POint.:- Reported-
..

Migiklik, at the head 4f the Yukon Delta it junctiOn
of Andreesky and YukOn Rivers. Formkr -01140e-or

.
.{/eamp'reported ln 1850: At Or near preuent-day Pitkas

Minvok. near .the Yukon Delta on right-bank of Nanvar-
anak-Slough hear its mouth on-1501kpakTess, 18 miles

east of Xwiguk.- Var. New Hamilton; Manvaranok.
Reported in 1842

Nikrgt, on Norton Sound. 2.2 miles northeast of Point
Romanof and 29 miles southmett Of,St, Michael. Var.
Azachagiimut. Former village reported in 1898

, X

Chnagmiut
(Contd)



TIQUITY
SITE

Chnagmlut
(Contd)

,qiNLinIlL (or Cobolunuk). 7.7 miles northwest of Pitkes
Point. Reported by Putnam in 1899.

EXISTING SETTIFHENT POPULATION
25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 +

SEASONAL
CAMP SITE

Onu.anuN, on Yukon Delta, at mouth of kwikluak Pass-
Former village reported in 1870. location unknown- X

Pastoliak, on tight bank of Pastolik River a few miles
north of Pastolik on Pastol gay. fOrmer village or
camp reported is 1P19. Present-davy,astollkis a few

miles seuth On the ..stolik River. Population in 1390 - 113. X

(or Raaboinski) on the right bank of the
Yukon near the head of the delta. Population in 1890 - 92,

Near Pilot Village.
X

Takshak, on point of land between five Day and Peltes
SloughS, six mile$ northwest of Marshall. Village reverted

in 1842.

fathetak en left honk of Yukon. OS miles southeast of
fhiguk. Reported by Putnam in 1899.

k. on Yukon-kuskokwim Delta north of Black River

52'256, 165'15W). Var. Tee-atee-ogemut. Former village

reported in 1870.

Tlatek (var. Tlatekamute), on right bank of Yukon River.
35 miles above Andreafsky. Former village or camp re.

Ported in 1669.

Chaniliut, on Chaniliut Slough, two miles southeast of

Pastol Bay. Var. reported as actually Nakhliwak is a
separate place one mile east. Reported in 1899.

liKUIPWS (or Kwikpakamiut). On north bank of Kwikpak
Pass. Reported in 1879.

ligkonankut, on east waSh of Nokogamiut Island n ar n8uth
of Kawanak Pass. Var. Nokok. Reported in 1899.

r.Idals. on left bank of Kawanak Peas. Var. ftieguzhak.

Summer camp reported in 1832.

Manama, on tight bank of Apoon Pass- Var. Old Fort

Hamilton. Trading post In 1897 eateblished by Forth
AmeriCan Tranaportation & Trading Co. Present-day

kavaksarak, on east bank of kwikpak Pass; reported

in 1899-

kwiguk, on left bank of kwiguk Pass- Var. Emmonak

(present place). Reported in 1699.

ainalocok on south shore of Kwemeluk Pass, 17 mile
northeast of black. Reported by Putnam in 1899.

-Inerakatiu- an west coast Of, Tin Can Point, 13 mile$
southwest of liwiguk. First reported in 1898.

Aoujorok. on Tin Can POint. Yteion Delta.. Var. Reck-
Tarok-. JfirSt reptirted in 1899.

Jaiiktokahun, an leftbank cif Kitilileak Pa*. Yukon

Delta- Reported le 1899,

firifluak. SOuth bank of Kwifluak Pass, Yukon
Repiartf8

:

JepcgUlk (or fanelikten east bank of wenn PM.
Yukon Delte.,_ Reported in 1899-

Trogshak. on Fwielilthla Slough. Yukon peltv.'- V
or cup repotted in 11199.,,L,, .---7

lokoknott. On east bank afAku)arak Pass. Var. Tub...

-ikapek.: Smell settlement of three families ln.1950.
Originally reported in 1899-

flasisitaamint, on south bank of faemaluk Pass. Yukon

Delta. Var. Narosigak or Nagosekchowik. Former
village reported in 1899.

_

.Zukisaili.. left bank of Yukon, six miles west of Fountain
Virlage. Eskimo camp reported in 1699

jataA. on left bank of kwemeluk Pass. 3 3 miles south
of Sheldon Point Reported in ma

-

Chakaktolik, on banks of fashunui Creek. 52 miles west
of Marshall. People recently left as permanent place.

less

X

X

X
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NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT PoPULATION STATUS SEASONAL
25 - 299 300 - 999 loop 4 UNKNOWN CAMP SITE

ABANDONED ANTIQUITY NATIVE GROL:

SITE

lkoemiot Inhabited both banks of the Yukon River from the territory
of the Chnagmiut as far inland as Makak and probably Fox
Island. Their settlements were:

Mg, on Yukon River southeast of Anvik, right bank of
river, near mouth of Walker's Slough. Var. Koserefski.
present-day jJLpys Koserersky or Xotherevsky was

the old villadO. Ther-"new" village (Holy Cross) was
first reported in 1042.

_Magi, on left bank of the Yukon et mouth of Innoko
River. former camp or settlement reported in 1861,

lipA, on right bank of the Yukon near present day
Holy Cross. Former village reported in 1069.

Itailth on the right bank of the Yukon between
Paimiut and Ingregamiut. Reported in 1879. Location
not known,

JbagLixt, (or present-day Russian Mission), on the
Yukon River near its southernmost bend, reported in
1842. Population in 1888 = 143.

.ikuak, on north bank of Yukon. 14 miles southwest
of Russian Mission. Var. Akahamut. Reported in 1842,
(61*37'3041, 1613920.W).

Ohodamiut (also known as Ikuak and E-ko-ge-mote). on
right bank of Yukon, 22 mileS SoOtheast of Marshall.
Reported le 1916. Presently occupied.

Inorakak. 1,,r1 the ri4ht bank of the Yukon. Var.

Ingrihak. /*ported in MO.

Xhaik. on the northern hank of the YekOn River nearly
opposite kokerefsky. Given once a$ Glaikehak. Probably
part of Holy Cross or series of villaBoa that have
existed in this area.

11.1.3Pitd, on the north bank of the Yuken near Ikogmlut,
two miles above Akhamut. Former camp Or settlement

repOrted in 1850.

tokoon north bank of the Yukon below Ikogmiet. Var.

Kakamut= Reported in 1869.

Ktxttat(snowl. on the right bank of the Yukon below
holy Cross. Reported in 1869. Location unknown.

_1(1'1.618L (formerly Kaiyhkhotana-4Xostrefski), on Yukon
River 30 miles above Anvik.

on the right bank of the Tukon below Advik, Also

BonaSila or present-day Paradise Reported in 1861;
PelsOlation in 1880 - 121.

_Nukloak. on south bank of Yukon River, south of Hills
Island, Tukon-kinkokwim Delta. Former village re-_
-porte&in leaa. Opposite Ikogmiut Misaion.-_

MILUILUSW-L(or Mak), on Yukon opposite Koserefsky
(Holy Creas). RePorted in 1889.

luoMskaa, on right bank of the Yukon. about 50 miles
above Anvik. Former camp or village reported in 1678.

_ . .

2,11Atul. on the southern bank of-the Yukon above _
ikagelet (four lecationa), firee;reperted 1cm 1830.,
Moved during various teasohs.--.-

. . . .

Poo° shankl,"-on the'right bank.of the 'Yokon'about 20.

milei 0010.4 1101Y6rOSS,---Var.AMgorashapk44.6a0ara,"-.-
Shapha POpulatieniln:1880:4-121.- t.o.catlek,u1skyn,-_-

Rflanallor:Rubnaia,-, on the,rightliank Of"the_tukon..,
. above lkogmmicmt Var.-.-Ingregamiut.-jlepUlation.ln "
18807 40. --near:upttroam.nouth et Tuckers _Slough..
27 miles,,northeast of.RuSaiinitilaaion.yar: glYOg

. as_ Mountain,Village.1'.
. .

0g1oytt1a.- on right book:of..Yukon.betwoonlkugniut.00d
or'near OreSent-dailWrahali. -Afar.

-00910vie. 04610toix, 5abOtnisky- Uglivia. -Population
in 1880 - 102.

_

X

X

X

less

less

X

X

Magemiut

Nunivagclut

Chinik. on SoUth bank of Yukon River, near Yukon-
Kuskokwieldortage.- Var Odinochke Chinik or lchinik.,

First reported in 11150.

ikalioviumvut on north bank of the Yukon, 11 6 miles
northeast of-Russian Mission Reported in 1042. Present-

day locality of Dogfish Village.

or Mchtlik, on north bank of the Yukon. 16 miles
southwest of Russian Mission. Reported as village in 1916.
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PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL AEMIDONED ANTIQUITY
SITE25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 UKOKNW11 CAMP SITE

Magemiut
Inhabited the lake country of Alaska from Cape Rommixof
almost to the Yukon River. Their settlements were:

Gilak, near Cape Gomanaof. Population fr. 1890 - 22.

1Lonieff. at the mouth of the southern arm of the Yukon
River, south bank of Black River. Reported in 1896 as a

fish camp. Present-day elect.

_akialk for Ififeakhpaghamfut). in the tundra south of

Yukon Delta. Reported in 1090. Location unknown.

Banigga_m_lak on one of the lakes connected with
Kvichivak River. Former village or caPp. Population

in 1800 - 10. Location unknown.

hunachuk. In the Dig take regiOn. Narmer village or

camp. Population in 1860 - 40. Population in 1980 - 44;

people probably now in Munapitchuk or kasigluk, present

places near Bethel.

lefaknak. south of the Yukon River, Yukon-XUSkohrim Delta.
Former village. Population in 1890 - 196. Location

unknoWn.

Tienaak on Kvichavak River. Var. Tiengaghamiut. Former

village; populatiOn in 1890 - 60. Location UnkiloWn:

.flighti, on the Bering Sea Coast 13 miles southwest of

Xipriak. Miro village or camp reported in 1699.

081.11K- at foot of Askinuk Mountains. on left bank of

kun River. Present-day SCAMM0B-111Y.

letmiut. on left bank of the Kun River. 2.)' ofles east

of Scammon Bay. Reported in 1870.

awkwuktausimar on north shore of Aropuk Lake, Var.

Chakwaktolfk. Shoktak. First reported In 1897. Small

twisting place.

Nunivagmiut Their territories covered the greater part of Nunfvek
Island and a smell district abetit Cape Vancouver on

NelSOn Wand. Their Settlevmnts were;

Chulik ofi east side Of.hUnfirak Islend. In 1880
temprised two villages called Chuligmiut and Upper
Chuligmfut. Population in 1890 - 62. Location unknown.

JampL (or ingrfmfut), on hunivak island. Former
village - name moaning 'Smountaln people Population

in 1890 - 35.

Koliukluk, south of Cape Vancouver on Nelson Island,
reported in 1878 as Kalikhlogamute.

_toot._ near Cape Etolifi on Nunivak Island. Reported
in 1907 as the largest village of the Nonivagmfut
people. Near present Mekervok.

Met (ar Xwigamlut) on the southern Shore of Nunivak
Island. Ponulation in 1090 - 43. .

Tanunak. near Cape Vancouver. Nelson Island. Reported
in Mal Population in 1890 - 48. Roman Catholic
mission here in 1891.

AftaaagAt. On north coait Of Nmnivak Island,"Wea f

I 00dik POiht.

TichylluiMiut. on fast share Of Dahloongamiut Lagoon.
Monica Island. PreSent-day fish C.

jachlknai fish cup on Mast shore of Nunivak Island.
Location unknown.

mash HarhorV Village on s
mfles-SOuthweat 0

'Island,

X

X

less

X

X (probably)

;

iha6Ilom1J1t.8bandoeed villagereaontly,:eneof,
1014% important:fishing sitesTentsairps,occUpiedf:

,Jsimmi. one baribirabsed:asAiuntingYsamp'in-hinter.
Aloe tamp:sites on other rivers entefing CluChiktilluk

k Wtsalekmiut Abandonsd Present-daY fishing and

hue Site, :Two barabaras
_

Their territories were north of,the-Kuskwogmiut. between
Kliguktfk:Rfver:and.Cape Romansof and on Nelson Island.

Their, iettlimenta Were;

,

AaskrayL, opposite the southern shore of Nelson
,Ialand.Population in 1880 - 35, in 1939 --65.
PresentlY,a fish campreferred to as MOnrak

''adjacent.
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NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS Spans SEA=ONAL ABANYDNED ANTIQUITY

25 - 299 300 - 999 _1000 + UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

Saisligmlut
(Conte)

Anonok, on the northwest shore of KuSkOkwim Bay. 12
miles southeast of Kinak Bay. 8 miles south of Klimek,
Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. Sumer camp first reported in
1882.

Asiknuk on Hooper Ray near Cape Romantof. Reported
in 1878. Population in 1880 - 175. Present.day Hewer_

Chichinak, on bank of small river flowing into Etolin
Strait. Var. Choechino. Chechinemiot, Chichlnagamiut.
ChIchlnagamute. Reported in 1878; populatiOn in 1880 -
Bt. in 1890 - 84.

ik in the Yukon Delta. Var. Kaioligmelut. Ken-
ai gamiut, Kialigamiut. Former camp or Settlement re-
pOrted in 1078. Population In 1880 - 100; in 1890 - 157.

LOcatiOn unknown.

Chalit, on left honk of Kuguklik River, 6 miles north-
east of Kipunk, Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. Reverted in 1878;

population in 188G - 54.

igievemA (Nina). Inland from scrams* Bay and near

Nagemiul territory. Thirty miles northeast of Hooper

Bey. Reported In 1878.

Xultigel..k.. In the center of Nelson Island. Reported in
1870; popnlation in 1880 - 10. Location unknown.

AIL Village of IdanidLon left bank of Kuouklik River
miy be of 19th century tie, but not referenced until
1937 by BIA. Population in 1940 - 144; in 1950 - 185.

Kashunue, near the Kashunuk outlet of the Yukon River.
Var. Kashunamiut. KaOunoh, Old Kauhunnk Village. Re-
ported in 1878 as 20 housea and a population of 100 tO
200. Population in 1880 - 125; in 1890 - 232. Huts and
ruins Still reclaim the triangulation station Kashu is
located here.

X

Kinak, on mainland east of hunivek !slaw% Yukon-Kuskokwim
Delta. Var. Kenachonanak. Kennachananaghmiut. PopulatiOn
In 1890 - 181.

Kuskunuk. on BOoper Bay in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. FoMner

comp reported In 1899. LocatiOn unknown.

J41g4S.1WA. east of KyigaYalik Leke. 26 Miles northaest of

Bethel in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. Var. Kvigathlogamute.
Village or camp reported in 1879.

Nuloktolok, on south part of Nelson Island between Baird
Inlet and Bering Sea. Var. Nulakhkolagamute. Nuloktolgaunte.
Nulukhtulogunut. Former village or camp reported in 1878.
Population in 1800 - 25. Location unknown.

Nunanoulahluouk. in the Big Lake region, YukOn-Kuskokwim
Delta. Village or camp reported in 1879;

Pa.5_1(A, 13 miles north of Chefornak and as miles south-
west-Of-Bethel between Dell Lake and Ettelin Strait in the
Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. far. Sroganuganlut, Steganuk. Re-

ported in 1878.

Ookaoamiug (or Ukak) on Nelson Island.-. Reported in 1878;
Population In 1880 - ZS.

(sr Onakak), on NInguluk River. Eskimo settle-
ment with-1M populaticm of 20. Locetion Unknown.

iralealilbuk (archaeological site). five miles north o
Hooper Bay.

. .

Chukchuk (or Chakchak) onleft bani60f ChuUchuk Creek
un Nrlaun Wand. 5.0 miles west,of Baird Inlet.

KinegnailemiUt; near:ChefOrnbk:

11askyogmiut OftuoyIngrthe Chores of KUskokwim Elay-and'the banks-
the Kuskokwie River'os far inland os Kolesk0f. -Thai
settlements werec

61mmmke1enanalk. in the Kuskokwim district Population

In 7890 - 15. Lncation unknown_ ,

Aoulakoak, near the KuSkokolm River: 41='-1ation in 1890
Location unknown.

Aralic or Aouliak, on the shire Of the Kuskokwim Bay at
the north mouth of Arolic River. 43 iles north Of Good-
news; formerly Aguliaganute. Population in 1880 - 120.

-

In Kuskokwim District; popolation in 1890 . 14.
Locat.on Unknown.

a

X
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eusksiosmioi

(Contd)

EXISTING SETTLUMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASOMI. A

25 - 299 300 - 999 1 UNKNOWN tUlIP SITE

Aklachak. on the Kuskokwim River (present place). On

right bank of the river, 13 miles northeast of Bethel.
Cited in 1890 as Aklakchagamiut with a population of 43;
population in 1900 - 155. X

Aklak, present place, on the right bank of the Kuskokwim
River. 20 miles northeast of Bethel. Population in 1880 -

175. ("Crossing over place to Yukon.) Population in

1939 - 209. X

Aklut ou the Kuskokwim River at the mOuth of the Eek
River. Population In 1880 - 162. Pommerly Ahguliaga-

miut. Present-day Eek near this site. X

Akmiut, on the Kuskokwim River 10 miles above Kolmakof
at mouth Of holOkuk River. Var. Minute. Former village.

Also given aS a Talyanyanokhotana (Koyukon) village.
perhaps Eskimited in later times.

iii/18111ChRK, location uncertain; probably near Bettis%
Var. Apabfachamiut. Population in 1890 - 91.

Aookak near the mouth of the Kuskokwim River at the
mouth of Apokak SlOsigh, Lek Channel. Reported in 1878;

00Pulation in 1880 - 94; in 1890 - 210. Reported

abandoned in 1949.
X

Atchaluk Otchalugmiut)
b

location unknown. Population

in 1880 - 39.

LigseP*0]bahmAc, present-day Bethel. Population in 1880 -
41111-11595-Mciravian Mission established at present place.

Chi kliak or Chimiak. on left bank of Kuskokwim River
one mIle northeast of BeaCon Point. SO miles southweat Of

Bethel. Population Of Chimiagamute reported in MO AS 71.

.2.11inift. on right bank of the KanektOk River, nine

wiles west of Amakatatee (reek, 64 Mita northeast of

Ooodnews. Eskimo village in 1898 now abandoned.

locatiOn unknown. Var. Etontignmiut. Populatn
in .500 - 25.

AeWS_Ch_A.,..i location unknown. War. lgiakchoghammit. Pop-

u'ation in 1890 - 81.

_110111U.u.a (var. Little mountain Village). 7agoskin re-

ported Eskimo village or camp here in 1842-44. Maw be

saffE as Ckaluktaluk, location uncertain. Populati-On in

1800 - 24.

X

lliutak. on east shore of KuSkokwim Bay. Var. Tliutaau-

mute. Reported in 1869; Mutation in 1880 - 40.

Kahmiut. loCation unknown. Population in 1880 - 40.
X

Kakuiak. on the Kuskokwim River. Location unknown.

Var. Kakhuiyagamute. Population in 1880 - 8. X

1414110 (or,Djaim. - present-day place), on the right
bent of the Kuskokwim River, original villam four
Miles southweSt of present Kalskag. Listed as Kaltkha-

gamute in 1880 - population 106.

jtaliakt. location Unknotm in Olt district. Var.

Kahlukhtugamlut. Population in 1890 - 29.

IttairTlirtirit! 24.8:141.bankRep::tnein 1 (occupied by one family)

Jatmfw.k... location unknown. Population in 1890 - 35.

WO, location unknown. Population in 1690 - 14. X

Kiktak, on an island in thel Kuskoawim River. 20011es
northeaSt above gethel. Eskimo settlement now aPandontd.

Reported in 1878. Population in mao - 232.

Kinak, on the north bank of the Kuskokwim River. 4 Miles
east of Tuntuliak and 40 miles southwest Of Bethel. R.
ported in 1879. Population In 1880 . 60; in 1890 - 257. X

11(lchakuk on the east side of the entrance to Kuskokwim
Ber north of Boodnews lay. Oar. Klahangemut. POpulatien

in - 18:
X

Kleauchek. on the right tank of the Kuskokilm River at
its Mouth. 3 miles southwest of helmiCk Paint and 45 mlles
southwest Of Whet. Reported in 1898 as Klegutshegamut.

-111,1S21,A location unknown, possibly near muuk creek.
12 miles south of Bethel.

29 9

X
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Kuskwooviut
(Contd)

kolmakof. a Moravian mission consisting of Eskimo Mixed
with Athepascans, 200 miles from the mouth of the kusko-
kwim River. 21 miles east of Anvik. Caned Lukin in
1E132; Russian post destroyed by fire in 1841; 1885
Moravian mission. Eskimo settlement of kvigym Painag-
mute here originally.

JYRR119882i,. Present place near the entrance to Ruskokwim
Ray on the west shore 14 miles southwest of Kolvagavik.
34 miles southwest of Quinnagak, reported in 1878.
People of Kwigillingok presently in process of moving to
this place.

kuiklek,con the left bank of Kuskokwim River, perhaps
Taarw with a town given as Quieclohchamiut or
Qufechoehlograiut. The existing site of Keethluk is
11 tulles east of Bethel. Pepulation in 1880 - 7b.
Eskimo village mentioned by Lain (1914. pl. 1), USUS,
who spellei it 'kwitlek." The spelling evolved to
'Quithlook' in 1923 and to "Kwethluk" in 1938. Its

population waS 186 in 1939 and 247 in 1950. The Kwethluk
post office was eatablished iv 1947. This may be the
same village reported in 1879 by E.W. Nelson. U.S. Signal
Service, as "Kuilkhlegamote," or 'kuilkhlok people.' In

the 1880 U.S. Census Ivan Petroff used Nelson's spelling
on his map but spelled it "Kuljkhluganute" in the text.
In 1840 the populatiOn of the village was 75.

Xukluktuk, on the left bank of the Kuskokwim River 30
miles below Kolmakof. Location unknown and no reference&

available.

Kulvagavik, on the west ShOre of Kuskokwim Bay. 24 mileS
west of Quinhagak. Reported in 1879; population in 1840
10. USGS recently reported two buildings.

Au.st
(Or kuskek), on right bank of the kuskokwim,

located six mile$ southwest of Pak Island. 53 miles
southwest of Bethel; reported in 1879-

JWIRk, on a small river in the tundre north of Kusko-
kwim 84), (location unknown). Var. QueleChamlut. Popula-

tion in 1890 - 112.

Kwik. On the right bank Of the kuskokwim River, 7 miles
Tig-Theast above Bethel. Small settlement now nearly
abandoned. Population in 1680 - 215 -- listed as Karina-
mute.

_CAW, an twee Kuskokwim River (or Kwigalok) between
fuluksak and Tuklak) exact location unknown, but 40
miles northeaSt of Bethel, called Meigalogmute on right
bank. Population in 1880 - 314. The 1890 census listS
the place on the left bank as Qulechlochlogumiut, popu-
lation 65. May be same 4$ 1861 Russian reference
kviguglyugmyut.

Kwilotuk location unknown; former village or camp called

gulinchugumiut. Population in 1890 - 12.

Jdat4l4 on the east side of kuskokwim River hear its
mouth. Var. Quinhagak. PreSent place reported in
1826 as Koingtik. POpulation in 1880 - 83 as Quineha,.

hinge. Present place of QUA40644k.

_Lamas, on the left bank of the Kuskokialm River, 11
miles southetat of Bethel, new abandoned. POsulation
in 1880 - 81.

thantrak. on Goodnews Bey. 0.2 mile southeaSt of Good-
news. Reperted in 1940 with population of 162. Aban-
doned and in 1930 people moved to Goodnews. Now

Iii1944091-18X-

(present place), west shdre of Kuskokwin
Ray, 17 oodles southwest of IbilVagevit, 37 miles south-
west Of Irwinliagak. Reported by governor of Alaska
report, 1927, as Quillingok. People now moving to
Kongigenak.

Rakolvatilt (or Mekolkavik), on left bank of Kustokwim
River near the mouth. REported in 1878. Population
in 1880 - 193.- Location unknown.

NeAnI. mixed with athapascans, on the bank of the
kuskotwim River a little above kuleekef. V0e.

Napaimiut. Twenty-eight miles taSt of Anvik. Popu-
lationTin 1880 . 60, in 1930 11.

ilapaiskak, on the left hank of Kuskokwim River. 6
miles south of Bethel. Reported as Kapasiak in 1867;
repOrted as Napaskiagamute by Petroff'S Iwo Census.
population 196. Present place NanallOak.

KumddtW, on the right baulk Of Kuskokwim River, 14
miles southwest of Bethel. Reported in 1878 as
Naoahaiagaeute. .POpulation in IBM 7 98. :

X

less

X

X

X

X

X

In an area of
several seasonal
camps.

X

X

X

X

Kashomuk Slough is the site of 701d Chevet.-._ There is no reference for its preSence in the 19th Century. The people of Kashunuk
wed to Old Chevak and then in 1950 uhen Old Cheyak wa$ a6angonee moved to Chevak. This is a typical pattern in the history of this region.

b This plice ray still be used seasonally Siete the word means 'place where there is salmon berries.'
A good example of the "name" problem.
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kuskvogmlut
(Contd)

Nochak. Oh Chilitna or holitna River, locatin un-

known. Var. Wohchamiut. Summer camp Or village re-

ported in 1890 - population - 28.

_Vys_toklak . location unknown. Var. Novoktolak. Pop-

ulation in 1490 - 55.

jigh.tar.ali. occupied until l92Os people now in

Nunapitchuk.

Okaoanak, on the south bank of KusLokwim River. Appears

to be 40'055 the river from Oknagak.

Altriale, on the north bank of the Kuskokvim River. 1.0

miles west of Aniak. Var. Oknagamut. Reported by
Zapseln in 1842-44. by Nelson in 1879. and by Petroff

in 1880 with a population of 130.

on the ea"; shore of Kuskokwim Oay. Just north of

the mouth of kanektok River at mouth of Oyak Creek. no.

portad in 1898. A former village.

_Edolip. On north shore of Kuskokwim Ray. 10 miles south-

westlof CO Island. 57 miles southwest of Bethel. Var.

Papkgmut. Reported in 1898. A former village.

1912Qidgull"14.

2 miles north of Papka. Village reported

on the left bank of the Kuskokwim River. at or

near Eck Point. Var. Shevenagamute. Reported in 1878.

Population l 1880 - 58.

_Shinialk. on east shore of Xuskoksim Bay at'the end of
deep-watee navigation, north of Kanektok River, SO mile$

northwest of Goodnews. Reported in 1826. Population in

1080 - 40. Moravian Mission warehouse in 1910.

Takiketals, on the east shore of Kuskokwim Bay nenr
mouth of Cripple Creek. 21 miles northwest of Geednews.
Former village reported in 1879. Populetion in 1840 - 21.

fo,.1,....itsa_.11: on the left bank of the Kuskokwim River
near-ils Mouth. Reported in 1880 Census a$ Taghiarats0r-

iamute.

MARK; on Kuskokwim River below the Yukon portage between

KwigaP:k and Oknavik. Former village or camp reported in

1879 with a population of 92. hoar Lower Kalskao.

Tuluksak. on the left bank of Kuskokvim River. 66 miles

above Bethel. Present site on south bank of Tilluksak

River. 48 miles southeaSt Of Russian Kittle:1. Reported
in 1842-44: population in 1880 - T50.

funallaK, location unknown. Population in 1880 - 71 45

Tunanhamiut.

boovIk. on right bank of Kuskokwim River between Lower
Xalsiag and Tuluks3k. 40 wiles southeast Of Russian Mission.
Var. Uknevik. May be the same as dogovigamuta. Population

in 1000 - 206. Reporter: abandoned in 1950.

..glet8li, near mouth of the Holokuk River K1lbuk, KuSkokwim

PloirKains. Var. Uloka IgMiut. Reported n 1890 Census.

Vakchilmk near the mouth of the Kuskokwim River on Helmick
Southwest of. Bethel. Var. Yachtshilagemiut.

ROPOrted in 1678 by Nelson.

Chingigmlut Their territory maa in the region of Cape Newenham and Cape
Pie:VC their aettlements mere:

MAUL, near Cape Pierce et mOuth of %Oak River.
Var. Osviak or AzeViiik. Former village: populatiOn

is 1860 - 132 by Petreff.

on Cape Newenham, . ern mile north of chegvan
ligniMionction of Kinegnakjeld KOOkakluk riven. 2$
ile$ frOm the Cape. Origioil site on south point of
Cape Mementoes, 39 mils soWthwest Of Geodnews. Popula.

MOO in 1890 . 76. Peopleinved te venom plate of
Goodnews Bay.

Trahavak on south shore Of Campion Bey. 20 miles .

South of Goodnewa Bay. Population in 1880 - 48.

Sparees, Hodge. ick Webb (ed. ) . patIaodPartIl lionnbook

1907.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ndiumallor.8Fm of Naadoo.
Washingtonm GovrrmmetPrintIng Office.

Hrdlicka, Ales, ,'AeehropOlOgical Survey in Alaska.
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Jaques Cattail Press 1943.

Michael. Henry h. (0,1.
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Canada: OniverSity Of loronto Press, 1962.
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Four places had schools established between 1941 Environment
and 1950--two have been continuous to date, one
intermittent in operation, and one discontinued.

cultural an

Ten places had schools established between 1951 country, in

and 1960seven have been continuous to date, furs, arts
one intermittent in operation and two discontinued, the environ

the seasona

Two places have had schools established since Lerries mos

1961both have been in continuous operation to
date.

erally repr
Thus, of 35 schools established in the region from 1885 to research by

date, 21 have been in continuous operation, eight have had an interrupted
and intermittent history, and six have been discontinued. This record
is, of course, weighted by post World War II improvements. More appro- the pattern
priate to this discussion of settlement pattern influence is the record Napaskia
prior to 1940. From 1885 to 1940 sixteen schools were established: village, to
three by church, thirteen by government; of these, seven have been con- coastal vil
tinuous, six intermittent and three discontinued.

The effect of this available educational history was to accen-
tuate or speed village population shifts, disappearance or movement in-
itially caused by human environmental responses. Of six places whose
schools have been discontinued since 1933, five villages are now totally
abandoned and one has a Native population of only twenty people. All

six villages had populations between 35 and 79 at the time of school
closure.

The impact of governmental health services upon Native settle-
ment patterns had very little impact until the post World War II period.

Thug, in this region the historic Native settlement pattern
has been influenced nearly entirely by environmental forces--physical
land subsidence, the rerouting of waterways through erosion and accre-
tion, and the biotic responses of fisheries and wildlife populations
to physical habitat changes--all causing man to make adjustments in his
living patterns in order to survive.

The succeeding record of historic Native places, shown in
Figure III - 42, indicates transition from essentially Nineteenth Cen-
tury places of record to current status. If time had permitted the
appropriate research into the early Twentieth Century period--at least
to about 1940--another full set of place names would emerge since many
places were established and abandoned during this period and the tabu-
lations and maps of this report do not reflect their existence and
abandonment.

PR

Season

AKIAK Sout

FALL
(September

and
October),



Environmental Livelihood Patterns

Despite recent intrusions of church and government into the

cultural and economic ways of the Eskimo of the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta

country, including the advent of a partial cash economY from fisheries,

furs, arts and crafts and werfare subsidy, Native survival depends upon

the environment. Simply put, it must be emphatically said that without

the seasonal round of subsistence harvest of fisheries, wildlife and

berries most people would die!

The seasonal, present-day food quest of five villages, gen-

erally representative of the region's habitats, are recorded in recent

research by the Arctic Health Research Center.

These patterns are worthy of complete notation. Note that

the pattern changes from Akiak, located in an interior river habitat,

to Napaskiak, an interior river-tundra village, to Kasigluk, a tundra

village, to Newtok, a tundra-coastal environment, to Hooper Bay, a

coastal village.

FIGURE III - 45

PRESENT FOOD QUEST ACTIVITIES OF SELECTED VILLAGES

OF THE SOUTHWEST COASTAL LOWLAND REGION

Season
Foods

Available Remarks

AKIAK (Southwest Interior4liver Eskimo)

FALL
(September

and
October

Modse

Mink
Ducks
Geese

Moose are the most tmportant meat source at

this time of the year. Most of the active

hunters in the village get one each during
the-regular hunting season and another when
special hunts are allowed. Only a few bear,

mostly black but occasionally a grizzly, are
caught each year in the Alaska Range foot-

hills. Usually only 2, occasionally as many

as 5, are ubtained for the entire village.
Mink trapping is only fair in the area but

the meat is relished. Ducks-and geese are
generally available, but usually only enough

for immediate needs. They are not stored
for winter use to any-great extent.
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Season
Foods

Available

Plant
Food

Remarks

"Mousenuts" are gathered in moderate amounts.
These bits of root and Eriophorum (ssp).
seedlings are found in underground caches
around tundra lakes and ponds. In the past
the Eskimo stored thea in tightly sealed un-
lined ground pits but nowadays they are put
in gunny sacks and stored in the shed ir
other cool place. They are not collected
and used in the quantities they formerly
were.

WINTER Fish Intermittently throughout the winter limited(November Ling Cod supplies of fresh ling cod, whitefish, shee-thru Whitefish fish and pike are caught in willow root trapsApril) Sheefish placed under the river ice. Blackfish are
Pike caught in similar but smaller traps placed
Blackfish under the ice in tundra streams and sloughs.

These fish provide only occasional meals of
the fresh product throughout the long win-
ter season for those remaining in residence
at the village. Individuals who still go
to spring camp in April obtain considereble
quantities of blackfish, most of which is
dried for future use.

Meat Beaver are available in February. In 1958,
Beaver the year diets were collected at this vil-
Rabbit lage, only five Akiak men trapped beaver
Ptarmigan seriousi.y. These men obtained the maximum
Muskrats catch allowed which varied from 10 to 25
Geese animals, depending on the drainage area
Ducks trapped. The fur is sold; the meat eaten.
Spruce Rabbits and ptarmigan are snared and used
Hens to a very limited extent. Muskrat meat is

an important late winter or early Spring
food for Eskimo famllies who still estab-
lish spring camps out nn the tundra. Theymay also obtain limited numbers of geese
and ducks, and spruce hens--but only enough
to meet daily family food needs.
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Season
Foods

Available

SPRING Smelts
(May and

June)

SUMMER
(July-

August

Sourdock

Squirrels

Bear (black
or brown)

Salmon
(Dog,
Silver)
Whitefish
Sheefish

Berries

Remarks

Immediately after the ice goes out of the

river in May, smelts are obtained in good

quantity by dip-netting. Most of the catch

is dried and stored for dog feed. King sal-

mon, which feed on the smelts, are the next

on the list of fish obtained from the river.
They are used fresh in season, but the major
portion of the catch is dried for future
human consumption. Smaller amounts of this

fish may be salted, smoked or canned. Most
families preserve 25-50 pounds of king sal-

mon roe for human consumption, but the bulk

of it is stored in barrels or kegs and used

for dog feed.

Sourdock is no longer stored in quantity as
it was formerly. Only a few families gather
it to any extent.

Ground squirrels, the meat of which is rel-

ished as human food and the skins few' mak-

ing parkas, are still used in moderate
amounts.

Only an occasional bear is caught.

The netting and preparation of dog salmon
for future use continues throughout most of

July. A smaller run of silver salmon fol-
lows, most of which is either salted or

dried for winter use. Whitefish and shee-
fish are obtained in limited amounts, us-
ually by netting or with fish traps.

Most years moderate supplies of cloudberries

are available from the surrounding tundra--
usually from mid to late July. Later in
the season low-bush cranberries and crow-
berries are also obtained. Each family

stores from 50 to 200 pounds or more of
berries for winter use.

Most families obtain limited amounts of seal

ffeat and from 1 to 2 pokes of seal oil,
'averaging about-65 pounds each,-by cash
purchase from Kipnukand Nunivak Island
Eskilhos visiting the Bethel 'area.



Season
Foods

Available Remarks Season

NAPASSIAK (Southwest Interior River-Tundra Eskimo) WINTER

FALL Ducks
Geese

Moose

Whitefish
Ling Cod
Pike
Blackfish

Seal and
Seal Oil

Ducks and geese continue to be available at
least during the early part of the season.
Very limited supplies of geese are salted
for winter use.

Moose are not available near the village but
in recent years a few of the young hunters
have gone upriver to hunt them during the
open season. Only 3 moose were brought back
to the village in 1958. Most hunters are
unable to finance trips of this kind.

Early in the season whitefish are obtained
from tundra lakes and ponds; pike and ling
cod are obtained first from neighboring
sloughs and after freeze-up from the river.
Families which still establish fall camps
on the tundra usually get large quantities.
Blackfish are available in October.

A few men from the village go sealing at
the mouth of the Kuskokwim River, but most
Napaskiak families obtain seal meat and oil
by purchase from the coastal Eskimos. The
usual cost in 1958 was $5 to $10 per car-
cass and $20 to $30 per seal poke (50 to
100 pounds) of oil. An estimated 2000
pounds of meat and oil are purchased yearly
(Bureau of Indian Affairs Economic Report)
(II).

wbush cranberries and crowberries are
usually available in quantity from this
area. They are eaten almost daily, in sea-
son and moderate amounts, much less than
in the past, are stored for winter use.
Only about 1/4 to 1/3 of the families es-
tablish fall berry and fish camps; the rest
depend on what is available in the local
area.

Berries

SPRING



Season
Foods

Available Remarks

WINTER
Ling Cod
Pike
Sheefish
Blackfish

Smal1 Game
Mink
Rabbit
Ptarmigan
Muskrats

SPRING Blackfish
Whitefish
Pike
Smelts
King
salmon

Sheefish

Muskra s
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Through November and December there is spor-
adic fishing for ling cod and pike and from
November through March for sheefish throuah
tne river ice. They are not available in
large quantities. From mid-March on black-
fish are caught in willow root traps in
nearby sloughs and other suitable waterways
often in goodly amounts.

Mink are trapped and rabbits snared from mid-

December on. The yearly estimate of rabbit
meat consumed is about 200 pounds for the

entire village. Some years there are very
few available. The meat of the mink is
eaten, the skins sold. The year (1956)
Oswalt (75) was in residence the average
catch per trapper was 10-15 mink. Ptarmi-
gan and rabbits are usually available and
obtained by means of snares from about
December through April or May. Muskrats
are trapped in early April.

Early in the season blackfish are still ob-
tained from tundra sloughs and ponds, using
willow root traps. Relatively small amounts
of pike are obtained from sloughs in the
neighborhood of the village, and whitefish
from tundra lakes and ponds; the latter fish

are more important in the diet of those fam-
ilies establishing spring camps on the tun-

dra. In late May, after the ice has gone
from the river, smelts ascend the river and
considerable quantities are obtained using
dip nets. Any excess to immediate needs
is dried for winter use, mostly as dog feed.

The smelt run is closely followed by the
king salmon run (early June). They are
usually available in good amounts and obtain-
ed with both set and drift nets. Most of
the catch is dried although some families
do salt moderate amounts. A few sheefish
may also be caught in the nets.

This animal is obtained usually in good
quantity in early May be trapping in tundra
lakes and sloughs. The meat is eaten fresh
and any excess beyond immediate needs is

dried; the skins are sold.
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Season

SUMMER

Foods
Available

Birds and
Eggs

Greens

Seal

Remarks

Ptarmigan and wildfowl and wildfowl eggs are
obtained out on the tundra but are used in
considerably lesser quantities than formerly
since very few families now establish tradi-
tional spring camps (May), although some
muskrats and wildfowl are obtained near the
village environs.

Sourdock (Rumex artica ) is the most common
wild edible green in this area. While many
families still gather this green they do so
less assiduously than in the past. Only
minimal amounts are stored for winter use.

A few men still go down river near Eek to
hunt seal but the number obtained is small--
about 5 to 6.

Salmon Early in the season, both red and dog salmon,
Dog but especially the latter, are usually ob-
Red tained in abundance. Only an occasional
King king salmon is caught at this time. Later
Silver in the season (August) silver salmon are

also available in good quantity. All of
these fish are used fresh in season but
most of them are dried for winter use. A
significant portion may also be salted or
putrified !ay burying them in ground pits.

Pike Only an occasional pike is taken from the
river throughout this season.

Whitefish Significant quantities of whitefish are ob-
tained from the Johnson River which enters
the Kuskokwim River about 20 miles below
the village.

Greens Sourdock, willow leaves and other greens are
collected in moderate amounts throughout
the early part of the season, mostly from
wet places on the nearby tundra.

Wildfowl Ducks and geese are obtainable late in the
season, usually in limited quantities and
for immediate use only.

Berries A number of families still collect moderate
quantities of cloudberries, mostly from
their spring trapping and camping areas.
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Season

Foods
Available Remarks

KASIGLUK (Southwest T ndra Eskimo

FALL Berries The harvesting of cloudberries and other ber-

ries is continuous throughout the fall.

Ducks Most of the wildfowl obtained during the fall

Geese of the year are used fresh in season and only
moderate amounts are preserved by salting.

Pike Pike, but primarily whitefish, are available

Whitefish in good quantity at this season of the year,

the latter being obtained by dip netting.

In the fall the men construct a willow fence

across the Willidulli Slough. During the

fish run they dip from their boats moored at

this fence day and night as long as the run

lasts. Most of the fish catch is air-dried.

The liver, stomach, intestines, roe and vis-

ceral fat are highly prized as human food

and used in a variety of mixtures.

WINTER Pike Sporadic fishing is continuous throughout the

Whitefish winter season. Pike, whitefish, ling cod

Ling cod and blackfish are obtained in moderate amounts

Blackfish usually in quantities sufficient to satisfy

day to day needs only.

Mink Mink are trapped, mostly in November, in lim-

ited numbers. The meat is used for both
human and dog food; the furs are sold.

Rabbits Rabbits are caught with snares, mostly in

November and December. They are rarely
available in significant numbers.

Willow Ptarmigan are caught with snares in winter

Ptarmigan and early spring, but are not usually avail-
able in large numbers except in an occa-
sional year.

SPRING Whitefish Pike and whitefish, especially the latter.

Pike are obtained in good numbers from the
dulli Slough that flows through the village;

and from neighboring lakes and sloughs,
after the ice has gone out in May. Fresh

fish are used in season, but the bulk of the

catch is dried for the next winter's use. A

few families usually stay at the village

year round and fish almost conti uously for

whitefish.



Season

Foods
Available Remarks

SUMMER

Salmon Salmon is not available at the village site,

but almost the entire population moves to
traditional fish camp sites on the banks of

the Kuskokwim River near Bethel. The people
leave Kasigluk in May, soon after the ice
disappears from the rivers, and do not return

to their village until late August or early

September. The first salmon to appear are

the kings. Considerable quantities are dried
and stored for use on winter diets.

Muskrats To obtain even limited numbers of this small
animal requires much travel in the local

tundra area. The meat is eaten fresh and

when plentiful moderate supplies are dried

for future use.

Salmon The biggest salmon run in the Kuskokwim

Dog River is that of the dog salmon in July..

Red Large amounts are dried for winter use.

Silver They are the most important dietary item
for both humans and dogs in the Kuskokwim

River basin. Later in the season more lim-
ited runs of red and silver salmon occur.

Wildfowl Wildfowl are much less important in the late

spring and summer diet of these people than7

they were in the past. Until recent times '

large numbers were secured by "rounding up"

the immature and molting birds. This prac-

tice has now been discontinued.

Berries Cloudberries are available in late July. They

Cloudberries are not collected in the amounts they formerly

Low-bush were, due chiefly to the fact that few fami-

cranberries lies now establish summer camps for this pur-

Crowberries pose. The able-bodied men from most families

Blueberries now obtain summer employment at the canneries,
at Bethel or wherever they can find it. Their

families stay either at the village, or at

their fish camps near Bethel or at Bethel it-

self. Late in the season other berries, par-

ticularly crowberries, blueberries and low-

bush cranberries are harvested in variable
amounts from the tundra in both the Kasigluk

and Bethel areas. From 100 to 200 pounds or

more are stored for winter use by many fam-
ilies; considerably less by others.

Season

NEWTOK

FALL

WINTER

SPRING
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NEWTOK Southwest Tundr -Coastal Eskim

FALL

Foods
Available Remarks

Muskrat

Seal

Tom cod
Blackfish

Berries

WINTER Blackfish
Needlefish
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Considerable numbers of muskrat are caught by

most families. Any meat excess to immediate
needs is dried; the skins are either sold or

used to make parkas.

The large bearded seal, called "mukluk" lo-

cally, and the spotted seal are occasion-
ally caught at this time of the year, us-
ually in the bay waters near old Keyaluvik.

In some years they are obtainable in goodly

numbers.

Moderate amounts of tom cod are available.

Most of the catch is dried for winter use

except for the livers which are used fresh.

Throughout September, moderate quantities

of blackfish are caught in willowroot bas-
kets in tundra ponds and small streams.

Cloudberries, crowberries, blueberries and

especially low-bush cranberries are col-

lected and used, but generally not in suf-

ficient quantities for storage as the num-

erous quaking bogs in the general area make
gathering them difficult.

Blackfish and needlefish, especially the

latter, are usually obtained intermittently
throughout the winter season but in es-

pecially good quantities in November and

December.

Seals The serious hunting of seals starts after

Christmas when the men make overnight trips

to the coast to obtain them. Seals are

mcst plentiful, however; in April and May

at which time the entire family may move to

traditional camp sites near old Keyaluvik on
the mainland and/or on Nelson Island.

SPRING Seal If shore ice conditions are satisfactory,
sealing at the traditional camp sites may
continue well into May. Only an occasional
seal is caught after the ice goes out of

the Bay.
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Season
Foods

Available Remarks

SUMMER

Herring
Smelt
Flounder
Sculpins

Wildfowl

Sourdock

Herring
Flounder

Seal
Wildfowl
Greens
Muskrats

HOOPER BAY Southwest-Coa

FALL Berries

Herring are usually available in good quan-
tity. The dried or 'poke' herring is one
of the most important foods found on the
winter dietary. Occasionally, as in 1960,
excessively wet weather prevents proper
drying of the fish and as much as 50% of
the catch may be lost thruugh spoilage. A
smelt run sometimes follows the herring run
but not every year; there was none in 1957.
A relatively small species of flounder is
caught with nets at sea and in what is called
locally the 'big river', a narrow waterway
flowing between Baird Inlet and the sea which
separates Nelson Island from the mainland.
Some of this fish is eaten fresh but nost of
it is dried for dog feed. Sculpins, locally
called devilfish, are also available in lim-
ited supply.

Wildfowl, mostly ducks and geese, which nest
in the fish camp area, and their eggs are
available in significant quantities and are
important on the spring dietary. They are
not stored to any great extent for winter use.

Sourdock is available in the general area, and
is eaten fresh and cooked; usually only enough
is available to satisfy immediate needs.

The summer fishing season is much like that
of late spring with continued supplies of
herring and flounder caught and dried. Large
quantities of herring eggs are also dried and
used primarily for dog feed.

Only an occasional seal, a few ducks and geese,
sourdock in limited amounts and a few muskrat
(August) are available at this season.

al Eskimo

Crowberry and low-bush cranberry are collected
in considerable quantity by most faMilies.

316
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Season
Foods

Available Remarks

Fish The annual tom cod run occurs in September
and they are usually available in suffici n
quantities so that sizeable supplies are
either dried or prepared as 'pokefish'.
Occasionally, as in 1956, there is no tom
cod run. Significant amounts of blackfish
(from 1000 to 4000 pounds depending on the
year) are caught in traps set in the sur-
rounding sloughs or they may be obtained in

the Kashunuk area.

Vegetable Mouse food or "mousenuts" as they are locally

called consisting of the young tender seed-
lirgs of native grasses and bits of root
from several tundra plants--which the field
rodents have stored in underground caches
for their own winter use, are often gathered
by the women in the late fall. One to two
large gunny sacks full per family may be col-
lected and stored. Some years, as in 1957,
1960 and 1961, none were available. "Mouse-
nuts" are most often used as a soup ingre-
dient. A few families still collect moder-
ate amounts of the plant called Tayahuk
(Hippuris vutgaris) which grows in shallow
tundra ponds. The portion gathered is that
which protrudes above the ice after freeze-
up. They are fairly plentiful in the imme-
diate village environs. They are most com-
monly used along with dried fish roe as a
soup ingredient.

WINTER Blackfish From November through December the men con-

Needlefish tinue to trap the sloughs for blackfish but

Ling cod usually only enough are taken for a few meals

Smelts at a time. Also at this time a few of the
men may go to the Cottock River, about 20
miles away, for whitefish. These fish ob-
tained by netting under the ice are not al-
ways available in significant quantities.
From November through March needlefish
(sticklebacks and dace) are trapped in cer-
tain sloughs in the Hooper Bay--Scammon
Bay--Kashunuk area. To obtain them usually
necessitates travelling from slough to
slough, sometimes considerable distances
from the village. One hundred to five hun-
dred pounds per family per year is the usual



Season
Foods

Available Remarks

Blackfish catch. They are used both as dog and human

Contd. food. In January and February there is spor-
adic fishing for ling cod. They are caught
with traps under the ice in rivers and lakes,
usually at about 20 miles distance from the
village. They are not plentiful. Some-
times in April, if shore ice conditions are
suitable, there is a tom cod run, sometimes
accompanied by smelts. The supply of both
varies from year to year.

Seal

Walrus

Mink

Hunting for seal and ugruk continues inter-
mittently throughout most of the winter.
This activity is most productive when it is
possible to hunt in open leads between ice
floes, f:^om about mid-March until the ice
goes out in late May or early June. During
the winter of 1956-57, seal hunting was poor
due to extremely dangerous shore conditions
followed by an unusually early ice "break-
up". In 1957-58, however, sealing was con-
sidered especially good. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs Economic Report (II) listed
that year's take for the entire village at
680 seals and 53 ugruk.

A few walrus--only 7 in 1958--are taken each
year.

Mink are trapped from 'freeze-up' on. The
furs are sold and the meat is used mostly
for dog food.

Rabbits Arctic hare are found in limited numbers in
the area, probably furnishing at most a
total of 100 to 200 pounds of meat per year.

SPRING Seal Seal and ugruk hunting continueS in the open
lanes among the ice floes until the ice goes
out of the bay. It may be fairly productive
but is totally dependent on shore ice condi-
tions.

Season
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Foods
Available Remarks

Muskrat After the ice in the neighboring sloughs and

Mink ponds begins to melt muskrat are hunted but
they are not always plentiful in the area.
A kayak is still needed to get around suc-
cessfully in this area at this time of the
year. The 1958 catch of mink and muskrat
was estimated at 2500 animals, or approx-
imately 33 per family.

Herring Most years there is a significant herring run
in late May or early June; but occasionally
there is a year when the run completely by-
passes Hooper Bay.
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Beluga This animal, called cheetak at Hooper Bay and
beluga elsewhere, is available either in late

May or early June. Only a few arc taken each

year. The 1958 estimate was 6.

Wildfowl From late April until about the first of June,
and their various wildfowl, particularly ducks, geese,

eggs cranes and swans, arrive in tremendous num-

bers. Many are just passing over on their
migration north but large numbers of certain
species remain to nest and breed in the area.
Brandt (15) lists 54 species of birds nest-
ing in this area with waterfowl the dominant

group. Several of these birds and their eggs
are important foods in the dietary of the
Hooper Bay Eskimo and many families may store
moderate amounts for future use--either by
Salting or drying. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs 1958 estimate of the Hooper Bay take
was 500 dozen wildfowl eggs and 2310 water-
fowl, mostly ducks and geese (11). This a-
mounts to approximately one dozen eggs and

54 birds per person for the entire village.
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Season
Foods

Available Remarks

Ptarmigan Ptarmigan also nest in the area and signifi-

cant numbers are caught.

Edible Wild edible greens, mostly sourdock but also

greens significant amounts of marsh marigold, are

obtained from late May through June. This

food is enjoyed fresh in season but a few
families still store moderate amounts for

winter use.

SUMMER Whitefish Silver and dog salmon are sometimes avail-

Salmon able in good quantity the first part of
Silver July but only if there are favorable north

Dog winds. During August there is sporadic
fishing for whitefish. They are not avail-
able in significant quantities.

Wildfowl In pect times, the latter part of July was
the ',est time for "rounding up" immature
and moulting ducks and geese but this method
of obtaining them is no longer practiced.
However, there is continued hunting for wild-
fowl by individual hunters throughout the
summer. According to Petroff (13), "the
autumn migration of birds passing south be-
gins the latter part of July and only a few
of the hardier waterfowl remain by the end
of September."

Berries During late July and continuing on into
September a variety of berries are gathered
in quantity; sometimes as much as 100 to
300 pounds per family are stored for winter

use. The most important berries are the
cloudberry, the crowberry and the low-bush
cranberry.

Source: Heller and Scott, The Aiaeka Dietary Survey 1956-l961, op.cit
pp. 260-276.

Opportunity, based pon natural resource occurrence, for the

Native people of this region to develop a successful cash economy, is
extremely limitedthe most limited in all of Alaska.

The facts are:
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The known geology of the region does not ind-:cate

the occurrence or likelihood of metallic minerals

except in minor amounts peripherally in contiguous

upland areas;

Geophysical investigations for oil and gas resources,

despite some structural potentials, have not been

encouraging;

Coal-bearing rocks of Nunivak and Nelson Islands

are not commercial;

Although small vitreous clay deposits are present,

commercial utilization is impractical at present;

Geothermal resource potential is slight;

Phosphate and sulphur are unknown;

Timber resources are non-existent over most of tne

region and of extremely marginal quality upriver on

the middle Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers. This resource

could permit some processing activity for local use

and offers some potential for Japanese export, how-

ever large-scale harvest of timber stands, even by
selective cutting methods, could cause environmental

conflict with fisheries resource habitats;

The potential for agricultural development is nil;

Anadromous fishery stocks for commercial utiliza-

tion beyond the levels of current and expected

future subsistence harvest requirements are present

but limited, even with the needed improvement of

utilization methods;

Oceanic fishery resource potentials are virtually

unknown except for meager data on halibut fishery

potential off Nunivak Island and any potential

exploitation of herring, tanner crab and other

species will require several years of exploratory

investigation and research. Additionally, the

capital development requirements for an oceanic

harvest fleet are beyond probable local economic

investment levels at the present ttme, and will

remain so for at least several years, and even if

possible a local fleet would be at an economic dis-

advantage with other fishery fleets based at Bristol

Bay, Aleutian or Kodiak ports due to port facilities

and other factors;



Marine mammals of economic importance do not

frequent the region except in relatively minor settleme

numbers off Nunivak Island, Cape Romanzof and are wort

near Cape Pierce. Expansic of marine mammal

harvest could be locally helpful but would re-

main regionally insignificant;
and fami
of the r

The Native reindeer industry is limited to
ters abo

Nunivak Island and, although reintroduction to but fami

some mainland habitats is Possible, a host of to many

management problems need sc ution; such action people g

poses problems of conflict with national pro- above Be

duction habitat management objectives for migra-

tory waterfowl; or tiaga

The direct economic potential of muskox for food and the

and fiber on Nunivak Island is slight, and re- slough.

gional expansion habitats, except on Nelson Is-

land, are non-existant, although possibilities

for a small but locally significant hunting and ranged b

guiding industry based upon this species sport food que

harvest is possible on Nunivak;
of overl
source i

Biotic resources for expansion of existing Native Native c

arts and crafts activity--basketing, masks, etc.-- along -a-

offer no handicap to industry expansion;
inland f
the Napa

Mammalian fur-bearer resources are currently fowl abc

harvested extensively--beyond the extent of Thus, it

marketable fur demands--for in this region even governec

mink meat is part of the human diet availabi
recentl.).

These dismal facts on resource-economic potentials are recited and succ

here to underscore the continued Native dependence upon the biotic re-

source for protein, health and survival. No glib, uninformed, theoret-

ical pronouncements can change the natural resource endowments of the

region, and, in summary, we can note that only the anadramous fishery

resource--of the entire natural resource spectrum--offers any signifi-

cant potential for cash income to augment subsistence food harvest re-

quirements. Even here the impact can only be local around the Bethel

area where facilities are capable of development and may be served by

adequate transport arrangements, since the Yukon fisheries run is vir-
tually totally committed to subsistence use and coastal and tundra vil-

lages are too far removed from the scene to benefit from Kuskokwim River

commercial fishery harvests.

These facts are extremely important to understand if land

tenure adjustments and possible monetary settleMents for the Natives

of the region are to be achieved in harmony with environmental sub-

sistence requirements.
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Two other important considerations, pertinent both to Native

settlement patterns of the region and to Native subsistence harvest,

are worthy of note.

First, is the overlapping juxtaposition uf Native villages
and family or group seasonal fishery or hunting camps. A large part

of the region's population, drawn by governmental services, now clus-

ters about the Bethel area. Here they have "permanent" residence,

but families and groups are ties by historic, aboriginal "user rights"

to many hunting and fishing camp sits throughout the region. Some

people go downriver, others upriver to seasonal fish camps. People

above Bethel go downriver while those below often go up to their camps.

Similarly for hunting and trapping, river people have tundra
or tiaga camps for their food quests of waterfowl, moose or fur-bearers,
and the tundra Native has his fish camp along the river or a main

slough.

The second point of note concerns the amount of acreage
ranged by the Native people of various villages for their subsistence
food quest. This is of basic importance, for in a bewildering pattern
of overlapping range the entire Yukon-Kuskokwim fish and wildlife re-
source is annually harvested at near carrying capacity levels by the

Native of tile region. For example, the Nelson Island Native ranges
along the whoie coast of Etolin Strait for fish and marine mammals and
inland for trapping and hunting to beyond Baird Inlet and Dall Lake;

the Napaskiak Native fishes at the mouth of the Kuskokwim, hunts water-

fowl about Baird Inlet and gets his moose above Akiak on the Kuskokwim.

Thus, it is over the entire region that the food quest pattern is
governed by traditional, historic family camp site locations, by food
availability cycles and by his transport means of seeking food--
recently expanded by the advent of the snow machine making his range
and success even greater.

KOYUKUK-LOWER YUKON REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

The Native population of this region has historically been

sparse. This much we know, but little more, since the scope of his-
toric ethnographic investigation in the Nineteenth Century record has
virtually nothing more to it than that recorded by Zagoskin in his
explorations of the 1840's and by Petroff in his 1880 census.

At the turn of the century, during the gold fever days, a
few additional observations on Native places were made, but most
observers were more concerned with the white man's search for gold
than with aboriginal ethnography.



From these scant early records and from more recent research,

we know the Native population of the region included several ethnic

groups and sub-groups.

The Koyukuk people of Athapascan linguistic stock were the

dominant ethnic group of the region, and this remains true today.

They are divided into three sub-groupS5i the Kaiyuhkhotana, on the

Yukon between Anvik and Koyukuk--including the drainage of the Innoko

River; the Koyukukhotana, on the drainage of the Koyukuk River; and

the Yukonikhotana between the Tanana and Koyukuk Rivers along the

Yukon. Of secondary importance were the Ingalik of the region, also

Athapascan and divided into four sub-groups, three in this region:

the Anvik-Shageluk group; the Bonasila group; and the Holy Cross-

Georgetown group--all located about the villages of these names.

In addition, a few Tanana Indian people settled below the

confluence of the Tanana and Yukon rivers within the region, and

some Eskimo intrusion into the Indian territory occurred in the region
above Holy Cross on the Yukon, near the junction of the Yukon and

Koyukuk and along the upper reaches of the Koyukuk.

In several areas within the region the various groups lived

relatively compatibly in neighboring villages and camps. For example,

the villages of Eskimo people, intruc2ers into the Indian territory,

were often located only a few miles away or across the river from
existing Ingalik or Koyukuk villages.

Russian influences began to penetrate the middle Yukon and

the country of the Koyukuk people as early as 183855shortly after the

settlement of Kodiak and before settlements were established in the

delta region of the Kuskokwim and Yukon. Their most important settle-

ment was a trading post at Nulato. It operated between 1838 and 1851

when it was destroyed in one of the very few Alaska Native uprisings

of record.

In historic times, and still today, all the Native villages

known in the region were located on or very near the major rivers--on

the Koyukuk, the Yukon, and the Innok0.55 These villages along the
rivers were places of general year around occupation, although all

the people were seldom present at any one period since they alternately
dwelt in seasonal fishery, trapping or hunting camps in pursuit of
their livelihood.
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These are:

Five major forces have affected their settlement patterns.

Natural physical phenomena--river channel changes,

flooding, fire, slides, etc.;

Biological influences--cyclic game periods of abundance

and scarcity, changes in fishery runs and habitats;

The attraction of early Russian trading posts;

The gold rush with its trading posts and mining
settlements and the use of the Yukon for steamer
navigation dependent upon wood supplies for power;

and,

The location of governmental services--schools,

hospitals, etc.

Of these, the greatest impact over time has been exerted by nature-

related forces.

The Yukon River steamboat period in the late Nineteenth and

early Twentieth Century, however, caused population shifts to the main

stem of the river where Native people received employment, reimbursed

by cash and barter for cutting and stacking wood for the steamboats

along the river.

This influence caused the growth of many old and some new

places, and this growth attracted government schools and other services

which began stabilizing effects transcending even the impact of natural

forces which had earlier caused relocations.

Figures III - 46, 47 and 48 show historic Native places and

current village status with the region.

1- 1

Environmental Livelihood Patterns

The pattern of subsistence harvest from the biological resource

of this region has varied only slightly from that followed in aboriginal

times to that required today for Native livelihood. The deviation, of

course, comes from the advantages of a partial wage economy- The essen-

tial change in this subsistence harvest of fish and wildlife is one of

degree not character. Further, the cash income varies greatly from

family to family and village to village--and, therefore, so does the

subsistence requirement.

There is in-this region...a wide variety of fish and wildlife

resources .for subsistence supPort, and-the ,cYCle .0f_ food quest-activity

r6flects this, variety-. There iS, hoWever, a. majorAependence. upon the

riverine- fishery. -
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FIGURE III 46

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES ARO CURRENT STATUS

KOYUKUK-LOWER YUKON REGION

NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL

25 - 299 300 99 1000 + UNKNOWN CAMP SITE
ARA One ANTIQUITY

SITE

Koyukuk

Kalyenkhotana Their settlements were,

Anilukhtakpak, on the west bank of Walker's Slough off
the Yukon River. Same as Holy Cross described pre-
viously as an ikogomiut Eskimo viilage.a X

Iktjee1i. on the upper reaches of the Unalakleet
ver ho information available. (Possibly Indian

name for Ivan.)

Ivan, on the divide between Unalakleet and Yukon Rivers,
17-07 Ivens Barrabora. Small Indian settlement on trail
between the rivers. Population ih 1885 - 09 as reported
by Allen. Near site of Twenty-two Mile Cabin.

Itra,, on the right bank of the Yukon, 33 miles south-
West of inflate. Present village is former Upper Kaltau.
Old Kaltag it LoWer Kaltag. Population in 1880 - 45. X

Khelikakat, on the Yeken River. Location unknown. Re-
OWT-67-lagoskin in 1844 with population of 10.

Lofka. on the west bank of the Yukon River. Location

unknown. No further referenceS.

Relate, on the north bank of Yukon River. 25 miles west

6T-57Tina. Founded in 1038 by Malakov as a Russian
trading post. Berned by Koyukon Indians in 1838 and in
1839. and inhabitants killed in 1851. Trading increased
and this became A predominately Native plate in 1820 with
a population of 108. Post OffiCe established in 1897.
Present place,

Taguta, on the north bank of the Yukon River 15 mile$
below the mouth of Khotel (or Kaiyuh) River. Reported

in 1869 hy Raymond as Tagutakaka.

Takaiak, east of the Yukon River near Nulato in the
KriTUR-Mountains. near Totson Mountain 23 miles south-
west of galena. Former Indian village reported as
Letniki-Takaiak by lagoskin in an 1850 map.

Tanakot. on the right bank of the Yukon River 8 mile$
north of Bullfrog Island. Former Indian village re-
ported In 1880 as Tanakhothaik with population of 62.

Terentiefon the Yukon below junction of Koyukuk River.
rormer imdian village reported as Terentief's Benham,
with a population of 15 in 1880. Possibly year-long
occupancy by one or two families as well as seasonal use.

Rodokakat. Indian-fish camp reported in 1901 by Father
Jetta. Present aircraft landing area on the river.

futaeo. en left bank of the Yukon opposite the mouth Of
0-91F-OFeek. Former Indian village reported in 1948 as
Tuttago bY lagoskin. Var. Tehouthago, Yakutskelignik.

Wolasatux. on the east bank of the Yukon on a small
stream north of Kaiyuh River. 7 miles south of Nulato.
Reported as Wolsatux by Allen in 1886. Near presently
USed Nine Mile Camp.

Kuyukukhotana Their settlements were;

Allakaket, present place from influence of 1900 church
iirErfa77- -

Moses Villa (or Arctic City), an right bank of Kokukuk
8tyAopposfte meta of Kenai: One of largest-Koyukuk
:villageS., Named in 1898 after Chief Moses by prospectors.
Nail and rail fron'Tanana changed name to Arttit Village, '

but Natives had goxe-to mission:site at Allakaket.

BaLsa KoYnkuk ea* or village on Ratio RiVer at-junction
016-knyukuk: 'Olitsite abandoned; several more reCent
camps;in .-t

Dotle. on Koyukuk River. :A Koyukuk.caMp.oreettlement .

Inn' by Hedge ln'.1907. Pepulation in 1005 - 12. Iota-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lion unknown.

Hughes-. established 4n 1910 ai supply point to gold
Tields at Indian,River:diggIngs;- gold gave,eutrin:1515
and this7place 'evolved into Koyukuk settlenent-a$.presant

.
time.-1Cited here becanie of proximity to Batzat illus-''
&cites lofluinee'exerted by white settlement,

t .

. .

Noslia. present place on lett beni-of the KoyeiXerk River
TriTres northeast,of,-Round-about Mountain (in-the.late,-

' 1940'ithe Koyukan Indians kt-Cutbff Trading:Post moVed t

four mileVawaynamethamjed'to Hu$lia in 1952)



iEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY

:AMP SITE SITE

X
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X
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NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED
25 . 299 300 - 999 1000_+_ UNKNOWN cAmp SITE

ANTIQUITY
SITE

xoyukukhotana
(Contd)

Kakliaklia, on Koyukuk River at the mooch of Sukleseanti
Tiveported by Zagoskin in 1842-44. Location unknown.

KautaS. On Koyukuk River. Var. Cowtaskakat. Reported

IF-MT by Allen) population 10. Location unknown.

Kokrines. on right hank of Yukon. 27 miles northeeat of
PLET-Nar. Cochranes, Newikargut. Indian village re-

ported in 1880's. less

2eri=1:41fkg:ktk:=Ogfilik=7/4
Island and 15 miles northeast of Nulato; population in
1880 - 150. Post Office established in 1898.

Nohulchinta, on the South Fork of Koyukuk River three
miles above the junCtion. Var. Nohoochinta. On the
north bank of the South Fork, Allen reported six
families in 1885. This site now abandoned, but several
other camps in immediate vicinity.

Nok, on the west bank of Koyukuk River near its mouth.
FFFMer Indian village or camp reported as Nokhakate in
1844 by Zagoskin with a population of 50.

Notalot,m, on Yukon River 20 miles above the mouth of
Kbyukuk liver. Var. Natulaten or Notaglita, population

of 37 reported in 1844 by Zagoskin. Referenced again
by Petraff in 1880 Census. Present place of Galena.

Obninagduil on Koyukuk River. Location unknown.

Soonkakat on left bank of the Yukon River south of
27 miles northeast of Ruby. Former Indian

village reported by Dell as Sunkakat; now abandoned.
ProSent place of Nokrine$ now on opposite bank.

Tashosh On. On left bank of the Yukon at mouth of Pilot
s deg miles southeast of junction with Koyukuk
River. Reported by Zagoskin in 1842-44. Population

in 1880 - 30.

flialil. on left bank of Yukon near the mouth of Pat$Y
STOOgh. 3.5 miles northeast of Nulato. Reported by

Zagoakin in 184244 a$ Tlialkakat. Population in 1880 - 27.

Yok Oh Koyukuk Island at the junction of Koyukuk River
War' the Yukon. Former Indian camp reported as Tokhakat
by Zagoskin in 1844 with a populatiOn of 5.

Zakatlatan. on the nOrth bank of the Yukon River 43

an-ova-TO Nulato. Var. Louden. Reported in 1869.

Poulation in 1080 - 25. Array Signal Corps post iv 1943.

Zoken. Ori east bank of the Knyukuk River between
10RaWkakel and Zonagoliakten, 42 miles southwest of
Huslia. Koyukuk camp or settlement repOrted in 1844 by
Zagoskin with population of 7. At or near present place

of Toby's Cabin.

Zonagoliakten. On east bank of the Koyukuk River between
Willakten end Kakhlyakhlyakakat, Former Koyukuk village
reporteCin 1844 by 2490Skin with population Gill. Loca-

tion unknown,

Yukonikhotene Their settleawnti were!

cirtansitiaJ.leji on:the north tmnk of the Yukon 30 milOs
WWvuttli-iusith Of Neloai River-, Indian camp or settle-
ment reported by Hodge in 1907. Mod in 1895 by USW.

P4edvedn9i0, On SOW Side of the Yukonlocatioo onknoen.
8e8Orled hy Petreff In 1880 with population of IS..

_

:NOW kkat I. at mouth of tiolozikaket River on Yukon
ver noN of Ruby... Former Indian village or caST8 re-

potted is the 1880 CenSeS.with population of 34. AMU
river from present4lay-RebyS/:-

:

lisgiEki on the Yukon Rilieenear. Junctioo with tee KOpukuk
Veer,' Roller village or tamp reported by Zegoskin in
1844 with populatiOn Of 10. , Location unknown, but near
present-day Koyukuk.

TohnOkalon OWthe north bnnk of the yukon'30'sdleS
eaS -nor east of. Rail,. Former Indian village reported

X

X

X

X

xl)



HArikE OROUP

Ingalikb

HISTORIC PLACES

Their settlements were:

EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY
25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

Talitui, on Tlegon River on right bank of Inneko River
ordi----rise the mouth of Iditarod River. 25 eiles east-
northeast of Holikachek, Var. Dementi. Former Ingalik
village reported in 1842-44 by Zagoskin as Tallity on
his map. Later boat landing and store for Ophir and
Iditarod mines. Name Oementi reported in 1908.

howl. on the south side of Yukon River at the mouth of
BaWillna River. Former Ingalik village or camp reported
in 1867 by Western Union Telegraph expedition as Newt-
cargut. Petroff reported Newikakat in MO with polio=
lotion of 107.

Uishkakat. on south bank of Innate River. 6 miles west
liniiirefron of Dishna River. An Ingalik Indian settle-
ment fur many years prior to first rush of prespectors
to the valley in 1907. Var. Innoko, Paltehlkatno.

§tagdc, present-dAy village on east bank of Innoko
River, 20 miles east of Anvik and 34 miles northeast Of
Holy cross. Ver. Chageluk, Chagyagehat, Inselnostleide.
Intenleiden. Khuingshtetakhten. Kuingshtetakten. Tizhgelege.
Tlegogitne, Tiegoshitno, TlegOzhitno. This Ingalik village
was recorded on_Zagoskin's IOU map, and several villages
and camps were located in this area on an 1861 map. 1V4M
Petroff im the MO Census calls them collectively, the
"Chageluk settlements." X

Holikaehhk, oo weSt bank of Innoko River, 27 mile$ north-
eatt-Of 4171Vik and 49 miles north of Holy Cross, Ingalik
Indian village recorded in 1861. People moved to Grayling.

Anvik, on right bank of the Yukon River at the junction of
TW-Vilken and Anvik. Glacanov found several hundred people
here in January Ma, X

Koserefski (or Asko) on left bank of the Yukon near the
mouth of Walker-Wugh. First an Ikogmiut Eskimo village;
later an Ingalik villagealso Koyukuk. Now present-day

1,11_ELVIL-

Xvioimpainag. on the east bank of the Yukon River. 20
milea fr.* Kvikak. Location unknown.

Va itchitchate. near mouth of Innoko River at or near
present p dee Of Railroad City, Former Indian Village or
crisp reported by Zagoskin in 1860. Present place Rail-
road City.

Eskimee Their settlements in this region were;

Kagogagat, an the north bank of Yukon River at mouth of
Medfe na Creek. Former Eskimo camp reported in 1843 as
MagekhAkat with 4 population of 9 reported by 2agoskin.
Population in 1880 . 115. Location unknown.

Kaiakak on the west bank of the Yukon below Nulato
(Nulate Hills). Eakin) Village with MO pepulation Of
134. Location unknown.

Khooltlinde, on the Yukon River. Location unknown. Former
village; pepulatioll in 1800 - 60.

Klameakwaltin. on ti-e horth hank of the YAM; RiVer near
ihe mouth-ef kaiyuh Slough, Former Eskimo camp reported
in 1898.

Xunkho-liek. sto the Yukon River, Location umknown. Former
t5kto camp reported Ia 1844 to, Zagoskinpopelation 11.

Kutul, on the Yukon River SO miles above /WM. Former
mamp reported in 1844- by Zagoskin as Khutulkakat.

Mane, present place. Trading post of Raman. Eakin*
iTTTIte related to mission at Allakaket,

less
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NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES

Eskimo
(Contd)

Tanana

EXISTING SETTLENE T POPULATIONS
25 - 299 300 - 992 1000

Rolshoi ord . On Yukon River 25 miles above the mouth

* u River. Former Eskimo camp or settlement re-

ported Oy Petroff in 1880.

Hussliakatna. on the right bank of the Xoyukuk River, 2

iin-aniethe south end of ball Island, northwest of

Huslia. Former Miro village reported by Allen in 1885

with a population of 14, Location Unknown.

Kaltat, on an island in Yukon River not far frem its

:11-diellen with Koyukuk River. Former Eskimo coma or
village reported in 1842 as K-Khaltat by Zagoskin.
population 9. Reported by Petroff in 1080. LOcation

unknown.

Kanuti. on Koyukuk River in latitude 65"18'N. Var.

'AWE/ High. Former Eskimo camp or village reported by
Allen in 1885 as Konootena with population of 13.

Kotil, at the junction of Kateel River with the Koyukuk
AlTier7. Former Eskimo camp r village reported aS Khotil-
kakate in 1850 On Zagoskin map and in 1800 by eetroff
with population Of 65.

Mentotekat, On left bank of Yukon River, 20 miles above
mouth of'Heleze River, Former Eskimo Camp or settlement
reported in 1844 as Minkhotliatno by 7agoskin with a pop-

ulation Of 46. Population in 1E180 - 20, (This is prob-

ab/y a KeyukUk site opposite Horner Hot Springs rather than
Eskimo).

Their settlements in this region were:

Tozikakat, north bank of the Yukon at the mouth of ToZi
ifiTer=ronner Indian village repOrted by Petroff in

1880 census. Now a region of several fish camps.

Tokio et. on the north bent of the Yukon at the mouth

a rant Creek. 24 miles west of Tanana about 15 miles

below Nuklukayet. Mining camp of'Grant Creek in 1911.
Former Indian village reported by Baker in 1906.

STATUS
UNKNOWN

SEASONAL
CAMP SITE

X

X

ABANDONED ANTIQUITY
SITE

4The JOSUit Mission esthhlistiad here in 1886 gradually
influenced a population c angle to include a greater proportion of Ingalik Indiana,

Area uatd by BMWS, Koyukuk. and Ingalik.
"The Ingalik of the region include three sub-greups according to Osgood (1934): the Anvik-Shakeluk group. the Bonasila group, and the Holy

Cross-Georgetown group--each located in the vicinity of villages of those names.

°Eskimo intrusion into the region was by the lkograiut up the lower
Yukon, by Onaligmiut to Yukon RiVer region around the junction w,th the

KoyukuI ono H.Onmiut. KoaMgmiut and Nunatagmlut groups into the Upper Koyukuk basin.

Reference aileved doubtful; mould place Bolehoigor very near Koyukuk village of Notaloton, present-day Galena,

ources: Giddings, J. Louis, A- Men of The Arotir. New ork: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967.

Hodge. Frederick Webb (ed.). Fart ; and Part II: liamlbook of American Indiana North of Max-tOo, Washington: Govermrmnt Printir.g

Office, 1907.

Hrdlicka, Ales. "Anthropological Survey in Alaska." AZoeho Diary 1926-Mt. Lancaster, Pennsylvania: Jaques Cattail Press, 1943.

Michael. Henry N, (ed.). Lieutenant Dagoakin'a Travels in Ruseian America, 4004841, Canada: University of Toronto Press, 1967.

Orth. Donald J. Dictionary of eremite Place homes, Geolegical Survey ProfesSiOnal Paper 567. Washington: United States Government
Printing Office, 1967.

0Swalt, Wendell H. Aleaken Erkimoe, San Bramtisco: Chandler Publishing COmpany. 1967.

Spencer, Robert F. The North Atorkon &daft., A Study in Reoirogy and Society. Smithsonian Institution. Bureau of American Ethnology.
Bulletin 171. Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 1959.

Swantou, John R. The Indian sribee of North America. Smithsonian Institetion, gureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 145. WaShingten:
United States Onvernetnt Printing OffiCe, 1953.

CoMpilation by DaVid.M. Wank, Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska.
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Villages along the Yukon, Innoko and Koyukuk make extensive

use of fisheries resources. Within the entire Yukon drainage, includ-
ing Canada, the subsistence catch of salmon in 1967 totalled 294,343

kings, chums and pinks. The eight Native villages of the Yukon's main
stem57harvested 47.1 percent of this total and together with the four
villages on the Koyukuk58harvested 52.3 percent, or 154,253 salmon of
the drainages' total subsistence salmon take.59

This is important to note since, unlike the Kuskokwim, the
Yukon salmon run is unable to support any significant commercial take
above subsistence requirements.

Illustrative of the place of the fishery resource and the
wildlife resource in the annual food quest of Native villages within
the-region is the pattern illustrated in Figure III - 49 for the
Koyukuk River villages of Huslia and Allakaket.

FIGURE III - 49

PRESENT DAY FOOD QUEST ACTIVITIES
OF ALLAKAKET AND HUSLIA

(Northcentral Athapascan Indian)

Season
foods

Availab e Remarks

FALL
(September7

October

Moose The first official hunting season for moose
opens in September and every hunter in the
village tries to get his quota of one at
this time, since the meat is usually in
prime condition.

Sheefish are available only for a few days
at mbs_t in SePtember during the upriver
migration. One or two families may get
about 100 fish, but most average about 30.
The average weight is abOut 10 pounds per
fish.

.Sheefish..

Se

Holy Cross, Anvik, Grayling, Kaltag, Nulato, KoyukukGalena and Ruby
s8Huslia, Hughes, Alatna and Allakaket
59Alaska Department of fish,and Game, Division of COmercial 'Fisheries,

Salmon Subsistence Fishery SurVey, 1967.
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Season
Foods

Available Remarks

Whitefish Whitefish are usually plentiful in October.

They are caught by netting through the ice.

A good catch for the month at Allakaket is
about 100 fish per family averaging eight

pounds each. In 1958 the average was

only 40 fish per family.

Grayling There is about a two week run of grayling

ir -etober at Allakaket and the average
catch is about 150 pounds of fish per

family.

WINTER Ptarmigan Ptarmigan are hunted from about the middle

(November of November through March, with most fam-

thru ilies snaring 1 to 2 every other day, al-

April) though some years there are very few
March is the best month. About every

third year ptarmigan are abundant; 1957

was a good year.

Snowshoe Rabbits are caught by snaring. These am-

Hare mals used to be abundantly available in

the area but they have been scarce for

the past six years. The Indians say they

were killed off by an epidemic of some

kind characterized by diseased livers.
At this same time there was a rabies epi-
demic among foxes and wolves.

Moose Moose is the most important meat source in

the Koyukuk Indian diet. The second of-

ficial hunting season opens in November

but the people do not consider November a

good time for moose hunting, because the

meat is not at its best for eating. Moose

appear to be more plentiful at Huslia than

at Allakaket. The skins are used for making
winter boots and gloves.

Caribou Caribou do not penetrate as far south as
Huslia but at one time it was the most im=

portant winter food in the Allakaket In-

dian diet and the fur was especially prized

for the making of winter boots, sleeping

robes, etc. Caribou came every November

into the Alatna- River drainage area, us-
ually staying-for about a month only, but

occasionally all winter. Laribou come
into the area new only about once every_



Season
Foods

Available Remarks Season

Caribou three years. In 1957 they were plentiful; SPRING

Contd. none came into the area in 1958; only a (May and

few in 1962; but they appeared in good June
numbers again in the winter of 1963-64.

Mink The trapping season for these animals
Marten opens about mid-November. Mink and mar-

Otter ten are the most readily available and
Lynx the sale of their furs is an important

Fox source of income. In the early days the
meat of mink and otter was used as human
food but this is no longer a common prac-
tice. In 1957 the highest amount--and
for one family only--obtained from the
sale of mink and marten at Allakaket was
$500; three or four families realized
$300 to $400 but several made only $30 to
$40 for the season. Trapping returns are
usually higher at Huslia.

Ling Cod At Allakaket ling cod are caught from late
November through January using traps made
of spruce-set under the ice after it is
sufficiently set, usually by the end of
November. When the first run of fish be-
gins, about 300 fish are taken every two
days for about one week, then only about
50 every other day for awhile, and then
the catch further declines.

Beaver are trapped from about February 1st
through March 31st. Beaver pelts are the
most important inLcome source for these

people- The'maximum allowance cf 25 per
individual trapper is caught most years. SUMMER
When the price is good, 25 skins may aver- (July and
age $500 gross income. The meat is a very August:
important food item.

Muskrats Muskrats,are'available_in the,arearapd the
trapping-season-opens-about-JanuaryiAst.
Howeyer, at:this-time it is:uOally_tbo,
cold +Or' trapping-=-the therthometer 'soMe-
times drops to- -68' F.--and the,price for
muskrat skins is now-scr_low that it
doesn't warrant the effort required to
trap'-them Unless 'there is a foOd shOrtage.
Later,in:the season; when the teMperature
moderateS'-they are caught- and used:to,en-
!lance the'meat supply.

Beaver
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Season

Foods
Available Remarks

SPRING
(May and

June

April and May are not good months for trav-

elling in this area. It is usually too
soft under foot and the rivers are not

yet open for boat travel.

Porcupine Porcupine used to be abundantly available

and were used the year round. They were

at their fattest and best from about April

to August. Twenty-five or more years ago
they were very plentiful in the Allakaket

area, but apparently at that time some

disaster wiped them out. Nowadays only
about four or five animals a year are
taken for the entire village. There is

some indication that during the last year

or two they have begun to increase.

Ducks Huslia is on the wildfowl route and ducks

Geese and geese in limited amounts usually

appear on the spring dietary. This vil-

lage is not located near a major wildfowl

nesting area as is Allakaket, so neither

the birds nor their eggs are major foods.

During the latter part of May there is
some fishing for pike, sucker and white-

fish, but usually just enough are caught
at a time for a meal or two.

Pike
Sucker
Whitefish

Rhubarb
(Polygonum-
alaskanum)

Wild rhubarb is available in prime edible
stage only for about one week during the

first part of June. There fs not enough
available to put up for winter use.

During uune and early July very few native
foods are available. This is,the tradi-
tional "hungry time" of the.past.

Salmon The- Salmon;run,begjns:approicimately,July

King 20th.; First a few kings,and then,a few,

Silver silver-Salmon are taken,_fallowedAy a

Dog morepro,lific,runj)f:dogsalmon, tot the
rOnvaries widely from year to year. In

a good year-at Allakaket the'average fam7
-ily-*expectt to catch 590 to 700 Salmon,

AAA Only,during'three-r-sUmmers in the past

fifteerGyears has the catch-been this
-,good;- iMost ofi, the salMon is used,for

human food.

trea-and-the
inuary 1st-.

;UallYtoo
neter some-
ie price for
lat it
wired-to
)od shortage.
temperature
used to en-



Season
Foods

Available Remarks

Black
Bear

Berries

Rose Hips

Wildfowl

Black bear are usually hunted during the
last part of August. About 20 are taken
per year for the entire village at Alla-

kaket. Blueberries and low-bush cran-
berries are available in moderate amounts
in the area. Only small amOunts are
stored for winter use.

Summer has always teen the best as well as
the traditional time for getting wildfowl
and their eggs at Allakaket. A family
would average at least 100 or more birds
per season. The present take is consider-
ably less than this because wage employ-
ment extends well into the fall season.

Source: Heller and Scott, The Ataska Dietary Survey l956-1961, op.cit..
pp. 243-246.

These patterns for Huslia and Allakaket on the Koyukuk River
are, of course, only illustrative of patterns in other regional places

on the Yukon and Innoko Rivers. Seasonal dates of fish and wildlife
availability vary, as do relative species abundance and the degree of
subsistence requirements in relation to cash income.

'Hunting and:trapping rangeS pf the region-average abOUt
forty-mile radius around each Native villagefia Berries Are harveSted
in a ten-mil6

60Bureau of Iniian Affai s, AnAua Survey of Native- Foods,,1967,

61 Thid.
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UPPER YUKON,PORCUPINE REGION

E hnic Settlement Patterns

The Upper Yukon-Porcupine region includes the historically
identifiable territory of the Kutchin (people), "A group of Athapascan

tribes in Alaska and British North America inhabiting the region on the

Yukon and its tributaries above Nuklukayet (junction of Tanana and
Yukon Rivers63, the Peel River Basin and the lower Mackenzie valley."53

Within Alaska the Kutchin are believed to be now represented

by decendants of fiva tribal sub,groups4-the Kutchakutchin (people of

the Yukon Flats region), the Hankutchin (people of the upper Yukon
region), the Natsitkutchin (people of the Chandalar River region), the
Vultakutchin (people of the Crow River region), and the Tranjikkutchin

(people of the Black River). Two other Kutchin tribes, the Tennuth-
kutchin (people of Birch Creek) and the Tatsakutchin (Rampart people),
formerly within Alaska are now extinct.65 Additionally, for the prac-
tical purpose of this report, we can merge the Vuntakutchin with the
Natsitkutchin and the Tranjikkutchin with the Kutchakutchin.

The physiographic sections of Alaska occupied and used by

these Kutchin groups center around the Yukon Flats and extend to all

parts of the basin including major parts or all of the physiographic

sections of the region earlier discussed.

Historically, the Kutchakutchin were the largest of the

groups and occupied the central part of the region. The Hankutchin

lived on the upper Yukon and in adjacent Canada; the Natsitkutchin

occupied the Chandalar River reaches from the outer periphery of the

Yukon Flats through the Porcupine Plateau and northward into the

Romanzof Mountains of the Brooks Range. The Vuntakutchin similarly
ranged north of the Porcupine to the Romanzof and toward the Mackenzie
Delta; and the Tranjikkutchin essentially occupied the upper reaches

of the Black River above the Yukon Flats.

ports.

Territorial interchange and mixing by the Kutchin groups has

been accelerated since World War II and, more particularly, since

Statehood, but major tribal ranges are still identifiable. For purposes

of this analysis, three Kutchin groups are cited.

-----a-or----"---'t,Ds-ct-i:onary of Aaskcice Survey

Professional Paper 567. Washington: United-States Government Printing

Office, 1967.
63Frederick Webb Hodge (éd.);- Part-I and-=Part,II_; Handbook of_American

Indians North _lof.Mexi6o.- Washington: =Govd-rnment_PriptIng-Office,-1907.
64 Cornelius. psgood, "ContributionsitoiThe Ethnography of The',Kutchin,"

-YaU-Univereity_Publicatione.in AnthropOlogy,;No.' 'Humphrey-

Mil ford ,- Oxford Univers ity Press,,1936_
65 Ibid.
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Kutchakutchin ('giant people' ). These people historically
inhabited both banks of the Yukon and the Porcupine Rivers--primarily salmoi
within the Yukon Flats but as far down toward the middle Yukon as attrac
Senati (below Rampart Rapids).

Today Kutchakutchin villages of historic record wnich are and at
now occupied include: Stevens Village, Beaver, Birch Creek, Circle,
and Fort Yukon. Fort Yukon, at the confluence of the Yukon and
Porcupine, was a trading center and mixing ground for other Kutchin countr
groups as well 's occasional Tanana people. of AlE

habitE
Canyon Village on the Porcupine is of recent ori gin66(1966), Fort

having been settled by Fort Yukon people, but is located near an older
village site of the Vuntakutchin, Burnt Paw, in Howling Dog Canyon.
Quite likely both ethnic backgrounds,-Kutchakutchin and Vuntakutchin-- people
are represented at the present time. huntir

Sea.
The Native population of Circle is identified as Kutcha- Eskimc

kutchin but appears to have ethnic origins primarily from the

(:orrk:

Hankotchin groups of the upper Yukon.67 Eskimo
p

Chalkyitsik on the Black River historically may be associated
with the Tranjikkutchin (Black River people), but some interchange
doubtless has occurred. Villag

althou
countr
west o
of Can

OA.
kutchi

Bankutchin Criver people'); This Kutchin group historicallY sisten
inhabited the upper Yukon below the Klondike River. In Alaska they sent g
lived primarily between the Canada-Alaska border and the upper reaches

'

assocL
of the Yukon Flats near Circle.69

These people historically were principally hunters and
traders, making little for themselves and depending upon trade for
utensils and other accoutrements.68

The only Hankutchin village of historic record whose popula- curren-
tion may be said to be continuous is present-day Eagle. However, the
original Native village, Johnny's or John's Village, existed a few
miles downstream from the present location of Eagle before the develop-
ment of the mining camp at the Eagle location.

Other historic Hankutchin villages included Tadush, or
Charley's Village at the confluence of the Yukon and the Klondike,
and Fetulin and Tutchonekutchin whose precise upper Yukon location
is unknown.70 Charley's Village,was destroyed in the ice breakup of
1914, and its residents moved to Circleil

661rt op.c.t.

EAHodge,_op.cit.
69ibid.
70,173 id.

71Orth, op.cit.
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73D0

graPhy
Centra
Univer

74 Ho
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The Hankutchin were noted for their skill in catching large

salmon and their basketry which were objects of considerable trade

attraction.72

The Hankutchin living around Eagle are called the Katshickotin

and are related to groups just over the Canadian border.73

Nataitkutchin (Lstrong people'); This tribe inhabited the

country from the Porcupine River northward to the Romanzof Mountains

of Alaska's Brooks Range, One historic reference indicates that their

habitat began in a mountainous region from 50 to 100 miles north of

Fort Yukon.74

These people historically were a shifting, semi-nomadic
people, similar to the Nuunamiut Eskimo in their food quest habits,

hunting the caribou occasionally as far as the seacoast of the Beaufort

Sea. They were chiefly known for their trading with the coastal

Eskimo of the Barter and Herchel Island region. The strong babiche

(cord, rawhide) that they made was valuable as trade with the coastal

Eskimo people. The Eskimo also highly valued wolverine skins for

parka hood trim. In turn the Kutchin received oil and seal skin.

Natsitkutchin villages of today include Venetie and Arctic

Village. Venetie was settled about 1900 and is mainly Natsitkutchin
although some ancestors may be Teachinkutchin ('people of the lower

country"), a sub-group of thE Natsitkutchin originally living north-

west of the latter along the Old Crow Plain region to the Arctic Coes

of Canada. Also it is quite logical to assume ties between the Natsit-

kutchin and the Vuntakutchin (Crow River) since the habitat and sub-

sistence patterns of both groups were historically similarand pre-
sent government statistics of both places indicate this geographical
association as well as ties with people along the Porcupine River.76

In summary then we see the historic patterns merging with

current ethnography for the Kutchin as follows:

The Natsitkutchin--the Chandalar and Crow River
Kutchin--occupied and used the country north of

the Yukon Flats and Borcupine River into the
Brooks Range and Romanzof Mountains .

lzHodgei op, cit
73Don Charles Foote and Sheila K. MacBain, A Selected Regional Bio o-

graphy for Buman Geographical Studies of the Native Populations in
Central Alaska. Geography Department Publication No. 12. McGill

University, Montreal, June 1964.
74Hodge, op. cit.
nOsgood, cp'. cit.
76Bureau of Indian Affairs, Venetie Statistics, 1967.



The Kutchakutchin used and occupied the Yukon A

Flats and its montaine peripheries and the aboriginal

Rampart Trough as far dowr as the confluence outbreaks d

of the Yukon and the Tanana. cases whole
epidemic of

The Hankutchin used the upper reaches of the and the Ram

Yukon in Alaska and as far as the Klondike in and at Sena

the Yukon Territory. Essenti-illy a river people
by occupancy, they nevertheless used peripheral F

uplands to provide subsistence needs. places of N

The territory of all the Kutchin people has always been

sparsely populated in accordance with the biological carrying capaci- Environment

ties of the region. As in the Koyukuk-Lower Yukon region, village

locations were on the main rivers and streams. These places acted as T

base occupation centers and were complementary to many family ana upon game h

group fish campsites along the rivers and interior hunting and prairie pla

trapping camps.
inal popula
of l858)79h

The Peel River [the Kutchin] people acknowledge a and other r

limited ownership of fishing and hunting territories tively util

For example, the right to fishing trap sites is held

over from one year to the next. If the owner does
not occupy the site during the season, it may then

be taken over and retained by another. Further,
the occupation of a certain hunting territory for
a long period of time by one family, gives them
certain rights. If they leave this area, it may
be taken over by another family but the previous
occupants may return at any time, which act, however,
does not dispossess the newcomers. The occupants of
a hunting ground may take along another family as 1

guests if they think the game is sufficiently Alexander h

plentiful 77 now bearin
on the low

The forces of village change were largely due to natural establishe

phenomena such as the flooding of Charley's Village, but the advent order to o

of the white man, particularly in the Gold Rush days, produced introduced

change such as the movement of Johnny's Village to the mining beads. Th

camp of Eagle. Although there were warfare incidents with both
Eskimo groups and between Kutchin groups'of Canada and Alaska,
causes generally arose out of trade or personal differences, and
there is no evidence of territorial expansion due to war.

. N

Eskimo (Nut.
coastal Esk
I3arter Isla

1

on fish, mc
waterfowl-

77 Osgoo op. c

7 Ibid.
79Ibid.
80 Thid.



Additionally, as happened at the time of firtt white-

aboriginal contact in several areas of Alaska, epidemic disease

outbreaks decimated village populations in the region. In two

cases whole sub-ethnic groups were wiped out by the scarlet fever

epidemic of 1863. In this epidemic the Birch Creek (Tennuthkutchin)

and the Rampart people (Tatakutchin )--those who lived at Nuklukayet

and at Senati--were annihiliated.78

Figures III - 50, 51 and 52 show transition from historic

places of Native occuoancy to current village status.

been
3 capaci- Environmental Livelihood Patterns

illage
acted as The livelihood patterns of the Kutchin groups vary depending

ana upon game habitats--according to the change between river flats, arctic

id prairie plateaus or mountainous regions. The relatively small aborig-

inal population (1274 according to the Hudson's Bay Company's census

of 1858)79was widely scattered along the Yukon, Porcupine, Chandalar

and other main streams. Their villages were small in order to effec-

as tively utilize low wildlife populations.

ld
Northern groups lived much in the same manner as the interior

Eskimo (Nuunamiut). Like the Nuunamiut, they engaged in trade with the

coastal Eskimo, but primarily with the Thule culture Eskimo between

Barter Island and the Mackenzie delta.

The groups of Kutchin along the rive l'ottoms depended mainly

on fish, moose, hare, small furbearing mammals and birds--particularly

er, waterfowl--for their existence.

of
The first European to contact the Kutchin people was Sir

Alexander Mackenzie in 1789 in hs explorations of the Canadian river

now bearing his name.80 About 1810 a fur trade post was established

on the lower Mackenzie at Old Fort Good Hope. In 1847 Fort Yukon was

atural established by Alexander Murray for the Hudson's Bay Company. In

advent order to obtain greater efficiency in the harvest of furs, the Company

ed introduced axes, guns and metal containers as well as the usual trade

beads. The effect was immediate change in material culture.

oth
a,
and

781bid.

801bid.

"401



FIGURE III - 50

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES APO CURRENT STATUS

UPPER YUKON-PORCUPINE REGION

TIVE GROUP HIST RIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASOKAL ABANDONED

25 - 209 300 999 101* UNKNOWN CAMP SITE
_TWITS
SITE

tutchakutchin Using and occupying the Yukon Flats and its aontane per-
ipheriet and the Rampart Trough as far down as the Con-
fluense of the Yukon and the Tanana, their settlements were:

StevenS fiTla on the north bank of the Yukon River,
mIles eaSt 0 nail River. Var. Denyeet, Shaman. Re-

potted ss early as 1898. Present place.

EtpiEr, on north bank of the Yukon. 17 miles northeast
of mouth of Beaver Creek. Originally estmblished about
1906. Present plena.

Birch Creek, en right bank of Lower Mouth Birch Creek,
26 MIES southoftt of Fort Yukon. Present place.

Circle on left bank of the Yokel:. 130 miles northeast
UF-Pifilbanks. First referenced 1887 when settled as
trading post. Also identified with the Hankutehin.
Present piece.

Fort Yukon, on right bank Of the Yukon River at its
jenetien-With Porcupine River. Trading O0OX ettablishod
here in 1847. Population in iheo - 107. Present place.

Burnt Pa 1) On the Porcupine in Howling Dog CanyOn.
Canyon Vi la -?, .1$ a present place near the Burnt Paw
sitS.

Christian. on right bank of the chflatift River. 55
rallTivorth of Fort Men. This is a present Indien
Village.

White 6Yo, on right bank Of the Yukon. 46 miles South-
west of Fort Yukon. This Indian settlement was first
reported in MO.

Dahteh, on left bank of the Block River. 22 miles east

irCETilkyitsik. An existing fish camp.

WOOO OP Sateen Villa a: two miles narth of luretiom ef
Salmon Fork, 35 miles south-

eaSt Of Chalkyitsik. An eXisting Indian fish cat*.

on South hank of the Yukon River, 61 miles
east-northeast of Tanana. Present place.

ikeklukaynt, site of present-dew Tanana. Those 'Catena-
Antcnin people (subdivision: Tatsokutchin) mere Wipod
out by a Scerlet Fever epidemic In 1883. Present place

senati. On right bank Of VOW River below Rampart
MOTO. Former cmp or village reported in 1869.

ChalkYittlk,; on left bank of the Black River, 4 miles
morth of-Ohtig Lake: Var. !Unhook, Julkitsik. Present

place.

(Using the upper reaches of the Yukon In Alaska end as far
as the Klondike in the Yukon Territory, they wire essen-.
tially a rivet people hvisecusaney, but they nevertheless
used peripheral-oplends to provide subsistence needs.
-Their settlement$ were:

,

6±19, on leftlbankof the,lukon River±et*luthiof::
Creek.:5 miles meat of the Canada4laska

border. Trading station established here in 1874.
TopUlation in:1898 -"000.-:, These Hankutehin:are
called Katshickotin and related to grOUps PDX over
the Canadian border. -Present place. The original
Mative-villege of Johnny's or John's Village existed

few miles downstream from present location of Eagle.

Charley Village. on right bank of Yukon River at mouth
of Kandlk_River.- Var. Tedush. First reported In 1083.

After flooding in 1914 the Natives mored b7 _

Fetutlin, on upper Yukoe River. _Var. Fetoulln. Foremr
camp or settlement listed by Petroff in 1880 Census
with population of 106 Location Unknomn.

Tutchonekuichin, location unknown.
_

J.*Ages VillAge, on left bank of Yukon River below
present-day Eagle. People of thit village moved to Eagle.

X

X

less

X

X

X

NATIVE GROUP

Natsitkutchin

-
SoureeS;

X-
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RAT1VE GROUP HISTORIC PLAC S EXISTING SEUL ENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL
25 - 299 300 999 1000 UNKROVN CAMP _tie

NED ANTIQUITY
SITE

Natsitkutchin These Chandaler and Craw River Kutchin people occupied and
used the country north OF the Yukon Flats and Porcupine
River clear into the Brooks Range and Romaneof Mountaina.
Their settlemeets were:

YApitie. 41 miles southwest of Christian. Yukon Flats.

resent place.

Arctie:Village_._ Pest bank of East ferk Chandalar River.
Sil,Wrweli--st of Junction of Junjik River. Re-

perted in 1926. Present place. X

Sources: Giddings, J. LOU15. Ancient Nen York; Alfred A. Knop , 1967.

Hodge. Frederick Webb (ed.). Part I and Part II: iivrenbcok of American Indiana North of'Neeico. Washington: Rovenpwnt Printing

Office, 1907.

Hrdlicka. Ales. "Anthropological Survey In Alaska." AZache Diary Loe493Z . Lancaster, Penesylvania: Jaques Cattail Press, 1943.

Michael, Henry N. (ed.). Lieutenant Zagoakin's rrovela in nuanion America, len-Ma. Canada: University of Toronto Press, 1967.

Ovth, Donald J. Dictionary of Alaska PUIDO &Mae, Geological Survey Professional Paper 567. Washington: United States Government

Printing Office. 1967.

Osgood. Cornelius.
"Contributions to The Ethnography of The Kutchin.. rale University Publications in Anthrepolon, No. 14.

Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, 1936.

London:

Oswalt. Weodell H. AZaokon Aakicoe. San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1967.

Spencer, Robert F. The North Aluakon gakiew: A Study in Ecology ond Society.
Smithsonian Institution. Bureau of American Ethnology.

Bulletin 171. Washington: United States Government Printing Office. 1959.

rho Indian Tribes of Sorth America.
Smithsonian InstitUtion. Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 145. Washingte 2

Swinton. John R,
United States Government Printing Office. 1953.

Compilation by David M. Hickok. Federal Field Committee
for Development Planning in Alaska.
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Today much greater change has come to somewhat reduce Native
dependence upon subsistence resources ever aboriginal times. In the
early 1900's and prior to World War II the trapping of furbearers was
a major source of income. The value of furs has sharply declined in
recent years so this source of supplementary income is now lost. Also
lost is income derived from river boat traffic sources. Today the
heads of families generally follow the construction work cycle in
Fairbanks, on road jobs or at military installations to secure cash
to supplement their families' subsistence harvest--or -NI- that matter,
to assist anyone in their village worse off than they.8I

In 1967 four Kutchin villages of today took the following
salmon harvest--representing about 7 percgnt of the take from the
entire Yukon drainage.

flaat No. of Salmon
Stenens Village
Beaver 4,502
Fort Yukon 9,675
Venetie 2,626

Total 20,482

In another way, available statistics for 1967 offer some
glimpse at the subsistence spectrum expressed in pounds of wild food
harvested and garden produce grown at Native villages of the region
in relation to population.

Five villages with a human population of 215 persons and
a canine population of 346 dogs harves ted a fish and wildlife sub-
sistence supply, a berry supply and garden produce in the following
approximate magnitude which they depended upon for livelihood:82

Fish
Big game
Small game and bi ds
Berries
Garden produce

Ethnic
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River
River

Russia
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and Pel
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sioubtf
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Nukluk
just b
tradin

129,000 lbS.

5,000 lbs.
500 lbs-.

3,000 lbs..

To obtain these harvests village populations in-all cases
range over an average radial distance of 40 to 50 miles from home
with greater isolated occurrences for special tripvsome trap lines,
hunting, etc.

,

87It is custom with-the Kutchin to share for-the communal good rather
than individual gain.

"Bureau of-Indian Affairs, Annual Survey of Native Foods, 1967-.
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TANANA REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

The Tanana and Nabesna Indians originally occupied all of

this region--the Tanana River drainage with some Tanana villages on

the Yukon River just above and below its confluence with the Tanana

River and with a settlement at Minchumina Lake in the upper Kuskokwim

River drainage. Both groups were of the Athapascan linguistic group.

The first white contact with the Tanana people was with

Rus ian traders, about 1860, from the lower Yukon followed by Hudson

Bay Company employees shortly thereafter. Not until 1885 was there

any scientific exploration of the region with the passage down the

river by Lieutenant Henry T, Allen, U.S. Army; initial geological
and geographical work was done in 1898 by A.:H. Brooks. The Nine-

teenth Centry record on the region is, therefore, very hazy.

"The native population of the Tanana has always been

remarkably scarce."83 Early estimates (Darn were about 150 families,

and Petroff in the 1880 Census "thought they numbered perhaps seven

or eight hundred."84 Whether or not these estimates are reliable is

.doubtful, however, since the scarlet fever-epidemic of 1868 must have

taken quite a toll among the Tanana as it did with the Kutchin.

In any event the written record from the 1880's on does not

indicate many Native places. (See Figures III - 54 and 55.)

The Tanana people were great traders, and their village of

NuklukaYet (Present-day Tanana) on thrt north bank of the Yukon River

just below its confluence with the Tanana River was a meeting and

trading place of the Tanana, Kutchin end Koyukuk people.

With the advent of the Gold Rush period Tanana Natives

gradually left their small places upstream on the Tanana River and

inland on its tributaries to participate in the cash/barter economy

offered them in supplying food for the thousands of prospectors Who

entered the region, servicing steamboat wood requirements, and

offering furs for that expanding market, :This movement made the

larger downstream places on the Tanana River and about the Tanana-

Yukon confluence grow in size and-, subsequently, attract government

postal and education services.,

Closely related to the Tanana people were the Nabesna Of

the upper Tanana tributaries and the Nqbesna and Chisana River drain-

ages. The Nabesna were divided into four bands: the Nutzotin,

Khiltats, Santotin, and Scottie Creek/people.

3 ic a, Ant ropo ogica urvey in as a Alas a Diar
1926- Lancaster, Pennsylvania: Jaques Cattell Press, 1943.

64/bid.



NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACEs

FIGURE III - 53

HISTORIC NATIVE.PLACES ANO CURnENT STATUS

TANANA REGION
EXISTING SE1TLENE
25 - 299 300 -

TIONS STATUS SEAS°
+ UNKNOWN CAPIP

ABANDONED ANTIQUITY
_TE SITE

Tanana A northern division Of the Athapascan linguistic faMily,
forverly erronemaly classed among the Kutchin tribes,

the area inhabited by thee includes the drainage of the
lower Tanana River below the Tok River, the region about
the confluence of the Tanana and Yukon, and the region
along the latter river above the confluence (Osgood,
19361. Their settlewents were;

Clatehotin ro further lnfOrmation available. On the
Tanana RiVer. Loc4tion unknown.

Huntiatin, on the Tanana River, no further information
or location available.

Nuklukayet, a rendezvouS for Tanana, Kutchin and Koyukuk,
tribes, on the north bank of the Yukon just belOw the
south of the Tenana. A former Indian trading camp and

settlement on the right bank of the Yukon near the
junction with the Tanana. This is an did village site

in eaistence prior to 1669. Var. Ne-cha-la-woy-ya

("between the riven"). Population in 1600 - 27: popu-

lotion in 1890 120. Part of present day Tanana.

Nukluktana. om the Tanana River just below Tutlut
(Tuklat or KantiStina) River,

Tatsa, on the yukon River. No further information

evil:able.

Tolwatin, On Tanana River. No further informatiOn

WiTriETO.

Tozikakat, north bank ef the Yukon at the mouth of Tozi

River. fommer Indian villege reported by Petreff in

1600 Censen. Now a region of several fish camps.

Tutlut, at the Junction of the Kantishna and Tanana
Ninto FlatS. Var. Teoclok. 'Reported by

e.froff in 1680 and by Schwatka in 1885.

Weare, at the mouth of the Tanana River,Janena/Nukletayet
area, 1/2 mile.helow Tanana trading Pest of NortaAnericin
Trading &TrinsportatiOn Comm.- Indians of Tatiana and
Kutchin about thiS Junction. Part of present-day Tanana.

Tortella. near mouth of the Rename River, probably at or
Pear present village Of Nenana. former Tanana Indian

village reported in 1902.

en eaSt-bank-of the-lbeana,-44 miles
-Nieie-reeerted-in.1909.

-Tolovine.onright-bank OfItta-Tanana Rivernear.meuth
ET12477ana River. (Var. Hootana) .' Name-reported in 1903.

Baker's, small-settlement On right bank- of.the Tanana"-
mouth of .6aker Creeltassociated with Baker :

telegraph station.

Ces-Jacket (var. COShaget, Gonna); on the left bank of the
enena at the mouth-of Cosna River. . Reported en,Tanana

'village' 1699 by. Lt. Herren.'-'Cosne'telegraph.station
near,here1903::

.

. .

Minefield Village South of Lake Hansfield.-.sia mites,
.*northwest..-Tanacresa.- Cited byiHrdlicka-asa.better.,-

known village of_the-lanina..Ather,atithorlty
. .

.
. .

. ,
. .

X

X

X

X

X
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Nabesne

The Tanana Native population appears to have always been
scarce: Petrpff in 1800 thought the total lumber to be
700 or aoo. Brooks In 11398 thought there to be less thee

400. Dell thought about IGO. Brooks in 1898 rePorted the
largest villages mere at the mouth of the Cantwell and

Toclat Rivers.

Belonging to the Athapascan linguistic family. these people
inhabited the entire drainage area of the plabesna and
Chisana Rivera, inCluding the tributaries of the Tanana
River, which they form at their confluence, as far down as
the Tok River: the upper White River, including its tri.
butaries tht Beaver and the Snag. and the headwaters of
the Ladue, together an area roughly enclosed between lat-
itude 61.51 and 63°30% and longitude 141°30' and 143°30'W.
They may be broken down into four major hands:

Nutrotin; their villages were:

kmpdall, on Tetlin River near Tetlin Lake. Fernier vil-

Weiwported to have regulation of 86 in 1886. Leca-

tion unknown.

Tetlin (or Tetlin1. on Tetlin River, 4.5 miles east of

e n eke and 20 miles southeast of Tok. Reported in

laas. X

their village was:

Nabesna Yillage4 (or khitets) on the %mat bank of Nabesna
River, siX-miles southwest of Northway JurteXiOn. Refer-

eneed by Hodge in 19071 referenCed by usas in 1945. lasS

tin; their village was:

Chime, on east bank of Crass Creek near the Chisana
River, 30 milts southeast of NaheSna. White contact
made with.:these people in 1885: Settlement established

in 1913. This first settlement is about seven milea
north-northwest of the present-day Chisels'.

People of SCottie Creek - Apparently a Nomadic band with

CSIVX along the b:rder into Canada.

e a

Sources: Giddi

a

, J. Louis. Amotent hen of Ths Arctic: New York: Alfred A. Rnepf,

Hodge. Frederick Webb (ed.). Part I and Part II: Heindb&A or American Indians Noreh of Marion. Mash n: Govemument Printing
:

Ordlicka. Ales. `Antirepelogioal Survey in Alaska..° Alovkatlibaay lexeclesE. Laniester. Pennsylvania: JaguiaCattell Pressi190.

orth. Donald J. libationary of Alaska Blade Names, Geological Survey Professional-Paper 567. Washington: :United States Government

Printing Ofrice,'1967.

Oswalt, Wendell H. Alaskan stXtmet. San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1987.

Spencer, Robert F. The Norte Ataska'n itkimd: :A 3te4 tn roaLory and Societ4. Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology.

Bulletin 171. Washington: United States:Government Printingiefficn. 1959.

XtentOrii John FL 17:0 India;I'Yratt Or North Amertoa Smithsonian Institution . %mean Of American Ethnology, Bulletin 148. Koshiegton.

'United States Govermeent PrintingOffiCe.'195X;',-

Corpilation by David M. HiCkok. Federal Field Coemittee For nevelOpment Planning in Alaska.
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A people of very small population historically, their
numbers have been more reduced 1:oday through outward migration to

lower Tanana River and Copper River basin places and mixing with

those Native populations,

Figure III - 53 cites the historic record of Native places

and their current status. Figures III - 54 and 55 show the locations
of these place changes.

Environmental Livelihood Patterns

The Tanana and Nabesna people lived in riverine habitats.

The fish and wildlife of this bottom landaquatic environment were

their dietary mainstay.

The Gold Rush period greatly affected the Native subsist-

ence pattern. Not only were there shifts in Native populations, but

also the impact of feeding thousands of prospectors made wildlife

resources very scarce. The harvest of wildlife resources was partic-
ularly disastrous--thousands of big game animals were required by the
booming mining communities, and they were extirpated from many areas

of former range. The indiscriminate use of fire also greatly affected
wildlife populations. Caribou migration routes changed, and these
animals completely disappeared from former ranges.

Fish became the main source of food for the Native people
supplemented by waterfowl, muskrat, beaver and other aquatic mammals

not sought by the white mining community.

The placer mining period also disastrously affected many
bottom land habitats that the Native people depended upon for food

and for fur harvest. The result of gold washing procedures of tho
time was great siltation in bottom land flats--the habitat of water-
fowl, muskrat and beaver--causing wildlife populations to either
shift or disappear,

Today the Tanana people remain chiefly dependent upon the
fish of the river and the wildlife community of the bottom lands for

subsistence. The salmon harvest in 1967 for NeneAa, for example,
was 3,769 fish285 In this cycle of food quest their pattern is simi-
lar to that shown in Figure III - 49 for the Koyukuk River towns of
Huslia and Allakaket, although their proximity to the Fairbanks cash
labor market provides a situation of less dependency upon natural
biotic resources than that of Natives in more isolated regions of
the Yukon River drainage.
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UPPER KUSKOKWIM REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

The population and places of four major Alaska Native ethnic

groups occupied the Upper Kuskokwim region. Never an environment of

great biological carrying capacity, it was sparsely settled at the time

of historic contact and is today. Furthermore, the region was an area

of ethnic mixing--between Eskimo and Athapascan--and of Inoalik,

Tanaina and Tanana Athapascans.

Dominant in numbers were the Ingalik85who existed in this

region in two identifiable subgroups, the Georgetown group and the

McGrath group. Their places of settlement in this region for the

former were about Georgetown and the latter about McGrath.

Additionally, there was Eskimo intrusion into Ingalik

territory before the time of historic contact (1842) up the Kuskokwim

River at least as far as Sleetmute. Initial contact was possibly along

the river above Kalskag.87 At the time of early Russian contact the two

groups were living together in relative harmony. Similarly, other

groups entered the region--Tanaina from Cook Inlet by way of Iliamna

Lake and Lake Clark to the Lime Hills country and Tanana by way of

Tanana River tributaries to Lake Minchumina. Possibly, too, Koyukuk

people crossed the lower Kuskokwim Mountains to the upper Kuskokwim

River drainage to ultimately mix with the McGrath Ingalik.

The upper Kuskokwim River drainage was not attractive to

the early Russian explorer-traders, the greatest penetration being

made by Zagoskin to Vinasale and the mouth of the Takotna River in

1844. In 1830 their initial ascendency up the upper Kuskokwim River

was met by hostility, but some friendships were made--enough to permit

the establishment of a trading post in 1832 on the west side of the

Holitna River at its junction with the Kuskokwim River. It was soon

abandoned due to its inaccessibility to central river people, and a

successor post was built in 1833 at the smar Eskimo-Ingalik village
of Kwigiumpainukamiut at the junction of the Kwik and Kuskokwim Rivers.

It, too, was succeeded by a third and last Russian post built in 1841

diagonally across the Kuskokwim from the Kwigiumpainukamiut village.

In honor of Alexander Kolmakov this settlement, blockhouse and

barracks of Russian administration was named Kolmakov's Redoubt.

s Imo term or niannieaniflg aving. ouse s egg

!NWendell H. Oswalt, Mission of Change in Aldel5a, San Marino,

California: The Huntington Library, 196



FIGURE III 56

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES AND CURRENT STATUS

UPPER KUSKOKWIM REGION

NATIVE GROUP HISTOR1c PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATION
25 - 299 300 - 999 +

STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIqu
UNKNOWN CANP SITE SITE

Ingalik One of the westernmost divisions of the Athapascan linguistic
stock, located between Omit and hely Cross On the lower
Yukon River including the drainage of the Anvik River and
the region southeaSt to the kuskokwim River including its
drainage above Georgetown.

Subdivisions; 05gted (1934) makes the following;

(I) Anvik-Shagelok grOug. centering around the villages
bearing these names.

(2) Bonaslla group, centering around the village of the
same name.

(3) Hely CresS-Georgetown group, centering around the
villages beering those names.

(4) McGrath group, the people of the drainage of the
upper Kuskokwim River; this group s$sewhat arbi-
trarily construc d.

Their settlmeeet$ in this region were:

Holy Cross-Georgrtown group

Akmiut, on the left bank of the Keskokwim River near
TW of Holokuk River (6131'N. 156*3540. Reported

in lege.

!Peat. on the north bank of lioskokwim River. Present-
day Ma aimiut, an existing plata with a population of 10

onterg nk of the Kuskokwim. 26 miles east of

Aniak-Eskime-ledian village. Population of 60 in 1680. lest

Kwi:i ainukamiut, Eskiwo.Ingalik village the site of

_ uss an ra ng settlement. molmakev's Redoubt

built in 1841 across the kuskokwim River from this site.

Geo -etown, on right bank of kuskOkwim River. 16 miles
mkt west of village of Red Devil and 22 miles northwest

of Sleetmute. Trading post reported here in 1910. Present
place. X

Crooked Creek. on north bank of Keskokwim River just
raiiTh-ftTicion with Crooked Creek. Var. Parents.
Village and trading post established at site of small.
old Indian village.

Red Devil. on left bank of Kuskokwim six miles earth-
least of Sleetmute. Present place. X

sle 'Waite, on east bank of the Kuskoknim River, operas-
ma e y .5 Miles north of its junction with the Holitna

River. Reported as an Eskimo village in 1907, however.
Hosley report$ that the Ingalik did move as far south as

Sleetente also.

Stoney River, be earth bank Of the Kustakwile, nOrth of

ite Jnction with Stoney River. Originally called Mose
Village, also site of trading post and riverhoat landing.
First located 1.5 miles up:Stream from present location. X

Canoe Village., on the west bank of the kuskokwiw. 5.5
miles south of Crooked Creek.

OSkawalik, on right bank of the Kuskokwim OpPtitite the
mouth of the Oskawalik River, B miles southeest of
Crooked Creek. This Indian caw was reported in 1913.

-

Itulilik tie east bank of the4lolitna River, 22 miles
south Of Bleatmute. This-camp 'or settlenent is re-
portedly now abandoned. :Cited in 1902 manuscript.

Harath group

X

X

NATIVE GROUP

Tanana

Tanalria

Eskimo

A northern Athapascan group situated oe the upperitusko-
kwin River in central Alaska. There As evidence which
iedicatcs the present group:isen amalgamation of et
leaSt two earlierAccieties. and they Shea Strongest cOn-.
nections with the Intalileef the Lower Yuken
Settlements:in this'region were: -

kikolai..at junction'of;Soath Forkigiakekatirand Little
TaniOne Riversi: 44 milei4ast of McGrath; Moved to:this

'7 %cation in 1926-from *Old Nikolai X

Old Mikelei twenty-fivo idles Vp the'South Fork:freer
Present-day Nikolai. 'The People seved-frustherejar1925: ;

Sources:,

Medfra.en-the_right banIcef:therKuikokwia. Var. ,Purrys

Landing. :A trading post.for-manY.years,.in.early times
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NATIVE GROUP HIST0RI PLACES
EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATU5 SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY

25 - 299 308 - 999 1000 * UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

Tanana

Tanaina

EskiM0

L.g_Lti, at the mouth of Big River at its Junction
Wrib-kiiiidle Fork KusKokwim. Abandoned within the last

40 or 50 years and people probably moved to Nikolai.

Slow Fork. on Slew Fork Kuskokwlm River; location un.
VON-EU:may be at ruins where Slow Fork Junctions
with East fork. Abandoeed within the last 40 or 50

yeara and people moved te hikolai.

Tonsona. on the Toilsome River near Slow fork area.
XailiCUed within the last 40 or 50 years and maple

moved tO Nikolai or Telida.

Takotne, on the Takotna River Just'above MMGrath.
71-EiR55ed within the last 40 or 50 years and people

moved.

Seln Rivewilla., on the Salmon River east of Big
Abandoned the last 40 or 50 years and

people probably moved to nieolai.

Nixon Fork of the Takotna. Li:Motion unknOwo. Aban*

aio-65A7EhliT7-"Tia740-or SO yearS.

Ifinasale, on left bank of the Kuskokwim River, 20

Oiles south of McGrath. Indian village and later a

trading MISC. Reperted by Zagoakin in 1842-44. Re-

portedly abandoned about 1935. The population in

1E190 was 140.

Acer th. an left bank of the Kuskokwim opposite
unct on of Takotna River. Present place: X

Old NcGrath, on the right bank of the Kuskokwim

oppeaite the present-day McGrath.

Telfda, presently located on the left bank of Swift
Fork Kuskekwim River. 60 miles northeast of Medfra.
First reported in 1899; hOwever. established at its
present locatioltSinCe 1916. less

Old Talkie, located more towards Lake Minchumina than
oresent-day Telida and first reported in 1899 with a
population of 17.

A dIvIsioe of the Athapascan and inhabiting primarily the
Tanana Region; however, some did coma into this region
and settle at Miechumina Lake. Their settlement was:

Minchumina ke on the northwest shore Of Minchumina
La e. rst reported in 1844. It is a present place. less

These people are also referred to as the 'Lime wills'
people and are a division of the Athapascan. Their village

in this region is:

Lime Hi Is. left bank of Stoney River._ near junctio
Hungry reek. Ver. Hungry Village.

There are tho Eskimo villegeS, both apparently abandoned,
at the southermeost end of this regiOn and are prebably
isolated Olacet of the Kuskumgmiut. They are:

t, on east bank of Wilton River, SO miles
southleSt of Sleetbute, This.Eskimo settlement or
camp was cited in 1902 manuscript of a local pres*
pedal!.

Auhegelok. en right bank of the Holitna'River.
oppositelebuth of Chukowan River, 64 Wet Southwest

,
Of Sleeteete=-This Eskimo village was reported by a .

'prospector who wintered here in 1902-03. ,

X

X

X

X

rens; Gidd 'Labia. AhNtitt An'atfo. ewe fore:-.1% freo a..foopf.1%07,

Hodnie Frederick liSeb (ed.). Part I and Part II: ormerbok of Ama Cana Ntrth 01'140t00. Washington. Govarneent Printing Office, :

Hesley, Edward-H.
i1la MoOrmth ingettk. Anthropologiaal Papers of-the Deiversite of AlaSke, VOlune 9, Niasber'2.-College, Alaske: University

Dennld J. Dittithatwy plAX.484,Plaaio semeo.,_weologioal_ Soryop-rrofessional raper 6O7 Washington:. limited States Government printing'

Office, 1987.

ataaeao sek6moe. sao Franeisco: Chandler Publishing Comp.ny, 196/.

Oswalt, Wendell N::Miselom offlicmge cn NI00;k40:1!en Marine. enitiorwia: The Humtington

.Swanten. .10fin R. rbe Indian Tr-ibro of NOfith Anigiqoa. Smithsonian InStitution Bureau.'ef:Amarican Ethn0100.Y. Pulletln 145 Washing
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This Russian period of influence on settlement patterns along

the Kuskokwim was only transitory and generally of the character dis-
cussed earlier with regard to the Yukon River and affect upon the Ingalik

and Koyukuk of that region. The upper Kuskokwim River reaches were
virtually unknown and certainly little understood in any scientific
sense until the 1890's and the advent of the Gold Rush and geological
exploration.88

The McGrath Ingalik on the upper reaches of the Kuskokwim
were not studied by an ethnographer until 1960, despite brief mentiOn
by early explorers. In the summer of that year Edward H. Hosley
attempted to piece together from the historic record and from inform-
ants some record of these people. His work must, of course, be con-
sidered in fairly recent context and acknowledgment made that the
past history of these people is very hazy.

The following comment is from Hosley's paper.59

It is apparent, from ethnographic evidence-and
linguistic affiliations related by informants, that
at one time, there were two distinct groups of
Indians in the upper Kuskokwim region. One of
these, in an area extending from the South Fork
of the Kuskokwim River, south to the region of
Stony River and Sleetmute on the lower Kuskokwim,
was most closely affiliated with the'Ingalik of
the lower Yukon River regions of Holy Cross,
Anvik and Shageluk. The second group, from
about the Tonzona River north to Lake Minchumina
and the upper Kantishna River, although linguist-
ically close to the Ingalik, was seemingly more
nearly related to Indians of the Tanana region
and the middle Yukon River. In addition, there
is evidence that a small group of Koyukon Indians
from the Yukon River settled near Lake Minchumina
about the middle of the last century.

Densmore,-wit a Party of prospectors, passed from the
Tanana to the Kuskokwim descending to the Yukon Portage; in 1898 the
geologist SPurr'crossed the Alaska Range from the east and traveled

down the South Fork to the ,main stein of the Kusk0kwim River:which he
descended; in-1899 Lieutenant Herron,crossedrthe Alaska-Range-near
Rainy Pass and descended the South Fork of, the. Kuskokwim to: Nikotai
Village,,then visited Indian villages:at Telida and MinchUmina Lake.

§9Edward H. Hosley, The McGrath Ingalik, Anthropological _Papers Of
the uhiversity'of'Alaska, VoluMe 9, Number-,2, College, Alaska:
University of-Alaska, 1961.
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In the last 40 to 50 years most of the habitation places

of the Upper KuskokWim Native population have been abandoned (see
Figure III - 56); the causes have been threefold: riper channel

changes and erosion, the attraction of present-day McGrath and

Medfra with their better services, and perhaps most important in

this region "...the end result of the decimation in numbers, caused

by diseases such as diphtheria and smallpox, shortly after the first
contacts with Americans around the turn of the century. Most of the
abandoned communities were reduced to but one or two families, who

continued to live there until the older people died."90

Environmental Livelihood Patterns

The environmental livelihood pattern of the Natives in the

Georgetown area parallels that of the Holy Cross people and middle

Yukon. The culture of these people, as well as their modes of living,

is more Eskimo than Indian, the former dominating after years of inter-

mixing. There is a major dependency upon fish resources, moose, water-

fowl and aquatic furbearers.

Today, in the spring, shortly before or after the

river ice breaks up, families without school-age
children leave Nikolai and travel downstream in

their boats to the vicinity of Medfra. The remainder
follow in early June, at the end of the school year.

Near Medfra, usually scattered at wide intervals for
two or three miles on both sides of the river, the

Indians set up their summer fish camps in groups of

two or three families related through brothers or

sisters. Dwellings consist of canvas tents, one to
a family, and in addition there is usually a small
canvas bath house, an open smoke house with a canvas
or metal roof, and sometimes a small cache. The dog

teams, usually five or six dogs per family, are staked

out at intervals about the camp, and skiffs with out-
board motors are usually moored a few yards from the

tents. The tents, as with the cabins at Nikolai
Village, invariably face the river. The groups
customarily remain sedentary until early September.

The Indian families usually return to the same fish

camp site for several summers, and the location is
considered to be the property of the families occupy-
ing it. Changes of location, however, occasionally
are-made in mid-summer because of a relocation of
fish wheels, or due tn minor strife between neighbors.



Upon reoccupation of a site in the spring, the men

return the fish wheels to the river. These are drawn

up on the banks during the winter, to prevent damage

from the ice jams. Each family has at least one fish

wheel, and usually more than one. Until the salmon

run in the early fall, however, these collect only a

dozen or so fish a day, mostly whitefish. Fish wheels

were introduced into the Kuskokwim River region about

1910-1920, by Americans. They are large paddle-wheel

affairs, constructed of peeled saplings, scrap lumber,

and chicken wire. They are turned by action of the

current, and dip fish swimming upstream into baskets.

Fish wheels are most often placed on the outside of

a curve in the river, where the water is usually

dee est and swiftest, and are generally located within

walking distance of the fish camp.

In former times, weirs in conjunction with fish traps

were employed, and stationary gill-nets are still

used by some, although the latter are no longer made

by the Indians themselves.

Despite the fact that the river near Nikolai is

narrower than at Medfra, and thereby a better location

for fishing, the people travel downstream to Medfra.

In part, this is in order to be close to the store

and post office located there. More important, how-

ever, is the fact that once the fish camps have been

set up, and fish wheels repaired and placed in the

river, the men have little to do until early August,

when the salmon run begins. They therefee- are free

to take summer jobs in McGrath and elsewhere, particu-

larly with the Forest Service [actually Bureau of Land

Management] fire crews. The presence of a radio-

telephone and an airfield at Medfra facilitates their

apprisal of, and transportation to, areas where work

is available.

In early August, the men of Nikolai who have btv:en

working, return to their fish camps and prepareefer

the salmon run. At this time, they may cut winter

wood for the few whites in the area, and for shipment

by barge to McGrath. In addition, they.maY build new

fish wheels, tend a few small E'.rdeln plots, and hunt.

Berries ripen at this time, and the women and children

usually spend several days gathering them.

During the salmon run the fish are cleaned and split,

and then either dried in the smoke houses, or salted

in barrels for winter use. Fish are now used primarily

for winter dog feed, the people subsitting largely on

purchased staples.
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In September, with the onset of cold weather, the

McGrath Ingalik return to Nikolai village, and the

children return to the school there which has been in

operation for five or six years. At this time also,

they harvest their small garden plots at Nikolai, which

they have tended from time to time during the summer.

The crops grown are prim,-ily potatoes, with some

rhubarb, lettuce, carrots, onions, and turnips. The

amount of land cultivated, however, is generally small,

and the average plot for a family is only about 20 feet

square.

In preparation for the winter season, dog harness is

mended, dog sleds and snowshoes constructed or repaired,

and prior to the river's freezing, boats are removed

from the water, painted and repaired. Some wood for

winter fuel may be cut, but this is customarily obtained

only as needed, since anyone with a large supply of wood

soon loses it to his neighbors and relatives.

In the fall, some hunting is done, mainly for moose

and ducks in season, and preparations are made for fur

trapping, The furs LY:,is obtained are primarily beaver,

although numbers of other skins are also obtained.

With a full limit of 20 beaver skins, a family can

expect to add several hundred dollars to their income.

Although the prices for fur fluctuate, large prime
beaver pelts bring as much as twenty dollars in

McGrath or Medfra. The men follow set trap lines,

usually the same one every winter. The region is,

however, beginning to be trapped out, and the Indians

are finding it necessary to go far afield to obtain

results. The trap lines are run by dog team, although

there has been a tendency for the more affluent men to
have their supplies flown out to the trap line. Most

families have at least one dog sled, to which the

teams are hitched in tandem.

During the F.rly spring, little is done at Nikolai

aside from some occasional hunting and trapping, and

periodic trips by dog team to Medfra for mail and

supplies. The people are usually impatient for

warmer weather, and at the first sign of thaw or

spring breakup, several families will immediately pre-

pare to leave for their summer fish camps, although

it may be several weeks before the snow leaves the

ground.
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The above seasonal round is 'quite different from that
which was observed in earlier times. Up until some 40
or 50 years ago, it was the practice of the Nikolai
group to travel in the early spring from their village,
then located several miles further upstream, to the
mouth of eig River to the south. There, they would
be joined by relatives from Vinasale, and the people
would then travel by dog team southeastward toward
the Alaska Range, reaching the foothills prior to the
spring breakup of the river ice. This group would
then spend the summer in the foothills,traveling north-
eastward across the upper reaches of the Middle Fork
of the Kuskokwim River, Windy Fork, and Sheep Creek.

During this time, the Indians would hunt and fish,
drying the meat for winter use. By fall, prior to
the onset of freezing weather, the group would have
reached the headwaters of the South Fork of the
Kuskokwim. Here, they would build bull boats of
caribou hides stretched over a sapling framework,
load their summer's catch, and return downstream to
their villages.

That this was a general aboriginal practice for the
region is indicated by the statements of Mr. Bob Stone,
a white resident of the area for some 40 years. He
stated that in his earlier davs, he saw numerous
abandoned summer campsites on McKinley and Foraker
Creeks in the Kantishna drainage, often with mose
blinds still in place on the sand bars.

McGrath Ingalik informants stated that it was also a
general practice, in former times, for Eskimos from
far down the Kuskokwim River to asend to the Alaska
Range to hunt caribou. This was done in the 'ipring
by means of the Stony River Drainage. Upon reaching
the foothills, these Eskimo would also spend the
summer months hunting and drying the meat for winter
use. They would move north tu the headwaters of Big
River, and octasionally as far as the South Fork of
the Kuskokwim River. There, in the fall, the Eskimos
would construct sewn-skin boats, and descend to the
Kuskokwim River and their own villages to the south.
Contacts between Eskimos and the McGrath Ingalik were
few and peaceful, however, and-the Eskimo boats usually
drifted past the Ingalik villages without stopping.9l

91.



The McGrath Ingalik are well integrated into our money

economy, and depend upon furs and summer work for the
bulk of their income. State aid also plays an import-
ant part in their economy, with old age assistance and

aid to dependent children amounting to over $1000 a

month. The average yearly income of an Indian family

at Nikolai is from $1700 to $2000 a year.

The Irdians obtain a substantial amount of their sub-
sistence from the environment, including game, fowl,

fish, and berries in season, but they purchase the
bulk of their food from the store at Medfra. Staplc
include flour, sugar, canned goods, coffee, tea, butter,

eggs, bacon, and powdered milk, Except for some articles
of winter wear, all clothing is also purchased either at
Medfra or McGrath, and occasionally also through mail-

order houses.

As a result of this dependence upon the stores for
most of their needs, and the sporadic nature of their
income, most things are purchased on credit, and the
Indians usually have a standing debt of from $50 to

$200. In addition, they rarely buy large quantities
of food, preferring to make frequent trips to Medfra,
even during the winter month02

BRISTOL BAY REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

The Bristol Bay Region; like the Aleutian, Kodiak, Cook

Inlet, Gulf of Alaska and Southeast regions, has been subject to

greater Ibrces of change than northern western and interior

Alaska. The patterns of ethnic and Native village changes in the

region reflect the effect of these forces:93

_
from Cook's discovery in 1778;

through the Russian mistion/trading activity between

1818 and 1867;

through the early part of American administration and

trade between 1867 and 1890;

92/1074.
93The reader is referred to James W. VanStone, Eskinios of the Phishagak

River,, for one of the few_truly comprehensive ethnOgraphit hittories

available for referenc&on AlaskanAatives.



through the period of Russian Orthodox and Moravian
church competition during the 1880's and 1890's;

through the initial period of scientific and economic
geological and biological investigation from 1890 to
1935;

to the modern period o4. scientific inquiry and develop-
ment from 1935 to date.

The details of these periods make facinating reading but are too
lengthy for our purposes here. It must be enough to merely note
these salient influences upon the Native populations probably p.

must be col
Many Native population shifts have occurred in this region

from the time of earliest record to the present day. Also it appears
that population shifts and the mixing of sub-ethnic groups was well
underway prior to initial Russian contact.

VanStone summarizes population groupings of the region at
the time of contact by emphasizing three points.g4

was affectE
Records frc
Kuskokwim r
from the Cc
various per

First of all, most of the early sources make a
distinction between coastal and in7and popula- changes is
tions in the area....SeeJndly, there was a mixed sources and
population in the Nushgak River region even at
the time of earliest contacts and the duality of
the Kiat and Aglegmiut was already in a state of
flux before the Russians appeared on the scene.
Thirdly, this trend began, in all probability,
in the prehistoric period, continued through the
nineteenth century, with movements from the
Kuskokwim being particularly common, and was
accentuated during the early twentieth century
by epidemics that further obliterated the aborigi .
nal distinction between coastal and inland peoples.
As a result of all these trends, little can Le
observed of the aboriginal population groupings
and these can be only .partially reconstructed
through the use of the historic source material
together with the vague and uncertain informa-
tion that can be collected from present inhabi-
tants of the area.

The partial reconstruction95 that has been achieved for
this region and which appears most authoritative is as follows:

Togiamiut, living about Togiak Bay and River,

'94JamesW. VanStone, Eskimos of the Nushagak River,i Seattle: Uniyer7
Sity of Washington Press-, 1967.

951-lodge-,and Swanton,-op. cit
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Wushagagmiut, living along the Igushik, Wood and Nushagak

Rivers, in the Tikchik Lake region and along the shores

of Nushagak Bay,

Kiatagmiut, inhabiting the Kvichivak River and Lake

Iliamna region, and

P-
Aglemiut, occupying the territory from the mouth of the

Nushagak River to about Heiden Bay along the north

shore of the Alaska Peninsula.

As earlier noted the mixing of ethnic groups in this regior

probably precedes the period of historic contact,thus the grouping

must be considered somewhat arbitrary.

In the historic period we know that this population mixing

was affected early by the attraction of Alexandrovski Redoubt.

Records from several sourcesv6 indicate that Eskimos from the

Kuskokwim region, the Alaska Peninsula, Aleuts and Tanaina Indians

)n at from the Coek Inlet all visited and lived about the redoubt for

various periods of time.

Some glimpse of the early settlement patterns and their

changes is noted in VanStone, who summarizes some data from historic

sources and archeological surveys.

The Tikchik, Nuyakuk, and Nushagak rivers will be

discussed first. Between 1800 and 1860 there were,

for certain, only four occupied sites in the area,

with the possibility of a fifth. Tikchik was located

at the mouth of the river of that name, Agivavik

south of the present community OT New Stuyahok,

and Akulivikchuk and Kokwok, also in the middle

river area. The lower river is something of a

mystery at this time, but there is a single small

site, the name of which is not known, approximately
twenty five miles from the mouth of the Wood River.

Based on our information from these sites the

total population of the region between these dates

probably was somewhere between 400 and 500, a

figure corresponding roughly to the data obtained

by Vasiliev in 1829 (quoted in Zagoskin, 1956, p.301).

Between 1860 and 1900 a number of new settlements

came into existence to replace, in degree of importance,

earlier ones. However, the basic continuity of upriver

and middle river population centers was not greatly

altered. Old Koliganek replaced Tikchik as the major

upriver settlement; and in the middle river, three

new villages appeared; Akokpak, Elilakok, and
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Tunravik. Probably no more than 100 persons ever
occupied these three settlements. In the Kokwok-
Akulivikchuk area we can discern a consid2rable
shift in population. Agivavik and Akulivikchuk
were abandoned and Kokwok was in a decided decline.
Ekwok emerged as the major settlement for this
section of the middle river and it has maintained
this position down to the present time. The lower
river still remained something of an enigma and
although several small settlements were occupied,
there were probably not, during this period, more
than 75 people living between Ekwok and the mouth
of the river. A conservative population estimate
between 1860 and 1890 for the entire region would
be approximately 400 people. This figure corresponds
closely to the previously cited population statistics
based on Orthodox church sources at the close of the
century.

Turning to Nushagak Bay, we have noted that at the
time of earliest contact there were four large and
important settiements in the area, three on the east
side and one on the west side of the bay. Ekuk,
Kanakanak, Nushagak, and Kanulik, together with
Igushik at the mouth of the Snake River must hav,
contained all or most of the population of the bay
when the Russians first appeared and for some time
thereafter. It is probable that all five settle-
ments began to grow after Alexandrovski Redoubt was
established and Nushagak undoubtedly attracted the
greatest number of new inhabitants. These people
came from the interior area of the Nushagak River
region, from the Kuskokwim River and other coastai
and interior points in between, and from the Alaska
Peninsula. By 1860 Tikhmenev's previously cited
estimate of a population of 1,260 Eskimos in the bay
area may not have been excessive, allowing for the
probable inclusion of seasonal migrants.

The establishment of the salmon canning industry in
Nushagak Bay in 1884, of course, had a profound
effect upon the population and settlement pattern,
an effect, at least as far as population was con-
cerned, that was undoubtedly counterbalanced by
periodic epidemics that swept the area. Just
prior to 1884, on the basis of statistics in Petrcff
(1884), we can estimate the permanent population of
the bay area at approximately 600 to 700 persons or
perhaps slightly more. Kanulik, of course, was
strongly affected by the establishment of a cannery
in its vicinity in 1884 and the Moravian church two
years later. Nushagak, Ekuk, and Aleknagik (Wood



River Village) all received canneries around the
turn of the century and the population of Kanakanak

was certainly affected by economic development in its

vicinity. Between 1870 and 1885 three small settle-
ments sprang up north of Kanulik and it is certain
that one of these, and perhaps all three, arose in
response to the commercial fishery. About 1890, two
new communities on the west side of the bay, New
Kanakanak-Bradford and Chogiung, later called
Dillingham, and other small settlements on both the

east and west sides were established around 1910 or

just after. The years 1908-1910 can perhaps be
called a high point of the fishing industry in this

area. There was approximately ten canneries in

Nushagak Bay at that time and it is likely that the

permanent Eskimo population of the areas was from
700 to 800 people, a number that was augumented
during the summer months by imported Oriental
laborers, Eskimos from all over southwestern Alaska,

and perhaps some Indians from the Iliamna Lake
area. 8y 1920, after the influenza epidemic of
1918-1919, it is virtually certain that the permanent
population of the bay did not exceed 500 persons.

Athabascans have occupied the Mulchatna River until
fairly recent times and there is some indication
that the lower section of the river was unoccupied
during the early part of the historic period. The
total period of Eskimo occupancy of the river in

historic times appears to fall between 1890 and
1940, the period during which the settlement of
Old Stuyahok was inhabited. It is tempting to
suggest that the early inhabitants of this site
were the first Eskimos on the river, but there are
two small sites further up the river, the names of
which are unknown, that may have been occupied
briefly early in the twentieth century. The
village of Kananakpok, a sizable settlement,
belongs to the final fifteen or twenty years of
Eskimo occupancy along the Mulchatna.

Old Stuyahok appears to have grown slowly and it
would seem that the largest population on the
Mulchatna occurred between 1920 and perhaps 1935
at a time when Kananakpok was also occupied. A
reasonable estimate would place the number of
inhabitants at that time between 90 and 125. In
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
it is doubtful that the population ever exceeded
50 to 75. The lower river was abandoned around
1940 when the remaining inhabitants of the area
moved onto the Nushagak River.



Reconstructing the settlement pattern along the Wood

River is complicated by the fact that there are

fewer references to these settlements in the sources

than to those of any other part of the Nushagak River

region. Of ten sites observed during the summer of

1964, only three can be dated with any degree of

certainty and there are reliable population esti-

mates for only two. Nevertheless, it is possible

to make a few general statements. To begin with,

there was no sizable population along the river

until the period between 1850 and 1880. At that

time Aleknagik (Wood River Village), Vuktuli, Imiak,

and perhaps one other were inhabited and probably

not much more. Wood River village began to grow
after a cannery was constructed there in 1901 and

it may have included as many as 100 residents,

even in winter, throughout the first decade and most

of the second decade of this century. In fact, this

period may have witnessed the heaviest population of

the Wood River as a whole during the historic period.

The Wood River appears to have been extremely hard

hit by the influenza epidemic of 1918-1919. The

Eskimo population of the river was virtually wiped

out and people did not begin to move back into the

area until the late 1920',s at which time families

from the Togiak region, the Kuskokwim River, and

Nushagak Day begaa to populate the shores of Lake

Aleknagik. Except for two families living at Wood

River Village, the Wood River is today uninhabited.

We now turn to a closer examination of the problem
of population movements into the Nushagak River
region. The earliest sources mention relations
between the peoples of the area and those from
other parts of southwestern Alaska, particularly
the Kuskokwim River. In fact, John FL Kilbuck,
the pioneer Moravian missionary on the Kuskokwim,
claimed that the Eskimos of that rive often spoke
to him of a "warrior people" who once lived along
the river and a remnant of which, in the 1880's,
resided on Nunivak Island and in a village or two
at the mouth of the Nushagak River. At one time,
according to Kilbuck's informants', these people
occupied the lower Kuskokwim River and Nelson Island,

and they harassed the other Kuskokwim Eskimos.
Eventually these "warrior people" were defeated and
withdrew to the Nushagak and to Nunivak Isiand.
After this the Kuskokwim Eskimos made frequent
trips to the mouth of the Nushagak to fight the
"warrior people." The Russians put a stop to the

fighting. The Kuskokwim people told Kilbuck that

in
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the village of Ekuk on the east shore of Nushagak

Bay was populated by "warrior people" (Kilbuk Papers,

box 7, folder 1, no. 6).

Whatever may be the elements of truth in this legend,

the ear-liest Russian sources make clear that militant

hostility existed between the Kuskokwim Eskimos and

those of Nushagak Bay. Berkh mentions that the chief

success of the Korsakovski expedition was that the

peoples of the Kuskokwim and the Glakmiut (Aglegmiut)

were reconciled (Berkh, 1823, p. 47). Khromchenko

a few years later in 1822 makes no reference to the

Kuskokwim Eskimos but maintains that Fedor Kolmakov

had, almost singlekandedly, made peace between the
Aglegmiut and the Kiatagmiut. The Aglegmiut are

described by Khromchenko as having been the most

barbarous people along the Alaska coast between

Bristol Bay and Norton Sound. However, warfare had

greatly reduced their numbers? and they had found it

necessary to take refuge with Kolmakov who presumably

was successful in maintaining at least enough peace

so that the fur trade could be carried on with both

groups (Khromchenko, 18247 pt. 11, pp. 39-41).
Early reperts of general managers of the Russian-

American Company also mention how the Aglegmiut,

apparently displaced from Nunivak Island, sought
pro-,ection from their enemies through friendship

with tha Russians at Alexandrovski Redoubt (Russian-

American Company Records; Communications Sent,

vol 9, no. 460, folio 349). Warfare had scattered

them, but with Kolmakov's assistance, they grouped

themselves in villages near the redoubt (Russian-

American Company Records; Communications Sent, vol.

37 no. 164, folio 270). Zagoskin believed that the

Aglegmiut and the Kiatagmiut were merely Kuskokwim

people who migrated southward in the late prehistoric

period to occupy the shores of Bristol Bay and the

banks of the Nushagak River. The Aglegmiut thus

stand identified as the "warrior people" of Kilbuck's
Kuskokwim informants and it is likely that they
fought not only with their immediate neighbors but
with other peoples who came into the Nushagak Bay

area.97

These comments illustrate the Many changes'which took

place throughout the region, More-detail is fUrnished in the follow

ing chart and maps a Figuees
- 61.
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FIGURE III - 59

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES ANO CURRENT STATUS

BRISTOL BAT LEGION

-E/yE GROUP HISTORIC PLACE

Togiagmlu

EXISTING SCrTLEI5N1 POPULATION-
25 . 288 - 999 1000 .0.

Living abeut Togiak Bay and River. their settlements were;

A uliuk ak_ (var. Agulukpak, Akuliukpak). 40 miles north
o n am. Population in 1880 421 in 1890 - 83.
Another village in this area is referred to as Agulowak
(alSo show. as Nushageomiut place).

Eklik, on right bank of Togiak River, 44 miles east of
Boodhews. Var. Ekiligamut. lkanlinkamiut. Ikallukha.
Reported in Petroff's 1880 Census - 1921 in 1890
OoPolation of 50- RepOrtedly Mew 40411105ed,

Kashai k. on the right bank of the Toglak River. 1.8 miles
Peat 0 Nayorurun River. 57 Oleg NE of Goodness. Ver,
Kashiagamlut. Kiaseiakh, Kissiak. Former village Or camp
reported by Petroff In 1880 with population of 181.

Kasslank. on right benk of Togiak River, five miles southwest
Of KaShitgamdut and 50 miles ENE of GOOdneWs. Var. Kassian-
mute, Kassiachaedut. Reported by Petroff ie IBM. population -
615: population in 1890 - 50.

Aulokak, near heed of Nushagak Paninauli, on west shore of
Sulukak Elay. 43 miles west of village of Clark's point.
Var. Xulluk. Former village or oemp. Population in 1880 .
65.

Toliak And Togiak Station (southernmost), at head of tha
rogfak Say. rest of TOgiek River and 43 miles east of
GoOdeeWS. LOcated about seven mile% &Part. Togiak Noml .
tics in 18E0 - 276: in 1890 - 94. Togiok Station (or Owens),
population in 1890 - 28; in - 14. The present site of
log141; It loceted 2 sdles weat of the moimit Of the river. X

Tunfakpuk. on left bank of the Togiak River, 2 miles Meat
of Kashiagamiut an4 54 miles NE of Goodnems. Reported ih
1880 by Petroff with population of 137. Var, Tuniapak,
Tunniakhpuk.

Ualik near head of Ntithegak Peninsula on weSt Share of
21-ilalk Bay, 43 milea weSt of village of Clark's Point.
Vcr. 00aligamut.Doeilik.00alikh. Ferrier village or

camp reported in 1888; popUlation 68.

Gechiak (var. Gechiang). on left bank of Toglak River just
;-ah--5f mouth of Gechiak Creek. 48 miles OW Of Goodnews.
Former Eskimo village or camp, reportedly now abandoned.
first reeerted in 1898.

U elikthluk, on left bank of Ungalikthluk River. 12 miles
og a , Shown by Petroff on 1881 map.

Nushagagmiut Inhabiting the banks of Igushik. Wood, and Nushagek Rivers
and the shorese Nushaaak Bay, their settlements were;

A ivavik, on the Nushaeak River north of Ekwok and south of
me wain*.

Akak (var. Akokpak), on bank of NoShagak River
St Mouth of Mulchatna River; former ESkImia
village or eamp listed RS Akakpuk in um
Census.

AkulNpak. on Lake Nerka (Pamiek) at Agulukpak River.
opu at on in 1890 - 82. (Also shown as TOgiacimiut Place.)

AXOliyiknnuk, On Nushegak River. south of eresent-daY
Ekwok and north Of the Kokwak River. Former village listed

EiTaroff in 18E0 - pepulation 72.

Anagnak, on Wood River 7 miles north of Dillingham. Former
village listed as Anaknak by Petroff, populatiOn 07 in 1880,
2 miles UpStreak from present;place of Wood hietr
Dillingham; less

Annovteak. NOthagak area (location unknown). former Eskimo
Camp Or settlement liated as Anchouchamiut In 1890 Census .

PoPulation 16.
.

Annu amok,,nier the elishagek River oh an eaitere tributary.
Or. Annugannok ,;'AnoOkasek, (Location unknown.) Population,

in 1880 - 214.
_

Ekuk. Ekuk Spit OR eest shore of NUShegak Bay. 16811es
1717E6 of DillinghaC Eskimo settlement reported in 1820

es Ekouk anCalso as nook. Present cannery settlement.

Ekwek, on west bank of Nushagak River at
3iWi7ion with Kleta Creek, first reported
in 1828. Present place. .

less

STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED ANT190IT

UNKNOWN CAPP SITE _sITE
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ANDONED ANTIQUITY
SITE

X

X

X

X

X

EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPOLATI
23 - 299 300 999 1000 +

Nushagagmiut (Conti) Elilakok, on left bank of Nushagak River,
five miles south of Nuriachuak. Established
between Imo and 1900 with Population of
less than 100.

GOlok (var. Kalignak,Old Kplicanek), on left bent of
Riiihigak River, 65 miles northeest of Dillingham: Wise
Village listed by Petroff in Ism. Present village of
Koliganek has been moved 4 Miles downstreaM.

I Ivachok, in the Nushagak district (location unknOwn)1
popu et an le 1690 - 31.

Kiatagmiut

Igushik. South of mouth of lgushik RiVer. 30 miles SW

of Dillingham. Eskimo village listed in 18130 Census - 14.

kink. on southeast shore of Lake Aleknagik, 11 miles

mai' of Dillingham. Var. Aleknagik, Selenlye Imyak.
Abaknokik. Agouloulkstuk, Ahloknuguk, Alaknakik,

Aliaknagik. Present place.

InSiachak, in the Mushagak district (location unknown),

Var. losaichemiot. Former camo or settlement listed
in 1890 Census - 42.

Kakusk, 60 miles up Nushagsk River (var. Nueachuak).
Esklem village.

gplo1211. On right bank of Nushagak River, near mouth of
KekiniY River. 36 miles NE of Dillingham. Population in

113130 - 104; 45 in 1890.

Inak et, oo right bank of Nushagak River. 16 miles NE

o wo . former Eskimos camp or village, from 1910
manuscript map by Fassett. IIS0F.

Kanakaoak (Var. Chogiung), on right bank of
Arii5iiiI-River at Bradford Point, 4 miles south-
west of Dillingham. Population in 1890 - 53.

Part of present Dillingham vicinity.

Xanulit, at head of Nushagak flay. 2 miles NE of
Nuthagalt and 6 miles SE of Dillingham. Var. Kanoolik,

Xarulik, Nunnungynakok. Reported by Petroff in 1880

Census - 142. Populatioo io 1890 - 54. Reportedly

now abandoned.

X

less

less

Mulchatna. near Mushaoak River on Melchatna Wher.

Var. Nalacnatna. Nolchatna. ForMer Eskimo caw or
settlement reported by Petroff in 11180 Lenses

Populetlon 180.

Nushagsk. at Nushagak Point, southeast of Dillingham.
Former Eskimo Village, the site of Alesandrovski;
Redoubt established in 1819.

5tagutok. at Clerk's Point on east shore Of Nushegak

IY, WmIles t of-Grilingham. Var. Clerk's Point.
Site of former Mine village or camp recorded in the
IMO Census - Population 1. Present cannery area. X

to ahok (var. Stuyarok), or Nelchatoe Riier 75

mriTiimortheent Of Dillingham': MY beVe been first
settlement of Eskimos on the river; abandoned
around 1940 when remeining inhabitants moved te

MuShagak River.

Iltglt. On nOrth Shore of Tikeilik tote, east of
River and 65 miles N of Dillingham. V4r.

ink,Shik-ha-Mut. Evkine village ++morted in 1680

CenSat -spopuletion 38:

Trinachak. In the Noshagak district, locationsInknOwn.
termer Eskimo Village recorded in 1090 CensuS
population 20.

Teeravik, on right bank Of Ruske ak RiVer.:one
inrWERheast Of JWIletiOn With Tnpaik Creek.
Established between 1060 and 1900 with papule-
tiOn of less than 100,

OfIchtulik on north short ofAleimmik Lake. 30 Odle*
0 'Ingham. Var. Vuktull. Former Eskiee Village

,,r0 ,+scordod in pOpulatiOn 51 (Petroff).

'-ition unkflOwn. no information Available
,'Ion that it may be same aS Ekuk (If Ekak
oint cannery settlement).

110.4t !:,.: %he Kvichivak Rieer and Lake Iliamma, their
settle...16s were:

ChM*. On north shore ofIliarona Lake, 3 Miles NE Of
Mack Point and 21 miles east Of Mamma. Var. Chilink.

Eskimo village, 1104-abandon04.11Stodln1040 CenioS -
'population 51,

kakonok 0m,south shore of lliamne Lake, 23 milt% SOoth
7711111mia.-: Var. Kakonak, Rokonok. Eskimo village with

28 population in 1090:

q79
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X

X

X
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NATIVE GROU
STING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL AGM-ZONED ANTIQUITY

- 299 300 - 999 1000 y_ UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

Klatagmfut ntd) Kaskanok.1) OP Merit bank of Xvichak River where it flown

from Lake Mame*, 35 miles NE of 01111noham. Var.

Kaskenek. Koskanok, Kaskinakh. Eskimo village first

mentioned by Petroff in 1880 Census (population 179 .

Population in 1890 - 66. Present place oe lelue1g2

+Cross river.
less2)

Kichik, on west shore of Lake Clark bear route of Kijik

1117e. Var. Krj1k. Keech1k, Keeghlk. Keggik, Keygik,
Kichsk. Lake Clark Village, hijik, Nikhak, Old Keegik.

Former village raportCd in 1800 with population of 91.

Lesli Expedition reported °Kilchikh" as the pereenent
village located about 9 miles up the Kijik River and
'Nikekak' as the salmon season fishing village on the

shore of the lake. Hedge reported In 1907 kichik as an
Eskimo village and Kilchik an Indian village, both cith

the 1880 population of 91,4

Kogiuge, on vest bank of Kvichmk River at Graveyard Point;

on-Bristol Ray at Muth of Kvichek River. Var. Koggiung.

Etkimo village reported in MO Census - population 29;

133 in 18801 end 533 In 1900. Present piece. less

Kvichek. an east Wink of Kvichak River, 17 miles NE of

Eskie0 Village reported by the early Russians

eed published in 1890 by USGS. Present place.

Another Eskimo place called Xvichak, mentioned by
early Russian explerers and cited in 1890 Census i%
present day Levelock (population 88 in 19501, about
12 milts opstreem from present day Kv1chak. lesa

No elle . on north share Of Mamma Lake, at mouth of
ew a eri River, 2.5 milen south of Marna. Var.

Mechelen. Moghelingamiut; Mime villege llsted in

1890 with popeletiOn of 16. There evidently were two

villages of these people on Nechalen River in 1890, the
other being Noghelin Peinge located 1/2 mile further

south. Present day Newhalen.

Aglemiot
Inhabited territory fres the mouth of the Noshagek River to

Heiden Bay. Their villages were;

leagyk. on sOuth bank and neer mouth of Egeglk River en
norbb coast of Alaska Penin., 38 mi. SW of Neknek. Var.

Agooyak, Egegik.Ugaeik. RePerted in ma.

A111,11 Site of Eskiro village on Aletke Peninsula near
moth of Savonotki River, at head Of Iliok Arm Week
Lake, 21 mi. NU of Mount Katmai. Reported in 1898.

Abandoned after 12)2 Katmai eruptines, Var. Savoneski.
Another SavonoskiDe exists Ori the south bank of the

Naknek River, 3 mi . ESE of Naknek. laes2)

Kin iak, on north bank Of Naknek River near its mouth,
0nhOFthi coast of Alaska Peninsula. Ver, Naknek, Pawik,

Sowarof. Originally an Eskimo villege repOrted In 1821.
The 1880 Cessos 11Sted the nare 'Kinghiek- Populatiee

in 1890 - 5I, Present place of Neknek. X

Pau ik, on thy south bank of the Naknek River. Var.

Ou aknek. ::Eskimo and Aleut village listed in 1880
CentuS with ponulation Of 192 including Kingiak. The

1890 population waS 93. Present place Of South Naknek.

U ashik, on the northwest coast of the Alaska Peninsula.
east bank of ligashik River 9 miles from 1ts mouth. Var.

Oogahlik, Ogagak, Ongashik. Eskimo village listed by
Petroff in 1880 with a population Of 177; 154 in 1090.

Present place.

Unannashik, near Stregonof POiet. SW entrance to Pert

Belden. Var. Oonangashik. Former Eskirea village listed

In 1820 Census with population of 37; 190 in 1890.

Meshik, present day Port Heiden. recorded 1902 prebebly
TbiT.i-barlier or assoc:x1-1arvinh Unangashik.

X

xl)

Sources: Hodge, Freder
1907.

Orth. Donald
Office. 19

0Swalt, Mende

Swanton, John
United Ste

VanStone. am

COmpilation t

.Kijik is reported as Tanaina Indiah
in Cook Inlet Region..

e in Cook Inlat Regi Nikhkak is else name Wed for Tanairot Indian fishing earn et this location -Arlso meoorted
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SOuCCeS: Hodge, Freder ck Webb (ed.)- Part I ond Par

Pt;=1:70.

1907.

Orth, Donald J. Dictionary of AZoko Pu a, Geological Survey PrOfessional Paper 567. Washington: United States Government Printing

Office, 1967.

Oswalt, Wendell H. ALookan Eakimoe. San FranciScot Chandler Publishing Company, 1967-

Swanton, JOhn R. The Indian Teibee of NoPth America.
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulleti 145. Washington:

United States Government Printing Office, 1953.

VanStone, James W. gelcmoti of the Nuehaeok River. Seattle; OniverSity of Washington Press,

Compilation by David M. hickok, Federal Field Committee for Davslopment Planning in Alaska-
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Enw:ronmental Livelihood Patterns

Within the Bristol Bay Region the yearly cycle of subsistence
activity in the Nineteenth Century was fairly much the same for the
Togiagmiut, Nushagagmiut and the Kiatagmiut in that there was seasonal
movement between coastal maritime habitats and the interior riverine
habitats. The Aglemiut., on the other hand, depended more greatly upon
maritime resources and coastal lagoon and peripheral lake habitats in
the narrow Alaska Peninsula north of the Aleutian Range.

A portrayal of the yearly subsistence cycle in the 1880's
and 1890's provides some perspective for the change that has produced
the partial wage-partial subsistence activity current within the region
today.

The fon:wing comments trace salient points of the Nineteenth
Century livelihood pattern of the Nushagak River Eskimo.

PaZZ. When the first snow fell in early October,
the Nushagak River Eskimo men returned to their
permanent villages along the river from their hunt-
ing and trapping camps in the interior. They traveled
down the tributaries of the Nushagak or perhaps along
the coast and into the bay in the case of people living
in that area....By the middle of October most people
would be settled for the winter and occupied with
repairs to houses and caches In early fall some
trapping seems to have been done near the villages.
Deadfall traps are mentioned as having been set for
marten at this time (Elliott, 1886, p. 381). When
ice formed on the river about the end of October or
early in November, traps for whitefish were placed
under it and grayling were taken with hooks through
holes in the ice.

How much hunting was done during this period is not
certain, but it is likely that caribou were hunted
near the villages and perhaps for some distance up
the river. Elderly informants at Dillingham reported
that inhabitants of the bay region near the turn of
the century made lengthy fall hunting trips up the
river and into the Mulchatna country for caribou, but
this is not mentioned in any of the sources. These
same coastal peoples could take ling cod and blackfish
through the ice not far from their villages. Also in
November families from Chogiung [Dillingham] and other
bay communities would travel up the Wood River to Lake
Aleknagik in order to fish for trout through the ice
with hooks. Frozen trout, stacked like cordwood, were
brought back to the villages by dog team.

3
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Winter It is probable that; during the aboriginal
period; most fa)1 activities in both river and

coastal communities ended in early December when
the severe winter weather settled in for good. By

that time the inhabitants had repaired their houses

and made themselves as comfortable as possible. At

this time of year the permanent river villages were
fully occupied and all mobility had ceased. (After

historic contact; howeverl there appears to have

been greater mobility during the winter months,)
Fall trapping continued throughout the winter.and,
according to informants, steel traps were uncommon
and most of the foxes and beaver were trapped with

snares and deadfalls..

An elderly man at New Koliganek said that the inhab-
itants of Tikchik near the mouth of the Tikchik River
trapped further up the river during the winter and
hunted caribou along the Nuyakuk River and north of
it on the vast tundra between the Tikchik and Nushagak

rivers. Caribou were plentiful at that time, accord-
ing to the informant, but moose were very scarce.
The Tikchik hunters and trappers apparently left

their families in the village and seldom ranged
more than a two days' journey from home,

spring. In late February or early March many Nushagak
River families prepared to move from their permanent
communities on the riverbank to temporary camps along

streams in the mountainous country of the interior.
Boats and all household equipment were moved by dog
sled and apparently some families did not leave
their villages until April. The main occupation at
this time of the year was the taking of fur-bearing
animals. The most valuable pelts, at least toward
the end of the Russian period, were beaver, otter,
red fox, bear, arctic fox, marten, lynx, mink, musk-
rat, and wolf (Russian-American Company Records:
Communications Sent, vol. 38, no. 115, folio 29).
Beaver were taken mainly by digging them out of their
houses (DRHA, vol. 1, p. 329; Elliott, 1886, pp.381-
384), although the Russian-American Company officially
disapproved of the method because of long-range harm-
ful effects on the beaver population (Russian-American
Company Records: Communications Sent, vol. 16, no.
467, folio 178). Caribou were also hunted extensively
at this time of the year, probably mainly with rifles
or old flintlock muskets by 1880 (DRHA, vol. 1, p.329)
although Petroff insists that as late as 1890,
Eskimos with firearms were infrequently encountered
in the area (1891, p,6).
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While the river Eskimos were in the interior hunting the Woc

caribou and trapping fur-bearing animals, coastal to be IT

residents of Nushagak Bay, in addition to interior Nuyakul:

trapping hunted seals in the Point Protection or portagE

Igushik areas. Toward the close of the nineteenth Tikchil:

century, at least, most of the hunting was done with

rifles from shore. Dip netting for smelt was also Fish ca

a late spring activity for coastal families. Some racks,

individuals stated that occasionally river Eskimos and all

would come down to the coast in the late spring to eggs WE

hunt seals and then would stay on to fish, perhaps to be E

selling a few fresh fish to canneries in order to 1886, r

obtain money to buy food and other supplies before p. 29).

returning upriver,
to havE
usual13.

summer. By the middle of June most river families

were concentrated in their winter villages to pre- Walrus

pare for salmon fishing, This meant repairing their Bay anc

traps, constructed of split spruce strips, so that Betweer

they could be used effectively when the fish began shippec

to run, The mouth of the Nushagak River was a nearly

favorite spot for fishing with traps, while at the Communi

rapids on the upper Nuyakuk salmon were taken with vol lf

spears and dip nets (Elliott, 1886, pp. 381-384; most oi

Cobb, 1907, p. 32; Bower, 1926, pp. 108-110). alreacb

Although some Nushagak River families stayed on the the arE

river to fish during June and July, many more migrated carvers

to the coast to fish and visit the trading pest. This spoons .

was probably increasingly true after commercial fish- the po

ing was introduced. However, even prior to this time, pp. 16'e-

the pattern seems to have been for the river Eskimos NushagE

to visit the Nushagak post in early summer with their ing bit

furs and then either remain to put up fish or return put up

up the river. The above-mentioned New Koliganek man,
speaking of the period just before 1900, said that By the

in early summer not Tong after the river ice broke passed

up, the residents of Tikchik would go down to the In mid-

Nushagak post to trade their furs. They traveled the NUE

down the Nushagak River in large boats covered with and ch-

caribou skins or brown bear hides that were similar fish CE

to the type already described. The trappers would time oi

trade their furs at the post and receive tea, flour, winter

sugar, tobacco, gun powder, crackers, etc. in exchange. caribot

Trade was also carried en with coastal peoples, with post fc

products of the interior being exchanged for seal oil distrit

and other coastal products. The Tikchik people not plE

apparently did not stay long on the coast but returned Commun

to their village in order to be on hand to catch and In mid-

dry salmon. When the time came for the return trip, prime c

the large boats were abandoned or tradad for small deadfal

sealskin-covered kayaks and the villagers, often to run

traveling as a group, returned to Tikchik by way of contini
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the Wood River and the lakes. This was considered

to be much easier than paddling up the Nushagak and

Nuyakuk rivers, since there was only the one extensive

portage from the Wood River Lakes system to the

Tikchik Lakes.

Fish caught by Nushagak area residents were dried on

racks, The heads were sometimes buried in the ground

and allowed to rot slightly before being eaten. Fish

eggs were put up in seal oil and considered a delicacy

to be eaten during the winter festivals (Elliott,
1886, pp, 381-384; SPG Proceedings, 1888, pub. 1888,

p. 29). As previously mentioned, there always seems

to have been work for some Eskimos at the canneries ,

usually on a day,to-day basis,

Walrus hunting was an important activity in Nushagak

Bay and surrounding area during the Russian period.
Between 1827 and 1830, 452 puds of walrus tusks were

shipped from Alexandrovski Redoubt and in 1838 alone

nearly 200 puds (RussiPm,American Company Records:

Communications Sent, vol. 12, no. 256, folio 152;

vol. 16, no. 479, folio 189). By 1890, however,
most of the animals had disappeared. Reference has
already been made to the fact that the Eskimos of

the area, presumably the Aglegmiut, were skilled ivory

carvers. They carved paper cutters, salad forks, salt

spoons, watch chains, and other objects for sale to
the post and to white cannery workers (Swineford, 1898,

pp. 162-163). Beluga were hunted along the shores of
Nushagak Bay throughout the summer months, and moult-

ing birds would also be taken and eggs gathered to

put up in seal oil.

By the last week in July the great runs of salmon had

passed and, except on the upper river, fishing ended.

In mid-August many men ascended the tributaries of
the Nushagak for the interior, leaving the women
and children in the villages to watch over the full

fish caches. Caribou hunting was good at this
time of the year and many skins were secured for
winter clothing. During the Russian period Fall
caribou skins were taken in trade at the Nushagak
post for shipment to Sitka from where they were
distributed to posts in areas where caribou were
not plentiful (Russian-American Company Records:
Communications Sent, vol. 9, no. 318, folio 478).
In mid-September the fur of the beaver would again be in

prime condition and these animals were taken in wooden
deadfalls or their dams were broken and the water allowed

to run out, exposing the beaver. This hunting and trapping

continued until the first snow fall in October when the men
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returned once again to their winter villages (DRHA, vol.
p. 329; Elliott, 1886, pp,381-384; Osgood, 1904, p. 18).

The seasonal cycle described above is roughly the same
for both the river Eskimos and those living on the shores

of Nushagak Bay. Only in the spring did any major dif-
ference occur, when the coastal people did most of their

sea mammal hunting.98

A comparative picture of the Eskimo of the Nushagak River

region today (1964-1965) is also drawn from Van Stone. It is an

important view since the indigenous population of this region

resides close by the multi-million dollar salmon fishery of Bristol

Bay. Naturally, the degree of subsistence reported in the follow-

ing information varies in some proportion (not direct) to the

success and cash received during the commercial fishing season.

Fail. The Eskimos of the river villages of Ekwok,

New Stuyahok, Koliganek, and Portage Creek usually
return to their homes around the middle of August
after having spent the summer in various locations

on Nushagak Bay. The silver salmon are just be-
ginning to run at this time and the run will continue
for about two weeks, after which the salmon fishing
will be over for the year. Families who did not put
up fish during the summer will do so at this time.
A few red and humpbacked salmon may still be work-
ing their way up the river in late August and a
vigorous subsistence fishery is carried out in all

the villages until the last silvers have passed. At

this time too, many men hunt ducks in the sloughs
near the villages where these birds flock preparatory
to heading south. While duck hunting the men may also
look for brown bears since these animals like to come
to the river bank to fish for spawned-out salmon.

The moose hunting season opens on the twentieth of
August and by that time many families have put up
their fish for the winter. Many have completed their
subsistence fishing at summer fish camps on the bay
and when the fishing boats come up the river in late
summer they are sometimes loaded with dried fish and
also with supplies for the winter that have been pur-
chased with money earned during the commercial fishing
season. The salmon canneries frequently provide a
grubstake to fishermen; this has either been taken out

of their summer income or advanced against the next

summer'-s earnings. In this way the canneries are
able to bind a particular fisherman from year to year.

98Thui, pp. 122-129.
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Most of the fall moose hunting takes place in the

Mulchatna River region or along the Kokwok River where

many moose have spent the summer near lakes to escape

the mosquitos and flies. Some men leave their villages
for these areas nearly as soon as they have deposited
their families at home. However, a moose killed early
in the season is difficult to preserve and since the

season extends ' -ough the end of the year, winter
trapping and hu ng are frequently combined. The

Nushagak River i not noted for an abundance of game

animals. Moose hunting here is a relatively recent
activity since the animals have moved into the
general area only within the past twenty'or twenty-

five years. There are caribou in the Mulchatna and
Nuyakuk river regions and these are also hunted in

winter and fall. All informants, naturally enough,
speak of their hunting activities strictly in terms

of the legal seasons.

For late summer and fall travel on the Nushagak

River and its tributaries, the large commercial
fishing boats which the Eskimos own for their

summer fishing on the bay are generally not used.
A wide variety of skiffs seen around the villages
reflect a tendency to copy the more sporting com-
mercial models or actually to buy them through
mail order catalogues or dealers in Dillingham.
The typical Nushagak River skiff, however, is con-

structed in the village with hardwood obtained

from a store....

The late summer and fall in a Nushagak River community

is a time of considerable activity and preparation

for the long winter months. Some men make repairs
to their houses or make one or more trips to Dilling-
ham in their fishing boats to pick up stove oil,

lumber, or large food orders. Others pull their
fishing boats out of the water for the winter. The
care and maintenance of the fishing boats, the
Eskimo's single most valuable and expensive pos-
session on which he depends for mobility throughout
much of the year and for most of his yearly income,

takes a great deal of time and effort at all seasons.

On a typical early fall day at New Koliganek in 1965
eople were observed at a variety of tasks that can

e considered characteristic of village life near
the end of the fishing seasons Some women were

cutting fish while their husbands and older sons

were stringing these on racks to dry in the sun.
A man was hauling logs from upriver behind his

skiff preparatory to building a storm 'shed on
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the front of his new house Another man was build-
ing an elevated cache from old lumber purchased in
Dillingham when a ca,nery was demolished. Two men
related by marriage were repairing the engine of
the older mani's fishing boat; changing the oil,
cleaning the spark plugs, starting and restarting
the motor. A man and his two young sons were
engaged in completely rebuilding an old skiff
while several women washed clothes in gasoline-
powered washing mach nes and took advantage of
the sunny, warm weather to hang them up to dry.

winter. The legal trappina season for most fur-
bearing animals in the Nus6gak River region has,
in recent years, opened on November 10. Some
mink trapping takes place in the late fall and
early winter but only a few trappers are seriously
interested in this animal. Even those who do trap
for mink do not pursue the activity vigorously, but
are usually content to set a few traps close to
the village. Several New Koliganek individuals
stated that mink trapping in the vicinity of that
village amounted to practically nothing; a trapper
would be fortunate to take five or six animals.
Further up the river the trapping for all fur
bearers is better, but not many New Koliganek
residents care to make the trip. Trapping is also
spoken of as being very good in the sloughs and
small lakes that characterize the lower river. A
New Koliganek man seemed to think that there was no
point in trapping at all unless it was possible to
earn at least $2,000 during the winter. However,
the prices paid for mink and other-furs have dropped
and it is almost impossible to make this much.
Another trapper noted that about seven years ago
he took 30 mink, 10 otter, and earned $1,100. The
mink season ends on the thirtyfirst of January and
there is no limit to the number of animals that a
trapper may take.

Winter travel in the Nushagak River region i almost
exclusively by dog team although at least two men,
one at New Koliganek and the bther at New Stuyahok,
have experimented with snowmobiles. Few men have
more than five or six dogs and many use only three.
[In the last few years snow machines have rapidly
replaced many dog teams, although the use of dogs
is still fairly common.]..,

Winter is not a time af intensive subsistence
activity. There is some caribou hunting, particu-
larly by upriver residents of the village of New



Koliganek. In the foothills of Ketok Mountain the

caribou hunting is usually good and the villagers

do have to go far to take them. In November and
December moose are frequently hunted along the
wooded tributaries of the Nushagak. There is
fi!shing through the ice, particularly with hooks

for grayling and pike. One New Koliganek informant
said that some men set nets under the ice for white-

fish (but the author's impression was that winter
fishing of any kind is more talked about than
actually done), but the people depend mostly on
the dry fish they put up during the summer and

early fall. Hares, ptarmigan, and other small

game are frequently taken and much time is spent

in hauling firewood. This midwinter period, then,
is one of relative inactivity and it parallels
that of the early contact period when the great
festivals and dances in the kashgee were performed.

Today church holidays during the winter and early
spring, particularly Russian Christmas, are im-

portant events and much visiting takes place
between villages at this time. Some men will
makn trips by air or dog team to Dillingham for
supplies once or twice during the winter.

Spring. Following the midwinter lull, spring trap-
ping begins. The beaver season opens on the first
of February. Trapplrs are more energetic in their
efforts to take this animal, particularly those
Eskimos living at Ekwok who trap up Klutuk Creek

or in the low country on the east side of the river.
New Koliganek trappers trap along the Nushagak
above the mouth of the Nuyakuk. The limit on
beavers is 15 animals and it has been unusual in

recent years for a trapper to receive more than

$20.00 each for the blankets he takes. New Koli-
ganek trappers are particularly discouraged about
the chances of making good money by trapping beaver
because of the low price paid even for prime pelts.

Although all trappers are aware that pelts sent to

buyers in Seattle and other soOthern locations bring

a higher price; a relatively small amount of fur is
exported directly from the villages. Most trappers
take their furs to Dillinghma in March at the time

of the annual neaVer Round Up" when fur buyers visit

the town in order to purchase furs. In 1965 the
"Round Up" was held from March 18 to 21, following
the end of the short beaver trapping season. This
is a time of celebration with dog races', dances,
and other activities, as hell as much drinking.
The local airline and various independent pilots
offer special rates from the villages to Dillingham
at this time and many families make the trip.



In spite of the local emphasis on beaver trapping,
the people of the Nushagak River region do not
really rely heavily on income derived from trap-
ping. At best, money obtained through the sale of
furs is a valuable supplement to income earned
during the summer months and carries many Mushagak
families through a period of the year when there
are few opportunities to obtain cash. Nor do the
trappers devote a great deal of time and energy
to the activity. New Stuyahok informants, when
questioned concerning the amount of time spent on
the trap lines, noted that it was unusual for a
trapper to be away from the village for more than
four or five days at a time. The men almost always
want to be back in the village for the weekend,
particularly for the showing of films on Friday
nights, Therefore, their trap lines are always
located near the village and they make no elaborate
arrangements for camping in the bush. One New
Stuyahok informant said that when he was a small
boy, his father had a trapping cabin on the Kokwok
River but that it had not been used for many years.
In recent years, he has trapped due west from the
village and more often than not he can visit his
traps and return the same day.

Beginning in mid April, ducks and geese arrive in
the Nushagak River region and there is good hunt-
ing throughout the area, particularly in the sloughs
near the villages.

Summer, By late in May the four Nushagak River
villages are virtually abandoned as the men with
their families move to Bristol Bay to take part in
the commercial salmon fishing. King salmon begin
the run shortly after the first of June and most
men have their boats in the water well before this
date. In recent years Koliganek-New Koliganek
families have camped along the beach jUst north of
Snag Point, while same Ekwok families camp less
than a mile north of Wood River Village. Since
Ekwok and Portage Creek are the villages closest
to Nushagak Bay many families remain there all
summer to put up dry fish, The men may pay quick
visits to the settlements during periods when the
fishing is closed. In the case of Portage Creek
these visits are made by boat,-but at Ekwok several
villagers may charter a small plane and arrange for
the pilot to return for them before the next fish-
ing period opens. Beginning in 1963, families from
New Stuyahok established a fish camp at Lewis Point
on the north bank of the Nushagak about fifteen
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miles above its mouth, The subsistence fishery is

thought to be better there than in the vicinity of
Dillingham and at the same time the men can easily

visit their families during the closed periods. The

women have a good supply of dried salmon put up by

the time the commercial fishing season is over.

Although the importance and all-pervading influence

of commercial fishing in the Nushagak River region

tends to overshadow the subsistence fishery, it is

necessary not to underestimate the importance of

the latter in the economy of the river Eskimos. The

fish put up and dried in the summer fish camps along

the bay or during late summer and early fall in the

river villages is of vital importance as a winter

food supply for both humans and dogs. The subsistence

catch of salmon for the Nushagak River, including
Nushagak Bay, in 1965 was officially listed by the

Dillingham area office of the Alaska Department of

Fish and Game as 135,900 fish and there is reason to
believe that this figure is in error on the conserva-

tive side (Nelson and Siedelman, n.d.).

As previously noted, along the river the women pre-

pare fish for drying after the men have checked and

emptied the nets, At summer fish camps on the bay

women handle every aspect of the subsistence fishery

except for the construction of drying racks. A fish

prepared for drying is slit down the underside in

such a way that the backbone is separated from

kith sides, If the fish are for human consumption,

this backbone section is usually removed, but if they

are intended for dog food, it may be left attached.

The outside surfaces of the fish are sliced in order

to facilitate drying, Fish racks are of relatively

simple construction consisting of sturdy corner

posts, connected at the top by slender horizontal

Roles between which a horizontal series of even

lighter poles are hung. The fish, tails up, are

draped over these poles. The racks often have a

roof frame so that a canvas cover can be hung to

protect the drying fish from rain. When the fish

are first hung, flies lay eggs on them, but if there

is even a slight breeze and the fish are drying

properly, the maggots drop off soon after they

hatch. If tne fish are intended for dog food, no

particular care is taken to protect them from flies.

If, however, they are for human consumption, the

rack may be covered with canvas and the sides enclosed

with frame planks, sheet metal strips, or sections of

heavy cardboard. Then a slow fire of green wood,

built in half an oil drum, is kept going in order
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Lo helo dry the fish more quickly in wet weather and
to keep off the flies. Fish that are only half dried
may be boiled and eaten with seal oil that is obtained
during the summer from Togiak people or permanent resi-
dents of Nushagak Bay.... nearly all Nushagak River
men participate in the commercial fishery as fisher-
men and not as cannery workers. This means that
they either own,Lor are in the process of buying,
large fishing boats, or that they work tyl the boats
usually assisting fathers, brothers, or other rela-
tives. These boats are frequently obtained through
the canneries, but some fishermen have purchased them
with the aid of [a credit association].99

These two portrayals of the environmental dependence of th
Nushagak Eskimo are not, of course, completely representative of the
Eskimo north to Togiak Bay or south and west along the Alaska Peninsula.
There are naturally differences due to local fish and wildlife habi.`-at
changes and species occurrences. The pattern is, however, typical and
important for that reason.

ALEUTIAN REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

°Perhaps the most highly individualistic of all the Eskimos
were the Aleuts, whose descendants still inhabit the Aleutian Islands.
Until two centuries ago they were the largest single Eskimo group, with
a population about 20,000 strong. R100

Until the time of initial historic contact with Bering and
Chirikov in 1741 and succeeding Russian influence, the culture of the
peoples of the Aleutian Region had been developing over thousands of
years. In Alaska the earliest skeletal remains of man from a clear
context occur at the Chaluka site dn Umnak Island, dating around
2000 8 .C.101 What we know of this period prior to initial contact is
limited by the observations of the first Russians and by subsequent
archeological investigation .

id P 13T-138.
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As the Eskimo migrated from Asia to North America, it is
generally supposed that movements occurred in two directions--north
and east via the arctic littoral rim and east further to the sarth
eeross the Bering Sea and in another possible way from the Kuriles to

the Aleutian Chain. Thoa? who settled in the Aleutian Islands at least
3,000 years ago were the ancestors of the Aleut people. The movement
into and across the Aleutians was never a mass migration of large
numbers of people, but rather consisted of sporadic travel by small

family groups over a long period of time. Gradually the Aleut popula-
tion spread itself thinly across the whole Aleution Archipelago.
Although the western Aleuts had little opportunity to marry outside
their own island groups, in the eastern part of the chain there develop-
ed frequent mixing between Aleutian and mainland Eskimos.

There are two main subdivisions of the Aleuts distinguished
by difference primarily in dialect: the Atkan division inhabited
Andreanof, Rat and Near Islands; the Unalaskan division inhabited the
Fox, Shumagin and Pribilof Islands and the Alaska Peninsula and encom-
passes the existing majority of Aleut population.

In 1774 the following description was givel of the Aleutian
Islands comprising the Atkan division:102

Adak Island: It is not possible to give the exact number of
people living on the island as they often move in whole families from
one island to another in large skin-boats pass straits and settle where
they like,

Ranaga Island; On the island is a high mountain from the
top.of which the people obtain burning sulpher; at tha base are

springs of hot water in which they cook fish and meat. About 200

men and women inhabit the island,

Chetkin; In the valleys are hot springs. There are no
rivers, and it is inhabited by about 400 families.

Tagadak Island; The island not only has no rivers and no
fish, but also is lacking in edible roots. Tha whole coast is so
rocky that there are no landing places for ships, not even skin-boa s.

There are about 400 families on the island

Atkha. The island has many rivers flowing into the sea.
There are fish and many edible roots. It is inhabited by about 60
people.

Am ixt: Thereare about:600 inhabitantS on'the islan

oc e son, History,- Ethno ogy and AnthropoZogy of the Aleut

Anthropological Publications,,Carnegie Ins.titotiOn of.Washington Publi-

cation 432, 1933
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From the harsh terrestrial and marine environment of the
Aleutians, the Aleuts developed a rich culture and secured a well-
balanced livelihood from the rich fauna of the sea, but this was not
to last long after Bering's contact with these people in the Shumagin
Island group.103

Unhappily the Aleuts flourishing culture and
economy did not long survive this discovery.
When the Bering expedition returned to Russia and
told of the vast herds of fur animals in the North
Pacific, fortune hunters started a stampede almost
equal to the great Klondike gold rush that came
some 150 years later. Adventurers, thieves,
exiles, murderers and princes alike .cet out to
plunder this remote region of its treasure. A
tide of greed, cruelty and bloodshed swept over
the Aleutian Islands. The Aleuts fought back, but
they were overwhelmed by the superior weapons of
the Russian hunters. Whole villages were wiped
out; the population was decimated not only by guns
but also by smallpox, measles, tuberculosis and
pneumonia. 104

Due to these causes, the Native population of the Aleutian
Islands was reduced to 2,247 (Veniaminoff) in 1834 and to about 1,400
in 1848 (Father Sharesnekov). After the smallpox epidemic of that
year an estimated 900 Aleut people were all that were left. By 1864
mixed bloods had increased the population in tne Aleutians to 2,005
(Da 11), and finally the 1890 Census indicated only a total of 1,702
persons of Whom 968 were Aleut and 734 mixed bloods. Thus in 150
years a once hardy people were subjected and reduced to at least
one.Rtwentieth of their former aboriginal population level:

Throughout the later period of Russian occupation many Aleut
peOple were displaced to Kodiak Island and the Cook Inlet and Bristol
Bay regions by the fur traderssimultaneously many others moved
voluntarily to benefit from the trade affects of Russian posts.

This population decrement continued under United States
administration until 1910 when an Aleut population of 1451 was reportedf.105
How many of this low population were of mixed blood is difficulr to
conjecture as it is in the increase to 5,599 reported by 1939.1o6

IPL o e 41 on t e various RussañvQyae of exploration and hunt-
ing beginning -in 1744 see Waldemar- Jochelson, History, Ethnology and
Anthropology of 'the Aleut.

404
Bank-, op. cit.

10511eorge W. Rogers after 1U. S. Department of -ComMerce Bureau of the
Census; Indian Population. in 'Mt U. S- and A.Zaka 4040 .WaShington,D.C.
Ii S GOvernment 'Printing Office, 1915.
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In June of 1942 the Japanese attack Dutch Harbor, were

repulsed and then turned their attention to Kiska and Attu in the

western Aleutians. Attu village's population of 45 Aleuts was

easily overrun and taken into captivity on Hokkaido.107 They were

finally released in 1945 following the Japanese surrender.

The effect of the Japanese attack on Dutch Harbor and Attu

was to have much greater impact on the Aleut people.

Because of these attacks, nearly all of the civilian Native

population of the Aleutians were moved under government auspices to south-

east Alaska, This action evacuated some villages such as Kashiga, on

Unalaska Island, which have never since been reoccupied despite the

return of most Aleuts to the Aleutians after the war.

The Pribilof Islands are yet another story in Aleut history.

St. Paul was first settled ir the 1780s, when the
Russians brought Aleuts to the Pribilof Islands for

the taking of fur seals. During most of the inter-

vening 180 years, the people have lived under con-

ditions of semi-slavery and exploitation. First the

Russians and then the Americans exercised total con-

trol over the local inhabitants, maintaining them

for the sole purpose of manning the fur seal industry.

The Pribilof Islands have sinte 1910 been under the
jurisdiction of the U. S. Department of the Interior.

Management has for some years been vested in the Bureau

of Commercial Fisheries of the Fish and Wildlife Serv-

ice. The government's prime objective is conservation,
management And protection of fur seals. In addition,

government responsibility has included providing for

the health and welfare of the two Pribilof Islands
communities - St. Paul and St. George. In the past,

residents received free housing, clothing, food,

household supplies; health care, education, and

WIer servicesi these were supplemented by a limited

but gradually increasing cash wage. As of 1962, all

workers receive standard government wages in accord-

ance with the type of work they perform and the period

for which they are employed.

St. Paul has all the external manifestations of the

typical company town. It has an orderly layout and
relatively excellent physical facilities. Employ-

ment is available to all residents, either on

permanent or seasonal basis. The price of these
benefits has been dependence on a single industry

7Clarence C. Hul 1 ey, Alaska:Past and Present4 Portland Binfords &

Mort, Publ s hers . 1958.



over which the people have no influence, limited Environme
mobility, restricted political power, and a require-
ment for a cash wage to sustain existing living
standards. All these conditions - physical, economic, blance to:
social, political - are so different from other occupatio
Alaskan communities as to make comparative evalua- technolog'
tion meaningless. Recognition of the existing situa- change .

tion and characteristics provides the basis for ships, in
future change. pendence

upon the
Significant changes have begun occurring in recent
years, The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries now
places a greater emphasis on economic operation of Islands w
the sealing industry and is attempting to phase out
its community and welfare responsibilities. The
people of St. Paul have willingly assumed some of
the transferred proprietary functions, and their leaders
have pushed vigorously for a greater degree of self-
government. In this, they have had much support at
the state and federal levels.

The desire to give St. Paul the right to manage its
own affairs found favor with the U. S. Congress and
is reflected in the Fur Seal Act of 1966. This
legislation, sponsored by Senator E.L. Bartlett of
Alaska and supported by the Interior Department,
provides for transfer of Iand, property and facilities
to St. Pael and its residents and for transitional
grants to atssist the community in providing municipal
services. These benefits are predicated on a determi .
nation by the Secretary of the Interior that "a viable
self.government community which is capable of providing
adequate municipal services is established or
will be established prior to the conveyance by
the (townsite) trustee of any property to the
natives of the Pribilof Islands," 108

Of all aboriglnal Alaska Native populations, perhaps the
Aleuts, more than any other group, have been most greatly affected
by extra.cultural and economic influences. Conquered, enslaved,
subjected to disease and family disruption, wholsesale population
transfer, and major governmental withdrawal of their former ter-
ritories, they now number about 10 percent of their former number.
And this percent, too, must be considered of mixed blood.

Some idea of their former village locations and current
status can be gained from Figures I I . 62, III . 63 and III - 64.

1ORi 00 e, ic 0 saier, and George W. Rogers, Pala CONMU tty
study, College, Alaska, University of Alaska, Institute of Social,
Economic and Government Research, 1968.
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Envi on ental Liveli ood Patterns

The way of life of the Aleut today hears but little resem-
blance to that of his aboriginal ancestors. Continued "foreign"
occupation of the region since early Russian days together with the

technological advances of the Twentieth Century have brought great
change. But the change effected has been surficial--in boats and
ships, in housing, in fishing gear, in clothing and in the greater de-
pendence upon purchasable food stuffs--the basic reliance of the Aleut
upon the marine environment for life support remains.

At the time of Russian contact the people of the Andrezanovsky
Islands were described as living in the following way :110

In the low places they have earthen huts
in which they always live. They never heat
their dwellings, either in summer or winter.

09* They wear parkas made of skins of sea-
birds, arries and puffins, which birds are
caught on the sea-coast by nooses made of
whalebone; they also wear kamleikas (water-
proof shirts) made of the guts of sea-lions
and seals, but no other clothing.

... To seek food they go to sea in their
small skin-boats, angle the halibut and cod,
bring their catch into their huts and eat
the fish raw; but when the weather becomes
stormy and continues so for several days, it
is not possible to set out to the sea and
famine strikes them and their wives and
children. In order to prevent starvation
they go to the sea-coast, gather sea-weed
and different shells, bring them home and
eat them raw. They look particularly for
stranded dead sea-mammals. When God rewards
them, they eat the sea-mammals raw.

... They hunt sea-otters in May and June,
in calm weather. In placid weather the
natives start into the sea and reach the
sleeping and awakened sea-otters, chase them
in numerous small skin-boats, and kill them
with darts, so that they can not escape
from their hands. In the same manner they
hunt seals

109

u°9Today's proper geograph c spelling "Andreanof.

"0Jochelson Op. crtt p. 8.
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FIGURE III - 62

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES AND CURRENT STATUS

ALEUTIAN REGION

NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES

-

EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULAT10NS STATUS '_ASONAL ABANDONE0 AKIIQUITN

25 . 299 360 - 999 1000 + UNKNOWN .AHP SITE SUE
=.

ALEUT. A name of unknown origin hut traced with Soh* Plausibility to the
Chukchi word 'aliat, meaning .island," which iS SuppoSed to have
been bestowed upon the inhabitants of the Aleutian Islands through
a misunderstanding. Also called,

Takhayuna, knalekhotana, name according te Patroff (1884).
0-nugun. own name, according tO Dall (1885).

The Aleut constituted the only widely divergent branch of the fskimauan
linguiStie Stock, the remainder of the tongues of that family being
closely related.

These nnnnle inhabited the Aleutian Islands. the Shumagin Islands,
and th:: western pert of the Alaska Peninsula. In 1766-17813 oonu-
lationS of Aleuts were intrOdUced on the Pribilof Islands by the
Russians.

There were two main subdivisions distinguished by differenCe in dialect,

the Atka and the Unalaska,

Atka Inhabiting Andreanof. Rat, and Near Islands: their settle-
ments ware:

Unalaska

Attu, on Holt BOy northweat shore Chichagof Harbor, At u
Mend. Var. AttooChicuagof, Chichagov. Former Aleut

village listed in the 1080 CenauS. This island, the
westernmost Of the Aleutian Islands, was sited by Chirikov
in 1741 and visited by him for the second time on June 8.
1742: he named it Fedor's Island.

Korovinski, at Korovin Say on Atka Wand. On September 24,
T7"4"17TeTfng discovered an island which he named St. Joan's
Island and which it is supposed was Atka Island. According
to Baker (7906) the residents moved to a site On Malan Say.

waton on Atka Island. Var. Atka which is present place.
PROFded in 1880 Census. On MU Bay, east coast of
Atka Island. Population of Hazen in 1880 - 236.

unalga, on Unalga Island. Andreanof group. Var. Donalge.

Oonalgenskoi. On northwest Coast of the island. on Helga

Say. Former Eskimo village recorded in 1040. Listed in

the 1880 Census - population 23.

The following ruined plateS On the single island of

Agattul Agonakagna. Atkulik, Atkigyln, Hachimuk,
Hammulik. Hanilik, Hapku2, Higtiguk, Hilksuk, Ibin, Imik,

Iptugik, Isituchi, Kaki:Auk. Kmmuksuslk, Kasiukug, Rig-
sitatok. Kikchik, Kikun, Kimituk. Kitak. Kuptagok, Hagtok.
Mokugnuk, Wavisek, BikSatok. Sunik, Ugiatok. Ugtikun.
ugtumuk, Ukashik. Former Aleut villages reported by Hodge

(1907). All uninhabited and locations unknown.

Inhabited the Fox and Shumagin Islands and the Alaska Pen-

insula. Their settlements were:

-Akutan on Akutan Island, close to Unalaska Island. Ile-

iraTFOrin 1869 by Davidson, USCSGS: Located en the east

coast of the island, on the north shore of Akutan Harbor.

Post Office established in 1914:
X

Avatangk. on Avetanak Island. beibeen Unalaska and Unimak

Islands. Var. Alaialgutek, Avatznak, Avatanakskoi.

Acatanok. Aleut naMe transcribed by Russians into .

various spellings: apparently identical with "Aiaial-
gutak" of Capt. Drenitaln and Lt. Leveahev, 1758 (1787

map). Name Avatanak was publiShed by ,Venalminor in
1840 slid Captain Tebinkov, 1852, whereas Capt. Lutke

(1836) and tho RuSsian Hydrographic Dept. used the
spelling "Avatanok".-

Belkofski, near the end of the Alaska,.Pininsula.
South coast. 27 miles cast of village of Cold SaY.
Var. Delkoffski: RelktiftokWfroimBelkan meaning
squirrel.: Aleut village reported ln 1047; 'Post
Office established loA888 and discontinuettin 1951.

,

;
Morita.' on north coast of Oetiankat .(or
11-Miles sowtheaat of Onalaska village: Reported by

Saur in 1790 and Lt. Sarichev in 1826. Present place,

Chernofskir, near-Chernofiki Harbor, southwest coast.'
of-Unalaska Island; IW1826 name;of this'formerAleut
Village published is'ThernOvsliOy;" :(MaY be Present'
place.) Site of,Holmes sheep ranch. ;

Cider, at;Eider.Point.Tiorth coast of nnalaskaIsland.

.

ViF7-7Srlo,Pestfekovo.-This village wasreported An 1026,

IliuliUk or Onalaska.fbil south stiore oU Unalaske 04Y. .

Unalaska liliard77vitr4 Gavasekoo,',-On a map dated'1742
and reportedmigain in 1400,1826. -

402
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25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

Unalaskr (Conte) Kashiga. at head of Kashega Day on southwest coast of
Unalaska Island. Named far Kesheea Bay, first reported
in 1826. Evacuated in W.W. II.

kernvinski. on north share of KorovIn Bay. borovin
Island). Var. Nikelskoye. Farmer Aleut

village, now abandoned. Residents moved to a site on
Waxen Bay.

Makushin. on north shore of Makushin Bay, Unalaska
-island. Var. Cacooshino. RepOrted in 1826. The loca-
tion of MakuShin Village on Lt. Saricher's 1826 mcap is
4 miles northwest of the location applied on modern
maps. Cannery Site abandoned. Current White Alice
Station.

Mashlk, on Entrance Point at Port Moller, Alaska Pen-
TEFUlli. Var. Port Moller. Reported !,), Petroff in 1880. 10$$

Morehevoi, present place on south share of Trader's
C6T.,e en-Bechevin Bay, Alaska Peninsula. Reported in 1847.

Nateekin, at head of Nateekin Bay, UnalaSki Island, Var,

NnTiria. Reported in 1826; reported In 1908 as csnsisting
of 2 huts and 15 people.

Nikelaief, on south coast of Alaska Peninsula at Buskin
t450771-1 miles north-northeast of Belkofski. Var.

Nicoloffsky. Former Aleut village or camp presumably
named by the Russians after Tsar Nikelas. Reported in

1590 Census.

Nikelskla southwest ceast of Umnak Island on Nikoiski

Bay. First reported in 1868. PreSent place of Harris

sheepranch.
A

Pavlof. on settlement point, oast shore of Pavlof Bay
near southwest end of Alaska PenInSula. Var. Pavleaskoi.
former Aleut village or camp shown in 1852.

Po:rOsfli neer Pogromni volcano, on the north shore of

15Tinif-l-sland. Former Aleut village or camp reported in

1828.

Pepe. at Pirate Cove Island in Shumigan Islands. Re-

ported In 1852.

Sannak, an tist shore of Senna Harbor On nOrthwest
cooSt Of UWE island: Aar: Sanak: 'Aleut village re-
ported in the 1890 CenSus. Present place.

lino; en Delarof Harbor. southeast Coast of Unga Island
117-7Shumagin Islands. Var. Delaref. Aleut village re-

ported as Ougnaguk In 1835.

Vossnessenski or liosnesenski on Wosnesenski Islend in

the shumagin group. No refrences available.

Villages reported by later writers:

Anulok. on Unalaska Island. No referenceS.
- ,

Alton. on Akun Island between Unalaska and Unimak .

locatIon unknown. NO reference.

less

leSs

Artelnof. an Akun Island . southweStRoast.-,FOrmdrillPut
village. popUlation 32 in 1834. LoCatiOn Unknown.- '

Benglf, en Unalaska island. Eskimo Village on north-
iitt-toest. near north entrance tti Deaver
SariCher-ealled it'501[0]BobroVuortea titteryllleger
in 1826,.' Population.in 1830 was':41..' iAcation unknewe.

Yer.Jiguiug,

Chalivknaki on 8eaver,81w. Unelaska_Island. north shore
of Beaver, inlet.:,_Aleut villageTaported in-1700. 1826,
400 1956. LodatiOn unkee-06-.1

on Unalbaki island. Aleut Cabo, reported-11i 1876

bY-Cfike. Location unknown.

Imagnen, on Summer-Elev.-Unalaska Island. eist'Shor* of
GnalasCe Bay. Reported in 1640 as Bnagninsime. Pepula-

tion in 1830 - 32. Var. Imagnok Sinagyne. Location

unknown.
_

-

itchadak, on one of the east Aleutlan lllands. Reported

57D5317in 1787. Location unknown.

Kalek ta on Aalekhta Saj, Unalaska island. r. Salo

iektha3 Alout village reported,in 1628.

X



NATIVE GROUP -tEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY
00 999 1000 UNKNOWN CAMP Sin SITE

Kutchlok. on Unalaski Island. LocatiOn unknown. Reported
b705Z6--in 1787.

RiechOSnl, on Little Bay nOrth coast of Akun Island in the
KrenItzin group. Aleut village reported In 1830.

Ssint,Jbnyngs. on north coast of St. George Island, Prib-
To group. Reported in 1840 Census. PreSent place. X

Saint Paul, On South &mat Of St. Paul Island. First
occ*Oled about 1788 by AltUts. Reported in 1090 Census.

Seredka, on Seredka Bay. SOUtheast Coast of Akun Island.
XTia-Tiillage or camp reported in 1834 as SerednInSkoyel
population 16.

SiSagdk on Unimak ISland, north coast near Cape Lapin.
Aleut village reported in 1033. populatiOn 91.

Takamitka. on Unalaska Island. Location unknown. Re-

ported by Coxe in 1787.

Ti Oda. on Tigalda Island, one of the east Aleut ans.
eu village reported In 1833 with population Of 91.

LOCation unknown.

Totchikala. on Unalaska Island. LoCati n UnknOwn. Ver.

rotzlidla. Reported by Coke in 1707.

On maat Coast of Umnak Island, near a
17-We same name. Former Calcine villaga reported in
1834 as 'Minsk**. populatiOn 86.

U4amitxi, on Unalaska Island. No references, loCation
unknown.

Uknodok,_on HOg Island. Captains Bay. Unalaska. Former
MTN-Maga published as Ukunadok by COM) In 1787 and
as Uknadak hy Vaniaminov in 1640. Village was site Of
diSpute between Unalaskons and Unimak: in whICh latter
wero exterminated.

Vrselofski, at Cape Cheerful, Unalaska. Old village site
en nerth coast of Unalaska Wand. (Var. Cheerful). Re-
ported in 1826.

1-111r5TiklFiMCIM at least 2-.200 yoor="1:--
b 7ulik - Roar preSent site of world War II Fort Gleam. Used by Rory

X

X

X

Airline and Limnak Co. sheep ranch.
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... Not only in the summer season, but
in the coldest time of winter, when they
go to sea in their small boats to fish
halibut and cod, they wear shirts of birds'
skins and water-proof shirts of guts de-
scribed above, but neither stockings nor
caps or mittens.

Women and children wear the same kind
of parkas and kamleikas as de men, but
sometimes made of sea-otters' skins.

... When wandering about, even when accom-
panied by their wives, they dig holes in
which to sleep for the night and spread out
and cover themselves with grass-plaited car-
pets and parkas.

These people have no care whatever of
their souls and no idea of the death hour and
of the future life. They live like beasts.

Today, as a result of the work of many anthropologists and
ethnographers we have a broader view of the old Aleut way of life and
perhaps more understanding than that shown by Vasyutinsky. Studies
indicate that when the Aleuts arrived in the islands at least 3,000
years ago the climate may have been colder than during the Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Centuries. The gradual change to a temperate zone
maritime climate, plus the isolation of the islands greatly effected
their way of life and caused cultural divergences from either the main-
land Indian or the Aleuts' northern Eskimo counterparts.

For example, the Aleuts did not depend for
clothing on the furs of animals. Their
primary concern was keeping dry: they
wore rain parkas (kamleikas) made of bird
skins or the gut of sea mammal:,. Lacking
flint and having mainly beach pebbles or
boulders to work with. the Aleuts made
comparatively crude stone tools; for want
of clay they made no pottery. Since the
walrus seldom ventures into the southern
Bering Sea, the Aleuts could not easily
collect ivory for carvings and for weapons,
as did the northern Eskimos. Because the-
Aleutians are treeless, and driftwood is
the only sdurce of wood; the-Aleuts, never
built large ,WoodenrstrUctureS, dS did_seme
Indian tribes. On-the other hand, the-
Aleuts learned to exploit the luxuriant
plantlife of their islands for food, for
medicines-and-for-poisons which are unknown
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to the northern Eskimos, and they attained
great skill and artistry in basketwork and
weaving. Living on the edge of a sea that
remains open all winter, they developed not
dog sleds but marvelously seaworthy skin
boats.

The Aleuts were primarily hunters of sea
mammals--seals, sea lions and whales. They
wasted nothing of their quarry that was edible
or usable. When a dead whale was brought
ashore, the Aleuts carved up its meat and fat
for food. They burned its fat for heat and
light. They used its ribs and jawbones for
building; turned its shoulder blades into
tables or seats, its small vertebrae into
chairs and its bone ends into plates; fashioned
other bones into harpoon heads and daggers;
converted the intestines to rain parkas, water-
proof bags and translucent windows for their
semi-subterranean houses; used the sinews for
thread and cord; and carved the teeth and
dense pieces of bone into ornaments, needles
and arrowheads.

Warriors as well as hunters, the Aleuts
equipped themselves with formidable and
ingenious weapons. They had stone axes,
and from bone they made clubs, poniards,
knives and spears. Their most ingenious
military weapon was a compound lance. The
barbed head, made of bone with a stone point,
was exactly as long as the depth of a man's
body from chest to spine; it was mounted on
the wooden staff in such a fashion that once
it was driven home it would detach itself
and lodge irremovably in its victim. For
protection in combat the Aleut warrior often
bore a wooden shield or body armor made of
wooden slats tied together with sinews.

Among their peaceful tools and implements
were spoons made from the breastbone of
the duck, bqne wedges for splitting drift-
wood, carved bone fiihhooks, stone axes,
scrapers, drills and lamps. The artistic
talent of the Aleuts is best displayed in
their basketry. They wove exquisite grass
mats, colorful baskets, intricately fashioned
grass capes and ,grass burial shrouds. To

give cdler td their designs they uscd octopus
'ink," ochres-_abd vegetable stains as dyes,
or wove into them small feathers and colored
strings_of 6irt.

41 4-



Perhaps the Aleuts' highest attainment
was their skill and prowess as seamen and
navigators. In this respect they surpassed
all other Eskimos. It was not uncommon
for Aleut hunters to rove the turbulent
seas for hundreds of miles, paddling for
days on end, resting seated erect in their
skin boats when tired and lashing their
small craft together to ride out storms.
Russian explorers reported that Aleut
hunters at sea "blazed a trail" with
whitened sea-lion bladders, weighted with
long ropes and stone sea anchors, which
they set afloat at intervals to mark the
route home through the fog.

The Aleuts put their faith in sunlight as
the potent source of all life. They there-
fore habitually arose with the dawn to make
the most of the daylight. Water, particularly
sea water, was thought to be a great source
of vitality. Before any special event or
during some kind of crisis an Aleut took a
ceremonial bath in the sea; to insure their
stamina new-born babies were dipped in the
surf no matter what the time of year.

as werE
greatly
those a
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As a warlike people, the Aleuts usually built
their villages on a narrow isthmui, a neck
of land or a promontory between two beys, source
apparently so that they could quickly transfer oil whe
their skin boats from one body of water to the importa
other in case of attack from the sea. Their
dwellings were built underground, with only
a narrow opening in the sod roof as an exit.
Near every village was a lookout hill (agi'sax').
Here sentries watched for enemies, hunters scan-
ned the sea for game, and women and children
searched the horizon for their seafaring men,
whose return they greeted with songs and dances.

Though ocean hunting was the livelihood of
all the AleutS and gave their scattered com-
munities a basic cultural identity, their
customs nonetheless differed fromi,one island
group to another. For instance,.some-Aleuts
hunted whales,and others_did not. People
on the western islandS-ffiade their fith-lihe
sinkers of-round 1)6a-oh cobbles which they
grooved around the middle, while elsewhere
the Aleuts used flat cobbles. Ornaments
worn by the Aleuts varied considerably, and



there were many different styles of weapons and

dress. Apparently isolation from one another,
plus a demanding environment, stimulated the
Aleuts' genius for developing new ideas. In

time certain islands became centers of regional
culture and of separate dialects. As we might
expect, differences were most marked at opposite
ends of the 1,000-mile chain of islands. This

is because the chain, together with its linearly
dispersed population, acted very much like a

filter. New ideas originating in the eastern
Aleutians or on the Alaskan mainland had to
pass from island to island through this filter
before reaching the westernmost Aleuts. On the

way the innovations were often modified or
blocked by the existence of local culture centers,
dialects and_military leagues that broke the flow

into eddies.111

Today not nearly as many of the Aleutian Islands are occupied

as were prior to the time of Russian contact and the people have been

greatly reduced in numbers but those Aleuts that remain in the islands,
those on Kodiak Island or the Alaska mainland coast possess the seaman
skills of generations. It is this mariner skill and knowledge of the

sea that provides them self-employed livelihood in a local commercial
fishery or as a wage earner in the Kodiak, Bristol Bay or Aleutian

fishery or with the Pribilof sealery.

The sea also still provides a primary food preference
source for these people--fish, marine mammals, shellfish, even seal
oil when available are dietary mainstays which supplement, in a most

important way, their wage earner purchases at the store.

245

"'T. P. Bank, op. cit.
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KODIAK REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

Eskimos called the Kaniagmiut (now commonly Koniags) occupied

the Kodiak region when it was discovered by Europeans. Their territory

included Kodiak Island and the mainland from Iliamna Lake to Ugashik

River, the south coast (of the Alaska Peninsula) to longitude 159°W. 1 2

Archeological research indicates that culturally similar people have

inhabited this region continuously for at least 3,000 years and perhaps

much longer. They possessed a primitive technology and social structure

that was sufficient to allpw population densities exceeding that attained

by any other Eskimo groupil3A culture ecologically well adapted to the

environment and a reasonably compatible social existence must be credited

to the Koniags prior to the Russian era.

The following quotation relating to the Koniag social organi-
zation is taken from Hrdlicka (1944).

The Koniags had no central government according
to Oavydov (II, 113).

Each village had its chief. Some of the chiefs,
however, ruled over a number of settlements de-
rived from one family group and bearing the name
of the Bay or Lake in or about which they exist.

The power of the chief of a settlement, however,
was not great: often the islanders paid more
regard to and followed some well-to-do indi-
vidual, or a good hunter.114

Hrdlicka summarizes and quotes numerous historic published
accounts of the initial Russian contacts and subsequent relationships

with the Koniags. The story that emerges makes it clear that extreme
and irreversible disruption of the Koniag's way of life set in almost
immediately upon the arrival of the Russian fur seekers in the 1760's.
The Natives were subjugated, not without bloodshed; families were broken
up; men were sent to distant coasts in frail boats to hunt otter; and
the structure of the aboriginal society and living regimen drastically
altered.

112FrederickW. Hodge, Yhe handbook Of American Indians North of Mexico,
Bureau of American Ethnology,-Bulletin-30 Washington:- GoVernment
Printing Office, 1910, p. _652;

I"Wtndell Alaikan Eskimos. -San Francisco: Chandler

Publishing Company, 1967, pp.'114-115.
N4Ales Hrdlicka, Anthropology OfKodiak'Island. Philadelphia

The WiSter,Institute of AnatOnly and Biology, 1944:
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The extent of the hardship is suggested by Bancraft (1886)
who cites Lisiansky's visit to Kodiak in 1805:

During his stay in Kadiak [Kodiak] Lisiansky
visited several of the settlements on that
island, concerning which he gives some inter-
esting details. The entire population apart
from the Russians he estimates at only four
thousand, and remarks that according to the
report of the oldest inhabitants it had de-
creased by one half since the arrival of the
Russians. The wholesale mortality which had
thus prevailed since Shelikof landed there in
1784 was mainly due to diseases introduced by
the invaders, and to the severe toil and hard-
ship to which the natives were exposed during
the long hunting expeditions required of them
by their task-masters. Other causes were the
destruction of the sea-otter, on which they
had been accustomed to rely for food during
winter, and their neglect to lay in a stock
of dried salmon for the season of scarcity.

On visiting igak on the 24th of March-, 1805,
Lisiansky reports that he found all the people
in search of shell-fish along the beach, only
the young Children being left in the eleven
filthy barabaras which formed the settlement.

4

At Killuda BaY, a few versts south-west of
Igak, Lisiansky landed at a settlement, 'in
which,' he says, 'we found only women and
children, the men belonging to it having been
absent with Baronof since the preceding spring.
Not having laid in provisions in sufficient
quantity for the winter, these poor wretches
were literally half starved...'115

When the Russians came, the Koniags were found living in small-
er or larger villages located at favorable places all over the Kodiak
archipelago and on the coast opposite. Hrdlicka quotes Tikhemeniw as

247

follows:
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115Hubert H. Bancraft, The History of AZaska. VolUme'*XIIIof the
author's'Works,-San FrinciSCO,,l886.r.
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Out of 65 settlements in which up to that time
lived the Aleuts [Koniags], or better said from
which they lead a nomadic life over Kodiak and
the islands that belong to it, there were formed
seven communities [one at St. Paul], one at the
Three Saints establishment; one each at Orlov,
Karluk and the Afognak stations, and on Wood

=I
Afogr

Island; besides the one that constitutes the
establishment on the island Ugamok.116 AlitE

Kagu).

Major historic sites of habitation are listed in the succeeding
figure entitled Historic Native Places and Current Status. There were

Kanal

numerous other prehistoric sites, many of which have never been catalogued KodiE.

Larsc
Koniag population data as gathered from historic records has Old F

been summarized by de Laguna (1956) as follows:117 Ouzir

1790, Register of the Shelekof Company, about
5,000 for the Kodiak Island group.

1792, Delarof, about 6,510 for Kodiak Island
and the Katmai area on the opposite
mainland which was also inhabited by
Koniag.

1796, Baranof, 6,206 for the same 2 areas.
1803, Davydof, about 7,000 for the Kodiak

Island group.
1805, Lisiansky, about 4,000. He estimates

10,000 or more in pre-Russian days.
1825, Wrangell, 2,819.
1851, Holmberg, 1,500.
1880, Petroff, 1,943.
1890, Porter, 1,154 but we must subtract

from this about 200 for the Eskimo a
Port Graham and Seldovia.

More recent population figures
are given below in Figure 111-65 .

or important Koniag settlements

Port
Raspb
Uyak
Woody

Envir.

able
Koni at

118 r ' icka, Anthropology ..., op. cit., p. 1

mFrederica de Laguna, Chugach Prehistory, The Archaeology of Prince
William Sound, Alaska. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1956. 118



FIGURE III - 65

CENSUS DATA FOR VILLAGES IN KODIAK REGION

1920 1929 1939 1950 1960 1967

Afognak 308 298 197 158 190

_
ND*

Aiaktalik 72 30 21 ND ND ND

Alitak (Akhiok) ND 86 82 72 84 138

Kaguyak 52 52 31 ND 36 ND

ceeding Kanatak ND 82 134 ND ND ND

! were Karluk 99 192 189 144 129 98

wtalogued. Kodiak 374 442 864 1,710 2,628 500

Larsen Bay ND ND 38 53 72 74

Is has Old Harbor 54 84 109 121 ND 230

Ouzinkie 96 168 253 177 214 231

Port Lions
Raspberry Straits ND ND 17 ND ND 160

Uyak Bay ND ND 20 ND ND NO

Woody Island 104 116 54 111 78 mnnv

*ND denotes no data available.

Source: All data from U. S. Government Census Reports except 1967,

which is from Villages in Alaska and other places having a

native population of 25 or more, 1967, Federal Field Com-

mittee. 1967 figures represent natives only; figures for

other years represent natives primarily, except Kodiak

village.

ttlements Environment 1 Liveliho d Pa

The Koniags made use of nea ly ail animaLand plant .foods .avail-

able to them.' Hrdlicka-(1944). quotes- several .early writers in deicribing

Koniag food habits. He 'quotes .Holmberg as follows:

The Koniags consume anything that can be

digested. In regard to the food the Konjage
[Koniagi is even less particular.than the
Thlinkit. Their 'food consists mainly of
which in the summer during the catch are eaten

cooked. Foi the winter they are dried, and
eatenreither raw, or cooked...,Among the greatest

delicacies of the Koniags is hoWever the flesh

and blubber of the whale.118

na Hrdlicka, Anthropology..., op. oit., pp. 46-47.



FIGURE III - 611

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES AND CURRENT STATUS

KODIAK REGION

NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATION
25 - 299 300 - 999 1000

STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY
UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SUL

kaniagmiut Their territory included Kodiak Island and the mainland
coast to longitude 159°. Their settlementa Were:

Afo nak, compriaing three settlements on Afognak Island.
rs reported in the early 19th Century. After tidal

wave resulting from 1964 Earthquake destrayed most of
Afognak. the people were relocated on Kodiak Island at
Port Lions.

Aiatelik (or Ayakhtalik). On northwest coast of Aiatalik
10end OCHISO Island). Reported in 1880 Census. Re-
portedly abandoned.

Akhiok, on Akhiok Bay west of Alitak Bay at south end
of-KoSiak Island. Var. Ahkick. Alttak. Oonalak. Re-
ported in 1816 and 1E80 . present place.

Aleksashkina, at Icehouse Point en west coast of Wood
Island. two miles east of Kodiak in St. Paul Harbor
(Or Selenlye Chiniak). Reported in 1852. Currently
island used for govermeent radio Station.

Alexandrovsk, on Kenai Peninsula at south entrance
tO Port Graham, 10 miles southwest of Seldovia. First
reported in 1026. Present-day English Bay.

Ashivak. 13 miles northwest of Cape Douglas on Kamishak
S ay, Aleutian Range. Population in 1680 -48,

Chiniak. at the east end of Kodiak Island. Former
riTTErvillage reported in 1880 census. Present loca-
tion of U.S.N. Seabees base.

Fugitive, on east shore of Port Robron. north coast
Of-Sitkalidak Island, southeast of Kodiak Island.
Var. Port Mobron, Reported 1805. Abandoned except
for people handling grazing lease.

Iglk. On Afognak Island. east of Afognak. Kodiak Island,
Var. Igagajut. Kaljukischwigmiut, Former camp or village
that seems to have been moved.

Kaouyak, at head of Kaguyak Bay on southeast coatt of
147314E-Island. Reported in 1880 as Kagulak. Destroyed
by 1954 tidal wave.

Kaluiak. on south shore of Chignik Day, east Of Anchorage
:84-y-l8ff northeast of Chignik, Aleutian Range. Reported in
1880 Census. .

Kanatak, on Shelikof Strait at head of Portage Belvon
south coast of-the Alaske Peninsula.- Eskimo village
listedAn 1890 Census with a population of 26.

Karluk, on eist coast Of Kodiak ISland. Reperted in
T8757-Var,: Kunakakhvak. Antiquity sita at Old Karluk.

Katmai. Sit* Of i Village near Katmaillay on the south
coast of the Alaska Peninsula. A Once iMpOrtant Eakiee
village first reported in 1827. Population in 1880
Censui FolloWIng the 1912,eruption Of Mount
KatMei the people-were resettled at Perryville. 19 '

miles east of Stepevak Bay.'

Kattak
,

8.6 mil* north of Afognak on'the south coast
-7:7-Wenak Island. Var.Aleutyillege. X8X866. ao.
'ported in 1849.

7 Kiliuda, At head of BoUlder Bay.. on simitheistco
WriMailsk Islend. Van. KilUden.,:Reported in 1005.
PoPelatien In 1880, 36.

Kodiak, On nor-threat 80aSt Of Kediek foottaita

.TirriNa by a RuStian trading eampeny. Present-place. 1.

Kuiukuk on too'southeasticOiit of the Altska-Peninsula.
ViT.71Zukek. Wrangell aiy. F0000r_coo0 or settlement
with an MO population of la: population 62 in 1890.

X

X

X

NATIVE GROUP HIS-

Laniagmiu
(Contd)

.,Hodge

11 .01

orth,
Pr

bowl

Swan:

Coro

Kukak. on tukak Point.-on'south coast of the Alaska_ :

N Wiiaula.:31 miles northeast.orliountrKatmai,Jour
milet'seuthoose of prelent'aitcof,Kukek-. Fceem vil-
lage reported in 1831 as Selenie Wok. Present site
of Kukak reported a population of 37 in 1880. Both
places abandoned.

-

Liesnai (Var. Woody Island). In Chiniek Bey. 2.6 eilea
Kodiak. In use as early as 1792 by the Russins.

X

X
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HISTORIC PLACES
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25 - 299

TLENENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY

00 - 999 1000 UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

MitrOfamil, On Nitrofanla Island, first reported in
17g07-Wisent site of Mitrefania is on the coast Of
the Alaska PeninaUla. 24 mile$ Southwest of Chignik.
both abandoned.

Nauklak. on Alaska Peninsula, 15 miles east of Naknek

Lake. Var. Naouchlagamut Nauklegamut. Former village

reported in 1890. Location unknown.

Nunami t. on west shore of Three Saints Bay, on Seuth-
eas_ coast of Kodiak ISland. Native site of first
permanent Russian settlement in Aleska.

Nuniki k (Var. Nunalik. Liteik) on west coast of
cent Island at Cape Nuniliak. Former Eskimo

Shineler camp reported in 1E139.

Orlova (Var. Eegle Harbor), on Eagle Harbor on south

Shore of Ugak Bay, east coast of Kodiak /sland. Former
village reported in 1890 with a populatiOn of between

de and 70 Eskimo natives.

Ostrovki. On West coast of Kenai Peninsula on Keehemak
Grii7.tris is the Russian name for a former Eskimd
village reported in the 1880 census with a population
of 74. Location unknown.

Saki= (or sutl_fiL_Allocm on Sutwik Island off the south.

i.Wrroalt o aska Peninsula. Reported in IMO

census.

Uganik on west shore of Northeast Arm Uganik Bay. on
Wih-Coast of Kodiak Wand. Var. Oohanick. Cioganak.

Ugoouk. RepOrted in 1809. Population in 1800 . 73.

Uhaskek. between Gull and DangerOU$ Capes on the Smith-
east coast Of Kodiak Mend. Var. 0oheskeck. Former
village or cap recorded in 1804.

Ukshivikak tor UkstiVik). on Burling Bay. solitheaSt
raraFf-rOdiak Island. Var. Ukshivkag-miUt. Former

village or camp reported in 1849. .

Arek. On west shore of Uyak Bay south of Hareester
Wind on the northwest coedit of Kodiak Island; Var.

Iebraniskoje, Ooietsk Ugujuk. Eskimo village reported

in nos. Population in 1880 - 76, Present piece of
Olmixt 20 vvoole with-other SetS0eal use! as well. leak

,

_s1-111O_BkV., near mouth of Larsen hay On west abort of
Wyt-iFffion northwcat coast of Kodiak
Parted 111.18GO:et a nettVe Willago'With less:than 20
peeple. Present place;

Uinki
,
present.day Ouzinki.lon west coact of Spruce

11TWiTa, northeast Of KOdlak Island. Reported in 1049.
Present Place,

Yelovoi on southwest coast of 9ptuch Island in Narrow:
MTN": 7.5 miles north of Kodiak.' ThiS it the Ruasian
nemeMfOr a former Eskimo village or camp. Population

X

X

X

X

Source Hodge. Frederick Webb (ed.). Part I and Part II: k o zoos North of Me5co. Washington Go.errment Printing

D OffiCe, 1907.

Orth. Donald a. Dtotionary of AZooLa Moos Name, Geological Survey Professional Paper 567.

Printing Office. 1967.

Oswalt, Wendell H. Aklakon rokimoo. San Francisco: Ceendler Publishing Company. 1967.

6wenton. John R Tha indicts Tribes of north Anori44.
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 145

United States Government Printing Office, 1951.

Compilation by David M. Hickok. Federal Field Committee far Development
Planning in Alaska.

Washington: United States Government

Washington.
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Hrdlicka also quotes Davydov regarding food:

The islanders eat almost everything. There is
not one mollusk, or cephalopod; or any re-
pulsive sea worm, and almost no plant, which
they did not use for food. When [on the main-
land] they kill a caribou the natives immediately
eat the contents of the stomach, which is regarded
as the sweetmeat.119

The same author cites Lisiansky:

The food of the Kodiak inhabitants consists of
fish and all sorts of sea animals such as sea-
lion, hair-seal, mollusks, and sea turnips, but
whale blubber is preferred to everything else.
This and also the heads of the salmon are always
used raw; other food is cooked in earthen pots,
or is roasted on sticks pushed into the ground near
the fire.120

Hrdlicka describes in detail the hunting and fishing methods
and equipment employed by the Koniags. Although the ability to harvest
adequate food resources existed prior to the Russian era, the Natives
adopted improvements from the outsiders. Iron, which was previously
known. although scarce, was utilized effectively for tools and weapons.
Fish nets were copied, although fabricated from sinew in the absence
of twine, and eventually a limited number of firearms was obtained.

The original livelihood patterns of the Koniag were greatly
altered by the Russians. Hundreds of Koniag men with their hidarkas
were organized into fleetq and sent on long sea otter hunting expedi-
tions which would last a year or longer. Villages were left almost de-
void of able-bodied me. , resulting in serious hardship to families as
earlier mentioned. Further changes in the traditional way of life
were brought about through use of the Koniags as labor in the manY new
activities and developments introduced bY the Russians. Iron foundries
were built and operated, ships were built, and agriculture Practiced.
Chaffin (1967) indicates the variety of developments in the early 1800'

.there were small tanneri es at Karluk and
Uyak BAY and several brick Yards; one on Kodiak
and one on 1.ong Island. Cattle and sheep rais-
ing and some gardening were carried on in-some
of the settlements. As stated in the section on
Karluk, there were salting and packing establish-
ments located in that section_from earliest Rus-
sian times: Karluk River, small though it waS,
was once known as the greatest salmon stream in
the world. In the 1890's the largest salmon
cannery in the world was located there.121



After the purchase of Alaska by the United States, sea otter
conservation measures imposed by the Russians were abandoned. Uncon-
trolled exploitation reduced sea otter stocks to near extinction by the
turn of the century. Gardening and other useful endeavors were gradually
abandoned as the influence of the Russians diminished. Fortunately,
commercial salmon fisheries developed rapidly during this period and
provided a means of Native support. The Natives, in this century, have
become commercial fishermen.

Although deficient living standards may exist, particularly
during years of poor salmon runs, economic advancement is being achieved.
A substantial crab fishery has developed in recent years to the economic
benefit of the entire region. Further expansion of the fisheries to in-
volve shrimp and bottom fish is in prospect, and the Natives may thus
have additional opportunities to improve their economies. Recent surveys
indicate that year around employment for Natives may soon be a reality in
places like Old Harbor as well as at Kodiak itself. Transition from the
original subsistence economy to a sound extra-active econoMY, while long
in process, is now nearing achi2vement.

COOK INLET REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

The Cook Inlet region was the historic territory of the
Tanaina Indians. An Athapascan-speaking people, they occupied the
general watershed area flowing into Cook Inlet plus the country around
Lake ClarLond the northern part of Iliamna Lake in the Bering Sea
drainage. ' One Tanaina band also lived in the Lime Hills country of
the Kuskokwim River drainage.

The following divisions of the Tanaina existed in the Cook
Inlet region. Their territories are naturally difficult to state pre-
cisely after 150 years of European contact and resultant population
diffusion:

... The Rachemak Bay Area. This area comprises
the region around Kachemak Bay extending as far
seaward as to include the modern settlement of
Seldovia in the bay of the Same name. This iS

Igibid.
120 -1-1,-*A.

I" Yule Chaffin, Kaniag to King Crab. Chaffin Incorporated, Deseret
News Press, 1967.

Cornelius Osgood, The Ethnography of the Tanaina (New Haven:
Yale University PreSs, 1937).



the only present existing village in the area
and marks the Tanaina-Eskimo boundary in this
direction. Formerly the natives occupied other
sites along both sides of Kacherik Bay.

... The Kenai Area. This comprises the greater
part of the west coast of Kenai Peninsula north
of the Kachemak Bay area and includes the country
of Tustumena, Skilak and Kenai Lakes as far
north as Turnagain Arm. The principal native
settlement is Kenai. Other known villages, from
south to north, are: Kasnatchin (Anchor Point),
Ninilchik, Kasilof, Skittok (near Kenai), Chinila
(near Kenai), Skilak (south side of Skilak Lake),
Titukilsk (near Nikishka), Nikishka (near East
Foreland), and Kultuk (near Nikishka).

... The Upper Inlet Area. The region north of
the Kenai area with its center around Knik Arm
but including the drainage of the river= emptying
into it. Anchorage, the largest European town
within Tanaina limits, is located on Knik Arm,
but the principal modern Indian village is farther
up the coast at Eklutna. Other known settlements
in this area are Zdluiat (south of Nitak), Nitak
near Eklutna), Knakatuk (opposite Nitak on the

west side of Knik Arm), and Knik (near the mouth
of Knik River).

... The Susitna Area. This subdivision lies
west of the Upper Inlet and comprises the valleys
of the Susitna River and its affluents. Of the
few remaining Indian villages, Susitna ranks as
the most important.

... The Tyonek Area. Across the inlet from the
Kenai area, it extends from the Susitna Area
seaward to the Eskimo boundary at about_Kamishak
Bay. At the Present the only settlement is the
fairly large Indian village of Tyonek (P1. 2,C).
Possibly the region abouti<ustatan, a village,below
Tyonek, formerly represented a distinct subdivision
but the evidence points to-the direct connection
of these two.
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... The Clark Lake Area. Th2 country around
Clark Lake northwest of the Iliamna region in-
cluding the upper Mulchatna River drainage.
This section was not visited and consequently
its ethnogr&phical variations were not studied.
There are several Indian villages, the principal
of which is Nikhkak.123

It is estimated that the Tanaina population in the Cook
Inlet region about 1805--some twenty years after Russian settlement
in the region hegan--was about 3,000 persons in fourteen settlements.'44

Today the descendants of this Tanaina Indian population
probably number less than one third this amount although the total
Native population for the Cook Inlet region is today about 6,000
people.125

A number of historic,economic and social forces have inter-
acted to effect this chanye.

Briefly the pattern of change has been as follows:

Initial English fur trade contact in 1786 to 1790's;

Russian settlement at Kasilof in 1786 followed by
erection of St. Nicholas redoubt at Kenai in 1791
and violent resistence to Russian expansion efforts
to colonize, convert people to Christianity, suppress
polygamy, etc., resulting in a hold-back upon Russian
exploitation until about 1838;

The 1838 Smallpox epidemic which greatly decimated
the Indian population and broke down group morale and
action enabling Russian exploitation to expand and
start the decline of Native culture in the region;

The purchase of Alaska in 1867 which, although it did
not greatly accelerate the cultural breakdown of the
Tanaina, did start the beginning of another set of
changes influenced by United States military occupation
until 1878. Trade became dominated by the Alaska Com-
mercial CompanY who, possessing ekclUsive Tights to
the Pribilof fur sealery, were_able to develdp other
fur trade and . transportation monopolies extending,
for example,- regular .ship:service:to Cook-Inlet;

pp. 13,15.
124Lisianskyi,k_Voyage_Round

thergorldp, quoted-. hY, CPrhel i us _Osgood
in The Ethnography of the Tanaina-(New Haven: Yale UniVersity-Press-,
1937 )

=

villages '01-Alaska and:Other-Places liavg-ng a Native..PoPulation
25 or More, a rePort-PrePared -by the Federal Field Committee for

DeVelopment Manning- in-Alaska, Anchorage, Alatka, 1967.
Note: Osgood.eStimated Tanaina: Population in 1932 as 650 people.
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The general by-passing of the Cook Inlet region by
the major economic and political forces of the period
1880 to 1912--gold, fisheries, reindeer introduction,
missionary effort with the Eskimos, etc.;

The construction of the Alaska Railroad between 1914
and 1932, and related developments such as the establish-
ment of Anchorage in 1914, opening of the agriculture
of Matanuska Valley and access to the Matanuska coal
fields;

DO The 1934 federally-sponscred agricultural colonization
of the Matanuska Valley;

World War II and the advent of military construction
in the Anchorage area, i.e. the construction of Ft.
Richardson in 1940 and the Glenn Highway construction
between Anchorage and Tok to link up with the Alaska
Highway.

Environmental Livelihood Patterns

The livelihood pattern of the Cook Inlet region is now com-
pletely dominated by the effects of the basin's cash economy. And,
while it is true that indigenous Native people of the region supplement
their income with the subsistence harvest of fish, game, and other
products of the land and water, it is also true that the whites of the
area and the Natives who have moved here from all over Alaska do like-
wise.

The wildlife resource available for harvest is described in
Chapter IV. The fishery of the region is dominated by commercial and
sports interests rather than by Native subsistence needs. Therefore,
for the purposes of this report there is little need to describe in de-
tail the past dependence of the Tanaina upon the resources of the land.

This can be very briefly summarized by quoting Osgood126

Most of the Northern Athapaskan people depend
for food pr4marily on fish and secondarily on
land ffammels. The supply of either is fre-
quently none too certain. The Tanaina alone
have sea mammals, and not only are-they unique
ig this respect, but they have fish and land
animals in abundance as well. Historic
records show how rich the inlet has been in
salffen while even today a traveler can see
that the sea mammals are plentiful. As for
game animals, hunters, the world over, eulogize
the Kenai Peninsula.
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Within the Tanaina area the distribution of
these food potentialities is not equal, how-
ever, which results in groups of villages
differing in this and dependent aspects of
culture. The outstanding factor affecting
the range of the food supply is at least
correlated with salt water. In the Kachemak
Bay area there is a regular salt water fauna,
but in the narrower upper regions, fed by
many glacial streams, the inlet i apparently
not suitable for many forms of sea life. The
inland villages have fresh water and a con-
siderably colder climate which limits the
food supply both in regard to the number of
species and in the time of seasonal residence.
One thus finds a very rich food area in the
Lower Inlet, and areas gradually poorer as
one moves up the inlet and inland until at
last there is the familiar Athapaskan situa-
tion of a people who intermittently starve.
The division of these food areas may be
expressed for convenience as follows:

1. Kachemak Bay Area--mild climatesalt water.

2. Kenai-Tyonek Areasclimate less mild than
the above--salt water mixed with fresh.

Upper Inlet Area--climate colddirty
fresh and salt water mixed.

Iliamna and Susitna Areas--climate cold--
fresh water only.

A consideration of the following chart showing
the sea fauna caught locally and eaten by the
Tanaina quickly indizates the inequality of
food supply in different areas. The superior
position of the Kachemak Bay district may be
seen at a glance by contrasting it with the
inland areas of Susitna and Iliamna.

Land animals and vegetable foods are more
evenly distributed, however, and play an
important part in solving the food problem.

To turn from the general economic problem of
distribution, we can say without much doubt
that fish, and especially salmon, -is the most
important article of diet for the Tanaina as
a whole. Kenai informants insist on the point
especially, bringing as corroboration stories

"6
Zb-ZU

Osgood, thnography of..., op. cl pp. .

19



of hunger periods in the aarly spring when

there are no fish. In the Kachemak Bay area,

my principal informant, quite as might be
expected, instantly assigned the place of first

importance to sea mammals in general and the
hair seal in particular (at the same time
rather regretfully admitting that fur seal are

more to his taste). Also he states that the
Kachemak Bay people always have plenty to eat.

In the Upper Inlet it is not certain whether
caribou or salmon provide the staple of
existence, but admittedly there are hunger
periods in either case. An Iliamna informant
states that to the best of his knowledge, red
salmon are the most important food in summer
and rabbits and ptarmigan in the winter. From
historic sources we have Lisiansky's comment
that the people of the Bay of Kenai lived

better than the Aleutians (Eskimo) because
they had, besides fish, the animals, especially
wild sheep, which they hunted. Sheldon notes

at a much later period that, despite the
proximity of game, they are primarily salmon
fishers. Vrangel observed that the Tanaina
from the districts of Kachemak Bay and Kenai
depended far less on caribou than the Upper
Inlet and Susitna people.

Kache-
mak Bay

Humpback salmon.
Dog salmon
Silver salmon
Red salmon
King salmon
Herring
Halibut
Catfish
Candlefish
'Bullheads
Tomcod
Octopus
.ClaMs
Mussels
Crabs-

Hair.sPal
Fur-seal
Sea otter
Sea lion
PorpoiSe
Beluga

Upper
Kenai - -Tyonek Inlet Susitna--Iliamna

X X R X X 0

X X R X X 0

X X X X X 0

X X X X X X

0 X X X X 0

X X X X 0 0

X 0 R 0 0 0

X R 0 0 0

X X X X X

X 0 R 0 0 0

X x X X 0 0

X 0 0 0 0 0

X X 0 0 0 0

X 0 0 0 0 0

X X X 0 0 0

X X X X 0 0

X 0 0 0 0 0

X 0 R 0 0 0

X 0 0 0 0 0

X 0 0 0 0 0

K. X X 0 0
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Food caug t locally and ea en.
Food rarely caught locally.
Food not caught locally.

More important than this story of the past is recognition of

the fact that today very modern economic and social forces dominate the

Cook Inlet region affecting Native and white similarly, if not always

equally, to an extent not developed anywhere else in Alaska.

The effect of these forces upon Native ethnic identity and

settlement patterns was first a gradual cultural decline following the

epidemic of 1838 which about halved their numbers. Second, a long

gradual period of trade and contact--with Russians and Aleuts, with

the whalers and traders of the 1880's and a few American trappers and

then some contact with fortune seekers bound for the Yukon Valley gold

fields--all resulting in continual cultural erosion but no major change.

The third effect is of recent times. It began with the construction of

the Alaska Railroad and built up in impact, through the colonization of

the Matanuska Valley to the period of rapid growth about Anchorage in

World War II and during the post-war era.

During this latter period, most Tanaina villages were either

abandoned or taken under white cultural and policical dominance so that

today only two identifiable Tanaina villages--Tyonek and Eklutna--exist

in a region where a score were present about the turn of the century.

Figures III - 70 and III - 71 illustratq this transition. The culture

of the real Tanaina is dead or dying.'"

In its place, however, throughout the Cook Inlet region, one

-Iliamna sees today representation of all of Alaska's Native ethnic groups. They

have come in response to the advantages of the same civilization and

0
culture wthich has virtually destroyed the Tanaina people and their total

O mixed Native population is twice that of the Tanaina 150 years ago.

0
X

One cannot leave a description of the Tanaina people, however,

0
without mention of the economic extremes present today between two groups

O of these people. These extremes--both caused directly by government--are

0
the affluence of the Tyonek people and the landless, low-income status cof

0
the so-called Kenaitzi (a Tanaina grouping of peoples from several vil-

X
lages on the Kenai Peninsula) Petroleum resources have been discovered

0
on the Tyonek Native Reserve and on_ the Kenai peninsula. By governmental

0
decision, revenues from the development of Tyonek resources have accrued

O
to the people with resultant enhancement ol community and individual life.

O
The former lands ef the Kenaitzi, on the other hand, are now part of the

0 Kenai National Moose Range or are state or private lands in the econom-

O ically (looming petroleum industrial area around Kenai. The Kenaitzi as

0 a group do not share in this growing economy as do their more fortunate

O Tyonek brothers.

0
0
0
0



NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES

FIGURE III GS

HISTORIC NATIVE RLACES AND CURRENT STATUS

COOK INLET REGION

taiSTIric SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS sTaius SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQU1T
25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 + UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

Tanaina This is a term used by the Natives to mean people. exclusive
ef Eskimos and Europeans. They have also been called Knai-
akhotana. The Tanaina belong to the Athapascan linguistic
stock. According to Osgood (1934). they are located along
the drainage of Cook Inlet north of Seldovia. the north
half of Iliamna Lake and its drainage. including Clark Lake.
Since contact. possibly slight incursions have been made into
territory formerly occupied by the Eskimo. notably Seldovia
Bay and portions of lliamna Lake.

Osgood (1936) gave the following subdivisions:

Lower Inlet (Kachemak Bay area and 'Leldovia)
Middle Inlet (Kenai Area--Tustamena. Skilak and Kenai Lakes

and the adjacent coast)
Upper Inlet (Knik arm of Cook Inlet and its drainage)
Susitna (Susitna River and drainage)
Tyonek (west coastal region of Cook Inlet)
Illamna (region of the north part of Iliamna Lake and its

drainage)
Clark Lake (the region about Clark Lake)

The settlements of the Tanaina were:

Chinila. on east side of Cook Inlet near mouth of Kenai
(Kaknu) River. Former Indian village reported as
Chernila by Petroff in MO CenSus - population 15=

,nuirna. on northwest Shore Of COOk Inlet at MOUth of
Chuft River. 2 miles north of Tyonek. Var. Ladd. A
former trading post and fishing Station and Indian
village.

EklUtna. at the head of Milk Arm. mouth of Eklutna
A1IREF7 Var. Old Knik. Indian village that may have
originally been one of the knik Villages. Present place. X

Menem. near mouth of Iliamna kiver. north of Mamma
III77/he present4ay Iliamna is at a new location on
Northeast Oaf near Newhalen and this historic Mama
is referred to as Old Illamna. It is still a present
place of a few people near the old site. less

Katile on the eclat coast CfCook'Inlet at the moutn
#.1of River. 12 miles south of present-day Kenai.,-
Reported as early a* 1786. _ . . .

Kaanatchin. at Anchor Point. Kenai Peninsula. Fernier
camp or settlement reported by Petroff in lead Census.
Present place. less

Kenai' on the east side of Cook Inlet at the mouth of
WRITaiver. Rusien post built here in 1791. Present
placc

Nikhkak. on Lake Clark. Former village and boat landing.
13141y a salmon season fishing yillage on tlin anore
of the lake serving the permanent village (Rijik). lo-
cated nine miles up:the river. Alsolreported as kiateg-
miut Camp n Bristol Bay Region.-

Kijik. nine miles up the KiJik River from LakeClark.
Former permanent-village. May be same ea KiChik.
Kiatagmiut Village in Bristol Bay_Region,

--
Knakat011k: opposite Nitak on the west side of Knik Arm .
irlIi-Eriad of Cook Inlet. Var.- Knik Statiom Re-,

PetrOff!a logo census;

Knik (Var. Kinik),::near mouth of Knik Riyer.-,Reported in Petrof
_TEO COPSUi ALsecond Knik develened about Pelmets Store in 190
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u ce

Kultuk. on east side of Cook Inlet neat Nikishka. Var.

Rikiia No. 3, Titulisk. Former Indian village,

Staten. On west side of Cook Inlet below Tyonek. Re-

portudby Petroff in 1880 Census; Native population
nearly wiped Out by 1918 flu epidemic. Present site Of

oil company activity.

Nikishka. near EaSt Foreland at head of Cnok Inlet. Var.

NTkiska Wharf, Nikiska No. 1. Former Indian village and

boat landing. Present place being developed hy oil

industry.

Ninilchik on eaSt swan of COok Inlet south of mnuth

of Kasilof River. Reported by Petroff.

Nitak, on east side of Knik Bay at head of Cook Inlet

and near Eklutne. Former Indian village reported by

Petroff.

Skilak, on south side of Skilak Lake, Kenai Peninsula.TF Indian village reported by Petroff in 1880.

Skittok, on Wino (Kenai) River, and forming part Of th

Kenai-settlement. Reported in 1890 es Cnkitilk.

Stebenka, four miles below Skilak Lake; occupied until
TMT:-
SOsitna. on Susitna River. COOK Inlet. Reported by

Petraff. Post Office established in 1906.

T wick, on the weat side of Cook Inlet. Reported aS

ear y as 18410 hy Petroff. The name Tyonek hss bean in
literature for a number Of villages on the welt Coast
Of Cook Inlet, This may be explained in part by the
shiftS in the population. Present plass.

Zdluiat. On the east side of Knik Bey. south of Nitak.
nairIndian village reported by Petroff in 1860.,.

Seldovia, on west coast of Kenai Peninsula east share

of Seldovia Bay. Reported in Petroff'S 16110 and 1890

Census. The present place af-Seldovia grab around
trading store in a Tananina
Chesloknu.

Alexander. small Indiao village reported in 1898. on
Tusitna River Delta.

Talkeetna. at junction of Talkeetna and Susitna MOWS.
ritriirennorth of ancherage. Reported to be site of
Tanenine Indian village; it developed as a major cabp
when the railroad Wee built, and a post office was
established in 1916. Present place.

leMatof on east shore of Cook Inlet at mouth Of
-a ama of Creek, 5.6 miles northwest Of Kenai. :Tanaina
Indian village reported in 1911. PresentlY becoming .

heavily settled.
,

less

X

(part Of Kenai)

X

les

re r c ar an
ema

Orth. Donald J. Pio*GbiOry of etkeeka Mae, Xtarnia, geological'Survey
prof anal Pa

Office, 1967.

X

X

X

X

9 .11; er n rnn

r 567 .: ashin ant-- United States Government Printing
.

Gaped, COrnelius.- Th* Ethriggraphy'of eh* Monotno. NeW Haven:: Yale University Presa. 1932.

Swanton, 'Jahn R= Tha Xndian friboo of North Ainerf.0.
Smiitlieniadjnatieutien. Bureau of Amer

United States Governbent:Printing.Offiee, 1953.:

. .
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COPPER RIVER REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

The Copper River region was, in aboriginal times, occupied by
the Ahtenas (ice people), a group of Athapascan stock.

U. S. Army Lieutenant Henry T. Allen explored the Copper
River region in 1885. Allen stated that the territory of the Ahtena
"is included between the one hundred and forty-second and one hundred
and forty-seventh meridians and between the sixty and one-liZif and
sixty-third parallels, representing an approxime.te area of 25,000
square miles, all of which is drained by the Copper [River] and its
tributaries."

There has been virtually no change in the numbers of the
Ahtena population in the 83 years since Lieutenant Allen's exploration
of the Copper River. Allen said, "The entire number of natives on tte.
river and its tributaries is about 366, divided as follows: Men, lt8;
women, 98; children, 140. 11128 ToOky, latest estimates place the Native
population of the region at 400114

Allen further described the historic settlement pattern of
the region thus:

Between Alaganik and Woods Carlon, a distance of 110
miles, there are no settlements, yet an occasional
party goes down to Bremner River to hunt moose. On
the Chittyna [Chitina Riverl and its tributaries
are about thirty souls; on the headwaters of Tezlina
and Lake Plaveznie, probably twenty. The Tatlatans,
including the settlement at Lake Suslata [Suslota
Lake], number 117. On the Copper, between Taral and
the Tezlina [Tazlina River], are 209, the total
number of Midnooskies.

Despite continued European contact at the mouth of the Copper
River, se scientific exploration in the 190's, sporadic gold exp)ora-
tion and camp development during the height Of the Gold Rush Era and
railroad route surveys in the early 1900's, the region remained pretty
much isolated until the World-War II period of highway development
opened the country to access. But gradual changes in theearly, 1900
set the pattern for the deve1Qn!Kental access to follow. After the

Henry T7TI1inT7Atnatanas: giFiVis-of Copper River, Alaska,"
Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington: 1889,-
PP. 258-266

1291/i4lages in'Alaeka and Other naces Having a Native Population of
25 or morei compiled by the:Federal-field Committee for Development
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period of exploration in the 1880's and 1890's, a few trading posts,

such as Gakona (established in 1905) and telegraph stations, such
as Chistochina and Gulkana (both estaalished in 1902), changed the
pattern of Native occupation, becoming central places of Ahtena con-
tact with the white man for trade and work.

Similarly, the Ahtena village called Liebigstag in Allen's

1887 report became the site of a trading post in about 1896 and

developed into a mining camp when about 300 prospectors wintered

there in 1898-99. In 1901 its location on the Fairbanks-Valdez trail

made it a natural U.S. Army telegraph station location, and the town

that grew developed into present-day Copper Center. Its trade attrac-

tions and work opportunities, such as supplying meat to the occupants,

served as a focal point to attract Native residents of the region.

The Natives who now inhabit the village of Copper Center are for the

most part descendants of the Tatlatans living earlier in Chyttina and

along the Klutina and Tazlina Rivers.

Recent archeological d:overy of side-notched projectile

points has been made on a hilltop overlooking the Tyone River and in
"blowoLts" of a glacier-formed ridge near the Denali Highway. These

notched points, similar to those found in the Anaktuvak Pass region

and on the Palisades site in Kotzebue Sound, indicate that this form

of notching is an indication of time for early Alaska prehistory.
The projectile points were made by a people (5,000 and 7,000 years
ago) whose culture is recognized by this distinctive style in stone

workmanship.

Other kinds of artifacts, both in association with the

notched points and in unrelated surface sites, indicate that much

is yet to be learned from the archeology about the early people of

the region.

In the vicinity of the Tangle Lake, Dickey Lake, Paxson

er
Lake, Summit Lake, and Fielding Lake areas, there is a concentration

3 of small, archeological sites which may contain materials among the
pra- earliest known for Alaska. Many of these remains of prehistoric man

ty
are of a type previously undescribed and unknown.

A site at the confluence of the Tyone and Susitna Rivers is
,s

reported to be one of the largest inland Athapascan villages prior to

1500 A.D. Other sites that are related to the same cultural period

are found south of the Lake Louise and Susitna Lake narrows and on
Mendeltna Creek near Tazlina Lake.

Figure 111-72 summarizes what is known of the historic
Native places of the region and their current status.
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Ahtena. signifying "Ice People," :Alto called:

Copper River Indians, popular name.
lntsi Dindjech. Kutchin name, meaning "men of iron,"
Ketschetnaer or Kokshina. Russian name meaning "ice people."
mednofski, Russian name meaning "copper river people."
Yellewknife Indians. by Ross (quotee by Dell. 1877).
Yullit. Ugalakmiut name.

The Ahtena belonged to the Athapascan linguistic stock.
Physically they are said to boar a close resemblance to the
Koyukokhotana. These people lived in the Copper River Basin
and were subdivided as follows:

According to Allen (1597):

Hiduusky, an Ceper River from its omuth to Tazlina
River and its branches; and

Tatlazan, above the 'ratline.

According te Hoffman (as.):

Ikherkhamet, near the mouth of the Copper River,

kangikhlukhmut, at the head of the Copper River.

Kulchana. about headwatert of the Kuskokwim and ex-
tending probably into the valley of Copper River. but
Osgood (1936) calls thie "an erroneous generalited
extension of the Antena people."

Kulushut, an Copper River next above the Ikherkhamot.

Shukhtutaahlit. an Copper River next above the
Kangikhlukhmut.

Vikhit, next below the Kulehalia.

Ahtena The settlements of the Ahtena people were:

Alaganik, near the mouth of the Copper River, in the
Copper Delta, 20 miles southeast of Cordova. Former
Ahtena village shared with Ugalakmiut Eskimos. In 1885
Allen discovered the village moved to a new site reported
as Skatalls. Population including Kyak was 117 in IOW;
aa in 1890. Now located along Copper River highway.

Betzulnetas, on north bank of Tanada Creek, nine miles
southeatt Of Junction with Copper River. Reported in
1687 and 1895.

Lieblostao, on the left bank of Capper River, at or near ,

present-day Copper Center. Reported by Allen in 1585. X

Miduuski, on the east bank of Copper River. below the
mouth of lamina Creek. Former Ahtana camp or
settlement reported by Hedge In 1907. Lecatien ueknOwn.

Skatallt. near the mouth of Copper River, probably the
-6FITgliaAlaganik. AO Ahtena village reported by Allen
10 1829 With pepulation Of 38,

Skolal. on Nizina River hear the mouth of Chitistone
RTVWF7 Var. Nicolas Village.

Slana, at the confluence of Slane and Copper Rivers.
nt place sbuth of Glenn Highway, 53 miles south-

west of Tok. less

Titlogat, an Ahtena village probably of Kulchena
division. Reported in 1877. Near present-day Slane.

Torah an Copper River IA mouth of Chitina River. Var.
war. Near present place Of Chitlea Which may have
been original site of Tirol.

ntasta Lake. eerly Indian settlement site on more than

one leCatien areund the lake. Reported by Lima in 1898.
Telegraph statioo here in 1902. Present place.

Soslota.aillage at Soslata Lake, reparted by Allen 1887,

Sources: Mli"HèHry T. "Atnatanas. Htiv.s of7Cop4er, r. cc a. on. OR.

Weigh, Frederick Webb (ed.). Part I and Part II:- Admdbook of Aftwilorot rridiaffit North of Marto°. Washington: U. S. Government Printing

Office, 1907.

Orth, Donald J. Diotionary of 4Z4e,I4 1.840.,Namws, Geological Survey professional Paper 567. Washington: U. S. Government Printing Offi e. 1967,

Swanton, John R. Tho Indimt TKbau of North Ante'rioa Smithsonian Institution. Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 145. Washington:

U. S, Government Print:ng Office. 1963,

Compilation by David M. Maki*. Federal Field Committee for DeveloOment Planning ih A1404-
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Envi onmental Li elihood Patterns

A relatively sparse aboriginal population in the region

relied for its livelihood upon an abundant and varied wildlife popu-

lation. Big game, importantly the caribou and moose, and the fish of

river and stream were mainstays of life, supplemented by waterfowl

and small mammals in the ways of a typical Athapascan culture.

With the increase in white population, larger demands were

placed upon the wildlife resource directly for food purposes. The

Native population supplied much of this harvest and received trade in

return. The fur trade, too, opeoed economic opportunies for Native

residents; and the region's fur resources through the 1920's supported

a divided, subsistence-cash economy for the people.

In recent years this same abundant and variable wildlife

population has become more accessible for sport and supplementary

food harvest by the white residents of Anchorage and Fairbanks. Thus,

the region is now a primary recreation area, and the Native resident

shares in revenues derived from guiding and supplying services to the

people who come for this outdoor recreational pursuit. This work

today supplies the major cash income for Natives in the region, but

many heads of families work elsewhere sending home the needed cash to

support those at home. But, importantly, although his direct sub-

sistence dependency upon the biotic resource is now modified, the

Native family still relies on hunting, fishing, and trapping for

important contributions to his livelihood. In this pursuit the Native

resident ranges about 40 to 60 miles around his population centers in

the region.

The commercial salmon fishery of the Copper River drainage

is principally composed of red salmon of a particularly prime

quality. In 1965 the commercial salmon catch had a value to fisher-

men of 1.5 million dollars. In this harvest both Native and white

fishermen share, although the non-Native to a greater extent. The

Copper River salmon fishery is also of basic importance to the local

Native economy, as many Ahtena depend on it for subsistence. Accord-

ing to a recent Bureau of Land Management report for the classifica-

tion of Copper River lands, "encroachments on traditional salmon

spawning beds far upstream on the Gulkana River can profoundly affect

the middle Copper River subsistence fishery, and even the economy of

Cordova."

Classification of the lands of the Copper River Basin,
currently underway pursuant to Public Law 607, has important aspects

pertinent to continued environmental livelihood patterns of Native

residents. The classification process, if properly executed and

balanced particularly as between public recreational need and Native
subsistence requirements, uffers a means whereby the traditional and

historical rights of the Ahtena for hunting, ffshing and trapping

sites may be protected from encroachment.

441
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GULF OF ALASKA REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns_

The aboriginal population occupying this region upon the
arrival of Europeans was comprised of both Eskimos and Indians. The
Eskimos or Chugachigmiut (now Chugach) used the territory in and
adjacent to Prince William Sound. A related Eskimo group, the
Ugalakmiut, was located on Kayak Island and the adjacent mainland, and
another group, the Unixkugmiut, resided on the Kenai Peninsula. An
Indian group, the Eyak, lived on the Copper River Delta)30The Tlingit
Indians ranged up the mainland coast from Yakutat Bay to at least
Controller Bay and Kayak Island where they evidently displaced or mixed
with the Ugalakmiut in historic times. The Chugach and Eyak are
treated separately in the following presentation. Little recorded
history exists relating to the Ugalakmiut and Unixkugmiut, but their
culture was apparently quite similar to the mcre populous Chugach.

Chugach

These people represent the extreme extension of Alaskan
Eskimos in a southeasterly direction. Archeological studies indicate
that the Chugach existed in this region with little cultural change
for at least 500 years prior to the discovery of Alaska.131 As indi-
cated in the succeeding Figure on Historic Native Places and Current
Status, the Chugach were divided into eight tribes. The Eskimos of
the Kenai Peninsula, the Unixkugmiut, were considered to be a sepa-
rate people by the Chugach themselves.132

The following description of the Chugach is taken from de Laguna:133

These tribes or geographical groups shared the
same culture, spoke the same language, enter-
tained each other at feasts, but were politically
independent. Eash group appears to have had its
own chief or leader and its principal village.
The tribes sometimes raided each other but on
other occasions might unite against common enemies
such as the Tlingit, Tanaina, or Koniag.

130Among -Ethnographers, there is a concènsusthaf an Eskimo group
lived at Controller Bay and at least seasonally on Kayak Island and that
they lost distinctive identity, probably in historic times, wLen their
territory was occupied by Tlingits. The name Ugalakmiut used by
de Laguna has been applied to the Eyaks by other writers. Oswalt in
Alaska Eskimos, 1967, P- 5, Prefers the name Tyitlkarmiut for this
Eskimo group.
'31Frederica de Laguna. Chugach Prehistory, The Archaeology of Prince
.11iam Sound, Alaska. Seattle: University of Washington P ess. 1967.

p. 34.
'33/bid. p. 11.



The Chugach have a keen awareness of geography

and history. Every bay, island, rocky point, or
beach has its name, and many of these were the

scenes of historical or legendary events. We

collected a number of such stories and myths,
chiefly those dealing with the southeastern part

of the sound where most of our archaeological
work was done. We were able to visit a number

of the villages mentioned in these stories, and
in many cases were able to discover the site.
The myths also referred to other localities as
the "villages" inhabited by the "souls" of animals

or plants, but these places usually faileo to
reveal any trace of human habitation.

Village sites were invariably on the shore,
usually on protected waters, for travel in this

area is practically restricted to boats. The

village was frequently so placed that it com-
manded a view of the approaches, and a strategic
position seems to have been a much more important
consideration than the neighborhood of a salmon
stream or a particularly rich bed of shellfish.
Thus no permanent villages were located at the
heads of bays, in spite of the tempting presence
of some of the best salmon streams, because these
w,re "dead ends" from which no escape by water
would be possible in the event of an attack.
Tempor,.ry camps were, however, made at fish streams
during the salmon runs.

Sea otter hunters made temporary camps on the
exposed outer shores of Montague and Hinchinbrook
islands, but there were no permanent villages in
these places because of the dangers of access. It

would seem probable that the houses on Kayak, Wing-

ham, and Middleton islands were used only by hunt-

ing parties in summer. Our informants sometimes
made a distinction between winter and summer
villages and in other cases told us that certain

settlements were inhabited throughout the year,

but we could discover no obvious differences among
the archaeological remains at these various types of
sites except thaL at some places the middens were so
scanty as to suggest only a short occupation (per-
haps for only one or 2 seasons). There were no
settlements in the interior, for the rocky hinter-
land of the larger islands and the mainland was
frequented only h13, hunters. Rock shelters aid
caves near the shore might be used both as camping
places and as burial grounds, and the rock walls of
such shelters were sometimes utilized for pictographs.



Oswalt-134 gives the following description of Chugach d llings:

The winter dwellings appear to have been small,

rectangular, plank-sided buildings with low

ceilings. Summer residences ranged from shelters
beneath large skin boats partially tipped over to

bark-covered shelters and substantial multi-family,

rectangular wooden houses. The latter form had
vertical plank walls over an interior framing of

posts and beams. The roofs perhaps were more or
less flat and were, except for a smoke hole opening

at the center, covered with bark slabs held in place

with stones. Inside was a fireplace, and small
sleeping rooms and a steam-bath room opened off

the main room.

Vitus Bering saw Chugach hunting camps on Kayak and Wingham

Islands in 1741, but Captain James Cook, who visited Prince William

Sound in 1778 was the first European to meet them. After publication

of his journals in 1781, Cook was followed into Chugach territory by

a procession of explorers, traders, and hunters from several countries.
Russian domination of the Chugach was well established by 1800.135

The population of these Eskimos, while low in absolute

numbers, was more dense on an area basis than other Eskimo groups

except the Koniag of Kodiak Island.136

The following population data is taken from de Laguna.
137

1818 Imperial Inspector Kostlivitzof, 360 Chugach
(172 males, 188 females).

1819, Tikmenief, in his Historical Review, repeats
these figures.

1825, Baron Wrangell, 1,563 Chugach (782 males, 781

females).
1837-40, a terrible smallpox epidemic ravaged Alaska and

must have reduced greatly the Chugach population.

1839, Veniaminof, 471 Chugach (not including "ereoles,"

i.e., children of native mothers and Rvnian fathers).

1860 The Holy Synod, in publishing the numbel. of Christians

in Russian America, claimed 456 Chugach ',226 males.

230 females).
1863 Imperial Inspector Kostlivitzof got the same figures

for the entire Chugach Population, not including

"creoles."

1 Oswalt, Alaskan Eskimos, op. cit.
135de Laguna, Chugach Prehistory.... op. c 't.

1360swalt, Alaskan- Eskimos, op. cit.

137de Laguna Chugach Prehistory...,'op. cs.t.
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The figures below are quoted from the Tenth and Eleventh U.S.
Census reports for 1880 and 1890. The names of the villages have been
modified to conform to modern orthography:

1880
Nuchek 60 Chugach 11 "creoles"
Tatitlek 73 '

Kiniklik 54

Chenega 80
267 Chugach, 11 "c eole

1890
Nuchek 120 Chugach, 18 "creoles"
Tatitlek 53 36

Kiniklik 73
Chenega 71 "

317 Chugach, 54 "creoles"

Unfortunately, the numbers and distribution of the Chugach

during the present century are not accurately known. Thus, the villages

of Nuchek and Kiniklik mentioned above were abandoned, but the time of

abandonment is unrecorded. Chenega was abandoned following the 1964
Earthquake.

Figure 111-75 summarizes population data that principally

represent Chugach Natives. The data is incomplete because c-.4nsus
statistics do not distinguish between Natives and non-Natives except

as may be inferred from locations.

Villa e

Cordova
Chenega
Tatitlek
Valdez

FIGURE III - 75

CHUGACH POPULATION DATA

1920 1929 1939 1950 1960 1957

425

90 95
187 70 75 89 96 150

90

Source: ata rom S. Government Census Reports except 19 7 whT c

is from Villages in Alaska and, other places having a native Population

of 25 or more , Federal Field Committee, 1967.
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Eyaks

The origin of the Eyaks is clouded by conflicting comments
published by numeroys Europeans who confused them with adjacent groups.
Smith and de Laguna'38attempt to clarify the position of the Eyaks.
They reconcile or explain published discrepancies in light of their own
research, and conclude that they are Indians with linguistic similar-
ities to the Copper River Athapascans and social similarities to the
Tlingets (common moieties); despite cultural similarities (boot styles)
they were not related to adjacent Eskimos. They occupied the Copper
River Delta, with the Chugach Eskimos to the west and the Ugalakmiut
(a branch of the Chugach) and the Tlingit Indians to the east.

The following description of their social culture is taken
from Smith and de Laguna.

There is every reason fer believing that
the exogamic, matrilineal moieties of the
Eyak were introduced at a fairly recent
date. This impression is sustained by the
facts that neither moieties nor potlatches
are mentioned in the myths. From where the
importation took place seeus equally clear,
for there can be no doubt that the idea_pf
moieties was borrowed from the Tlingit.1J9

The elaborate Northwest Coast system of
family crests and nobility is unknown to
the Eyak, among whom the only social classes
occupying particular positions were the
chiefs and slaves. Chieftainship was her-
editary, but very little eptmal power was
connected with the office.14u

It is a1 fundamental prInciple in Eyak
society that the hunting grounds are, not
individual propertY but are owned by the
tribe as a whole.141

The most conspicuous trait in the adminis-
.

tration of justice among the Eyak is payment
of a compensation according to the size of
the crime committed, not only as 'weregild'
in the case of murder, but also for minor
and even accidental i niumes. Outside Alaska
this is entirely foreign to the Eskimo,
to whom blood revenge is, practically,

142speaking, F sacred duty.



mments The small size of the tribe within historic

ct groups. times probably prevented the Eyak from fight-

yaks. ing on a large scale; but the general ill-feeling

their own towards the Eskimo, provoked by Eskimo raids

imilar- for Eyak women, may nevertheless have resulted

to the in a state of permanent hostility between the

It styles) two peoples.14

Copper
akmiut

; taken

The Eyak Indians were never numerous, at least in historic

times. Smith and de Laguna cite early references to Eyak numbers and

the following summary is from that source.144

1818 117 (51 males, 66 females)

1834 150
1839 not more than 38 families
1863 148 (73 males, 75 females)

1880 117 at Alaganik
1884 120 at Alaganik
1885 8 far-flies at Fyak
1890 28 families at Eyak
1890 12 families at Alaganik
1890 154 (78 males, 76 females)

1899 59 living near canneries
1933 38 including 19 pure Eyak, 4 ha/f white, one quarter

white, six half Eskimo, one three quarters Eskimo,
five half Copper River Athapascan, and two half
Japanese.

The same authors state that the village of Alaganik was

abandoned in 1892 or 1893 and that Eyak was abandoned about the end

of the century with the native.; of both places relocating at Cordova.

At the present time, the tribe has nearly disappeared; a few

people of Eyak extraction may still exist at Cordova.

Tlin its

As mentioned earlier, Tlingits ranged up the coast frnm

Yakutat Bay to Kayak Island and Controller Bay. Here they mixed with

or displaced the Ugalakmiut Eskimos. They did not maintain permanent

villages west of Yakutat Bay and none exists today. For a description

of the Tlingits, reference may be made to the Southeastern Regional

narrative.

38 Kai Birket-Smith and Frederica de Laguna, The Eyak Indians of the

Copper River Delta Alaska, Copenhagen: Levin and Munksgaard, 191R.
139/bid., p. 447.

p. 450.
''Thjd., p 461.

142Ibid., pr 463.
"3/bid., p. 464.
144/bid., pp--. 24-2
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FIGURE III 76

HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES ANO CURRENT STATUS

Ear OF ALASKA REGION

NATIVE GROUP NISTORIC'PLACE EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANVONLO ANTIQUITY

25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 * UNKNOWN CAMP SIT grit

thugachlgAlla Inhabited from the western extremity of the Kenai Peninsula
to the delta of Copper River* There *ore eight tribes of

these people.

Nuchek People, settlements were:

Nuchek, on Ninchinbrook Island, on the north shore of
Port Etches 35 miles southwest of Cordova. This WAS
the principal village of the Chugachigmiut In histeric
times. It was not szttled until 1794 when the Russians
established Fort Konstantive. Abandoned 1929-30 when the

people moved to Cordova. Population in 1050 - 74; pOpu-

lotion in 1890 - 145.

In addition to Nuchek. DeLegune cites at least five
other villages on Hinchinbrook Island used formerly
4 those people.

Shallow Water People: On eastern half Of iiinChinbrook
IKlend; also villages tut hawkint and Murry Islana end
Point Whitshed at the southeastern end of the Sound. Also

in former times, hunting camps on kayak and Wingham Islands
and at the mouth of ule Bering River in Controller Bay.
Their principal village was:

Peluqvik, on Hawkins Island. Location unknown.

In addition, DeLaguldi cites other villages and several
camping places in the area.

Iteep Say People: small grende using Sheep and Simplon eayt
on mainland between Cordova Bay and Port Gravina.

Alukao, on AnderSon Islasd was the main village. There

Is no recent historic remord except Oelaguna's research
and his eeference to several other sites in this area.

GrAT1114 hay People: several sites reported by DeLeguna;
nothing of historic record.

Tatitlek People: their settlements were:

Tatitlek, on the northeaSt Shore of Tatitlek Narrows.
orrirra.e northeast of Bligh Island, 40 miles. nOrthwest
of Cordova. This warreported AS an Eskimo village in
the 1880 Census with a population of 73. A post office
was established in 1946. This Is an existing settlement, X

In addition to Tatitlek. DeLaguna alSo r*pOrtS another
five old village sites for these people, but 00 modern
historic: records-

kanikluk or lUmiklik (Malik) People: Their settlements

were:

X

X

KanIklik, On the northwest Shorn of Prince William
Sound on-point of land etSt Of EagleK. Bay. former Eskimo

settlement. Population in 1880 - 54, in 1890 -73. "in-
dulled in 1910.

In addition, DeLaguna reports 011Other eight village sites
for these people.

X

ingamettha (or Chem.) People: Their Settlement WAS:

Ingemetsha on a strip of Chenega Island in Prince
Uliliam-Sound. Reported by Petroff in 1880 Census.
Post office established in 1946; village abandoned a ter
1964 Earthquake. At that time was menage.

Betagune else reports four other village Sites and
several Panda fer these people.

Montague Island People. Makari it quoted by DeLaguna in
the enWeeration of :3 sea otter camps On Montague Island
and five permanent villages on the Mere sheltered shore*.
Nothing, however, iS available of histOric record.

Ugalakmiut A branch of tho 5hallow Water people inhabiting Controller
Bay and Xaysk Wand; In later year* they becalm thoroughly
altirs.! tY ;meet With N. Tlingit SO =het they we often
classed with the letter people.

Eyek The Eyak villages as recorded by Smith and de Laguna in-
cluded:

LtyA, near Mile Six of the Copper River Raflwey, on
gink River about a mile below the outlet of Eyek Lake*

X

X



LI ANTIQUITY
SUL

NATIVE GROUP HISTORIC PLACES

267

EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANOONTLI ANTiOUIT1'

25 - 299 300 - 999 1000 + UNKNOWN CAMP SITE SITE

ntar Mile 21 of the railroad, on the western-
most ti-ibutary of the COpPer RivVr.

Glacatt "Fort" below Cynic oo Eyek River, where 4 Russian

peSt is Said tO have been established.

"Beach" (a$ translated by Chief Joe) on the narrow
ittlimus between Eyak Lake and Cordova Bay. The site
roughly corresponds to the prusent native village at

Cordova, called Old Town.

Sources: Hodge, Frederick Webb (ed.). Part I and Part II: Nvook of A ricon indiana North of Nemioo, Washington: Government Printing

Office, 1907.

Orth, Doneld J. Giotionarw ofAlaska Floor Mamas, Geolbgical SUrvey Professional Paper 567. Weshi--ton: United States Government

Printing Office, 1967.

0Swalt, Wendell h. AIoutun 6kiree, Sin Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1967.

Swanton, John R, The Indion Triata of North Amerioa,
Withsonlar Institution, Bureau of Panerican Ethnology, Bulletin 149. WashingtOb:

United States Government Printing Office, 1993.

Compilation by David M. Hickok, federal Field Cornittew
for Development Planning in Alaska.
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Environmental Livelihood Pa

C ach

terns

Oswalt gives the following account of early subsistence pat-
terns among the Chugach Eskimos:

the Chugach area, king salmon began to
arrive in early May, and from this time until
August the other species of salmon which ascended
streams included red, dog, humpback, and finally
silver salmon. As these species swam up spawn-
ing streams where long weirs had been built to
restrict their movements, they were taken with
darts which had barbed heads. Another salmon-
fishing technique was to build a trap, probably
in association with a weir, at the mouth of a
spawning stream which had a tidal flow. Salmon
entered the trap on the incoming tide, milled
about, and were stranded when the tide went out.
Throughout the year the land animal most hunted
was the mountain goat, which was prime in the
fall and was taken with bows and arrows. Bears
were caught in snares or deadfalls and might
also be hunted by a man wearing a bearskin and
a helmet which looked like a bear's head. Small
land mammals such as fox, river otter, marten,
or mink were caught in spring pole snares. A
form of deadfall might be employed also for river
otter or mink......

Sea mammals were hunted in open water by men in
one- or two-holed kayaks using some form of har-
poon as their principal weapon. Hair seals, sea
otter, and whales were hunted throughout the year,
whereas most sea lions were taken in the fall and
fur seals in the spring. The harpoons for seals,
sea lions, and small whales were headed with a
toggle and more often with a barbed harpoon head.
In either case a line from the head led to a
float, and after an animal was harpooned the float
served as a drag to tire him and force him to the
surface more quickly than would have been normal.
Then the quarry was either harpooned again or lanc-
ed and finally killed with a wooden club. Since
sea lions were large, hunters cooperated in persuing
them and aided each other in towing them ashore.
Hair seals sometimes were hunted at their breathing
holes in the ice, but rarely, if ever, were they
stalked when they slept on the ice.



Both large whales and sea otter were pursued
in open water by hunters using kayaks with
two holes. The forward opening was occupied
by the hunter and the rear one by a paddler.
For sea-otter hunts many kayak teams cooperated
since these animals were shy and difficult to
kill. The standard weapons were bows and arrows
or light harpoon darts launched with the aid of
a throwing board. The latter was headed with
a barbed point which fit directly into a socket-
piece. The head had a hole at the side for the
attachment of a line to the feathered shaft.
The bows used were self bows, that is, without
backing. The copper arrowpoints were barbed and
detached from the shaft in the same manner as a
harpoon dart head. The arrows were held in a
cylindrical wooden quiver which was attached to
the kayak deck. ....

For the Chugach to hunt whales of large or small
species, a great deal of esoteric knowledge was
required. Pairs of men in two-holed kayaks
cooperated in hunting whales, which were sought
in bays rather than in the open sea. For the
smaller specles toggle harpoon heads were em-
ployed, but great whales were hunted with slate-
bladed lances. In all likellhood the lance heads
first were rubbed with a mixture of aconite
poison and nontoxic ingredients. After a whale
was lanced, it was not pursued. A ritual was
performed, and the hunters returned home to
wait for the animal to die and drift ashore.
Other whaling techniques are reported, but the
one just recounted seems most likely to have
been the local aboriginal form.

The most important sources of food were sea
mammals and salmon, but these were supplemented
with other foods obtained by hunting, fishing, or
collecting. In the early summer cod ind halibut
were caught with barbed and weighted hooks. Both
candlefish and herring were obtained in large
numbers, possibly in dip nets. Birds were taken
with bows and arrows as well as with gorges,
while cormorants were caugnt in nets or clubbed
to death while resting at night. A wide variety
of shellfish, including clams, cockles, mussels,
sea urchins, and sea slugs, were collected from
the beaches and were an important source of food



when other forms could not be obtained. The
plant foods included species of kelp and seaweed
plus diverse berries, rown, tubers, and leaves.
...145

The first small deviation from a complete subsistence econoMy
involved trade with Europeans, principally Russians seeking sea otter
pelts. With the building of salmon canneries in the late 1800's, Natives
found employment as both fishermen and cannery workers. Such employment
opportunities were highly seasonal, however, and the Chugach have until
the present day relied heavily on the subsistence utilization of fish
and game resources to sustain them during part of the year. They may
now be Characterized as commercial fishermen, although seal hunting and
trapping provide limited income. In Cordova and Valdez some Natives had
found year around employment and live in a manner little or no different
than citizens of other races.

Tatitlek, the largest existing Chugach community was the object
of a community development survey conducted by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in 1963.146The conclusion of the survey report is presented below:

Tatitlek has a Federal charter. It has a community
store. It has a reserve. It has a source of revenue,
from the fishing for the Cordova cannery. And it has
new opportunities worth to be seriously explored. It
remains to be seen whether it has the most important
asset of all,- the human drive and enterprenourship to
take advantage of these opportunities.

Eyak

Originally, Eyak livelihood patterns reflected or conformed with
the type and availability of resources which sustained them. The follow-
ing historic summary of resource utilization is taken from Smith and
de Laguna.

Both our native informants and Colonel
Abercrombie recognized the salmon as the
most important source of food in Eyak economy.

There are no family, moiety, or village

There were no family, moiety, or village
rights over fishing camps and streams.
This is explained by Abercrombie who says
that there was no need for exclusive fish-
ing rights, since there were:so many salmon
in the Copper River-that the natives were
able to catch their Whole year's supply
early in the season.
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Halibut were caught by hook and line from

a canoe and might be taken in both summer

and winter. Trout and whitefish in the
lakes were caught ....The Eyak never chopped
holes in the ice for winter fishing.

The only sea mammals hunted by the Eyak

were the seal and sea-otter. They did not
hunt fur seals because they were afraid of

them, but killed the small harbor or hair

seal. They did not hunt porpoises like their
Eskimo neighbors, and they were afraid of

the walrus because these animals were supposed

to be transformed human beings. Walrus, more-

over, always seem to have been scarce in this

region. They did not hunt whales, but when
a dead one was found they ate the flesh CO,
and the fat, and utilized the baleen.

Goats and bears were the most important
land animals hunted by the Eyak. The former

were sought in the mountains above Mountain

Slough. They were commonly driven towards
hunters in ambush, but fences were not built

for these drives, nor could fire be used because

it was generally too wet. Dogs were trained to

chase and hold a goat until the hunters could

kill it. Goats were killed with arrows or with

spears if the hunter could get close enough.

Both brown (Kodiak grizzly) and black bear

were hunted. The Eyak sometimes went up Orea
Inlet after bear, though this was trespassing

on Eskimo territory. Bears were hunted in winter.

Dogs would locate the dens and the hunters

would tease the bear until it came out. A man

stood above the hole and speared the bear as it

emerged. Another method was to erect a number

of spears in the ground, if a soft place could

be found. The spears were set with their
points inclined forward. A man would tease

the bear, and when PurSued would dodge behinti

the spears, allowing the bear to become

impaled.
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The beaver was not hunted under the ice in
winter, but was killed in spring and fall
with a deadfall set -n the beaver trail.

The fox and lynx were killed with snares
fastened to bushes. Other animals may
have been killed in snares, but Galushia
is not sure. The snare is mentioned in
Tale 20. The fox was also caught in a
pit.

Mink and martins were taken in deadfalls.
A piece of wood with a slot in it, found
at Alaganik (P-UM 30-25-99f, Plate 11.3),
was identified by Galushia as part of a
deadfall for mink, but he did not describe
the trap. Tale 5 tells of catching ground-
hogs in deadfalls.

The muskrat was shot with bow and arrow.

The weasel or ermine was caught in a box
trap, buried in the ground. A little plank
was so arranged that the animal would walk
out on it and be tipped into the box.

The birds hunted by the Eyak include the
various species of duck, geese, swan,
ptarmigan, and grouse. The last two could
be hunted during the winter, since they
remained all the year round. The other
birds, however, were killed chiefly in
August when they were moulting. The Eyak
used sharp-pointed arrows or clubs. It

was customary for all the inhabitants of
the village to join in driving the moulting
birds along the sloughs to a narrow place
where they could be forced ashore. In that
case, they could be killed by simply wringing
their necks. ....147

Because the territory of the Eyaks was the center of much
activity, including salmon canneries, mineral exploration, railroad
construction, and trading enterprises commencing as early as the 1880's,
the Eyaks' traditional way of life was seriously disrupted. Judging
from their decline in numbers, their adjustment to changing conditions
imposed by non-Natives was far from being successful, although a will-
ingness to marry outside of their tribe may have been an important
element in the fairly rapid loss of their identity.



SOUTHEAST REGION

Ethnic Settlement Patterns

Two groups of Indians, the Tlingits and the Haidas, occupied
southeastern Alaska at the time of initial European contact with the

region. The history of these Indians has been thoroughly researched
in connection with a suit which they brought against the United States-148

The following presentation is taken directly from the findings of fact

made by the court and gives us important insites into their ways of

life.

Cultural Characteristics

The Tlingit Indians or their ancestors first
migrated into southeastern Alaska many genera-
tions before the first arrival of a white man.
The movement of the Haida Indians into this
territory did not take place until years later.

The Haida Indians pressed in upon the Tlingit,
coming north from their home on Queen Charlotte
Islard and wresting from the Tlingit the southern
shores vf Prince of Wales Island. This migration

of the Haida Indians occurred about the middle
of the 18th century and before any part of this
territory had been visited by any white man.

Among northwest coast Indians, the Tlingit and
Haida Indians each formed distinct groups. Each

represented a high level of development of north-

west coast Indian culture. The Tlingit Indian
had a consciousness or awareness of his identity

as a Tlingit. He called himself a Tlingit. Under

the social organization of his people, he knew
himself to be a member of a particular Tlingit
family or clan and to belong to a particular
Tlingit community or tribe. In the same manner,
each Haida Indian knew himself to be a Haida.

The Tlingit Indians spoke the Tlingit language
and the Haida Indians, the Haida language.
Neither was intelligible to the other, nor to

any other people.

147 Bir et-Sml and guna, op.

l48The TZingit and Haida Indians of Alaska
177 F. Supp. 452.

197-113:
United _



The Tlingit Indians as oF 1867 had no chief
or other political body to govern them as a
group. The Russians on at least two occasions
had appointed a head chief for all the Tlingit,
but these appointments had not changed the
established customs of the Indians, which
featured many highly developed rights, such
as rights to authority, possessions, and
prestige. None of these rights encompassed
any authority over the entire Tlingit people.

The term "tribe" is frequently employed to
describe the entire Tlingit people, as well
as the Haidas as a whole. It is also used in
connection with their various divisions and
subdivisions, as hereinafter described. As
so variously applied, it has been used loosely
and in an inexact sense. There were no
political divisions of these Indians to which
the term "tribe" can be technically applied.
However, in an anthropological sense, the
term has been most frequently applied to
specific groups of these Indians who were
located in certain areas of southeast Alaska.
The term, as applied to these Indians, has
geographical, rather than any political or
organizational significance. ....

The social structure and various divisions
and subdivisions of the Tlingit and Haida
Indians dre as follows:
As stated .... neither the Tlingit nor Haida,
as such, was a political organization.
Technically, these terms refer only to two
separate, native languages, the Indians
speaking these separate languages having
come to be referred to as 'Tlingit' or
'Haida' Indians. The word 'Tlingit' medns
'man' in their language.

All of these Indians were divided into two
phratries or moieties. Among the Tlingit,
one wes called Wolf and.the other Raven, and
among the Haida, one was called Eagle and
the other likewise Raven. Similarly,
neither moiety had any social or political
organization.
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Each moiety was in turn divided into a number

of clans, membership in which descended through

the mother. Each clan had its own distinctive

name, traditions, and crests. Marriage within

the clan or moiety was forbidden. Originally

there were approximately 55 of these clans,
which, again, had no social or political struc-

ture. Indians of these various clans, however,

settled throughout the Tlingit and Haida terri-

tory, and the division of a larger clan which

settled at a certain site or permanent village

became known as a local clan. Thus, a clan was

often distributed or divided among several

villages, some of the larger clans being widely

scattered throughout southeastern Alaska. How-

ever, other clans were wholly localized in a

single community.

Since no one in the clan could marry anyone

else from that clan, a local clan had to

associate with another local clan from the

opposite moiety. Thus the two local clans

from the opposite moieties settling in a

village would constitute a 'tribe,' Usually,

however, several local clans would settle

in a village.

The local clan divisions in a village were

made up of house groups. A village con-
sisted of a number of large houses of the

local clans, each house sheltering a number

of families. Some houses were large enough to

shelter a dozen families.

Each house had a local clan designation. Its

nucleus was the men of that clan, usually

related to each other, such as brothers. The

house had its highest ranking man, or chief,

usually the eldest member of the house. Also,

each local clan in the village had its highest

ranking house, the chief of which was recognized

as the highest ranking local clan chief. Thus,

it was the local clan subdivision and the house

group of families which had any semblance of

social or political organization.

As will be hereinafter more fully described,

the local clans in the village owned or

claimed, in accordance with the Indian manner,

large areas adjacent to the village. In some

of these areas so owned or claimed, there were

two or more villages, sometimes not distantly
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separated, in which case the Indians of all
these villages, comprising all their houses
and local clans, were known as a 'tribe.'
While there was no head of a tribe as such,
nevertheless there was a sense of tribal
unity and a community feeling of belonging
to a particular geographical unit, which
was bound together by ties of intermarriage,
as well as ceremonial relationships.

In 1867, the names of the Tlingit and Haida
tribes, and the names of their principal
winter villages, were as follows:

Name of Tribe Name of Villajea as of 1867

TLINGITS

Yakutat Yakutat

Chilkat-Chilkoot sometimes referred to merely 1. Klukwan
as the Chilkats, the Chilkoots being considered 2. Kalkwalt
as a subdivision) 3. Chilkoot

4. Yandestuka
5. Diea

Huna 1. Huna
2. Tuxugu

Auk Aynskultu

5. Taku-Sumdum sometimes referred to merely as the Taku
Takus, the Sumdums being considered as a sub-
division)

Sumdum

Hutsnuwu (sometimes referred to as the 'Angoons' ) 1. Basket Bay
2. :Angoon

3. Killisnoo
4. NeltuShkun

Sitka Sitka

8. Kake Kake Village
Kake

9. Kuiu Kuiu

10. Stikine Wrangell

11. Henya 1. 'Snakan

2. Tuiekon
3. Klawak

12.

13.

1



12. Sanya (sometimes referred to as the 'Cape Fox' 1. Yes Bay

Indians, as well as the 'Saxman' Indians) 2. Cape Fox
3. Loring

13. Tongass (sometimes the Sanyas and the Tongass
are-grouped together as one tribe, the Tongass

Tongass

HAIDAS

Kaigani 1. Kasaan
2. Sukkwan
.3. Hawkan
4. Klinkwan

Koianglas

8e7

ika

;U

lay

30

(Lin

liege

At the present time the Tlingit and Haida

Indians live in a mimber of native villages

which are almost entirely Indian, but some
live in large communities in principal cities

of Alaska. The following are the names of
the modern communities where the Indians of

the Tlingit tribes live: 1. Yakutat tribe:
Yakutat (located at the same place as the
original village); 2. Chiikat-Chilkoot
tribe: (a) Klukwan (located at the same
place as the original village), (b) Haines;

3. Huna tribe: Hoonah (located at the same

place as the original village of Huna);

4. Atik tribe: Juneau; 5. Taku-Sumdum

tribe: Douglas; 6. Hutsnuwu tribe: Angoon

(located at the same place as the original
village); 7. Sitka tribe: Sitka (located

at the same place as the original village);

8. Rake tribe: Kake (located at the same

place as the original village); 9. KUiu

tribe: none; 10. Stikine tribe: Wrangell

(located at the same place as the original
village); 11. Henya tribe: Klawak (located

at the same place as the original village);

12. Sanya tribe: Ketchikan; 13. Tangase

tribe: Saxman.

The Haidas now live in Hydaburg.

Yakutat, Klukwan, Hoonah, Angoon, Kake,
Klawak, Saxman, and Hydaburg are the native
villages.
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The population of the Tlingit and Haida A-

Indians prior to 1867 and as of that approxi- lE

mate year has been variously estimated. An th

actual count of these Indians was not ob- SE
tained with any accuracy until long after ac
1867. The first census takers worked in WE

Tlingit and Haida territory dur:ng the ti
summer season when the Indians were scattered Sc
and the results were therefore uncertain. GE
Earlier counts were made in a few communi- AI
ties, but not over the entire Tlingit and a
Haida territory. Moreover the population wa
was drastically reduced by smallpox epi- tc
demics in 1787, 1836, and 1862, and typhoid SU
in 1819, 1848, and 1855. On all the evidence, gr
it is reasonable to conclude that the popula- on
tion of the Tlingit and Haida Indians in SD
early historic times was approximately 10,000 nu
and that in 1867 this population was approximately th
6,000. This latter level of population, which st
reflects in part the changed conditions brought Ch
about by the advent of white civilization, has si
remained comparatively stable to the present fr
time, being now approximately 7,000. 14'.-, sa

sc
Elements of a third Indian group, the Tsimshians, migrated

to Annette Island from British Columbia quite recently: Th.

Annette Isla:
About 1860, William Duncan, an English
missionary, established at Metlakahtla in
British Columbia a Christian community of
Tsimshian Indians. Under Duncan's leader-
ship, the community prospered. The Indians
built individual homes and learned many
arts and crafts of the white man's civili-
zation. The community established its own
stores and industries and became a trading
rival to the Hudson's Bay Company. After
25 years, the success of the community at
Metlakahtla was widely known among whites
and Indians in British Columbia and south-
east Alaska. At the same time, Duncan en-
countered increasing ecclesiastical diffi-
culties as well as from government authorities
=Al British Columbia. He came to the United
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States, and in 1887 visited Washington,
seeking for his colony a home in southeast

Alaska. He sought to purchase an area of
land for this purpose, but ascertained that

there was no law which authorized such a
sale, no land laws having been as yet en-

acted for Alaska. In Washington, DLrican
was advised by high officials in the execu-
tive branch of the Government, including the
Secretary of the Interior and the Attorney
General, that he and his people could go to

Alaska and obtain, as individuals but not as

a colony, squatters' rights to the land. He

was encouraged by various government officials

to do this. Accordingly, in the spring and
summer of 1887, the Metlakahtla Indians emi-
grated from British Columbia and settled on

one of the group of Annette Islands in the
southern part of southeast Alaska. They
numbered about 800 Indians and came under

the guidance of Duncan and his missionary

staff. By 1890, the colony, called Port
Chester, and also 'New Metlakahtla', con-
sisted of between 150 and 200 log and wood

frame homes with a well-equipped store, a
salmon canning plant, a sawmill. a trade

school, and a mission church.150

The act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stat. 1095, 1101) set apart the

Annet e Islands as a reservation for the Metlakahtla Indians.

Envi onmental Lt elihood Patte

The historic environmental livelihood patterns of the Tlingit

and Haida Indians were strongly influenced by the rich supply of re-

sources which varied in location and abundance according to the season.

These livelihood patterns are also extensively reported in the findings

of fact made hy the court in The Tlingit and liaida Indians vs. United

States, 177 F Supp. 452. The following descriptions are from this

source.
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HISTORIC NATIVE PLACES AND CURRENT STATUS

SOUTHEAST REGION

NATIVE GROUPS

TLINGIT

HISTORIC PLACKS EXISTING SETTLEMENT POPULATIONS STATUS SEASONAL ABANDONED ANTIQUITY

25 - 200 300 - O99 1000+ UNKNOWN CAmP SITE SITE

The Tlingit were originally conStituted into one
linguistic stock by POwell, but show resemblances
to the Athapascan dialects and to Heide. These
people inhabited all of the coast and islands
Of Alaska from fakvtat Bay inClusive southward
with the exceptian of the southern end% of Prince
of Wales and Dail Islands and Annette Island.
Their subdivisions and settlements were:

Auk. on Stephens Passage and Douglas and Admiralty
TiTandS, including the following settlements:

Anth-uhlso (Var. Aynskultu), opposite the nOrth
en o ouglas Island.

Tsantikihin on the site of the present day
Juneau. -Var fsentakshini firSt reported in
1909 aS Tstintikihin by Swanton. Juneau is now
principal place of Auk. people.

Cnilkat. about the head of Lynn Canal including
tbeSe settlements:

Chilkoot, between Lutak Inlet and Chilkoot Lake.
n course of Chilkoot River, on the northeaSt

arm Of Lynn Canal. 12 miles SW of Skagway. Var.
Chilcoot. Tananei, Tenany. Tschilkut. First
recerted in 1880 Census by Petroff as Chilcoot.
Population In 1890 - 105.

D enhu, at the head of Lynn Canal, site Of the
.resetilliries. Population 392. AcCOrding to
.iiiAlaN-Arthur Krause, called "Oeshu or Daschy"
(1003). Present place.

Ovea (Var. Dies), at the mOdern place of the
t ame name. Former Chilkat Tlingit Indian
village which hneame noted during Yukon gold
excitement in 1800's. POsteffiCe eStablished
1895 1902. After ConstrOctinn of White
Pass and Yukon Railroad in 1902, town began
to decline. The present place IS now uSed aS
a fishing and hunting Camp.

Katkwaahltu, on Chilkat River about 6 miles from
rr-hAt.tSla Former Tlingit Indian town reported
as "Kutkwutlii" in 1880 Ceneus, PetrOff POP-
:flatten 125.

KlukWan, On north Shore Of Chilkat River 20
nTn-gTrem its mouth, 1.4 miles SE 0 Glass
Pnint and 21 Miles SW Of Skagway. Reported
in Census of 1890 as klakwan. Population
112. Tlingit Indian village, the name Of whiCh
was reported by U. S. Navy in TOM as Chilcat of
Klukcian. Present place at site of original
plaCe and nOW, With HaintS prinCipal plaCe Of
Chilkat people.

Yendesteke (Var Yandestuka), at the mouth of
CETTEii-NT;der, present site of Haines Airport,
Petruff, 1880 CenSus, repOrted it NS 'YondeStuk" -
population 171.

Gonaha - their settleMent was:

Gonaho. at the mouth of Alsek River. at Dry Bay.
-about SO miles SE of Yakutat. St. Elias Mts.
Var. Gonaxo Gunahho. firSt reperted In 1904
by Swanton. Former Tlingit town.

HOT:- their settlement was;

Mehl, on Oahe Canal. -No reference given.
-Elation unknown.

- :

Melva or Alvmsgleier, the west cOaSt 0 Prince of
Males 10188-5etween fleVek Narrows and-Sumner-
Strait. including the follOwing Settlements:

- ; .:
. -KlaWek, On the west client -of Prince of Wales-

nrare, N or Xraid. (var.- Xhiaw4Xkon.-
Elailock) Repertecfasklawak' in 1090 CensUs e
BOBUTation 251i"-ilingii.Indiah Wier-reported
1853, Russ..hydrag.--Lleot..CharC -1493. Post..
office established:1G82.-.Canneri,ottabljahne at

.-. present-site. in .1979,.-Theivingvillage.'--fikh
cannery road being bOit'across Prince of.

-,-Wales'11-1t.-.Present place-of Klawockis-at same
'slte-me original village.ls nee principal-:.plati,-.
of these.oeieple.-._, " -

. .
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TLINGIT (Contd)Shakan, a summer village on the northWeat coast
Errance of Wales Island, at the head of Shaken
Bay E of Hamilton Island, on NW coast Of Kosciusko
Island. (Var, Cavan, Chien, Hamiltons Mills,
Olivera Place, Tsichoan) Population in 1890 - 38.
Former Indian village that 'grew up" in 1879 around
a sawmill established by O. Fontziy. Summer
village for Henya Tribe Of Tlingit Indians who
came here for fish eggs.

Tusican (Var. Tuxekon). on a narrow strait on the
northwest coast of Prince of Wales Island, at nOrth
entrance to Tuxekan HarrOWS: Former Tlingit Indian
village reported in 1895 as "Tuseao" and in 1809 as
Tuxocan" by USCA5S. "An old Tlingit town belonging
to the Honya Formerly it was the chief HenYa
town, but the Henya have now moved to Klawak." -
Hodge. Old clearing, few cabins, totem pOlet
remain.

Huna, On Cross Sound, encamping in summer northward
EVY4Find Lituya Bay. Village population 686, on E
shore of Port Frederick, 2.5 miles south of Point
Sophia, On Icy Strait, 40 miles west of Juneau, with
these settlements:

Akvetskne. a summer village on Lituya Bay.
PiTr-NBZVaystkie, AkwetZ. Tlingit Indian summer
camp with a population of 200 in 1836. reported
as "Ahkvaystkie" by Veniaminov in 1840.

Huna (Var. Gaodekan) in Port Frederick on the north
sEore of Chichagof Island. Population 800 in

1880. Principle Huna village. Post office

established in 1901. PreSent day HoOnah at

original site of Huna is prinCipal Of

Hun* people.

Hukanuwu, on the north side of Cross Sound be-
tween the mainland and Chichagof Island. Former

muna Tlingit Indian town, Reported by Hodge, 1907.

Tuxugu (Var. Klughuggue). givOn by Petroff (1684) as

4 town on Chichagof Island bct probably identical
With village on the mainland Opposite Hun. Former

Huna Tlingit Indisn camp or settleMent. Reported

by Petroff with a Population ef 153 - Imo Census.

IlushaShakian, on the north side of the west
5t7t.anTioCross Sound. Locality at or near
Cape Spencer.

Hutsnuwu, on the west and south coasts of Admiralty
Island-. west central part of Admiralty Wand in the
vicinity Of goottnahoo Inlet, with these settlements:

Arum. north of Mond Bay. Addiralty Island, .0n
West coast of Admiralty Island, 41 Mins NE of
SIM. Population 395, Var. Augoon. Village
lost mUCh Of its population in the late 18800 when
Killisnoo was eStabliShed with a fish reducing plant.
Post office establithed in 1928. Present place
Angoon en same site as original village is principal
Place of Hutsnuau people.

Killisnoo, on east cOaet of Ki1l1sne0 Wand
near Admiralty Island, 2 miles south of Angoon;
Var. Kanasnu, Kenasnow, Killishoo. Former
Tlingit Indian village, population in 1800.79,
351 in 1910, 256 in 1920. Former village
established about 1881 when members of the
Hutsnuwu tribe of Tlingit Indians were brought
from the villages of Anoxia and Nahltoshkan to
wOrk in a fish rendering plant.

Nahltushkan, on north Shore of Whitewater Bay, .
on the west coast ef Admiralty ISland. Var.
Neltushkin, Naltuck-an, Neltoschk7an, Scutshon,
Population in 1680 was 246. Moved to Killisnon.

Kake, on kupreanof Island, thO designation being
irgaimes extended tolcover Kuiu and Sumdum, and
including a village of the same,name:

Kak0, village population 455, en NW coaat Of
Kopreinnf Island. (Var. Kaku, Sikanakhaeni.)
Tlingit Indian eillage.named for the hake tribe
living there: :The brigiaal localeillage Ilene
iwaS "Sarnakhhenf,;reported by:nodge,1907.
Fishing and tanning are the economic bast of the
tOw,o Pest OffiCe established in. 1904 4,reSent
place at Sitg'of Original:Village-is principal
placiof thesepeople.

X

X
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TLINGIT (Centd) kuiu. en Kulu Island. with a village of the same
name: in Port Deauclerc:

Kuiu. (island). 65 miles long. 5635 n. 134'00'
197--Var. Kou Island, Ostrov Kuyu. Tlingit Indian
name reported in 1848 aa "Ostrov Kuyu," or "Kuyu
Island," on Russian Mydrog. Dept. Chart 1396, No
descendants of this tribe in a reportable place
allegedly exist today.

Sanya. about Cape Fox. with the following settlement:

Gash. near Cape Pee. On Perth side Of Dixon Entrance
it-iest side of Nakat Bay. (Var. Sanyakoan) Site of
a former Tlingit Indian winter camp. Most of the
people have new moved to Ketchikan (Hodge, 1907)

yea Dm, cannery. Fishing village built araund
cannery. Established in 1886.

Loring, tishing village built around a cannery in
0185. Post office discontinued in 1936.

Sitka. on the west coaata of Daranof and Chichagof
WITulds with the following settlements:

Dehet. no reference given.

lieshkunuwu. "in SE Alaska."
camp or settlement reported
Hedge. 1907.

Kens. "011 Berenof Island.'
camp or aettlemeet neported

Kushtahekdaan. no reference
unknown.

Location unknown,

Fortner Tlingit Indian
to be from peckunuwu,

Winer Tlingit Indian
by Swanton. Wedge. 1907.

given. Location

Old Sltka. a summer Camp On NW coast of
GiFaRi-rsland. on Starrigavan Bay. 5.5 miles
north of Sitka. Alex. Arch.; 5707'50" N.
135'22'20" W. Var. Starri-gaVae. Fort Archangel
Gabriel. MikhaileVali. Site Of RUSSia0 fOrt and
settlement founded in 1799 by A. A. Deraney, celled
"Mikhailovsk," because it was put under the patronage
Of Saint Michael Archangel. Fort destroyed by
Tliegit Indiana 1802; when OOSSIaa settlement
reestablished in 1804 the fort, built in a new
location. was Called New Archaogel, Old Site
knOwn to Russimia aS "Starri-gavan". may be saMO
place listed in 1980 Census GS "Old Sitke, pop-
ulation 73.

Sitka, on the west coast of Daronof Island.
OS-Mlies SW of Juneau. site of the modern
town. Tlingit village. Present place of
Sitka at Site of Original Village ia principal
place of these people.

Tlanak. "In the Sitke country," Former Tlingit
=Fie or camp reported in 1909 by Swanton.

Tiehashiyikan, aS indicated by the native word
straight opposite Mount Edgecombe. "In the Sitka
country." Var. LuxaCalyikan. Former Tlingit village
reported a$ 9.exacalyiken" by Swanton.

Silver Da . a summer Camp located et Silver Bayi
on west coast of Bennet' Island. Former summer
camp of the Sitka Indians reported in MO Census
by Petroff. Site of 5itka__pl MIL

Stikine. on Stikine River and the neighboring
coasts, wIth these settlerents:

kahlteetlan, a place called also Old Wrangell,
ACWWW-d-UVer 100 years:ago.

Katchanaak, an the site of modern Wrangell which
is now the prInCipel place Of the Stikine people.

Shakes' Ville a on vast:coast of EtalinIsland.
FB7iir liinqit Indian summer camp of the head
Stikine chief, Ceks. Reported in Ihei1880 Census
a$ "Shakes' Village," population 38

Taku Standup, -.their settlements wereil,

'Sumdum, AO miles north of Port Hoeghton an south
irde-Te Endicott arm.', Site uf large gold mine in 18913.
Some mine buildings still standing:-.:.. Indian family
Still-living in area hes SUmdum..aPlaSt Irme. Summer
fish camps at,Oog Salmorratream. _-
Take called?..Takicharber, onJaku,River and Inlet,
Steveni Channel-. ahd.Gastineau Channel.' with the
'following sett1ealeht$:7.(Site Ofierge cannery until
a few years ago. FeW people still live there. Site
Of:old Mudson'ay'Co..,-posW The principal place of
the Taku=SuOduM now0eagles. less

X

X

X
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Sikanasankian. on Taku Inlet, at mouth of Grindstone
Creek, InaTes SE of Juneau. Var. Tsek-nuk-sank-y.

Fian coop.

TakOkakaan. at the mouth of Taku River, as the name
itself implies. Fish vamp.

Toneasa at the mouth Of Portland Canal, the north
side, with a village of the same name on Toncsss Island,
Alexander Archipelago:

Ton ass. on east coast of Tangass Island. (Var. Fort

omgas, Fort Tongas, Tent-a-oUans, fungasskon, Tungrasa.)
Former Tlingit Indian village or camp named for the

island. Part of Entry in early days. Population
recorded as 273 In 1860 and 255 In 1090, The Tongass
people.s present principal place is Semen.

Yakutat. principally about Yakutat Bay Put extending
iTERT4Wd in later times to the mouth of Copper River,
including these settlements:

Gothenl, north of Dry Bay. No reference given.

illaha ik. on Yakutat Bay behind an island called
l'1.4 i w ich gave it the name.

Yakutat. On fatotat Bay,onwest end.of Monti Bar.
110 miles NW of Juneau, (Var. Yakdat Hlahayik. fakitat.

Yakudat.) Tlingit Indian village; the principal Winter
village of the Yakutata a subtribe of the Tlingits,
reported by Petroff in 1880 Census. Present place of

Yakutat on original site.

Situk Villa.e, one mile NE of Situk, oil east
bank Of S4tUk River, 9 miles SE of Yakutat.
Fanner Tlingit village reported as "Setuck" in

1891 by 1.C. Russell. Reportedly founded about
1875 and abandoned about 1916.

The Heide Indiaas Emigrated from Queen Charlotte
Islanl to the southern end of Prinee Of Wales
Island auld nearby small islands in the early
1700's. The villages they established were Howkan.
Sokwan, Klinkwan, Kansan, Kaigani. In 1911 these
were abandoned (with the exception of New Kasaan)
and everyone moved to Hydaburg where 4 school was
built. With the exception of Hew faSaan 8nd Hyde-
burg these places were inhabited by the Tlingits
before the Haidas drave them cot. Heide settle-
ments of the faigant tribe were:

Hawkan (Var. FlaWkan), west side of Long Island.
riTaeTe time the largest village of the Haidas
in Alaska. Now abandoned. Post office MO.
lished 1882. Presbyterian mission established
1881. The people moved to Kaigani.

. _

Sukkwan, southeast end of TUkwan Island. Tlevak
Strait. The people moved to Icaigent.

Klinkwan, located an Prince of Wales island
LitWM-me t Klakas Inlet,
Kaisani, (Ver..Kolenolas) leatut in protected
cove , south end of Dell Islapd. WaS eld'
trading site of the Tlingits, The Hatch's con .

solidated their 'villages there (with the
exception of Old Kasaan) before establishing
Hydaburg,
Old Kasaan, located on the north shore of
Shawl Arm, east side of Prince of Wales
Island (Craig Hap. One of 04 MoSt Inter.
esting places in Southeast Alaska, it is
located behiad a beautiful gravel beach.
There are small isletS bebeeen it and the
open part of Skowl-Arm.. The trees have
grown up where the village was-but the totem
poles. not:MO.8d or stolen for 4=4014
04 still stand among:them. :FrOM 1916 to
1955-1t waS ajlaLiOnal HOnueent-,now'the
D. 1. Forest Service is charged with its
care.

X

X

Kasaan. located on northern side of,Kassan
NiTiEraig Hap). Pacific American Fisheries:
'established a,cannery in the big-.6ave there7
- and.the people from Old Kasaan moved there leas

ea:Frederiek Webb (ed;). PrtInndPurtIis No,w8tapsk ef4ri
ffice,-1907 '

Washington: Government-Printing.
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The local clan division in a village was the
important social unit among these Indians. It
was the entity in which control and authority,
in the political sense, existed. It was the
primary property claiming or owning group or
entity. It held claims to well-defined hunting,
fishing and gathering areas. Clan property
included the fishing streams, the coastal waters
and shores, the hunting grounds, the berrying
areas, the sealing rocks, the house sites in the
villages, and the rights to passes into the
interior. Hunting grounds usually consisted of
the watersheds of the streams or rivers. The
protection of these resources was a local clan
matter.

Each house group of the local clan was vested
with the right to exploit certain defined clan
areas, the chief of the local clan being gen-
erally responsible for the administration of
all of the property. Thus, tracts of local
clan territory were parceled out or assigned
to individual house groups for exploitation.
It was the chief of the local clan, assisted
by the other house chief elders of the clan,
all of whom formed a 'council', who controlled
the clan's affairs.

The native material culture of the Tlingit and
Haida Indians generally made use of a great
variety and number of natural resources of
both land and sea. The major resources used
included: Fish: salmon, halibut,. cod, olachen,
herring, trout and snapper; Sea mammals: sea
otter, seal, sea lion, whale and porpoise;
Shellfish: a variety of clams, mussels, cockles
and snails; Other resources of the beach and
shoreline: a variety of kelps an0 seaWeeds,
some eaten and some used for other purposes'
Animals= the deer, bear, fox, mountain goat
and sheep, porcupine, marmot, otter, mink,
beaver, squirrel, lynx, marten, rabbit, weasel,
wolf, muskrat and coon; Birds: duck, geese,
grouse, ptarmigan', gull, crane; crug, including
the eggs of many; Yrees: principally the red
and yellow cedar, and, in addition,,the hemlock,
spruce, Cottonwood, willow, birch, pine, alder,
maple and mountain ash; Berry bushes:, the cran-
berry, soapberry, huckleberry, blueberry, and
mapy others; nants: a variety of grasses, weeds
and roots useful both as foods and for fiber, and
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of herlis and lichens useful as dyes and for medi-

cinal and ceremonial purposes; Minerals : a

variety of hard stones and copper.

Fish was the principal food resource, of which

salmon was the most important, and fishing was
the most important economic activity of these

Indians. Generally, land hunting and other land

activities were of much less importance in their

economy. While these Indians were expert fisher=
men, they were not considered as good hunters.

The Tlingit and Haida Indians made from these

natural resources of their territory their food,
shelter, clothing, and the tools, fabricated
articles and commodities used by them in their

trade and other activities. Fish, animal meats,
berries, roots, clams, fish oil, many grasses and

other products were made into food both for imme-
diate consumption and dried and stored for winter
feasting and for use in trade. Wood, in the use
of which they were highly skilled, was the primary
material for most of their manufactures. Their
houses, canoes, boxes in which they stored their
foods and other articles of value, totem poles

upon which they carved their crests, and most of
the implements they used in day to day living,

were fabricated from wood. They made a host of
articles from bark, particularly the inner bark

of the red and yellow cedar. The well-known
Chilkat blankets were made in part of wool from

the mountain goat and of bark, and sometimes
lined with the fur of the sea otter. Other fibers

were also woven. At the time of first contact

with Europeans, furs provided the principal
clothing for these Indians. Later, as hereinabove

set forth, the European and American markets
greatly increased the demand for furs. In ex-

change for their furs, the Indians obtained
European and American clothing that replaced

their native clothing. They also obtained firearms,

traps and metal utensils that replaced their native

weapons as well as many of the native utensils

earlier made2 out of wood, copper, ancl stone. In

addition to hunting, fishing, and gathering, these

Indians devoted k great part of their time to trade

and to their important ceremonial-feasts, called

spotlachs..' In addition to food products, the

principal articles of ,trade, which were

exchanged among the Indians themselves in

great quantities, were furs, cedar logs'

and canoes, ,dil made -From -the olachen fish,

bark robes ma-de' of marmot skins, wool-



bark blankets, carved utensils, shells,
lichen for dyes, copper, and, after its
introduction by white traders, the potato
which the natives cultivated to some extent
where they found suitable ground. At their
winter ceremonial feasts or potlachs, these
Indians consumed and gave gifts of great
quantities of surplus food, blankets, furs,
and other commodities. In this manner, the
Tlingit and Haida Indians obtained from their
territory an economy that, for a primitive
people, was rich in the variety and extent of
its material wealth.

Throughout the winter months of November
through February, the Tlingit and Haida In-

dians generally lived in one or another of
the permanent villages which composed their

tribes. This was their real home and is
sometimes referred to as the 'winter village'
to distinguish it from the temporary summer
camps. The massive ceremonial houses of
the local clans were located in these villages.
The village ordinarily stretched along some
sheltered beach near some especially fruitful
fishing, hunting and gathering area. However,

most of the time throughout the spring, summer
and fall the Indians were scattered, each
family generally taking by canoe some customary

route of its own whereby, together with the
other occupants of its house, thee, would use
the various fishing, hunting and gathering areas

of the house, each area being used in the season

of its special productivity. At these times,
the winter village was all but deserted. Dur-

ing these spring, summer and fall rounds, the

Indians lived mostly in crude shelters, the

permanence of Rech depending upon the time
spent in the particular area. Where a family
customarily stayed -for several weeks,-it would
build a camp of substantial planks. However,
where the family customarily stopped for days
only, its shelter would_consist of little more
than a heap-of boughs or a skin tent. These .

summer shelters, like the-permanent ,villages,
were ordinarilylocated,close to some fruitful
region of some rsheltered;peach where the cinoei
of the Indians couldtbe_safelyelanded.r:In_this
manner, the-habitatfone,of-.the--Tlingit and rkaida
Indians were scattered:alting the materfronts
_of their,territory,:such is-the ozeah, 'the
_bays and inlett,e&therivers;-wherever-the



waters were navigable by canoe, and also, to
a lesser extent, on the shores of fresh water
inland lakes where salmon spawned. ....

Among the Tlingit and Haida Indians, the
annual round differed somewhat between the
various tribes. The riverine Tlingit tribes
along the mainland coast, such as the Chilkat-
Chilkoot tribe, were able to secure great quan-
tities of their staple foods for long seasons
close to their permanent villages. They spent
longer periods of the year in their permanent
villages than did the island tribes. On the
other hand, the coastal tribes generally did
more inland hunting, and more ow,..rland travel-
ing than did the island tribes. The mountain
goat and marmot were obtained along the mountain
slopes of the coastal range on the mainland. In

addition, the mainland Indians had access to
various other animals that were not found on
the islands, such as wolf and grizzly bear, as
well as the larger land mammals, such as elk and
moose. The coastal tribes jealously guarded
their trade monopoly with their Athabaskan
..eighbors to the east, and for this purpose,
through well-defined trails and passes, traveled
inland long distances beyond the coastal range.
In general, however, the Tlingit and Haida In-
dians scattered out from their winter villages
early in March. On the islands, this was the
time for halibut and cod fishing and gathering
herring roe, and on the mainland, for trout
fishing. Shellfish were then at their best
and were gathered in great quantities, dried,
smoked and packed in airtight boxes. The
coastal tribes traded dried meats and hides
for these island shellfish, and engaged in
trapping and hunting In particular, this
was the month for hunting bears, sea otter
and seal. Deep sea and trout fishing con-
tinued in April, at which time the women
gathered seaweeds of various kinds. The
hunters continued_trapping on the mainland,
but on the islands-, sitice the,hair of the
fur-bearing animals became thin, with the
approaching warm weather,, the huhters sought
other ,animals suchbas rabbits and porcupines.'
On the mainland; marmots I were- dug- out= of -theix

_hole§ on the',,Moiintaiiiiides;)_Ducks-were hunted

on the water and grouse on the hillsides. In

May, the,rsearch for green plant foods began.
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Many varieties of roots were collected by
the women, boiled, dried and packed away.
In this month, immense quantities of fish
oil were prepared, this being season
for catching the olachen, a small extremely
oily fish spawned in the river mouths. The
oil from this fish was eaten with most foods
and was used for preserving berries, roots
and herbs. The end of May was a time for
trading expeditions, the tribes at the river
mouths exchanging their oil, the coastal
tribes their blankets and marmot robes, the
island tribes their cod and halibut, and the
Haida their large canoes, for the cornmodities
of other tribes. In June, berries began to
ripen and many varieties of berries and roots,
herbs, hemlock bark, and birds' eggs were
gathered by the women for immediate consump-
tion, for storage, and for trade. This was
also a time for feasts and building ceremonial
houses, using timbers that had been prepared
during the winter. Trading continued through-
out June, and long voyages were undertaken.
In late June or July, the first salmon runs
began, and by August the storage of large
quantities of food became the principal
activity. Women gathered berries and men
hunted for meat, which was dried and stored.
In September, most of the Indians concentrated
upon salmon, the men fishing, the women drying,
smoking, and storing. In October, the emphasis
shifted to hunting such animals as the deer and
the mountain goat. In this month, the coastal
tribes made their last trading trips inland
before the winter closed the passes. Toward
the end of October, plans were laid for the
ceremonial potlachs that took plzs.,.e in November
and December. In winter, the days were short,
the weather wet, and the nights suited to the
great feasts. During these months, the-tribes
lived largely on the supplies gathered in
other months. However, -trapping -and some
hunting were carried:- on throughout the winter
months-, the IndianS-tending, traplines that'
generally extended Several miles- up' a- Stream
or along Some waterfront; In November_and
DeceMber-most of sthe-produptive acti vi ties
took- placd'iri',the'winter-::Villagel-:
prepared fiberfdr.__Wea`Vingatid: the meni,wiiald'
stone,'Anti=shell.'ifer-`lbolmakIngTheniervalsp,,,
searched itie;f6reSti for-itreesfor-cinces"ancf!
house'tiMbers':;Byt"'LlanuarY;':065V cerefforifal--'
feasts' werk past woMen 'made-,garments
and Wove baskets afiti-the'Meiv;,inade canVai



totem poles, ceremonial articles, and tools.

In February, preparations started for the new

seasons' rounds of fishing, hunting and gather-

ing. Canoes, fishing and hunting equipment
were repaired. The men made short fishing
trips. Soon thereafter each family set out,
as the year before, to fish, hunt, and gather

in the various areas allotted to it by the

customs of its house and local clan.

In the last decades of the 18th century and

through the first half of the 19th century,
trade for furs was the principal attraction
that drew Europeans and Americans to the
northwest coast of America. In 1778 Captain
Cook's expedition left Tlingit and Haida

territory with a great quantity of furs ob-

tained in trade with the Indians. Later this
expedition landed at Macao, China. Here the

crew found that its furs, especially the sea
otter furs, were highly prized. Thereafter,
the opportunity thus opened for a profitable

trade became widely known.

Over the years that followed, three means for

exploiting the fur trade developed. First,

sailing ships, largely from England and
America, went through the channels, bays and

inlets of Tlingit-Haida territory exchanging

European and American wares-for cargoes of

furs. Second, the Russian American Company,
under the leadership of Baranof, established

a number of settlements in Tlingit and Haida

territory. The principal settlement was
established at Sitka in 1799. A few Years
later, Nikolayevsk was founded at Yakutat
Bay and Simeyonosk on the Cape of St. Elias,
and,again some ,years later a post was estab-
lished atA4rangell. Each of_these posts'was
set up primarilY to gather furs throUgh-trade
with,the Tlingit Indians. Third, begi_pningjn
the third,decade-of the:19th century; the Hud-
,son's-Bay Company, moVing:nortnand'West froffi
British Colombiattempted:tb_e-Stablish tratilhg
posts along::thejcOaStal-strip inT1ingit &nth.
Hai da territory In 1839, , the _CoM0any'_;secUreil

from the Russians a rightto establish its -
tradi ng jpoits in _thi s, area :byya,' 1eaSe-,made -vii th

-the Russian: Afrieri Can :COMPanY.--, HO1Weiteri by =this

-time' tfie;tlip'070:: of j:Sea-ietter 'AL6 tot' been con-
siderably depleted, thétCipnese , irkt hi1 bien

depresSed sailing

shi ps-,were',:no 10.hger-_--profitable. _OnsectOdnOy,
-- the: fur tradp.kittic_the,T1:ingit and-:Hilda Inatahs



that had earlier been done in largest measure
with sailing ships shifted to the trading posts of lifc
of the Hudson's Bay Company and the Russian purchalAmerican Company.

change
opmentThe fur trade changed and enriched the material munal

culture of the Tlingit and Heide Indians. By earlythis trade the Indians were supplied with fire-
arms and steel traps to the point where former pcggs i)

weapons and trapping methods were largely aban-
doned. Flour, molasses, rice, tobacco, whiskey,
knives, and shirts became staples of the new indicamaterial culture. Trapping and hunting became 1, 188
a major economic activity and a principal avenue Alaskato the material wealth important to the power

t:Zesand prestige of the Tlingit and Heide clans, as
hereinafter more particularly described. This tionsfur trade also tended to concentrate the Indians affordinto larger villages and sometimes to reduce the capitalnumber of these villages to one for each tribe,
also as that term is hereinafter defined. How-
ever, before 1850, the intensive trapping and

local
hunting of the Tlingit and Heide Indians had area, abegun to reduce the total annual product of

commer.furs from their territory

The fur trade hereinabove described did not
impinge in any material respect upon the Tlingit
and Heide Indians' concept of their proprietor-
ship over their lands and weters. The Europeans
and Americans, with only insignificant exceptions,
did not send hunting or trapping expeditions into
Tlingit-Haida territory. They did not come into
the territory with intent to cultivate the land
or even with intent to make permanent settlements
beyond the minimal needs of trading posts. Even
the few posts that were established by the
Russians and British were secured from the Indians
either by conquest, followed by a grudginj con-
sent, or by an initial purchase or trade in accor-
dance with the Indian ,concepi,of,their right to
their land. 'The incentiVe,that:pthefur trade'
gave these:Indians to hunt andrtrap,succeeded in
securing-to:the-Whjte mah the fur product of the
-area, witheut dOing'iicilence:th:theindiahi'
cept,of proprietorship over:the territory.15i '
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The Indians preserved with little change their original way

of life throughout the period of Russian occupation. Following the

purchase of Alaska by the United States, livelihood patterns began to

change, both voluntarily and as a necessary adjustment to the devel-

opments introduced by ever increasing numbers of Americans. The com-

munal houses were abandoned in favor of single family dwellings as

early as the 1880s. The establishment of commercial fisheries dis-

possessed some families and groups of traditional fishing sites and

disrupted the traditional annual regimen of resource harvest.

The rapidity with which resource development advanced is

indicated by Governor Knapp who, in his annual report dated October

1, 1889, reported that eleven sawmills were in operation in southeast

Alaska and that at least 36 salmon canneries were in operation, 19 of

these canneries having been built and put into operation since the

last season. The report of the 1890 census stated that fishing sta-

tions in southeast Alaska were located at nearly every point that

afforded,asupply of fish sufficient to warrant the investments of

capital. 154

Gold mining developed in a few areas and caused serious

local disturbance to the Indians, particularly in the Juneau-Douglas

area, although its influence was not widespread as was the case with

commercial fisheries.

Initially the exploitation of natural resources by Americans

did not benefit the Indians. Chinese workers were brought in to per-

form cannery labor. Fishing required special gear investments beyond

the means of the Indians, and whites operated the sawmills and gold

mines. Gradually, however, the local natives began to participate

more and more in these industries, especially in the commercial fisher-

ies. During the present century, commercial fishing has become the

economic base of nearly all the Indian communities of Southeast Alaska.

With government assistance, these people have acquired fishing vessels

of the finest type. They participate in cannery operations and are

involved in successful competition with Caucasians at all levels of

industry.

Subsistence utilization of fish and game resources remains

important to the Tlingit and Haida, particularly in outlying villages,

but it does not differ greatly from the uses of other races who reside

in the same localities. The trapping of fur animals is still prac-

ticed, often as an enjoyable endeavor rather than a profitable enter-

prise. Basically the Indians now live with a money economy, little if

any different froM other Americans',-although they are'not asAvell -

represented at the professiona14and-business levels.
They find em-

ployment, side by side with Caucasians, in virtually all aspects,of

the region's industry, and actually dominate, the commercial salmon

fishery in several localities!,

iszrbid.
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NATURAL RESOURCE:

A legislative solution for the Alaska Native land claims re- Ea

quires a large frame of reference for decision making--the occurrence came pertin

and uses of natural resources, present and potential, are of basic im- text to foll

portance.
to directly
its purpose

It is essential, therefore, that this report contain factual

material on Alaska's natural resource endowment so that the land "rights" Be

and needs of Alaska's Native citizens may be put in perspective with state some o

other national and state resource requirements. the Native c
ing resource
problems andWhere possible, background material on Alaska's resources is

given in a regional context which can be related to particular aspects

of Native ethnography, Native regional organizations and to the avail-

ability of land for particular resource pursuits.

The chapter is divided into two main parts: surface resources

and subsurface resources.

Wildlife_Res
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The significance of natural resources in Alaska, with regard

to Native claims issues, range along a spectrum of importance dependent

upon viewpoint. At one end may be grouped the surface resources, with

wildlife and fisheries being particularly significant to continued
Native subsistence patterns, at the other the subsurface mineral and

fossil fuel resources provide the potential for economic expansion and

capital growth important_to all citizens of the state.

The wildlife and fishery resources of the state are generally

well known and possess unique values of statewide and national signifi-

cance--and most importantly the wildlife and fisheries resources reP-
resent life itself for many Alaskan Natives. Facts about-the mineral,

oil and gas resources of Alaska are less known but offersloteptials

for tremendous economic wealth returns-to private_capital and land-

holders. Between these ranges, with varying regional occurrence and

importance, the other natural resources of.the state--thewater, the

forests, agricultural and recreational endowments of this land--each

provide their own significance to the issues:at hand.
2.



FURAL RESOURCES

ms re- Each resource sector presents some facet of specific signifi-

rence cance pertinent to decision-making on the Native land claims issue. The

ic im- text to follow, describing Alaska's natural resources, does not attempt

to directly enumerate these matters of significant importance--rather

its purpose is to briefly present known resource facts.

'actual
i "rights" Before presenting these facts, however, it is desirable to

with state some of the important resource issues and conflicts pertinent to

the Native claim question. From these, the recitation of facts concern-

ing resource occurrence can be put into perspective with land tenure

problems and any proposed adjustments or solutions.
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Wildlife Resources

1. Many of Alaska's wildlife resources are of national

significance--the waterfowl produced on Alaska

nesting grounds provide migratory flights and

wintering birds in the Pacific flyway; the Kodiak

brown bear, Kenai moose, pall sheep, muskox, caribou
and several species of marine mammals have their

only United States occurrence in Alaska and as rep-

resentative species of North American wildlife de-

serve and receive national as well as state manage-

ment attention; the populations of several species

of wildlife in Alaska are also categorized IV
national and world biological authorities as rare

or endangered.

The significance of these matters lies in the

question: to Oat extent and in what manner are

the lands and habitats Of wildlife species f4

unique national significance-to be reserved'and-

managed?

2. A great deal-of,emphasis in thi.s report is given to

the dependency, fn ,whole or' in part, of milly Alaska

Native,poOulations Uponthe biotic resource for

subsistence harvest in order to sustain life, Wild-

life Of course a product "of partiCular lind and

-WaterenVironments. Two points are important:

enerally
signifi-
s rep-
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and-
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a. Legislative jurisdiction1 for wildlife re-
sources, except migratory birds, is vested
in the State of Alaska.

b. Proprietary jurisdiction of land is vested,
at this point in time, primarily in the fed-
eral government. Whether land tenure, however,
is federal, state or private, such jurisdiction
includes the right for the proprietor to pre-
scribe who, where and in what manner persons
may enter, travel across and conduct activities
upon land within their jurisdiction.

These jurisdictional matters have great significance to the
Native claim question. There is increasing conflict between the sport
or commercial harvest of wildlife resources and the subsistence harvest
of these same resources by Native people.

The question of whether or not the state is inclined or able
to assure appropriate legislative balance in the taking of wildlife re-
sources for these divergent and often conflicting ends has great bear-
ing upon the amount and location of lands which may be vested in Native
ownership as part of the settlement of their claims. Without assurance
by the state of equitable treatment in the legislative jurisdiction of
wildlife resources for Native subsistence purposes, the Congress is
facefi with two questions: should it vest proprietary jurisdiction of
lands supporting the habitats of these resources in Native groups at
a level of magnitude far beyond any statements yet made by either the
Department of the Interior, State of Alaska or Native spokesmen; and,
since the Statehood Act constituted in effect a utakingu of wildlife
resources from Native "use", should this taking be compensated?

Water Resources

The general deVelopment and allocation of Alaska water re-
sources is essential to the enhancement of economic growth and com-
munity welfare in Alaska. Furthermore, Alaska is a region of water
surplus and must be considered as a future Potential continental water
source for water deficient areas in the western United States and
Canada.

Significant water resource needs pertinent to Native land
claim questions arise in the reservation and allocation of water source,
storage and transport:areas and.systems-for-community supply, distribu-
tion and sanitation, flood control, fishery and wildlife _habitats, nal"-

-igation, power and recreation.

In this regard,,the largest potential:or possible use for
Alaska water resOurces, is conteivable hydroelettrie poWer 'development
opportunity. Iniportantly; 'however, this source of polker, with but a
few site exceptions,does net,eAhibit_favorable cest-behefit ratios
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The important question concerning the U. S. Forest Service

)f water
lands is whether or not the allocation of such lands from the National

mtal water Forests to Native claimants for village sites or hunting and fishing

?s and
camps would unduly affect the economic structure of the forest industry
dependent upon Forest Service resource commitments and/or be detrimental
to the public purpose managerial responsibilities of the Forest Service

ive land

at the present time or in the foreseeable future, and particularly
hydro-power is deficient when compared with available alternative

thermal power sources.

An important point of conflict with the Native claims issue

is the federal withdrawal of many hydroelectric power sites and reser-

voir areas in regions claimed by Native groups and which prevent the

transfer of land ownership to village groups or individuals.

A second important factor pertinent to water resource utili-

zation and the Native claim issue is the state's ownership of lands
beneath navicable waters (granted by the Statehood Act except within

existing federal withdrawals of that time). This has meaning to the

Native claim issue. Although many Alaska aboriginal societies recog-
nized a "user right" to exist with an individual or family for a
net, wier or other fish catching place on a river or lake, no such

"right" now exists on navigable waters because the Statehood Act

extinguished any personal proprietorship and vested general ownership

of lands beneath navigable waters in the state.

A third important factor is the need to provide watershed
protection to water source supplies for Alaska's cities, to:11s and

villages. Depending upon location and physiography, community water-
sheds may be of considerable size in order to provide for safe and
adequate supplies in the future.

Forest Resources

The significant relationships between forest resources amd
the Native claim issue are divisible between the coastal zone forests
of Alaska--nearly all administered by the U. S. Forest Service within
the Chugach and Tongass National Forests and the interior zone forests--

nearly all on public domain administered by the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment.
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,The uthority of-government:to rescribewho,may h7rest the common

property resource of fish_and wildlife'and to regulate the extent, time
a p:

and manner of sUch taking.
2 Ninety-two percent of AlaSka's':coastal forest-zone is in the,

Natfonal Forests; 0:,state seleCted lands Only,262;445-acres are

classified as timberlands-O. Kieth-Hutehinson Atotaka'a 'Fores*

Resources, U. S: Department of AgricultureForest-Service, Insti ute

of Northern Forestry, Juneau, Alaska, 1967



not only for timber harvest, but also for watershed protection, wildlife
management and recreational purposes. Even though the Court of Claims
has made a judgement as to the taking of lands from the Tlingit and Heide
Indians of Southeastern Alaska--the Tongass National Forest, Glacier Bay
National Monument and Annette Island Indian Reservation--the need for
determining the land settlement for the rest of Alaska also poses ques-
tions of land settlement equity which the Congress might wish to enter-
tain by considering the granting of village and hunting and fishing
sites to Southeastern Natives within the National Forests.

Relative to interior forests the resource significance in-
volved is essentially one common to land and vegetative management
generallynamely the importance of this resource to public multiple
purpose management versus allocation to private uses. Alaska's interior
forests cover about 32 percent of the total land area and of this 32
percent, 21 percent of the forest is commercial.

A ricultural Resources

Almost all available suitable cropland in Alaska has been
selected by the state or patented to private interests.

The agricultural resource significant to the Native claim ment of fiissue is grazing landparticularly on the Alaska Peninsula, Kodiak in the legIsland, the Aleutian Islands and the Seward Peninsula. With improved pensate thtransportation and changing economic feasibility, livestock production question.(cattle and sheep) is a potential expandable use for the grasslands of
western Alaska. Who controls and manages the land for such potential
use--Native or white entrepreneuris, however, only one conflict as a wageAnother is between wildlife and domestic livestock and the question with whichhere is which resource use of the land is most greatly in the national "Can the Nconservation interest as well as tke provider of the greatest economic fishery inreturn to the state. At the present time and in the foreseeable future and legislthe balance favors wildlife use as the more important economic asset claims iss

explore to
On the Seward Peninsula and on Nunivak Island reindeer hus- interests. . .bacidrY is Practiced by Native peoples. Here two issues significant

Fi she L.Ef:
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to land claims related questions-arise:-

Shoeld the recent historic (since -the'early
1900'0_ use of the Seward Peninsula by Native
reindeer herders-be recognized as, "useahd
octupancy" and-land- title'teankferred for
such grazing useto individual Native herders
or tolcorporate groups representing these
individuals?
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Nunivak Island is a place that is at once a
National Wildlife Refuge for the muskox and
migratory birds by federal withdrawal, and the
location of a government-owned reindeer herd
maintained for the benefit of the Nunavakmiut
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. While potential
conflict between national and Native objectives
is not irreconcilable, the question does arise
as to primacy. To which of two objectives for
Nunivak, Native economic need or national con-
servation purpose, should primary emphasis be

granted?

FisherK Resources

Two points of significance arise from the fishery resource

sector that are pertinent to the Native claim issue. These parallel

those made for wildlife resources. The Native "use" of the fishery

resource was "taken" when legislative jurisdiction over fish and

)een wildlife resource passed to the state by virtue of the Statehood Act.

The Native people as a group have no voice in the manage-

aim ment of fishery resources in Alaska other than through representation

flak in the legislature. Whether or not the federal government should com-

moved pensate the Native for loss of this resource--this taking--is a basic

luction question.
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The fishery resource is one in which the Native can compete

as a wage earner with moderate outlays of capital. Here is a resource

with which he is familiar. Here is a resource that is renewable. But,

"Can the Native individual or groups compete as an entrepreneur in the

fishery industry in potential conflict with developed capital interests

and legislative lobbies?" This is a question related to the land

claims issue in many Parts of the state which the Congress might well

explore to obtain the definitive positions of the state and commercial

interests both in Alaska and without.
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Recreation Resources

The recreation resources of Alaska,may,be one,o-f_the state's

most-valuable-asseti-=tO,the Native-in_theyearslahead,.-__
,

significance the-rdsourte atissuejn:the contekCof

NatiVe claims,restilUtiohjs-thereliOveof-VeSting-title:-W: _
those potentialrrecreationalland'ireiourcet'WcWare'WJlationall:_sig7
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use '7 ' ' !
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Mineral, Gas and Oil Resources

The potential wealth of Alaska mineral and oil and gas
resources is not known. Much of the state's geology is imperfectly
understood, many regions of the state are virtually unexplored.
Since this is true, it would be impossible to pattern a rational
distribution of land based upon mineral wealth or even considering
such as a factor. Nevertheless, sufficient knowledge exists to say
that the wealth of subsurface resources available to the Nation from
Alaska (given favorable future economic recovery factors) can only be
reckoned in many billions of dollars.

The salient points with regard to mineral resources and
Native claims are: Since aboriginal "use and occupancy" of the land
was associated only with surface resources, is there a "right" belong-
ing to the Alaska Natives connected with the subsurface resources of
the land?

If subsurface resource rights were granted
to Native group% would the management of the
resource be in the best interest of the Nation
and the state? Would orderly development,
appropriate private capital expenditure, and
the practice of conservation principles be
furthered?

Whether or not there is any "right" of Native
groups to subsurface mineral resources, are the
revenues derived from associated leases and
royalties an appropriate source of funds to
ameliorate Native social and economic conditio
of need?

Definition of Terms

In the following descriptive text there is no need to define
words or phrases used in the section on surface resources. In the
section on subsurface resources, however, several phrases may be new
to the reader and are, therefore, defined here.
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Locatable and Leasable Resources

The "lOcatable_mineral" resourceslare,defined_as_Jhose-_.
mineralt-or-mineral_S-UbStinCes not designated b-ythe_qongresS as
leasable,-i.e., Coal,:potash,ITetroletim,-_naturai gas,-,:phtiSphate,-
sodium minerals and-oiLshale.- llie="9ocatable'minerals'rthUslare
the metals,,construction_materialS:and-most nOnmetallic,produciS--
except fossil fuelsandtalines."LeaSable:IMinerals"-rarethOse---
designed al50e;. -"Locatable,MineralS"-are
-sense, if they fall'On_lirliFte,%Staté cefeclellYeecibiredlands.
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This report emphasized the "locatable" and "leasable" substances that

have or can be expected to play an important role in the Alaskan

economy or in the national scene. For "locatable minerals" they are

arranged under three main headings: (1) Metallic commodities;

(2) Radioactive fuelc and (3) Nonmetallic commodities. For "leasable

minerals" discussion is captioned as designed above.

Resources and Reserves

In this report the term "resources" applies to materials in

the ground that are known to be minable now, plus material likely to

be minable in the future. Reserves, on the other hand, are materials

that may be only partly explored, but whose quantity may be estimated

and are considered to be economically exploitable at the time of the

estimate. "Ore" is defined as mineral material that can be mined at

a profit.

Mineral resources are fixed in quantity and quality, and are
not renewable. Reserves, on the other hand, fluctuate in amount. They

are a continually changi',g quantity, the estimates of which are depen-
dent upon economic and technologic changes as well as on exploration.
Thus, a low reserve figure does not necessarily mean that a mineral

deposit is near exhaustion. It may mean that a depressed market has
lowered the value of the mineral commodity to the point where it no

longer can be considered a reserve.

Within a framework of these definitions, it will be seen
that Alaska's "reserves" of metals are small indeed and restricted

to relatively few commodities. Her metallic mineral resources, on
the other hand, are large and varied.



SURFACE RESOURCES

WI LOL I FE-

Alaska's wildlife resources are large and varied. Histor-
ically, these resources were the only means of subsistence for in-
digenous populations of Aleuts, Eskimos, and Indians. After the dis-
covery of Alaska, subsistence use of wildlife continued to play an
important role in the development of the state, although the more
spectacular trade in fur animals, particularly the sea otter and fur
seal is more widely recognized. In some parts of the state changing
cultural patterns are reducing the direct dependence of people on
wildlife, but in many regions of the state this resource is still
the major economic base. In other regions, however, or for certain
species, hunting for sport has assumed an increasingly important
function.

Wildlife populations are not uniformly abundant, and Alaska
is not "teeming" with game. Large areas are nearly devoid of wild-
life, and other areas contain significant populations only seasonally.
This uneven distribution of animals and the variation in species in-
habiting different regions had a pronounced effect on the distribution,
size, and culture of aboriginal populations, and will continue to
affect utilization patterns, even though wildlife harvest becomes more
orientated for sport instead of direct subsistence.

This report summarizes current information on the distri-
bution, abundance, and economic importance of major species. For
this purpose it was necessary to draw extensively on the unpublished
reports of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. Other source publications are listed
in the bibliography.

Assignment of monetary values to wildlife is a difficult
problem. In this analysis, only those values related to consumptive
use of the resource as indicated in Figure IV - 1 have been included.
This solution is quite limiting because it ignores the considerable
economic benefits that consumptive use generates in service ahd
other industries. Of perhaOs more importance, this means, of eValu-
ation omits the economic benefits derived through non-consumptive
use of the wildlife resource by photographers, tourists, and other
visitors to Alaska. Wildlife is a primary attraction to such visi-
tors, and although not done here, should be considered in evaluating
the economic benefits of this resource .
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tor- The future proprietary interest in Alaska lands is a matter

in- of great importance to the future of the Alaska wildlife resource .

a dis- The contribDtion that the wildlife resource can make to the fulfill-

an ment of three sets of objectives: Native, state and national, de-

re pends directly upon the means used and ends achieved in la.id owner-

d fur shiP, tenure and management practice.

nging
on

Dependent upon means employed and ends achieved, the

11 interests of the native people, the state and the nation may be

tain either compatible or in conflict.

t
Therefore, the reader in reviewing this assessment should

try to seek compatibility and balance between varying regional re-

Alaska quirements, such as:

ild-
onally.

The dependency of some Alaska Native populations

s in- upon a wildlife subsistence supply in order to

ibution, sustain life;

to
es more The economic requirements of the state and its

citizenry derivable from the wildlife resource

(including some dependence upon subsistence and

tri-
commercial use, but primarily upon the aggregate

or economics of the sport and recreational harvest);

ished
u of ... National goals and objectives for the preservation

sted
and wise use of wildlife resources and habitats of

unique national value; and
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... Combinations of these factors.
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FIGURE IV - 1

EVALUATION STANDARDS FOR WILDLIFE BENEFITSa

Value

Meat Skins, Etc. Recreation Total

BIG GAME
Deer
Moose
Caribou
Elk
Bison
Dall Sheep
Mountain Gout
Black Bear
Brown Bear
Grizzly Bear
Polar Bear

MARINE MAMMALS
Seals
Walrus

FURBEARERS

WATERFOWL

50
250
50
200
300

50
100
60
100
100

50 50

100
350
110
300
400
500
300
100

1,500
500

2,000

25 25 50

200 1,000 1,200

valued at current market value of pelts.

recreation value estimated at $4/day for ducks and
$6/day for geese on the basis of an average daily
bag of 1.3 ducks and/or geese, and a 20% harvest
of the fall population. This is equivalent to a
value of $3,10 per duck, and $4.60 per.goose, bagged.

aEvaluations are based on Supplement No. 1: Evaluation Standards
for Primary Outdoor Recreation, Ad Hoc Water Resources Council, Wash-
ington, D. C., which was signed by the Secretaries of Agriculture,
Interior, Health and Welfare, and the Army, on June 4, 1964. Values
for big game used primarily for sport hunting are assigned on the basis
of trophy and guiding fees that hunters normaily pay. No values are
assigned for non-consumptive uses such as photography, wildlife view-
ing, etc., which are a primary value to tourism in Alaska, and an
important source of revenue to support industries. Such recreation
accounts for most visits to Wildlife Refuges in the United States;
its value may be much more significant than those we have cited .

bMeat is valued at 50t/lb for deer, caribou, moose, elk and
bison; 2501b for seals; and 1001b for walrus. Average weights a e
estimated dt 500 lbs for moose, 400 for elk, 600 for bison, and 100
lbs for deer and caribou black bear, and seals.

Source: U. S. Department of the interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries-

and Wildlife, Anchorage, Alaska.
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ARCTIC REGION

The fauna of the arctic region is characterized by relatively
few highly adapted resident species augmented periodically by many

migratory species. The most prominent and important land mammal is
the barren ground caribou. Moose have become established in the larger
arctic slope drainages during recent decades, but while locally common,
they are generally not abundant. A sparse but widely distributed
grizzly bear populatton occupies the entire arctic slope. Dall sheep

occur throughout the mountainous areas. Muskox were once present in
this region but were extirpated in the last century. The wolf, wol-
verine, white and red fox, marmot and ground squirrel are common. Mink,

land otter, marten and lynx are present but are usually too scarce to

be of importance to humans.

The ptarmigan is the most important resident bird. Many
species of waterfowl are present, often in substantial numbers during

the summer season.

The marine mammal resources have traditionally been of great-
est importance to the human population of the arctic. Bowhead whales
and belugas are common except during the winter season. Humpback,
California grey, finback, and killer whales are occasional visitors

to the region. The polar bear, walrus, and bearded, ringed, and spot-
ted seals are important and fairly abundant species.

The original Eskimo culture of this region, as elsewhere,
was highly specialized and adapted to an almost complete dependence
on marine mammals. Of these the ringed and bearded seals were most
important on a year round basis. Bowhead whales, belugas, walrus,
polar bear, and sea ducks were also of much value and often of vital

importance seasonably to the maintenance of the human population.
One group of Eskimos abandoned the typical dependence on marine mam-
mals by remaining permanently in the mountainous area at the head of

the Colville River. These people, now located at Anaktuvuk Pass,
developed a way of life dependent on caribou. in the
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Since the late 1800's,the.Eskimos of the arctic region have
had increasing access to such foods as flour, sugar, coffee, . and tea.
NevertheleSt, meat.protein derived from wildlife resources-reMains
the essential and staple food coMmodity. -In the Coastal- villages,
the meat of ringed and bearded sealsAs'most important On-a regular
basis. Depending on the .fortunes of,the hunt, -whale.and walrus may
.periedically bi utilized even more. than 'seals. The_Anaktuvuk people
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The original dependence on wildlife as a source of clothing

material has decreased. Seal skins are still used for foot gear and

to a lesser extent for pants, parkas, and mittens. They are also

used for covering boat frames and making rope. Ivory is now used

primarily for carving artifacts for the tourist trade rather than for

hunting implements, sled runner shoes. etc. Baleen whale has little

value except for fabricating
souvenirs. The furs of white fox are still

harvested in quantity for commercial sales. Wolf and wolverine pelts

usually find local utilization for clothes or trimming. Ground

squirrels and marmots are occasionally used for clothing but are not

taken in quantity. While the cut of clothing often remains distinc-

tively Eskimo, cloth has replaced furs to a large degree in the typical

Eskimo wardrobe.

The importance of wildlife in the Eskimo diet has been men-

tioned, though of much importance,too,is its use as dog food. In re-

cent years, snow machines have replaced much of the original dependence

on dogs and this trend will no doubt continue.

Relatively few species of wildlife in this region are har-

vested for purely commercial purposes. The exception would be white

fox. A few wolf, wolverine, and seal skins are sold as are the skins

of most polar bear taken when the pelts are prime. The meat and

skins of caribou, seals, walrus, and whales are frequently sold or

bartered within the region. This practice is becoming more common

as more employment opportunities provide money but deny time for

hunting by employed people.

Trophy hunting by guided sportsmen for polar and grizzly

bear, wolf, sheep, and caribou contributes economically to the region

and can be expected to increase in the future.

The former commercial value of baleen and raw ivory has

greatly diminished. A limited quantity of ivory is carved for sale,

though the carving industry is centered mainly in the Baring Strait

region.

It is probable that the major value of wildlife resources

in the arctic will remain of a subsistence and a sporting nature

rather than commercial because the biological productivity Per unit

area is low.

The wildlife resources in the arctic region have two major

values to the State. First, to the extent that they provide sub-

sistPnce and a means of support to the inhabitants the state's

economic base is enhanced. Second, the mere existence of this

unique fauna will stimulate ever increasing interest on the part

of tourists, sportsmen, and others who will contribute beneficially

to the State economy.

The arctic region of Alaska was acquired in an essentially

Primitive, natural condition. It represents the only land area of

this type tvhich still maintains its ecological integrity largely in-

tact. While it is known that petroleum and mineral resources exist,
'
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the values of the renewable natural resources also may prove to be
exceedingly important to a nation where land without cultural dis-

figuration is : -,oming increasingly scarce. The scientific value of
a natural uncn Jed area could be tremendous and certainly the aes-
thetic value to humans who must live in an environment thoroughly al-
tered or conditioned by man cannot be underestimated.

Of national significance is the production of waterfowl
which annually migrate to other states and countries. With the con-
tinuing decrease of production habitat in developing areas of the
continent, the importance of waterfowl production in the arctic
will be ever greater.

The two largest caribou herds in Alaska are centered in
this region= The so-called Arctic Herd (about 300,000 animals) and
the Porcupine Herd (140,000 animals). The latter herd regularly
moves into Canada and represents a shared international resource in
common with waterfowl, polar bear, walrus seals, and whales.

The Arctic National Wildlife Range (approximately 13,900
square miles) is located in the northwestern part of the arctic
region. The purpose of the Range is to preserve the magnificent
wilderness, wildlife, and recreational resources on an undisturbed
portion of arctic environment large enough to be biologically self-
sufficient.

FIGURE IV - 2

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
ARCTIC SLOPE REGION

Species Population
Havest

Remarks
ii

'.:
Trend Future Trend

BIG GAME
Caribou 450,000 15,000 750,000 Static NO change
Moose Uncommon Low Increase Increase
Dall Sheep Common -40 20,000 Static_ Increase
Black Bear Uncommon Trace Static No change
Grizzly Bear Common,- Low Increase Increase
Polar Bear Common Under 100 200.000 IncreLw Increase

FURBEARERS
-Beaver Rare Trace No change
Muskrat Rare Trace No 'change
Lynx Uncommon Trace No change
Marten Uncommon Trace No change
Mink Uncommon Trace 'No Change
Land-Otter Uncommon i Trace,- -No change
Weasel Abundant Few Hundred No change IncreaSe
Wolverine Common Under 100 No change . Increaseu .

Arctic Fp* Abundant 900 15.300' 'No Change
Red Fox

"Coyote
Common
Uncommon

, :.100-
Low -,-

200 No-:change,,
NO,change-

Wolf- Common -100 10000
- . Increase' Increase

MARINE MAMMALS
'-0ieried7Seal AbUndant J650.: 16,250 'NO change: :NO Changer:.
HarborSeal .-.-'

:Ribbon' Seal-
Common .: ,

Rare-- - -
r.'200-

Trace .--
-5.000
''.'-,.',

No change '1
No"-thange

Mo change
1,40'change ..1

RingeCSeal 'Abundant' --., -A,000 7 100,000,f NO2'thange .-' .J.Idchange-:-'

MON!
,

.

Common. 200-'- -40.000,, No,change ;. :No change-_

WATERFOWL
-1:Woks
Geese
71Swans

250.000 --
150 000
- -.500

40.000*
30-000

A24,000 -:

130,000-,
-Static ,

StatiC '-

Static

Increase
IncreaSe
my.change

:*Waterfowl ha v
continental.Aot ls

_ ther M

.0ther_Eltrds Cranes

'Source:. U. B.° Deportment oI the In erior, Bur
Anchorage, Alaak .



BERING STRAIT REGION

The wildlife resources of the Bering Strait Region include

both land and marine birds and mammals as well as an abundance of fish.

Grizzly bear, sheeP, moose, and caribou are present, with the latter

species often extremely abundant during periods of migration from the

arctic region. Furbearing animals of importance include the wolf, wolv-

erine, arctic fox, red fox, mink, land otter, weasel, beaver and muskrat.

Ptarmigan are common to abundant throughout the region, and the drain-

ages into Kotzebue Sound contain some of Alaska's more important water-

fowl productirm areas. Ducks, geese, swans and cranes utilize the fresh

or brackish water habitat, while sea ducks, and numerous species of

colonial nesting sea birds such as murres and auklets concentrate in

great numbers along the coasts and on the islands. Marine mammals in-

clude the polar bear; walrus; bearded, ringed, ribbon, and harbor seals;

belugas, bowhead, California grey, and sometimes other species of whale.

Domestic reindeer production has been practiced ,in this region

since the turn of the century. This industry had a strong influence on

local economics for about three decades, 1910 to 1940, but since has

declined in importance. (See agricultural livestock discussion in this

Chapter.) Because reindeer and wildlife production on the same land are

often incompatable, such animals as the caribou, grizzly bear and wolf

are not permitted to produce according to the potential of the land to

support them.

The major part of the native population of this region has
historically been concentrated on or near the coast in keeping with their

cultural adaptation to a primary dependence on marine resources for food

and clothing over the region generally. The walrus was of even greater
importance at a few placeS, Particularly King,Sledge and Diomede Islands.

Not only did walrus provide food, but the skins were employed as cover-

ing for boat frames. Bowhead whales were hunted at Wales, and King and

Diomede Islands. The acquisition of darting guns (explosive harpoon

heads) and shoulder guns (firing an explosive dirt) from American whalers

about 1860 permitted a ffore regular harvest and a market for baleen.

However, the decline in whale abundance resulting from commercial exploi-

tation by Yankee whalers made the harvest by Eskimos increasingly diffi-

cult. No bowhead whales have been taken by native hunters at Wales,
formerly the center of an active whaling culture, during the past three

decades. The small beluga, or white whale, has traditionally been taken

bY natives for food in both Kotzebue and Norton Sounds.

Ptarmigan, waterfowl and colonial sea birds and their eggs were

utilized in quantity by those people having access to them. The harvest

of molting waterfowl in large numbers by means of organized drives was a

practice that has gradually disappeared= The introduction of firearms,
permitting individuals to efficiently take birds, undoubtedly cOntri-

- buted to the decline of cooperative bird drives.



The larger land mammals were not important to the Eskimos OT

this region. Grizzly bears were difficult to take by primitive means.

Moose were scarce or totally absent until recent decades and Dall sheep

were available only in montainous areas distant from human populations.

Caribou were seasonally present and often abundant. However, they could

be taken in quantity only in quite special situations prior to the acqui-

sition of firearms by the Eskimos. Thus, permanent settlement of some

people in favored fishing and hunting locations (on the Kobuk and

Noatak Rivers) was connected with increased efficiency of hunting result-

ing from the use of guns, as well as other economic and cultural factors.

Furbearing animals were harvested only in limited quantities

to provide for clothing and some food needs prior to the era of commer-

cial traders in the region. Thereafter, furbearers, particularly, were

actively sought and became a major source of money income.

The present utilization of wildlife resources in terms of type

and quantity has changed little from that of the past, despite substant-

ial changes in the cultural, economic, and material character of the

Eskimo's existence.

Wildlife is still the major food source in most communities,

even though the usual grocery store foods are available and utilized

regularly to some degree. Seals remain a basic and relished food of

people in most coastal villages. Walrus share similar status at King and

Diomede Islands. Bowhead whales are important at Point Hope, and caribou

are essential to the inland people of the Noatak and Kobuk valleys. Snow-

shoe hares and arctic hares, ptarmigan, waterfowl and sea birds are util-

ized as opportunity affords in various localities.

Commercial utilization of wildlife resources remains scant be-

yond the sale of furs, some seal skins, and walrus ivory carved into arti-

facts. There is some sale or barter of meat and skins between hunters

and non-hunters who have wage earning employment; although such trans-

actions are difficult to evaluate.

As pointed out earlier, wildlife is a major element in the

subsistence economies of most of the Villages in the region. As such,

the state has a vital interest in managing such wildlife to directly

sustain these people until or unless other resources or industries are
developed to structure local exonomies on a money or wage earning basis

much beyond that currently in existance. In carrying out this manage-

ment of wildlife, the state has set up harvest regulations which have
considerably corrected a problem of ,wasteful harvest-practices by

Natives that developed with the availability of firearms

A c
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A colonial bird refuge, the Chamisso National Wildlife Refuge,

is located within this region and represents the only colonial bird area

of any significance between the Seward Peninsula and Cape Thompson.

Other national and international wildlife management concern is current

for walrus and polar bear populations. Both of these species remain in
internationalwatersalmost entirely and their proper management may ulti-

mately require international agreements or treaties. The waterfowl pro-

duction and concentration areas of Selawik Lake and Shishmaref Inlet are

also of particular national resource value in this region.

FIGURE IV - 3

WILOLIFE POPULATIONS
BERING STRAIT REGION

Species Populati n

Harvest

Remarks
Average
Yearly

Estimated
Value

1950-1968
Trend

Probable
Future Trend

BIG GAME
Caribou 200,000* 15,000 750,000 Static Increase * Seasonally present

Moose 4.000 750 37,000 Increase Increase

Dail Sheep 1,500 30 15,000 Static Increase

Black Bear 3.000 150 7,500 Static No change

Grizzly Bear 5,0 20 10,000 Static Increase

Polar Bear Common 200 400.000 Increase Increase

FURBEARERS
Uncommon 80 1,600 Static No change

eaver
Muskrat Common 5.000 5.000 Variable No change

Lynx Uncommon 300 9,000 Variable No change

Marten Uncommon 90 1,300 Static No change

Mink Abundant 2,000 30,000 Static No change

Land Otter Common 300 7.500 -Static No.change

Weasel Coommn 200 200 Static No change

Wolverine Common 100 3.000 IncreaSe Decline due to
scarcity

Arctic Fox Common 500 12,000 Variable No change

Red Fox Common 250 2,000 Static NP change

Coyote Rare Trace -

Wolf Common 125 pAio increase Decline due to-
scarcity

MARINE MAMMALS
BeardedSoT Abundant

.

2,000 80.000 Static: No change :-

Harbor Seal COmmon 2,000 60;000 Static 410 change

Ribbon Seal Rare 200 4,000 Static' No change

Ringed Seal Abundant 6,000 .:.-.180.000 Static_ No change

Walrus Common 1-.000 ' 100;000 '- liaria01.6 Increase

WATERFOWL
--01-1M77 700.000 140;000, 430.000 -- :Wchange_. :No change

Geese

wens

10,000
.

2,000
.,

2 . 000 : 53,1300--..,, .:
'No change
:00:-Change

NO change
No change

Other Mammals

Other Bir-ds

Source tI S. Department of the Inte ior Burecu of Sport Fisberie
Anchorage, Al a.ka.

Bowhead'Whales (Common) BelOgas
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BERING SEA REGION

The Bering SF4a Region includes St. LaWrence, St. Matthew,
and Hall Islands, but of these areas, only St. Lawrence has a tra-
dition of use by humans and is now occupied.

Larger mammals of St. Lawrence are nearly all associated with
a marine environment. Bearded, harbor, ringed and ribbon seals, walrus,
polar bears, and arctic foxes are common. Bird life is abundant, and
the island provides an important route for migrants passing beteen
Siberia and Alaska. Many species of waterfowl are present in lowland
lake habitats that occupy approximately a third of the island's area.
Large colonies of murres, puffins, auklets and kittiwakes occur on
cliff habitats.

Reindeer were stocked on St. Mathew Islami by the Coast
Guard during World War II. The herd population rose spectacularly
and then crashed during the 1960's; there are very few reindeer now
left on St. Mathew Island. An introduced herd of reindeer on
St. Lawrence Island has little effect on the island's economy or
the utilization of wildlife.

The fauna of Hall and St. Matthew Islands is essentially
similar to that of St. Lawrence. However, these islands are the only
locations where the McKay's snow bunting is known to nest.

Eskimo residents of St. Lawrence Island depend on marine
mammals as a primary means of subsisterc-, and for a large proportion
of their monetary income. Meat from walrus harvested in 1966 for
subsistence use was valued at $60,000. Value of raw ivory, skins,
bacula and other saleable products exceeded $28,000 and the potential
value of such products is considerably more. Seals provide a signifi-
cant share of subsistence food; their skins are used in the home manu-
facture of boots and other wearing apparel, and raw skins have a
value of at least $12,800 at current prices.

Whales, including belugas, howhead, `alid grey, are hunted
but relatively few are taken, and they do not provide a sustained
or reliable means of subsistence,,

Other wildlie includIncmaterfowl and sea birds are used
as an additional source of subsistence food, and skins of sea-birds
are sometimes used for parkas or other winter clothing.

Use of wildlife by persons other than Native residents of
the region is negligible, consisting chiefly of Native guided hunts
for walrus. Such hunts increase the monetary returns from walrus and
do not change most subsistence values.



Present trends suggest a slight increase in the
wildlife, particularly of walrus, for commercial uses and
hunting by persons who are not residents of the region.

The fauna of this region is of national concern
the international distribution of most species of animals

harvest of
for sport

because of
and birds.

The Bering Sea National Wildlie Refuge, which includes
St. Matthew, Hall, and Pinnacle Islands, was established in 1909

primarily to protect the unique cliff colonies of sea birds and the

only known nesting populations of McKay's buntings. The continuing
scientific value of undisturbed island habitats such as those of
Bering Sea Refuge, is unique for the study of evolution, biogeography,

and biological phenomena, and the preservation of such areas as re-
main is of increasing importance.

FIGURE IV - 4

WILDLIFE POPUATONS
BERING SEA R,P714

Species Population

Mary

Average
Yearly

E- ted
Value

1958-1968
Trend

Probable
Future Trend Remarks

BIG GAME
PE11776ear Unconon 2 4,000 No change No change

FURBEARERS
Arctic FOg Common SOO 9.000 No change No change

Red Fox Uncommon

MARINE MAMMALS
11Ta7drdreTT Common )

Harbor Seal Common 1,600 57,0n0 Increase Small Increase

Ribbon Seal Common
Ringed Seal Common
Walru5 Common 1,000 200,000 Increase Small Increase

Sea Lion_ Uncommon Summer only

WATECF014.
005 10,000 2,000 6,200 No change No change Estimates. Census data are

Geese 500 100 500 No change No change not available.

Swans 100 No change No change

t4erMempals

Source: U. S. Deportment of the Interior. Bureau of 5port Fiaharies
Anchorage. Alaska.



SOUTHWEST COASTAL LOWLAND

Wildlife populations in this region vary directly according
to habitat. The eastern foot hills and much of the area along the
Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers are forested, but the largest portion of
the region is of treeless, lowland, tundra containing innumerable lakes,
ponds, and streams. Forested areas contain thriving populations of
moose; a few caribou are found in the Kilbuck Mountains; and Nunivak
Island contains a herd of domestic reindeer and the only herd of muskox
in the United States.

The Lowland Delta is unique among waterfowl habitats in North
America, and produces more than half of the continental populations of

black brant, cackling geese, emperor geese, and Pacific white-fronted
geese; nearly three-quarters of the western population of whistling
swan, and large numbers of eiders, old squaw, scaup, green-winged teal,

pintail, mallard, and other ducks. Almost the entire Siberian populat-
ion of snow geese uses the coastal tundra as a staging area on their mi-

gration between California and Wrangell Island.

Beaver are numerous in forested areas and where woody vege-
tation extends into the tundra along streams. Land otters, mink, muskrat,
and red foxes are widely distributed, but arctic foxes are confined to
coastal areas and to Nunivak Island. Four species of seals, walrus, sea
lions and belugas occur in coastal waters.

Large colonies of murres, puffins, kittiwakes and other sea
birds nest on cliffs of Nunivak Island and Cape Newenham. Sprm:e and
ruffed grouse are found in forested areas and ptarmigan primarily on the

tOndra, though moving to forested habitat in winter.

Various species of freshwater and marine fishes together with
small mammals historically have provided the primary means of suL,is-
tence for residents of this region, and do so today. Although tne Na-
tive residents of the region are gradually becoming somewhat less de-
pendent on the wildlife resources, such utilization remains a primary
factor in the survival of many villages.

State regulations governing the harvest of resident species of
wildlife are liberal, and in the final analysis, harvests are governed
largely by the effort expended by individual hunters. Federal regula-
tions on the taking of migratory birds are more restrictive, but are
generally ignored by native residents.

Moose are an important item of food in inland regions, but resi-
dents of the coast depend primarily on seals as a source of protein to

supplement their diet of fish. Sea bird colonies of Nunivak and Cape
Newenham formerly provided an important source of food to villages in

their vicinity, but now are of negligible importance to the subsistence
etonomy.
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In spring, waterfowl provide an important subsistence item in remote

villages, but in other villages hunting of waterfowl is largely of a

recreational character. The take of waterfowl on the Yukon-Kuskokwim

Delta in spring is larger than the legal harvest of waterfowl in all of

Alaska. Eggs of waterfowl are still used at some villages but are de-

creasing in significance. Use of waterfowl in summer is much less than

in former years because of the increasing availability of employment in

fishing or other industries, and duck and goose drives are now primarily

conducted as a form of recreation.

Furbearers and marine mammals furnish an important source of

cash income, both directly by sale of raw skins, or indirectly througi

their use in the manufacture and sale of such items as mukluks and

parkas. The commercialization of the fur resource began long before

occupation of Alaska by Americans; first by barter to other more north-

ern communities of Eskimos; and later with Russians who had established

several trading posts on the Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers.

Despite changing cultural patterns resulting in the utili-

zation of some food sources, other than the wildlife of the region, the

wildlife food source is most critical to the human population. At the

present time, the native and non-native population of the region is in-

creasing rapidly (approximately 5% annually), whereas wildlife resources

are limited, as they always have been in this area.

The result of an expanding human population with continual de-

pendency upon the biotic resource may shortly present critical problems.

The role of wildlife resources as an important segment of the

subsistence economy of native residents is at present the most signifi-

cant aspect of the wildlife in this region to the state of Alaska.

Harvest of wildlife resources is primarily by residents of the region,

although an increasing harvest of migratory waterfowl is being effected

by residents of other areas.

The muskox of Nunivak is of unique interest as the only herd

in the state or country, and will provide stock necessary for re-estab-

lishing this animal in its former arctic habitat.

A large proportion of the continental populations of several

species are dependant on the habitats of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta for

their existence. These species, and others with a wider nesting distri-

bution, will be of even more importance to the nation as other popula-

tions are lost through the continuing destruction of habitats in more

highly developed regions.

Three National Wildlife Refuges are in this region.

The Clarence Rhode and Hazen Bay National Wildlife Refuges of 1,800,000

acres insure preservation of the most crit'ical nesting habitats of black

brant, cackling geese, and emperor geese, as well as important habitats

for white-fronted geese, whistling swans, many species of ducks, and

smaller migratory birds. The Nunivak Island National Wildlife Refuge

511
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insures preservation of habitat for muskox, for the larger colonies of
sea birds, and other forms of wildlife present on the island. Semi-
domestic reindeer now replace caribou which became extinct on Nunivak
near the end of the last century.

FIGURE IV - 5

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
SOUTHWEST COASTAL LOWLAND REGION

Species Population

Harvest

RemarksAverage
Yearly_

iStimated
Value

1958--1968
Trend

Probable
Future Trend

BIG GAME
Zaribeu 1.000 100 5.000 Increase No change N.E. corner of region.
Moose 1.500 150. 40.000 Increase Increase In forested areas.
Muskou 700 No ha acts permitted. Increase Introduced, Nunivak only.
Black Bear Common 50 5.000 No trend Forested areas only.
Grizzly Bear Uncom.,on 10 5.000 Increase No change

FURBEARERS
lleaVer Common 850 20.400 Decreace Increase
Muskrat Common 8.000 8.400 Variable Variable
Lynx Common 300 Variable Variable . Forest regions only.
Marten Uncommon 100 1.500 No change No change Forest regions only.
Mink Abundant
Land Otter Common 800 20.000 No change No change
Weasel Common 200 200 No chtnge No change
Wolverine Uncommon 10 500 No change No -change
Arctic Fox Conmon 300 5.400 Variable No change Coastal regions only.
Red Fox Common 250 2,500 No change No change
Wolf Uncommon No change No change

MARINE MAMMALS
BeardedSeal
Harbor Seal

Cannon
Cannon

Wiled at $10 per pelt
and $.25 per pound for

Ribbon Seal
Ringed Seal

Common )
Common )

-5.000 105,000 No change Decrease meat averaging 100
pounds per animal

Walrus Cannon 50 15,000 No change Slight Increase
Sea Lion Uncommon 25 500 NO change Present only in summer

WATERFOWL'
-DoCks 1.870.000 280.000 868.000 No change

Geeseb 650.000 130,000 598.000 No change
Swans 40 000. 5 000 25 000 Decrease

erNallulals
Amtic Hare Snowshoe Ha

Other Pu ins, and,Kitt wakes.'Ptarmigan, Cranes, Wilson Snipe, Murres
MO year average population, Important part of harvest in contiguous states and Canada..
/100es not include 200"0 Migrant Snow gease.

Source: U. S. Department of the Interior-. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife,
Anchorage, Alaska.
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KOYUKUK - LOWER YUKON REGION

The Koyukuk - Lower Yukon Region is large and varied, extending

from flats of the Innoko River on the south, 500 miles to the Endicott

Mountains on the north. Moose are common in forested areas at lower ele-

vations. Scattered bands of caribou are found in the Kuskokwim Mountains

and in small mountain ranges north of the Yukon River; larger concentra-

tions are found in or near the Endicott Mountains through which a portion

of the arctic herds migrate. Dall sheep are found only in the Endicotts,

but black grizzly bear are present in low numbers through most of the

region.

Beavers, mink and land otters are common or abundant in most

drainages. Muskrats are widely distributed but are most abundant in lake

nabitats bordering the Yukon, Innoko, or Koyukuk Rivers. Marten, lynx,

weasel, and wolverine are abundant in upland habitats, although the dis-

tribution of marten is restricted to forested regions.

Large floodplain areas border the major rivers which are ex-

cellent waterfowl habitat, producing fall populations of approximately

one million ducks and 50,000 geese. Sandbars of the Yukon River provide

a major staging area for geese prior to their southward migration. Major

species of waterfowl include lesser Canada and white-fronted geese and

pintail, scaup, widgeon, green-winged teal and mallard ducks.

Resident game birds include ruffed and spruce grouse, and rock

and willow ptarmigan. Small animals of value either for fur or food

include snowshoe hares, ground squirrels and marmots.

Wildlife within the Koyukuk - Lower Yukon Region is of primary

importance to the subsistence economy of residents there, although some

species, particularly sheep, grizzly bear, and wolves, are also hunted

by residents of other regions or states. Because of the large variation

in wildlife populations and alternative means of subsistence, the econ-

omic base of villages differs. Villages along the Yukon and Innoko

Rivers make extensive use of the fishery resources which they supplement

with black bear, moose, hares, grouse, ptarmigan, and waterfowl. Mone-

tary income from wildlife is derived chiefly from the aquatic furbearers

beaver, muskrat, and mink, although marten are taken in some localities.

Fisheries are of lesser importance in northern villages, Anaktuvuk,

Wiseman, and Settles, where caribou and moose provide the major items of

subsistence. Grouse, ptarmigan and waterfowl are utilized depending on

local availability. Furbearers listed for southern portions of the

region are available in lower numbers, but wolves and wolverines are

more abundant and an important source of monetary income.

Because this region is remote to population centers and most
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resident mammals and birds are more accessible elsewhere, nearly all of
the wildlife harvest is by residents of the region. This characteristic
of the harvest is not likely .1,0 be altered significantly in the near
future.

Utilization of fish and wildlife resources is of major economic
value to most residents, although employment in other industries both
within and outside of the region is gradually increasing. However,
change from the existing economy will probably not proceed as rapidly as
in other, less remote regions.

National interest in the wildlife of the Koyukuk - Lower Yukon
Region is related chiefly to the large populations of waterfowl which
contribute to all flyways and which provide a resource of increasing
importance.

FI6666 IV - 6

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
KOYUKUK-LOWER YUKON REGION

species Population
Harvest

Remarksverage
arlY

a ma rr
__

Az
_ e

BIG GAME
--Caribou Common 5.000 250.000 Increase Increase

Moose Common 500 125.000 increase Increase
Will Sheep 1.000 100 50,000 Slight Increase Increaae
Black Bear Abundant 100 5.000 No change No charge
Grizzly Bear Comnon 25 12,500 No change No change

FURBEARERS
Beaver Common 3.500 70,000 No change No change
Muskrat Common 5.000 5,000 Varihble Variable
Lynx Common 500 11.000 VariaMe Variable
Marten Common 1.000 15.000 No change No change
Mink Common 1.500 37,500 No change No change
Land Otter Common 300 7,500 No change No change
Weasel Common 100 100 No change No change
Wolverine Common 50 2,500 No change No change
Red Fox Common 100 500 No change No chanpa
Wolf

wATERFoWL

Common 500 50.000 No change No change

--oc717- 1,000,000 200.000 610,000 No change No change
Geese 50.000 10.000 46.000 No change No change
Swans

Other Mammals
Snowshoe hare. Ma

Other Bird
Ruffed. Sorucei and Sharpta

round s eL Red s.uirrel

Source:

-rouSe, Rock and Wi

U. S. Department of thi Interior. Bureau
Anchorage, Al Balta.
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UPPER YUKON - PORCUPINE REGION

-istic

The fauna of the Upper Yukon - Porcupine Region is similar

:onomic to that of other interior Alaska regions. Two herds of caribou range

)th between this region and adjacent regions of Alaska and Canada - the

Porcupine herd of about 140,000 animals in the Brooks Range, and the

dly as Steese-Fortymile herd of about 50,000 animals into the White and

Crazy Mountains. Moose are common throughout forested areas, par-
ticularly on the Yukon Flats. Both black and grizzly bears are

Yukon common.
ich
ng Many furbearing animals are found in the region. Beaver,

mink, and muskrat are particularly abundant on the Yukon Flats where

lake and stream habitats are ubiquitous. Marten are found primarily

in the forested foothills, and wolves, foxes, weasels, ground squirrels,

and snowshoe hares are common throughout most of the region.

Waterfowl habitats of the Yukon Flats produce fall flights

of approximately 1.5 million ducks which include such important spe-

cies as mallard, canvasback, pintail, and widgeon. The same habitat

supports about 15,000 Canada and white-fronted geese and 10,000 cranes.

Resident game birds include ruffed, spruce, and sharp-tailed grouse,

and rock and willow ptarmigan.

This region supported a relatively small aboriginal popu-

lation that was widely scattered along the Yukon and Porcupine Rivers

and other major streams. By necessity, Native villages were rela-

tively small in order that low populations of wildl:fe could be har-

vested efficiently. Northern groups depended primarily on caribou,

occasionally taking mountain sheep, moose and bear. Groups along the

Yukon River depended more on moose, hares and aquatic animals and

birds. All groups made extensive use of fish

The earliest significant contact between the aboriginal

residents of the region and Caucasians was in 1847 when the Hudson's

Bay Company established a post at Fort Yukon. The presence of the

trading post did not appreciably change the subsistence economy.

The period of gold rushes circa 1900) resulted in more significant

contact between races and limited employment of local natives. Schools

were established at Fort Yukon and other villages, causing concentra-

tion of local groups and increasing difficulty in maintaining primi-

tive subsistence cultural patterns, but great change did not occur

until after World War II when an increasing number of persons found

employment in construction, service and other industries.
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Trapping of:furbearers continued to be Oliejerseterce of

income, and other wildlife antFfish the-majer means of subsistence

until recent years. Sale of furs declined tel about 30% of total in-_
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come by the period 1948-1955, and has decreased both in real and
relative value since that time. A parallel decline of lesser degree
has occurred in the use of wildlife for subsistence purposes.

Competition from Caucasian trappers for fur and for subsis-
tence food items became important during and after the gold rush, but
has recently declined as few new white trappers have replaced the
earlier generat-;on. Trapping by Natives has also declined and present
hunting and trapping effort does not result in harvests that approach
maximum sustained levels. Sport hunting and fishing by persons who are
not residents of the region is increasing, but does not at the present
time constitute a significant portion of the total harvest of wildlife.
However, recreational hunting of moose, caribou and sheep by residents
of other areas (Fairbanks) is expected to increase.

Wildlife habitats of this region are of significant national
interest. The annual flight of 1.5 million ducks and geese produces
approximately 231,000 days of recreation for hunters in many states
and in Canada.

In addition to migratory birds, other animals and habitats
are of national concern. This region contains part of the Arctic
National Wildlife Range, established in 1960 to preserve its unique
wildlife, wilderness, and recreational values, and an example of
arctic habitat large enough to be biologically self sufficient.

FIGWIE IV - 7

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
UPPER YUKON-PORCUPINE REGION

Species Population

Marvast

Average
Yearly

Estimated'
Value

1958-1968
Trend

Probable
Future Trend Remarks

BIG GAME
Caribou See remarks 2,000 100,000 No change Increase Part of the range of the
Moose Common 350 100,000 No change Increase ",TPorcupine herd of 140.000
Dall Sheep CormOn 50 -25,000 Increase Increase Caribou and the Steese-Forty
Black Bear : 900+ 50+ 2.500 Increase Increase mile herd:of 50,000 occurs--
Grizzly Bear SOO+ 10+ 5,000 Increase Increase in this area.

FURBEARERS
Abundant 550 11.000 No change No change .

--MAW-7
Muskrat Abundant 36 .000 36.000- Variable' Variable
Lynx Conlon i 750 .15,500 "- Variable Vnriable
Marten Cosinon 300: 10,500 No-change No change
Mink Common 1,900 53,000 No change , No change
Land Otter Unconvaon 25 ; 740 No change : No change
Weasel Coemaa 200 200 No 'change No -change
Wolverine Common ' 30 1,500- No Change' T.' NO.Ohange:
Red Fox 400 4,400: No Change No change
WOW Comon '150 15,000 No change: No change', ---

WATERFOWL
Ducks 1..500,000 300,000 725.500 No change NoTchange
Geese 15,000. 3.000 138.000 No change' No--CNange
Swans Trace None No chenge. No change

-Other Mammals: Ground uirrel d Squirrel, i Snowshoe Here

Other Birds Ruffed. Spruce and Sharptalled Grouse 3.tarm n Crane ommon Snipe

f Sport Tisheries and WildliSooree: U. S. Department of the JA
Aneho age. Mask

Bureau
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TANANA REGION

subsis- In this typically sub-arctic region wildlife varies accord-

ish, but ing to habitat. Moose, which are presently abundant, occupy all habitat

ale types from lowland muskeg to upland tundra and mountainous areas but

i present are most numerous in forested areas. Caribou are seasonally distributed

approach widely throughout the region from rolling upland tundra to the mountain-

is who are ous areas, dependent on where their wanderings take them. Dall sheep

present are located in the Alaska Range and the White Mountains where they nor-

wildlife mally occupy the higher slopes. Grizzly bears are found in the Alaska

residents Range and upland tundra areas, while the black bear is scattered

throughout the region concentrating seasonally to utilize favorable

foraging areas. Upland game birds, including the rock and willow ptar-

national migan, are normally found in the upland tundra and mountain areas,

roduces while the ruffed, sharp-tailed, and spruce grouse occupy the forested

states areas. Furbearers, including beaver, mink, muskrat, land otter, wolver-

ine, weasel, marten, red fox, lynx, coyote, and wolf are found through-

out the area dependent on habitat preferences. Waterfowl nest on the

abitats lakes, sloughs, and ponds scattered throughout the lowland muskegs with

ctic concentrations in the Tetlin Lakes, Minto Lakes, Tolovana, Kantishna,

unique Tanana Flats, and Lake Minchumina areas.

of
t. Natural erosion and mining operations have uncovered wide-

spread evidence of pre-ice age mammal inhabitants in this region.

Some of the s'eletal material includes remains of moose, elk, muskox,

caribou, wolf, bear, and squirrels that have living representatives in

today's wildlife. Zxtinct species include the mastodon, mammoth, horse,

camel, giant bison, puma, and sabre-toothed tiger.

The land animals, furbearers and fish have historically pro-

vided the primary means of subsistence for the Native residents of

this region, but contribute to a more limited extent today.

The Tanana Region became the center of gold mining activity

in Alaska at the turn of the 20th century. With thousands of stampeders

and prospective miners moving into the area, market hunting for meat

became an established occupation. Thousands of caribou, moose and Dall

sheep were harvested to supply the needs of road houses, butcher shops,

hotels, and mining camps. Indiscriminate use of fire to rid the

country of mosquitoes and t make spruce timber more available for

mining operations disrupted the natural scene. Big game animals be-

came scarce in many areas. Ihe caribou's migration routes changed,

some completely disappearing from formerly occupied areas. The Native,

during this period, had to depend on the remnant populations for his

food and clothing, supplemented by what was obtained through trapping

furbearers. Fish became his standby food, both for his family's and

his dog team's consumption.
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With the expansion of gold mining from individual claims to
large scale operations using dredges, and development of the transpor-
tation system (riverboats, railroad, and highways) in this region, the
ambitious Indian became a wage-earner: cordwood cutter and deckhand
for the riverboats, section hand for the railroad, and laborer in the
expanded gold mining industry. Seasonal work provided for many needs fish anc
obtainable only with money, but with the closing of operations for sloughs
the winter, he fell back on wildlife - fishing, trapping furs and northerr
hunting as his primary source of food and cash income. This way of Anadromo
life still exists in remote villages, but in the Fairbanks-Co:lege- chum, co
Clear area many Natives are well educated and work at highly skilled and lamp
and specialized jobs. where th

Sport hunting by all races is becoming the primary use of
the wildlife resource, although the meat so obtained is an important
addition to any family's larder. Due to the high cost of living,
many families would be unable to remain in the area without supple-
wanting their income with one or more moose or caribou.

Mt. McKinley National Park, which occupies 3,000 square
miles of the region is dedicated to the national interest of pre-
serving this spectacular example of mountain topography, its wild-
life. and sub-arctic flora.

FIGURE IV - 0

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
TANANA REGION

Species Population
Harvest.._______

Average
Yearly

Estimated
Value

1958-1968
Trend

Probable
Future Trend

Remarks

BIG GAME
Bison 300 14 5,600 Static Increase
Caribou 82,000 2,000 220,000 Increasing Increase
Moose Abundant 1,500 525.000 Increasing Increase
Dell Sheep Common 350 175,000 Decreasing Increase
Black Bear Common 200 20,000 Static Increase
Grizzly Bear Common 70 35,000 Increasing Increase

FURBEARERS
Common 1,500 30,000 Decreasing Increaseeaver

Muskrat Common 10.100 15.150 Variable Variable
Lynx Common 1,500 22,500 variable Variable
Marten Common 650 12,750 5t4tcc Increase
Mink Conlon 500 9,000 Increosing Increase
Land Otter Uncommon 40 1,000 Static , Increase
Weasel Common 120 180 Static Increase
Wolverine Uncommon 25 1.250 Varlable Increase ,

Red Fox Common 400 4,000 Variable Increase
Coyote Cummon 10 SO Variable Increase
Wolf Uncommon 200, 20.000 . Variable Increase

.

MARINE MAMMALS

WATERFOWL
DOCks , 920,000 184,000 470,400 Increasing Increase
Geese , 5,000 1.000 4.600 Increasing Increase
Swans 500 None None None, Increase

'..0ther Mammals Snowshoe hare, Marmot. Ground squirre

Other Birds 'Ru ed. Spruce. And Sharp-tailed g use, P armigan, Cranes

Source: U. S. Pepertmeilt of the:Interior, Bureau of Sport Fish es and Wildlife,e
Arichoroge; Alaska .
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Is to UPPER KUSKOKWIM REGION

spor-
, the
land

the The Upper Kuskokwim Region contains significant populations of

leeds fish and wildlife. Resident fish found in the various streams, lakes and

ir sloughs include Dolly Varden, grayling, burbot, sculpin, sucker, blackfish,

northern pike, stickleback, and several species of whitefish and inconnu .

iy of Anadromous fish are represented by four species of Pacific salmon: king,

le- chum, coho, and sockeye. Two other anadromous specie:2 present are smelt

led a,id lamprey. The steelhead trout occurs here - the northernmost location

where t! ;s species has been recorded.

of The highly prized Dall mountain sheep is found in the rugged

;ant terrain of the various mountain ranges encompassing the drainage. Both

le-

the black and grizzly bears are well distributed throughout the area.

Several herds of caribou are found: the Mulchatna-Rainy Pass herd of

about 5,000 animals ranges into the Bristol Bay region to the south, and

a herd of several thousand animals ranges throughout the Kuskokwim

Mountains. Moose are widely distributed throughout the region.

Small game is represented by ptarmigan and sharp-tailed, spruce,

and ruffed grouse. The snowshoe hare is found throughout the area. All

of these species are cyclic in nature and seem to follow regular popu-

lation cycles which, at times, bring them seemingly near the vanishing

point.

The principal furbearer siecies present are muskrat, marten,

beaver, fox, wolf, weasel, wolverine, mink, lynx, cyote and land otter.

Large numbers of ducks and geese nest in the Kuskokwim Basin.

Scaup, pintail, widgeon, green-winged teal and mallard ducks, and Canada

and white-fronted geese are some of the more important species.

The discovery of the Kuskokwim River in 1829 by the Russian,

Vasilief, was a direct result of the Russian need for more fur to com-

pensate for the decline of pelts along the southern coasts of Alaska.

By 1840 the Russians had opened the Kuskokwim Basin to fur trade.

The renewable natural resources of this region have been and

continue to be of major importance in the economy of the Native who de-

pends, in large part, upon the fish and wildlife resources for food,

clothing, and cash income. The fur resources are probably most %por-

tant to the Natives and contribute significantly to the region's economy.

Although the value of fur has decreased in recent years, this group of

wildlife still provides a large portion of the cash income to both the

Native peoCt, -hite settlers and is the only commercial use made of

the resourc.-

Fish and wildlife resources played an important part lathe
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1908 exploration for gold and early development of mining in the region.
However, the mining industry has declined and is now of relatively minor
importance.

The wildlife resources in the past were the foundation of the

economy of the region. Today, the need for cash is being satisfied in
part by seasonal employment, and more frequently individual families tend
to depend upon the resource as a secondary, rather than a primary, source

of food and cash.

Sport hunting and fishing is increasing and likely will gain in

importance in the overall economy of this region.

FIGURE IV - 9

WILDLIFE popuLATIONs
UPPER KUSKOKWIM REGION

Species Population Average
Yearl

Estimated
Value

-1968
Trend

PYobable
Future Trend

Remarks

BIG GAME
Bison Introduced 1965 None None None Increase
Caribou 7.000 500 25,000 Increase Increase
Moose Common 150(1956)37.500 Increase Increase
Dell Sheep Common 70 35.000 Increase Increase
Black Bear Common 100 5,000 Increase Increase
Grizzly Bear Common 20 10.000 Increase Increase

FURBEARERS
Beaver Abundant 3,000 60,000 Decrease Increase
Muskrat Common 500 SOO Decrease Increase
Lynx 100 2.200 Variable Variable
Marten Abundant 1.400 21,000 Increase Increase
Mink Common 200 4.800 Increase Increase
Land Otter Common 50 1.300 Increase Increase
Weasel Common 200 200 Increase Increase
Wolverine Common 50 2.500 . Static Decrease
Red Fox Common 50 '550 Increase .- i Increase
Coyote Uncommon ..110 50 Increase Increase
Wolf Common 100 10,000- Variable Variable

WATERFOWL
Ducks 50,000 10.000 31.000 Increase lntrease
Geese 500 100 460 Increase Increase
Swans Trace Trace Decrease Decrease

1tflerMannla1s
SnoWshoe liareuMarmot. Ground S-utrrel

Other Birds
Ruffed and Sharp-tailed Groute.' Ptarmigan. Cranes. Whi 1 ug Swan

Sour e: U.
Ancho

Department of the Interior Uurenuof SportFiaher!ca and
age', Alnalto:



BRISTOL BAY REGION

This region is the "home" of the multi-million dollar Bristol

Bay red salmon fishery which, unlike other salmon, spawn in lakes as well

as streams. For this reason and because juvenile fish require a lake for

rearing, Bristol Bay's lake surrounded waters are the world's greatest

sockeye salmon producing area.

The region forms a basin surrounded by mountains and dissected

by innumerable rivers, streams and numerous deep cold, clear lakes a

sport fisherman's paradise. Scattered spruce-birch-aspen forests are

found on the northern part of the area and along the rivers extending up

into the mountains in sheltered valleys to about 3,000 feet. The southern

half of the area is virtually treeless, although thickets of willow and

alder brush are scattered throughout the lowland tundra.

Wildlife populations vary according to habitat. Moose are found

primarily in the forested areas but do extend their foraging into the

willow thickets dominating the lowland tundra. Two caribou herds migrate

seasonally into the area: thE Mulchatna-Rainy Pass herd (5,000) from the

north, and the Alaskan Peninsula herd (11,000) from the south. A third,

small group of caribou is found in the Kilbuck Mountains on the western

edge of the region. The lowland brush-covered tundra is prime habitat of

the brown bear. A scattered population of black bear inhabits the for-

ested northern half of the region.

Land furbearers include wolf, coyote, lynx, wolverine, red fox,

marten and wedsel. Aquatic furbearers include the beaver, mink, land

otter and muskrat. Harbor seal, walrus, sea lion and beluga whale occur

in coastal waters.

The pond covered lowland tundra is the breeding area for thou-

sands of ducks, geese and swan including eiders, old squaw, scaup, green-

winged teal, pintail, mallard and other ducks, white-fronted geese, and

whistling swan. Even larger numbers of ducks and geese use these water

areas during their annual spring and fall migrations for feeding and rest-

ing sites.

Ptarmigan are found primarily on the open tundra areas, while

spruce and ruffed grcuse occupy the forested lands to the north.

Various species of marine and freshwater fish and sea mammals

provided the basic food requirements for the Natives who inhabited this

region. Wildlife, however, contributed an important source of food and

clothing, and until the development of the red salmon fishery, a source

of cash needed to purchase such foods as flour, sugar and tea which be-

came available with the arrival of the Russian and later the American

fur trader. With the construction of canneries, the Native's way of life

changed. In place of a complete dependence on the wildTife resources for

521.



subsistence, he now became a partiai wage-earner and boat-owner engaged

in harvesting and processing the red salmon for which Bristol Bay is

famous. In off years when salmon runs are low, he has had to fall back

on his alternate source of income - wildlife - for subsistence and sur-

vival. Generally, however, wildlife remains an important food source,

both 'v preference and as recreation.

Relatively few species of wildlife in this region are harvested

for commercial purposes. The exception are the furoearers, which are

sought most intensively when salmon runs are low.

The valuable red salmon fishery is of importance to the state

for it forms par'c of the economic base which supports public functions

and responsibilities. State management of this valuable resource is dir-

ected toward the long term return on a continuing basis from this renew-

able natural resource.

A state game sanctuary located on the Walrus Islands is the

only place in Alaska where walrus regularly come onto land. This area

has national as well as state significance.
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FIGURE IV - 10

WILDLIFE POPULATICNS
BRISTOL BAY REGION

Species Population

H rve

verae
Yearl

s mae
Value Trend Futu

SIC GAME
a

5F1liEu 15,000 500 55,000 Increase Incr.

Moose Connon 500 175.000 Increase Incr.

Uall Sheep Uncommon 10 5,000 Increase Incri

Black Bear Common 100 10.000 Increase Inert

Brohm Bear Cannon 124 186.000 IncreaSe Tncr

FURBEARERS
Beaver Cannon 1.500 30.000 Variable Incr

Muskrat Common 200 300 Variable Varl

Lynx Uncommon 20 300 Variable Var'

Marten Uncommon 30 540 Variable Vari

Mink Cowen 400 4.000 Variable Van'

Land Otter COnnon 200 5.000 Variable Vari

Weasel Cartoon 100 100 Variable Vari

Wolverine Common 20 1,000 Variable Vari

Red Fox Abundant 300 3,000 Variable Vari

Coyote Rare 10 SO Variable Vert

Wolf Conlon 50 5.000

MARINE MAMMALS
Barber Seal Common 1.000 25.000 Static Stal

Walrus 3,000 10 2,000 Variable Var

BelUga 1,500 100 5,000 Variable Var

WATERFOWL
Ducks 500,000 100,000 310,000 Increase Inc

Geese 1,000 200 4,600 Increase Inc

Swaps 10.000
Inc

er
Snowshoe here . Ground squirrel, Marmot. Whales and Sea L:on

5VITIF-t#4
Ruffed and Spruce grouse, Ptanrigan

Source: U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Sport Fis

Anchorage, Alaska.
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;ed State game and furbearer regulations are designed to permit

ample harvest of wildlife which provides a continuing source of suc-

tck sistence to the people of the area in the form of food and cash income.

Jr-
!,

National interest and concern lies in preservation of the habi-

tat so important as fisheries spawning areas and feeding and resting

sites for the hundreds of thousands of waterfowl making use of the low-

sted land tundra lakes and coastal marshes during their annual migrations.

a Also, thousands of ducks, geese, and swans nest in the area. As the

nation's and the continental waterfowl producing areas continue to be

destroyed in the more highly developed areas, Alaskan waterfowl become

ate more important and the share contributed by this region will have a

ns growing national significance.

dir-
new- The unique salmon and freshwater fisheries, large brown bear

populations, and other wildlife, combined with landscapes of unusual

beauty, offer significant potential for recreation of national importance.

ea

FIGURE IV - 10

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
BRISTOL BAY REGION

arvest emarks
s
Value Future Trend

55,000 Increase Incraase

175.000 Increase Increase

5.000 Increase Increase

10,000 Increase Increase

186,000 Increase Increase

30.000 Variable Increase

300 Variable Variable

300 Variable Variable

540 Variable Variable

4,000 Variable Variable

5.000 Variable Variable

IOC Variable Variable

1.000 Vaiable Variable

3.000 Variable Variable

50 Variable Variable

5,000

25,000 Sta iC Static

2,000 Variable Variable

5,000 Var able Variable Closed Season

310,000 Increase Increase

4,600 Increase Increase
Increase'

Iterior, Bureau of Sport Bisheria3 nod Wildlife.
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ALEUTIAN REGION

Fur seals and sea otters are of much historical interest in

this region. Once almost extinct from years of overhunting, strict
protection and sound management practices restored their abundance to
1.5 million fur seals and 30,000 or more sea otters. The sea otter
is found principally off the islands in the central part of the chain

from Adak to Kiska and along the lower Alaska Peninsula. The American
seal herd, comprising BO% of the world's fur seals, congregates during

the breeding season on the Pribilof Islands. Another and much larger

sea mammal, the northern sea lion, is common throughout the area.
Harbor seal are abundant while walrus are uncommon to rare, hauling

out occasionally only at Amak Island off the southwest coast of the
Alaskan Peninsula during their winter migration from the northern
parts of Bristol Bay.

Moose, caribou, brown bear, wolf, and wolverine are found
on the Alaskan Peninsula and Unimak Island, an ecological extension
of the mainland to the west. Except for the tundra vole, small mam-
mals like voles, shrews, lemmings, ground squirrels, and weasel are
not found west of Unimak. Other land and aquatic furbearers including
beaver, mink, muskrat, land otter, wolf, wolverine, ana weasel are
found primarily on the Alaskan Peninsula and on Unimak Island.

Formerly, the blue phase of the Arctic fox was found in the
Pribilofs and Attu, and the red fox on islands from Unimak eastward.
Other islands were not inhabited by foxes. Principally during the
1915-1925 period and later, blue fox were introduced on most of the

Aleutians, converting them into commercial fur farming enterprises
under lease from the federal government. Presence of the introduced
foxes resulted in the extermination of much of the bird life of many

islands. The pelts now have little value and complete removal of
the introduced fox is necessary to restore native bird life. This

has already been demonstrated on Amchitka with an immediate and
striking increase in wildlife on the island.

Another unfortunate result of modern occupation of the
islands within the region has been the introduction of the Norway
rat. These rodents also have a serious effect on nesting birds but
the possibility of eliminating the rats is very remote.

The most obvious feature of Aleutian wildlife is the bird

life. The easternmost islands have a fauna typical of the Alaskan
mainland, while the western islands have Asiatic characteristics.
Hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of colonial sea birds --
fulmars, petrels, cormorants, kittiwakes, gulls, guillemots, murres,
murrelets, auklets, and puffins -- congregate in vast nesting rook-
eries. Three species of loon are found there.
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Great numbers of waterfowl winter in and among the islands.

Of all the emperor geese in the world (150,000), over three-fourths

winter in this area. Formerly the Aleutian Canada goose lived on all

the islands from Amlia west; now it is found only on tiny Buldir Island

which escaped fox introductions and is now one of the world's rarest

birds. During the summer, common teal, mallards, pintail, greater

scaup, merganser, and commen eider ducks nest there. The tidal lagoons

of Izembek Bay (valuable for its vast eelgrass beds and bordering up-

land tundra) support the continent's entire black brant population for

two to three months each year, providing a unique migration feeding

area essential to the survival of this species.

Land birds common to the area include the bald eagle, pe e-

grine falcon, and a few gyrfalcons. Shorebirds nesting in very large

numbers include the black oyster catcher, rock sandpiper and northern

phalarope. The rock ptarmigan is found throughout the island area

with willow ptarmigan on Unimak Island and the Alaska Peninsula. A

number of Asiatic birds are found, including the whopper swan, fal-

cated teal, and Steller's sea eagle.

The streams and rivers emptying into Bristol Bay from the

Alaskan Peninsula and issuing from the islands in the chain are used

by large numbers of spawning salmon (primarily pinks) which make a

valuable contribution to the multi-million dollar commercial fishery

located in the area.

The combined acreage of the Aleutian Region totals 21,719

square miles. Federal reserve lands within the area total 4,990

square miles and include the Pribilof Islands, Aleutian Island National

Wildlife Refuge, Izembek National Wildlife Range, and Bogoslof National

Wildlife Refuge which were set aside to preserve areas of national

interest and concern.

The marine resources traditionally have been of great impor-

tance to the Natives of the region. All animals, fish and inverte-

brates found in the area have contributed to the diet, clothing, and

equipment of two distinct periods of human occupancy -- pre-Aleut and

Aleut. Exploited first by the Russian and later by the American who

made use of the Natives' skills in harvesting the sea otter and fur

seal, the peoples of the region have rapidly changed from a .dependence

on wfldlife for food to a wage-earning existence. Because of the

seasonal nature of their work, however, they have been unable to main-

tain a standard of living to which most Americans are accustomed.

Marine mammals, fish, and invertebrates still make up an

important portion of the food supply of the present day Aleut, but

largely to supplement a diet based on his wage-earning capacity. To-

day's Aleut is either engaged in the local commercial fishery for

himself or works for wages as a laborer in the Bristol Bay -- Aleutian

fishery and the Pribilof sealery.



The Aleutian Regiog contains wildlife resources of much con-
cern to people of Alaska and the nation. The sea otters and fur seals
played an unusual role in the exploration and development of a vast
territory. Hunted to the verge of extinction, their restoration has
resulted in continuing economic benefits. The region contains habi-
tats of vital importance to the survival of species and sub-species
such as black brant, emperor geese, Aleutian goose, and many island
races of smaller birds, and the islands form a vast outdoor laboratory
for the study of evolution of plants and animals. The waterfowl for-
aging areas such as Izembek Bay have vital part in maintaining this
important recreational resource on the Pacific coasts of Canada, the
United States, and Mexico.

FIGURE IV - 11

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
ALEUTIAN REGION

----7Fra-M76
Species Population Avrage _ St mated 958-1966 Probable RemarkS

Yearly Value Trend, Future Trend

DIG GAME
--ii-ibeilu 11.000 200 22.000 Increasing Increase

Moose Common 500 175,000 Increasing Increase
Brown Bear Comnon 130 195,000 In(lreasing Increase

FURBEAREBS
Beaver Comm 500 10.000 Decrease Increase
Muskrat Common 300 450 Variable Variable
Mink Connon 200 4,000 Variable Variable
Land Otter Common 100 2,500 Variable Variable
Sea Otter 30,000 630 176.400 Increase Increase Harvest under Sta e Control
Weasel Common 100 100 Variable Variable
Wolverine Uncommon 10 500 Variable Variable
Arctic Fox blue) Common 100 1,200 Variable Variable
Red Fox Common 100 1,000 Variable Variable
Wolf Uncommon 20 1.000 Variable Variable

MARINE MAMMALS
Bearded Seal Rare
Harbor Seal 10.000+ 1,000 250300 Variable Increase
Ribbon Seal Rare
Ringed Seal Rare
Walrus Rare
Sea Lion 50,000+ Experimental harvests have

been conducted at Ugamak
Island

WATERFOWL
Ducka 100,000 20,000 52.000 IncreaSe Increase
Geese 500 100 460 Increase Increase
Swans 1.000 None None None Increase

DtherMaeniaTs : Snowshoe hare. Wh

Other Birds: More than one million waterfowl use Izembek Bay as a oiqratIon area. Crane 500. Ptarmigan, Wilson Snipe.
Sea Birds (Colonial). Winter wren. Rosy finch. Savannah. Song, and Fox Sparrews, Longspur, Snow Buntings.

Source: U. S. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Spurt Biheries and Wildlife,
Anchorage. Alaska.
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KODIAK REGION

The Alaska brown bear is the outstanding animal species of this

region. Kodiak Island and the Alaskan Peninsula possesses the best habi-

tat in Alaska for this animal. The bear occurs throughout the area.

Other indigenous big game include the caribou and moose, which occasion-

ally are found on the eastern side of the Alaska Peninsula althouah their

primary range is on the western drainage. Native to the Alaska Peninsula

are land otter, wolverine, mink, marten, red fox, arctic fox, wolf,

coyote, lynx, snowshoe hare and arctic hare. The land otter is native

also to the Kodiak Island group.

Sea otter have scattered areas of abundance along the Alaska

Peninsula coast, and the Shuyak-Barren Island area. Sea lion are common

as are harbor seal. Whales of several species are commonly seen in ad-

jacent waters.

Many game species have been introduced to the Kodiak Island

group. Those that have now reached a harvestable status include: the

Sitka black-tailed deer (1934), elk (1927), beaver (1929-31), snowshoe

hare (1935-36), and muskrat (1929). Introductions that have not reach-

ed harvestable numbers include: mink, marten, mountain goat (1952), Dell

sheep (1967), moose (1967) and spruce grouse.

Upland game birds include the willow and rock ptarmigan. Al-

though this region is not an important waterfowl production area, the

offshore waters offer resting sites for migratory waterfowl and large

numbers winter in the region. For example, the Trinity Islands off the

south end ef Kodiak have several thousand emperor geese in winter, and

Kamishak Bay may have thousands of old squaw and eider ducks at various

winter periods.

There are a number of sea bird rookeries in the Kodiak-

Afognak Island group, the Barren Islands, the Semidi Islands and the

Alaska Peninsula.

The region was originally occupied by a relatively large pop-

ulation of Aleuts and Kaniagmiuts. These people were dependent on the

sea for living and utilization of terrestrial species was low within

the region. Sea mammals - the sea otter, sea lion, seals, porpoises and

even whale - where, however, necessary to meet their needs for food,

clothing, and for other necessities such as boats, shelter, and oil for

lamps. Some brown bear were taken for food, and occasionally bear are

used for this purpose today.

During the period of Russian occupation extending from 1783

to the United States purchase of Alaska in 1867 and, in fact, extend-

ing thereafter until about the turn of the century, Kodiak was the

center of a wide ranging geographical and commercial quest for sea otter

fur. This harvest reached a peak in 1885 when approximately 1,500

pelts were shipped from Kodiak. The unrelenting search depleted sea

52'7
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otter populations to the verge of extinction until 1911 when all ha.west

was terminated, to be resumed by the State of Alaska fifty-six years later
in the western Aleutians. Sea otter in the Kodiak region have, fortunat-
ely, recovered although not yet to the point where former range is occu-
pied and a commercial harvest can be undertaken.

There was marked influence on small game populations by the
Katmai eruption of 1912 and a lesser effect on the brown bear.

During the 1920's and 1930's there was recognition of the
Kodiak bear as the largest carnivorous animal in North American and that
it offered possibilities as a trophy animal. Since that time the island
and adjacent Alaska Peninsula have become world famous among hunters as
the location to seek this bear. A commercial guiding industry developed.
This expanded to the extent that in 1968 the bear kill exceeded produc-
tion, and it became necessary to apportion the hunting effort through a
permit system.

Although the bulk of the harvest of brown bear is by non-
residents of the region, there is considerable hunting activity gener-
ated locally. This is aimed principally at introduced Sitka black-
tailed deer and the elk of Afognak and Raspberry Islands. Small game -
the willow ptarmigan and snowshoe hare - are sought by local Kodiak
residents.

The indigenous people of the region, still representing a sub-
stantial segment of the population, are concerned primarily with the
commercial fishing industry and with a wage economy. A few have turned
to professional guiding and some have followed this profession half a
lifetime. There is a minor trapping activity on Kodiak and on the
Alaska Peninsula. The Natives of the Kodiak Region, as in the past,
have only a minor dependency on the wildlife, although this does not
hold true for the fisheries resource of the sea.

Forty-six percent of the guides of Alaska are licensed to oper-
ate in the Kodiak Region; 12 reside on Kodiak Island. There has been an
increasing interest in a non-consumptive use of the bear resource through
photographic parties and similar expeditions, and the guiding industry
has participated in and fostered this use. The contribution to the econ-
omy generated "locally in the Kodiak area in connection with the brown
bear resource is on the order or $300,000 annually. This is primarily
through the non-resident segment of hunters, world wide in origin, who
account for more than half of the harvest. Resident hunters, primarily
military personnel, also utilize the transportation and board and lodging
segment of the Kodiak economy.

Through the years this region has come to be recognized nation-
ally and internationally as the primary habitat for the Alaska brown
bear. The largest recorded bear trophies have come from this region, pri-
marily Kodiak Island. A widespread interest in the conservation of the
bear has resulted. Through this stimulation, the Kodiak National Wild-
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life Refuge was set aside in 1941 to preserve the habitat of the Kodiak

bear and insure its preservation.
Another outstanding unit of bear

habitat, the McNeil River area on Kamishak Bay, has been designated a

game sarrAuary by the Alaska legislature. This sanctuary includes a

spectacular salmon stream where large numbers of bear may be observed

fishing. Although relatively difficult of access, this area receives

considerable use by photographic parties and people who wish to see

bear.

The Katmai National Monument, established primarily for its

striking geological features, has a good brown bear population as well

as other wildlife. An area closed to hunting, it serves as a natural

wildlife exhibit visited by many tourists in the course of the summer.

Although generally viewed as a localized resource, the large

bird colonies of the region and the increasing sea otter herds are of

interest throughout the nation. The Semidi Islands, an outstanding

nesting area for marine birds, is established as a National Wildlife

Refuge.

The Chugach National Forest includes Afognak Island and is

managed under the U.S. Forest Service multiple use policy. This recog-

nized the importance of wildlife resources in the national interest and

here the main concern is for the Alaska brown bear and the introduced

elk.
FIGURE IV - 12

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
KODIAK REGION

Species Population

Hermes
Remarks

Average
Yearly

Estimated
Value

l9SSl
Trend

Probable
Future Trend

BIG GAME
Caribou Native ownec Reindeer h rd (600 - minor harvest)

Elk (Introduced) 1,200 120 36,000 Static Increase

Moose (Intro.) Uncommon Trace Introduced 1967

Dail Sheop(Intro.)
Introduced 1967

Mountain Goat 70 None Increase Introduced 1967

Brown Bear Abundant ZOO+ 300.000 Increase No change

Deer (Intro.) Abundant 1.000 100.000 Static Increase

FORBEARERS
Abundant 200+ 4.000 Static No change

eaver
Marten(Intro.) 30

Introduced Afognak Is

Mink (Intro.) Trace
Introduced Kodiak Is]

Land Otter Abundant 200+ 5,200 Decrease No change

Weasel Trace

Wolverine Onconmon
Red Fox Abundant 200+ i 2,200 Decrease NI change

Wolf Oncumon A'a ka Peninsul .

MARINE MAMMALS
4.000--Tea lItters

See Lions (Var)3.000 30.000 Increase Decrease

Harbor Seal 10,000+ Increase Decrease

WATERFOWL
Ducks A coastal wi tering area for several spe0Ies.

Geese A coastal wI tering area for several species.

Swans Uncommon

Other Mammals
Wherilirds

Ptarmigan - important game bird Kodiak, Bald Eagle nesting areas. Introduced Spruce Grouse.

, Source: U. S. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Sport Fialv.iries and Wildlife.

Anchorage. Alaska. 529



COOK INLET REGION

A number of factors contribute to make the Cook Inlet Region

one of the primary wildlife areas of the state. Over half the human
population of Alaska live in this region, thus wildlife utilization is

relatively high.

Nearly a third of the Alaska moose are supported in this re-
gion because of favorable vegetative, climatic and topographic features.
Moose populations have varied greatly in the past, but are now high

because of fortuitous range conditions produced largely by man-caused

fires.

The Nelchina caribou herd (70,000) ranges into the Talkeetna

Mountain area. Caribou, formerly native to the Kenai, were reintroduced
to the area in 1965.

Some of the more important Dall sheep ranges in the state
are within this region in the Talkeetna, Chugach, and Kenai Mountains
and the Alaska Range. A small population of mountain goats are also
distributed through the eastern mountains.

Brown and grizzly bears are found in limited numbers through-
out the region, while the black bear exists in relative abundance.

The area is rich in most of the fur animals that occur in

Alaska. Upland game birds are represented by three species of ptarmi-

gan and the spruce grouse. The snowshoe hare, cyclic in abundance,

occurs throughout.

The coastal lowlands bordering Cook, Inlet support a low pop-
ulation of breeding waterfowl and during the fall migrat;ch period

serve as resting areas for thousands of ducks and geese moving south.
The interior lowlands of the Kenai Peninsula, the Susitna Valley and
the west side of Cook Inlet is one of the principal nesting areas for

the rare trumpeter swan with a breeding population of approximately

250 birds.

Prior to the Russian period, the Cook Inlet Region had a
sparse Native population which subsisted entirely on the fisheries and
wildlife resources of the region. Russian settlement in the mid-19th
century had little impact on lotive subsistence use of wildlife, but
did utilize wildlife in support of settlements and through increased

fur harvests.

The fur harVest and prospecting period around the turn of
the century broUght further use of wildlife in Mining settlements that

were initially cOncentrated in the TUrnagairiArm areal. Commercial ,

harvest of wildlife as a meat source increased during the railroad co

construction period of World War I. Much of the trophy hunting by

non-res
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non-resident parties during the 1920's and 1930's was centered in

this region, principally on the Kenai Peninsula.

Increased settlement following World War II has brought

heavy demands on the wildlife resources of the region to the extent

of overharvesting localized populations of v.ildlife.

Native subsistence use, except for a few small outlying

communities, has been largely supplanted by a combination of sport

and subsistence hunting by non-Nbtive people. Fur harvest has

greatly decreased and is now somewhat of a recreational activity.

As a recreational resource and as a supplemental meat

source, the wildlife of this region is of major importance to more

than half the people of the state. Approximately one third of

Alaska's moose are in this region. Over half the moose harvest occurs
here, a meat source of 2 million pounds valued at over a million dol-

lars annually.

As a basic resource, the wildlife is essential to the over-

all recreational program of the state. It contributes in large

measure to the attraction and support of the tourist industry.

Some of the unique wildlife features of this region are

regarded as significant in the national sense and thus are of concern

to people throughout the nation.

The Kenai National Moose Range was dedicated in 194' to

preserve an ecological unit of environment for the Alaska moose and
and associated wildlife, and now serves a prominent place in national

recreational interests and in Alaska receives the heaviest outdoor

recreational use of any area in the State.

The Dail sheep is unique to Alaska and adjacent Canada. This

region supports about 5,000, or one fifth of the total population. The

continued welfare of these sheep herds and availability.for public en-

joyment is a concern of both Alaskans and residents throughout the

nation.

One third of the Alaskan.population of tromPeter SWan nest

in this region. As a rare species of North AmeriCa4 there isa national

obligation:toJnsure the preservation -.of this hirdilargett :Of all water7

fowl.

The Cook Inlet marshes provide a resting area to hundreds of

thousands of ducks and geese. The waterfowl production, while low

(150,000 fall population), nevertheless is an important.contribution

to the maintenance of continental populations .

.

One .of the outstanding kittiwake breeding colonies in Alaska

is located on Chisik Island in the Tuxedni National infildlife Refuge on

the west side of Cook Inlet.
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FIGURE IV - 13

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
COOK INLET REGION

Species Population
Ha

Average
Yearl

Estimated
Value

1958-1968
Trend

Probable
Future Trend

Rema k

BIG GAME
--raribou Variable Low (Nelch na Herd) introcuced Kenai 1965 No change

Moose 40,000* 5,000 vari ble 1,750,000 Increase No change
Dell Sheep 5,000 150 75,000 Increase IncreaseMountain Goat
Black Bear

Uncommon
Abundant

50
Variable

25,000 Static No change

Brown Bear Common 50 75,000 Static No change
Grizzly Bear Brown Bear and Grizzly Beir combined fi ure )

FURBEARERS
Beaver Abundant 1,200 24.000 Decrease No change
Muskrat Common 600 630 Decrease No change
Lynx Variable 450 variable 9.900 Decrease No change
Marten Common 900 11.025 Decrease No change
Mink Common 300 7.110 Decrease No change
Land Otter Common 40 1,040 Decrease No change
Weasel Common 130 156 Decrease No change
Wolverine Common Low Decrease No change
Red Fox Common 100 1,100 Decrease No changeCoyote Common Medium Decrease No change
Wolf Uncommon Low Decrease No change

MARINE MAMMALS
Harbor Sell Common Low

WATERFOWL (Fall population exc'uding mi rai s
-Tualr- 150.000 30,000 93,000 Increase IncreaSe
Geese 500 100 450 Increase Increase
Swans (Trumpeters) 750 None

Other Manrals Snowshoe hare - moderate harvests..

Other Birds Willow. Rock, and White-tail ptarmigan Spruce Grouse

Source; U. B. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildl
Anchorafie. Alaska.



COPPER RIVER REGION

Two factors make this region one of the most important recre-

ational regions of the state: 1) an abundance and variety of wildlife,

and 2) its location and accessibility in relation to major population

centers. Almost all activity in the area is directly related to wild-

life.

The principal wildlife species of the region include caribou,

moose, Dall sheep, mountain goat, black and grizzly bear, bison, wolf,

wolverine, mink, marten, lynx, coyote, beaver and fox; the waterfowl -

trumpeter swan, pintail, mallard, widgeon, scaup, goldeneye, scoter,

bufflehead, shoveller, green-winged teal; three species of ptarmigan;

the spruce, ruffed, and sharp-tailed grouse; and the snowshoe hare.

Two of the 11 Alaskan caribou herds range in this area The

Velchina herd of approximately 70,000 animals ranges throughout the

upper Copper. As the most accessible caribou herd in the state, it

supports the highest "sport" hunting effort, with a harvest of 4,000 to

8,000 caribou per .ynar. The Mentasta herd, estimated at 5,000 animals,

ranges into the nortrhaastern part of the region. There is some inter-

change between the two herds.

The moose population of the region is estimated at 25,000 to

30,000 animals, roughly 20-25% of the total state population. These

are distributed throughout the area below the 4,000 foot level. The

annual harvest of about 1,800 animals (1/5 of the state harvest) iS con-

centrated in relatively few parts of the region and is about one half to

one third of the productive capacity of the population. The Wrangell

Mountains, one of the most popular Dall sheep hunting areas of the state,

produces an annual harvest of 125-150. Other sheep ranges border the

area on all sides yielding a total estimated annual harvest of 300, near-

ly a third of the total for the state.

Both grizzly and black bear range throughout the area. Of the

estimated harvest of 50 grizzly bear, two thirds are taken by non-resident

hunters.

Bison were introduced into this region in 1950 and in 1962.

This introduction has resulted in a productive herd along the east and

north sides of the Copper and Chitina Rivers. The first hunts in 1964

and 1965 resulted in a take of 14 and 11 animals respectively.

There are now about 300 wolves in the region. Given protection

in 1957, wolf hunting was resumed in 1968 when 177 Permits were issued

and 79 wolves taken. Of the harvest of 160 wolverine in 1965-66, three

fourths were taken by professional trappers, the remainder as a recre-
.,

ational activity.



The waterfowl habitat of the region is the Lake Louise T

plateau. A fall flight of about 212,000 ducks originates from the Alaska's tv.

area. The value of the region as a migration resting areas or as a Alaska's pc
wintering area is low because of late spring breakup and early fall and recreat

freeze-up.

The basin supports a breeding population of 800 trumpeter
swans, producing a fall flight of about 1,000 of these rare birds, about
one fourth of the total estimated North American population.

A low Native population was originally entirely dependent on
the fish and wildlife resources of the region, a dependency that con-
tinues in modif12d form today. Increased wildlife use was stimulated harvested f-
through traffic to interior Alaska over the Glenn and Richardson High- one millior
ways. Mining activities in the region through the 1920's and early
1930's required further use of wildlife in support of such settlements
as Kennicott, McCarthy, and Copper Center. Alaska, thc

United Stat

of this rec
the state'5
is a primar
same attrac

Although Alaskan Natives now make up about one third of the
resident population, subsistence use by these people is a small part V.

of the total harvest of game taken principally by hunters from the hunting in
large population centers of Anchorage and Fairbanks continent's

the nationa

FIGURE IV - 14

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
COPPER RIVER REGION

Species
Harvest

Population Averair---traTaTET--"---T118-1968
Yea 1 Value Trend

Pram
Future T

BIG GAME _

Bison 200 14 (1964) 5,C00 Increase Increa
Caribou 70,000 8,000 880,000 Increase Incred
Moose 30,000 1,800 630.000 Increase Incre
Dell Sheep Abundant 300 150,000 Increase No ch
Mountain Goat Uncommon Low -

Black Bear 3,500 Moderate Increase Incre:
Grizzly Boar 1.000 50 25,000 Increase Mere

FORBEARERS
--gWiTIFF-- Abundant 300 5,000 Decrease No ch
Muskrat Common Trace
Lynx Abun.-Var. 1,600 Var. 35,200 Decrease No ch
Marten Common 110 1.350 Decrease No ch.
Mink Common 150 3,555 Decrease No ch
Land Otter
Weasel

Common
Common

20
L0W-

520 Decrease
Decrease

No ch,
No eh-

Wolverine Abundant 160 4.000 Decrease: Np ch
Red Fox Abundant 110 1,210: Decrease No,ch
Wolf Common BO 8,000 Decrease No c

WATERFOWL - Fail populations ex 4uding migrants
:Ducks 212-.000 40,000 124.000 No ch
Geese Trace
Swans,(Trumpeter) 1,000 None

--I
utner MalTinals

Rock, White tail

Source: U. S. Department of th
Anchorage,- Alaska-.

Ptarmilan-;- SpruceOuffed & Sharp-tailed

Tntcrior, Doieno of 6p6rt Fisher
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Nits As an extensive habitat unit for the wilderness game unique to

Alaska, the status of the region is of concern to people throughout the

United States.
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This region is crossed by the main highway network between

Alaska's two largest cities. It is readily accessible to two thirds of

Alaska's population, plus large numbers of out-of-state tourists, hunters

and recreationists. Thus, it is a primary recreation area of the state.

The economic impact of the wildlife resources and wild iands

of this region extends to much of the state. Seventy-five percent of

the state's 376 big game guides are registered to hunt here. The region

is a primary attraction to draw tourists to the state and serves the

same attraction to residents.

An estimated two million pounds of caribou and moose meat are

harvested here each year representing a subsistence value alone of about

one million dollars.

the
rt

Waterfowl production contributes to the support of waterfowl

hunting in the lower states. The nesting habitat of one quarter of the

continent's trumpeter swan population is a necessary consideration in

the national program for the conservation and restoration of this species.

FIGURE IV - 14

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
COPPER RIVER REGION

Hancest
-timated-1711771M-7-1975R17-

Value Trend Future Trend

Remarks

-

54 5,600 Increase Increase

800,000 Increase Increase

630,000 Incretse Increase

150,000 Increase No change

ate Increase Increase

25.000 Increase. Increase

6,000 Decrease No change

r 35,200 Decrease No change

1,350 Decrease No change

1 3,555 Decrease No change

520 Decrease No change

Decrease No change

4,800 Decrease No change

1,210 Decrease No change

I 8,000 Decrease No change

grant
) 124,000 No change
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GULF OF ALASKA REGION

Big game animals of this region are mountain goats, moose
[introduced), black,,taii deer and brown, black and glacier bears. Fur
inimals include mink, otter, marten, weasel, wolverine, coyote, wolf, and
)eaver. Bird life is abundant; many of the islands contain rookeries of
iea birds. The Copper River Delta supports the total breeding area for
:he dusky Canada goose and one of the major trumpetaY swan nesting
mounds in North America. Ducks and shorebirds oi many species also
weed on the delta, The bald eagle is abundant throughout the region.

Prominent marine mammals are the sea otter, harbor seal, and
;ea lion. Whales and porpoises also frequent the coastal waters.

The region is extremely rich in fishery resources, particul,,,
,almon, halibut, herring, crabs and clams.

Historically, the culture and economy of the Native inhabitants
f this region were oriented toward a dependence on marine resources.
ish and marine invertebrates were basic food sources supplemented by
irds, eggs and the flesh of marine mammals. Furs and skins were used for
lothing, but assumed commercial importance after the arrival of Europ-
ans and the development of the fur trade. Sea otter produced the most
alued peltry and were exploited nearly to the point of extinction.

FIGURE IV - 15

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
GULF OF ALASKA REGION

1110r7M17-
)ecies Population verage _ St mae - ro a e Remarks

yearl Value Trend Future Trend
1G GAME
Deer Abundant 850 85.000 Increase Increase
Moose 1,000 100 ':5.000 Increase Increase
Mountain Goat 2,000 150 45.000 Increase Increase
Black Bear 2,000 250 25.000 Increase Increase
Blue Bear 50 10 5.000 Static Static
Brown Bear 1.000 20 30.000 Increase Increase

URBEARERS_
Beaver Common 200 6,000 Increase No change
Lynx Rare Trace Variable No change
Marten Uncommon Few 1.000 Static No change
Mink Abundant 700 10.500 Static No change
Land Otto'. Abundant 300 9.000 Static No change
Sea Otter Common 0
Weasel Common 100 100 Static No change
Wolverine Common 25 750 Increase No change
Red Fox Uncnmmon Few
Coyote ComMon Few 500 :Static No change
Wolf Uncommon Trace Static No change

MINE MAMMALS
Harbor Seal Common 1,500 22.500 Increase No change

CTERFOWL
Ducks 100,000 20,000 62.000 Increase No chinge:
Geese 25,000 5.000 23,000 Increase No change
Swans 700

er riariTnals

Sea LIQL1L11121124MILLYales (camren)_
her Birds .

Bald Eagle (abundant). Shorebirds (common)
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The wildlife resources of the area were beneficially enriched

by the introduction of black-tail deer to the Prince William Sound area

in the period of 1916-1923, and the introduction of moose to the Copper

River Delta in the 19501s. These two species now sustain annual harvest-

ing, both for meat and recreation.

Trophy hunting for bears and goats is becoming popular and the

value of these species for recreational use is certain to increase.

Wildlife resources here, as in other parts of the state, have

three principal values: 1) direct utilization for food and recreation,

2) commercial utilization, and 3) attraction to tourists. It is even

apparent that the number and distribution of people within the region

has been and still is partially related to the availability of various

species of wildlife. Thus, these resources are of much significance to

Alaskans and will become more so in the future.

During the season of reproduction, the Copper River Delta sup-

ports the total breeding population of dusky Canada geese and a substan-

tial number of breeding trumpeter swans. The welfare of these birds in

addition to other migratory birds and the bald eagle are of national,

even international, concern.

SOUTHEAST REGION

The fauna of the Southeast Region of Alaska is rich and varied

both on land and in the sea. Large land mammals include deer, moose,

goats, and brown, black and glacier bears. Furbearing animals present

in the region include mink, marten, weasel, land otter, muskrat, wolf,

coyote, fox, lynx, marmot, squirrel and raccoon (introduced). Marine

mamals include the harbor seal, elephant seal (rare summer visitor),

sea lion, sea otter (recently introduced after early extirpation of

native stocks), Dall and harbor porpoises, and several species of larger

whales.

Prominent birds include the bald eagle, raven, crow, gulls

of several species, ptarmigan, ducks and geese of many species, whis-

tling and trumpeter swans, crane, shorebirds and sea birds of various

kinds.

The history of resource utilization in the Southeast Region

is marked by four major phases which may arbitrarily be designated as

follows; 1) aboriginal phase, 2) colonization phase, 3) commercial

fishery phase, and 4) recent developmental phase.

During the aboriginal phase which predates the introduction

of foreign influences, the Native culture was oriented primarily toward

marine resources which could be easily harvested without devices such as

fire arms. Fish and marine invertebrates were basic food sources sup-

plemented by berries, birds and the flesh of both land and marine mammals.

Because of the mild and extremely damp climate, furs were not of major



importance for clothihg as compared to the colder, more northerly regions
of Alaska. Total resource utilization was not intensive relative to the
high biological productivity of the region and the people enjoyed an
abundance of all resources essential to their livelihood.

The colonization phase saw the introduction of many cultural
advances and the first significant commercialization of certain species,
priarily sea otter, fur seal, and other furbearing animals. During

this era, the sea otter was hunted to extinction.

The introduction of muskets and iron implements permitted more
efficient hunting efforts and aided in the harvest of a variety of
wildlife such as seals, goats and bears which were difficult to capture
regularly by primitive means. Still, by force of Native tradition and
easy availability, major reliance for food continued tc\ be placed on
fish and other marine forms. The European population remained scant and
largely transitory, placing small demand on the region's food resources.
The principal effect of Europeans was to stimulate the Natives in the
commercial pursuit of fur animals.

The commercial fishery phase, which commenced in the 1880's,
saw a revolutionary change in resource utilization. Salmon canneries

were built and commercial fishing and related endeavors provided a
seasonal economic supplement for the resident population. Fur trapping

involving primarily mink, marten, and land otter, also developed into
an important seasonal activity under the influence of dependable market-
ing or trading opportunities. All native peoples felt the effects of
these new economic elements and a trend away from subsistence economies
developed throughout the region.

The recent developmental phase has involved a diversified
and managed development of many resources. Timber, minerals, water
power, as well as fishery and fur resources are being utilized. Most

food is now imported, although fish and game still provide much of the
meat requirements outside the larger cities.

With a lessened dependence on wildlife resources for subsis-
tence utilization, hunting for sport has developed as a favored recrea-
tional pursuit enjoyed by a major part of the population as well as
many visitors.

The wildlife resources of the region make a substantial con-

tribution to the state in several ways. The deer harvest of 12-14,000
animals each year is entirely utilized as human food and represents
the major meat source of people residing outside the few larger 'cern-

munities. Other big game animals attract sportsmen, both residents and
non-residents, who expend money to the direct benefit of local economies.
Fur trapping and seal hunting provide a continuing source of winter in-

come Oil a sustaining basis for many residents in the outlying villages
and augment the fishing related earnings of the summer season. Wild-
life also greatly enriches the wilderness aspect of the region from the
standpoint of tourist appeal and thus contributes much to the rapidly

expanding tourist industry-
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The Southeast Region of Alaska is the most readily accessible

part of the state, being served by airlines and ferries from the state
of Washington and the Province of British Columbia. As such, its wil-

derness and wildlife resources are tremendous attractions to tourists

who are seeking exposure to a primitive environment and its recreational

opportunities.

Three small National Wildlife Refuges have been established in

this region for the protection of colonial nesting sea birds. These

refuges are Forrester Island (2,800 acres), Hazy Islands (42 acres), and

St. Lazaria Island (65 acres), Also in this region is the Stikine Flats

which is an important waterfowl resting and feeding area for spring and

fall migrants; large numbers of snow geese congregate here each fall.

The southeast rain forest habitat and inland waterways with

their rich and varied fauna constitute a great national legacy that is

unique on the continent. The development of the timber industry and the

increasing resident population now pose a genuine resource management

challenge. The proper use of the timber resource concurrent with the

protection and enhancement of the valuable wildlife resource and its
habitat will require a high degree of coordination and cooperation by

resource managers.

FIGURE IV - 16

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS
SOUTHEAST REGION

Species Populatien --A.Wage
Yearly

H Rat
Remarksma e

Value Trend
ro e

Future Trend

BIG GAME
TigE-IF-- Abundant 14,000 2.100.000 Increase Increase

MooSe 5,000 500 175-.000 Static No change

Mountain Goat 6,000 250 75.000 Static Increase

Black Bear 8.000 200 20,000 Static

Brown Bear 4.000 100 150,000 Increase Increase

FURBEARERSMEW-- Drawn 400 8,000 No change No change

Muskrat Uncommon Trat No change No change

Lynx Rare Trace No change No change

Marten Common 2.000 20.000 No change No change

Mink Abundant 5,000 60,000 No change No change

Land Otter
Sea Otter

Abundant
Rare

2.00 80,000., No change
No change

No change
No change

Weasel Connor' 1.000 1,000-: No:change :No change

Wolverine Cowen 50 1,500 No change No change

Red Fox Rare Trace No change- No change

Coyote Uncommon Trace No change No change

Wolf Common 150 11,200 No change No change

MARINE MAMMALS
7711ar8or7Seal Common 3 000 '30.000 Increase : No change

WATERFOWL
Ducks Abundant 10,000 31,000 Increase In mese

:Geese
Swans

Abundant
Abundant

1 000, ,

--'
46,000 Jnerease Increase ,--,

Other Mammal Sea Lions, Whale B dEgl (Abundant)

Source U S Department of th.. I

Anchorage. Alaska.

Fisheries arid Wildlife,
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Distribution of Snowshoe Hare
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Distribution of Caribou
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WATER

Alaska's water resources are extensive and impressive.
The total annual runoff of Alaska's streams is esti-
mated to be about 800 millian acre-feet [source esti-
mates for Alaska's annual runoff vary due to the
scarcity of hydrological data]. In addition, there
are extensive areas of ground water. The water
supplies are generally well distributed throughout
Alaska and adequate to meet any foreseeable munici,
pal, industrial, hydro-electric or mitigation needs.
Water supplies are deficient in the Northwest and
Southwest Regions and parts of the Interior. In
these cold areas, regulation and distribution of
available supplies are problems.

Projections of population gl-owth and economic
development in the state indicate rapidly in-
creasing water demands, particularly for muni-
cipal and industrial uses. Near-future growth
involves industries extracting and processing
the state's mineral, forest, and fisheries
resources. These industries are large water
users. In general, the available supplies
g..eatly exceed the projected demands, and
Alaska will havo a water surplus for many
Years to come except in localities and regions
of intensive development.

The largest potential growth area for water
use is for hydroelectric poiler. The state
has the largest undevelopecrwater power re-
serves in the nation. Development needs for
watershed proteCtion, flood control and navi-
gation will remain local in-nature in the
near future. However, increased use of the
forests and minerals will certainly require
increased attention to needs' for watershed
management-and river control. --, Ii

In the natural state, the water and related
land_resourceS represent_outstanding valueS.
These resources-form an important part'of
Alaska's scenfcattraction and,yecreation
potential. -TheysupOort-largepepulations of
migratory waterfowl and_other game -speties and-
prime,comMercjaj-and Sport fisheries.--/APProk-
imately 3,t00,1rtiles-Of river-S in the'statetAre
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considered commercially navigable. Any
water resource development plan must give
full consideration to preservation and en-
hancement of these natural values. The
natural valges constitute optimum use in
many cases.

Availability_and Quality

Totaling nearly 2,000,000,000 acre-feet
per year, the annual runoff of United
States rivers divides almost equally
among the thre c?. geographic areas of Alaska,
the eastern states, east of the Mississippi
River, and the western states.4 See Figure
IV-30).

Alaska
Eastern States
Western States

650 million acre-feet
660 million acre-feet
680 million acre-feet

This geographic division follows river basin
boundaries as designated by the Water Re-
sources Council. It groups the Tennessee,
Ohio, Great Lakes, North Atlantic, and South
Atlantic-Gulf basins as the 'Eastern States,'
and the remaindercof the South 48 as the
'Western States.''

The division of the natiOW.s two billion
acre-feet of annual water crop. obviously
does:not conform to or Match the land areas
or location of popUlation -ThiS is Olown
by theifolloWintable,7-.(See FigUreJIV$1)-.

zter Resources Council 1967 Rational Assessment,' Alaska:Regum.,
Prepared by Inter-A§ency Technical CommitXee for Alaska and Federal

Field.Committee for GevelePment.Planning in AlaSka,- June 1967.

4Gus Norwood,_Alaska Power Administration; AdOrOss to .the seminar

on The Continental Use, of Arctic .Flowing River, Washington State Univer-

sity, Pullman, Washington, 'April: 1968.
51bid.

'Ibid.

27
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Distr'bution of

Alaska's Water Crop

Millions of AcreFeet )

( Alaska Water Crop totals 800 M.A.F.

per year, including 150 M. A. F. inflow
from Canada.)

Coastal Areas
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areas
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Alaska peninsula,
Aleutian Islands
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FIGURE TV - 31

NATIONAL DIVISIOr; OF ANNUAL WATER CROP

Annual Water Crop
1960

Area Population
(Square Miles) (1,000's)

Million Acre-Feet
Acre-Feet Per Sq. Mile

Alaska 586,400 226 650 1,150

Eastern States 822,600 110,869 660 800

Western States 2,190,700 65,420 680 310

Total 3,599,700 176,515 1,990

Source: Gus Norwood, Alaska Power Administration; Address to the
seminar on The Continental Use of Arctic Flowing River,
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, April
1968.

The water resource of Alaska is fairly well distributed
throughout the state. This may be noted from Figure IV-33 showing
major drainage patterns and estimated discharges.

In addition, a measure of the proportionate regional share
of the Alaska water resource may be gained from Figures IV-32 and IV-33.

Lake

Iliamna
Becharof
Teshekpuk
Naknek
Tustumena
Clark
Dall

FIGURE IV 7 32

ALASKA'S LARGEST LAKES

Eigiat

Bristol Bay-Cook Inlet
Bristol Bay
Arctic Slope
Bristol Bay
Cook Inlet
Cook Inlet
Southwest Coastal Lowlands

Surface Area
_(Square Miles)

1,000
458
315
242
117
110
100,

Source: Principal Lakes of the UnIted State
Circular No. 476.

Geo)bjitál .Sorvey,:.

River

Yukon
(Koyuki

(Tanan.

(Porcul

Kuskokwir

Copper

Colville
Stikine
Susitna
Nushagak
Noatak
Kobuk
Alsek
Kvichak
Taku

alncli

-91ost

Data Sour
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FIGURE IV - 33

MAJOR RIVERS OF ALASKA

Drainage
Area

Region S uare Miles

Estimated
Average
Discharge

bgd Remarks

Yukon 330,000a 139.5

(Koyukuk) Koyukuk- (32,600) 20.7 Yukon

Lower Yukon Tributary

(Tanana) Tanana (44,500) 22.0 Yukon
Tributary

(Porcupine Upper Yukon- (46,200) 12.3 Yukon

Porcupine Tributary

Kuskokwim Southwest 43,600 40.1

Coastal Lowland
& Upper Kuskokwim

Copper Copper River & 24,400b 34.0

P-33. Gulf of Alaska
Colville Arctic Slope 24,000_ 7.8

Stikine Southeast 19,700c 40.1

Susitna Cook Inlet 19,400 27.8

Nushagak Bristol Bay 14,100 12.9

Noatak Bering Strai 12,600 6.5

Kobuk Bering Strai s- 12,000 8.4

Alsek Southeast 9,500c 12.9

Kvichak Bristol Bay 7,700_ 14.2

Taku Southeast 6,700c 7.1

aIncludes 110,000 square miles in Canada.
bIncludes 1,270 square miles in 'Canada .

cMost of drainage area is in Canada.

Data Sources: Drainage areas - Corps of Engineers
Discharge estimates - Bureau of Reclamation (unpublished)
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[But] any discussion of the Alaska water
resources logically starts with the Yukon
River. The Yukon, by drainage area size
and runoff, ranks among the five largest
river systems of the North American Con-
tinent. The Yukon drains a total area of
330,000 square miles, one-third of which
is in Canada. The Alaska portion of the
Yukon drainage constitutes roughly 40 per-
cent of the state's land area.

Alaska's 12 largest rivers are listed in
(Figure IV-33] together with drainage areas
and estimated average discharge. The largest
lakes and the three largest tributaries of the
Yukon River are also listed in the [Figure

IV-32 and 33]. The 12 streams (including the
Yukon) drain roughly two-thirds of the state.
The remainder is drained by literally thou-
sands of river and stream systems discharging
independently into the ocean.

The Yukon, Stikine, Alsek and Taku may be
classed as major international rivers.

A rather wide range of runoff character-
istics is exhibited. Low-lying areas
within the influence of the Gulf of Alaska
have a high unit runoff with relatively
little seasonal variation. Runoff from
the mountainous areas adjacent to the Gulf
is unusually high - annual unit runoff
usually exceeds 100 inches, and runoff of
over 300 inches per year is found in some

areas. At the other extreme, low runoff
rates and progressively shorter summer runo
seasons are characteristic of the northern
areas.

The mountains near the Gulf of Alaska also
contain Alaska's largest glaciers. Mala-

spina -- the largest is approximately the
size of Rhode Island. Streams fed by the
glaciers exhibit sustained high summer flows
and relatively little variation in flow from
year to year. The Alaska Range also has
numerous glaciers, and these dominate the
runoff characteristics of the Copper and
Susitna River systems and of many Yukon
and Kuskokwim tributaries draining the
north slopes of the mountains. The glacier-
fed streams carry large amounits of sediment.



Permafrost, or permanently frozen ground,
has a widespread effect on water supplies
in the Interior and Northwest subregions.
By restricting subsurface drainage, perma-
frost creates extensive wetland areas and,
at the same time, restricts ground water re-
charge to the streams. As a result, many
streams of Interior Alaska, and most streams
and rivers of Northwest Alaska, have little
or no winter flow.

Severe annual flooding, complicated by ice
jams, is characteristic of the Alaska rivers.
Large areas are inundated each year by over-
bank flow causing evacuation of the villages
along the rivers. Ice scour contributes to
heavy debris and sediment loads during the
spring breakup.

Water quality is good throughout the region
with two general exceptions. There are ex-
tensive areas of restricted drainage through-
out the state resulting, usually, from im-
permeable subsurface materials (including
permafrost). The surface expressions are the
muskeg and swamp areas. Surface and ground
waters derived from these areas usually are
high in organic and iron content. The second
exception is the high sediment content of the
glacier-fed streams.

At present, knowledge of ground water re-
sources is limited to the more settled areas
of the state. The principal areas of ground
water use are Anchorage, (including Palmer),
the Kenai Peninsula, and Fairbanks. Compre-
hensive studies of the availability of
ground water in certain limited areas of
the state have been made within the past few
Years, but no overall reports of ground water
in the state ire available. Ground water is
available in large quantities throughout most
of the Yukon River floodplain, but little use

is currently being made of this potential
supply because of a lack of settlement and
industrial activity. In that portion of the
state which ts 'underlain by perinafrost, it

is extremely difficult to obtain ground

water. In some instances, water is present
below Permafrost; but in the 'northern por-
tions of the state high salinity is a problem

573



in use of such waters. Supplies of ground
water are also limited in Southeastern Alaska
and on KG, ak Island. Steep mountains and
rapid rub f characterize these regions, and
a lack of surficial deposits to store and re-
tain the water preclude extensive use of
ground water supplies.

Ground water quality throughout the state is
generally good with most waters having a
dissolved mineral content of less than 200 ppm
(parts per million). Many areas of the state
have problems of high iron content in ground
water. In the Fairbanks and Kenai Peninsula
areas treatment is needed to remove iron prior
to municipal use.7

Water Use Patterns

Historically, Alaska Natives made wide-spread use of the water
resourCes for transportation and for fisheries harvest. In some areas,
their personal property attitudes regarding water use were quite similar
to the beneficial use water rights concepts of today. Today this re-
mains true although these uses now, as in earlier days, are of varyina
intensity. Access to water for transportation and fishing uses have been
important factors in locating nearly all Alaska communities -- Native
and Caucasian and, water transportation is still of great importance to
residents of large parts of the state having no road or rail access.

I.

Estimate

Year

Wate-
1965

Wate
1965

Sources

In general, though, the developed-uses for Municipal and-in-
dustrial supplies and power ere condentrated close to the larger cities
and, for most of the rest of.the state, present water uses represent
little change from natural conditions.

A summary of such existing water use patterns is Plcluded in
Figure IV34.

17 Water Resources councsl 1967 Nattonal Assessment, A aska Region,
prepared 'by Inter-Agency Teahni cal- Committee for Alaska and Federal..
Field Comittee for Development Planning in Alaska, June 196i-

1

3

e_



FIGURE IV - 34

Es*imated Present and Future Water Withdrawals and Consumption,

Alaska Region Units: MGD

Self- Fuel

Public Rural Supplied Electric

Year Supplies _Use Irrigation Industry Power TOtal

Water Withdrawals
1965 32 8 - 102 3 145

Water Consumption
1965 7 1 A 0 12

---S-61niFidri5iiiiinTrEiorMolln'eological Survey
Inventory
Estimated Future Values are estimated by Inter-Agency

Technical Committee for Alaska.
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The developed uses are small and are con-

centrated in the more populous areas of the

state. Per capita use from the public systems

is high and reflects: (1) the present un-

limited supplies available to some of the

smaller communities; and (2) a number of water-

using industries, especially the canneries,

supplied from public systems.

Major categories of use for self-supplied
industry are the processing of timber and

seafood products. Pulp mills at Sitka and
Ketchikan are the largest individual users.

Water use for seafood processingis concentratea

during harvest seasons. In Southwest Alaska,
three-fourths of the annual water use for this

industry occurs during the 30 days of the salmon

season. Hydroelectric power represents the

largest developed use in the state. Estimated

withdrawal in 1965 was 748 mgd.

In-stream use for navigation and recreation
involves a large part of the resource, but
the intensity of use is very low, on a regional

basis. Alaska has over 7,360,000 acres of lakes

that are Productive fish habitat, and over
355,000 miles of productive streams pro-
viding additional migration, spawning,
rearing and growth habitat. These waters
support prime sport and Commercial fish-

eries. The rivers, lakes and floodplains
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provide habitat for important waterfowl
and other game populations. Recreational However
use of water in Alaska, including sport- nected
fishing, tends to be localized becaLle of in Arct
limited access and the small population, which r

The existing river-and watershed-control Future
works are strictly of a local nature. They
consist of floodways, minor dredging, and
stabilization measures in the cities and range w
towns. Except for serious flood problems accompl
in Fairbanks, the potential damage to ex- develop
isting developments is slight. Flooding
causes periodic evacuation of several vil-
lages, principally along the Yukon River some ou.
and its tributaries and the Kuskokwim.8 way toWl

land re!

Restraints on Use

Water supplies for each region of tile state are categorically
adequate for foreseeable future developments. However, cost of develop-
ment and required measures for storage and treatment will vary widely.

For example, a first problem in the permafrost areas is lo-
cating an unfrozen water source for winter supplies. Storage for the
entire winter's water supply may be needed. Water distribution and
sewage collection facilities must be in or on frozen ground; the facil-
ities may require heating.

Generally, the waters of the state are of excellent quality.
However, just as in other parts of the country, finding water of suit-
able quality for local use is often a problem.

Most surface water sources carry seasonal sediment loads,
thus they may require sediment removal before use of the water. Streams
fed by active glaciers often carry heavy sediment and debris loads which
add to costs fer developing these sources. The glacier-fed streams also
carry sediments in colloided suspension (rock flour). Here treatment
beyond settlement may be required before use.

Many Alaskan communities are located in areas of restricted
drainage with associated high water table conditions. Surface and
ground waters derived from these areas are usually high in organic and
iron conteht

cent int
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For the many communities along the larger rivers, seasonal flood-
ing and attendant water supply contamination are real problems.
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Many of these problems can be handled with available techniques.

However, there are a great many research and development problems con-

nected with remote area water and water-related problems, particularly

in Arctic regions and associated with environmental pollution generally,

which require accelerated basic research.

Future Water Resources Develo ment

At the present time there are no definitive plans fer long

range water resources development in Alaska. Although some work has been
accomplished of an inventory nature on the water resources and related

development potentials, much more must be done.

Work to date has identified some tremendous natural values and

some outstanding future development potentials and efforts are now under-

way towards programing framework studies of Alaska water and related

land resources.

Hydro-Electric Development

As an example of potential water resource values, the most re-

cent inventory of Alaska hydro powersites9thows a firm energy potential
of some 161 billion kilowatt hours per year in 76 of the more attractive

powersites. This represents an estimated 34 percent of the identified

undeveloped hydroelectric potential in the United States. As such, this

resource is of potential national significance. However, it is likely

that some of these sites may never be developed, and it must be.recog-

nized that whereas on the one hand this may obviously be a valuable

future asset to the state, it may also be a detriment when Federal Power

Site withdrawals prevent either valid Native claim solutions or state

land selections.

A location map of the power site inventory of the state is

shown on Figure IV-35 The Map shows that the hydro potentials are:

spread widely over the state. They constituteNaluable potential re-

sources for nearly all regions of the state.

sIbid.
9Data for this inventory summarY is as submitted for the Federal

ial f ood- Power Commission, Alaska Power Survey. The map in Figure 1V-35 is
referenced to this data.
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INTERIOR
NORTHWEST

Agashashok (Igichuk)
Misheguk (Upper Canyon)
Nimiuktuk
Kobuk River
Tukslik (1muruk Basin)

SOUTHWEST

Crooked Creek
Nuyakuk (aruyakuk-Tikchik)
Lake Iliamna
Tazimina
Ingersol (Lackbuna Lake)
Kukaklek
Naknek

C('
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CO'S
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R
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RcLye

Noatak R.
Noatak R.
Noatak R.
Kobuk R.
Tuksuk Channel

Kuskokwim R.
Nuyakuk R.
Kvichak R.
Tazimina R.
Kijik R.
Alagnak R.
Naknek R.

Takatz
Cr. Ar.--

VbdoP
R.

maks0

Deer

cillichboui

: Red R.-

Lake Grace
Swan Lake (lower Swan Lake)

' Maksoutof River
laper
Takatz Creek

'Green Lake

Holy Crass
Dulbi
Hughes
Kanuti
Melozitna
Ruby
Junction Is and
Bruskasna
Carlo
Healy (Slagle)
Big Delta
Gerstle
Johnson
Cathedral Bluffs
Rampart
Porcupine (Campbell River)
Woodchopper
Fortymile
Yukon-Taiya .

SOUTHCENTRAL

Crescent Lake
Chakachamna
Coffee
Upper Beluga (Beluga River)
Yentna
Talachulitna (Shell)
Skwentna (Hayes)
Lower Chulitna
Tokichitna
Keetna (Talkeetna)
Whiskets
Lane
Gold
Devil Canyon
Watana
Vee
Denali
Snow
Bradley Lake
Lowe (Keystone Canyon)
Million Dollar
Cleave (Peninsula)
Wood Canyon

SOUTHEAST

Chilkat
Lake-Dorothy
Speel Division, Snettisham
Tease Creek
Sweetheart Falls Creek
Houghton
Scenery Creek
Thomas Hay (Cascade Cr.)
Stikine River
Goat
Tyee Creek
Spur
Leduc
Rudyerd
Turiebbowl C eek
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Yukon R.
Koyukuk R.
Koyukuk R.
Koyukuk R.
Melozitna R.
Yukon R,
Tanana R.
Nenana R.
Nenana R.
Nenana R.
Tanana R.
Tanana R.
Tanana R.
Tanana R.
Yukon R.
Porcupine
Yukon R.
Fortymile
Yukon R.

Lake Fork of Crescent R.
Chakachatna R.
Beluga R.
Beluga R.
Yentna R.
Skwentna R.
Skwentna R.
Chulitna R.
Chulitna R.
Talkeetna R.
Susitna R.
Susitna H.
Susitna R.
Susitna R.
Susitna R.
Susitna R.
Susltna R.
Snow R.
Bradley Creek
Lowe H.
Copper IL
Copper R.
LOpper R.

Chilkat R.
Dorothy Creek
Speel River
TeaSe Cr,
Sweetheart Falls Cr.
Unnamed
Scenery Cr.
Cascade Cr.
Stikine R.
Goat Cr.
Tyee Cr.
Unnamed
Leduc R.
Unnamed
Punchbowl Cr.
Red R.
Grace Creek
palls Cr,
Maksoutof R.
Unnamed
Takatz Ct.
Vodopad R.



Navigation on River Systems

Of essential importance are 15 major river systems in AlasKa,

four of which qualify as international rivers as they provide some means

of access to Canada. The names of these river systems and a brief resume

of their relative navigability are shown in Figure IV-36. Their location

is shown in Figure IV-37.

RIVER

Yukon

HGURE IV - 36

NAVIGABILITY OF MAJOR RIVERS IN ALASKA -- 1967

NAVIGABILITY

Navigable by shallow-draft, flat bottom river boats from

the mouth to near the head of Lake Bennett. It cannot

be entered or navigated by ocean going vessels. Control-

ling depths are 7 feet to Stevens Village and 3 to 5 thereon

to Fort Yukon.

Koyukuk Navigable by vessels drawing up to 3 feet to Allakaket
during normally high river flow and to Bettles during

occasional higher flows.

Tanana Navigable by shallow-draft, flat-bottom vessels and

barges from tie mouth to Nenana and by smaller river

craft to the Chena River 201 miles above the mouth.
Craft of 4-foot draft can navigate to Chena River on
high water.

Porcupine Navigable to Old Crow, Yukon Territory, by vessels drawing
3 feet during spring runoff and fall rain floods.

Kuskokwim Navigable by 18-foot draft ocean going vessels from mouth
upriver 65 miles to Bethel. Shallow-draft (4 ft.)
vessels can ascend river to Mile 465. McGrath at Mile 400.

Copper The Copper River is not considered navigable by deep or
shallow-draft commercial vessels. Undoubtedly, sufficient

depth is available to permit short reach transits by
negligible draft craft such as outboard skiffs, runabouts
and canoes.

Colville Details not known - The mouth is believed used to unload
freight with further transportation provided by outboard
skiffs with negligible draft.

Stikine Navigable (1 May-15 Oct) from mouth 165 miles to Telegraph,
B. C. by shallow-draft, flat-bottom river boats.

Not navigable by ocean going vessels. Shallow-draft, flat-
bottom riverboats can navigate to Yentna River, Mile 20
and up the Yentna -bout 65 miles.

Sus tna

RIVER

Nusha

Noata

Kobuk

Alsek

Kvich

Taku

So
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Nushagak

Noatak

Kobuk

Alsek

V ichak

Taku
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Nt4IGABILITY

The river is navigable by small vessels of 2 1/2-foot
draft to Nunachuafr about 100 miles above the mouth.

Shallow-draft barges can ascend Noatak River to a point
about 18 miles below Noatak village. Shallow-draft
vessels can continue on to Noatak.

Controlling channel depth is about 5 feet through Hotham
Inlet, 3 feet to Ambler and 2 feet to Kobuk Village,
about 210 river miles.

Navigability unknown. River is believed to be braided
and shallow.

The river is navigable for vessels of 10-foot draft to
Alagnak River, 22 miles above the mouth of Kvichak River.
Remainder of river (28 mi) navigable by craft drawing
2-4 feet depending on stage of river.

Subject to river stage. Flat-bottom river boats and
shallow-draft barges can ascend river as far as Tulse-
quah, B. C., about 5 miles above the boundary.

Source: Transportation and Economic Development in Alaska, pre-
pared by The Transportation Task Force for The Federal
Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska, 1968.

At present, according to statistics pro-
vided by the Federal Maritime Commission
in their recently-published report The
Alaska Trade StudL, about 30,000 to 50,000
tons of commerce are being transported
annually over the Kobuk, Koyukuk, Kuskokwim,
Kvichak, Noatak Nushagak and Yukon Rivers.10

The Kobuk River is an excellent example of
the impact of resource exploration activity
on Alaskan river transportation. Except for
1959, the average annual cargo movement over
the Kobuk River between 1958 and 1963 was
about 1,000 tons. In 1964, increased copper
ore exploration activity at Bornite induced
a quadrupled inbound movement of 4,300 tons.''

f a -
1°Transportation and Economic Development in Alaska, prepared by

20
The Transportation Task-Force for.The Federal Field Committee for Devel-
opment Planning in Alaska, 1968.

"Mid.
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Many potential navigation projects have been authorized by the
Congress for study by the Corps of Engineers in Alaska. These planning
studies evaluate the engineering practicability and economic feasibility
of all proposed projects. Although the majority of these studies are
directed towards coastal harbor and estaurine channel improvements, the
present Kobuk River study is an example of studies for river improvements
and related development.

Village Water Problems

People need drinking water and sewers, and protection from
floods and high water table. People need access to the water they use
for livelihood and for recreation. These are essential water-related
aspects of an acceptable way of life. They should be considered goals
For the Alaska Natives and for this reason they relate importantly to
this study.

Water-related problems of the Alaska villages remain a long
way from solution. The problems of poor health and sanitation condi-
tions as related to water supplies and village living standards have
been set forth earlier.

More important here is the mention of some helpful aspects of
land tenure adjustment involving water resources. Solutions to water
supply and sanitation problems require careful community planning
approaches and resourceful engineering together with funding levels
substantially above current programs. All aspects of community planning
must be considered, inciuding:

Location away from flood and high water table problems,
or the development of necessary protection measures;

Location and development of community water supplies and
the institution of measures to protect supplies from con-
tamination; and

... Provision for community water distribution and waste col-
lection facilities, plus necessary waste treatment, includ-
ing required chemical or mechanical treatment.

Water for the Future

In the years ahead, water will be a key requirement for future
economic expansion throughout the state: in the form of hydro power, as
a coolant or cleaning agent for industry, as a domestic source for new
towns as well as old, as a tourist attraction, for transKrtation, and
many other uses that will have a bearing on national security and growth.

Orderly development of the state's water resources is thoroughly
dependent on a framework of land and water management policies that:
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Provide for preservation and enhancement of the high
values of water in its natural state for fish and
wildlife, recreation, tourism, transportation and

other uses.

Stimulate development of water for use by Alaska

cities and communities, industries, power, and other

new uses.

.., Preserve and enhance water quality for all uses.

State and federal law establishes these basic principles with

respect to water:

... Waters are reserved in public ownership and are sub-

ject to appropriation for beneficial use--ownership
of land does not carry with it ownership of water.

Preservation and enhancement of water quality are in

the public interest; land ownership does not entail

exemption from stateand federal water quality and

pollution control objectives.

In recognition of their water resources values, certain lands

in the state are reserved in public ownership for future water power

development. Their evaluation as important public resource assets is

important but equally important is the elimination of federal withdrawals

for future power site development where no likelihood of construction use

is apparent.

Land management policies to limit possibility of flood damage

through flood plain zoning are also important development tools. To a

large extent, public interest in these policies transcends land ownership

or tenure.

01-
Similarly any change in land ownership from the public domain

to Native claimants or other pr;vate lands should recognize the public

ownership of state and federal waters and the public interests so

attached.
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AGR ICuLTURE

The development of agriculture in the contiguous United States
is distinct from that of Alaska. For the contiguous states the initial
comparative advantage of agricultural production and shipment to Alaska
has not been overcome, nor is it likely that Alaska will ever he able to
compete with the contiguous states to the point of self-sufficiency.
The more rigorous climate, short growing seasons, high cost of labor and
other more attractive opportunities will be continuing blocks to concerted
efforts of agricultural development.

Presently, about 5 percent of local agricultural product con-
sumption is produced in Alaska. In the long run it is possible that such
preducts as meat, hardy vegetables, and small fruits may supply up to 50
percent of Aiaskan demand for a particular item. Interstate or foreign
trade may be developed with specialty items such as reindeer meat, or
protein from Aleutian Islands ranches.12

Figure IV-38 quantifies the land capability classes of the state
by region. "Suitable" refers to Soil Class II which reflects favorable
climate and soil for crop production. "Marginal" land cultivation will
probably remain uneconomic for the foreseeable future. The "Cultivated"
column reflects the degree of agricultural effort on available land.

By any index of meaFurement, the agricultural sector is a tiny
one in the Alaskan economy. While the largest state, it has the small-
est acreage devoted to agriculture--about 89,000 acres, exclusive of
large grazing leases. From a peak of 623 in 1939, the number of farms
has declined to an estimated 350 presently.1 These are found in the five
fairly distinct agricultural regions of the state as represented in
Figure IV-39_ Inspection of the percent of the total that the value of
production represents in each of the areas suggests the ordering ot im-
portance--Matanuska Valley (including Anchorage) typically produces close
to 70 percent (by value) of the total.

_Alaska.Agricu _ura'Ster.bi.etics, g.eicuitura 7Task Foree
Committee Report to the Federal Field CoMmiittee for DevelopMent Planning
in Alaska, 1966, p, 3. Many of the farms up to 1939 were fur farms;._to-
day there are fewer than five fur farms in Alaska-.

ESTIMA

Region

Southeast
Gulf of Alaski
Copper River
Cook Inlet
Kodiak
Aleutian
Bristol Bay
Upper Kuskokw-
Tanana
Upper Yukon-Pc
Koyukuk-Lower
S.W. Coastal
Bering Sea
Bering Straits
Arctic_51ope !

* Marginal b

** Excluding
unit of ac
Acreage is

Source: Ale,
Palm
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FIGURE IV - 38

ESTIMATED ACREAGE OF CROPLAND BY REGION (INCLUDES DAIRYLAND
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on

Potential
Cultivated

1965**
.C21111_11/1acres
Suitable Marginal*

Southeast 20,000 15,000 200

Gulf of Alaska 5,000 5,000 0

Copper River 50,000 40,000 300

Cook Inlet 1,060,000 650,000 18,300

Kodiak 20,000 35,000 400

Aleutian 20,000 40,000 50

Bristol Bay 10,000 15,000 50

Upper Kuskokwim 40,000 20,000 50

Tanana 380,000 180,000- 7,600

Upper Yukon-Porcupine 20,000 20,000 0

Koyukuk-Lcwer Yukon 10,000 10,000 0

S.W. Coastal Lowlands 2,000 2,000 50

Bering Sea 0 0 0

Bering Straits 3,000 3,000 0

Arctic Slo e 0 0

TOTAL ,640,000 035,000 27,000

* Marginal because of excessive steepness, shallowness, or wetness.

** Excluding land that has been cleared, bUtis now fdle. The smallest

unit of acreageAs 50 acres. Where thWfigure appaars theactual

acreage is probably considerably- lesS,

Source: U. S. Department of Agricm
Palmer, Alaska, 1968.
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The outlook for expanded future commercial productior on the
acreages shown in Figure IV - 38 is totally dependent upon the following

factors:

Consolidation of agricultural holdings into larger
economic operations capable of acquiring adequate
capital and modern technology; and

Utilizing modern technology and improved management
techniques for balanced and competitive production.

Only with the development of trends toward the achievement of these two
factors will Alaska agriculture benefit from stabilized market condi-
tions and become competitive with "outside" suppliers in quality and

price.

Almost all of the suitable cropland has been selected by the
state. Sou ce

FIGURE IV -- 40

IVALUE OF AGRICULTURAL PRO:

Region

a

966 1956 196

Southeast 1,500 5,000 8,500

Gulf of Alaska 0 0 0

Copper River 1,000 0 1,000

Cook Inlet 758,000 845,000 846,000

Kodiak 2,000 500 6,500

Aleutian 1,000
.

1,000

Bristol Bay 1,000 2 000 0

Upper Kuskokwim 1,000 1 000 0

Tanana 175,000 422 000 170,000
Upper Yukon-Porcupine 0 0 0

Koyukuk-Lower Yukon 0 0 0

S.W. Coastal 'owlands 500 500 0

Bering Sea 0 0- 0

Bering Straits 0 0 0

Arctic Slope 0 0 0

TOTAL $941,000 $17,276-,000 0 00

* Excludes homes, goats, berries, reindeer and fur. **._Inclu

Source). S Department of Agriculture,- Soil -=Conservat on Servi
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FIGURE IV - 39

,following VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN ALASKA BY REGION

AND PERCENT OF TOTAL--1965

REGION
VALUE OF PRODUCTION

(In Thousands of Dollars

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

Tanana Valley $ 950 18

hese two
Matanuska Valley
Kenai Peninsula

407
481

66
9

condi- Southeast Alaska 134 3

y and Southwest Alaska _184_ 4

TOTAL $5,156 TUIY

by the
Wirce: Alaska Agricultural Statética., l953-Z96e.;-KqFTEUTfdFiT-Ti-sk

Force Committee Report to tha Federal Field Committee for

Development Planning in Alaska, 1966, Table II.

FIGURE IV - 40

WJE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION*

=rrima 7117Wris
1956 1966 1956 966 1956

5,000 8,500 $ 14,000 $ 24,000 197,000

0 0 0 0 0

0 1,000 0 500 0

845,000 846,000 637,000 2,640,000 1,700,000

500 6,500 2,500 148,000 55,000

0 1,000 0 165,000 50,000

2,000 0 0 1,500 0

1,000 0 0 0 0

422,000 170,000 69,000 301,000 150,000

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

500 0 1,000 0 1,000

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 7,000 8,000

0 0 0 0 0

T,MTCRIO--- $1,033,000 -$7M7500 087p000 --)2,161-,000

ndeer, and fur. ** Includes oats barley, other grains, vegetables.

,
Soil Conservation Service Palmer, Alaska, 196

/ 0



Figure TV-40 provides a comparative value of production, by region,
for the years 1956 and 1966. These prices are not in constant dollars out
reflect some degree of inflation.

There is some acreage devoted to gardens in and around the
principal cities ana in the major agricultural areas, but no estimate of

the actual number of acres is possible. The pyoducts of this acreage can
be viewed as fresh fcDd supplements having a luxury value more than econ-

omic effect. However, the combination of some plots, listed as commercial
cropland, along with jobs in town have probably had a beneficial effect

on Alaska's growth. The families could not afford to live in Alaska with
the loss of either part of this combination of sustenance.

FIGURE IV - 41

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL /AGRICULTURAL CROPS OF ALASKA_

Grasses [egumes VeRtta.121_e_s_

Bromegrass Clover Potatoes Spinach

Timothy Carrots Rutabagas

Bluegrass Cabbage Turnips

Red Fescue Lettuce Endive

Meadow foxtail Barley Radishes Green onions

Ryegrass Oats Cauliflower Squash

Orchardgrass Wheat Broccoli Beets

Reed canarygrass Brussels sprouts Green beans
Peas

Small fruits

Strawberries
Raspberries
Currants

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, -56-frreinsers
Palmer, Alaska, 1968.

Although growing seasons in Alaska are generally short and
cool, many of the common cultivated crops can be grown in favored locali-
ties. These crops include grasses, some legumes, small grains, potatoes,
and other hardy vegetables, and small fruits (Figure IV-41).

The total acreage on which these crops can be grown, however,
is small compared with the land area of the state Suitable areas for
commercial crop production occur principally in the Cook-Inlet Region and
in narrow belts bordering interior rivers. OvPr most of the state the
soils are too cold, too wet, too steep, or too shallow to be used for
crops.
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Available grazing land is estimated at about 1,500,000 acres

whiel are not now being used to capacity. As in all cases of resource

use, physical feasibility must be balanced with economic feasibility, and

the willingness of entrepreneurs to live in remote areas. The grazing

areas are primarily on Kodiak Island, the Alaskan Peninsula and on the

Aleutian Islands. As transportation improves in volume and capacity with

attendant reductions in cargo rates, the demand of grazing lands may in-

crease. As more animals become available for slaughter, foreign inter-

est in protein could improve economic stability in the grazing industry.

For example, wool is a prime product from ranches on the Aleutian Chain,

but there is no market due to transportation problems for mutton or

lamb from these same flocks except on a limited scale that does not ab-

sorb die increase in animals.

The Seward Peninsula is the primary reindeer grazing range

of the state. The federal range is administered by the Bureau of Land

Management. Units of this range are made available to Native herders

by the Bureau of Land Management in accordance with statute and regu-

lation and in cooperation with the herders and the Animal Husbandry

specialists of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

There is controversy surrounding many facets of the rein-

deer industry and its management including: bureaucratic dominance,

federal-state relationships, economics, slaughtering and marketing as

well as range management and husbandry practices. For purposes of
this review, however, much of this controversy is academic, and will

remain so until improved resource inventories are completed, resource

management conflicts are better understood and the economics of the

industry become stabilized.

Figures IV - 42 and IV - 43 show values derived from uses made

of reindeer from present herds. The map in Figure IV - 44 shows present

reindeer herd areas as well as other livestock and crop lands.

FIGURE IV - 42

REINDEER HERDS AS OF DECEMBER 1 41, 1966

No. of
Herds

te:,

Sq. MiT
of Ran e

: and
locali-

potatoes,
Region

Carcasses
Sold

Ca casses Used
in Home

Reindeer
on Hand

Bering Straits 3,850 970 24,568 15,494 12

S.W. Coastal
lowever, Lowlands 1,534 380 11,500 2,640 2

aas for Bering Sea 60 50 1,100 1,720 1

tegion and Bristol Ba 0 0 80 106
70,960

1

ate the 44 ,248 6

ad for Source U S, Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs',

Annual Report, 1966,

P.5 9 3
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FIGURE IV - 43

GROSS INCOME FROM REINDEER HERDS

Under Administration of Bureau of Indian Affairs
(Calendar Years 1966 and 1965 Compared)

A. Reindeer butchered
for sale (per head)

Reindeer butchered
for herd operations
and home use (per head)

Meat by-products
(hearts, livers and
tongues) sold and
used in home

C. Adult reindeer and
fawn skins sold
(hair-on) (each)

D. Adult skins tanned
into leather each)

Skins used in herd
operations and home
use (each)

Leg skins (4 per
set) sold and home
use

G. Live adult reindeer
sold

H. Cut-up antlers

I. Sets of antlers

1966 Income 1965 Income

4,444

1,400

$168,000

70,000

4,347 $177,992

959 47,100

500 lbs. 7,733 18,334 lbs. 6,600

1,147 22,940 1,166 17,640

385 3,003 1,269 8,883

900 3,700 925 3,075

1,725 sets 950 550 sets 962

20 ea. 4,000 13 ea. 1 430

3,898 lbs. 1,559 -0- -0-

173 ea. 865 110 ea 440

TOTALS $282,750 $264,122

Source: U. S. Department of the Interior, Bu
Annual Report, 1966.

594

eau n "ATTTI7Z



Eskimo herder with reindeer, Seward Peninsula.

Photo by Bureau of Land Management.
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FOREST

Alaska has 16 percent of the forest land in the United States,
or 119 million acres. This is as much forest land as is found in the
States of Montana, Washington, Oregon, and California combined. But the
average quality of forest land in Alaska is below that of the states men-
tioned. Only 28.2 million acres are considered commercial; that is, cap-
able of producing a minimum of 20 cubic feet of industrial wood per acre
annually. Oregon alone has nearly as many acres of commerc-ial forest
land. For the purposes of this forest resource discussion, the fifteen
regions of the state have been grouped into two broad zones, coastal and
interior. The coastal zone includes the important forest regions of the
state: Southeast, Gulf of Alaska and Kodiak, while the interior zone in-
cludes the remaining twelve regions of the state used for this analysis.

The

It

duced in the a
$25,000,000, a
another $20,00
monthly employ

Coastal Zone The
crease in the

Ninety-two percent of coastal Alaska, the most productive tim- region. By 19

berland in the state, is in the Tongass and Chugach National Forests be attained, r
Private lands constitute only a small portion of the area and at this lumber, cants,
time have a minor effect on forest management policies and objectives, products produ
The state has an important management unit near Haines, and other lands
are being or have been selected at Cape Yakataqa, on the Kenai Peninsula The

and in the vicinity of existing towns. Glacier Bay National Monument 63,800,000 cub
has about 179,000 acres of commercial forest land. This area is withheld no net growth.

from timber harvesting in order to protect outstanding scenic values. The present ti

The timber stands af coastal Alaska are composed of 58 percent The
hemlock, 37 percent Sitka spruce, and 5 percent other softwoods--mainly stands which a

cedar. The proportion of hemlock declines with increasing latitude, sawtimber. Th
while the Sitka spruce increases, and cedar drops out of the stand com- acres--apout 5

pletely.

Quality, too, is influenced by latitude, declining northward.
In Southest Alaska the selects, peelers, and No. 1 logs comprise 9 per-
cent of the sawtimber volume while this same component on the other two
units is less than one-half as large, only 4 percent.

The earliest use of the timber of coastal Alaska was for fuel
and shelter. Lumber production along with local consumption, such as
fish trap logs and material for fish boxes, accounted for most of the
commercial use prior to World War II. The establishment of pulp mills,
starting in 1954, has increased timber use tremendously.

As
allowable cut
accessible, th
This second li
to a second-gr
stabilizes yie



tates,
The product output in 1966 for coastal Alaska was:

the
;Lit the

Logs 14,500 M board feet

:es men-
Cants 147,000 M board feet

s, cap-
Lumber 25,000 M board feet

n- acre
Pulp 390,000 tons

-est

ffteen
It is estimated that the gross value for wood products pro-

:al and duced in the area during 1967 was about $78,000,000. Payrolls were near

of the $25,000,000, and expenditures for supplies and services contributed

!one in- another $20,000,000 to the economies of local areas. Average direct

ilysis. monthly employment in the woods and mills is estimated at 2,600.

The future is almost certain to show a steady and orderly in-

crease in the development and use of forest resources in the coastal

ve tim- region. By 1980, the full allowable sustained harvest of timber should

sts be attained, resulting in more highly integrated manufacture of pulp,

this lumber, cants, veneer, etc. At that time, the volume and value of wood

ives products produced should be approximately twice the current figure .

lands
ninsula The net annual growth in coastal softwood stands is about

ment 63,800,000 cubic feet. Old-growth sawtimber stands are assumed to have

withheld no net growth. Volume in tha second generation stands will almost double.

ues. The present timber cut per year is about 100,000,000 cubic feet.

percent The noncommercial stands of coastal Alaska are those forested

mainly stands which at maturity fail to produce 8,000 board feet per acre of

de, sawtimber. The total area in noncommercial stands is about 7-1/2 million

d com- acres--about 57 percent of the total forest land in coastal Alaska.

As the area develops, the forest industry will find the annual

.hward. allowable cut a limiting factor. As presently inoperable areas become

9 per- accessible, the allowable cut will increase until the wximum is reached .

ler two This second limit will remain until the virgin forest has been converted

to a second-growth forest with an age distribution which maximizes and

stabilizes yield.

)r fuel
:h as

2 the
mills,
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Interior Zone

Alaska's interior forests cover about 105 million acres, and
22 million acres of this are classed as commercial. Most of the interior
forest lands are managed by the Bureau of Land Management, but the state
has expressed interest in selecting most of the commercial forest land.
Interior forest types are mixtures of white spruce, paper birch, aspen,and balsam poplar. The spruce type accounts for about 57 percent of the
commercial forest land, 23 percent in paper birch, 11 percent in aspen,
and 9 percent in balsam poplar.

The sawtimber volume amounts to 31.5 billion board feet, or
14.6 percent of the state total. Seventy-seven percent of the interior
sawtimber volume is white spruce; and hardwoods, mostly balsam poplar and
paper birch, comprise the remaining 23 percent.

The interior stands are primarily young and immature. The to-
tal growing stock amounts to 14,349 million cubic feet, and 55.6 percent
of this volume is in poletimber trees. Only 32 percent of the forest areais classified as sawtimber stands. This means that at least 68 percent ofthe area is in an immature condition and not in need of being harvested.

Interior stands have never been used extensively. Residents
have always used small amounts for home construction and fuel, but not for
manufacture and export. During the gold rush periods, thousands of cords
of wood were cut along the Yukon River to run river steamers and also in
the gold fields to thaw gravel beds.

At the present time, very little use is being made of the in-
terior stands. The past fire history accounts primarily for the present
predominance of immature stands. In 1961, the interior had bi small saw-mills, of which 37 were active. A current estimate lists 62 sawmills, of
which 20 are operating. Their total yearly production is believed to be
less than 6 million board feet. If operated at full capacity, these
mills could probably produce 60 to 100 million board feet annually. How-
ever, the interior forests might sustain an annual cut of 450 million
board feet or more.

The species composition, timber size, and quality character-
istics suggest that the eventual commercial use of interior stands shouldbe for pulpwood. If the commercial forest area as surveyed could be sus-
tained and managed for timber production for a pulpwood economy, the esti-
mated allowable annual cut on a 100-year rotation would approach 385'million cubic feet. If achieved, this would amount to an annual supply
of about 4.5 million cords of pulpwood. Thus, theoretically, interior
Alaska forests might sustain up to 10 pulpmills of the 500-tons-per-day
class. Of course, uses for other than timber production, such as water-shed protection, recreation, etc., are likely to be found for much of the
interior forest land, and the theoretical allowable cut would require ad-
justment accordingly.
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There are 83 million acres of noncommercial forest land which

can meet some of the interior wood needs. Within the noncommercial class

are 4.6 million acres now producing between 15 and 20 cubic feet of wood

annually. These 4.6 million acres have a total growing-stock volume of

1.1 billion cubic feet. Included in this growing stock are 2.8 billion

board feet of sawtimber.

It is not likely that the full allowable cut will be harvested

in the interior for many years. The total volume of wood available is

more than adequate for important industrial uses, but certain economic
and environmental problems must be overcome before the stands can be com-

pletely utilized. More complete use of the interior stands will require

more and better markets, more development roads, an experienced labor

force, efficient export facilities and more silvicultural and ecological

knowledge.

There is an important need to obtain complete resource aerial

photography and adequate timber inventories for the interior stands. Co-

rollary to this must be the preparation of sound timber management and

land use plans recognizing various compatible and competing uses. Com-

plete development and use of the forest resources must necessarily be

preceded by appropriate classification for land use. This will be per-

tinent regardless of land ownership.

Demands for wood and wood products for use in Japan and certain

other resource-short Pacific Rim nations can be expected to accelerate

rapidly. Alaska's strategic geographic location places the state in a

preferred position to supply a good sized portion of that market. Con-

sequently, it can be expected that interior timber stands in the rail-

belt and other presently accessible areas will be marketable in the near

future.



FICURE IV - 45

NET GROWING STOCK VOLUME ON COMMERCIAL FOREST LAND

BY SOFTWOODS AND HARDWOODS,
BY POLETIMBER AND 5AWT1MBER, ALASKA, 1968

Region Total
growing
stock

Total
soft-
wood

Total
hard-
WOod

Pol etinber Sawtimbe

Softwood ardwood_
----18111ion cu_ c reetl

ftwood
-

Hardwood

Coastal Zone:
Southeast 31,795 31,520 275 1,671 51 29,849 224

Gulf of Alaska 2,395 2,370 25 238 12 2,132 13

Kodiak 1,515 1,515 142 1,373

Subtotal 35,405

Interior Zone;
Arctic Slope -- -- --

Bristol Bay 296 262 34 164 28 98 6

KoyukukLower Yukon 1,947 1,321 626 671 430 650 196

Cook Inlet 3,063 1.445 1,618 614 694 831 924

Copper River 674 587 87 327 70 260 17

Bering Straits 154 132 22 83 19 49 3

Upper Kuskokw1m 1,735 1,090 645 510 430 580 215

Aleutian -- -- --

Upper Yukon-Porcupine 3,002 2,148 854 1,158 706 990 148

Bering Sea -- -- -- --

lanana 3,403 2,129 1,274 1.086 948 1,043 326

S.W. Coastal Lowlands 75 49 26 24 18 25 8

Subtotal 476-37-373-41-
-

T tal Alaska 50,054 44.568 5,486 6,688 3,406 37,880 2,080

Source: Departmen A riculture, Uni ted ates Fore Service, dune u Alaska,

FIGURE IV - 4 7

AREA OF COMMERCIAL AND NONCOMMCRCIAL
ANO COMMERCIAL FOREST LAN

BY STAND-SIZE CLASS. ALASKA.

Region

Total

Forest land
Non-=

Conrnercial

Coastal Zone:
Southeast
Gulf of Alaska
Kodiak

Subtotal

Interior Zone:
Arctic Slope -- . - -.

Bristol Bay :. 2041 2,037 704

' Koydkuk-Lower Yukon 29.147 25,000 4,147

'.Cookjnlet 5i271 2,495 2,776

'-Copper:.River 4.43'r: 3.371 1.060

Bering Straits 5.311 4,708 . 603

Upper KuskokwiM 14.007 11,465 2,542

.--; Aleutian -,L,--- -- _ _ _ _

UpOir yukon-Porcupine :22,557: 17,612 4.945

Bering Sea ..._ --

Tanana 19-.729 14,902 4.827

SAL-Coastal. Lowlands 1.515 1,378 137

11.201
1,611
435

6,317
1,069

112

4,884
542
323

Subtotal 104i7 9 . 82,968
=====a=.EN_ :ma. u7.H.P*-"

AWAlaska 117,966 90,466 .27,480

f, Agriculturei United StateS FQrestSorvice,



FIGURE IV - 46

NET SAWTIMBER VOLUME ON COMMERCIAL FOREST LAND

BY SPECIES, ALASKA, 1968

Region Total Sitka

sawtimber prucocketsruY09c/C.$
Western white

Other
soft- Balsam Paper Aspen

1t er
hard-
wood

Sawtimber Million board feet--1/4)--- -

_Softwood Hardwood Coastal Zone;
Southeast 165,000 54,198 101,483 8,999

_.. 1,220

Gulf of Alaska 11.391 5,944 5,378 14
55

29,849 224 Kodiak 7,406 7,406

2,132 13
1.373 Subtotal

I,27E

Interior Zone:

---1373321--27- Arctic Slope -- -- --

naaaa.aamff.aaa.a=aa. Bristol Bay 497 474 7 12 4

Koyukuk-Lower Yukon 5.003 4,276 341 294 92

Cook Inlet 7,022 3,159 1,636 2,086 141

98 6 Copper River 1,372
1,313 18 30 11

650 196 Bering Straits 420 403 7 7 3

831 924

260 17

Upper Kuskokwim
Aleutian

4.147
--

3.501
--

242 313
--

91

--

49 3

580 215

Upper Yukon-Porcupine
Bering Sea

6,152
--

5,477 161 341
--

173
--

Tanana 6,687 5,602 304 555 226

990 148 S.W. Coastal Lowlands 187 159 12 12 4

1,043 326 Subtotal
, 64 2,

25 8

a a ,5MMM

Total Alaska 216,184 67.548 106,861 24,364 9,013 2,728 3,650 745 1.275

----4-326 1,843
=.aasaa=ammaaUaga.

37.880 2,0130

FIGURE IV - 47

urce- Oe.artinent of P

AREA OF COMMERCIAL AND NONCOMPICEICIAL FOREST LAND

AND C0MHERCIAL FOREST LAND
BY STAND-SIZE CLASS, ALASKA, 1968

Forest land
n= .

Total _Commercial

11.201
1.611
435

6,317
1,069

112

--

2,741 2,037

29047 25.000

5,271 2,495

4,431 3,371

5,3/1 4,708
14,007 11,465

--

17,612
--

19,729 14,902
1,515 1,378

ommerci
- - ous.n

4.884
542
323

stand-size class
e- Mon-

timber stocked
lrIP

lin
Cr

riculture United States Fores

-Y

208 139 4,480 57

50 35 455 2

1 25 296 1

--
704

4.147
2.776
1,060
603

2,542
--

4.945
--

4,827
137

MT-
---ma-zaAw=-=ama--.ama..mammooma==smaftoamar..ftwiaa

--

297
1.644

631
317
181
705

2,256

1,978
48

169 21

1,232 - 358
' 1,708 82

:262:: , 85

104 0
1.047 127

186

10 , 09 1,74 a. _ 8,058 6,9 .035

-.w...,.........=..,................................-_-.-.....====.www=======__...--___

117,956 90,466 27.490 8,257 12 ,201 1,095

'Agriculture, United States Fore
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FOREST REGIONS
of

Alaska

Interior Forests
(Spruce-Hardwoods)

Well-stocked/Comawrcial

Med - Poor stocked/N ecommercial

Compiled for;

FEDERAL FIELD COMMITTEE

FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN ALASKA

Source: U.S. pept of Agriculture - Fared Service



F SHERY

Elsewhere in this report, in the discussion pertinent to the
economic condition of village Alaskans, reference is made to both the
cash income and subsistence dependency of natives peoples upon the
fishery resources of the state.

To provide further perspective to questions of Native economic
condition and relevancy to land tenure solutions this discussion is con-
cerned with three basic fishery resource considerations. These are:

Alaska's overall position in the United States
fishery - briefly highlighted;

Important fishery habitat areas and resource con-
siderations which might be affected by land settle-
ment decisions - particularly those which might affect
anadromous fish spawning areas; and

The continued importance of the fishery resource in the
Native subsistence pattern and the opportunity afforded,
by this resource - above all others, to provide greater
Native participation in the cash economy of Alaska.

Position in the United States Fishery13

Alaska, with fishery landings valued at $47 million, ranked
third in the United States in 1967 behind California with $50.5 million,
and Texas with $49.8 million. In volume of landings, Alaska with 370
million pounds also ranked third in 1967 behind California with 504
million pounds and Louisiana with 643 million pounds.

Kodiak, Alaska, is the third ranking fishing port in the United
States. Ten million dollars in fishery landings were made at Kodiak in
1967. Nationally this is exceeded only by San Pedro, California, with
$29 million, and New Bedford Massachusetts, with $16 million .

13U.S. Department of the Interior,. Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries, Juneau, Alaska, "Fishermen Newsletter'," May 17,
1968.
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ie The export of Alaska fishery products for 1967, mainly salmon

and herring roe, was valued at $6.5 million. This represents 13 percent

of the total United States fishery exports valued at $85 million.

Historically fisheries have been Alaska's most important

natural resource.omiC
con-

Since the inception of the Alaska fishing industry

about 100 years ago, the cumulative value of Alaska

fishery products has reached an estimated $4 billion

or over 550 times the $7.2 million purchase price

of Alaska from Russia. During the six-year period,

1961-1966, the annual wholesale value of Alaska's

fishery products has averaged $145.7 million or 52

percent of the State's 'total natural resource pro-

duction for the period.I4

The commercial catch of fish and shellfish in Alaska dropped

markedly in 1967. The 1967 catch of 370 million pounds valued at $47

million was the lowest since 1960 when 359 million pounds valued et $41

million were landed. Compared with 1966 landings of 582 million pounds

valued at $82 million, volume dropped 36 percent and value 42 percent.

This decline in 1967 landings was due to greatly reduced catches of

salmon, king crab and herring which were cumulatively down 237 million

A pounds from 1966. Based on the 10-year period 1958-1967, the 1967

ion, catch was 14 percent lower in volume and 8 percent lower in value than

the 10-year average.

1967 was also the first year that salmon did not account for

the largest portion of the total catch since the inception of the Alaska

inited fishing industry some 100 years ago. Salmon landings totaled 131 million

in oounds while king crab totaled 135 million pounds. Salmon still accounted

rth for the greatest value in the catch, however - $25 million compared to

$13 million for king crab

Briefly to.d the Alaska fishery includes the

si nificant elements:

of
17,
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Halibut: The 1967 catch totaled 33 million pounds representing
54 percent of the total Pacific coast halibut catch in 1967.

Herring: The 1967 catch totaled 9.5 million pounds continuing
its rapid decline from a catch exceeding 100 million pounds in
1959. This decline is due principally to competetive economics
rather than resource limitations.

Herrin
at a w

The 1967 take totaled 70 thousand pounds valued
esale price of $120,000.

roe

Salmon: The 1967 catch totaled 131 million pounds. Its value
to fishermen was $25 million while its wholesale value totaled
$62 million. This represented the lowect volume of Alaska
landings since 1899 when the industry was just beginning in
Alaska and was comparable in economic impact with the 1959
season when the catch totaled 147 million pounds. Of
significance, however, is species comparison with the 1966
landings of 333 million pounds. King salmon taken in 1967
were up 10 percent over 1966 while all others were down
as follows: sockeye 44 percent, silvers 23 percent, pinks
74 percent and chums 44 percent .
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Salmon roe: The 1967 take approximated 6.4 million pounds
valued at about $6 million.

-erlrrip: The 1967 catch totaled 46.3 million pounds. Its run'

fishermen was $1.8 million while its wholesale Pri

worth totaled $5.4 million. This record catch reflects sou

remarkable growth in this fishery despite market fluctuations. st
by

King Crab: The 1967 catch totaled 135 million pounds. Its
value to fishermen was $13 million while its wholesale worth
totaled about $37 million. Although down from the top pro- pri

duction of 1966, 159 million pounds landed valued at $15.7 sal

million, the 1967 catch still exceeded all others for the are
previous 10 years. kle

st
Dungeness Crab: The 1967 catch totaled 11.4 million pounds. pin
Its value to fishermen was $1.4 million while its wholesale eas
worth approximated $3.3 million. Alaska Dungeness crab land-
ings ordinarily fluctuate due to merket conditions in the
Pacific Northwest. In 1967, however,. the 130 percent in- of
crease (over 1966) in Dungeness crab landings is attributable Nel

to the decline in availabilitY of King crab more than any- the
thing else. tar

sal
uti

in

Pt.

the
kno

In addition to thesp major fishery
. elements developing indus-

.

tries exist for the Tanner crab.and for scalloPs. Both.of these:indus-
tries will become-highly important to the.fisherYjeconomY.
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But, despite new emerging fisheries and seasonal vagaries,

salmon remains the most important fisheries resource in Alaska.

Figure IV-49illustrates this point.

The Native land claim issue and related land ownership and

resource use conflicts can have signi'icant impacts upon the future of

the salmon industry.

Such impacts can arise from the management of lands that are

the watersheds of important salmon spawning areas. Throughout certain

sections of Alaska, and particularly on the Upper Kuskokwim River drain-

age and in Arctic boreal regions, areas may be endangered or virtually

destroyed in short periods of time due to inappropriate land management

endeavor such as logging on some sites, soils and slopes and improper

road construction and seismic exploration activity wnich can cause

heilvy erosion and resultant river siltation.

For this reason comment on Alaska's salmon spawning areas and

statistics on regional salmon production and economic importance are

included.

Pink a d Chum Salmon awn i n Areas

Pink and chum salmon commonly spawn in the same streams. Major

. Its runs af pink and chum salmon occur in most streams of Southeastern Alaska,

;ale Prince William Sound, Cook Inlet, the Kodiak area, and in those along the

.cts
south side of the Alaska Peninsula. These species are known to spawn in

Actuations streams of the Aleutian Islands but, as commercial fishing on these runs

by U. S. nationals is limited, their total significance is unknown.

Js. Its
ale worth

Strong runs of pink salmon occur sporadically in Bristol Bay

top pro- principally in the Nushagak and Kvichak systems. The abundance of pink

t $15.7 salmon and their spawning sites northward of Bristol Bay to Point Hope

or the are not well known. Pink salmon do spawn in the Kuskokwim, Yukon, Unala-

kleet, Inglutalik, Koyuk and Kobuk Rivers and probably in some other

streams along tWs coast. This area is in the northern limits of the

n pounds pink salmon range. The occurrence of pink salmon along the Arctic Coast

holesale eastward of Point Hope is unknown .

crab land-
in the

Chum salmon runs occur in most streams along the north side

nt in- of the Alaska Peninsula and are most abundant in streams of Izembek Bay,

tributable Nelson Lagoon, Herendeen Bay, and Pert Moller. A large run spawns in

an any- the Nushagak River and are of lesser importance in other streams tribu-

tary to Bristol Bay. Northward of Bristol Bay to Point Hope, chum

salmon are the most abundant species of salmon. Very large numbers

utilize the Kuskokwim and Yukon Rivers, and runs of varying size occur

in most other streams along this section of the coast. Eastward of

Pt. Hope along the Arctic C9ast, a small run of chums is known to enter

the Colville River. Utilization of other strams in this area is not

known.

)ing indus-
)ese indus-
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Distribution & Relative Importance

of

ALASKA FISHERIES

lEiEWA'
Cold Water Fish Areas

4.t

Anadtomous Fish Areas

M& Primary Commercial Marine Fisheries Area

Compiled for:

Alaska Natives &The Lan'

by the

FEDERAL FIELD COMMITTEE

FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN ALASKA

From all authoritative sources

sc4

ALASKA FISHERIES

Size of Catch

Other
15%

Saimon
57%

44

Total 577 mi 1

GURE I V 49

Total 370 mil l ion pounds
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Es-Sockeye Salmon Spawning Areas

The Situk River, near Yakutat and the Chilkat system near
Haines, have the largest sockeye salmon runs in Southeastern A dska. by
Small runs - varying in size from 2,000 to 40,000 fish - occur in about Th-
70 other locations. be-

dil
The Copper River is a major producer in the Prince William Koc

Sound area with runs that often exceed one million fish. The Robe and
Eshamy Rivers support small runs in this district.

pou
In Cook Inlet, the Kenai, Susitna, and Kasilof Rivers are the pou

principal sockeye salmon producers. tox
whi

The Karluk River has the largest sockeye runs on Kodiak Island.
Significant numbers spawn in the Red River system. Small runs occur in
streams tributary to Olga Bay.

The Chignik River, located on the Alaska Peninsula, supports
a large sockeye run. There are no other significant sockeye salmon runs
in streams along the south side of the Alaska Peninsula or in the Aleutian
Islands. Several strong runs occur in streams along the north side of
the Peninsula, namely in Nelson Lagoon, Bear and Sandy Rivers, and Port
Heiden.

Brist l Bay streams support the world's largest sockeye salmon
runs.

Northward of Bristol Bay, except for runs of unknown magnitude
in the Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers, the occurrence of sockeye is insig-
nificant.

Coho Salmon Spawning Areas

Coho salmon runs occur in most Alaska streams, Runs tO most
streams are not large but An aggregate ContribUte tei the MaintenanCe of
the runs.

King (Chinook ) Salmon Spawning Areas

There are no really large runs to Alaskan streams except for
those of the Nushagak, Kuskokwim, and Yukon Rivers. Runs of a signifi-
cant level.ef magnitude occur in the Stikine, Taku, imid Alsek Rivers in
the Southeastern area; in the Copper River in the Prince William Sound
district; in the Susitna. Kenai, and Kasilof Rivers in Cook ,Inlet; and
in the Karluk River on Kodiak Island and in Chignik River on the Alaska
Peninsula.

Figures IV - 50 to IV - 56 cite salmon fishery production and
catch statistics regionally; potential salmon production figures in these
tables may be considered conservative, given adequate financing fc
habitat manipulJtion and possible, hatchery production the potentia
return could be several times that cited. A graPhieTortrayal of
important spawning rivers and streams is shown in Figure IV - 49.

612



Estuarine Shellfish

Another important fisheries resource which might be affected

by land settlements abutting estuarine habitats is the Dungeness crab.

This crab is the only estuarine dependent shellfish species presently

being harveSted'in significant quantity. The extent of the catch is

divided between the Southeast Region, Gulf of Alaska Region and the

Kodiak Region.

Total razor clam commercial production is less than 100,000

pounds per year. Potential production of all clams is about 5 million

pounds per year if the clam toxicity problem can be resolved. The

toxicity is caused from accumulation of toxin in clams, the origin of

which is not fully understood by science.

FIGURE IV . 50

SALMON FISHERY STATISTICS
GULF OF ALASKA 8 OCIPPER RIVER REGION

Salmon

PrMuetim ion Fish

Percent Of

it State Totel

Percent of
National Total

Total Population Comercial

Population Potential Catch

King
(ChinOoks)

1 0.025 -: 0=05

Sockeye 5 5 LO 2.0 i035

Coho 13 7 0,35 0 50 0=2

Pifik 1- 11 4,8 1 .0 70

Chum 5 9 0.50 .5 0.5;

Total
Selman. , .. . 9

0 6 .775

:
17 05 5.22

' Fneah
Neter

SpecteS

..

atio.bailS:fer estimating-

Negligible

urc : UnIted Stit, Bureau of Coeeperclal Floherlea, Ju , Alaska.

_



FIGURE IV - 51

SALMON FISHERY STATISTICS
SOUTHEAST REGION

Salmon

Species

Production Millions of Fish

Percent of
State Total

Percent of
National Total

Total Population Commercial
Population Potential Catch

King
(Chinooks) q9 14 0.36 0.5 0.27

Sockeye 6 5 1.12 3.5 0.04

Coho 64 4 1.65 3.0 1.21

Pink 44 42 10,36 60.0 13.75

Chum 33 37 2.60 11.0 1,90

Total
Salmon 33 30 24.1 78.0 16.04

Fresh
water
Species 95 a a 0.01

!ina basis for estimating
'Negligible

Source: United State ureau of Commercial Fisheries. Juneau, RlaRkg.

FIGURE IV 54

SALMON FISHERY STATISTICS
ROOM REGION

Speclea

Production MioliOns Fish

Percent of
State Total

Percent of
National Total

Total Population Commercial
POpuletiOn ,Potential Catch

,Kino
(Chinooks) 0.01 - 0.03

Sockeye 8.0

Collo 3 1

Pink

Chum 16, 16

Total

Salmon 1 33.53

Fresh
water
Spncies

!No basbafei---e-stiaating
'Negligible

Source.' United States Bureau of Commercial Fiohnric u Al

FIGURE 11.1 - 52

SALMON FISHERY STATISTICS
ALEUTIAN REGION

Salmon

Production Millione

Percent of Percent of Total Popule
Species State Total National Total Population Poter

King

(Chinooks)

Sockeye

Collo

Pink

Chum

Total
Salmon

Fresh
water

Species

2 1

5 5

1

7 7

1 14

0.015 0.0

1.1 2.5

O. 0.e

3.2 5.0

1.1 2.0

5.615 9.5

a

!No basis for estimating
"Negligible

Source: United States Bureau of CommerCial FiSheries

FIGURE IP - 55

SAUVil FISHERY STATISTICS
BRISTOL WI REGION

. Production Millions c

Percent of Percent of ; Total Populabi
Species State Total Rational Total Population Potent!

(Ch nookS)

Sockeye .

COW

Total
Salmon

Fresh-
-meter

, Species

18

,

0.15 .--. 0.20

70 20.0 100.0

1

2 2

1 10 1.2

2. 1 5

-1110 basis for ostiemtiog
__ °Negligible

Commercial Flaterirce: United States Berea N.



FIGURE iv - 52

SALMON FISHERY STATISTICS
ALEUTIAN REGION

Production MilliOns of Fish

Percent of Percent of Total Population Commercial

s State Total National Total Population Potential Catch

oks 2

5

0,015 0.025 0-01

1.1 2.5 0.79

0.2 0-4 0.05

3.2 5.0 2.34

1.1 7.0

7 7

14 0-86

a 7 5.615 9.925 4.05

, basis for estimating
Iligible

wee! united States Bureau 0 es, .7Uneau, A

FIGURE IV 55

SALKIN FISHERY STATISTICS
anIST0t BAR REGION

Millions of Fish

Prent of Percent of Total Pcoulation Commercial

State Total National Total Population Potential -Catch

18 0.15 0.25

1 .0 1U.38

0.2 0.03

0.75

1.2 0.

, 70 :

1

2

11 s

22 103.95 11.82

basis fOr estimating
Olgible

: United States Berea

FIGURE IV - 53

SALMON FISHERY STATISTICS
COOK INLET REGION

Salmon

355

Specie

King
(Chinooks) 2

Sockeye 8

Production Millions of Fish

Percent Of Percent of Total Population COMOartial
State Total National Total Population Potential Catch

1

Collo 14 8

Pink 7

Chum 13

0.035 0.25 0.01

1.85 3.5 1.22

0,36 0 .27

2.75 5.0 2.03

1.0 2.0 0.75

TOtal
Salman 5.955 11.35 4.28

fresh
eeter
Species a a

2No basis for estimating

Source: United States Bureau Commercial Fisheries, uneau, Alaska.

FIGURE Isc

_
SALMON FISHERY STATISTICS .

NACTIC.YUKON-KUSKOKWIN 820108-

Salmon

Production 111

Meat
Species

,Parcent of Jetal,, PopuSat
National Total Pogulat on Potent

ish

Commerci
1 I CatCh

(Chinooks 8 0.35 0.7 0.15

Setkeye 0.01

'., Pint

0.15 0.03

1 0.2 0.

Chme 3 1.4 0.18

Meal
Salmon 2.0 3.75 0.39

Fresh-
water
Speame b _

'.._-.:-_-

-140 Pasts eor'esti .

liginle , ,.

,

Combines' severel-stuey'reginni---- Arctic Slope. airing Straits.
, Southwest Coastal Lowland, UpperYukon-Porcupine and Upper Ruske- -

amim.

, _ a

Source: Unitad States Bureau of Commercial Fisbaries. Juneau, Alaska.



No basis for recreational take of clams or crabs has been esta-
blished although it is recognized that thousands of Alaskans gather on
the beaches at low tide to collect the fine razor clams.

LeikLn

FIGURE IV - 57

DUNGENESS CRAB STATISTICS

Production Millions of Pounds
Percent of
State Total

Percent of
NationL1 Total

Harvest
Potential

Commercial
Catch

Southeast 36 10.4 5.0 3.1

Gulf of Alaska
and Kodiak 64 18.1 25.0 5.4

Total 100 28.5 30.0 8.5

--Source: UnTfiaTSTiEi-Eriau of Commer ial Fisheries,

s (_22L.:LEI5ivira

uneau, ATaska.

Information on sport fishing is not available on an area-

wide basis for any region of Alaska except the Southeast Alaska salmon

fishery. Although many places, such as the Kenai Peninsula and Bristol

Bay,have very intensive and productive sport fisheries, they are local-

ized and the catch is not in terms of commercial catches or total

populations of the region. Therefore, it cannot be quantified readily.
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The average subsistence catch of salmon and freshwater species

during the past decade has been about 0.75 million fish.- The preSent

catch for subsistence purposes on a statewide basis is estimated to be

only slightly more than half of the:catch level of,the 1930's and 1940's,

although in some areas it exceeds :thi :aboriginal take of a century ago.

.
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fas

3 been esta- Native "use and occupation' or "use and occupancy" of the land

gather on was in reality Native "utilization" of the biotic resource of the land

and water. It was upon this biotic resourceprimarily the fisheries

and wildlife--that the Alaska Native depended for survival (and today,

in many places, remains so dependent).

Despite continued reservations in law (treated later in

Chapter V) that Native "use and occupation" would not be disturbed

until later decreed by the Congress, this action has in fact taken

)f Pounds place.
Commercial

Catch With statehood, legislative jurisdiction over fisheries-and

wildlife passed to the State of Alaska and this single fact constituted

a "taking' of resources or a "disturbance" of Native "use and occupancy"
3.1 of the highest import. On the whole state authority has recognized the

importance of fish and wildlife to Native survival and subsistence.

5.4
Accordingly, in most places state law and regulation have recognized

subsistence need. There, however, have been instances of regulations

8.5
issued contrary to Native subsistence needs which have forced people

to violate the law in order to survive. Again, where this has occurred,

enforcement officers have frequently ignored the violations. Neverthe-

less the die has already been legislatively cast to permit the regula-
eau, Alaska. tion of the taking of fishery reso -ces so as to favor commercial or

recreational interests above the subsistence dePendency requirements of

Native people.

area-
ca salmon
Id Bristol
Ire local-
)tal

i readily.

This has happened on several occasions with regard to fisheries

Tesources.

Today in all of Alaska, with all its resources, it is the

fishery resource alone-which offers any significant broad commercial

economic base to the Alaska Native.
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RECREAT ION

Recreateon may be Alaska's mest promising long-term renewable wildlife obs

resource. Perhaps nowhere else in the world, and certainly not in the animals and

other 49 United States, can be found such a variety and quantity of out- life refuges

standing recreation resources as exist in Alaska. There is opportunity

here for almost any type of recreation activity in vogue today. Fortu- A-

nately, from the recreation standpoint at least, not much of the state fishery. SE

has been developed. Consequently, there is still elbow room, and there in saltwate !

is still time to plan for the proper development of the recreation freshwater

resource.
as the more
whitefish.

Recreationists interested in sightseeing can have a field day
in Alaska where aweeinspiring scenery is considered commonplace. South-

east Alaska, which is composed almost entirely of large, timber-covered
islands, has as a backdrop a narrow strip of mainland rising steeply

from the water to 19,000-foot, snow-capped mountains and tremendous

glacial ice fields. The area bordering Prince William Sound enjoys a
similar setting, but the islands, mountains, and glaciers are somewhat
reduced in scale.

The vast mainland of Alaska is a land of scenic superlatives.
The coastal mountains in the south give way to the Alaska Range, which
includes 20,320-foot Mount McKinley, the highest mountain on the North
American continent. Beyond these mountains lies the wide valley of the
Yukon, third largest river in North America. The Yukon, which begins
its 2,400-mile-long journey in Canada, cuts a wide arc across the entire
width of central Alaska before emptying-into the Bering Sea.

North of the Yukon, the Brooks Range rises to elevations of
7,000 to 10,000 feet. The rivers draining ite northern slopes flow
into the Arctic Ocean.

The Aleutian Islands begin with Unimak Island at the 'tip of
the Alaska Peninsula and curve east-southeast in a gentle arc for near-
ly 900 miles to Attu, the edsternmost island. The chain contains some
200 treeless islands, largely mountainous, with irregular shorelines
and rocky cliffs.

One of Alaska's principal attractions to out-ofestate recrea-
tionists is its wildlife reeource. Once again, variety is the key

feature. Big-game hunte-rs can choose between brown bear or polar bear,

moose or caribou, and mountain sheep or mountain goats, to name but a.

few. Jn addition to hunters, others interested in photography or
.
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wildlife observation have unlimited opportunity to see not only game

animals and birds, but protected species as well. Alaskes many wild-

life refuges are ideally suited to such recreation activities.

Alaska is known throughout the world for its fine sport

fishery. Salmon, steelhead, and sea run Dolly Varden can be caught

in saltwater or in freshwater streams and lakes. There are unique

freshwater species, such as the sheefish and Arctic grayling, as well

as the more familiar cutthroat trout, lake trout, northern pike, and

whitefish.

As one would expect from its far-north location, the oppor-

tunities for winter sports are almost unlimited. In addition to the

usual activities, such as skiing, snowshoeing, and ice skating, a new

sport, snowmobiling, is catching on. These mechanical sleds are

rapidly replacing the more picturesque and traditional dog sleds as

a means of transportation and as a type of recreation.

Mountain climbing is an important recreation activity in

this state. To a great extent, this results from Mount McKinley'sbeing

the highest mountain (20,320 feet) in North America, and thus becom-

ing an almost irresistable target to mountain climbers, as are many

other mountains in Alaska.

The boating opportunities are extensive and varied, espe-

cially among the many islands of southeastern Alaska. In other

parts of the state, the large rivers, such as theJukoh, were the

hiStoric routes of travel into the interior. Today these same

rivers are proving to be popular for float trips or canoe trips.

The numerous lakes also offer boating opportunities.

Other major recreation activities include hiking, camping,

picnicking, and driving for pleasure. As far as this last-named

activity is concerned, it can be a frustrating experience in the

sections of the state where roads are few or, in many instances,

nonexistent. In the entire-state, there are,only about 3,500 miles

of roads. Because of this situation, many residents,fly their own

planes. A recent recreation-demand survey conducted by the state

branch of Parks and RecreatiOntrecognized this fact and included a

category entitled-hflYing-for pleasure.°
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For most out-of-state tourists, the trip to Alaska in itself
can be an exciting recreation experience. Those traveling by air
enjoy breathtaking views of Alaska's mountains and glaciers. The
ferry boats and cruise ships provide a close-up view of the !

southeast Alaska islands, the unique shoreline, and the impressive
glaciers as the boats follow the scenic inside passage.

These varied recreational attractions have a direct impact
upon the economy of the state and upon land tenure situations--public
and private. Economic impact is also directly related to a balanced
mix of recreational facilities and opportunities which attract
recreational enthusiasts and sightseers in all walks of life, all
ages and of all interests,

Transportation modes and costs and their limitations exert
great influence upon the attraction of recreation.,minded people to
Alaska, At present defieencies in this regard limit accessibility
to lower-incomelevel groups. Similarly, the present level of avail-
ability of private hotels, lodges, and motels (100 in the statel5 )
must be considered inadequate to serve future projected levels of
tourists to Alaska.

Predictions by the University of Alaska are that by 1975
tourist visitation will have increased to 450,000 from a 1964 base
of 75,000. By 1980,650,000 tourists are expected to reach Alaska,
adding an additional 14,600 new jobs to the local economy,16 It is
estimated that in 1964 $12,000,000 was injected into the Alaska
economy due to tourism and recreational attraction. The projection
of dollar economic contribution from recreational sources by 1980
is $225,000,000.

Finally, it must be noted that the recreational resources
of Alaska have different meaning;to visitors and residents. Figures
IV ,... 58 and IV , 59 illustrate these preferences.

A
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1_5 Kenai_ Borough-RecreatibrrReport; 1968 draft)
16University of-AlaSka
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FIGURE IV - 58'

REASONS FOR VISITING ALASKA

ert

ty

)
Reilson*

Scenery and Wilderness
Vacation in uncrowded conditions

5 Travel on Alaska Highway
Opportunity to fish

Opportunity to hunt
Visit friends or relatives
Adventure Of Last Frontier
Possibly moVe here to-live

See M-L -MCKinley

:es Traveling'north to .Aretic Circle

ires Meeting Eskimos
Other-

is

on.
)

Choice of Choice of

Prior New

Visitors Visitors

75 %
44
36
40

83 %
57

46

32 40
37 30

34 31

26

21

16
11

15

25
18
19
6

t'

*Mul ti ple-choice type of- questions.

Source: "Traveler Profiles," State of Alaska. December, 1964.



FIGURE IV - 59 EXISTING RE

FAVORITE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF RESIDENT PARTICIPANTS A
(STATE TOTALS) the federal

Since then,
No. of several the

Summer Respondents Percent However, th
is on these

20 facilities
13
9
8 Kodiak, Upp
6 state bear
6 regions the
5 more advanc
4 the state's
4 recreation

1. Freshwater fishing
2. Swimming - Lake, Pond, Stream
3. Picknicking
4. Camping - Developed Area
5. Outdoor Games and Sports
6. Saltwater Fishing
7. Motor Boating
8. Hiking
9. Big Game Hunting

10. Nature Study
11. Water Skiing
12. Driving for Pleasure
13. Walking for Pleasure
14. Berry Picking
15. All Others
16. None

Totals

Winter

1. Ice Skating
2. Downshill Skiing
3. Big Game Hunting
4. Sledding/Toboganning
5. Snow Vehlcle
6. Ice Fishing
7. Walking for Pleasure
8. Cross Country Skiing
9. Snow Shoeing

10. Hiking
11. Dog Sledding
12. Outdoor Games and Sports
13. Small Game Hunting
14. Driving for Pleasure
15., All Others
16. None

Totals

271
166
120
109
83
77
67
55,

48
25
25
20
18
16

167 13

50 4
1,317 TUR

2

2
2

1

1

264
175
144
62
31

27
23
16
13
12
10
10
9

69 5

-4145: 33

17, 100%

.20

13
11

5

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Source: Alaska Public OutdoorRecreaXioni State'of Alas
Departmevt of NatOra Resource41arch1967. °-
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EXISTING RECREATION ATTRACTIONS AND USE

At the time the Alaska Statehood Law was enacted in 1958,

the federal government owned 99.8 percent of the land in the new state.

Since then, several million acres have been selected by the state, and

several thousand additional acres have gone into private ownership.

However, the federal government is still the major land owner, and it

is on these federal lands that most of Alaska's recreation areas and

20 facilities are to be found.

13
9 The Southeast, Gulf of Alaska, Cook Inlet, Bristol Bay,

8 Kodiak, Upper Yukon-Porcupine, Copper River and Tanana Regions of the

6 state bear most of Alaska's recreational pressure. Within these

6 regions the state transportation network is, although inadequate,

5 more advanced than in the remaining regions. About 85 percent of

4 the state's populationI7 and 98 percent of the developed tourist and

4 recreation facilities exist in these areas.

2
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1

1

13
4
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20
13
11
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1

1

5

33
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FIGURE IV -:60

TOURIST PREFERENCE AREAS .

361

AREA OF TOURISTS VISITED

5o0theast Alaska 5

KatindiKodiak:

Arctic.and Weste n ATaske 1

Kenai PeOnsula

Fairbanks - Mt. McKinley

Anchorage-Valdez-Cordova

12

54

53

Source: "Traveler Profiles State o Alaska, December, 1964.

'7State of Alaska, Departiilent of Health.and Welfare, rPopulation

Election Districts: 1960, Bureau of Vital Statistics,Auneau, Alaska.



The Tongass and Chugach National Forests, Mount McKinley
National Park, Glacier Bay National Monument, and the Kenai National
Moose Range are presently the most intensively developed recreational
areas of the state, providing a wide range of attractions including
trails, campgrounds, visitor centers, interpretive stations, winter
sport areas, public cabins, canoe routes, and private catering
developments.

Developed recreational attractions on state land and public
domain are scattered along the highway system. These sites are
located where residents and tourists can take advantage of fishing
streams, hunting areas, and marked trail routes. The sites are
generally small, 10 to 20 camping units, and are overcrowded most of
the seasm Maintenance of public access roads and trails is minimal.
Canoe trails have been designated, but only a few portages have been
blazed and few landings marked other than on the Kenai National Moose
Range. Comprehensive planning for these lands is just beginning.

Private recreation developments, statewide, consist almost
entirely of lodges with associated hunting and fishing guide services,
traveler accommodations and, on the coast and waterways, boat rentals.
Figure IV - 61 shows the use of existing recreation sites for 1967.
The figures are in visitor days (12 hours) as defined by the U. S.
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

In the seven remaining regions of the state, the development
of recreational opportunities has been limited by access. Scattered
private, military and public sites provide limited accommodations.
Other than such Native centers as Nome, Kotzebue, Barrow and Fort
Yukon which receive tourists via regularly scheduled aircraft, the
lakes, rivers and hunting areas of the state are visited by charter
or private aircraft. Visitors to these areas live under primitive
conditions with conveniences limited to those that may be delivered
by aircraft.
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Federal Agency Areas and Pro rams

U. S. Forest Service

Alaska's two national forests,the Tongass and Chugach, are the
nation's largest and second largest national forests respectively. The
Tongass National Forest, comprising 16,016;904 acres,-is made up,of most
of the-islands in southeast_Alaska, together with a strip of mainland
consisting of high mountain peaks,_ deeply cut fiords, and glacial ice
fields.

The Forest Service has'developed-ten campgrounds, and sixteen
picnic areas, which are acces-sible-,by car, near the:region!s principal
cities. On Douglas Island nearJuneau, a skijng arei:has been deVeloped
on national _forest land under special--use perMit. -There-are120-recrea-
tion trails on'the forest with a total,trailaileige
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FIGURE IV - 61

1967 VISITOR DAYS OF USE FOR THE 8 REGIONS**

Organization* Visitor Days

National Forests 1,141,1002/

National Parks 94,00012/

Kenai National Moose Range 423,000Y

Bureau of Land Management 206,9004/

State of Alaska 1 500 0002/

Total 3,365,000

*Use data covering private develepmentsare not available.
**The eight regions are: Southeast, Gulf of Alaska, Cook Inlet

Bristol_Bay, Kodiak U er Yukon-,Porcu ine, Copper River, and Tanana.

Sources: 2/From National Forest Regional Office Juneau Records, May'28,
1968.

12./From National Park Headquarters, Anchorage Records,
June 21, 1968.

-.91FroM Kenaillational Meese Range Office RecOrds Kenai,
1968.

9.4From BLM Office RecOrds, Anchorage, June:1L 1968 -

:2/Estimate based on State Office Records,,AnChorage from
1965 Use Data.

To ftcilitate recreation use cf the more inattetsible portions
of the forest, more, than-100 cabins haYe .beert-constructed on_the shores

the of lakes and saltwater bays. These cabins are available to recreation-
he ists on a reservation basis for periods of up to Seven days. Access is
ost by float plane or boat.

The Fdrest Service has-designated 1WA) recreation areas and
two scenic areas on the Tongass _National Forest. ,The Mendenhall Glacier
Recreation Area is located at the-edge of the glacier only 15 miles from

n Juneau. It is the site of,the:Forest-Ser-viceJs,first Visitor Center.
1 The forest naturalists-at the-center interpret-the_natqral history-,of
ped the glacier and surrounding%area%to-,_forestvisiters-.-- 'The-ether recrea-
ea- tion area is Admiralty Lakes Recreatien:Area, lecated en the'island of

the same name. It is accessible'by_fleat-plane' from JUneau.
_
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Tracy Arm Fiord's Terror Scenic Area is located on the mainland

south and east of Juneau. Accessible by boat, the area features a 30-

mile-long,iceberg-filled fiord with steep canyon walls rising as high

as 2,400 feet above the water. Also included are high,snow-clad peaks

and glaciers. Rudyerd Bay-Walker Cove Scenic Area is a similar area

located on the mainland east of Ketchikan.

In addition to the recreation activities resulting from the

provision of developed facilities, the Tongass National Forest also

provides opportunity for excellent hunting and fishing. Principal big-

game species include the famous Alaska brown bear, black bear, moose,

mountain goat, and deer. The forest also contains many upland game

birds, such as grouse and ptarmigan . and the many lakes and sheltered

bays are utilized by migratory waterfowl.

Fishing is one of the more popular recreation activities in

southeast Alaska. King and coho salmon are the most important salt-

water fishery. Freshwater game fish include the cutthroat, rainbow,

Dolly Varden, steelhead, and eastern brook trout.

The Chugach National Forest, 4,726,000 acres in size, is

located on the mainland which borders Prince W'lliam Sound and the Gulf

of Alaska, and on the many islands found in that area. It also includes

Afognak Island, situated south and west of the remainder of the forest

between Kodiak Island and the Kenai Peninsula.

The recreational opportunities on the Chugach are similar to

those described for the Tongass National Forest. There are fifteen

developed campgrounds and seven picnic areas accessibe by road, but

there are only about twenty outlying cabins available for recreation

use. The Chugach has 38 recreation trails, totaling 156 miles. At

Portage Glacier, about 50 miles from Anchorage, there is a visitor

center manned by forest naturalists during the tourist season.

The big-game hunting opportunities are a bit more varied than

on the Tongass. In addition to brown bear, black bear, moose, mountain

goat and deer, Dall sheep and elk also are hunted. The elk were intro-

duced on Afognak Island in 1929. Since then, the original group of

eight animals has increased to more than a thousand and an annual hunt

is permitted. Fishing is also an important recreation activity on

this forest.

A ski area is located at Alyeska.in the northwest corner of

the forest. Because,it-is'only,about thirty miles frOlOtnchorage, it

receives heavy use during the lonq winter season.

There are no' formally designated wilderness areas on either

of Alaska's two national forests.- Because,thereare so few develop-

ments on these forests at the present time, much,Of the area is wilder-

ness without designation. However, -this situation is rapidly-changing.
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The recreation use of the Tongass and Chugach National

Forests is increasing at a rate faster than the national average for

the Forest Service. In 1967 the two forests in Alaska recorded

1.141,000 visitor days of recreation use. The Forest Service

estimates that by the year 2000 the annual visitation figure may

be as high as five million.

National Park Service

The National Park Service manages three areas in Alaska--

Mount McKinley National Park, Katmai National Monument. and Glacier

Bay National Monument--in addition to historically important Sitka

National Monument. These areas are complemented by fifteen sites in

Alaska that are now Registered National Historic Landmarks, and one

National Natural Landmark--not federally owned or administered. Ten

additional sites have also been declared eligible for the registry.

In 1965 approximately 49,800 visits were recorded to areas of the

National Park System in Alaska. This figure increased in 1966 to

75,700 and 94,100 visits during 1967.

Glacier Ba National Monument, established by Presidential

proclamation on Fe ruary S 9H,is ocated about 100 miles north-

west by boat from Juneau. Glacier Bay itself lies between two

parallel mountain ranges--on the east the St. Elias Range and to the

west the Fairweather, culminating in 15,320-foot Mt. Fairweather.

Some twenty glaciers, including two-mile-wide Muir Glacier

and many others almost equally impressive, illustrate all stages of

glacier activity. Along the coast of the 50-mile fiord, the roar of

the ice avalanche is almost constant, punctuated here and there by

cold, still moments of silence. Inland forests of spruce and hemlock

contrast sharply with the stark, snow-clad mountains. Wildlife is

abundantAlaska brown bear, grizzlies, black bear, and many smaller

animals. Mountain goats climb the lofty crags, while porpoises,

spouting whales and seals swim among the icebergs in the glacial bays

and inlets. Because of its many natural qualities and its scientific

importance, the National Park Service hopes to redesignate the area

as Glacier Bay National Park.

Visitor figures have been increasing as the result of

recently constructed accommodations. In the first nine months of

1967 nearly 7,000 visits were already recorded. The September com-

parison shows a 75 percent increase over the same in 1966.

Boat-andplane provide the onlY access:te the mopUment._

VirtUallY;:allintraparktravel is by boat.

ihenew-Concessioner=operated Glacier Bay-Lodge2,kt Bartlett.-:
_

Cove prdvidetLfor'64 guestsThe priheipal Interpretiveracility
here:is_a flfty4Oastenger cruise boat which travels dallY tO-Muir

Glacier Witha'Park natUralist-Aboard.- There'are also-frequent
-t'haturaliSt programs_a'the lodge.-



Katmai National Monument, on the Alaska Peninsula, is remote
from civiliat--!cri:TO miles of ocean bays, fiords, and
lagoons backed by glacier-covered peaks, crater lakes, and smoldering
volcanoes. In 1918, the monument was established to include the site
of a great volcanic eruption and the now relatively dormant Valley of

Ten Thousand Smokes. In 1931, the monument was enlarged to protect
some of the wildlife of the Alaska Peninsula. In 1942, the inlets off
the seacoast were added, and today Katmai National Monument comprises
more than 4,200 squre miles.

The only easy way to reach the monument is by air. At least
three commercial airlines serve the King Salmon air terminal, which is

outside the monument, 35 miles from the Brooks River Camp. From King

Salmon, bush planes on floats make regular flights to Brook River and
Grosvenor Lake camps.

Fishing, sightseeing, camping, and canoeing are among the
principal visitor activities. Monument visitors also have the
opportunity to inspect the recent archeological excavations oC pre-
historic Eskimo pit houses in the vicinity of Brooks River. A Four-
wheel-drive bus is provided by the concessioner to transport visitors
by a scenic trail some 25 miles to the Valley of Ten Thousands Smokes.

Katmai National Monument recorded 900 visits in 1966. There

are presently accommodations at Brooks River and Grosvenor camps for only

75 visitors.
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mount McKinle National Park contains 3,030 square miles of Nationa

subarctic wi ierness minated ey 1,320foot Mount McKinley, the Nationa

highest and most massive mountain in North America. Wildlife of the all the

park include: caribou, Dall sheep, moose, grizzly bear, wolf, Wildlif
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From the Richardson Highway to Paxson, the Denali Highway
(Passable from about June 1 to September 15) traverses a distance of

some 160 miles to the Park entrance station. Between Anchdrage and welfare
Fairbanks, passenger service is provided by the Alaska Railroad. An recreat
airstrip near the Mount McKinley railroad station accommodates light ties ha

planes. trails,
Moose R

The concessioner-operated hotel wear the railroad station
ean accommodate 180 guests, wnile seven campgrounds in the park

Provide space for over 100 campsites. There are naturalist programs at
the hotel and vicinity, and dog-gled demonstrations at nearby Park head-

quartIrs.; but the principal visitor activity at the park depends upon
the uge of the single park road, extending 88.6 miles from the entrance

station to Wonder Lake. Busesprovided by the concessioner,_enable
hotel visitors to make daily round trips to tEe-Eielson visitor Center
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to observe the tundra wildlife and get a glimpse of Mount McKinley.

Campers traveling beyond this point to Wonder Lake are rewarded with

a climactic view of the mountain. The visitor count has stood rather

consistently at about the 40,000 mark during the past few years.

Sitka National Monument, near the mouth oe the Indian River on

the shore encompasses some 54 acres and

commemorates the six-day battle fought in 1804 between the Russian

settlers and the Tlingit Indians. The Indians lost the battle, their

independence, and gradually much of their culture and way of life. The

Russians won an overseas empire, a source of furs, and a strong-hold on

the American continent.

The monument, designated a public park in 1890 and a national

monument in 1910, preserves and interprets the fort and battle site, the

totemic art and culture of the Natives; and the history of Russia's

American adventure.

At the visitor center, various exhibits and audio-visual

programs depict the story of Native history and culture and describe

life in Sitka as it was during the days of Russian settlement.

Bureau of S ort Fisheries and Wildlife

There are 17 units of the National Wildlife Refuge System

located in Alaska. They range in size from the 8,900,000-acre Arctic

National Wildlife Range and the 2,720,200-acre Aleutian Islands
National Wildlife Refuge, first and second in size respectively among

all the units in the system-, down to tiny 42-acre Hazy Islands National

Wildlife Refuge. The areas were set aside te Protect and provide

habitat for several different types of game animals as well as for

migratory waterfowl.

Although the refuge were established primarily for the

welfare and enhancement of their wildlife values, compatible
recreational uses also are permitted. Recreation sites and facili-

ties have been developed, such as campgrounds, picnic areas, hiking

trails, and canoe trails. In 1967 the annual recreation use of Kenai

Moose Range was 307,870.

The total recreation visitation to the Alaskan National

Wildlife Refuges in 1967 was 334,870. The visits to Kenai National

Moose Range alone accounted for 92 percent of this figure. Access

problems limit recreation visits"to the other 16 refuges.
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Bureau of Land Management

The Bureau is the largest federal land administrator in
Alaska. In 1965, there were 306,038,018 acres of and, or 95 percent
of the entire state, under Bureau of Land Management administration.

The Bureau has developed Eklutna Basin Recreation Area,
located about 30 miles northeast of Anchorage. It contains three
separate campgrounds, all situated on the shores of scenic Eklutna
Lake. Sixteen other campgrounds have been developed in the vicinity
of Anchorage and Fairbanks, and one other is located north of Nome on
the Seward Peninsula.

Other important Bureau recreation developments on public-
domain lands include the White Mountains Trail, an 80-mile-long
hiking trail; restoration of three historic gold rush trails, the
Chilkoot, White Pass, and Dalton trails; the Harrison Creek public
access road, which provides access to hunting and fishing areas; and
facilities,for canoe or float trips on the Yukon, Gulkana, Delta
Chatanika, and Fortymile Rivers and Birch Creek=

The public-domain lands adMinistered by the Bureau are
open to hunting and fishing under'approPriate state rules and regula-
tions. Many other recreation activities also take plAce ..on these
lands.

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

The Pribilof Islands in the Bering Sea are administered
by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries as a fur-seal reservation.
The islands consist of St. Paul, St. George, Otter, Walrus, and Sea
Lion Rock. Two of the islands, St. Paul and St. George, are 28,007
acres and 22,135 acres in size respectively. The other three islands
have a total area of only 169 acres.

There is a Native village on each of the tmo larger islands.
,

Many of the Natives ai-e employe4 in .the annUal summer harvest of the
fur and seal hard, which averages-94,600 pelts.

There is a landing strip on St. Paul Island which is
serviced weekly by a commercial airlines flight. A few visitors come
out to-watch the fur-seal harvest each year. In addition, because
the islands ,are accessible-by a,regular scheduled flight, the recrea-
tion use for bird watching and wildlife observation- is,steadily
increasing.
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De artment of Defense

The departments of the Army, Air Force, and Navy all

provide outdoor-recreation facilities for use of military personnel

stationed in Alaska. Although normally limited to use by military

personnel, some of the facilities are available to civilians as well.

The Army's Fort Richardson and the Elmendorf Air Force

Base, both located near Anchorage, have facilities for competitive

sports, such as tennis and football, and also provide areas for

hunting, fishing, horseback riding, golf, and skiing. The United

States Naval Air Station at Kodiak has facilities for boating,

fishing, hunting, camping, hiking, ice skating, and skiing.

State Recreation Areas Faciliti s and Use

Because Alaska has been a state for only ni ne years, many

of its programs relating to outdoor recreation are still evolving.

In its Public Outdoor Recreation Plan, prepared by the Branch of Parks

and Recreation, Division of Lands, Department of Natural Resources,

the following observation relating to the importance of outdoor

recreation to the state's economy is made:

Tourism and outdoor recreation are among the most

promising potentials for immediate increase in

Alaska's economic activity. The State has initiated

various programs to promote the growth of this

industry. A Division of Tourism, among other func-

tered
tions, conducts a program of Promotional advertising

ion
throughout the United States and Canada. To

and Sea encourage tourism the Department of Natural

, 28,007
Resources bui 1 ds and mai ntai ns hi ghwaY campgrounds

e i sl ands and Picnic areas which are the nucleus of a proposed
State Park Systeni. The Department of Fish and Game,

with the Division of Lands is classifying recrea-
.

e- islands
tional fishing areas and selecting sites to assure

rt.. of the public access to existing and potential fishing
areas. All departments are cooperating in prepara-,

tion of a statewide plan for the development of

Al as ka s recreati on resources .
i s

i tors come
3ecause
ie recrea-
di ly

Branch of Parks and Recreation.

Alaska's present _State Park 53fsteni has ,its beginning in

the 45- campgroundS,tranSferred to the 'State by the BUreaU ,of -Land

Management in, 1959. 89 1966;:the_1Atbseedr 'fOr:WhiCW-figureS were

avai I able , there were -63_, area's wi th 614:: i hAi vi dd-ta 1 units Varfous

types -of- areas make up the System, Such as caralPgrOnds :hi steri c

si tes recreati on areas, S Ceni c -waysi des4- and: 0 dni c-maYsi des
. Al l

of the-areas-'-are- either adjadent'_to the-State Highway-System or close

to i t. Current recreati on vlsi tati en fi Ores- were- not avai I able ,

but the yearly increase in- use 'is known to be significant.



Department of Fish and Game

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game is responsible prima-
rily for the regulation and management of the state's wildlife and
fisheries resource. The annual value of the harvest of these resources
is estimated to be 150 million dollars.

There are nearly fifty species of animals which may be
hunted in Alaska. Upland bird hunting is limited to grouse and
ptarmigan, but there are 33 species of waterfowl including two, the
eider duck and the Emperor goose, which are unique to Alaska.

The Department estimates that there are more than nine million
surface acres of freshwater lakes in the state and over 25,000 square .

miles of coastal saltwaters which are available for sport fishing. States. A.

Nearly thirty different kinds of fish and shellfish provide a great phere, will

variety of opportunity for fishermen. center of A

Most of the fishing and hunting in Alaska takes place on i

public lands under the administration of a federal agency or a state and shippit

agency other than the Department of Fish and Game. The Department within eas'

held title to only a little more than 9,000 acres in 1966. However, recreation
the Department of Fish and Game cooperates with other agencies, such and immigri
as the State Division of Lands, in providing public access sites and
waterfowl game management areas.

FUTURE POTi

_Local Recreation Areas_

None of the boroughs in Alaska have park and recreation
departments. Anchorage is the only city in the state which has a
full-time recreation department. The city is developing a compro-
hensive recreation plan which will provide for the improvement and is a paramc

expansion of the present city park system to include facilities in answer in

the surrounding areas terms, is r
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Private Precreation Facilities

The role of the private sector in Alaska s outdoor recrea-
tion industry is becoming increasingly important. The results of a
recent study of private outdoor recreation opportunities in the state have been i

was described the Branch of Parks and Recreation's Outdoor Recrea- considered

tion Plan as follows: both planni
these areas

There are two basic-types of facfilties being pro- recreation

vided by private endeavor in Alaska% One group present anc

includes-hotels,'motels,restaUrants; service
stationS, souvenir Shops;privatecamp Sites,
picnicking-areas; boat access; ikeareas, boat-
ing and bits tours, apd other reCreational activ-
ities. Die other group includes the type of



transportation visitors use to reach and travel

about the inaccessible parts of Alaska. These

groups include airlines, cruise ships, railroads,

and guide services. Guide services in Alaska play

an important role in serving the public's needs in

all phases of outdoor recreation from shooting a
1,600 pound polar bear on the ice floes in the

Bering Sea to sightseeing and taking photographs

of the Alaskan landscape.

FUTURE POTENTIALS FOR DEVELOPMENT

Alaska possesses a raw-wildlife resource unique to the United

States. Alaska's unusual attractions of open space, frontier atmos-

phere, wildlife, history and culture could well make it the recreation

center of America with increasing visitation from foreign nations.

Once considered remote, jet-air expansion and improved ferry

and shipping service conbined with a more affluent society bring Alaska

within easier reach of larger population centers. Transportation and

recreation studies show a constantly increasing influx of tourist

and immigrants to Alaska.

The qualities of Alaska that attract people are reduced by

degrees as more people visit each year, crowd present campgrounds,

overflow into gravel pits or roadside turn-offs and stand elbow to

elbow on favorite fishing streams. Present tourist and recreational

facilities are wholly inadequate to support present demand, much less

future requirements.

A .2,
016 P

Expansion and improved maintenance of existing facilities

is a paramount need if recreational demand is to be met but not the

answer in itself. Even though Alaska is large, use, in recreational

terms, is restricted by access= The present highway system limits

travel plans, acting like a funnel, and causing egress and'ingress to

become burdensome. Intensive use of accessible areas inundates the

resource quality and eventually decreases the desire of residents to

participate in recreation and tourists to visit Alaska.

Recreational attractions, both remote and already accessible,

have been identified by state and federal agencies. These areas are

considered to be the initial higli-quility -possibilities to receive

both plannino and development in the near'future. -Developments in

these areas, with acceSs-,,codld-facilitate a-coo-rdinated approach to

recreation menagemen't in the state and provide-the opportunity to meet

present and future recreational demands. ,
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Potential Develo ment Areas

Southeastern Region

The Southeast region is a complex of forested coastal mount-
ains separated from hundreds of islands by navigable channels of clear
blue waters. The aesthetics of the area on a clear day are unsurpassed,
a vacacionist's paradise, where bear, seal, waterfowl, deer and fish
appear limitless. Glaciers, inhabited by mountain goats, feed directly
into fiords or open waters, scattering oddly shaped icebergs through-
out the inland passages. The future recreation potential of the area
is impressive.

Accessibility is improving through the recently expanded
ferry system and airline routes and Canadian cruise ships.

Russel Fiord is a proposed scenic area located near Yakutat
containing 100,000 acres. Two glaciers feed directly into the salt-
water of the deep fiord. The proposed Yakutat road system could pro-
vide vehicle access to this area in addition to existing boat and air
travel.

Plans for a Juneau recreation complex include development
of a winter sports area, the Juneau Ice Fiekl, hiking trails, areas
surrounding the U. S. Forest Service's Mendenhall Visitor Center, and
campgrounds to accommodate Marine Highway tourists. The potential of
this area is great. Development opportunities exist from sea level
to the unique Juneau Ice Cap. Jet planes bring this area to within
three hours of Seattle.

The Admiralty Lakes Recreation Area contains 110,000 acres.
Initial planning is directed toward accommodating both developed-type
recreation along proposed roads and "back country" opportunities in
the remaining area. This -rea contains ten lakes in excess of 100
acres each, making it attractive to fishermen, campers and canoeists.

At Sitka Recreation Complex development is planned by theU S Forest Service to,contain campgrounds, boating facilities,
hiking, and. interpretive_trails. This area- has.TPcreation 4Paal Aiue .to its location-on-the Open ocean . arid to . the bayS and sounds along-
Baranof and Chichagof Isiands.

A second possibility is the hill identified today as theWest Russian Cemetery. Only a few Russian graves remain here, but
it might be feasible to reconstruct the Old Blockhouses,the principalexisting feature. There is also the possibility of,restoring the
village stockade wall, the Kolosh (Indian) Church, and the tradingpost.

Working closely with the State of Alaska, the National
Park Service would like to explore the possibilities for preserva-tion and restoration of these and other similar historic sites inSitka, with the objective of possibly adding them to the-existingSitka National Monument.
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At Sitka Recreation Complex development is planned to con-
tain campgrounds, boating facilities, hiking, and interpretive trails.
This area has recreation appeal due to its location on the open
ocean and to the bays and sounds along Baranof and Chichagof Islands.

unt-
lear Eventually many of the outlying villages and towns could be
assed, directly connected to this highway making them important tourist and
sh recreation centers. Recreation developments may be planned at key
ectly areas along this highway route.
gh- Considerable recreation demand and development-is expected
rea

throughout the waterways system. Anchor bouys and docking facilities
are being proposed for construction in cooperation with the state at
strategic locations throughout the system to accommodate ever-increasing
use by resident and non-resident small boat travelers. Access trails,
campgrounds, resorts and marinas may all be a part of the recreational

tat
development of this area.

I

t= Skagway is locat d at the head of the Yaiya Inlet on the

air
Lynn Canal in southeastern Alaskd--terminus of the famous "Inland

Passage." Founded in 1897, Skagway flourished as a result of the
discovery of gold in the Upper Yukon Valley and Klondike. The town

is on the direct route into the gold-bearing region and was a
it terminus for the White Pass and Yukon Route Railway.

and
1 of

About 100 buildings still stand which provide the finest
existing example of an Alaskan mining frontier town. White Pass,

al about 45 miles long, lies northeast of Skagway and is still traversed
in

by the narrow-gauge railroad. This area has been declared eligible
for National Historic Landmark status.
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Cook Inlet-Copper River Re ion

The Cook Inlet and Copper River regions combine to form a
main artery in road-oriented recreation opportunities. Present use

is extremely heavy along the limited highway routes while millions of
acres of inaccessible and virgin lands lie between the roads.

The area serves the populations of Anchorage, thea Kenai
Peninsula, Matanuska Borough, smaller communities along the road
system and the many tourists who drive the Alcan Highway each year
to see Alaska. Hunters, fishermen and tourists arriving by air use
Anchorage and nearby communities as a base for their expeditions.

The recreation opportunities are many and varied with
opportunities ranging from sea level fishing and boating to high
elevation skiing. Canoeing, boating, hiking, sightseeing and dog-
sledding are offered-seasonally. A unique feature is,the oppor-
tunity to travel from-the metropolitan city of Anchorage to a
wilderness camp in several minutes by ,air.

The individual recreation complexes next discussed have
received planning effort and minor, inadequate construction.

6 5
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The three recreation complexes, Tangle Lakes, Lake Louise
and Monahan Flats are designed to serve the Anchorage-Matanuska Valley
residents and the many tourists using the Glenn and Denali highways
enroute to Fairbanks and Mount McKinley Park. Internally, these
complexes connect by rivers, lakes ar.- occasional overland portages.
With development, the areas could provide extensive canoeing, boating,
fishing, hunting, winter sport and wilderness opportunities for a
large population.

The Wrangell Mountains, adjacent to the Canadian border,
have all the qualities of a wilderness complex. With development
of the proposed Chitina to Koidern, Yukon Territory highway inter-
tie, this area could become one of Alaska's most aesthetic and
interesting recreational areas. A National Scenic Parkway between
Copper River and Chitina Valley is under discussion and preliminary
planning. Lakes, streams, winter sports, wilderness vistas, horse-
back riding and hunting in this area are already common. Tne Dall
sheep, a prized trophy for the camera enthusiast or hunter, is
common in the Wrangell Mountains. Early history of Alaska can be
noted in the 1902 Valdez-to-Eagle trail. The first communication
line to the interior and the old Kennicott copper mine,where pure
copper nuggets, weighing tons, were picked from the surface of the
ground,are features of this area. The remnants of the mining towns
offer possible attractions for road travelers.
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A Kenai National Recreation Area is being discussed for natural

possible national recreation classification of Chugach National and dew
Forest lands encompassing about 1,300,000 acres. The area would be developn
managed primarily for recreation purposes. Although some areas would
remain remote, others would be made accessible by a system of scenic
roads. Additional campgrounds, trails for winter and summer use, tunity f
winter sports sites, scenic overlooks and additional interpretive resource
services are planned within the National Forest to be a part of the small fi
eventual development of the area, regardless of administrative status. Narvak L
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One of the most important and enjoyable recreation-areas
to visit is the Canoe country of the Kenai- NatiOnal Moose' Range.
Comparatively .small yet productive lakeS_are- interconnected by_nort
ages and waterways -affdrding- an opportunity for many miles 'of extel lent
canoeing only a few hours-drive from Anchorage.

Berin -trait-'and Ko ukuk-Lower Yukon R ions

Several:lei:id areas offer attractive recreation possibilities
in the Bering Strait and Koyukuk-Lower Yakon regions.

The Salmon Lake Recreation Complex is the most important
freshwater lake on the Seward-Peninsula from,a recreation and salmon
spawning standpoint. A road'from.Nome.provides,access to the lake
for residents and tourists. LiShing, gold panning,and tundra scenery
are the main attractions of the -mplex_that alsoqorovides forage for
many reindeer.
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The south slope of the western Brooks Range offers several

recreation development potentials, particularly in the Endicott Mountains

and the area delineated by the Alatna and Kobuk Rivers. Canyons are

deep, torrents are numerous, ridges are knife-sharp, and the peaks

rise to elevations of ,J,000 to 9,000 feet. Dramatic vertical drops

between mountain and valley floor and the exposure of jagged bare

granite peaks and their isolated cirque lakes adds to the appeal of

this area.

This is boundary area between boreal forest and arctic

tundra. Treeline is digitated on these slopes. Some of the oldest

living Alaska spruce are present in this area. Transition from

muskeg to bare rock can take place over distances of miles or within

a few hundred feet in this varied topography. It is characterized

by a wide variety of habitats. Within its clear lakes there is fine

fishing for grayling and lake trout. Thirty-seven species of mammals

are found here. Among these are black and grizzly bear, caribou,

moose and Dall sheep. More than 150 species of birds have been

recorded. Ecologically, the area is extremely interesting. The

mountains manifest a wide variety of geological events and processes

and typify the melding of arctic tundra and boreal forest and their

associated plant and animal species.

Private individuals, organizations, universities and federal

agencies have made several studies and explorations in this area for

for natural resource and recreation values with intentions of identifying

1 and developing plans for both wilderness preservation and sound resource

ld be development and management.

$ would
scenic

Recreational possibilities and potential offer the oppor-

se, tunity for economic development and preservation of this natural

ive resource. Approximately twenty lakes will accommodate landings of

f the small float planes. One airline already owns an area on Selby-

status. Narvak Lake. This and other potential areas could be developed

recreationally and add to Alaska's base economy. Walker Lake has

reas been considered as having national significance as an example of

e. northern lake beauty. Most lakes are bordered by high well-drained

port- forested lands which are ideally suited for compatible recreation

excellent site facilities.

An additional unique opportunity is available in this region

for tourist-recreation development associa ed with Eskimo culture and

marine mammal sport harvest.

bilities

Recreational and historical attractions related to the dis-

-tant covery of gold and the subsequent rush are common in these regions.

salmon
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In addition, opportunity for recreational complex develop-

ment exists in the White Mountains, Fortymile and Yukon River areas.

Fairbanks, Alaska's interior community of 55,000 people together with

populations of adjacent towns, and increasing tourist traffic are all

providing demand for such opportunity. Similarly, the economy of the

Fairbanks area could be strengthened by such development.

Access by road to key points in the region is partially

available, but development of opportunities to date has been minimal.

Arctic_Rqin

Despite exploration for minerals and fossil fuels, very little

is known about the recreational opportunities of this region of arctic

desert at the present time. Access is exclusively by aircraft and even

then limited to lakes and brush strips with the only major field being

at Point Barrow.

A recreational complex in the Anaktuvuk Pass region, similar

to the Walker Lake-Alatna area, is a possibility dependent upon trans-

portation development. Road or railroad development for support to
oil and mineral extraction could aid access.

Several sites within the Arctic National Wildlife Range

offer potential,and the vast caribou herds of the region could also

support sport as well as subsistence harvest.

The development of recreational opportunity associated with

Eskimo culture and marine mammal harvest offers economic as well as

aesthetic values.

Gulf of Alaska Re ion

New recreational potential in this region includes develop-

ments associated with the Columbia Glacier and Copper River delta

waterfowl management area.

At tidewater in Prince William Sound near Valdez the

Columbia Glacier offers tremendous scenic attraction. The area is

close to the present travel routes of the state ferry between

Whittier, Seward and Valdez.

The Copper River delta waterfowl management area is a ffejor

recreational attradtion for photography and waterfowl hunting this

famed waterfowl nesting and resting'area.

The Gulf of Alaska region is tied to the Southeast region

by ferny and air transport and to the Copper River region by road

from Valdez. Road travelers may enjoy the history of the Valdez-to-

Eagle trail, first communication line to the interior, and the

aesthetic quality of the Pass'into the interior.
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Bristol Ba and Kodiak ReaL2111

In addition to possibilities and plans for the expansion of

recreational opportunities on the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge and

the Katmai National Monument, two significant development potentials

exist. These are the Mama. Lake recreational complex and the Wood

River-Tikchik Lake region. Iliamna Lake, one of the most important

red salmon spawning beds in the world,is also unequalled rainbow trout

fishing. Dail sheep abound in the mountains to the north in Lake Clark

Pass which is one of the most spectacular glacier-carved p,.sses in

Alaska.

Proposed road and ferry extensions could provide increased

tourist and residential access. This area, presently classified for

recreational use by the Bureau of Land Management, could receive

heavy use in the near future.

The Wood River-Tikchik Lakes with their connecting rivers

combine to provide the most scenic recreation waterway system in Alaska.

The lakes and rivers are clear, large and beautiful. Lake trout,

Arctic char, rainbows, greyling and salmon are the most promising fish

in the area for a freshwater fishery and for sport fishing. The lands

of the area have been selected and classified for recreation by the

State of Alaska. The region has also long been studied and suggested

as a potential major national or state park. Joint federal-state

management of this area is a possibility.

Other Potentials - National Landmarks

The Registry of National Landmarks is a program administered

by the United States Department of the Interior, under the authority

of the Historic Sites Act of 1935. The program was undertaken to

establish an inventory of nationally significant historical and natural

properties of America and to encourage their continued preservation.

The Registered National Landmarks program is voluntary. Landmark

designation does not change ownership or res.eonsibility for the prop-

erty; it merely pledges owners to maintain the integrity of particular

sites. Those already registered in AlasKa include:

American Fla Raisin

At this site on October 18, 1867, the Russian flag was
. .

major lowered and the American flag raised to symbolize the transfer of

this
sovereignty over the Alaskan 'territory from Russia to the 'United

States.

ion

-to-

Anvil Creek Gold Discovery Site - -Nome, Alaska

The first large gold placer strike in Alaska was made at

the Anvil Creek Gold Discovery Site on September 20, 1898. This
-

discovery resulted in Alaska's greatest gold rush.

6a9



Birnirk--Barrow, Alaska 01T

The series of mounds at this site provided the material by
which archeologists have been able to describe the development of
Eskimo culture in this northernmost part of the United States from
around 600 AD to the present day.

Chaluka--Umnak Island Alaska

The Chaluka site is a village mound holding remains of all
culture periods thus far identified in the Aleutian Islands.

Erskine House-7Ko,'iak, Alaska

The Erskine House is apparently the oldest Russian structure
still standing in the United States. It was traditionally built in Ere

1792-1793 under the leadership of Alexander Baranov the residence
Veniaminov, t
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Fur Seal Rookeries--St. Paul Island Alaska

The Pribilof Islands have been the greatest single source
of furs in the world since 1787, and its rookeries still exhibit in Lint

living form the fur resources that have lured Russian, British, French, Cathedral was

Spanish, and American fur hunters to Alaska from the 18th century down in the Unitet

to the present.

St._

Gambell Sites--St. Lawrence Island, Alaska

The Gambell Sites were the first in the greater Bering
Strait region to be scientifically investigated and reported. This

investigation first provided data on the sequence of cultures in
St. Lawrence Island; and through this work, it was then possible to
reduce the accumulated information on Eskimo prehistory to chrono-

1 ogi cal order.

Ska

Ska
discovery of
Canada.
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I pi ytak--Point _Hope, Al aska the present.

Ipiutak is a large and spectacular Paleo-Eskimo site wi h
house remains and elaborate burials.' Vulc

Iyatayet--Cape --Denbigh, Alaska -

The Iyatayet site, between 6,000 'and, 8,000- years old, is

the e,rliest site associated with Early Man yet foUnd in Alaska

The
occupied of t
as a village



Old Sitka Site--near Sitka Alaska

The Old Sitka and Redoubt St. Michael Site, 1799-1802, was

the first European settlement in the Alexander Archipelago. It was

destroyed by the Tlingit Indians in June, 1802.

Palugvik--Hawkins Island, Alaska

Palugvik provided evidence that the Eskimo-speaking

inhabitants of heavily timbered Pacific bays and islands of the

Prince William Sound Region were not newcomers, but part of a long-

established population and culture.

Russian Mission Or hana e--Sitka Alaska

Erected in 1842, the Russian Mission Orphanage served as

the residence, office, mission school, and private chapel of Ivan

Veniaminov, the Russian religious leader and first Bishop of Alaska.

St. Michael's Cathedral (Site )--Sitka, Alaska

Until destroyed by fire on January 2, 1966, St. Michael's

Cathedral was regarded as the finest example of Russian architecture

in the United States. The Cathedral is currently being reconstruced.

Ska.sidWhite Pass(His_toric District)--Skalyay, A_Iaska_

Skagway, founded in 1897, flourished as a Tesult.of the

discovery of gold in the UpperYukon Valley and Klondike region Of

Canada.

Wales Com lex--Ca e Prince of Wales, Alaska

371

Strategically located on the aboriginal Eskimo trada.routes

the Wales sites have produced mate ials dating from around-600 AD to

the present.

The Yukon Island Main Site is the oldest and most continuously

occupied of the known Cook Inlet aboriginal sites, having been utilized

as a village site for about 2,700 years.
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Lake Gieorge

In the Chugach Mountains about 44 miles northeast of Anchorage,
Lake George has been recommended by the Secretary of the Interior for
addition to the National Registry of National Landmarks.

Other Potentials - Natural Landmarks

Recognizing the tremendous inherent natural values in Alaska,
the Department of the Interior also has an extensive program for the
evaluation of outstanding natural areas for possible eligibility as
Registered Natural Landmarks. Areas recommended for approval in this
category include:

Aniakchak Crater, Alaska

Administered by the Bureau of Land Management, the crater of
Aniakchak contains approximately 20,000 acres and is one of the largest
known in the world. It has hurled 15.4 cubic miles of debris out of
its core, scattering it for 20 miles on the surrounding countryside.

giligeslofisland, Alaska

The 160-acre island, located in the Bering Sea about 25 air
miles north of Umnak Island in the Aleutian Archipelago, is adminis-
tered by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife as a national wild-
life refuge. Bogoslof Island is an historic geologic feature. At
least six island masses have risen here in 130 years. Remnants of the
last three eruptions form the present island. A large variety of sea
birds nest here.

Mount Veniaminof, Alaska

The more than 800,000-acre area of Mount Veniaminof is
administered by the Bureau of Land Management. It is located in the
Aleutian Chain, about 20 air miles southeast of Port Moller oh the
Bering Sea and 20 wiles northwest of Chignik on the North Pacific
Ocean. Veniaminof crater contains a cupped ice field of 25 square
miles, the most extensive crater-glacier in the natian. It is the
only known glacier on the continent with an active volcanic vent in
its center

Shfshaldin Volcano, Alaska

Shisllaldin Crater is the highest of elYell knewn Volcanoes
on 'Unimak -Island about 50'miles west of COld_Bay -in the Aleutfan
archipelago of:Alaska. -The actual",cohe ,F?hd crater include about
63,000 acres-- It is Part,_of,the Aleutian Islands.National Wildlife
_Refuge:.administered by- the Bureau of Sport-Fisheries -and Wildlife.
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Arrigetch Peaks, Alaska

The Arrigetch Peaks lie in the central Brooks Range of
Alaska, approximately 250 miles northwest of Fairbanks. Interesting

and important illustrations of tundra and boreal forest ecology are

found in the area. Primary significance, however, is related to its

examples of geological processes.

Brown Bear Refu e, Alaska

The Brown Bear Refuge is an area of approximately 160 square

miles, including the mouth of the McNeil River and the major portion

of its drainage. On the Alaska Peninsula about 200 miles southwest of

Anchorage, the river opens into Kamishak Bay in the southern portion

of Cook Inlet. The refuge is set aside by the state to provide

permanent protection of the brown bear in a natural habitat .

Middleton Island Alaska

Middleton Island,,consisting of about five square miles, is

located in the Gulf of Alaskaabout 155 miles southeast of Anchorage.

The great Alaska earthquake of 1964 uplifted the island ten feet.

There is wave-cut terrace evidence of this happening to Middleton

at least five times in the past, providing a significant illustration

of tectonic uplift as a result of earthquakes.

Unga Island, Alaska

Unga Island is the largest in the Shumagin Island group,

just ofFthe Alaska Peninsula about 500 miles southwest of Anchorage

and about 70 miles east of Cold Bay. The exposures of petrified

logs and stumps occur along the shores of the northern end of the

island in an area of about 6,400 acres. It is administered by the

Bureau of Land Management. The paleobotanical specimens so.common

on Unga Island occur as standing stumps and "rolled" logs, in

which wood has been replaced by silica or carbonized. That a forest

of such large trees could flourish on what almost certainly was an

island perhaps one million Years ago or more has meaning in terms

of the passage of species between Asia and America.
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Walker Lake, Alaska

Walker Lake -lies on the south slope .of the Brooks-Range in.

northern Alatka-nearly at_the bead uf the 'Kobu.k River and includes

all of WalkerIake and-its prtnciOal tributarY, KalUluktok. Creek, a

total-area of about .283 Square-Miles. This like proVides a-striking

example of the geological and biological relationshipS of a' mountain'

lake at the northern limit Of forest growth on the south slope of
.

the i3rooks Range.



Walrus_Islands,_Alaska

The five islan 3aking up the Walrus Islands State Game
Sanctuary are in Bristol Bay about 375 miles southwest of Anchorage.

The land area involved totaling about 9,787 acres is owned by the

state and administered as a walrus sanctuary.

The following maps, Figures IV-62 to IV-63, show the

location of existing and potential recreation areas in the state:

4
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MAJOR DEVELOPMENT POTENTIALS FOR RECREATION
IN

ALASKA

1 Russel Fjord 10 Kenai Lakes
2 Juneau Ice Field 11 Kenai Canoe System
3 Admiralty Lakes 12 $almon Lake
4 Sitka 13 Walker Lake
5 Skagway 14 Alatna-Kobuk Region
6 Tangle Lakes 15 White Mts.
7 Lake Louise 16 Fortymile
8 Monahan Flats 17 Yukon Recreation Area
9 Wrangell Mts. and 18 Columbia Glacier

Scenic Parkway 19 Copper River Delta Area
20 Iliamna Lake Recreational Complex
21 Wood-TiKchik Lakes Region
22 Expansion of Mt. McKinley National Park
23 Isenbeek National Wildlife Refuge

lir NATIONAL LANDMARKS

al NATURAL LANDMARKS

Compiled for:
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SUBSURFACE RESOURCES

LOCATABLE MI NERAL RESOURCES

Relation to Native Protests and Claims

More than half of Alaska's total metallic production, valued
at over 1.3 billion dollars, has come from areas now covered by Native
protest claims, and an important part of the state's known mineral re-
sources also are in claim areas. Gold and copper make up the major part
of Alaska's metal production and known resources.

Fairbanks, Alaska's primary gold-producing area, is outside
the claim area, as are the important Fortymile and Seventymile districts.
However, the Seward Peninsula and Iditarod districts, ranked second and
third in production, fall within the claim boundaries, which thus en-
compass areas responsible for something over half the state's total
placer gold production.

The formerly productive mines of Kennecott and Prince William
Sound and the potentially significant resources at Bornite and Orange
Hill-Bond Creek are located in areas of Native protest claims. Of the
major copper-producing areas, only that on Prince of Wales Island is
outside the Native claims boundary.

At present a realistic value cannot be put on the iuture
metallic resources of lands under Native protests or claims. It can
only be pointed out that geologic provinces known to be favorable for
mineral occurrence cut across Alaska, and it can be inferred that im-
portant resources will be discovered in some of these, both in and out
of the areas of Native contention. Thus far only the Arctic coastal re-
gion and north slope of the Brooks Range, both included under Native
protest claims, appear generally unfavorable for the occurrence of metal-
lic mineral resources.

History of Mineral Resource Develo ment

Metallic mineral resources, particularly gold and copper, were
mainstays of the Alaskan economy from about 1880 until shortly after
world War II. After that, rising operating costs and depletion of known
deposits adversely affected Alaska's metal mining industry, until in
1967 the production of all metals was valued at less than $7,000,000,
a figure approximately only 1/7th of the maximum $48,000,000 reached in1916. Offsetting the dollar loss to the economy has been the steady ex-
pansion of the sand and gravel industry and the production of leasableminerals, particularly petroleum. Preliminary estimates suogest oil and
gas production in 1967 was valued at about $88,000,000, a figure approach-ing twice the value of any single year's total metallic production.
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Doilars from the strongly localized petroleum and natural gas industry

do not, however, directly affect many Alaska communities formerly sta-

bilized by mining, so dollar values are not totally equatable with over-

all prosperity.

The fact that Alaska has resources of strategic metals and

increased geologic and exploration activity suggests that the low point

in Alaskan metals production may have been reached and a gradual expan-

sion is in order. Economic factors pointing to this are continued high

prices for strategic metals such as mercury, tin, and nickel, the two

price system for gold, and Japanese interest in raw materials from the

Pacific coastal region. Of special interest to this report is the fact

that because of the wide distribution of metals in the state, many oc-

curi-ences and some significant resources fall in the areas of Native

protest.

Mineral Resources as Re ated to Geolosic Framework

Inspection of the mineral commodity maps included in this re-

port shows that metallic minerals are very widely distributed in Alaska,

being generally absent only from the crest and north slope of the Brooks

Range, the Arctic Coastal plain, and the outer Aleutiar Islands. Else-

where, the lack of known occurrences probably reflects burial beneath

surficial deposits or inadequate examination of surface exposures,

especially in remote regions. rhe data on the regional subsurface

resource maps (Figures IV - 64 to IV - 78) at the end of this chapter

showing the localities that have produced placer gold, are particularly

significant. Small amounts of gold accompany many different types of

metallic deposits, and although these deposits are not necessarily

minable in their primary concentrations, the winnowing effect of running

water and erosion has selectively sorted the gold and produced placer

deposits. Such deposits did not need sophisticated tools fcr discovery,

only a pick, shovel, and gold pan. Because of this wide distribution

and ease of discovery, the maps showing distribution of placer gold de-

posits serve as a good general guide to the ubiquity of metallization

in Alaska. The main region where the placer gold distribution does not

adequately reflect metal deposits is southeastern Alaska, where the

sparsity of nlacers reflects the steep topography and rapidly moving

rivers rather than sparsity of metal deposits.

. .

The subsurface resource maps show the Mainmetallie coM-

modities of the state; they are based On many published commOdity maps,

particulary those publiShed.by the U. S.- GeologiCal Survey.
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Superposition of data from these maps on a geologic map of the
state shows clearly that most clusters of mineral occurrences conform
a definite geologic province or belt. This fact provides a means for
predicting, in general, where new ore discoveries will be made. For
example, the basic similarity of geology along the southern Brooks Range
extending southward into the eastern Seward Peninsula, suggests that
massive copper sulphide deposits similar to those partly developed at
Ruby Creek may occur at other r2iaces in this province. Because the
geology of Alaska is still incompletely known and because many regions
are covered by surficial deposits or are relatively inaccessible te
prospectors, it is clear that many ore deposits are yet to be found;
hence, an appraisal of the mineral potential must be based on knowledge
of the geologic framework and of the mineral deposits already known.

Metallic Commodities

Antimony

Antimony is one of the oldest metals in continuous use by man.
In metallic form it is used in alloys to increase hardness, minimize
shrinkage, inhibit corrosion and lower the melting point; very pure
antimony metal is used in semiconductor and thermoelectric devices. In
its nonmetallic form antimony has a wide range of industrial applications,
including paints, vulcanizing aaents, ultraviolet light textile filters
and fire resistant organic solvents.

Production

Total production of antimony ore from Alaska is estimated to
have been no more than 6,400 short tons. Most of this has come from the
Stampede mine in the Kantishna district, about 100 miles southwest of
Fairbanks, and from deposits near Fairbanks.

Prior to the development of the Stampede mine in 1936, Alaskan
production was minor except during the period of high wartime prices
from 1915 to 1918. Between 1936 and 1951 production from that mine was
about 3,300 tons of ore containing approximately 1,700 tons of metallic
antimony. Since 1951 shipments have been sporadic and probably have
totalled less than 100 tons. No shipments were made from the Stampede
mine in 1966, but 14 short tons of concentrates containing 55 percent
antimony were added to 45 tons of ore already stockpiled.

Production from the Fairbanks district has been approximately
3,000 tons,2,500 tons of which was shipped prior to World War II when
the price of the commodity was high. No data are avilable on the amount
of antimony recovered from the Red Devil quicksilver mine near Sleetmute
in southwestern Alaska, but It is believed to be comparatively minor.
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Resources and ppentiai

Stibnite, the principal ore mineral of antimony, is widespread

in Alaska and occurs mainly in the form of small discontinuous lode de-

posits. At the Stampede mine the ore occurs in veins, lenses and stringers

controlled by shear zones that cut schistose quartzite. One exceptional

ore body was 26 feet thick. The low-grade mill ore contained 10 to 20

percent and the high-grade shipping ore more than 50 percent of antimony

per ton. Other smaller deposits occur in the Kantishna district on Slate,

Caribou and Slippery Creeks and scattered along the front of the Alaska

Range.

At least 50 stibnite lode deposits are known in the Fairbanks

district, but the principal ones are localized in the Pedro Dome and

Ester Dome gold belts in an area that roughly extends between 10 miles

west and 23 miles northeast of Fairbanks. Eighteen of these deposits

have been productive, mainly from quartz veins in schist. Many of the

veins contain jamesonite and other antimony-bearing sulfosalts, as well

as gold, silver and base metals.

On the Seward Peninsula, stibnite is associated with gold,

silver, and some base metals in quartz-calcite veins that cut schist east

and north of Nome. About 1,500 pounds of ore reportedly was mined from

the Peterson and Lamoreaux property, but was never shipped. Other small

antimony deposits occur in the Goodpaster and Bonnifield districts of

east-central Alaska, on the Kenai Peninsula and at Caamano Point about

16 miles northwest of Ketchikan.

In addition to being small and erratically distributed, most

of Alaska's antimony deposits are inadequately explored or developed.

Overall reliable resource estimates therefore are not possible. Known

resources in the Fairbanks and Kantishna districts probably only amount

to 100 tons or so of high-grade and perhaps 10,000 tons of low-grade or

submarginal material. The resources of the Seward Peninsula are estimated

to be a few thousand tons. Doubtless additional discoveries can be

expected, especially in the less explored bedrock areas of the state,

and new resources developed by further prospecting in the vicinity of

known deposits. Byproduct recovery from Alaskan mercury deposits also

can be anticipated. However, antimony has a specialized consumption

pattern that does not conform to general mineral economic trends, but

rather to the special demands of the storage batteny, textile, plastics

and rubber industries. The geologic and economic factors associated with

domestic antimony deposits, especially those in Alaska, probably preclude

successful competition with low-cost imports and discourage hope for

significant increased domestic production, even under the incentive of

an abnormally high price.



Beryllium

Beryllium, long famous for its ability to harden copper with
steellike strength, now also has important applications in nuclear energy,
high-speed flight, missiles, and space exploration.

Until about 1960, beryllium was a strategic element in short
supply within the United States; essentially all of the 230 tons of
metal used yearly was derived from imported beryl ores. In 1960, deposits
of nonpegmatite beryllium were found in the Seward Peninsula, Alaska,
and at Spor Mountain, Utah. Because of large proven reserves, captive
market, and nearness to low-cost transportation, it is likely that beryl-
lium from the Utah deposits will meet domestic requirements for many
years, even if consumption rises drastically. At present, interest of
industry in exploring for additional deposits and reserves of beryllium
is practically nil; however, should large-scale new uses develop, such
as use of beryllium-aluminum or beryllium-magnesium alloys in airframes,
the Alaska deposits conceivably could become productive.

The large Alaska deposits near Lost River consist mainly of
the beryllium mineral chrysoberyl (Al2Be04) intergrown with diaspore,
fluorite (CaF9), tourmaline, white mica, dnd small amounts of euclase
(HBeAlSi0g), bertrandite (H2Be4Si200, todorokite (a manganese mineral),
and hematIte. Some veins contain sulfide minerals and cassiterite. All

the deposits are of the replacement type in limestone, forming veins,
pipes and stockworks. Resources amount to about 1,960,000 short tons of
material containing between 0.15 and 0.54 percent beryllium, with an
average of 50 percent fluorite. AddiLional large resources of lower
grade are known. As the district is largely unexplored, chances are
good for increasing reserves by physical exploration. Small amounts of
phenacite (Be9SiO4) occur in pegmatites associated with a peralkaline
stock at Bokah Mountain, Prince of Wales Island.

Because the Lost River deposits contain an average of about 50
percent fluorite, it is conceivable that a hydrometallurgical process
involving production of saleable HF could be developed; even this possi-
bility seems remote because of the distance from markets and source of
sulfuric acid, which probably would be used in the process. Hence, we
may conclude that Alaskan beryllium deposits are, for present at least,

not suitable for competitive commercial development.

Chromite

Because of its special properties of imparting hardness, corro-
sion and oxidation resistance, and strength at elevated temperatures,
chromium is essentially indispensable in a broad range of industrial
applications. In addition, chromium chemicals are used in the manufac-
ture of pigments, leather tanning, textile processing and electroplating,
and chromite, the only ore of chromium, is a major refractory.
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Total production of chromite from Alaska has only been about

30,000 tons, mainly under the stimulus of high wartime prices and all

dth from deposits on the Kenai Peninsula. Approximately 3,000 tons of ore

energy, averaging about 45 percent Cr201 was mined in 1917-1918 from a single

deposit at Claim Point. From 1942 to 1944 a total of 6,619 tons, averg-

ing about 42 percent Crz03, was produced from deposits on Red Mountain.

lort The most recent production from 1954 to 1957 amounted to 21,435 tons of

ore, all from the Red Mountain deposits. Most of this was of metallur-

leposits gical grade (48 percent Cr203) with a Cr:Fe ratio of about 2.9:1.

;ive
beryl- Resources and potential
ly

; of The only significant chromite deposits known in Alaska occur at

Ilium the south end of the Kenai Peninsula at two localities: one is at Claim

;uch Point near Portlock; the other is at Red Mountain, 10 miles southeast of

-ames, Seldovia. These deposits are localized in two ultramafic intrusive bodies

and consist of chromitiferous layers that range in size from thin stringers

to lenses that contain more than 50,000 tons.
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At Claim Point most of the chromite occurs in a single layered

and disseminated deposit that contains less than 30 percent Cr903. The

deposit is at least 350 feet long and averages 60 feet in width. Thick-

ness and grade become negligible 175 feet beneath the surface.

The 31 known Red Mountain deposits occur at altitudes between

1,200 and 2,800 feet. The main ore body is about 7 feet thick, 630 feet
long, and extends at least 235 feet down the dip of 50'.

Other occurrences of chromite in ultramafic rocks are known in

the Chugach Mountains near the head of Cook Inlet near Eklutna, about 7

miles southeast of Tonsona in the Copper River Basin, near Livengood in

the Yukon River region, in southeastern Alaska on Baranof Island, and on

the Cleveland Peninsula near Ketchikan.

The total estimated chromite resources of the Kenai Peninsula

are about 420,000 long tons. Those at Claim Point are estimated at
268,000 tons of material that contains about 18 percent Cr903. At Red

Mountain most of the remaining known resources, which total about 150,000
tons, contain between 11 and 49 percent Cr203, With a Cr:Fe ratio of 3:1.
The chromite resource of the area near Tonsona does not exceed a few

thousand tons, and a few hundred tons of shipping ore might be minable

from the Red Bluff Bay deposit on Baranof Island.

Ultramafic rocks of the type that typically contain workable

deposits of chromite are widely distributed throughout Alaska. In addi-

tion to the localities discussed above, areas of ultramafic rocks in the

De Long Mountains of northwestern Alaska, near Platinum in southwestern

Alaska, eastward from Fairbanks to the International Boundary, and in

several areas of southeastern Alaska constitute geological environments

favorable for the occurrence of chromite. Intensive Prospecting in these
regions might result in significant increases in estimates of Alaskan

chromite reSources.
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Copper

Copper is one of the major industrial metals in modern civili-
zation, and its utilization by man dates from prehistoric times. About
half of it is used in diverse electrical applications; most of the rest
is used in various alloys and in nearly every major industry. Signifi-
cant properties of copper are its high electrical and thermal conducti-
vities, good corrosion resistance, ductility, malleability, and high
strength.

Production

Copper largely from the Kennecott mines was important in
Alaska's economy between 1911 and 1938. For many years the mines were
one of the world's major copper producers, with a total production of
about 1.2 billion pounds of copper and significant byproduct silver from
copper sulfide lodes in limestone. Other Alaskan copper production was
from southeastern Alaska and the Prince William Sound region. South-
eastern Alaska production was mainly between 1906 and 1918 from contact-
metamorphic deposits on Prince of Wales Island. It included about 23
million pounds of copper and byproduct gold, silver, and palladium.
Prior to 1930 mines in the Prince William Sound region, chiefly the
LaTouche and Ellamar,produced about 214 million pounds of copper with
subsidiary byproduct precious metals. A little native copper was used
by the Copper River Indians and some of the coastal tribes, who probably
acquired it !-,v bartering.

Since 1938 Alaskan copper production has been negligible.
During the past few years a few hundred tons of copper ore has been mined
from surficial workings at the Kennecott mines.

Resources and pqtential

The potential for increased copper production from Alaska is
good, but it is unlikely that the state will rcgain its former prominent
position among the world's copper producers. The largest known copper
reserve in Alaska is in the Bornite (Ruby Creek) deposits where more
than 100 million tons of ore containing 1.2 to 1.6 percent copper have
been reported (Mining World, February 1962, p. 21, 39). The Orange Hill
porphyry copper deposit near Nabesna has reserves estimated at 200 million
tons of 0.4 percent copper and lesser amounts of molybdenum, gold, and
silver. These reserves can be augmented by extrapolation to include
that part of the mineralized stock beneath the altitude of the Nanesna
River and small adjacent contact-metamorphic deposits. Other Alaska

copper deposits are best considered as resources. Those in the Prince
William Sound region are estimated to include 1.5 million tons that

average slightly more than 1 percent copper and 5 million tons that
average slIghtly less than 1 percent copper. Copper resources of the
Kasaan Peninsula on Prince of Wales Island are estimated to be about 1 5

million tons with an average copper content of less than 2 percent,
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Elsewhere in southeastern Alaska small resources are in deposits near

Copper Mountain on Prince of Wales Island, at the Sumdum Prospect about

50 miles southeast of Juneau, and a few other prospects. Recently dis-

covered copper deposits south of McLean Arm, near the southern tip of

Prince of Wales Island, are being explored, but their potential cannot as

yet be evaluated.

Inferred copper resources at the Kennecott mines and nearby

prospects are small, but the possibility of discovering a deposit in the

district similar to the bonanza Kennecott deposits cannot be precluded.

The Kennecott Copper Corporation has been exploring an apparently large

low-grade copper deposit near Bond Creek east of Nabesna, but no reports

concerning this deposit have been published. The only data available

indicate that the grade of the deposit is comparable to that at Orange

re Hill.

from Some of the greenstone (altered lava) that underlies large

was tracts of east-central Alaska, including Parts of the Wrangell Mountains

and the Alaska Range, contains native copper and constitutes a potential

act- resource. Although many of these deposits probably are large, they

3
characteristically are too lean to encourage significant exploration.

Other copper resources are scattered in parts of the central and southern

Alaska Range and in southwestern Alaska. At present they cannot be evalu-

,h
ated adequately, but additional exploration may indicate that some of

.ed them are important. The association of copper with greenstone suggests

)ably
that concentrations of copper may also occur near it in other rock units.

A possible example i.,-. the copper deposit found in 1963 near Pass Creek

in the Valdez Creek district, where copper minerals are in limestone

adjacent to a thick seriec of somewhat cupriferous basalts.
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Copper is a potentially valuable byproduct of nickel-copper

deposits that are associated with mafic and ultramafic rocks, chiefly in

southeastern Alaska. In particular the Brady Glacier prospect contains

sufficient tonnage and grade to become a significant copper producer. By-

product copper probably would also be recovered in the advent of mining

some of the state's molybdenum deposits, such as those at the Nunatak

Muir Inlet) molybdenum prospect in Glacier Bay National Monument.

On a broader scale the future of Alaska copper is clouded by

external competition. The porphyry copper deposits of the western

United States with their vast low-grade reserves that are exploitable by

low-cost methods, similar very large South American deposits that either

are being mined or developed, and other large deposits in northern

Michigan, Africa, and Europe, probatily will continue to dominate the

world copper market for many years.

G ld

Gold, more than any, other factor, brought Alaska to the atten-

tion of the 19th and early 20th-century_United States. The future,how-

ever, is uncertain, especially for operators producing only gold. 'The

bwit chances for a marked increase in Alaskan gold production seem 'to be



as a byproduct or from the discovery of large new deposits that can be

mined by modern, less expensive techniques.

The dominant early-day use of the gold produced in the United

States was monetary, and ultimately the gold production from the western

United States, Canada, and Alaska, was responsible for much of the

capital for post-Civil War industrial expansion. In Alaska it was partly

responsible for the development of some of the coastal cities, and mainly

responsible for the development of the interior region. At preelnt,

about three-quarters of the gold consumed in the United States goes into
traditional uses such as jewelry and dentistry; the rest goes into in-

dustrial processes, many with space- and computer-age applications. It

is significant that the United States now produces only about one-third

of the gold it consumes. The spread between production and consumption
increased from a deficit of about 25 percent in 1960 to a deficit of

nearly 70 percent in 1967.

Production and resources

The total gold production from Alaska. through 1967, is slightly

more than 30 million ounces, of which about 9 million have come from
lode deposits and about 21 million from placer deposits. Alaska presently

ranks fiFth, after California, Colorado, South Dakota, and Nevada, as a

gold producer and has appreciable proven resources. Notwithstanding the

historical record and potential for the future, however, Alaska's gold

production was only about 25,000 fine ounces in 1967; only two moderate-

sized dredges operated, and there were no large operating mines in the

state
In 1967, the U. S. Bureau of Mines, using various cost-level

assumptions, estimated Alaska's total gold resources based on a combina-

tion of data from physical exploration, geological factors, and past

Production. They concluded that gold resources in known Alaskan mines

and mine areas,without regard for price considerations, are about 90

million ounces. Reserves and resources established by physical explora-

tion alone, however, are much less than this.

Gold deposits of Alaska can be classified very broadly into

two types, placer deposits and lode dehosits. Both are closely associated

in space, but not nec2ssarily in an economic sense. Thus, tete long-con-

tinued erosion of gold-quartz veins much too small to mine can produce

workable placer deposits. Conversely, very large lode deposits may not

produce workable placers because of an unfavorable geoloeic history or

because the gold is too fine to recovere In some areas, such as
Fairbanks, both lode and placer deposits have been exploited, but in

general, one type or the other is usually dominant. This generalization

is true for other Alaskan deposits--the major placer deposits are in

the central interior (including Fairbanks), the Se;.ard Peninsula, and in
southwestern Alaska, whereas the main lode produc.,:on haS been Primarily

in southeastern Alaska, and secondarqy from Willow Creek, Fairbanks,
the Alaska Range, Prince William Sound, and the Shumagin Islands. Only

Fairbanks is common to both lists.
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Placer de osits

Two main types of placer deposits have been exploited. One is

at Fairbanks and elsewhere in the interior where gold eroded from nearby

veins was concentrated in the courses of ancient rivers. In the second

type, represented mainly by the Nome district, but also by Yakataga and

Lituya Bay, gold was concentrated by marine processes and the productive

deposits are mainly modern and ancient beaches.

Resources of placer gold established by physicol exploration

are Nnown in the Nome and Fairbanks areas, but they are appreciably
smaller th n the past production of the areas -- roughly 5 and 7.5

million ounces, respectively. Other resources known from physical ex-
ploration are in the Livengood district and probably near Nyac. Placer

gold is now being exploited at Hog River in the Iditarod diltrict, and

on the Seward Peninsula.

Gold in unassessed amounts exists in some deep ground not

workable by dredging or by hand drifting. A U. S. Bureau of Mines experi-

mental program is contemplated in the Fairbanks area in 1968 to test the

feasibility of mechanized drift mining of such deposits. The very high

grade of some of the shallow placer ground mined in the early days, plus

advances in mechanized mining, suggest that this approach has economic

possibilities.

Lode deposits

The geologic environment of the lode sources is somewhat more

varied. The two largest operations, whose combined gold output was

about 6 1/2 million ounces, were the Alaska-Juneau mine and the Treadwell

group, which worked, respectively, a large, complex system of small veins,

and a disseminated deposit in altered igneous rock. Other important

production came from rich veins in the Chichagof (one million ounces).
Willow Creek (446,000 ounces), and Fairbanks (240,000 ounces) areas, from

sulfide-rich shear zones and high-grade veins in the Prince William Sound

region (136,000 ounces), and from contact metamorphic deposits at Nabesna

(57,000 ounces) in the Chisana district.

Lode resources established by physical exploration, with

limited geological extrapolation, are mostly in southeastern Alaska, and
include the Juneau, the Berners Bay, and Chichagof areas. Elsewhere in

Alaska lode gold resources are in the Chandalar area of the Brooks Range,

at the Golden Horn and Nixon Fork mines in southwestern Alaska, in the
Nabesna area in eastern Alaska, and in the upper Chulitna district of

the Central AlafrF. Rmge.

App -.--
gold is also contained in deposits valued prin-

cipally for oth, -,tals, and in the foreseeable future this could be

the major gold resource of Alaska. The onlY large deposit for which
even partial grade and tonnage figures are available is Orange Hill,

where about 200 million tons of copper-bearing rock contains approxi-

mately .02 ounce of gold per ton. Exploitation of this tonnage alone

would yield almost as much .old as was Produced in the Juneau area, and



reasonable geological extrapolations based on it and the nearby Bond
Creek deposits suggest that this area may ultimately produce at least
as much as the total historical lode gold production of Alaska.

Potential_

Alaska has an appreciable fraction of the known gold resources
of the United States, and its geological conditions are favorable for
further discoveries. The potential for appreciable production exists,
but because of economic uncertainties, the future of the gold mining
industry remains uncertain.

The potential for large-scale production based an geological
extrapolation seems best for deposits of the disseminated type, like
those at the old Treadwell mines. These and geologically similar pipe-
like deposits near Berners Bay and Chulitna can be exploited by surface
mining or by relatively cheap underground methods. Other disseminated
deposits are known in dioritic intrusive rocks in the Alaska Rarge and
in the coastal belt of southwestern Alaska. That additional deposits
may be found is suggested by anomalous amounts of gold in stream sedi-
ments draining dioritic intrusives near Slana. Somewhat similar de-
posits may be anticipated in southwestern Alaska where productive
placers such as those at Flat, Moore Creek, and Candle (Takotna) head in
intrusive complexes. One factor that enhances the potential of the dis-
seminated deposits of gold is the possibility of recovering, as by-
products, minerals or metals not recovered in earlier mining. In the
Treadwell lodes, for example, molybdenite and rutile occur in quantita-
tively unassessed amounts. Elsewhere, such as in the complex low-grade
mineral deposits in the upper Chulitna area, silver, copper, lead, zinc,
and possibly molybdenum and tin might be recovered as byproducts. The
Culitna deposits also contain appreciable resources of arsenic.

A more speculative but still real possibility is that dissemi-
nated deposits of the Carlin type may be found in Alaska. Geologic
criteria for them appear to include the presence of limestone, thrust
faults, and high-angle mineralized faults, and such conditions do exist
in several parts of Alaska, notably on the Seward Peninsula, in the
Brooks Range, and in the Nixon Fork area of southwestern Alaska.

Small-scale production from the underground mining of rich
vein deposits appears possible but veey likely will not be of more than
local importance. One deposit of this type, the Mikado lode near
Chandalar, may be exploited in 1968.

Except for the dredge at Hog River, renewed or continued
large- or moderate-scale placer operations seem unlikely in the near
future. Thu fact that extensive dredge operations continued at Nome and
Fairbanks into the 1960s was malnly a function of the pre-World War II
gold price increase and the early mobilization for producjon. .Geologi-
cally and economically southwestern Alaska seems to offer some potential
for large-scale placer operations because of the sparsity of permafrost
and relatively shallow depth of deposits.


